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PREFACE 

Writing this book has been a very thrilling and rewarding experience. This is partly due to my 
passion for the field of Arabic morpho-phonology which made me venture into and even be
yond its various disciplines, and to the support that I have received from different persons. 

This study comes after my book, Ibn Mas'ud, Mara"f:z I, which deals with the strong verb, 
that has been published some ten years ago. After it I embarked on preparing the second part 
of the work, which is a study of the doubled, the hamzated and the weak verbs. The more I 
studied books in this field, the more I realized that the collected results of my research could, 
when properly systematized, represent a sort of "comprehensive" study of the Arabic morpho
phonology with its two main topics: on the one hand a presentation of the morphological 
forms, and on the other, a study of the phonological rules and theories that led to their making. 
This incited me in presenting together in this work the strong verb, the doubled, the hamzated 
and the weak verbs. The above mentioned Part I studied in this volume embodies many sub
stantial additions, and can therefore be considered as an altogether different work from the 
earlier published book. Furthermore, references are made to the published book in those parts 
that have been studied more in detail there. The entire present study presented here grew to 
become more than just an Edition, Introduction, Translation and Commentary of Ibn Ma 'ud' s 
Marah. It is both a convenient introduction to a specific Arabic text in morpho-phonology of 
the 13th century A.D.,-and even before this period-, and to the field of morpho-phonology 
in general with its basics and intricacies; and since no other Arabic text in morpho-phonology 
has been published in modem times with an English translation and a comprehensive com
mentary, it is my hope that it will be of use for the readers. 

Ibn Ma'ud's Marah can be regarded as the fruit of some six centuries of studies in morpho
phonology. At the time oflbn Mas'ud's living, as I established it to be sometime between the 
2nd half of the 7th/13th and the beginning of the 8th/14th century, Arabic grammar has reached 
its climax through a succession of distinguished and original Arab grammarians. 

The Mara"f:z, which we have have here between our hands, is concise but still comprehen
sive, and so demands for its understanding a vast literature. During these years of intensive 
research I was impelled to use various linguistic works, such as lexicons, grammars compiled 
by both Arabs and Arabists, works on Arabic morphology, syntax, linguistic principles and 
theories, debates between the grammatical "schools", sessions between different Arabic gram
marians, qur'anical readings, poetry, and many other topics. I have as well interested myself in 
a few well-known works on the comparative grammar of the Semitic languages. References to 
them are integrated whenever I felt them to be relevant. My ambition has been constantly to 
integrate as many works as possible relating to this field, my belief being that it is necessary to 
consult many sources to become familiar with the subject, and my contention that the matters 
treated by these eminent researchers all merit our respectful interest and attention. 

The Mara"f:z is divided into seven chapters. The first one focuses on the study of the strong 
verb, the second one on the doubled, the third one on the hamzated, the fourth one on the verb 
with weak 1st radical, the fifth one on the verb with weak 2nd radical, the sixth one on the verb 
with 3rd weak radical and the seventh one on the verb that is doubly weak. Each of these 
chapters presents as well the ma~dar of the characteristic class of verb and its nine derivatives 
specified to be: the perfect, the imperfect, the imperative and the prohibition, the active partici
ple, the passive participle and the nouns of time, place and instrument. 

The present volume covers five main parts: the Introduction, the Arabic Edition accompa
nied with the English Translation and the Commentary, and the Indices. 

As previously indicated in my first book's preface, the present Edition has been restricted to 
the oldest manuscripts of the Bibliotheque N ationale and to two printed texts from the Univer
sity of Cairo. MS A is the basic manuscript of my Edition. Editing principles have been kept 
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simple with only some adopted conventions necessary to present a correct Arabic text. When
ever I remarked by comparing with the other MSS and two prints, that trifling slips of the pen 
occurred in MS A, such as grammatical errors, errors of spelling, missing or misplaced added 
words affecting the context's correctness or its sense, I corrected these errors, supplied the 
missing word or elided the misplaced added one directly in my Arabic text. I have pointed to 
the deficiency in the Apparatus and referred to the source or sources of the adapted variant or 
variants. The original page numbers of the MS A are included in the margin. Poetical lines are 
presented between double guillemets "" and Qur' anic verses between brackets (). I have also 
furnished the Arabic section with comprehensive indices. 

The English Translation alongside the Arabic text and the translations of the Arabic ex
tracts in the Introduction and Commentary do not aim to be more literal than the original ones. 
They may seem unidiomatic for some because of a desire to stay as close as possible to the 
Arabic texts. I have, in cases of enumerations, and in order to clarify for the reader, divided the 
long texts into sections and in many instances I have numbered them. I have tried to use short 
sentences, and I have added explanations between straight brackets [] whenever I judged them 
as being necessary for the understanding of the context. The attribution to the different qur' anical 
suras and the indication of the different morphological forms are included as well by me be
tween straight brackets. 

Each word or passage in the Translation that is commented on in the Commentary is fol
lowed by a number between brackets. 

The Commentary is arranged by numbered sections, most of which consist of one or more 
paragraphs. The numbering refers to the English Translation, separates different topics from 
each other, facilitates cross-reference, and hopefully, gives a certain order and structure to the 
work. The sub-paragraphs are introduced by letters. They contain mostly additional material 
connected in some manner with the basic topics. 

When dealing in the Commentary with so many autorities, some of whom necessarily influ
enced Ibn Mas<ud, it became essential in the Introduction to provide the reader with a general 
background that introduces them and their works briefly, and that touches on some general 
questions, such as a few essential themes found in works of morphology, which I consider as 
important for the study of the Maral_i in particular and for other works of this character in 
general. 

The Commentary does what it can do to clarify most of the issues emerging in the Marah 
and inspired by it, by integrating in some details the opinions of important researchers chosen 
before and after the compilation. It is necessary to specify that I do not discuss all the opinions 
concerning a special topic, but that I usually select the one or ones which I consider as the most 
representative. If for instance one of the well-known exploiters of the Arabic inheritance: 
ZamalJsari, Ibn Ya<is, Ibn Malik, Badraddin, Howell or Wright is referred to for a topic, this 
does not imply usually that this authority is its inventor, but that he/she has been chosen for 
explaining best an issue that is existent in the Marah or that is inspired by it. Naturally, the 
older the grammarian is the more original the theory is, and philologists such as Sibawaihl, Ibn 
Faris, al-Zaggagi and Ibn Ginni can be considered mostly as founders. It is also important to 
mention that if many linguists are referred to, this does not mean that they all treated the 
question in the same manner. Some developed this special topic more than others by shedding 
new lights on it, whereas others summarized and introduced new topics demanding further 
inquiries, which I also tried mostly to integrate in the study. 

Ibn Mas'ud's presentation of the morphological forms is concise and his examples are lim
ited to the most important ones. This makes me believe that his book's function was at first 
meant to be pedagogical and that the group to which he adressed himself to was the majority. In 
such cases I have felt impelled to develop a little more the study of the forms by referring to 
other grammarians who have dealt with them more exhaustively. I have as well supplied para-
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digms whenever I felt it to be appropriate. Likewise, whenever I felt that important defini
tions, rules and processes were required, and that other controversies were involved, I have 
tried to present them, and in most cases, also develop them as clearly as possible. Important 
themes such as the arguments of the Basrans and the Kufans concerning the question of the 
origin of the derivation of the ma~dar or the verb, the reasons of the declension or the 
undeclinability of the noun, verb and particle in Arabic, the reasons why a certain vowel is 
chosen to mark a specific form, the controversies concerning the 'af'al of superiority in the 
forms indicative of colours, subjects relating to syntax and to some linguistic theories, a few 
discussions raised in some of the grammarians' sessions, are only some examples of the topics 
which are presented and discussed in this work. I have as well and as frequently as possible, 
integrated quotations from various Arabic sources, ancient as well as modern, which I have as 
well translated. Quotations from Western sources are not neglected either. The intention with 
this material is to provide general background information in the field of morpho-phonology, 
to present a lively picture of the linguistic thinking, and to enable the reader to study these 
passages in their contexts, verify the advanced statements and hopefully, be stimulated for 
further investigations. 

Qur' anical quotations in the English sections are inserted between brackets and are attrib
uted to the suras and verses of The Holy Qur'iin edited by Yusuf Ali. 

Verses of poetry are identified by reference to some of their various sources. It is my hope 
that they bring out, beside the linguistic feature for which they have been chosen, some of the 
poets' special topics, interests, experiences and spiritual aspirations, so as to provide the reader 
with insight into the Arabic culture. 

The English section has as well been rounded off with extensive indices, which facilitate 
the use of the book. Most of the discussed matters in the Translation and in the Commentary 
are mentioned and referred to by their paragraph's numbering in the section Glossary and 
subject-index of the Commentary. Numbers followed by letters there refer only to the sub
paragraphs found in the Commentary. They contain mostly additional material connected in 
some manner with the basic topics. I trust that this index will be of use in practice since it 
contains most of the topics that are treated in the field of morpho-phonology and should en
able the reader to find readily those themes dealing with the topics that interest him. The 
Arabic examples used in the Mariib, the Qur'anic quotations, verses of poetry, grammarians, 
tribes, Qur'anic readers, peoples, schools, places, languages, dialects, referred to in the Mariib 
or in my Introduction and Commentary, or in both, are enclosed in separate indices. 

I am indebted to the personnel of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, who have facilitated my 
labour in every respect during the summers of 1986 and 1987 when I was studying the Manu
scripts of the Mariih preserved there. I am as well grateful to the University of Cairo who went 
to the trouble of sending me the copies of some printed texts of the Mariih. 

I have as well appreciated the criticisms and comments of distinguished authorities, some 
who have helped me by writing constructive reviews of my previous book. 

I would like to offer my appreciation and gratitude to Professor Gosta Vitestam of the De
partment of Middle East Languages at Lund University. It is he who has directed my attention 
to both Ibn Mas'ud's Mariih and to Dunquze's Sarb al-mariib, and who has kindly initiated the 
project of studying the fascinating field of Arabic morpho-phonology some seventeen years 
ago. He has helped me and encouraged me at various stages of my research with his enthusi
asm, kindness, sensitivity, witty remarks and suggestions. 

I am very thankful to the late Prof. Tryggve Kronholm, Department of Asian and African 
Languages of the University of Uppsala, for many inspiring and valuable discussions. 

I owe much gratitude to Prof. Kees Versteegh, Nijmegen University, who kindly read two 
versions of this work, and offered me his invaluable insights, suggestions, criticism and references 
to important literature. I thank him very much as well for his willingness in including the work 
in the series Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics. 
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I extend my heartfelt thanks to Mrs Trudy Kamperveen, Editor of the Middle East and 
Islamic Studies and Mr. Jan Fehrmann, Editor of the Islamic and Asian Studies Department of 
E.J. Brill, for their untiring cooperation. 

Last but not least, my family and friends deserves my deepest gratitude. They have all 
shared my dreams and encouraged me with their affectionate support. My parents, Mounir 
Hakim and Irene Egeland, have always stressed the value of education and different cultures. 
My brother, James Hakim, and his family and my parents in-law, Carl-Eric and Ellen Akesson, 
have always been encouraging and enthusiastic. My husband, Ph.D. Anders Akesson, and our 
son, Filip, have been very caring, helpful and understanding. It is to them that I dedicate this 
book. 
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PART ONE 

I. INTRODUCTION 





§ 1. The Background: Works on Morphology 

The study of._;~ I "morphology" independently from _,.,,...JI "syntax" occurred before the Maraf:z 

al-arwaf:z, even if it was not very common, as most of the grammarians considered the Kitab of 
Sibawaihi ( d. 1771793 ), 1 which embraced both fields while still distinguishing them from each 
other, a model which they followed in their works. 

The study of morphology alone seems to have been introduced in Kufa by the Kufan gram
marian Abu 1-I:Iasan A]:imad2 who wrote the Kitab al-ta$rif. It was then treated by 'Ali b. al
I:Iasan al-A]:imar (d. 194/809)3 in his book al-Ta$rif,4 by al-Farra' (d. 207/822)5 in his book with 
the same title,6 and by al-Al}fas al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 225/839)7 in his book with the same 
title as well.8 It was further developed by the Basran grammarians Abu 'Umar al-Garmi (d. 
225/839)9 who wrote the Kitab al-abniya wa l-ta$rif, Abu 'U!Jnan al-Mazini (d. 249/862)10 

1 Sibawaihi, 'Amr b. 'U!man b. Qanbar, see Suyi1ti, Bugya IL 229-230, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 66-72, Brockelmann, 

GAL I, 99-100, SI, 160, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 51-63. He was the pupil of al-ijalil. His work al-Kitab can be 
considered as one of the first monuments in Arabic prose (Troupeau, Lexique 8). Concerning him, Roman, E.tude 43 
remarks: 

"Sibawaihi, apparrut, dans le livre qu'il a signe, comme l'observateur le plus fin des faits de langue et comme 
l'inventeur admirable d'une organisation de ces faits organises par Jui dans la mesure ou sa criteriologie autorisait 
une systematisation des faits observes ... ". 

For an idea of the citations referring to ancient grammarians in al-Kitab see Troupeau, Grammairiens 309-311; for 
an idea of the formation of the Arabic grammatical terminology see Troupeau, Lexique 12 sqq., Versteegh, Gram

mar 2-9; for discussions concerning some defective constructions see Yaqi1t, Tarakrb 77-110. 
2 According to lbn al-Nadim, Fihrist 66, he was a pupil of al-Ru'asi (Mul_J.ammad b. al-1:Jasan b. Abi Sara, the 

teacher of al-Kisa'i and of al-Farra', see for him Suyi1ti, Bugya I, 82-83, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 125-126) and 

studied well the teachings of the famous Kufan grammarian al-Kisa'i. 
3 'Ali b. al-1:Jasan, he was also named lbn al-Mubarak and was known as al-AI_J.mar the sail} of the Arabic 

language and the friend of al-Kisa'i. Beside his work in morphology, he wrote Tafattun al-bulaga'. For him see 
Suyi1ti, Bugya II, 158-159, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 118-119. He is not to be mixed up with ijalaf al-AJ.imar d. 180/ 
796. 

4 Cf. Qifti, Inbah IV, 104, Suyi1ti, Bugya II, 159. 
5 Al-Farra', Yal_J.ya b. Ziyad, see Suyi1ti, Bugya II, 333, Ibn al-Anbari, Nuzha 134, Yaqi1t, Mu 'gam XX, 9, Zubaidi, 

Tabaqat 131-133, Brockelmann, GAL I, 118, SI, 178-179, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 123-125, IX, 131-134. He 

studied under both al-Kisa'i and Yi1nus. He wrote Ma 'anr 1-qur'an, al-Lugat, al-Ma$adir ft l-qur'an, al-Garn' wa l
tafniya ft 1-qur'an, al-Nawadir, al-Maq$UT wa 1-mamdud, Fa 'ala wa-af'ala, al-Mugakkar wa I-mu 'annaf and other 
works. 

6 The book is referred to by Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 133. A reference to it is given in a discussion concerning the 

reading of~~ in the sur. 14: 22 (~ ~ ~1 C,~) "Nor can ye listen to mine [cries]". I:Jamza chose to vowel its 

2nd y with a kasra, i.e. ~;..:.., while the remaining readers vowelled it with a fatl_J.a. It is on this occasion that Abi1 

'Ali said: "Al-Farra' said in his book al-Ta$rif. .. "(cf. Bagdadi, Jjizana II, 259, Hindawi, Manahig 66). 
7 Al-A!}fas al-Awsat, Sa'id b. Mas'ada, see Sirafi, Abbar 50-52, Suyi1µ, Bugya I, 590-591, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 72-

74, Ibn al-Anbari, Nuzha 185, QifF, Inbah II, 36, Brockelmann, GALI, 104-105, SI, 165, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 

80, IX, 68-69. He wrote Ma 'anr 1-qur'an, al-Maqayrs ft l-naf:tw, al-lstiqaq, al-Masa'il and other works. 
8 The book is referred to by Qifti, Inbah II, 42, Hindawi, Manahig 66-67, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 69. 
9 Abi1 'Umar al-Garmi, ~alil_J. b. Isl_J.aq, see Sirafi, Abbar 72-74, Suyi1ti, Bugya II, 8-9, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 74-75, 

Brockelmann, GAL I, 108, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 72-73. He studied grammar under al-A!}fas and Yi1nus and the 
lexicon under al-A~ma'i. Beside his work mentioned in morphology, he wrote al-Tanbfh, Kitab al- 'Arufi, Mubta$ar 
ft l-naf:tw, Garfb Sfbawaihi and other works. 

10 Al-Mazini, Abi1 'U!man Bakr b. Mui).ammad b. Baqiya, see Suyi1ti, Bugya I, 463-466, Yaqi1t, Mu 'gam VII, 
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who wrote the Kitii,b al-ta$rif, al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898)" who wrote al-ta$rif12 or al-ta$ii.rif13 

al-Rummani (d. 384/994)14 who wrote the Kitab al-ta$rif, 15 and later, the Baghdadian gram
marians Abu 'Ali 1-Farisi (d. 377/987)16 who wrote al-Takmila 17 and lbn Ginni (d. 393/1002)18 

who wrote the Mubta$ar al-ta$rif al-muluki, 19 al-Mun$if fi sar/:l ta$rif al-Mazinf and the Sirr 
$ina 'at al-i 'rab. 

A new discipline was now established, and among the well-known grammarians treating 
the subject of morphology before Al_imad b. 'Ali b. Mas'ud who was active during the 2nd half 
of the 7th/13th century or the beginning of the 8th/14th century, the following ones can be 
mentioned: al-Mu 'addib ( who lived during the 4th century/I 0th century )20 who wrote the Daqa 'iq 

107, Bagdadi, Tiirfb VII, 93-94, Lugawi, Maratib 126-129, Qifti, Inbah I, 246-256, Sirafi, Abbiir 74-85, lbn Ginni, 
Munifif/II, 313-343, Zubaidi, Tabaqiit 87-93, Brockelmann, GALI, 108, SI, 168, Sezgin, Geschichte V/II, 92, IX, 
75-76. He studied under al-Abfas. Beside his work mentioned in morphology, he wrote 'Ila[ al-nabw, Tafasir kitiib 
Sfbawaihi, al-Alif wa l-liim and other works. It can be mentioned that he admired greatly the Kitiib of Sibawaihi. 
According to Sirafi, Abbiir 50, he is mentioned as having said: 

"Let him be ashamed, he who wanted to achieve something great in grammar after S1bawaihi !". 
11 Al-Mubarrad, Mu):iammad b. Yazid, see Sirafi, Abbar 96-108, Suyuti, Bugya I, 269-271, Zubaidi, Tabaqiit 

101-110, lbn al-Anbari, Nuzha 279, Brockelmann, GAL I, 109-110, SI, 168-169, Sezgin, Geschichte Vlll 98, IX, 
78-80, Bernards, Traditions 19-37. He studied under al-Mazini and al-Sigistani. He put Sibawaihi on a pedestal with 
his works Kitiib al-madbal ilii Sfbawaihi, Kitiib ma 'nii kitiib Sfbawaihi and Kitiib al-radd 'ala Szbawaihi. Alike al
Mazini and other grammarians, he admired the Kitiib of Sibawaihi. According to Sirafi, Abbar 50 and Suyuti, Bugya 

II, 229, he used to say to the one who wanted to study it: ! ~ I 4~ ~ "Have you traversed the sea!". Concerning 
his own book Kitiib al-radd 'ala Sfbawaihi, Bernards, Garmf 40 mentions that he brought forward 130 grammatical 
issues on which he disagreed with Sibawaihi. However, he is reported by lbn Ginni, !f aifii 'iif I, 206 as having 
changed his mind when he grew older and wiser as what was transmitted by his close friend lbn al-Sarrag. For 
discussions concerning al-Mubarrad's role in the transmission of al-Kitiib see Versteegh, Grammar 13-14, Bernards, 
Traditions 90-93. Al-Mubarrad wrote as well Ma 'iinf l-qur'iin, al-Kiimil, al-Muqta{iab, al-Maqifur wa l-mamdud, 
al-/stiqiiq, I'riib al-qur'iin, Sarb sawiihid al-kitiib and other works. 

12 Cf. Qifti, Inbah /II, 252. 
13 Cf. lbn ijair, Fihrist 312. 
14 Al-Rummani, 'Ali b. 'Isa b. 'Ali b. 'Abdallah, see Suyuti, Bugya II, 180-181, Brockelmann, GI, 113, SI, 175, 

Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 111-113. He studied under al-Zaggag and lbn al-Sarrag. He wrote al-Tafsfr, Sarb uiful Ibn al
Sarriig, Sarb Sfbawaihi, Sarb mubtaijar al-Garmf, Sarb al-al if wa l-liim li-l-Miizinf, Sarb al-Muqta{iab, Sarb al
ififat, Ma 'iinf l-buruf and other works. 

15 It is referred to by Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 112. 
16 Abu 'Ali l-Farisi, al-J:lasan b. A):imad b. 'Abd al-Gafrar, see Bagdadi, Tiirfb VII, 275-276, Qifti, Inbah I, 273-

275, Suyuti, Bugya I, 496-498, lbn Ginni, Munifif Ill 344-346, Brockelmann, SI, 175, Sezgin, Geschichte V/II, 109-
110, IX, 101-110. He studied under al-Zaggag and Ibn al-Sarrag. Among his brilliant pupils, lbn Ginni and 'Ali b. 
'Isa al-Raba'i can be mentioned. He wrote Abyiit al-i 'riib, Ta 'lfqa 'a/ii kitiib Sfbawaihi, al-Maqifur wa l-mamdud and 
other works. 

17 Cf. Qifti, Inbiih l 274, 387, Suyuti, Bugya I, 496. 
18 lbn Ginni, Abu l-Fat):i 'U!man, see Bagdadi, Tiirfb XI, 311-312, Suyuti, Bugya II, 132, Yaqut, Mu 'gam XII, 81-

115, lbn al- 'lmad, Sa<Jariit II, 140-141, lbn Tigribirdi, Nugum N, 205, lbn Ginni, Munifif /II, 347-350, Brockelmann, 
GALI, 131, SI, 191-193, Mehiri, Theories 19-86, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 173-182. He studied under Abu 'Ali al
Farisi. Beside these mentioned works, he wrote al-!faifii'iiffi l-nabw, Sarb al-maqifur wa l-mamdud, al-Luma'fi l
nabw, al-Mu<Jakkar wa I-mu 'anna!, Mabiisin al- 'arabfya and other works. 

19 It was edited and translated into Latin by G. Hoberg in lbn Ginni, de Flexione. An Arabic edition by M. Sa'id 
b. Mu~tafa al-Na'san, Cairo 1913, exists as well (cf. Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 178). 

20 We do not know anything about al-Qasim b. Mu):iammad b. Sa'id al-Mu'addib except that he is the author of 
this important work in morphology, that he was one of the learned of the 4th century, and that he was the pupil of al
Hai!am b. Kulaib al-Sasi (d. 330) in the provins of al-Sas (see the introduction written by the editors of his work 
Mu'addib, Taifrif 8). 
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al-ta$rif, 21 al-Maidani (d. 518/1124)22 who wrote the Nuzhat al-tmffi 'ilm al-$a-tf, 23 lbn Ya'is 
(d. 642/1245)24 who wrote the Sarf:i al-muluki, lbn al-1:lagib (d. 646/1249)25 who wrote the 
Safiya, al-Zangani ( d. 654/1256-57)26 who wrote the Ki tab al- '/zzf, 27 lbn 'U ~fiir ( d. 669/1270)28 

who wrote al-Mumti'fi l-ta$rif, lbn Malik (d. 672/1273)29 who wrote the Lamfyat al-af'al, 30 
lbn Malik's son, Badr al-Din (d. 686/1286)31 who wrote the Lamfya's commentary32 and al
Astarabagi (d. 686/1286)33 who wrote the Sarf:i safiyat Ibn ljagib. 

The Maraf:i usually forms a part of the compilation Magmu' al-mutun "A Compilation of 
Linguistic Texts". It is usually followed by the '/zzf compiled by al-Zangani, the Maq$iid com
piled possibly by the Imam Abu I:Ianifa,34 and both the Bina' and the Amtila compiled by 
anonymous writers.35 

Four works in morphology written by Baghdadian grammarians are known to have been 
edited with a translation, namely the Kitab al-ta$rif al-mulukf compiled by lbn Ginni, the Kitab 

21 For a discussion concerning the subjects treated in this book and some comments concerning its importance 

see Mu'addib, Ta$rif 4-1. 
22 Maidani, AJ:tmad b. MuJ:tammad b. AJ:tmad, see Suyuti, Bugya I, 356-357, Brockelmann, SI, 506-501. He 

studied under al-WaJ:tidL Beside his work mentioned in morphology, he wrote al-Amtiil, al-Ma$iidir and other 
works. 

23 The work is also mentioned in the introduction to Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 3. 
24 Ibn Ya'is, Ya'is b. 'Ali b. Ya'is b. MuJ:tammad, see SuyuF, Bugya II, 351-352, Brockelmann, S II, 521. He 

studied grammar under Fityan al-I:Ialabi and Abu !-'Abbas al-Baizuriy and questions of Arabic under al-KindL 
25 Ibn al-1:lagib, 'U!man b. 'Umar b. Abu Bakr b. Yun us Gama! al-Din Abu 'Amr, see Suyuti, Bugya II, 134-135, 

Brockelmann, SI, 531-539. He studied under al-Qasim al-Satibi and MuJ:tammad al-GaznawL Beside his work 
mentioned in morphology, he wrote al-Kiifiya (upon syntax), al-Amii/'ift l-naJ:iw and other works. 

26 Al-Zangani, 'Abd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim, see Suyuti, Bugya II, 122, Brockelmann, SI, 497-498. Beside his 

work mentioned in morphology, he wrote SarJ:i al-hiidz, Matn al-hiidf and other works. 
27 The '/zzf is one of the first grammatical works known in Europe. It was translated into Latin and edited in 

Rome by J. Bapt. Raymundus in 1610. It was commented on by 'Umar al-Taftazani in a book named SarJ:i al-'lzzf 
( cf. Derenbourg 97, Fliigel 179). 

28 Ibn 'U~fiir, 'Ali b. Mu'min, see SuyuF, Bugya II, 210, Brockelmann, SI, 546-547. He studied under Abu 'Ali 

al-Salawbin, one of the learned ones in al-Andalus, and Abu 1-I:Iasan al-Dabbag. Beside his work mentioned in 
morphology, he wrote al-Azhiir, f(laJ:i al-musakkal, SarJ:i al-ft,lii/:i li-Abf 'Alf l-Fiirisf, SuruJ:i al-gumal li-l-Zaggiigf :al
Kabfr, al-Awsaf and al-$agfr, SarJ:i kitiib Szbawaihi, al-l)arii 'ir, al-Miftii/:i, al-Hiliil and other works. 

29 Ibn Malik, MuJ:tammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah, see SuyutJ, Bugya I, 130-137, Brockelmann, SI, 521-

527. He studied under al-Sal)awiy and al-I:Iasan b. al-~abbaJ:t and others. Ibn Ya'is was his pupil. Beside his work 
mentioned in morphology, he wrote al-Fawii 'id ft l-naJ:iw, al-Kii.fiya al-sii.fiya [its summary being al-Alfiya] and 

other works. 
30 The work is composed in verses which render it obscure. It was translated by Goguyer into French in the same 

volume containing the Alfiya. 
31 Badr al-Din, MuJ:tammad b. MuJ:tammad b. 'Abd Allah, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 225, Brockelmann, SI, 527. He 

studied under his father Ibn Malik. Beside his work mentioned in morphology, he wrote al-Mi:fbtil; ft lJti:ftir al
miftii/:i ft l-ma 'iinf, SarJ:i al-mull:za, SarJ:i al-J:iiigibfya, SarJ:i alfiya (a commentary on his father's Alfiya) and Sarl:z al
kaftya (a commentary on his father's Kiiftya) and other works. 

32 Ibn Malik, Lamfya followed by Badraddin's commentary, was translated into German by Kellgren and edited 

both with the Arabic text and Kellgren's translation by Volek. 
33 Al-Astarabagi, al-Rac;li, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 567-568. He wrote also a commentary on al-Kiifiya. 
34 This is the usual assumption. Derenbourg 97 referring to Zenker, Bibliotheca Orienta/is I, no 138, mentions 

that the author is named ''!'imam Yousuf le I:Ianefite". A tract of a manuscript mentioned by Brill, Manuscripts 82 
(181), fol. 124b-146b, contains a commentary in Turkish of this work ascribed to Abu I:Ianifa. Fliigel 180 mentions 

also the eventuality that Zain al-Din MuJ:tammad b. al-I:Iasan al-Tabrizi could be the writer. 
35 Fliigel 180 mentions that both works were commented on together in a book by I:Iamid al-Kaffawi, and that 

there exists also another commentary of them both named Asiis al-bina '. Another commentary of this work exists in 
a tract of a manuscript mentioned by Brill, Manuscripts 82 (181), fol. 20b-121a, named Mursid al-ginii 'sarJ:i amfilat 
al-binii '. The Binii' al-af'iil is not written by al-Dunquzi as stated there. 
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al- 'izzf compiled by al-Zangani, the Lamfyat al-af'al compiled by lbn Malik and the Lamiya 's 
commentary compiled by lbn Malik's son, Badr al-Din. 

Troupeau mentions two editions relating to this period, namely the Kitab al-ta$rif al-mulukf 
compiled by lbn Ginni and the Kitab al-'izz'i compiled by al-Zangani.36 Beside these a few 
editions without corresponding translations exist, namely al-Takmila37 compiled by Abu 'Ali 1-
Farisi, both al-Mun$if and the Sirr $ina 'at al-i 'rah compiled by lbn Ginni, the Daqa 'iq al-ta$rif 
compiled by al-Mu'addib, the Sarl:z al-mulukf compiled by lbn Ya'is, al-Mumti' compiled by 
lbn 'U~filr and the Sarl:z safiyat lbn lfagib compiled by al-Astarabagi. 

A few well-known books dealing with some special morpho-phonological topics are al
Qalb wa-l-ibdal by lbn al-Sikkit (d. 244/858),38 the Kitab al-maq$ur wa-l-mamdud 'ala l:zuruf 
al-mu 'gam by lbn Wallad (d. 332/943),39 the 'Ilal al-tafniya40 and al-Muqta¢ab ft ism al-maf'ul 
al-mu 'tall al- 'ayn41 by lbn Ginni and the Kitab al-af'al by Saraqusti (d. after 400/1010).42 

36 Troupeau, Grammaire 403. 
37 This treatise was edited by Ka'.?im al-Margan and published by the Cairo University 1972. 
38 Ibn al-Sikkit, Ya'qiib b. Isi).aq, see Suyiiti, Bugya II, 349, Brockelmann, GI, 120-121, S /, 180-181, Sezgin, 

Geschichte VIII, 129-136, IX, 137-138. He studied under both the Basrans and the Kufans grammarians, such as al
Farra', Abii 'Amr al-Sabyani and al-A!ram. He wrote many books in grammar. He was the tutor of the children of al
Mutawakkil, who caused him to be trampled to death by the Turkish bodyguard because he refused to say that his 
two pupils, al-Mutawakkil's sons, were dearer to him than the two sainted youths, l_Iasan and al-I_Iusain, the sons of 
'Ali. Instead, Ibn al-Sikkit declared that Qanbar, 'Ali's servant, was better than him and both his sons. 

39 Ibn Wallad, Ai).mad b. Mui).ammad, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 386, Brockelmann, S /, 201, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 
206-207. He was the pupil of al-Zaggag. 

40 It was edited by S- al-Tamimi and R. 'Abd al-Tawwab, Cairo 1992. 
41 It was edited by E. Probster, Leipzig 1904 under the title of al-Mugta~ab, and by W. F. al-Kilani, Cairo 1343/ 

1924. It is a study of the passive participle that is derived from verbs with 2nd weak radical. It was commented on by 
al-Garnati (d. 528) (cf. Mehiri, Theories 71). 

42 Saraqusti, Abii 'Utman Sa'id b. Mui).ammad al-Ma'afiri, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 589, Saraqusti, Af'al 11-20. He 

studied under Abii Bakr b. al-QawtJya, whose book al-Af'al, he enlarged. He died as a victim of a battle. For a 
description of the subjects of the book see Saraqusti, Af'iil 24-28. 
Other books with the same title are the Kitiib al-af'iil by Abii Bakr b. al-Qawtiya, printed in Leiden 1894 and in 
Cairo 1371/1952, and the Kitiib al-af'iil by Ibn al-Qatta', printed in l_Iaidar Abad 1361 A.H. 



§ 2. Ahmad b. 'Ali b. Mas'iid 

We do not know anything about Sams al-Milla wa-1-Din Abu l-Fac;la'il1 AJ;unad b. 'Ali:b. Mas'ud, 
except that he wrote the Marii}:t al-arwii}:t in morphology, which according to Suyii!i is 

a i..f LJ I '-?-½ 4 .J~ e _., ~ "famous concise book at the disposal of the people", but of 

whose author's identity 4 ~ ~ .J ...._j:;) ~ "I did not find any biography".2 I:Iaggi ijalifa also 

mentioned him and presented some of his commentators, but he did not mention anything else 
about his life.3 

He did not escape the attention of de Sacy who refers to him by writing: "Ahmed, fils d' Ali, 

fils de Masoud, dans son Traite du tasrif ou de la conjugaison intitule cl~)T Ci; compte 15 

lettres permutables ... 4 Furthermore, concerning the quadriliteral verbs, he refers to him by writ-

ing: "Ahmed, fils d' Ali, fils de Masoud, dans le cG)T cl;, ne reconnait que six formes des 

verbes quadriliteres ... ".5 -

He was not neglected either by Hoberg who used a printed text of the 13th century of the 
Marii}:t al-arwii}:t from the Magmu' al-mutun as a source of references in his commentary to 
lbn Ginni, de Flexione. 

He was as well referred to as clJ I ~~"the writer of the Marii}:t" by the archbishop and 

grammarian Genna.nos Far}:iat6 of the eighteenth century in his book BaJ:i! al-mafiilib, 7 and by 
his commentator Sa'id al-Din al-ijurt 1-Sartuni of the same book. It is concerning the definition 
of the derivation that Far}:iat refers to lbn Mas'ud by quoting from the Marii}:t in the following 
manner: 

~I _) LL..:i .:,r_ l; • Ill ..:.r.:-! ~ 0 1 _rA_., d.,-ll ----..>L, ....JL9 L. ... 0 LL.::....:::.':JI" 

."~I_., 

The derivation ... is what the author of the Mara}:, said concerning it, that you find a reciprocal 
relation between the two words, both in pronunciation and in meaning".8 

Quotations from the Marii}:t written by al-Sartuni in the notes are also found in Far}:iat, 
BaJ:i!9 suggesting that the Marii}:t has been studied and appreciated by both these authors. 

1 Cf. Ahlwardt nr. 6809. 
2 Suyii\i, Bugya I, 347. 
3 Cf. l:Higgi tJalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
4 De Sacy, /, 33. The consonants of substitution are presented in the Arabic text fols. 33b-34b 1. 5. 
5 De Sacy, /, 126 in the note. The reference is to the Arabic text fols. 4a-4b ll. 5-6 and see my notes in the 

commentary (41). 
6 He was born in Aleppo 1670 A.D., was an archbishop there in 1725 and died 1732 (cf. the note 1 of al

Sartiini to Far~at, BaJ:i! 3). 
7 I am thankful to Abu Haidar, Reviews of Books 442, who drew my attention to this fact. The book that I had 

the privilege to study is at the Library of Uppsala, and was formally given as a gift from the Jesuite missionaries of 
Beirut (Syria) to His Majesty, Oscar the Second, king of Sweden and Norway. Ba!Jt al-mafiilib was often printed in 
the Orient, and was as well commented on. Among its commentaries, I can mention Mi!fbii!J al-!iilib ft ba!Jt al

mafiilib, which is an edition of Ba/:1! al-mafiilib containing in the notes the commentary of Butrus al-Bustani (d. 
1883), Beirut 1854, and another shorter grammar written by him, Miftii/J al-mi!fbii/Jft l-!farf wa-1-na!Jw li-1-madiiris, 

1st edition, Beirut 1862, 2nd edition 1867. Na~if al-Yazigi gave his own summary to the work, namely Fa/fl al-!Ji!iib 

ft U!ful lugat al-i 'riib, I st edition, Beirut 1836, 2nd edition 1866 ( cf. Fleisch, Traite I, 45). These commentaries were 
used by Wright, as stated by him in his preface to the second edition, p. V. 

8 Far~at, BafJ! 13, Bustani, Mi!fbiifJ 7. The passage is found in the Arabic text fols. 2a-3a 11. 8-9. 
9 See Far~at, Ba/:1! 16, 58, 59. 
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Ibn Mas'ud lived probably before the beginning of the 8th/14th century because the first 
commentator whom we know about, namely I:Iasan Pasa b. 'Ala' al-Din al-Aswad al-Niksari 
died in 827/1424. 10 

Suyuµ distinguishes between A]:imad b. 'Ali b. Mas'iid, the writer of the Marah, and A]:imad 
b. 'Ali b. Mas'iid b. 'Abd Allah, known as Ibn Saqqa'. The latter was learned in grammar, was 
a pupil of both al-l:Jassab and Abu 1-Waqt and died in 613/1216-7. 11 

We are a bit perplexed however, by a statement made by al-Bagdadi, 12 attributing a 
commentary of the Maraf:z, namely Fatl:z al-fattal:z ft sarl:z al-maral:z or Fatl:z al-fattal:z bi-qut 
al-arwaf:z-known to us to be commented on by Tag al-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim b. 
Ma]:imiid b. 'Ali b. Mu]:iammad al-'Ur\ii al-I:Ialabi al-Safi'i (d. 967/1559) 13-as commented on 
by Tag al-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim b. 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Zangani (d. 654/1256-57), 14 

the author of the '/zzf. This error can be explained by the similarity of both names. 
The thought that al-Zangani known to us as the author of Sarl:z al-hadf, Matn al-hadr and 

al- '/zzf of the 7th/13th century, could be a commentator of the Maral:z al-arwal:z as well, 
written many years after him, is rather confusing. 

Of course, we can assume that A]:imad b. 'Ali b. Mas'iid lived during the beginning of the 
7th/13th century, that he and A]:imad b. 'Ali b. Mas'iid b. 'Abd Allah, known as Ibn Saqqa', are 
one and the same, and that both Tag al-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim al-Safi'i and Tag al-Din 
'Abd al-Wahhab b. Ibrahim b. 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Zangani wrote two different commentaries 
to which they gave the same title. 

This would have been possible if other biographers had pointed out that fact, or if we had 
found out that some of the manuscripts of the Maral:z were from the 7th/13th century, i.e. before 
or during al-Zangani' s lifetime, but this is not the case. 15 

1° Cf. Bagdadi, Hadzya I, 287. 
11 Cf. Suyuti, Bugya I, 347, Safadi, Waft VII, 210 nr. 3159. 
12 Bagdadi, Hadfya I, 638. 
13 Cf. I:Iaggi ijalifa, Kasf II, 1651, Brockelmann, S II, 14, Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 65 (163), my introduction 

to Ibn Mas'ud, I, 12. 
14 He is mentioned in my introduction pp. 5-6. 
15 For a general discussion concerning Ibn Mas'ud see Sellheim, Handschriften 56-58. 



§ 3. The Commentaries 

The many commentaries which have been written 1 bear witness to the importance of the Mara"JJ, 
al-arwab and its popularity among its readers. These are some of them: 

- I:Iasan Pasa b. 'Ala'a I-Din al-Aswad al-Niksari's commentary al-Mijra"J_z (800/ 1397)2 

"The One who rejoices whenever Fortune renders him happy". Bagdadi specifies that I:Iasan 
Pasa b. 'Ala'a I-Din 'Ali 1-Aswad al-Rumi 1-I:Ianafi settled in Brussa and died in 827 [/1424).3 

It starts with: 

~_)j_, ~I .bl~I JI ~_}.; _)~1 ...j~ ':?:JI .J.J ~I ~ '½_, 1-ji ~jl .J:JI l/' 
. " i'!yiJ I ,:,,/.u I J I 1.5 ~ I _J_r! 

"In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. He on Whom we tum for help. Praise be to 
God Who directed our hearts' thoughts towards the straight way and Who enlightened them with 
the guidance's light towards the true religion".4 

Niksari writes praising the Marah: 

......;. ___ ..:;, lS' i:J-:'.J··:,.. l.:.:11 J--~,; 1 ••• i l .... ;>tJ ......;..,,_J··-"'-··.:.: .. J I .). CI_,_) ':1 I clj··4-1 1..$4 .. -ll ...,-,l...:.:S:JI - l ·" v,' 
i'~~ _) .u! I J-7 L-':'" .._., l;.:S' . . . :i .>-.... __.. .:.r. ~ .:.r. -'-.o---> 1 ~-All I,?' I ~-....i..:.:J. I _) l__;-...... 1 

. ''.......1.J ..I.., I J .. ~ ,. ..I.., I ~ I - • ~ I I L 1- C I I ·" lli . LJ I ··-' y->,-o3 .. _r---' •• y-, ~ u _r:- r. ~ _r- u 

"It is so that the book given the title cl_,_) ½I dr• in morphology, [written] by the Imam, ... the best 

among the later authors who reveals the secrets of the earlier authors, Abu 1-Fac;ll AJ:imad b. 'Ali lbn 
Mas'ud ... , is of great value and importance. Its significance is revealed by its methods of demon
stration, by its collection of distinguished results and by its intellectually refined material".5 

I:Iaggi ijalifa notes that the commentary mediates between conciseness and lengthiness, con
taining some useful lessons.6 

- Yusuf b. 'Abd-al-Malik b. Babsayise' s commentary written around 839, entitled Ra"J_z al
arwa"J_z 7 "The Hand of the Souls". 

- 'Abd al-Mahdi 1-I:Ianafi' s commentary. 8 According to I:Iaggi ijalifa, his name was Badr al
Din Mal;imud b. Al)mad al-'Aini 1-I:Ianafi, and he died in 855 [/1451]. He named his commen
tary Mallab al-arwa"J_z "The Sailor of the Souls". It was one of his first works, compiled when 
he was 19 years old.9 

' It can be noted that most of these commentaries are manuscripts or unedited printed texts found in different 
libraries. 

2 He is mentioned by Brockelmann, GAL II, 21, S II, 14. A manuscript is found in Miinch. 758, Vienna I, 187, 
204, Br. Mus. Or. 5814 (DL 49), Manch. 739, Bodl. II, 419, Pet. 153, etc. I also possess a manuscript, Niksari, 
Mifrii/:t, which I used in my commentary. Its main part was written in the 18th century. It consists of 62 fols with 21 
lines to the page, and measures 208 X 134 mm. 

3 Bagdadi, Hadfya I, 287. 
4 Niksari, MifriiJ:t, fol. 2a IL 1-3. 
5 Niksari, MifriiJ:t, fol. 2a 11. 7-11. 
6 I:Iaggi ijalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
7 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14. A manuscript is found in Dam. Z. 65, 13, Alger 27, Cairo II, 85. The date which is 

given is incorrect 939/1435. It is corrected in GAL II, 21 as 839/1435. 
8 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14. In GAL II, 21, he is named 'Abdul Mahdi Hanafiya and is said to be mentioned in 

Dehli Faniqf Press, 1883. 
9 I:Iaggi ijalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
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- SarlJ al-marii/J, 10 written by Sams al-Din A. Dunqilz, 11 whom I:Iaggi ijalifa states as being 
called Al_nnad and being known as Dikqilz. 12 His full name is Sams al-Din Al;imad b. 'Abdallah 
al-Rilmi 1-I:Ianafi, and he lived around 860 [/1456] in Brussa. 13 

It starts with: 

"O God, You who dispose freely over our hearts, direct our hearts14 to Your approval, and pray upon 
the One to Whom the universal language has come to among your prophets". 

I:Iaggi ijalifa writes that it is a useful commentary which was taken into consideration. 15 

-A commentary on the commentary of Sams al-Din A. Dunqilz written by an anonymous 
scholar. 16 

It starts with: 

. ".)r. }1 ~ ~I 0"' J_$' ~ .)~I_, ~I __;,l.91 ':?~I JJ -4->JI" 

"Praise be to God who poured forth welfare and generosity on each one who has distinguished 
himself with the quality of living". 

- Ibn Kamal Pasa's (d. 940/1533) commentary al-Falii/J17 "The Success". It has also been 
translated into Turkish and named Ray/Jan al-arwii/J "the Sweet Odour of the Souls". 18 Two 
other commentators have also given this title to their commentaries of the Marii/J, namely 'Ali 
b. Safar19 and Mul).ammad I:Iamid al-Alilsi.20 

It starts with: 

'° Cf. Brockelmann, GAL II, 21, S II, 14, Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 63 (13), Brill, Manuscripts 76 (166), (167). 
I also possess a manuscript which I have used in my commentary, namely Dunqiiz, SarJ:i, that was written by the 
copyist Mu~tara b. MuJ:iammad at the beginning of Gumada II 1003/March 1585. It consists of 99 fols with 19 lines 
to the page, and measures 206 X 139 mm. A manuscript is also found in Berl. 6814 (anon.), Vienna 203, Krafft 755, 
Bol. 328/30, Paris 4185/6 etc. It has also been printed with al-Fala}:i in its margin (see Ibn Kamal Pasa, Fala}:i in the 
bibliography; and for other printed texts see Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 63 (138, 139, 260)). 

11 For an interesting etymological study of the word see Sellheim, Handschriften II, 58-59 in the note. 
12 l:laggi .tJalifa, Kasf II, 1651. In the Sar}:i al-Mara}:i B, he is referred to as al-mawla "the master" Fac_lil al-l:Iiqaq 

known as Dunqiiz. I am very thankful to Prof. Gosta Vitestam, Department of Middle East languages, Lund, who 
drew my attention to this manuscript and who had the great kindness to let me study it during many years. 

13 Cf. Bagdadi, Hadfya I, 131, KaJ:il:iala, Mu'gam I, 220, Brockelmann, S II, 14, I:Iaggi .tJalifa, Kasf II,1651, 
Sellheim, Handschriften II, 58. Two manuscripts referred to as nr. 10/ Munir Wali and nr. 327/ Ga'far Wali respec
tively, are at the University of Alexandria (cf. Zaydan, Mabtutat II, par. 806 and 807 p. 67). The manuscripts are 
wrongly attributed to I:Iasan b. 'Ala' al-Din al-Aswad. 

14 Compare sur. 9: 127 c~P :.ti :_;;.,) "God hath turned their hearts". 

15 I:Iaggi .tJalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
16 Cf. Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 62 (20). 
17 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14. A manuscript is found in Berl. 6813 (cf. Ahlwardt), Pet. AMK 941, Egypt (cf. Dar 

al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 65 (39, 138, 139 and 272)). A tract of the wok is found in a manuscript mentioned by Brill, 
Manuscripts 81 (180), fols 12b-10lb. I have used a printed text, Ibn Kamal Pasa, Fala}:i, in my commentary. 

18 I:Iaggi .tJalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
19 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14. 
20 Sellheim, Handschriften II, 58 discusses the possibility that he could be the copyist of a manuscript instead. 
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...:... ,)--.:.)1 ~_) .)~Yo jS' ~~ ...:iy,)·~_) .)~I_) ~I "½ 0"' ~ :.:J'~" 
.".)_).)y ~I.:, ~ .:,l= <J"_) .)_y--o ~I..... ~ ~Lb1 ~ .)~I y1 t..,~ 

"We praise You Who have at hand power and generosity and Who is capable of changing every
thing in existence. You by Whom man is tested through his prostration. The one who obeys Him is 
healthy, strong and happy, and the one who disobeys him is sick, imperfect and denied".21 

Ibn Kamal Pasa writes praising the MaraJ:t: 

;::.o .) _r>,-o i lii.. J ~ ~_r9 JJ I ~ .) _y--o .:.r. ~ .:.r. -1.o.> 1 0: ..J ~ :JJ.1 ~ 
~u.) ~ ~_,....::.>..- ..u~I _;_;.)_) .....,l~I _;~ ~ ~ ~ oj4"_)_) ~ ~ 

~_;->,:i_) "-: ~ ___k_;-;. L> r 4-:>-_r::, 1 ,) :::, .) _; ~ ... :.:~ .) <:I I i )-,JI ..::.i ls::,_) ~_r--1 I )__,.....,<:II 

:·"-!~ .:,_y:.j 0"' 
"When I saw the abridged study in morphology that the eminent researcher and the accurate scholar, 
the most erudite of all men, Sams al-Milla wa 1-Din A}:imad b. 'Ali lbn Mas'ud,-may God join him 
to his prophet in a praised abode-has compiled, in spite of its small size and the conciseness of its 
structure, comprising the finest of precious pearls and the most useful of lessons, containing the 
intricacies of the Arabic secrets and the witty remarks of the literary learnings ... I desired to devise 
a commentary upon it which would eliminate its difficulties and which would bring out the quintes
sence from its cover".22 

- 'Abd al-Ral).im .ijalil's commentary which is a summary of Dunquz's commentary and 
which starts with: 

• '\_.Q.J -··11 :C.., - II I_IL, 4-JO le. L:.J..bl .:JI JJ ,~I" .:~ _) --~ i Y"""' . . ~ '-? 
"Praise be to God who revealed to us His book with the Arabic learnings, and the morphology, 
etc.".23 

- Tag al-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab' s commentary Fat/:t al-fattaJ:t ft sar/:t al-maral:t 24 "the Opening 
of the Gates of Profit in the Commentary of the Mara,J:t al-arwii,J:t" or FatJ:t al-fatta,J:t bi-qut al
arwal:t (ft sar/:t al-maral:t) "The Opening of the Gates of Profit through the Nourishment of the 
Souls (in the Commentary of the Mara/:t)". His full name is Tag al-Din 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 
Ibrahim b. Mfil:imud b. 'Ali b. Mu}:lammad al-'Urc,li 1-1:lalabi 1-Safi'i and he died in 967/1559. 

It starts with: 

"Praise be to God who has changed us for the best". 

- Mu~tara b. Sa'ban's commentary. He was known as Surtiri and died in 969/1561.25 

21 Ibn Kamal Pasa, FalalJ 111. 1-2. 
22 Ibn Kamal Pasa, FalalJ 211. 4-18. 
23 Cf. I:Iaggi ljalifa, Kasf II, 1651, Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 63 (36). Brockelmann, GAL II, 21 names the 

commentator as 'Abd al-Ralµnan b. ljalil Rfimi. A manuscript is found in Krafft 54. Another manuscript referred to 
as nr 8/ Munir Wali is found at the University of Alexandria (cf. Zaydan, Mab!il!at II, par. 805. pp. 66-67). 

24 Cf. I:Iaggi ljalifa, Kasf II, 1651, Brockelmann, S II, 14, Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 65 (163). 
25 Cf. I:Iaggi ljalifa, Kasf II, 1651. 
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- Mu~nafak's extensive commentary, which is found in the library of Abu 1-Fatl;l in his 
mosque and which starts with: 

"Praise be to God who is holy and not incorporated".26 

- M. b. A. b. Hilal's commentary.27 

- H. 'A. Fase's commentary.28 

-Sanan al-Din Yusuf's commentary RawwalJ, al-arwalJ, "The Promptness of the Souls". He 
was known as Qirra Sanan and was also the author of al-Pama 'ir "The Pronouns". He was one 
of the learned men in the Ottoman state.29 

It starts with: 

~..u.JI """)(S J-.- J-½ L., ~j_, ~I :.:...JJL, ~! .Jy-u_) J-.) 1.5.:JI J.J ~I" 

:•:(Jj I o.J ½ 

"Praise be to God who has sent to us his prophet with the perspicuous tongue and who has embel
lished all that is suggestive of His old language with an eloquent witticism". 

-Al-I~balJ, 'ala maralJ, al-arwalJ, "The Entering upon Morning on the MaralJ, al-arwalJ," by 
an anonymous author.30 

- A commentary by an anonymous author. 31 

- Another commentary by an anonymous author. 32 

It starts with: 

~ :(..;,l,.;:...,~I ilii..o rWI ~<;J _)~~I _)L.;..I ~!_, .:i_,.:i__,..JI JJ1 JI ~I ~I Ju" 
-''c~~I_, ~I _)~j_, ~l::.11 

"Thus speaks the slave in need of the Friendly God, and he chose poverty because the situation in 
the compilation is to ask for help, to give a good example and to show one's need". 

26 Ibid. 
27 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14, }:Iaggi ijalifa, Kasf II, 1651. A manuscript is found in Pet. AMK 941. 
28 Cf. Brockelmann, S II, 14. A manuscript is found in Qar. 1219. 
29 Cf. }:Iaggi ijalifa, Kasf II, 1651, Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 63 (14). 
3° Cf. Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, (192). 
31 Cf. Brockelmann, GAL II, 21. A manuscript is found in Pet. 154, Krafft 55, etc. 
32 Cf. A Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the Salar Jang Collection, ed. M. Nizamuddin VI, India, 102 

(2611). 



§ 4. The Manuscripts of the Marii~ 

The manuscripts are referred to in many catalogues, among which: 
- Ahlwardt VI, 179-180 nr. 6805-6806. 
-Atsiz, nr. 181. 
-Azhar IV, 94-96. 
- Dar al-kutub al-mi~nya II, 67-68 nr. 36, 47, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 87, 197, 208, 214. 
- Derenbourg, 97-99 nr. 163-166. 
- Gubun III, 381 nr. 5801. 
-Fltigel, 178-184nr. 189-198. 
- Levi Della Vida V, 337. 
- Mingana IV, 284-285 nr. 1524-1526 and 1531-1532. 
- Sibin al-Kum1 33, 2; 51,1. 
- de Slane, nr. 4166-4187 and 7106.2 

- Steiner I, 240-241 nr. 3874-3875 . 
- Talas, 193 nr. 2657. 
- Taskent, 406; 3795 . 
-Topkap1, nr. 7971, 1; 7972, 2; 7973, 1; 7978, 1; 7979, 1. 
- University of Cairo, nr. 16394, 16408, 16429, 16540. 
- Yale, nr. 4-5. 

1 Cf. RIMA II, 267 and 270. 
2 Only the MSS 4166/74 are mentioned by Brockelmann, S II, 14. 
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§ 5. The Printed texts of the MaralJ 

The Maraf:z has been printed both independently and as included with other works in the Magmu' 
al-mutun. It has been printed as an independent work in Cawnpore 1885, Dehli 1887, Lahore 
1887, 1 Bi.ilaq 1240/1824, 1244/1828, 1247/1831, 1249/1833, 1257/1841, Ind. 1267/1851, Delhi 
1293/1875, Lahore 1906 and Istanbul 1286/1861, 1291/1873.2 

It has been printed with other works in Istanbul 1233/1817, Bulaq 1244/1828,3 1262/1846, 
1276/1860, 1280/1864, 1282/1866 and Cairo 1299/1881, 1305/1887, 1309/1891, 1321/1904, 
1344/1927.4 The Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya refers to the above-mentioned Bi.ilaq printed texts of 
the Magmu'a, i.e. 1244/1828 (65 and 81), 1262/1846 (45), 1268/1852 (59),5 1280/1864 (53) 
and 1282/1866 (55 and 56)6 and to the following: the printed text of al-Astana printing house 
1254/1838 (82), 1278/1862 (57), the printed text of the printing house al-Sarqiya, Cairo 1298/ 
1880 (95 and 104), the printed text of the Wahbiya printing house, Cairo 1299/1881 (90 and 
103) and the printed text of the printing house al-Maymaniya, Cairo 1309/1891 (142 and 
143).7 

To these may be added the printed text of the Printing house al-'Utmaniya 1304/1886 
found at the Library of Cairo University8 and the printed text of Bi.ilaq 1841 found at the 
Library of Tiibingen University.9 

1 Brockelmann, GAL II, 21. 
2 Ibid, S II, 14. 
3 Ibid, GAL II, 21. 
4 Ibid, S II, 14. 
5 See Ibn Mas'ud, Print U. 
6 See lbn Mas'ud, Print K. 
7 Dar al-kutub al-mi~riya II, 67-68. 
8 See Ibn Mas'ud, Print L. 
9 See Ibn Mas'ud, Print T. 
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§ 6. The Principles of Edition 

For the edition of this extract I have chosen the oldest manuscripts of the Bibliotheque N ationale 
and two prints from Cairo University.' It can be stressed that the variant readings between the 
manuscripts are few, and that the printed texts are mostly copies of each other with only small 
variations.2 It is important for the reader to note that they are mostly found in libraries and are 
almost impossible to find in circulation. 

A(= I) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris 4166. Fol. la gives us the name of an ancient owner of 
the manuscript, namely Mu].:iammad b. Tamgar al-Kirsani. It also has the stamp of the Bibliothecce 
Regia. De Slane describes it as follows: 3 

"Papier. 73 feuillets. Hauteur, 19 centimetres; largeur, 13 centimetres et demi. 13 lignes par page". 

The MaraJ:,, al-arwaJ:,, is the first part of this codex which consists of four works that consti
tute the Magmu 'al-mutun. It ends on fol. 36 and is followed by al- '/zz,f fi-l-ta~rif which ends on 
fol. 49, al-Maq~ud which ends on fol. 66 and al-Amfila al-mubtalifa which ends on fol. 72. All 
four works are written in naslJi script. 

The text in fol. 72b finishes with the following postscript revealing the name of the copyist: 

0-! ~ 0-! ~ .• _ • .::,II ~I -½ ~ '-:'~_,,JI dlil .J:i1 0~ '-:'~I ~,, 

~I__, .::.,l:..o)-11__, ~)-11 ~__, .).:,l½-'il__, ½..i.Jl__,.J__, .J ..DI fa ~)I ...........,Y. 

i~ .:.H~ l.l-"L;JI ~I ;;~ i~ J .::.,l__,_.'i!I__, ~ ~~'ill .::.,W-.ll__, 

½~I ½y-:-:jl ;;~I .:,ro u~.., ~_)1.., ~ L.., _)~ dL ~ rl~I 

."il__.,.$JI ~__, .JT J--' iLJI ~1 J__,-,_).J__, il,::JI J .iJ -4>JI 

"The book was completed with God's assistance, the Giver, at the hand of the weak slave Mul).ammad 
b. Yal).ya b. Yusuf al-Aruniqi, may God watch over him, his parents, his ancestors, all the believ
ers,-men and women-, the Muslims,-men and women, the dead among them and the living,
on the forenoon of Friday the 25th of Mul).arram al-I:Iaram among the course of the months in the 
year 947 [/1540] of the chosen Higra of the Prophet, praise be to God for His perfection and the best 
greeting to the Messenger, his honourable family and his followers". 

After this postscript follow four verses of poetry in Turkish. 
The handwriting is neat. Many glosses commenting on the MaraJ:,, occur between the lines 

and in the margins, representing in an artistic and graceful manner, trees, flowers, jugs, col
umns and other objects. The text is rarely vowelled but is on the whole reliable and does not 
contain many corrupt readings. 

One of the features of this text is the hyphenation of some words in the left margin, mostly 

after the conjunction wa, e.g. Jlo--'·.I -__,4 for Jlo--··-1..,, ~ -__,5 for ~..,, i~ -__,6 for 

i~--' but also elsewhere, e.g. ;;I.:, -l/ for ;;I.:,½ and ~:l -__,1__,8for ~:1..,1..,. 

1 For the plates see lbn Mas'iid, Mariil} I, XIV-XX:11. 
2 As an example, it can be noted that lbn Mas'iid, Print T, is almost a copy of Print L, Print U and Print Y. 
3 De Slane, 671. 
4 MS A, fol. 2a II. 2-3. 
5 Ibid, fol. 4b 11.1-2. 
6 Ibid, fol. 12b II. 8-9. 
7 Ibid, fol. 7b II. 12-13. 
8 Ibid, fol. 15a II. 11-12. 
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The ta' marbiifa occurs in some cases instead of the ta' maftuJ:ia, e.g. o 1......... _.., for ..:., 1......... _..,,9 

which is also noticed in the MSS BCDI, and o I.J '-:->~I for ..::.,1.J '-:->~I, 10 the accusative instead of the 

nominative, e.g. ~j_.., as in the MSS BI for L:.:;j_..,, 11 the masc. instead of the fem, e.g. Las in 

MSS BCDEG for~. 12 ..Ji>_.., for..;:..,;~_..,, 13 ~ for~' 14 and the fem. instead of the masc., 

e.g. ~ yJ for ~ Y:'.· 15 A few corrupt readings occur as well, e.g. ~~ _.., for ~~ _.., 16 as in the 

MSS EI and the print L for 1°, 17 and . L:.:.:......, for . G 18 
' .).) .).) i..,) i..,) • 

B (= '"="') Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4167. The MaraJ:i is the first work and is followed 
by the '/Z,Zz on fol. 52, al-Maq~iid on fol. 72 and al-Amtila al-mu!Jtalifa on fol. 96. De Slane 
describes it thus: 19 

"Papi er. 105 feuillets. Hauteur, 18 centimetres et demi; largeur, 11 centimetres. 11 lignes par page". 

The MaraJ:i has the following colophon in fol. 52 revealing the name of the copyist and the 
date and place where it was written: 

' \ii 

"It was completed with the assistance of God, the Giver in the year 966 [/1559). The needy Yiisufb. 
'Abdallah wrote it in Dar Malµiisa, Constantinople". 

The manuscript ends in the following way: 

.''_:,-~ W I '-:"' .J ~ 0-::""' 1 ~ _ii ,:;--> _.., Ji I 0~ ~ " 

"It was accomplished with the assistance of God and the good fortune granted by Him, Amen, 0 
Lord over both worlds". 

The handwriting is clear, and all the three works were written in nasbi script by the same 
copyist. It does not have many glosses between the lines or in the margins. 

The a/if mamdiida occurs in some cases instead of the a/if maq~iira, e.g. ly) for -SY), 20 

LL__, for ~__,,21 the g instead of the z, e.g. ~li.J~ Ji.J~ for ~l)j J)j,22 and the ta marbata 

instead of the ta' mamdiida, e.g. o -½j for ..:., -½j. 23 Corrupt readings indicating mechanical copy-

9 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 6, the note below. 
10 Ibid, fols. 5a-5b l. 10, the note below. 
11 Ibid, fols. 4a-4b l. 1, the note below. 
12 Ibid, fols. 5b-7a l. 18, the note below. 
13 Ibid, text fols. 14a-15a l. 3, the note below. 
14 Ibid, fols. 20a-21a l. 8, the note below. 
15 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 3, the note below. 
16 Ibid, fols. 5a-5b l. 6, the note below. 
17 Ibid, fols. 24a-24b I. 3, the note below. 
18 Ibid, fols. 33b-34b l. 18, the note below. 
19 De Slane, 671. 
20 The Arabic text fols. 4a-4b l. 3, the note below. 
21 Ibid l. 5, the note below. 
22 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 9, the note below. 
23 Ibid, fols. 4b-5a l. 8, the note below. 
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ing and a poor knowledge of the Arabic language occur, e.g. 3 .:i~ i:,.:i-~ instead of .:i~ ..::..~,24 

J.-½ instead of ~ ½, 25 Z1 ~ _j.-1 I instead of ..::J G:.-i.J 126 as in the MS I, and~ for~-27 The use 

of Form VII of the verb instead of the passive voice of Form I, e.g. i ~ 3 for i ~ 3 , which is 

common with MSS DGHI and the Print L, 28 as well as the use of one form of the ma$dar 

instead of MS A's form, e.g. Form III ¼, L::... for Form V 1~. -... \ which is common with MSS 

DGH and the Print L, 29 as well as additions, e.g . .J ~ ~ 13 after j ~>U, 30 which is common with 

MSC, ~1 ~13 after ':ll_j.lj,31 which is common with MS E, ~.JI.:; 0 1 after ~1,32 

which is common with MSS CG, indicates that it belongs to a different source. 

C ( = -':'"") Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4168. The Marii/J is followed by the 7zzf on fol. 38 

and al-Maq$ild on fol. 65. De Slane describes it as follows: 33 

"Papier. 81 feuillets. Hauteur, 19 centimetres; largeur, 14 centimetres. Ecritures diverses du XVIe 
siecle". 

The text is richly commented on. The name of the copyist is not revealed, nor is the date of 
the copy. It ends in the following way: 

. "Jl:JI .ill.ti uY"! L..w ~" 
"It was completed wholly with the assistance of the Ideal King". 

In some cases, the tii 'maftul)a occurs instead of the tii' marbuta, e.g . ..::-o>l..- for ~>l..-,34 ..::., 1.:i ½ 

for o 1.:i ½, 35 and the s replaces the t e.g. ~ _y:.S3 instead of ~ __;:S3 . 36 It has also some additions, 

e.g. after ~ 3 --4" occurs~/~/ J Jy.i<, 1 1 yfb3 ,37 after~ occurs .:iyJV8 after ~1 

occurs ..,r<>-> 1 ~. 39 and after ~>"· ~ ~ occurs ~ L. C ~ 13 4$'~ [jJ 1 J3 ':11 ~ L:J I ~ 
,:_r} '-::-! ~ I i:, ~ 3 •4° Corrupt readings occur, e.g. ~.J .:i 3 for~ I~ .:i 3 •41 

D (= .:i) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4169. The Marii/J is followed on fol. 38 by the 7zzf 

and on fol. 54 by al-Maqsud. De Slane describes it thus:42 

24 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a 1. 17, the note below. 
25 Ibid, fols. 4b-5a 1. 9, the note below. 
26 Ibid, fols. 34b-35a 1. 3, the note below. 
27 Ibid, fols. 35a-35b l. 4, the note below. 
28 Ibid, fols. 12a-13a I. 9, the note below. 
29 Ibid, fols. 13a-13b 1. 9, the note below. 
30 Ibid, fols. 5a-5b I. 10, the note below. 
31 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a 1. 9, the note below. 
32 Ibid, fols. 15a-16a I. 8, the note below. 
33 De Slane, 671. 
34 The Arabic text fols. 14a-15a I. 3, the note below. 
35 Ibid, fols. 7b-8b 1. 2, the note below. 
36 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 12, the note below. 
37 Ibid, fols. 7b-8b 1. 9, the note below. 
38 Ibid l. 17, the note below. 
39 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a l. 14, the note below. 
40 Ibid, fols. 24a-24b l. 2, the note below. 
41 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a I. 5, the note below. 
42 De Slane, 671. 
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"Papier. 69 feuillets. Hauteur, 20 centimetres et demi; largeur, 12 centimetres et demi. 13 lignes par 
page. Ms. du XVIe siecle". 

The manuscript contains only a few glosses. The handwriting is neat and the script is nasbL 
Neither the name of the copyist nor the date of the copy is revealed. The manuscript, which 
curiously enough also introduces the book of Cultic Purity, ends in the following way: 

l~T ~~I ~1 ½ Jw JJI JG 0_;~1 ~[.:$' '-:"'~ )I .ill.LI JJ1 vY"-! '-:"'[:$JI ~" 

~ 33..r-: I~ 13 J-J I_;--! I JI ~-½.13 ~ ~ 3 I~ l.J o>L:J I JI ~ I.)! 

.'\:r~ _) 13 1.7' 1) I r:-" 3 ~ ~ ':11 J----" o _; 41-J I __;,, ~ ~ I JI ~ ) 3 

"The book was accomplished with the assistance of God, the Giving King. The Book of 
Cu/tic Purity. God, the Sublime, said: 0 You who believe, if you rise to pray, wash your 
faces and hands until the elbows and rub your heads and legs until the ankles as the duty of 
the cultic purity is the washing of the members and the rubbing of the head and the el
bows". 

The tii 'maftul:,,a can in some cases occur instead of the tii 'marbufa, e.g . ..::., I_, LJ for o 13 LJ, 43 

which is common with MSS GI, and the tii 'marbufa can occur instead of the tii' maftul:,,a, e.g. 

o...\.s-_) for -::_~~.44 Additions are noticed, e.g. after J----1 occurs ~I ~,45 which is common 

with MS I and the print K, after ~_;LI occurs ~WI :u..., o ~ ~), 46 which is common with MS I, 

after I.Sr. occurs o~I b~ _J,47 after ~l:JI occurs ..::.,l_.,-$::JI JI_,:; :Jlj)l,48 etc. 

E (=.JI>) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4170. The Maril/:,, is the first work and is followed on 

fol. 46 by the '/zz'i, on fol. 64 by al-Maq~ud, on fol. 82 by Bina' al-af'iil, on fol. 93 by al-Am[ila 
al-mubtalifa and on fol. 107 by a prayer written in Turkish and which is recited at funerals. De 
Slane describes it as follows: 49 

"Papier. 107 feuillets. Hauteur, 19 centimetres et demi; largeur, 13 centimetres et demi. 13 lignes 
par page. Ms. du XVIe siecle". 

The text is nearly devoid of glosses.The handwriting is clumsy. 
The Maril/:,, ends in the following way on fol. 46: 

"The book was ended with the assistance of God, the Giving King, and the good fortune". 

The manuscript ends in the following way: 

~ ..::-L, LS ~ JT ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ .. -'-:"'~)I .ill.LI JJ1 vY"-! ~l:.:$'.JI ~,, 

LS ~ JT ~ 3 ~ ~ ~_;~ ~I ~ -½-<>-> .;tj ~ly-!] JT ~ 3 ~l_r.l 

43 The Arabic text fols. 20a-2la l. 4, the note below. 
44 Ibid, fols. 26a-26b l. 3, the note below. 
45 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a I. 12, the note below. 
46 Ibid, fols. 20a-2la I. 3, the note below. 
47 Ibid, fols. 23a-24a I. 9, the note below. 
48 Ibid, fols. 32a-32b I. 16, the note below. 
49 De Slane, 671. 

-"~l..r.'l JT ~ 3 ~l..r.'l ~ ..::.S)" 
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"The book was accomplished with the assistance of God, the Giving King ... May You pray on 
Mul:J.ammad and on Mul:J.ammad's family as You have prayed on Abraham and Abraham's family, 
You are praiseworthy and glorious, 0 God, bless Mul:J.ammad and Mul:J.ammad's family as You have 
blessed Abraham and Abraham's family". 

Hyphenation occurs inconsistently at the left margin, e.g. F-_,5° instead of F-'' ..:;-1°·· '·,:1151 

instead of ..:; I.·· ,. ~ I, ~ - W 152 instead of ~WI etc. 

Additions could imply the involvement of the copyist or the contamination of another tradi-

tion; e.g. after ~l)j_, occurs ~1 __,......s:Ji_,,53 which is in accordance with MS B's reading, after 

j)l;:J I occurs J-.,>U J-., ':JI_, v,iLJ t,;J I ~ l.;,54 after ..::., I~ I occurs ~ I_, 0 l.:i y-S ~~I 0 ':J 

..::.,l~I JI_,:; ~ o_A55 and after .b~ occurs .bl.J--""" ~1.56 In some cases the alif is .. , 

omitted in the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the perfect, e.g. ) 13 instead of ~ 13,57 y.~ instead 

of ly.~,58 y~ instead of l_,..~,59 _y.) instead of 1_;-.)60 which is common with MSS ACEI, etc. 

The first element of an fr.lafa construction can occur as made definite, e.g. JI.- '·,:11 J-.,:1~1 

instead of JI ... ···,:11 J-., 1. In some cases, the ta, maftiif:za occurs instead of the ta, marbiita, e.g. 

~~_, for 4-,,.>~..,62 and the sinstead of the s, e.g. ~6_, for ~G_,.63 

G (= j) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4172. The Maraf:z is followed by the 'lzz'i on fol. 60 
and the Maq~iid on fol. 85. De Slane describes it in the following way:64 

"Papier. 111 feuillets. Hauteur, 18 centimetres; largeur, 12 centimetres et demi. 11 lignes par page. 
Ms. du XVIe siecle". 

No collation is included in the manuscript. The handwriting is clear. It is dependent on the 

MSS BDGE, as it contains some of their variants, e.g. ~ _; _,_, for ~ _; _, .,µ, 65 ..::.., 1.$' _r- c:-~ I instead 

of..::., 1.$' _y>J 166 etc. In some cases, the ta, maftiif:za occurs instead of the ta, marbiita, e.g . ..::.., fi for 

ofi.67 A few additions occur, e.g. instead of '0 '~1_, ~.,_Ji,$' we read ~I_, 0 ~1 ~ 

50 MS E, fol. 3a 11. 8-9. 
5 I Ibid, fol. 4b 11. 11-12. 
52 Ibid, fol. 8a II. 1-2. 
53 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a I. 9, the note below. 
54 Ibid, fols. lOb-lla I. 3, the note below. 
55 Ibid, fols. 16b-17a I. 7, the note below. 
56 Ibid, fols. 16b-17a I. 7, the note below. 
57 Ibid, fols. 2a-3a I. 16, the note below. 
58 Ibid, fols. 4b-5a I. 9, the note below. 
59 Ibid, the note below. 
60 Ibid, fols. 27b-28a I. 10, the note below. 
61 Ibid, fols. 2a-3a 11. 4-5, the note below. 
62 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a I. 3. 
63 Ibid, fols. 15a-16a I. 12, the note below. 
64 De Slane, 671. 
65 The Arabic text fols. 9b- l Ob I. 4, the note below. 
66 Ibid, fols. lOb-lla I. 15, the note below. 
67 Ibid I. 4, the note below. 

, , 
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~_pJ1_)68 and after :;;.1 occurs ~I ~ ~1 ,)j_) ~.69 

H ( = ->-) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 417 3. The Marab is followed by the 7zzf on fol. 38, 
al-Maq~iid on fol. 53, Bina, al-aj'al on fol. 69 and al-Amtila al-mitbtalifa on fol. 79. De Slane 
describes it in the following way: 70 

"Papier. 92 feuillets. Hauteur, 21 centimetres; largeur, 12 centimetres. 15 lignes par page". 

The name of the copyist is not revealed. The Marab ends in the following way on fol. 38a: 

."1. n L, ...,.,Ci.JI .iJI vY-1 ...,.,!.:$JI~,, 

"The book was accomplished with the assistance of God, the Giver, in the year 1033 [/1624]". 

The manuscript ends as follows: 

i>LJI_) ;;y-L..J~ iw~I ~ Ji ~I 1. n ~ ...,.,~_,.JI ~I .iJI vr"-! ...,.,~I ~,, 

."il~':11 "'b. ..• /1_, .JT ~_) il}:JI ~ ~ 
"The book was accomplished with the assistance of God, the Giver, in the year 1033 
(/1624). Praised be God for the completion and the prayer and the greeting for the Master of man
kind, his honourable family and followers". 

A short vowel can occur lengthened, e.g. :0':11.JJ for :0:1.JJ, 71 the t occurs instead of the s, e.g. 

op_) for.:;,, y-S_),72 and the s instead of the t, e.g. o~ for.,_,:; y:..SJ.73 A few additions can occur, 

e.g. after ~~11 occurs ~lh.JI .y .,w1 .:;..~ 0-...1.o ;;.,~,)74 after ~I occurs il..u.:,':1 

~ I C. ~ ':11, 75 and after ~ I occurs .:;.. lS .r-J I J L,::.;... I ~-76 Some corrupt readings occur, e.g. 

~.A! instead of ,:.r.:u--~,77 ~I_) instead of ~1_),78 ~I instead of ~1,79 etc. 

I(= .b) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 4174. The Marab is followed by the 7zzf on fol. 38, 
al-Maq~iid on fol. 52, Bina, al-af'al on fol. 66 and al-Amtila al-mubtalifa on fol. 7 4. De Slane 
decribes it in the following manner:80 

"Papier. 87 feuillets. Hauteur, 21 centimetres; largeur, 13 centimetres. 13 lignes par page. Ms. du 
xvne siecle". 

The Marab ends in the following way: 

68 Ibid, fols. l 7a-17b l. 6, the note below. 
69 Ibid, fols. 30b-3lb l. 4, the note below. 
70 De Slane, 672. 
71 The Arabic text fols. lOb-lla l. 8, the note below. 
72 Ibid, fols. llb-12a l. 13, the note below. 
73 Ibid l. 11, the note below. 
74 Ibid, fols. 20a-21a l. 1, the note below. 
75 Ibid l. 14, the note below. 
76 Ibid, fols. 21a-22a l. 4, the note below. 
77 Ibid, fols. lla-llb l. 5, the note below. 
78 Ibid, fols. 22a-23a l. 4, the note below. 
79 Ibid, fols. 25b-26a l. 2, the note below. 
80 De Slane, 672. 
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._J JJ1 ~ c~ .:.r-! .:ii__,-. Jw JJ1 ~_) JI cb.11 ~.:.JI ~1 ~ 0 .:i4 

."~j__, 4:Jj o-->-1__, '½..JI)_, 

"The book was accomplished with the assistance of God, the Omniscient. This honourable tran
script was completed in the end of Gumadi. The guilty in need of God's mercy, Murad b. Na~iil)., 
wrote it. May God forgive him and his parents and do well to them both and to him". 

In some cases the; occurs instead of the (j,, e.g. UJ ½ instead of ~ ½, 81 the (j, instead of the 

;, e.g. c, ~ __, instead of c, ~ __,, 82 the ; instead of the g, e.g. 1, 1__,...;:J I_, instead of ~ 1__,...;:J I_,, 83 the s 

instead of the!, e.g. o y-5:) for o _r,SJ, 84 the ta, maftu/Ja instead of the ta, marbufa, e.g . ..:;....~ for 

:(..~,85 ..::J_rc-: for :U_rc--:86 and the alif mamduda instead of the alif maq~ura, e.g. l__r. for I.Sr.·87 

Corrupt readings also occur, e.g. ~I instead of ~1,88 JL,-.::.1 instead of JL,..::,89 etc. Addi

tions suggesting the involvement of the copyist or the contamination from another tradition 

exist, e.g. after l.:, 1 .._; .)j·> occurs J~ __, Z.~.:.:::..::J l.~ v-·-:--.::l:1 ~.J':J I o .:i l.:1j j·:1..l. . .ii.J J~ .__:, ½ 
~__,.ti ~ ~ 0 __,.;.JI o.:i~j ~¼90 after ~~ occurs vY.~ ..:,;½~,91 after ~½I occurs 

~UI 0-'::'!--' ~ ~_),92 after ~1 occurs ~I ~ ~I v...i--' ~ ,93 etc. 

The following prints have been used in this edition: 

K (= S), the print of the printing house al-fj.aidawfya, 1282/1865. It does not contain any 

vowel and is almost an exact copy of the Print U, and the Print Y. The name of the man who 
printed it is not revealed. It offers only very few glosses in the margins. Corrupt readings also 

occur, e.g. ~ ~ for ~½__,,94 ~I for ~195 which is common with the print L.96 

Additions occur as well, e.g. after o .>.., lj one can read J.., I~ I~ o .:i ~~ l__,,97 after ~ occurs 

~I ~,98 etc. 

L (= J), the print of the printing house al- <Utmanfya, 1304/1886. It has been printed by 'Abd 

81 The Arabic text fols. 13a-l3b l. 7, the note below, fols. 33b-34b l. 12, the note below. 
82 Ibid, fols. 11 b-12a l. 9, the note below. 
83 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 14, the note below. For discussions concerning the case of the t;l that occurs instead of the;: 

and the ;: instead of the t;l in Middle Arabic see Knutsson, Studies 106. 
84 The Arabic text fols. 4b-5a l. 6, the note below. 
85 Ibid, fols. 12a-l3a l. 13, the note below. 
86 Ibid, fols. 5b-7a l. 6, fols. 30a-30b l. 8, the notes below. 
87 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a l. 2, the note below. 
88 Ibid, fols. 13a-13b l. 11, the note below. 
89 Ibid, fols. 4a-4b l. 5, the note below. 
90 Ibid, fols. 5b-7a l. 13, the note below. 
91 Ibid, fols. 9b-10b l. 2, the note below. 
92 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a l. 4, the note below. 
93 Ibid, fols. 30b-31b l. 2, the note below. 
94 Ibid, fols. 9b-10b l. 6, the note below. 
95 Ibid, fols. 22a-23a l. 12, the note below. 
96 Ibid, fols. 33b-34b l. 4, the note below. 
97 Ibid, fols. lOb-lla l. 8, the note below. 
98 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a l. 11, the note below. 
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al-Qadir Rasid known as ijulii~i Zadah who, as he himself states it, served as a corrector at the 
Printing house al-'U!maniya 1304 [/1886).99 It is nearly a copy of the print K with only some 
variances, which I showed in my Apparatus. It contains a few quotations copied from al-Niksari' s 
commentary al-Mifral:,,, Dunqiize's Sari:,, al-maral:,, and Ibn Kamal Pasa's al-Fala!:,, and a few 

vowels given to some words. Unfortunately, many defective vowellings occur, e.g, ~ 3 -Y-> 3 100 

instead of ~ 3 ~ 3 , 101 ..::., ~ 13 102 instead of ..::., ~ 13 , 103 :ci~)}04 instead of :ci 3 )~, 105 ::,~-~ 106 

instead of::,~~. 107 which render it unreliable. I have not inserted these variances in my Appara

tus. 
It is not stated in the print which is the basic manuscript that was used. I believe that it is a 

later manuscript than the MS A. The additions that reveal an attempt to explain for the reader, 

e.g. ;,I' < ~ for < l::J I, 108 J~ ~ I Jy.ti I instead of J~ ~ I, 109 can imply that it belongs to a later 

tradition. The additions of (ii_ ii>·II after ::._,-.$JI and ~.x...u:.:11 after w1110 seem to be typical of 

the prints. 
I chose the MS A as my basic manuscript because it is the oldest one among the MSS men

tioned by Brockelmann, 111 because of its relatively good language and because of its lack of 
additions of the kind that I observed in the other MSS and both prints,-a fact which makes me 

believe that it is closer to the original redaction. For example, MS E has after ::. _,_, lj: -½ I) 13 

~ ½ J3 I, MS I has J3 I ~ ½ -½ I) I> the print K has J3 I ~ I _J ::. ., ~) 13 , 112 MS B and the 

print K have after ._;~3 : ylb )__.,113 etc. 

It is unrealistic to believe that it is possible to establish the author's original text exactly 
without possessing it. The subsequent manuscripts and prints offer small variances which are 
dependent on the copyists' linguistic backgrounds, their involvement in the study and other 
factors. By variances, I mean in this case correct words or expressions and even reversed order 

of words. As examples of correct words or expressions I mention the use of~ in the MSS 

BCDEG instead of 0~ in the MS A, 114 j~ in the MSS BCI and both the prints KL instead 

of ·~ in the MS A, 115 ~ y':-:> 13 in the MSS BDEGI and the prints KL instead of~~ 13 in 

the MS A, 116 ji:J I i ~ in the MSS DEGI for~ in the MS A, 117 the use of one form of a verb 

99 L, 143. 
]()() Ibid, 4 l. 4. 
101 The Arabic text fols. 3a-4a l. 4. 
102 L, 4 l. 19. 
103 The Arabic text fols. 3a-4a l. 16. 
104 L, 18 l. 10. 
105 The Arabic text fols. 15a-16a l. 12. 
106 L, 18 l. 10. 
107 The Arabic text fols. 15a-16a l. 14. 
108 Ibid, fols. 7b-8b I. 2. 
109 Ibid I. 6. 
110 Ibid, fols. 4b-5a 11. l 0-11. 
111 Brockelmann, S ll, 14. 
112 The Arabic text fols. lOb-lla l. 8, the note below. 
113 Ibid, fols. 7a-7b I. 13, the note below. 
114 Ibid, fols. 7b-8b I. 5, the note below. 
115 Ibid, fols. 20a-2la I. 13, the note below. 
116 Ibid, fols. 4a-4b l. 2, the note below. 
117 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a I. 6, the note below. 
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instead of another, e.g. i ~.., in the MSS BGHI instead of i ~=.., in the MS A, 118 ~ in the 

MSS CDHI and the print L instead of~ in the MS A, 119 the use of one form of a ma$dar 

instead of another, e.g. ii.....:,~.., in the MSS BCDEGI and the prints KL instead of i....J.., in the 

MS A, 120 ¼-! L.... in the MSS BDGH, ~ in the MSS CE, instead of ~ in the MS A. 121 As 

some examples of reversed order of words I can mention Yo-""1.., ~1.., in the MSS CDE and 

the prints KL instead of ~1.., Y""""l.., inMSA, 122 r1.x..., ~.., ~.., in theMSS BDEGifor 

~ ~l;:~:.., r--1-f~u J ~~:~:.., in the MS A with as well the variant~.., chosen among them instead of 

:.,i-~:~:.J, 123 and½~I.., :u_µ1.., in the MSS BDH and the printLfor;J~~ :\.,~I.., in the 
MS A.124 

I do not believe either that the remaining manuscripts and prints found in the different librar
ies all over the world would have contributed much to the constitution of the text. Adopting the 
MS A as my basic manuscript means that I followed its readings when they were correct, but 
did not hesitate to correct the ones which break the laws of classical Arabic grammar, or to 
suply the missing words which are important for understanding the context. In doing so I based 
my judgement on the other MSS and the prints. I did not neglect to report most of these variances 
in the Apparatus, except for the cases of hyphenation and corrupt shadda, madda, and hamza, 
which I did not insert but adjusted directly in the edition. The hamza usually occurs on the line 

when it should be on the alif, e.g. i _,$1 •. 125 A madda sometimes occurs over the alif, e.g. < L:Jl, 

.t.11, they is written inside the words instead of the hamza 'ala kursf al-ya~ e.g. --½~)I instead 

of ..-; I__,) I. I changed these variations in accordance with accepted practice. The alif is elided in 

~ 126 which is typical of this period, and I have kept it this way. I have indicated the original 

fol. numbers of the MS A in the margin and I have presented the poetical lines between double 

guillemets '"' and the Qur'anic verses between brackets(). The addition of rk1 J:J~ is unique 

in MS A 127 implying the involvement of the copyist. I have as well added a fair number of 
vowels, mostly to all the morphological forms and examples, and in other instances as well, to 
facilitate the reading of the text. 

118 Ibid, fols. 12a-13a I. 9, the note below. 
119 Ibid, fols. 22a-23a I. 6, the note below. 
120 Ibid, fols. 3a-4a I. 13, the note below. 
121 Ibid, fols. 13a-13b I. 9, the note below. 
122 Ibid, fols. 14a-15a I. 10, the note below. 
123 Ibid, fols. 20a-21a I. 11, the note below. 
124 Ibid, fols. 26b-27b I. 16, the note below. 
125 Ibid, fols. 12a-13a I. 6, the note below. 
126 Ibid, fols. 2a-3a I. 8, fols. 5b-7a I. 17, I. 18, fols. 24b-25b I. 1. 
127 Ibid, fols. 11 a-11 b I. 7, the note below. 



§ 7. Topics in works dealing with morphology 

As was already mentioned, the first well-known treatise that deals with syntax and morphology 
is Sibawaihi's al-Kitiib. The subject of morphology is found in the major part of the second 
volume. The main morpho-phonological topics that Sibawaihi presents are the forms of nouns, 
adjectives and verbs in the groundform and in the augmented forms, the phonological change(s) 
due to the unsoundness of a weak consonant in forms that have a weak consonant or more, the 
substitution of the consonants, the addition of an augment to a form, the linguistic analogy 
between one form and another and the assimilation of one consonant to another. 1 These themes 
can be considered as classical for many works in morphology that follow it. 

The phonological procedures that are carried out in a word are specifically recognized by 

Ibn Ginni in his Mub,ta$ar al-ta$rif al-mulukf2 as: i ~ .:i I 0~ .) I JS~ ~ ..J ~ J ~ o .:i ~_j 

"Addition, substitution, elision, change by giving a vowel or a sukun and assimilation".3 Ibn 
Ginni's study in this particular work is based on these vital points and is a presentation of the 
specific forms affected by them. 

It is with his commentary on al-Mazini's study al-Mun$if,4 namely al-Mun$if.fi sarl:z ta$rif 
al-Miizinf, 5 that the study of morpho-phonology developed in particular. This book's impor
tance resides in the fact that it was compiled by this brilliant linguist, well-known for his ability 
in integrating theories in his analyses, commenting on the early work in morpho-phonology of 
the Basran grammarian, al-Mazini. It does not only give a picture of the study of morpho
phonology when it was still new after the period of Sibawaihi, but also of how it was treated by 
a later grammarian during a period that witnesses more than a century and a half of theoretical 
activities. Concerning it, Guillaume remarks: 

"11 suffit en effet de lire quelques pages du MUN [Mun~if] pour se rendre compte a quel point 
!'analyse de 1G [lbn Ginni] est plus riche [que celle de al-Mazini], et integre des problematiques et 
des demarches nouvelles, qui, au-dela de son apport personnel, au demeurant non negligeable, 
representent le fruit de plus d'un siecle d'activite theorique intense".6 

Its chapters' titles reveal to us most of the topics which are usually studied in this field. It can 
be observed generally that the book deals with the base forms of the nouns and verbs, the 
augmented forms by an augment or more, the linguistic analogy between one strong form and 
another, the forms with 1st radical y or w, the forms with 2nd radical y or w, the forms in which 
thew is changed into a y, the forms with 3rd radical hamza in verbs with 2nd radical y or w, the 
forms with 3rd radical y or w, the forms in which they is changed into a w, the forms with 2nd 
and 3rd radical ya's, the forms with 2nd and 3rd radical waws, the linguistic analogy between 
one weak form and another, and forms in which the infixed t of Form VIII is changed into 
another consonant. Again we notice that the main points that are stressed by Sibawaihi regard
ing morphology are taken into consideration, with the exception of the assimilation of a conso
nant to another that pertains to the doubled verb. 

In his Sirr $inii 'at al-i <riib, 7 lbn Ginni takes up the twenty-nine consonants of the Arabic 

1 Cf. Hindawi, Manahig 41. 
2 For a short description of the work see Mehiri, Theories 71. 
3 Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 8. 
4 Al-Mazini's work was never found alone. 
5 For a short description of the work see Mehiri, Theories 74-75. 
6 Guillaume, Morphonologie 224. 
7 For a discussion concerning the title $ina 'at al-i 'rah, which may confuse the reader because of the word i 'rah 

in it, by making him possibly believe that Ibn Ginni has treated syntax and not morphology in this work,-which is 
not the case-, see Hindawi, Manahig 70-73 and Hindawi's introduction to Ibn Ginni, Sirr L 24-25. The conclusion 
that Hindawi, Manahig 73 reaches, is that Ibn Ginni with the title of his book, intended to treat the formation of the 
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alphabet which he studies at the level of phonetics, phonology and morphology. Each section 
treats a consonant regarding its originality in the base form, its addition, its elision, its substitu
tion and its unsoundness,-if it is a weak consonant-, in many different forms. 8 

The Sii.fiya is a new and shorter version of the morphological part of ZamalJsari' s ( d. 538/ 
1143-4)9 Mufa$$al. 10 

The part of the Mufa$$al that deals with morphology presents the following topics: the 
pronouns, the ma$dar, the active and passive participles, the assimilated adjective, the elative, 
the nouns of time and place, the noun of instrument, the groundform and the derived forms of 
the triliteral and quadriliteral nouns, the quinquiliteral nouns, the perfect, the imperfect and the 
imperative, the groundfrom and the derived forms of both the triliteral and quadriliteral verbs, 
the energetic, the alleviation of the hamza, the augments in nouns and verbs, the substitution of 
the consonants, the unsoundness of a weak consonant and the assimilation of a consonant to 
another. These classical morphological themes, with the exception of the groundform and the 
derived forms of the triliteral and of the quadriliteral and quinquiliteral nouns, are as well dealt 
with by Ibn Mas'ud in a more concise manner and in a differently structured work, but with an 
interest in explaining the reasons of each linguistic phenomenon which does not occur fre
quently in the Mufa$$al. 

A study of the 'Luz, which follows the Marii.J:i in the compilation Magmu' al-mutun "A 
Compilation of Linguistic Texts", can give us a glimpse of its general plan. Al-Zangani deals in 
it with the groundform and the derived forms of the triliteral and quadriliteral verbs, the per
fect, the imperfect and the imperative, both the energetic nuns, the doubled verb, the weak 
verbs: the verbs with 1st radical w or y, those with 2nd radical w or y, those with 3rd radical w 
or y, the verbs that are doubly weak and the hamzated verbs. He integrates at the end of his 
work the active and passive participles and the noun of instrument. He does not study the 
substitution of the consonants as Ibn Mas'ud does, nor does he treat the assimilation and the 
unsoundness of a weak consonant as exhaustively as him. 

A question which might be of interest is why the '/zzf follows the Marii.}:t in spite of the fact 
that al-Zangani lived before Ibn Mas'ud. The answer would be, according to my opinion, that 
the Marii.}:t is larger than the '/zzf and that it was more popular for the readers because of its 
pedagogical character. Differently from the /zzf, it contains references to some important gram
marians, to both the Basran and the Kufan grammarians, to qur'anical citations, to verses of 
poetry, and to some dialectal variants. Another important factor which is worth having in mind, 
is Ibn Mas'ud' s method of presenting the morphological data and of explaining the reasons of 
each phonological procedure. Both works can therefore be separated from each other regarding 
the different methods that have been adopted. Al-Zangani' s descriptive method is more similar 
to al-Zamabsari' s in his part of the Mufa$$al that treats morphology. 

As for the Maq$ild which occurs usually after the '/zzf in the same compilation, it is a sort 
of summary of it. The Bina' which occurs after it deals only and generally with the forms of 
verbs. 

In Ibn Mas'ud, MS J, the Sii.fiya of Ibn al-I:Jagib replaces the '/zzf, which means that it has 

words regarding the phonological procedures that affect them. It is these same words that bring forth the syntactical 
rules when they are combined in sentences. 

8 For a description of the work see Mehiri, Theories 76-78, Hindawi's introduction to lbn Ginni, Sirr 17-19. 
9 Al-Zamabsari, M~mud b. 'Umar, see Suyuti, Bugya II, 279-280, Darwis, Ma'agim 128 sqq., Qifti, Inbah III, 

265-272, lbn ijallikan, Dictionary III, 321-328, Brockelmann, SI, 507-513. He studied grammar under Abu 1-I:Iasan 
'Ali b. al-Mu?affar al-Nisaburi and Abu Mu<;lar al-I~bahani. He wrote al-Mufa$$al, al-Kassaf ft 1-tafsir; al-Fa 'iq ft 
garib al-f:iadi!, al-Maqamat, Sarf:i abyat al-kitab, Asas al-balaga and other works. 

10 Cf. Fleish, Esquisse 16. Al-Mufa$$al which deals with both syntax and morphology, forms the basis of C. 
Caspari' s Grammatica Arabic a of l 848 that Wright, Grammar is based on. It is commented on by lbn Ya 'is, Sarf:i al
Muf a$$al which forms the basis of Howell's Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language. 
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also been a part of some of the works of the Magmu' al-mutun. Deeply influenced by al
Zamabsari, it is not surprising that Ibn al-l:fagib has also commented on the Mufa$$al in a Sari:,,, 
which he called al-i<J,al:,,. 11 It is also interesting to observe that one of the commentators of the 
Sari:,, al-safiya, 12 namely al-Garburdiy (d. 746/1345), 13 copied al-Zangani extensively. 14 

Summarizing this short discussion it can be said that Sibawaihi was among the first who 
formulated the morphological themes. Ibn Ginni elucidated many issues by integrating the 
methodological questions relating to both morphology and phonology. A trend has been estab
lished that has been followed and developed by many grammarians, among them Ibn Mas'iid. 

It is hence possible in many works to distinguish between two different approaches, one that 
is mainly concerned in presenting the morphological data and another one which integrates as 
well the theoretical speculations. 

11 Cf. Suyiiti, Bugya II, 135. 
12 Ten commentaries of al-Siiftya exist (cf. Aeish, Esquisse 16). 
13 Al-Garburdiy, Al)Inad b. al-I:Iasan Fabr al-Din, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 303. Beside his mentioned work, he wrote 

SarJ:i al-kassiif and other works. 
14 Cf. Suyiiti, Bugya II, 122. 



§ 8. A general Introduction to the Marii/:t 

Having taken into account the works on morphology compiled before the Marab and some of 
the main morpho-phonological topics treated in some of them, the following observations can 
shed light on the general background which helped develop Ibn Mas'iid's method in dealing 
with the subject of morpho-phonology. The obstacles which stand in the way of examining the 
author's private background is that we do not know anything about his life, his teachers and his 
pupils. In spite of the fact that his work has been commented on, little as well is known about 
his commentators and their commentaries which are preserved mostly in manuscript forms and 
are housing in different Libraries in the world. Perhaps some future investigations shall answer 
some puzzling questions concerning our author, his commentators and their private circles. 

As Ibn Mas'iid indicates in his introduction, 1 the Maraf:i is divided into seven chapters: the 
strong verb, the doubled verb, the hamzated verb, the verb with 1st radical w or y, the verb with 
2nd radical w or y, the verb with 3rd radical w or y, and the verb that is doubly weak. Each 
chapter deals with its characteristic class of verb, its ma~dar and the nine subordinates derived 
from it: the perfect, the imperfect, the imperative and the prohibition, the active participle, the 
passive participle, the nouns of time and place and the noun of instrument. A work of this 
nature studies the procedure(s) of al-ta~rif that affect(s) a certain form. 

It should be borne in mind when studying such a late work that many of the morpho-phono
logical themes that are taken up have been treated in earlier studies. This does not mean how
ever that the methods adopted by our writer are the same as those of his predecessors. If we are 
looking for an original contribution, it is in the techniques employed by Ibn Mas'iid in present
ing and looking for the reasons that lay behind the phonological procedures,-whether they 

relate to the development of a form from a base form, as e.g. J ~ from J) "to say", a verb with 

2nd w radical, or to the generation of a form from another as e.g the active participle "hitting" 

~ ).:., from the verb in the perfect~;_;,;, "to hit" -, that we may find it. 

·Here qiyas "analogy" plays a vital role. By it is meant this intellectual ability of explaining 
the "order of things" with the intention of proving that everything falls within the language's 
well-established system. The methods adapted are to compare the various issues with other 
ones already met and investigated, and by doing so being able to discover a certain pattern2 or 
more, in order to put together the common facts and to isolate the deviant ones. This process of 
reasoning relies on rules, causes3 and principles, such which leads to the integration of logic 
into grammar. 4 As Guillaume writes concerning grammar and the integration of principles in it: 

"La grammaire, en effet, n'est pour les GA [grammairiens arabes] qu'un ensemble de principes 
explicites visant a reproduire une capacite intuitive et comme innee des anciens Arabes: celle de 
produire un nombre infini d'enonces grammaticalement corrects".5 

1 Cf. the Arabic text fols. lb-2a. 
2 Cf. Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic 23. 
3 One of the early works that deals with the grammatical causes is al-lrjiiJ:1fi 'ilal al-naJ:iw by al-Zaggagi (d. 339) 

(al-Zaggagi, 'Abd al-RllQillii.n b. lsl_iaq, see Suyuti, Bugya ll, 77, Zubaidi, Tabaqlit 119, lbn al-Anbari, Nuzha 379, 
Qifti,Inbiih II, 160-161, lbn al-'Imad, Sagarlit II, 357, Brockelmann, GAL I, 112, SI, 170-171, Versteegh, Zaggagf 
2-6. He studied under al-Zaggag. He wrote as well al-Gumal, al-Kiifi, SarJ:i kitiib al-alif wa-l-liim li-l-Miizinf, al
Llimlit, al-Amlilf and other books). The book treats the causes of the grammatical facts by citing the Kufans' opin
ions with the terms used by the Basrans ( cf. Zaggagi, l(laJ:i 78). The science is introduced by :Qaif in his preface to 

this work as ~__,.,.,.JI JW I :c.....l; "the philosophy of the grammatical causes" implying the infiltration of logic into 

grammar (for discussions see Versteegh, Zaggligf 45-46). The work is translated and commented on by Versteegh, 
Zaggligf. 

4 For discussions concerning the possible influence of Stoic logic see Versteegh, Elements. 
5 Guillaume, Morphonologie 240. 
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There is a difference of meaning between the qiyas in the earliest period and the one that 
occurs in later Arabic grammar. Concerning its original meaning Versteegh remarks: 

" ... Originally qiyiis was the rule by which words are derived from other words, and which divides 
words into various classes, each with its own rule ... The verb qiisa means "to formulate, to set up a 
rule which governs certain groups or classes of words". 6 

Concerning both its meanings he remarks: 

"In later Arabic grammar, the qiyiis became an instrument to set up linguistic arguments, which 
were always based on similarities between words and parts of speech, but in the earliest period the 
qiyiis was an instrument of language production: with its help the grammarians could produce new 
forms, that were not attested in the language of the Beduin. It could even be used to correct existing 
forms, if they did not conform to the genius of the Arabic language, which is the real sense of the 
qiyiis al- 'Arabiyya ". 7 

Qiyas in later Arabic grammar is the fruit of the scientific spirit nourished by the translations 
from the Greek, which developed mostly during the 3th century of the Higra8 and onwards. It is 
this interest in Greek philosophy that drove hundreds of pupils at the beginning of this period 
into listening daily to Abu Bisr Matta b. Yunus ( d. 338/940), the translator of Posterior Analytics, 
explaining the Organon of Aristotle.9 

In the field of grammar, these Arab grammarians who were well-acquainted with philoso
phy and religion, 10 became challenged by new methods of dealing with theories, and found 
themselves obliged to explain old themes, which did not create any problem before in a new 
satisfying manner. 11 Concerning this change of attitude in presenting their discipline Guillaume 
remarks: 

"II semble en effet qu' a cette epoque bien des choses qui allaient de soi pour les anciens grammairiens 
commencent a faire probleme, et que meme le statut privilegie dont jouissait leur discipline dans 
l'ancienne organisation du savoir sont remis en cause par l'introduction de problematiques et de 
demarches nouvelles. II ya la comme un "defi" qui oblige les GA (grammairiens arabes) a expliciter 
une bonne partie des fondements theoriques de leur pratique, a enoncer les conditions auxquelles 
leurs analyses sont recevables et a demontrer qu'elles y satisfont". 12 

The importance of analogy is attested by many of the Arabic grammarians. Ibn al-Anbari 
writes: 

i.)"~I fal ~ .. · i.)"~ J.s' _,.,.JI o<:J '~ 'J _,.,.JI J i.)"~I )~! ol ~!" 
. "__,.,...J I fa 1 ..w 

"Know that the denial of the analogy in grammar cannot be possible because grammar is all based 
on analogy ... And the one who denied analogy also denied grammar". 13 

6 Versteegh, Qiyiis. 
7 Versteegh, Grammar 37. 
8 Endress' s edition of twelve extracts from the Institution Theologica, translated from works on Greek philoso

phy by Arabs of the 3rd century: Proclus Arabus, gives us an idea of how well the Arabs were acquainted with the 
Greek philosophy. 

9 Cf. Arnaldez, Sciences 366. Among one of the recent works concerning the Arabic translations of the Organon, 
the work of 'Abd al-Ral:J.man al-Badawi, of which three volumes have been published in Cairo 1948, can be referred 
to (for discussions see Walzer, Translations; for discussions concerning the translation of Aristotle's work into 
Arabic see Peters, Aristotle 57-67, for discussions concerning the existence of a well-defined Arabic philosophy see 
Madkur, Falsafa 1-27). 

1° Cf. Weiss, Subject 605 note 1, Vollers, Review of Noldeke 126-127, Kopf, Influences 46-50. 
11 For discussions see Versteegh, Zaggiigf 45. 
12 Guillaume, Morphonologie 233. 
13 lbn al-Anban, Luma'44. It is also quoted by I:Iassan, U~ul 168 and referred to by Versteegh, Elements 111 in 

his notes. 
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Also Abu 'Ali 1-Farisi is known to have said to Ibn Ginni: 

29 

. "V" l:,iU I .y ;; ..b 13 _). ~ 1 'J 3 :wJ I _). :JL. ~ _). ~ 1" 

"I might commit errors in fifty linguistic questions, but I do not co mmit any error in any question 
concerning analogy". 14 

lbn Ginni also affirms that any grammarian of great competence can present theories con
trary to those of the Kufans and of the Basrans by using the analogy. 15 

By applying the methods of qiyas, lbn Mas'iid is enabled to compare a word's pattern in 
which a phonological procedure is carried out, e.g. an assimilation, a substitution, an elision or 

a change that is caused by an unsound weak consonant, etc., to a so-called j...a,P 6 "an underly

ing form", or to another word's pattern, or also to compare a part of speech to another, e.g the 
imperfect verb to the active participle, etc., 17 and by doing so, revealing some important rules 
and principles, which leads to a better understanding of the investigated data. For instance 

among the many examples that lbn Mas'ud presents in his study, he takes up ~I "to be red" 

underlyingly ~~ I that is formed according to the stem IX j:j I underlyingly JLj I, in which 

both last consonants of the base forms are assimilated because they are identical. By reading 

the example i.SY' ~ I "to abstain", which is a 3rd radical w verb, he could observe from the 

word's pattern that it is formed according to JJ.:jl, and by comparing it with ~~I, he could 
, , 

conclude that no assimilation of one weak consonant to the other is carried out in it resulting in 

; ~ I or :; ~ I, on the basis that the w and the y are not identical weak consonants, and by being 

so; prohiblt the assimilation. 18 The treatment of a given issue can be complex because it can 
depend on numerous rules that touch other points of the question, among which many are 
connected to other issues. For instance, by explaining why no morpho-phonological procedure 

is carried out in J;; "a saying", lbn Mas'ud contrasts the vowelless weak consonant preceded 

by a fatl;ta in it with the vowelless weak consonant preceded by a kasra in ~ lj:,.. in which a 

phonological change is carried out by changing the w into a y resulting in::, I~ "balance", and 

with the vowelless weak consonant preceded by a c;lamma in ~ ::: in which a phonological 

change is carried out by changing they into aw resulting in ~ _;; "is well off'. 19 The difference 

that is highlighted in the sequences of these three examples fa the vowel preceding the vowel
less weak consonant, a fatl;ta in the first case, a kasra in the second, and a c;lamma in the third. 
The deduced rule is that the fat):ia is light when it precedes a light vowelless weak consonant, 

14 Ibn Ginni, (fa$a 'i$ II, 88. 
15 Ibn Ginni, (fa$a'i$ I, 189. This is possible as long as what is reported does not contradict the foundations of 

the language, as putting the object in the nominative, the subject in the genitive and the second element of the frjafa 
in the nominative, as mentioned by Ibn Ginni, (f a$a 'i$ /, 387. 

16 ~ 1 is interpreted by Bohas, Aspects 205, especially note 7, as "abstract representation" or "underlying repre

sentation". The use of the term "underlying form" does not mean that it has occurred historically before the current 
form (for discussions see Ibn Ginni, (fa$a'i$ /, 256-257, Guillaume, Morphonologie 222-241, Aspects 342-358, 
Mokhlis, Ta$rif 43-45). 

17 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4b-5a, fols. 9b-10b and my notes (43), (47), (93), (122). 
18 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4a-4b and my notes (40). 
19 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 26b-27b. 
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which is the reason why no phonological change is carried out in J), by contrast to the other 

cases in which the vowels are considered as heavy. 
By looking for the reasons of most of the morpho-phonological phenomena, e.g. the choice 

of an augment or more, the elision of a consonant or of a vowel, the transfer of a vowel or of a 
consonant, the assimilation, the change carried out due to an unsound weak consonant, the 
substitution, the inflection or uninflectedness of a word, etc., lbn Mas'iid is able to draw his 
conclusions by supporting his theories on principles and causes that have been established 
before him. Like many of those grammarians well-acquainted with logic20 who precede him, 
he adheres to the idea that everything in the Arabic language must have an explanation.21 His 
intention is to show that there exists in the field of morpho-phonology a perfect system of 
logical principles and causes which can be discovered by an intuitive soul.22 

Most of the judgements in presenting general linguistic theories are made according to the 
principles of what is necessary, forbidden, liked, disliked, weak or possible. One of the general 
principles is that what is not considered in the Classical language cannot be used in the anal-

ogy.23 Consequently, he writes that the pattern ~_; does not exist in "their language",24 by 

which he means according to both the Basran and :kufan grammarians,-and even also before 
their time, as the Arabic language is considered to have been talked correctly by the Ancients, 25-
which implies that no word can analogically be formed according to it. 

The following are some of the causes26 and principles that Ibn Mas'iid relied on in his argu
ments, which determine for instance the choice of a vowel or of a vowellessness, the elision or 
the addition of an augment, the dislike of certain combinations, the commensurability to a 
certain form or the declension or the undeclinability of a certain part of speech: 

- The cause of resemblance between two parts of speech, as e.g. the resemblance of the 

20 The difference between logic and Arabic grammar has been treated by some, e.g. Al,imad b. al-Tayyib al
Saral}si, the pupil of al-Kindi (cf. Abed, Logic XIV) and Yal,lya b. 'Adi (cf. Elamrani-Jamal, lbn 'Adf 1-15). For 
discussions concerning the grammarians' conception of grammar and logic see Versteegh, Elements 123-127; for 
discussions concerning the debate between the grammarians and the logicians see Abed, Logic XIV sqq. 

21 This is also stressed by lbn Ginni, f:fa$ii'i$ I, 53-54. 
22 Guillaume, Principes 17 writes concerning this insight that those interested in the reasons of linguistic facts 

have: 

"Une intuition: que le desordre apparent des faits linguistiques recouvre un ordre secret, cache-merveilleux". 

Or as he writes in Systeme citing Antoine Meillet: 

"Chaque langue forme un systeme ou tout se tient et a un plan d'une merveilleuse rigueur". 

23 Cf. lbn al-Anbari, fn$iif Q. 94, 273, particularly 11. 9-11. 
24 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 16b-17a. 
25 According to Zaggagi, lt;iiil} 65-66 who refers to al-ljalil's saying, the grammarian's task is similar to the one 

of a wise man who penetrates a monument that is remarkably built and who tries to imagine how the architect has 
built it. For each thing that this man discovers in the building, he wonders: Somehow, this was constructed because 
of this reason or that other. It is possible that this monument's wise architect has built this special construction for 
the same reason that the man who penetrated the monument mentions, as well as it is possible that he did it for a 
completely other reason. The grammar is then a reconstruction adapted to the natural temperament of the Ancient 
idealized desert Arabs. Referring to them Bohas, Aspects 209 writes: 

"Ces Arabes etaient bien sfir, ceux de l'epoque ancienne, seuls detenteurs de la langue arabe, locuteurs par 
excellence et Jes seuls dont !'usage linguistique soit recevable, selon toute la tradition des grammairiens arabes". 

For a more detailed discussion concerning this subject see Flick, 'Arabfya ch. 9, Bohas,Aspects 214-215, Guillaume, 
Morphonologie 240-241, Versteegh, Zaggiigf31-32. 

26 Zaggagi, lt;liil} 64-65 presents three sorts of grammatical causes: the ~ ~ "educational causes", the 

~L;; ~ "causes accordant with analogy", and the ~)a:, ~~ ~ "theoretical causes proposed as a basis for 

discussion" (for discussions see Bohas, Aspects 210-214, 'Id, U$i'd 137-138, Versteegh, Zaggiigf 90-91). 
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imperfect to the active participle which is a noun, which is why the imperfect is made declin
able as the noun. 27 

The resemblance of the Ii- of indirect command prefixed to the jussive, e.g. ~ ~ "let him 
hit!" to the preposition Ii- prefixed to the noun in the genitive, which is the reason why it is 
given a kasra, as the jussive in verbs corresponds to the genitive in nouns.28 

The resemblance of an example which is formed according to a certain form to an example 

commensurable to the same form. Examples are,~ "thigh" and~ which are formed accord-

ing to fa. ,~ is underlyingly ,~ commensurable to J--1, and~ "and so he" is underlyingly 
, , 

~ commensurable to~- The similarity between both these examples is thefvowelled by a 

fatl,ia and the resemblance between both the forms J--1 and~- The vowel of the b that follows 

the vowelled fin·~ is elided resulting in·~ on the analogy of the elision of the vowel of the 

h that follows the conjunction, the fa-, in~ resulting in~- In accordance with this rule, the Ii

of indirect command following both the conjunctions, the wa- and the fa-, is made vowelless, 

e.g. ~_;,.;J~ "and let him hit!" said instead of ~~~ and ~y
0.:zi~l; "and so let him hit!" said 

,., ,., ,., ,., 

instead of ~ ~-29 

The resemblance in meaning between two words can be the reason of an existent similarity 

between both their patterns. An example is ~ "poor", which takes the ta' marbufa in spite 

of its being on the pattern ~ that does not have a separate form for the fem., because it is 

compared with its synonym i~ "poor".30 

The contrary may also apply, i.e. the fact that two words have opposite meanings can be the 

cause that a similarity exits between both their patterns. Examples are i~~ "enemy (fem.)", 

which takes the ta' marbufa, in spite of the fact that it should not be suffixed to the pattern J_;,1 
that has the meaning of the active participle, because it is compared with its opposite ~ ~ 

"female friend",31 and ~1.:;;,t1 "much death" to which the ending -anu is suffixed to, because it 

is compared with its opposite ~l~I "much life".32 

- The cause of differenciating between two linguistic phenomena to avoid ambiguity, as 
suffixing the a/if mamduda after the agent pronoun ii that marks the 3rd person of the masc. pl. 

of the perfect, e.g. I~~ "they were satisfied", to differenciate this w from the w of the conjunc

tion that occurs between two verbs, e.g. ,-½j ~~ ~ "Zaid came and talked", which could 

have been read ~ __,~ "they were present, he talked" if this a did not occur. 33 

The infixed f is made to precede the n in the ending -fna of the 2nd person of the fem. of the 

27 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4b-5a, fols. 9b-10b and my notes (43), (47), (93), (122). 
28 Cf. the Arabic text fols. llb-12a, and my notes (107), (108). 
29 Cf. the Arabic text fols. llb-12a and my notes (109), (110). 
3° Cf. the Arabic text fols. 15a-16a and my notes (151). 
31 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 15a-16a and my notes (152). 
32 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 27b-28a and my notes (271), (271 b). 
33 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4b-5a and my notes (50). 
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sing., e.g. ~~ "you hit, fem. sing.", to differenciate this form from the pl. form ;.~ "you 
hit, fem. pl." :34 • 

The suffixed pronoun of the nominative of the 1st person of the pl. of the perfect is an 

followed by an a, namely the -na, .g. ~;.., "we hit" to differenciate this n from then of the fem. 

of the 3rd person of the pl. vowelled by a fatl:ia, namely the -na, e.g. ;.;.., "they hit, fem. pl.". 35 

- The cause of treating equally two patterns, as giving the common gender to the pattern 

~ that has the meaning of the passive participle J~, e.g. ~ which means J~ or ;J ~ 
- -

"murdered" for both the masc. and fem. sing., and to J;,.; that has the meaning of the active 

participle ~~' e.g. ~_;;..:, which means ~L.:, or ~.::r.L.:,"patient" for both the masc. and fem. 

sing., so that'both these patterns are treated equally.36 

- The cause of priority,37 as giving the sukun to the immediately consonant following a 

prefix, e.g. ~~ "he hits", or preceding a suffix, e.g. ;.;.., "they hit, fem. pl.", in order to 

prevent the disliked succession of four vowels, because this consonant is prior in its position to 
be given the sukiin than any other consonant.38 

The suffixed pronouns of the nominative of both the 1st and 2nd persons are not suppressed 

but manifested, e.g. ~;.., "I hit", ~;.., "you hit /masc. sing.", ~;.., "we hit", etc., because it 

is prior to maintain them due to the strength of these persons, 39 in relation to the 3rd persons of 

the sing., e.g. ~;.., "he hit" and~;.., "she hit". 
- The cause of heaviness,40 which justifies the elision of a consonant, as e.g. the elision of 

the weak consonant w in ,~ "he promises" underlyingly ~ ~' because of its occurrence 

between a y and a kasra,41 which implies a heaviness which is dlsliked; and the elision of the a 

in'-½·_.;, "very thick milk" underlyingly ,-½ 1-..;,, µ "a lot of sheep, also a fat man" underlyingly 
. . . 

,..b.:¼,42 and,~ "a needle" underlyingly "..b~,43 because of the dislike that the Arabs have 

for long words.44 .Ibn Ginni remarks that each time you have difficulty in explaining [a linguis-

34 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 7b-8b. 
35 Cf. ibid, fols. 5b-7a. 
36 Cf. ibid, fols. l 5a- l 6a. 

37 The term J__,1 mentioned by Ibn Mas'iid to characterize priority occurs in the Arabic text fols. 8b-9b, fols. lOb-

lla, fols. 14a-15a, fols. 15a-16a and 31 a. It occurs 81 times in Sibawaihi's Kitab according to Troupeau, Lexique 

222. One of its synonyms '..r-) 1 together with the term ...r L;::; occurs 187 times according to him, cf. ibid, 179 and the 

other one ~-~1 occurs 50 times according to him, cf. ibid, 54-55. For a discussion of this cause or the a fortiori 

argument infiqh, nal:zw and kalam see Gwynne, A fortiori 165-177. 
38 Cf. the Arabic text fols. lOb-lla. 
39 Cf. ibid, fols. 8b-9b. 
4° For a discussion concerning the terms lighter-heavier with interesting references see Owens, Foundations 

202-203. 
41 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 2a-3a, fols. 26a-26b. 
42 Cf. ibid, fols. 5a-5b and my notes (56). 
43 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5a-5b and my notes (57). 
44 This dislike is also expressed by ijalil, ~yn II, 248, whose introduction is translated by Haywood, Lexicogra

phy 29: 
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tic fact], search [for the reasons of its particularity] in the field of the lightness and heaviness of 

the pronunciation. 45 In the light of this rule, the assimilation is justified, e.g. ~~I "to be very 

red" and ~I "to be red" underlyingly ~~Lo.>-1 and ~~146 respectively. 

- The cause of compensating for what is lost, as in ;. ½ I ,~ which is said instead of ;. ½ I ;;·~ 

in which ;. ½ I that is the second element of the i(j,afa construction, is a compensation for the 

elided ta' marbii!a of ,~,47 that is the first element of the i(j,afa construction, and in t t;~ I and 

t~~I in which the ta'marbuta is a compensation for the elision of the vowel of the 2nd weak 

radfoal w of the verb that is changed into an a. 48 

- By principle the verbs should be undeclinable.49 

- By principle the marker of invariability should be the sukun.50 

- By principle, the declension pertains to nouns.51 

- Two markers of the fem. are not to be combined, e.g. ".,;;,W.:....:, underlyingly 0
..::.,~.52 

According to this rule the suffix -t marker of the 3rd person of the fem. sing. of the perfect, e.g. 

~~ "she hit", is elided in the 3rd person of the fem. of the pl., e.g. ~~ "they hit /fem. pl.", 

which did not become ~~-53 

- Two vowelless consonants are not to be combined. 54 This is why the suffixed t of the fem. 

is vowelled by a fat}:la in the dual, namely -t( a)a, as it precedes the vowelless a, in e.g. ~~ 

"they both hit /fem. dual", 55 and why the vowelless a/if maq~ura of ~ "pregnant" is changed 

into a y vowelled by a fat}:la in the plural '..::.,1y~_56 

- The combination of two unsound weak consonants is forbidden. 57 In accordance with this 

principle the 2nd radical w of the base form ~.:.,1 "to fold" that is vowelled by a fat}:la and 

preceded by one, is not changed into an a,-and thus remains sound-, to prevent such a 

"The Arabs have no root with more than five letters, whether noun or verb. So whatever letters you find in 
noun or verb in excess of five must be addition to the root, not part of the original form of the word". 

This remark said by al-ijalil is also mentioned by Mu'addib, Ta,l"rif 184, 396. 
45 Ibn Ginni, fj.a,l"ii 'isl" I, 78. 
46 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4a-4b. 
47 Cf. ibid, fols. 25b-26a-fols. 26a-26b and my notes (248). 
48 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 26a-26b and my notes (249). 
49 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 13a-13b, fols. 4b-5a and my notes (43), (44). 
5° Cf. my notes (45). 
51 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4b-5a and my notes (43), (44). 
52 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5a-5b. 
53 Cf. ibid. 
54 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5b-7a, 13a-13b, 21a, 2la-22a, 22a-23a, 23a-24a, 26b-27b, 28a-29a, 29a-30a, 30a-30b, 

30b-3lb, 32a-32b, 35a-35b. The principle is also mentioned by Ibn al-Anbfui, ln,l"iif Q. 96, 283 1. 9. Ibn Ginni, 

fj.a,l"ii 'isl" I, 90, II, 497 remarks that a cluster of vowelless consonants may occur in Persian. Furthermore, he notes 493 
sqq. that in some examples and in the pause this cluster can occur (for discussions concerning the cluster see my 
notes (229) ). 

55 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5a-5b. 
56 Cf. ibid. 
57 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 27b-28a. This rule is also mentioned by e.g. Ibn al-Anbfui, ln,l"iifQ. 112, 329. 
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combination, as it is taken into account that the verb's 3rd radical y is changed into an a/if 

maq~ura resulting in 0 _:,1.58 

- It is impossible to start with a vowelless consonant. 59 Ibn Ginni writes that the case [ of 
those who pretend that one can start with a vowelless consonant] is similar to the case of the 
sophists who doubt of evident things and those whose mind is deficient.60 

- The frequency of usage of a word can be the reason of the elision of a consonant in its 

structure, e.g. J:JI ~ written instead of J:JI ~i "in the name of God".61 

- The heaviness implied by a sequence of two vowels, two consonants, or a consonant and a 

vowel of which the combination is disliked, should be avoided. Thus no noun of the pattern j.J 
occurs because of the dislike of combining the c;lamma and the kasra. As an exception to thl.s 

rule, Ibn Mas'iid mentions J-.-~ "a mountain goat" and j.,'., "ajackal".62 Not only the combi

nation of the kasra and the ~amma following each other in a word is disliked, but also the 
combination of they and the w which therefore do not occur as 2nd and 3rd radical.63 By 

analogy with the disliked j.J, the kasra that precedes the c;lamma in ~ is forbidden. 64 An 
. . 

exception to this rule is the anomalous rare noun~ that is according to this form. 65 A combi
nation of kasras is as well disliked. This is why the.2nd radical mis vowelled by a fatl_ia in the 

name of place; ;Ji "a place of throwing or shooting arrows" that is said instead of I,?, _;JI with 

the last y considered as two kasras. The pattern becomes commensurable to ~ instead of 

~ to avoid this combination, and so breaks the rule that requires that½?,;. ;~ is according 

to the conjugation ~ J:.1 of which the noun of place should principally be according to 

~-66 

· - A vowelless consonant that occurs between two vowelled consonants is not taken into 
account, because the vowelless consonant is not considered as a firm separative between them 

both. 67 This is why the w of i_;:; "sheep or goats taken for oneself' is changed into a y, i.e. ~ 
on account of the kasra of the, q that precedes it by two consonants of which the 2nd has a 
sukiin,68 and why the connective hamza of the imperative in °. ::.SI is given a c;larnma instead of 

the kasra on account of the c;lamma of the 2nd radical of the verb that follows it by two conso
nants of which the 2nd has a sukun. 69 

- The elision of what has no meaning in a word in relation to what has, is prior.70 This is why 

58 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 36b-37a. 
59 Cf. ibid, fols. lOb-1 la and my notes (102). This rule is also mentioned by e.g. Ibn al-Anbari, ln!fiifQ. 105, 306 

I. 5. 
60 Ibn Ginni, Mun!fif I, 53. However, he notes in ff a!fii 'i!f I, 91 that his teacher Abii 'Ali did not seem to express a 

dislike that words in Persian can begin with a vowelless consonant. 
61 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 12a-13a. 
62 Cf. ibid, fols. 13b-14a, 26a-26b 
63 Cf. Ibn Ginni, ffa!fii'i!j I, 255-256. 
64 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 26a-26b, Ibn Ginni, Mun!fif I, 20. 
65 Cf. my notes (133). 
66 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 16b-17a. 
67 Cf. ibid, fols. llb-12a, 30a-30b. This principle is also mentioned by e.g. Ibn al-Anbari, lnijiifQ. 118, 343. 
68 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 12 a-12b and my notes (113). 
69 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 1 lb-12a, 12a-13a and my notes (111), (112). 
7° Cf. the Arabic text fols. IOb-1 la and my notes (101). 
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the marker is not to be elided.71 Examples that can be mentioned are verbs of Form V J:-0:.:; and 

VI ~ li::.:; that occur in the imperfect of the 2nd person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the 
masc. sing. with one of the ta's elided, whether it is the imperfect prefix ta or the infix ta of 

reflexivity, namely J: -0:.:; and ~ li::.:; respectively, depending on which tis viewed as less prior 

than the other. 72 

- Four consecutive vowelled consonants cannot be combined together, which is the reason 
why a vowelless consonant is meant to break their combination. By analogy to this rule, the rJ, 

in~~ "he hits", which is the immediate consonant after the prefix, is given a sukun. This 

means also that the immediate consonant before a suffix is given a sukun, e.g. , ~;., and 

-.;.;_:,,.13 As what concerns'.;.,-~ and~ in which the four vowels follow each other, they are 
, , 

the alleviated forms of'.;., I~ and ~~- As for the four vowels following each other in 4_;., 
"he hit you", they are accepted because the verb and its suffixed pronoun of the accusative, the 
-ka, are regarded as two separated words in spite of their occurrence as one word.74 

- No noun occurs with aw at its end that is preceded by a consonant vowelled with a c,lamma 

unless the pronoun ;., 75 which is counted to pertain to the same category as the noun, if one 

considers that the parts of the speech are three: noun, verb and particle. 76 This is the reason why 

the plural of the noun }.) "bucket" is made J ~ 1 to avoid the occurrence of the w at the end of 

the word. 77 However, the w can be found at the end of the verb, e.g. ; ~~ "he invites". 

- Them has the characteristic of only being suffixed to the noun, and more specifically to the 
pronoun, which is counted to pertain to the same category as the noun. 78 

The author of the Mariil_z does not only present many of the morphological patterns and 
explain the reasons of most of the phonological procedures concerning them, but he also wants 
to justify the facts, and sometimes his explanation goes beyond the field of grammar. He writes 

for instance that the tis made a marker of the fem. in ~;., "she hit", because the t originates 

from the second point of articulation, in the same manner as the female species is second in the 
creation after the male.79 

71 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5b-7a, lOb-1 la, 30b-31b and my notes (101). 
72 Cf. my notes (101). 
73 Cf. the Arabic text fols. lOb-1 la. 
74 Cf. ibid, fols. 5a-5b and my notes (55). 
75 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5b-7a and my notes (63). 
76 Cf. my notes (IO b). 
77 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5b-7a and my notes (64). 
78 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 5b-7a and my notes (62). 
79 Cf. the Arabic text fols. 4b-5a and my notes (52). 
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11.1. Arabic Text: 

, ½...ul_,J__, ..J JJI y-ii, , ::i_,.-... 0--/. ~ 0--/ ~1 , ::i__,::i_,..11 JJI JI _µ1 Ju ....., 1 * 

r ..::., ~ I_., .w I J '-?~--' , L.i _Jo-! 1 ~ I_, i __,J...J I - ii .,j _.,-:JI ~ 1 i' .k j : ~ j__, 4} j v--> 1__, 

yi..., , cl__,)11 cl~ LY""Y ~~ ~ ~ , L.i__,_.,~ ..::.,Y.l__,)I J ~..., , 1..i,__,_.,1::i 

JJL:__, 'cl_., __,I CU;; J--;;_.o cl_., <:r.:> '\.J-½-"-- ~ 'dr"'"_., cl_.,__, C~·I cL:-- ~ 
, .~I ~--' J__,.11 ~ Y'--' , 0-::-•.:~ ... ...1__, ~ ~ ~1 

~I '-:"'1..Hl ~ JI * ,)j__,~I :(.;_,..... J c~ .,jl~I ~) JJ1 .:.)_._. __ ,) ~! T r * 

~ .:r c~1 ~ JI ii·· ... I_, ~I__, ~WI__, .,j__P.-~I__, JWI__, j~I_, ~WI_, 

.._ ,) . ..oj-11__, J~I__, ~WI r-'"'1--' ~I__, _.,.....~I__, J. ii - II__, ~Lil ~__, _.,...1-..:,_.o 

'-:"'1>!1 ~ ~ -.J~ :U:11__, ..:;lS:-11__, 

Fols. lb-2a 

v ; ._,., ~ : ~ , ; ._,., LI .J ~ : LI .-'.J ~ 1. I I .::.. l,u ..>.JI : .::.. [,, I.J .;.JI ; I ~~ i : J _raJ I r 

; J J~ I r--' I_, : J~ I_, ; .1 ~ ~ : ~ _, , ; "' ~).;.JI .). + : JJ I v ; j - : JJ I ... r-1--- j 

I .1 _,. ._,., 0 Lo)I_, 0 lSJI_, : 0 lSJI_, 0 Lo)I_, 1 ~, 
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11.1. Translation: Introduction 

In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful 

[Fol. 1 b] Thus speaks A]:imad b. 'Ali b. Mas'ud,O) a man in need of the friendly God,(2) may 
He forgive him and his parents their sins and do good to them both and to him: 

"Know that morphology is the mother and syntax the father of sciences,<3l and those who 
comprehend it [sc. her: i.e. the mother, morphology] become stronger in the sciences, and 
those who are devoid of it go astray in the traditions.<4l So I compiled on this subject a book 

entitled cl__,)J I cir "The Place of Rest of the Spirits", <5l and it is for the boy the wing of 
success<5l and a wide palm, and in his "abdomen"<7l when he finds rest, like apples or wine.<8l 

And by God, I seek protection from what is distressing and I tum to Him for help, and He is 
[sur. 8: 40] "the Best to protect" and to help.<9l 

Know then, may God make you happy, that in order to know the morphological patterns 

[Fol. 2 a], the grammarian needs seven classes [of verbs]: ~I "the Strong Verb", ~WI 

"the Doubled Verb", j*I "the Hamzated Verb", Jl:::.ll "the Verb with Weak 1st Radical", 

'-9 .Y:"" ':1 I "the Verb with Weak 2nd Radical", ~ L:J I "the Verb with Weak 3rd Radical" and 

~I "the Verb that is doubly Weak"; and the derivation of nine patterns from each infinite 

noun [ which are the following]: ~ U I "the perfect", ~ I "the imperfect", r ':11 "the 

imperative", ~ I "the prohibition", J__,....il I_, ~ L.J I 1 1 "the active and passive participle" 

and if')/ I_, 0 l$J I_, 0 L. j-1 I "the [ nouns of] time, place and instrument".< IO) 

This is why I divided it [sc. the book] into seven chapters. 
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Introduction 

(1) For discussions concerning lbn Mas'ud see the Introduction pp. 7-8. 

(2) JJI JI ~I and __,.i::.JI are epithets that a man often writes before his name (for 

discussions see my notes to lbn Mas'ud, /, 40). Furthermore some consider that poverty in this 

earth can be rewarded by paradise after death (cf. Gawziya, Arwa~ 111-112). 

(3) Both terms ..,j y,-:J I and ~~ I have been used to designate "morphology". The 

Mara~ al-arwa~ has also been considered as a book in ~~I. For instance lbn Mas'ud, 

MS A, fol. lb has ~~I instead of ..,j.r-:JI (cf. the Arabic text fols. lb-2a in the notes). 

Suyuti, Muzhir I, 347 mentions Al).mad b. 'Ali lbn Mas'ud as the author of the Mara~ in 

~~I. More specifically, al-$a,f is the study of the structure of the words, whereas al

ta$rif (for the main definitions see Hindawi, Manahig 15-16; for the definitions according to 
Sibawaihi, al-Rummani, lbn Ginni and al-Sirafi (d. 368/979) see Hindawi, Manahig 16-20; 
for a detailed discussion with interesting references see Fleisch, Ta$rif, Owens, Foundations 
98 sqq., Bohas, Etude 15-21, Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic 73 sqq.) is the study 
of the processes that lead to their making. There are two main parts referred to by al-ta$rif 
(cf. lbn 'U~fur, /, 31-32; for discussions see Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic 76-80). 
The first one relates to the derivation of the forms from a root, and for this reason it is asso-

ciated with JI,··\ I "derivation" (for discussions concerning the derivation see Suyuti, Muzhir 

/, 200-207, Bohas, Etude 174-178; for a distinction of four sorts see Owens, Foundations 

106-108), and more specifically with ~I Jl~ .. \~I "the little derivation" (cf. (14); for the 

derivatives see (10)). Zabidi, Tag XXIV, 20 notes: 

.", ~- ,.,.. ~- -1.-\1 %JI · ---.L --11 " 
V · V i,) i <J .. ~') 

"Al-ta~rif in the language is the derivation of some of them [sc. the words] from each other". 

Owens, Foundations 98 remarks: 

"The core of Arabic morphology revolves around the concepts of ta~rif, which can be broadly 
translated as 'morphology' and in some contexts as 'derivation', and to a lesser degree 'ishtiqii.q 
'derivation"'. 

There is then a close relationship between al-ta$rif and the derivation (for discussions see 
Hindawi, Manahig 48 sqq.). According to the procedures of al-ta$ri/ and of the derivation, 
one single word is enabled to circulate freely from one form to another so that it obtains this 

specific form's meaning (cf. lbn Ginni, Mun$i/ I, 3-4). For instance~~ can be made com-

mensurable to .) : ~ so that it becomes ~~. to ~ L ',: so that it becomes ~~~· to ~ ~ ,;) so that 

it becomes ~~. to ~ so that it becomes ~ ~. or to ..,j~ so that it becomes ~~
According to the procedures of the derivation, the root is taken into consideration, and from 
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it different forms are derived. For instance, from the ma(idar ~~I, the perfect ~~. the 

imperfect ~ ~. the active participle ~ _) G, etc., are derived. 

The second part of al-ta(irif relates to the study of the phonological change/(s) that is/(are) 
carried out in the base form of a word in order to make it circulate to another form, without 
however changing its meaning (cf. lbn 'U~fiir, /, 33-34). Some examples are the phonologi-

cal changes that are carried out for instance in some weak verbs, e.g. J) that becomes J ~ 
"to say" ( cf. (266) ), ~ that becomes t ~ "to sell", and ,_.:,;~I that becomes ,....:_; I "to promise" 

(cf. (198)). Concerning both sorts of ta(irif, it can be noted generally that the main phonologi
cal procedures that are carried out in a word are recognized as the addition of an augment or 
more, the substitution of one consonant for another, the elision of a consonant or of a vowel, 
a vowel's change and the assimilation of one consonant to another. As lbn Ginni, de 
Flexione 8 writes: 

~WI .:;--o ~ .,~ U JY"'':11 J_,_.,..,J½ ~I 0"' .!1~) L. .Y' ~~I ~" 

J~ J~ 0-'~_j ~~I ;z___;. JI ~ ~~I ~I ~ ... l+-o o.,w1 

·"il,;..,I 0~ _,I .Sr-! ~ 

"The meaning of al-ta~rif is what we have showed you concerning the "circulation" of radicals in 
order to obtain the meanings gained by them [sc. the range of forms]. Let it be known than, that 
al-ta~rif is divided into five classes: addition, substitution, elision, a vowel's change, sukun and 
assimilation". 

lbn Ya'i~, Muliiki 95 writes: 

, .... L,u-=:J I ~ _, I~ . ~ ~I ill .:1 ~ J ~ ~ L.. .h.lJ .:;-- ~ ~ ;" 

. "., I_) I ~ I ~ ~ J.$' J-½1 ..ill .:1 ~ _, ~ I_, ~ I_, o., ~) ½ ~ 'ii I J)l::_;._ I_, 

"It was necessary to have a special word which would indicate this special characteristic mean
ing. This is why al-ta~rif was necessary and the variations of forms [which occur] by addition, 
elision, change and so on, so that each word would refer to the intended meaning". 

J _raJ I can be defined as ~~ I, but it is more specifically the study of the morphemes ( cf. 

Basar, Diriisat 221, I:Iassan, Luga 153), which is the smallest meaningful entity in a word. It 

can be a prefix as the -mu that marks the active participle of Form IV, e.g. i;::. "honouring" 

or its passive participle, e.g. 'i-J:.:, an infix as the a that marks the active participle of the 

groundform ~ [j, or a suffix, e.g. the ending -iini that marks the dual of the masc. sing. of 

the nominative: the ending -iina that marks the pl. of the nominative, the ending -iitu that 
marks the fem. pl. of the nominative, etc. (for other examples of morphemes see Astarabagi, 
SarJ:i al-kiifiya I, 5; for further discussions see Hindawi, Maniihig 20 sqq.). Carter, Sirb"in"i 
343-344: 17.1 (1) distinguishes between two sets of terminology: 

"the morphological set ~arf-ta~rif-ta~arruf ( 'process of being conjugated'), and the cognate series 
~arf-muta~arrif-mun~arif, denoting the syntactic freedom of the fully inflected noun ... ". 

The fully inflected noun and imperfect verb are submitted to the ~ 1; I (for discussions con

cerning the declinable imperfect see (122)). The term can mean as well the complete 
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vowelling of the form (for discussions see 'Ukbari, Masa'il 102-105, Fleisch, /'rah 1250, 
Owens, Foundations 40). The formal i'rab is different from the syntactical i'rab, as the latter 
is mainly concerned with the ending of the declinable word in accordance with its operator's 
rule (cf. my notes (43)). Carter, Sirbfnf 37: 2. 15 (1) distinguishes between both its meanings 
with the following words: 

"l'rab may be understood in two different ways, (a) as a process of change in word endings (thus 
'abstract'), or (b) as a set of morphemes (thus 'formal')". 

Concerning this conception of morphology as as a generative system Owens, Foundations 
122 remarks: 

"There is no doubt that the morphological system was regarded as a generative system, one 
which not only accounted for all existing morphological patterns, but also allowed the speakers to 
apply the rule to create new patterns as they needed them". 

b) ~I "syntax" (for definitions see lsma'il, Tadrfs 201-202, Sayyid, Kafi I, 2) is the 

science of knowing the changing or the invariable state of the forms' ending in the sentence 
(cf. lbn Ginni, Mun~if I, 4), so that the meaning of the sentence is understood. The word's 

ending can be ~_;: "declinable, variable", which has to do with the word's position or the 

operator's operation on it in the sentence, or ~ "undeclinable, invariable" (for discussions 

concerning ~ljj and,~~ see (43)). ~I is compared by lbn Mas'ud to the father who cor

rects the children. Both morphology and syntax constitute together the science of grammar. 
Its knowledge enables the person to express himself with coherence and to understand what 
is told or written (cf. Zaggagi, i<J,aJ:i 95-96, lbn ljaldun, Muqaddima III, 320, Versteegh, Ele
ments 130, Zaggagf 164; for discussions concerning the profit of the study of grammar and 
its connection to logic see Versteegh, Elements 123-127). It can be added that the ability of 
learning a science requires as well a certain love towards it. The love of the Arabic language 
is expressed by many writers (e.g. lbn Faris, $aJ:iibf 40-46, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 11, al-Ta'alibi 
(d. 429/1037) in the Fiqh al-Luga wa-sirr al- 'arabfya translated by Loucel, Origine 65-66)). 
As well, for some persons, grammar, beside other sciences, is studied "with the aim of seeing 
the greatness of the Creator" (cf. Riad's commentary 68 to lbn I:Iazm, Ab,laq 15 1. 15). Fur-

thermore, the term~ I can as well mean generally grammar. According to the tradition it is 
believed that the first (cf. Mubarak, NaJ:iw 10-37) to have written about grammar was Abu 1-
Aswad al-Du'ali, Z,alim b. 'Amr (d. 69/688) (for him see Sirafi, Abbar 13-20, Zubaidi, 
Tabaqat 13 sqq., lbn l:Jallikan, Dictionary I, 662, Lugawi, Maratib 24, Qifti, lnbah I, 4 sqq., 
Suyuti, Bugya II, 22-23; for some discussions referring to him as the one who divided with 
his studies grammar and lexicography see Haywood, Lexicography 11-17). The question is 
however disputed, as some believed that the first who wrote about grammar was 'Abd Allah 
b. Abi ls):iaq (cf. Pellat, Milieu 130, Talman, Who 128-145), whereas others believed that it 
was Na~r b. 'A~im (d. 89/708) (cf. Sirafi, Abbar 20, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 27), or 'Abd al
Ra):iman b. Hurmuz (d. 117/735) (cf. Sirafi, Abbar 21-22), or both Ya):iya b. Ya'mar (d. 129/ 
747) and 'Ata' b. Abi 1-Aswad al-Du'ali (cf. Qifti, lnbah I, 380-381). For further discussions 
see Versteegh, Grammar 160 sqq. 

(4) The importance of morphology (for discussions see lbn Faris, $aJ:iibf 191) and its use
fulness in the acquisition of sciences (cf. Massignon, Opera I, Presses Universitaires de 
France, 205) is stressed upon by lbn Mas'ud. By doing so, he specifies the subject of his 
study. 
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(5) c_iy, "the place of rest" is the noun of place of cl~, one of whose meanings is CG~'. 
"to find rest, recreation, to be pleased". Both the ma~dars cl~ and~~ can mean c~) "rest" 

(cf. Ibn Man~ur, III, 1767, Zabidi, Tag IV, 418). C~~ occurs in the sur. 56: 89: (::i~~~ c~)) 
"(There is for him) Rest and Satisfaction". Ibn Man~ur, III, 1766 and Zabidi, Tag VI, 426 
link one of its meanings to the gladness and happiness deriving from the truth, used so by 

'Ali. It is also interesting to compare the meanings that are associated with the word ~ lj (for 

discussions with references to other works see Riad's commentary p. 63 to Ibn l:fazm, Ab,laq 
9) in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages. According to Ibn Faris, Maqayfs II, 

454, the three consonants, the r, w and !J, combined together <uj) point to ~ "wideness or 

power", ~ "ampleness, extensive possibilities, or holidays" and ,.:, 1...,11 "continuity". 

Leslau, Soqotri 395 mentions that Soqotri rat,, "to be at rest" corresponds to· Sauri serf!J, "to 

relax", Da!Ina clj, Arabic 0 .,,.:....., I "to relax", Hebrew i11i rawa!J, "to be large", Syriac .u o; 

rewa!J, and South Arabic hrw!J,t "enlargement, magnification". Ibn Mas'ud means that the 

place of rest of cl3 j ½ I "the spirits, the intellectuals, or the higher beings" is acquired through 

higher knowledge and contemplation (see my introduction to Ibn Mas'ud, I, 28). According 

to lbn Kamal Pasa, Fala!J, 4, dr is derived from u)I. As for the reason why lbn Mas'ud 

gave his book the title cl3 j½I dr, lbn Kamal Pasa 411. 34-35 writes: 

v-WI ~_) Dj ~ cl_Jj½I_J ~ly:;,.w~I ,:r ~1.)1 ~ u) .:r u~ ,1 drll" 

ill LJ I v--Ll I ~ ½ "-! ~ ~ )3 :u..b l:J I I.Y"' _,-Ll I ~ lj ~ _,,. ~½I J ~ L:......,; :u..b l:J I 

~ 0 1 JI ~~13 .::JG 4:i:H, ~j ~ ':1 d°3 ~I ..::,':lW :Wlb .:;..j[$' U 

L. ~ L.::..: .,_;b.JI I~ 0 1S U3 ~L::, ~I_,.:, ~ 0 1 JI .::JG ~_)($' :J'':11 ..ill:; 

. "~I, ·· ~-11 <\.> ~·ili u1 ..:.1.1.:J :uT _11, 
~ ~_) l.)'"'_r-; . ('Y""' ~ 

"The C Iyo is a noun of place from c_3 ) I "the refreshment" with the vowelling of the r by a fatl).a, 

from ~l__,..::--~I "the rest, recreation", and c_l3 j½l "the souls, spirits" is the pl. of [__Jj, which is 

the rational eloquent soul. Its meaning is then originally the place of rest of the rational eloquent 
souls. It [sc. the book] was somehow given this title, because when the rational soul aspires for 
scientific perfections,-and they can only be obtained with its tools-, it suffered and grieved un
til it found this tool, like the sick men suffer until they find a curing medecine. So this book com
prises the specific tool for the acquistion of these learnings that the souls take delight in and thus 
become harmonious". 

Furthermore, according to the Qur'an and to the Arabic philosophy, there is a difference in 

meaning between c.,)I "the spirit" and v--Lll "the soul". The Spirit is God's, which he 

breathed into Adam, and by doing so elevated his status as sur. 15: 29 says: ~~ 1·~µ) 

~ ~ L- J ~ is> 3~ :r ~ ~~) "When I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and 

breathed into him of My spirit, fall ye down in obeisance unto him". As for the soul, it is the 

carnal soul as referred to by sur. 12: 53 (!~½ ~jo~ ~T~j ~ ~~;1 ~~) "Nor do I 
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absolve my own self (of blame): the (human) soul is certainly prone to evil". It can however 

achieve full rest and satisfaction as sur. 89: 27-28 says:~~ JJ ~) ~::.J/n ~1 ~1 I,.,) 

~_:.: ~I) "(To the righteous soul will be said:) "O (thou) soul, in (complete) rest and sat
isfaction-! Come back thou to thy Lord,-well pleased (thyself), and well-pleasing unto 
Him!". 

(6) c::.4-,.JI cL:- are the first words that are used to rhyme with the rhyming title dr 
d))JI and with the words that follow them, i.e. d,,-> .J d.J "a wide palm" and d.J 3 I C lb 

"apples or wine". As for the concept of c~l "wing" that is associated with knowledge, lbn 

Man~ur, I, 697 referring to the I:Iadi!, mentions that the Angels lay down their wings for the 
person who pursues knowledge, so that they shall be a ground for him when he walks and as 
a sign of humiliation to glorify his claim. This lowering of the wings of the Angels refers to 

the sur. 2: 34 when God by His grace taught Adam the nature of things: ~)WJ ~ 1'.)!) 

13 ~ ;,.-.:i~ 13 '~~ "And behold, We said to the Angels 'Bow down to Adam:' and they 

bowed down", or when He breathed into Him of His spirit as sur. 15: 29 says (for it see (5)). 
Adam and mankind are synonymous here. This general idea of humiliation associated with 

the lowering of the wings, is pointed out as well in sur. 15: 58 (~:,.'.ll j_;._~ ~T) "But 

lower thy wing (in gentleness) to the Believers", sur. 17: 24 ~ /.:Ji C~ 4) ~1) 

Cji) "And, out of kindness lower to them the wing of humility" and in sur. 26: 215 

(~;_iT 0'° --l~~~;i ~ j_;._~ ~1~) "And lower thy wing to the Believers who follow 
,,. ,,. ,, ,,. 

thee". c::.4-,.JI "the success", which is the person's strive after growth, is an important factor 
that contributes to his happiness and to future success and increasing growth (for this theme 
see Isma'il, Tadrfs 68; for the qualities required for acquiring success in different fields see 
Gawziya, Fawii'id 246-247). 

(7) The word ..:;~ "abdomen" is used by lbn Mas'iid as a metaphor instead of "intel

lect", which he is referring to. Each is the nourishment's place: the intellect is the place of 
the nourishment of the soul as the stomach is the place of the nourishment of the body. 

(8) According to lbn Mas'ud, the importance of this book to the reader equalizes the im
portance of apples or wine to the body and soul (cf. my notes to lbn Mas'ud, I, 42). It is 
possible that this comparison reveals a certain inclination towards Sufism. It can be men-

tioned that the word ~lb "apple" pointing to its benificiency, has been used by lbn al

NaI:il_ias (d. 338/950) (Al_imad b. Mul_iammad, see for him Suyuti, Bugya I, 362) in the title of 
his work dealing with syntax, al-Tuffiil:zafi l-nal:zw "The Apple in Syntax" (for its description 
see Omar, Studies 243-244). Wine is considered by the Sufi as being able to cure the sick 
and to bring back the dead to life. A poet, quoted by Baldick, Islam 135, writes: 

"And if an enchanter (the Sufi teacher) had traced the letters of the wine's name on the forehead of 
one possessed the sign would have cured him". 

lbn al-Fari<;l, quoted by Baldick, Islam 135, writes: 
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"And if they had sprinkled some of that wine on the dust of a dead man's tomb 
His spirit would have returned to him and his body would have come back to life". 
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Furthermore wine refers to the ecstasy felt by the Sufi through his union with God as a 
cupbearer (cf. lbn al-Faric_l, Poems 39-40, Baldick, Islam 82). It can be linked with reality 
and spiritual truth (cf. I:Iafi:?, Dfw[m 98, Baldick, Islam 100), it has overnatural powers (cf. 
ijayyam, Rubai 'at XLIII), guides the disciple on the right Path and prevents him from going 
astray through the miraculous grace of the spiritual "friends", who can be physically absent 
or dead teachers (cf. Baldick, Islam 100). 

(9) lbn Mas'ud relies here with humility on God so that He helps him fullfill his task. 

This is an echo of the sur. 22: 78 ~T ~~ J~T ~ ~_:,: ;, .J:J ~ 1;..:,.; I~) "And hold 

fast to God! He is your Protector-The best to protect and the best 'to 'help!". Compare also 

Sirbfnf's words in Carter, Sirbfnf 4: J__,..l. y13 J3_:,.-.. i~1 ~1,; "for He is the most bountiful 

of those to whom prayers are addressed, and the mightiest on whom all our hopes rest". 

(10) It was common for the grammarians to explain the grammatical rules after the verb 

._? ~ rGI "Know o young man!" (cf. I:Iassan, U$iil 27). The pedagogical spirit seems to 

have started being manifest in al-Farra's period who directs himself in Ma'anf I, 17 to 

~ •13~1 "the beginner in the instruction". After him, it is al-Abfas who tested his pu

pils with deliberate errors inserted in forged verses for the purpose of teaching them the lan
guage (cf. Bagdadi, lfizana II, 300). 
According to the Basrans, the derivatives (for discussions concerning the derivation see (3), 
(14)) are: the perfect, the imperfect, the imperative, the active and passive participles, the 
assimilated adjective, the elative, the nouns of time, place and instrument; and the ma$dar is 
considered as the origin of the derivation by them. However according to the Kufans, the 
ma$dar is included among the derivatives whereas the perfect is excluded, as they consider 
the verb to be the origin of the derivatives (cf. 'Abd al-RaJ:iim, :jaif79). This debate between 
the Basrans and Kufans concerning which of the ma$dar or the perfect is the origin of the 
derivation, is discussed by Ibn Mas'ud in the present Arabic text fols. 2a-3a, 3a-4a and in my 
notes (12)-(21). The ma$dar is not always included among the derived nouns, because of, as 
Carter, Sirbfnf 373 in his notes 19:33 (1) remarks, "its disputed status as the source of all 
verbal paradigms". Ibn Mas'ud who follows the Basrans, presents nine derivatives of the 
ma$dar. The same derivatives are presented by Bustani, Mi$bab 19, the editor and commen
tator of Far}:lat, Babt- Suyuti, Asbah II, 288, who refers to the Tag,kara of Ibn al-:ja 'ig, 
presents as well nine derivatives of the ma$dar, but some of them being different than those 

that are mentioned by lbn Mas'ud, namely: the verb, the active participle, J.-WI 1 1 W~ 

"[the forms of] the active participle denoting intensification" which he named JI!.., namely: 

the patterns J;i, µ, :.,W, Jb and JW, the passive participle, the elative, the assimi

lated adjective, the noun of the ma$dar, the noun of instrument, and the nouns of time and 
place which he counts as one. Abu I:Ianifa, Maq$iid 3 refers to six derivatives of the ma$dar, 
namely: the perfect, the imperfect, the imperative, the prohibition and the active and passive 
participles. Ragi}:li, Tafbfq 75-89 refers to six nouns derived from verbs, namely: the com
parative noun, the active and passive participles, the nouns of time, place and instrument and 

W~ 1 1 "the noun which expresses intensiveness". ZamaJ:isari, 96, commented on by Ibn 

Ya'is, Vi, 43, presents eight derivatives of nouns connected with verbs, comprising: the 
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ma:jdar, the active participle, the passive participle, the assimilated adjective, the elative, the 
nouns of time and place and the noun of instrument. With his division of forms that are de
rived from the ma:jdar, Ibn Mas'ud intends to make the reader believe that the verbs are de
rived from the ma:jdar, which is the opinion of the Basrans, and that he sides with them (for 
discussions see my notes (12)-(21)). As for the assimilated adjective and the noun of superi
ority referred to by Zamabsari, Ibn Mas'iid presents them within the chapter of the active 
participle (see the Arabic text fols. 14a-15a, 15a-16a). 

b) As remarked, the division of the forms presented here by Ibn Mas'iid, includes only 
the category of the noun and the verb. The ma:jdar, the active and passive participle, the ad
jective, the nouns of time, place and instrument and the pronoun pertain to the noun catego-

ry, wheras the verb tenses, namely the perfect, the imperfect, the imperative and the prohibi

tion, pertain to the verb category. As noticed, the particle, which is the third category of 
speech according to the Arabic grammatical tradition, is not treated by him in this study, as it 
is not included among the categories of words that are derived from the verb or the ma:jdar. 

This division of the language into three main categories: ~I "noun",~ "verb" and "...J~ 
"particle" has been transmitted by Sibawaihi, /, 1 (cf. Rundgren, EinflujJ 129, Versteegh, El
ements 39, Owens, Foundations 125). Zaggagi, N,afz 41-45 presents a critique to this tripar
tite divi sion, which he then however defends. This division seems to have been borrowed 
from the Greeks (for discussions considering the Greek influence see Merx, Historia 137-
153, Origine 13-26, Weiss, Nationalgrammatik 349-390, Versteegh, Grammar 22-23, Ele
ments 38-89, Education, Fischer, Origin LIII, 1962-1963, 1-21, LIV, 1963-1964, 132-160; 
for opinions considering the Arabic linguists to be free from Greek influence see Massignon, 
Reflexions 6, Weiss, Nationalgrammatik 349, Carter, Origines, Troupeau, Lexique 13, Orig
ine 125-138, Logique 246, Badawi, Aristotles 126-127, Sezgin, Geschichte 9 sqq.). 
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11.2. Arabic Text: 

op_, . 0 _. ;., ·;_, ~ ...J _r i>U I_, ~ I_, ~ llJ I ~ Li. .j v--::-1 ½? j_j I _yo ~ I 

r ;; -. ,. 11 .j 3_.r> ~ ~ 0.A: ~ 0j.r-1J i)U I_, ~ I_, ~WI ~ I_, , ~~ ~ 

.j ~1 _yo_, , :(_._;;JI ~~':JI ~ ..Jr,! _)~ ~~I l:J__,.ii . ~~ J-WI_, .b....,)I_, 

~..u-JI ~ ...:J'i/.u ::;-~ J----JI i *-' ..1.>~ ...__. * 0':J ~~I ~ JI;;- ---.~1 

i ,1 ._;';J _,I ~LA1:J >L1 0.A: JW>U >Ll 0[$" l.)j_, . :;-.......::.LI ~ ..1.>l)I_, * 0l..)I_, ....., r * 

-~ _)~ ~~';JI OU 0':l _)~ w J~ ~1_, J.-iJI ~ ~ r--~1_, 
~ =tlyl L:±i ~ _yo_, ~I_, .b...WI .j L:-,w ~I 0-::/ ~ 0 1 J~~I 

, ~_, ,d_, , ._,.,~I 0-" ~~ ~ --:---_:.:;_;J~ ...J_,y>-11 .j ~l;; ~ 0_A: 0 1 ~_, 

0 1 _yo_, ~1_, , ._,.,~I 0-" \ ~ :.,_ ~ --:---_:.:; _rJ I 0 _,::; .k.W I .j ~ l;; ~ 0_A: 01 

~ _)__,..$' .:U I J Li:.:..:;,~ I 0-" ::; l_rL I_, ~ I 0-" ~ ~ i:y->J I .j --=--' w ~ 0.A: 

, r J~~ ).;_. ..J~J 0':J Ll ~I 0~ 0 1 ~ 0_;.;~1 JLl -~ Jlii..:..:::,I 

~ _;. ~ l. ~ L.1_, , l. ~ r IJ _, ~-~ ,~ ~ 1::; r.--_, L.1 . l. ~ _, j::; r.--_, _) ..wJ I 

~~ ~~ ~ '½ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 1_, ---=J L:, ! ~ J .u ~) .;_. _, l. I~ * r~ ~~ ~~ T r * 

, o ..:,~ _)~ ....J Ju_;._, , .i.S:,..JI 0_,::; ~1 .;_$"~I_, ~~ ~~ ZJ~ ~_, 
-

.j L:.u .~yS~~ ~_,'_;:::. ½?1 :!~ ~_:,.:~ ~~ '._,.,~ .J l)t; LS ~I .:_r- 1_)_,~ 

r~ .j o_rll_, ..;....J .j _,l_rll ...J~ ½)-LJ.J 'ii :LJ$"L:..JJ _)_._11 J~! ~I~ 

Fols. 2a-3a 

~" 3 ° j--Jo 3 : 0 j--Jo 3 ~ 3 I~ .....i~ 13 ° ~ 13 ;,j_,J I ._; 3r> ,:r : • ~ 3 · · ._; ~ T 

l.1> Jl.;;:.:..::.~I J...,'i/1 : Jl.;;;:..:;.~I ... J...,\ o-t I.::, '-:-'J·..;,_= : '-c'J·.:,, r I.::, .....i-::,._..;,_;:Jl3 oj4~Jl3 : '-c' 

- : ~ ;J ~ J~':113 : _,L....:..::.:11 A 1S .__,__,....$".:UI + : ,L;...::.'iil /.::, ;;.::,U~I ~ + : ~ V 

I-> ;; __,3 .$" .:U I : __,y.s" .:,JI / '-c' 0 _,_..::. : .j--"-l I I / .1 -> ~ '-c' L..., L; : ..,_.... L; , I J 0>G : :(_;;_J.;; /.::, 

: "-, / ~ z.! ~~I : d l..., j / '-c' ...:.:~ ) ..,__, 3 : ~) ..,__, 3 I t I '-c' ;;'.ls- : ;; .ls- I r / .1 .1> '-c' - : L~ 

,; .::, ~ '-c' - :.J /.lb yJu : lyJu Ii 1..,.., __,.\..JI ,__,..,_...,_. /~ .::Jr-! ::(Jr-! IO 1..,.., __;..\..J½ 

/ .1 .> 
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11.2. Translation: The 1st Chapter is about the Strong VerbCl'l 

The strong verb is the one in which neither the f [sc. the 1st radical] nor the '[sc. the 2nd 
radical] and nor the l [sc. the 3rd radical] is a weak consonant, a doubled consonant or a hamza, 

e.g.~~ "he hit". Thef, the 'and the l were chosen for the pattern [sc. :_0], so that there would 

be a labial, a medial and a guttural consonant in its structure. As for our saying :.,_,~I "the 

hitting", it is then an infinite noun from which the nine patterns originate. It is the origin of the 
derivation according to the Basrans because its meaning is one, whereas the meaning of the 
verb which is indicative of the accident and the time [Fol. 2 b] is various, and because the one 
is prior to the numerous.02l And if it is the origin of the derivation of the verb, it is also the 
origin of the derivation of their derivatives, or because it is a noun and the noun can do without 
the verb_0 3J It is also stated as ma~dar "a source of derivation" because these patterns are 
derived from it. The derivation is that you find a reciprocal relation between two words, both in 
pronunciation and in meaning, and it is of three kinds: 

1- small, meaning that there should be a reciprocal relation between them both in the conso-

nants and in the order, e.g.~~ "he hit" from :.,_,~1 "the hitting". 

2- big, meaning there should be a reciprocal relation between them in the pronunciation but 

not the order, e.g.~ "to attract" from :.,_,~1 "the attraction". 

3- bigger, meaning that there should be a reciprocal relation between them both in the point 

of articulation, e.g.~ "to croak" from ~I "the bray".04) 

It is the small derivation that is meant when taking up the question of the derivation here. 
The Kufans said that the verb ought to be the origin of the derivation, because the existence of 
an unsound weak consonant in its structure is the crucial factor for the existence of an unsound 
weak consonant in the ma~dar, and when [the factor is] non-existent, of its non-existence [in 

the ma~dar]. 05l When existent, as in e.g. ~-~ ,~ "to promise" and i I:; "to stand up" LL;;, and 

when non-existent, as in e.g.~~ ~_;."to be afraid" and r~ t:; "to resist" l. li9 [Fol. 3 a]. 06l The 

fact that it is the crucial factor indicates that it is the origin as well, as the verb is also empha

sized by it, e.g.-½~ ~~ "I hit a hitting", which is of the same rank as ~~ ~~ "I hit I hit"; 
and the emphasized is the origin and not the emphasizer.(17) It is also named ma~dar since it is 

issued from the verb, as they applied [for their theory] the example~~ ~):.:. "a fresh drink" 

and ~_;t.; :,.S:,: "a quick mount" by which they meant,~ 3)::. "a drink" and~~:,: "a mount" [as 

passive participles].0 8lWe [sc. the Basrans] answered them and said that the change due to an 
unsound weak consonant that is carried out in the ma~dar is for the purpose of analogy and 

does not point to the crucial factor, as the elision of the w in '.w "you promise" and the hamza 

in r _fa "you honour". (I 9) 
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-½j -½j ~-<L:- ~ w '-:-'lrJI ~ ~ Jli..:.:....:;,)I ~ :(JL,jl ~ j...J :I ~-2'__,..ll_, 

j)l.;JI .J~_, . '-:"'lr.,ll Jlw~ ~I ..s~ --=-'~ ,:r ~!~ ~_:;.~ ~~ ~~ ~__,:;_, 
;;~. ~,. . 1~' ... , ... ~ •. 1:~ ...:,..'., LL . ,.1,, ... ·-1 JI .... "-' ~ ... < 

_.; .J../ -:-r-_.; _v---..; ~ .J - •• .:.r.:--'""-' ,:.r.:-' ~.J-:'. .;~ _, y;:-> 

~-' ~-' -:-11-' ,:;I~~-' ,)~-' 0 L.: ~-' 0 ~-' ,s~_, ._s;l :i-' ._sy:::,-' ;;~ :,s_, 
' ' 

i ~ J_,....JI_, ~WI ll 0.:,_, ~ <~_, -~~_, ~1.,._._, ~_:;._, ~~_, ~~_, 

:-:-'w1_, /~1 ~ :.:....JL:-J,J <~_, (~_,..:il1 ~~) Jw .J_,3 ~_, Wu ' .. ~ 

l..~ <~ ;,E' ~ ~! -'->I_, ~ ~ <~ ~)l.;JI .r.!- .J~_, .J~~..JI_, ~'·->.11_, 

, .:r -~ ~I JW½I .~I~~ J~j ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~-' ~G j..JU ~ 
µ j-3_, ~~ ~~ ~ ::,~I j)L[J ~ ~ : ~½ 0 _,.:;b_, z_.;. .J..\-JI 

'-:"'ly.':JI i"'~::, J_,½1 :G)l.;JI ~_, . ~ ~_, ~~ r'_;s_, c-:· 1~ ~_, ~ f _, 
, r ~ J,.;--½ :I C :;~ ~_, ~~_, ~I_, ~UI ~ ~ ~LS.r> -.J~:I 

~_:; ~ L.1_, J-W I * -.J .r ~ ~ 1 .w _, ..::.. l$' y-:,J I -.J~ I i I ....._;;I i"' ~..JI 

..::, Lili ~ __fe _, ~ JJ _, ~ ~ L.1_, . :i 1..,..:J I_, ~ I xJ I ..::, WJ I ~ J~ _;.1_, 
1 o :lj <~ :I <0':J i"'~.ul ~ Y.,-½ :I ~~ r''_;s-' ~I JI ;;_r--SJI ,:r l_,j .;:;_, j, 

<L:- .D_, -~ ~~..ul ~ J-,>-½ :I' .. :_~ ~_, .::,~I_, c-'~I .:r 

i-'..w ..::.-.::,_, J '..,,;~ ~ o:iL.:::. '-F'-' '::,LG ~~ Ju .:r Ll ~ ~ J_.:J 

Fols. 3a-4a 

:~.;.., ;J ~>Ll.., :~.., ;.l, ., ~ I ~y:; :~.Jc. r 1.1 1.r. '...S..r. r ;J l)l:. + : LS 1 

~ .-, : ~.., -,-lb.-, / A 0 I., lj.-, : 0 1..,.r' .-, I .l, ...s~.., 0 L~ .-, : 0 L:J .-, ...s~.., I. I A ..::........>-.).., 

: ~ ...J 1.-, I j J-:-l ...J 1.-, : -c' ~ 1.-, : ~ 1.-, A ; I -c' I :y,_:J I : ) ~ I v I J ',?°'" I : ["-'" I ; .1 

~1.., , -c' ~1 ~1.., + ,11.:,.1j 1-c' ;11.:u.; J.:U.:, ,;11.:,.1j J;,Jj , 1:., ~w1.., , ., J-:J..ul 

: .,~I /.> - : ~ /J 0~:,(j_, : c;_,.±;.-, ;J .1 A -c' ./"-' + :_;....,JI I• IA j-.,,1 ~i'J ~) 

Ir /~ ~~.., :~~.., ;., I - '-:r-::-" Ir /-c' ~.., :I ~.., :~.., I I ;., -

;.l, '?.L,I.., :i.5"";1.., 11. ;J :, .1 j A ., ~ -c' il..L..:,'J.., 'i........J.., ;., -c'l.r-!'JI r"-'~., '!""'~..JI 

: ...,......--,.. .-, I , ; ., J> ..w : J> ~ I I ..u .-, : D I o / .1 .11..,...::J 1.-, : .:, 1..,..::J 1.-, I .l, -c' :wJ I : .::., WJ I 

,.,ts:;; .::.,.,S ;.l, ~.J½ + :J--.-":! IV ;J 'Jk,.:.:~I + :-..:.:1...J /.:, j>...u :j>-..1.,: ;J -.-~ .ill.:.S'.-, 

1-c' ..,.,~ ,.,:x; 

......, \" * 

T t * 
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The emphasized word does not indicate that it is the origin of the etymological derivation, but 

of the declension, as in ,-½j ,-½j ,./~ L:,.- "Zaidun , Zaidun came to me". (20J As for their saying 

~ ~ ~~ "a fresh drinking plac~" and : ~ ~ ~; "a quick place of travelling" [ regarded as 

nouns of place by us], they belong to the same chapter as the river streams and the drain flows.<2 1l 

The ma$dar of the triliteral is formed upon many patterns, and according to Sibawaihi, it amounts 

to thirty-two, namely: :.,W "killing", ,~ "profligacy", ~ "occupying", ~~ "having 

mercy", i'~ "seeking", i~ '....5' "being turbid", ..s;-~ "praying", ._s_}.) "remembering", ..s~ 
"announcing, happy news", ::i Q "softening", ~Lo~ "refusing", ~ lfa "forgiving", ~ 1..,j "es

caping", ".).1 "demanding",~ "strangling",~ "being small", ..s·~ "guiding" [Fol. 3 b], 
' ' 

~ "overcoming", :ci ;_. "stealing", ~ ~-.) "going away", "._j l.r" "being in heat", Ji_;.. "request

ing", i ~ ~j "abstinen~e", ~I~~ "knowing", jy->,~ "entering", J~ "accepting",,~~ "beating 

of the heart", ~~ "being r;ddish", Ji'...: "entering", E-"; "retreating", i ~ "endeavour

ing" and i-~ "praising".ml It is formed upon the patt~m of the active participle and of the 

passive participle, e.g. t.,i:; ~ "I rose, I stood up",(23 ) and in the words of the Allmighty [sur. 

68: 6) (..:.,_rill ~~) "Which of you is afflicted with madness"Pllt is used to express energy or 

intensification, e.g. ~l~I "much fermentation", ~L..81 "intensive sporting", 15;·-:·:--11 "much 

incitement" and ~:..JI "much guidance". (25l The ma$dar of the forms beyond the groundform 

of the triliteral follows an invariable rule,<26l except in ~ "to talk to" of which the ma$dar is 

r% "a talk"' in J.:; t:; "to fight against" of which the ma$dar is J ~ and J l:._;; "a fight, a battle"' 

in ~ "to burden oneself' of which the ma$dar is J l...>.:r "a burden" and in J)_:, "to shake" 

of which the ma$dar is Jl)j "a concussion, convulsion, an earthquake".(27) 

The verbs which are derived from the ma$dar fall into thirty-five forms:( 28l 

- Six of them belong to the groundform of the triliteral verb, e.g. ~ ~ ~;_:.:. "to hit", fa 
fi. "to kill",~ f "to know",<29) ~ ~ "to open", r):,; 'r,';s "to be generous" and ~ 
~ "to assume".The first three are named the pillars of the conjugations because of the 

variation of the vowels of their 2nd radical in the perfect and in the imperfect, and because of 

their numerousness. ~ ~ "to open" is not included among the pillars due to the lack of 

variation [of the medial vowel], and because it only occurs with a guttural consonant [Fol. 4 

a]_(3oJ :}~ J,; "to lean"(3iJ and~~ ~1 "to refuse"(32l belong to the dialectal varieties which 

intruded and to the anomalies. As for ._j;,. ~ "to stay", ~ .jJ "to pass away" and ~ j "to 

fry", they belong to the dialect of the 'fayyis who escaped form the kasra and applied the 

fat]:ia. (33) r):,; 'r,';s "to be generous" is not included among the pillars either because it only 

occurs among the verbs which are descriptive of a state or of a quality.<34) So is ~ ~ "to 

assume"(35i [not included] because of the rarity of its use. ~ J:1 occur in ac~ordan~e with 

the dialect of those who said '~t.s:::; ~'...s' "to be about to do",06l which is anomalous as ~ 

:J'~ ~~ "to remain"(37) and r..) ..-;i ~ -~ "to persevere". (3S) 
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_):·~!__, J~I_, ~~Ll__, :f cX;__, :.;_;~__, ~__, r~l ~ ~)WI ~ ~ WI__, 
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- Twelve of them belong to the derived forms of the triliteral verbs, e.g. [Form IV] rJ'l "to 

honour", [Form II] ~ "to cut", [Form III] jJ l:; "to fight", [Form V] J.;.., ~:; "to deign", [Form 

VI] ~~ la.:; "to strike", [Form VII] :.,_;~ I "to depart", [Form VIII] .:;.:. ~ I "to despise", [Form 
. 

X] C;..,:. :_. ~ "to remove", [Form XII] ~:,.::.; ~ "to cover with luxuriant herbage", [Form XIII] 

-.)~ I "to last long", [Form XI] ~~I "to be very red" and [Form IX] .:;_;..1 "to be red"<39l 
. . . 

underlyingly ~~k.-1 and ~~I in which both of them [sc. the ra's] are assimilated because they 
. 

were of the same kind. -1..5~ ~ I "to abstain", which is a verb with weak 3rd radical formed 

according to the pattern J.j I, proves this [ sc. the theory of assimilation concerning two identi
cal consonants], as no assimilation is carried out in it because of the lack of similarity [ of the 

weak consonants ]_{40J 

- One belongs to the groundform of the quadriliteral, e.g. [Form I] c_;..·.:1 "to roll". 

- Three belong to the derived patterns of the quadriliteral, e.g. [Form III] r_;_;..1 "to gather 

together in a mass", [Form IV] ~ :,. ·; I "to shudder with horror" and [Form II] c_;..·...:; "to roll 
along". · 

- Six belong to the patterns which are coordinated by an augment to [Fol. 4 b] [Form I of the 

quadriliteral] c;..·.) "to roll", e.g. JL::, "to gather ripe dates and also to be active or nimble", 

~ _;. "to say JJ ½ ~! ~) ;1.J J:,.:.. ;1 "there is no power and no strength save in God",~ "to 

practise the veterinary art or f arriery", ~k. "to utter one's speech in a loud voice", ~ : I~ and 

~ "to put on a cap called;;~". 
- Five belong to the patterns which are coordinated by more than one augment to [Form II of 

the quadriliteral] c_;..·...:;, e.g. ·. : r;.; "to put on a~'-:"'~", ~~~ "to put on a ~1_);.., a sock", 

~:--·.:;"to act like a devil", ~~j; "to show a feebleness in one's walk" and ~ "to become 
poor". 

- Two belong to the patterns which are coordinated by more than one augment to [Form III 

of the quadriliteral] ~_;..1, e.g. ~I "to have a hump in front" and ~I "to lay on one's 
back". · · · 

The criterion of the coordination by an augment or more [ to a specific pattern of a verb] is 
the identical structure between the patterns of both [their] ma~dars. <41 l 
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§ 1. 
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§ 1. The perfect 

It falls into fourteen patterns from ~ ~ "he hit" to ~_:;., "we hit". (42i The only reason the 

perfect was made undeclinable was because it lacks the factor that would make it declinable;(43) 

and with a vowel [given as its marker of invariabilty], because of its resemblance to the noun 

when it occurs as an epithet that modifies an indefinite noun, e.g. ~ ~ ~~ ~_:;., ~j '.::., ~;. "I 

passed a man who was hitting".(44J And with the fat}:!a [as its marker], because it is the brother of 
the sukun, as the fat}:!a is a part of the alif and the alif is the brother of the sukun. (45i It was not 
made declinable, because the active participle [in the sense of the past] did not acquire from it 
[sc. the perfect] the ability to operate, by contrast to the imperfect, as the active participle 
acquired its ability to operate from it [sc. the imperfect].<461 So the declension was given to it 
[sc. the imperfect] instead of it [sc. the perfect], or because of its great resemblance to it [sc. the 
active participle],<47l i.e. that the imperfect was made declinable because of its great resem
blance to the active participle, the perfect was made undeclinable with a vowel [sc. the fat}:!a] 
because of its small degree of resemblance to it, [Fol. 5 a] and the imperative was made unde-

clinable with the sukun because of its lack of resemblance to it.(48l 

The a [in e.g. ~_:;.,],thew [in e.g. 1;_:;.,1 and then [in e.g. :;_:;.,1 are suffixed [to the form] 

to be suggestive of G, "they both /dual", I~ "they /masc. pl." and :;. "they /fem. pl.". The 

bis vowelled by a <,lamma in i;_:;., "they hit /masc. pl." for the sake of thew, by contrast to [the 

m vowelled by a fat}:!a in] 1;~ "they threw /masc. pl.", because them is not the immediate 

consonant preceding it [sc. thew]. However, it [sc. the consonant preceding thew] is vowelled 

by a <,lamma in I~~ "they consented /masc. pl.", in spite of the fact that the <;I, is not the 

immediate consonant preceding it, so that it will not be necessary to incline from the underly

ing kasra [ of the base form l~J to the adventitious <,lamma [ of 1~~]_(49l 

The a is suffixed in 1;_:;., "they hit /masc. pl." to differentiate between thew of the pl. and 

the w of the conjunction, as in e.g. '-½j ~ 3 ~ "Zaid was present and talked" [ which can 

also be read as ~ 3~ "they were present, he talked"] ;(50> and it is said to differentiate be

tween thew of the pl. and thew of the sing., e.g. l_y ~ ~ "they did not call /masc. pl. (jussive)" 

and .r ~ ~ "he did not call (jussive, used defectively in a dialectal variant)" _(51 l 

The t was made a marker of the fem. in ~_:;., "she hit" because the t originates from the 

second point of articulation, (521 and the female species is also second in the creation. This t is 
not a pronoun as it will be discussed. 

The b was made vowelless in 
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;.~ "they hit /fem. pl." and-~~ "/1 sing.", "/2 masc. sing." and "/2 fem. sing.", so that four 

consecutive vowels would not be combined together, [because the vowelled agent suffix is 
considered] as if belonging to the same word. However, it is impossible to couple to the pro-

noun [ of the nominative] without emphasizing it. It is not allowed to say ,-½j_.., ~~ "I hit and 

Zaid", but it is said ,-½j_.., bl ~~ "I and Zaid hit".<53) It [sc. the vowellessness of the bin;.~] 

is contrasted to [its vowelling in] ~~ "they both hit/fem. dual" [that implies the combination 

of four consecutive vowels], because the t [which becomes vowelled in it] is ruled by the sukfin 

[of the vowelless a]. However, the alif [maq~i1ra] is dropped in C~ "they threw /fem.dual", 

because the vowel is adventitious, except in a defective dialect [Fol. 5 b] whose people say 

l:d •• ~_(54J It is also contrasted to [its vowelling in] 4~ "he hit you /masc. sing." [in which four 

consecutive vowels are combined], because it [sc. 4~] is not considered as one single word 
as its pronoun is in the accusative_(55l It is also contrasted to [the combination of four consecu-

tive vowels in],-½-~ "very thick milk" and ~ "a lot of sheep, also a fat man" underlyingly 

,-½I~ and ~~' which are both shortened for the sake of alleviation, (56l as in ~ "a needle" 
, , , 

underlyingly J, ~-(57l The twas elided in the example of;.~ "they hit /fem. pl." underlyingly 

~~' so that two markers of the fem. will not be combined together, as in~ W.:...: [ underlyingly 

~ ~] "muslim women", in spite of the fact that they [ sc. the t and the n of ~~] are not of 

the same kind, [but the elision is carried out] because of the heaviness [implied by both their 

combination] in the verb,{58l contrarily to~~ "pregnant women" because they [sc. the two 

markers of the fem.] are not of the same kind and [the elision of one marker is not carried out] 
because the heaviness does not take place in the noun. (59) The duals of the 2nd person of the 

masc. and of the fem. [of~~ : ~~] were made homonym, as well as one form was made 

sufficient for the 1st person of the sing. [sc. ~~ "I hit] and of the pl. [sc. ~~ "we hit"], 

because the dual is rarely used. 

The pronouns are suffixed for the sake of abbreviation and so that there will not be any risk 
of mixing up the persons together. 

The m is infixed in ~~ "you both hit /masc. and fem. dual" so that it will not be mixed up 

with the sing. form [sc. ~~] in which the alif of saturation can be suffixed [i.e. ~~], as the 
case which occurs in the saying of the poet: 

."bl~ .J'::11 ~~_j ~_j ;;j:,K: ;..1 ~y-1" 
"Your brother is the brother of cheerfulness and laughter 
And may God preserve your life, in what condition are you in?".<60l 

The m is specifically chosen to be infixed in ~~ "you both hit /masc. and fem. dual" 

because G1 "you both /masc. and fem. dual" is suppressed in its form. Them is infixed in G1 
because of the proximity of the m to 
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~l.., ~~ ~':JI ;;.:,½j _r.:->-..1:i ~ 0':J + : I '-'.Jr> : U J .Jr> I r ; .:, -"'"'-=j : -"'"'-=.J.3 
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l.::....., : ~ I J U)l:J I : z:±J I I A / J U)lj : ~ I V I J J.;.-..;; : J.;.-..;; 3 I i / .:, I - l.:.,.r"' _; W 

/j ~ " ~ ..,., I 
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the tin the point of articulation originating from the region of the lips, c61 l [Fol. 6 a] and it is said 

in accordance with ~ "they both /masc. and fem. dual". The t is vowelled by a c;lamma [in 

~~] because it is the pronoun of the subject. It is vowelled by a fatl_1a in the [2nd person of 

the] masc. sing. from fear of mixing it up [with the 1st person]. Such a confusion is not implied 
by the dual, and it is said [that it is vowelled by a c;lamma] for the sake of analogy with them, 
because them is labial. This is why they [sc. the grammarians] vowelled the t according to [a 

vowel of] its kind, which is the labial c;lamma. Them is suffixed in ~~ "you hit /masc. pl.", 

so that it is analogous to its [ sc. the verb's m of the] dual [ sc. ~~]. The pronoun of the pl., 

which is the il, was elided in it, as it is underlyingly 1_;.:;~, because them is a noun suffix;C62l 

and hence there is no noun that ends up with a w that is preceded by a consonant vowelled by a 

c;lamma except ;, "he". (63l On account of that, the pl. of }.) "a bucket" is said to be J ~ 1 

underlyingly :'.,J~1.<64l It [sc. the case of 1_;.:;~] is contrasted to [the case of] 1;~ "they hit/ 

masc. pl." [in which thew at the extremity is preceded by a c;lamma], because its [sc. 1;~ 's] 

bis not a noun suffix, and it is contrasted to [the case of]~_;.:;;,:,, "you hit him /masc. pl.", in 

which the w left its position at the extremity of the word [Fol. 6 b] because of the object 

pronoun,<65l similarly to the case of ~Ua..JI "a certain reptile" [in which they left its position at 

the extremity of the word because of the tii 'marbilta]. <66l The n of ~;,:,, "you hit /fem. pl." is 

doubled and not [then] of'.;;,:,, "they hit /fem. pl.", because it is underlyingly ~;,:,,, in 

which the mis assimilated to then on account of the proximity of them to the n, <67l - and hence 

the m is substituted for the n in e.g. ~ "a storehouse" underlyingly ~ -. <68l And it is said 

[by some] that its base form is ~;,:,,, and the intention was that the consonant preceding the n 

should be vowelless so that it would be followed by the n of the fem. pl., but it was impossible 
to make the t of the 2nd person of the fem. vowelless as this would imply the cluster of two 
vowelless consonants, as well as it was impossible to elide it because it is a marker [ of the 2nd 
person], and the marker should not to be elided, so the n was infixed because of the proximity 

of the n to the n, and then it was assimilated to it so that it became ~;,:,,. <69l The t is suffixed in 

~;,:,, "I hit", because l:,) "I'' is suppressed in its form. It was impossible to suffix any of l:,) 's 

consonants from fear of confusion. ooJ So the twas chosen because it occurs in its cognates. The 

n is infixed in ~~ "we hit" because ~ "we" is suppressed in its form, and then the a is 

suffixed so that it will not be mixed up with'.;~ "they hit /fem. pl.", and it was said that ~! 

"we" is suppressed in its form. 

The pronouns enter the perfect and its cognates and develop up to sixty forms,<71 l which 
however are underlyingly three: those which are in the nominative, those which are in the 
accusative and those which are in the genitive. Then [Fol. 7 a] each one of them becomes two 
regarding its being suffixed and separate. So multiply the two by three so that you get six, and 
then extract the separate pronoun of the genitive, so that it will not 
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~~3 J a • · •3 ~ uJr z__;_ .ill ~ _;~I ~ _;3_r.JI ]'=!~ i~ 

J. ·· ~ r1" 3 ~ I uJ _;--11 J j _;,--1..;, I ~ ~ _;3~ 3 J .., • · •3 ~ 

r =L:-bWI c" -:---1w1 J :G....3 ~WI c" --:-'WI J :G..., J-WI J ~3 ~ ~w 
1 .1L..,...;:..,.,1 <liJ ~, ..JI -··· L, wWI .......,WI · ~ ,··<! :(..,~I · ~ 
.,., - _;--'. . 3 . .J . ~3 .. .J 3 

_r--Sl J ..S_r:l. i j < ·· 11 ~½ 0---"- l:, • l: ½~I ~ ~GJ13 --:---,bWI J illi.$'3 

'\ ~ _;l.:, l~j3 , k y ? Lil .ill ~ ~)-< 3 1 _;S~ ..;J .::., _,....,.!½ F- ) jl_,.>½1 

ill ~ .ill~ ~ 4,:..- ~ 13 ~ ~ k y ~ ~I ~ I db .:r- ~ 13 

JI~~~ ~I uJ_,-Li ~ Lij , ky-:, * 0 ~ ~ ~I J ~I ~~ ...., v * 

" 0 1 ~ J j-,½13 . c_;~ ~ JI ~~ _y, ~ ._J..,..i:JI u-3__,.JJ ~ Li13 , G.;~ 
t.~I ~lyS:.13 ~fa .,L>,J;J ~I J l:-- 3 1yll ~ ~ 3 13:,._;i, I~ -_;, J~ 
~ ._-,.-11 L 3 i;.;:.;~ J ~ LS 3 1__,.11 .j~ ~ 1~ _)w .j_)JI J ~3 1__,.11 

1 r 1 : G- -. · - LS L.:::,1 · ..__JI 1:.. .,1 , - ~11 ~-II 1, ~I ···· :-. 1 •• 
i..r-3 .J"'"'> .J yA .J I" v- 3 -?.Y'°' I" If (:-' ,._s-> ',.)7 3 

<~ __;.;L...J l~j .j~3 dWI _;.wl .:r ...;3r- :iliJ ;, 3 13 .j~ :13 , ~ ~I 

~ l.~ <4JI ~ 3 .j_)JI ~ 3 1)1 ~ 3 C:- UiW½ .j3 _.,-:,JI op J~ _.,.;..T 

1 o 0 __,,..;JI i_:,J,, :I ? ~L. <Y. ) 1_;~ 4 L. 0 ~ l~j <4JI ~ 3 ;J ~ .Jl.. 

Fols. 7a-7b 

r ;J j........:.. t.}_r>J :j........:..3 ;'-7' ~ :~ ;~ ~ -½j J~ '::J_, + :'-7' ½?~~I :~~I 1 

I.:.:..., ;Z::..., ;J ~ L.,o_,.:, :~_, f I->~ ~3 :~ _JA3 ;J j........:.. '-7'~3 :~_, 

I~ L..,_, ;Z::..., l lj ..P, ~ '-7' L..,_, :L_, lj ~ '-7' ~I :~WI ... ~WI lj ..P, ~ ~ '-7' 

~ :~ i ;J .). ~I_, =._).3 0 /_p, ..:lrl, :..:!Ir½ lj ~ '-7' ~I :~l..JI_, ~WI 

;..P, ~[j :.> ~ I ~I : l;.:;I A /~ - : ~_;, /'-7' iW':JI :~I V ;.b '-7' I ~I : l;.:;I /_p, 

: ~ IP 3 1 • ; ~ J.-.a.i.:.JJ : J...,.Ll I v--9 y-JJ ; .:, - : v--9 y-JJ ; ..P> I ~ 1., : I.;.:; 1., , ; .b ~ 1., 

~.r" : l~.r<> lj .b...i.l.JI ._). : I - : J_y-h.JI ._). I 1 ;I t.413 : t.41 ~Ip_, I~ ~Ip_, 
+ : ....; ~., ; J S -> ~ '-7' ....; ~ : ....; ~ 1 r ; ~ I ~ : ~ 1 r ; ~ ~ 3 : d.-3 1 S .:, 

: L, ~ I~ ~ ~-' : .b _p, '-7' ~ 3 : ~-' I l I J J ~ 3 : -P> ~ .:....,._ 3 : S '-7' _,..;,, 3 13 

;I - ; l.. ;.b -> ..P, '-7' 4Jl> :.Jl> IO ;.b -> .Pl '-7' :(..~ 
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be necessary to let the element governed by the operator of the genitive precede the operator 

of the genitive, [e.g. -1 -½j instead of -½Y. "by Zaid" or -1 :::.J instead of~ "by you"], and so 

five are left for you: 
- The suffixed and separate pronoun of the nominative. 
- The suffixed and separate pronoun of the accusative. 

- The suffixed pronoun of the genitive. 

Then direct your attention to the suffixed pronoun of the nominative, which implies eight-
een patterns in the mind: 

- Six for the 3rd person of the masc. and the fem. 
- Six for the 2nd person of the masc. and the fem. 
- Six for the 1st persons. 
Five were made sufficient for the 3rd person of the masc. and the fem. with the homonymy 

of the dual, <72) because it is so rarely used. This is also the case of the 2nd person of the masc. 
and fem. Two were made sufficient for the 1st persons [of the sing. and pl.],ml because in 
most cases the 1st person sees or knowns by his voice if he is a male or a female. <74) So there 

are twelve patterns left for you. 

And if one single part of this division implies twelve patterns, then each of the others im-

plies the same, and by multiplying the five patterns by twelve you obtain sixty [Fol. 7 b]: 

1- Twelve for the suffixed pronoun of the nominative from ~~ "he hit" to ~~ "we 
hit".05) 

2- Twelve for the separate pronoun of the nominative from ~~ ;, "he hit" to ~~ ~ 

"we hit". <76l The base forms of;, "he"<77l are said to be ;, "he /sing.", i;, "they both /masc. 

dual" and 1__,_;, "they /masc.pl." with thew changed into am in the pl. on account of the one

ness of both their points of articulation and because of the dislike of combining two waws at 

the extremity of the word, so it became 1;..;,,, and then the w was elided as has been mentioned 

concerning the case of I~~ "you hit /masc. pl.". Then the dual was ascribed to it, and it was 

said so that the m, which is a strong consonant, becomes vowelled by a fat]:ia. <7&) 

The m is infixed in G 1 "you /masc. dual" as was mentioned concerning the case of ~~ 

"you hit /masc. dual", and then the pl. was ascribed to it.<79l 

The w of;, should not be elided because of its small number of consonants in proportion to 
the proper number determining a word. It is however elided if it is suffixed to another word, 
because of the large number of consonants obtained through the suffixation together with the 
occurrence of the w at the extremity of the word. The h remains unchanged vowelled by a 

<;lamma, e.g. J "to him". It is vowelled by a kasra if the consonant preceding it is vowelled by 

a kasra or if it is a vowelless y, so that it will not be necessary to deviate 
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~¼ ~ J .'-:JI ~ LS W1 ~ .~ ~_, ~_, ~~ _y,:, ~I JI ;;~I .:,ro 
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J J~ v-:-1 J}JI J~I ~)J Lu y~:-~'.~.J ~[j '-1:~ ~ ~_,J.iJI JW1 

~~ ~ LJI_, ,~ ~_, ~ ~ .,~..w;; J ~ I~_, ~I 
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.'..) ~ ..;--- '..)..,~ ~ .., -~ • .c -~ •• o _yw v-

\ . ~-?,¾< --L1 ~,~ J w ~.,1 ~ ·.~ _,l_,..11 ~ ~;/-~ j..::.o ~ , ~_)~ 

:J_, ~.r0

~~'.-' ~~_, ~~ _y,:, --=--'WI J ~I__,.. ~ J ~ j-.:JI ~_)I_, 

J i.?~I -:---bWI ~ ~~ :J_, ~j-";,:·'._, ~~_, ~~ _y,:, ~WI ~ ~~ 

1 r ~l;_, ._,.,l...6.JI Z.O~ ~~ .~_, , ~~ :1_, ~~-I_,~~~ ~UI *~ ._., A * 

J .L::JI ,;;_ , 0_;~ _,I_,$" j..ol.LlJ j_J4 ~ ~ :(..WI ~.., ~½I ~ y:.::..-

1.7' ~?Li ~ 1 ___; _,_r .:,ro ~~ J ., _;. t-' ~ L.lJ JJ I :C.1 I.?-~ J ~ ~~ 
Io .l::JI ;;_,b J ~.l::JI )fa_, 0_,..JI ;;_,Y.j J ~_,..JI t~I_, ......J½I ;;_,Y.j J •_·'·-14 

:1 ? 0_,..JI ~ L.. ~~ J_h. t-' ~ ,:,r.;-!-' ~ J__,..iJJ ~~ J .~I j_r.1_, 
V WI ~ _.,S .:.U ½ -.r-4. :1 J;.-> 0__,.J I ___; ~ :J _, ;; _)y-aJ I J • I y· 11 0__,.J 4 -.r-4. 

111 • .,...,._;..T JI ::,;_)G.., 0~'..)G.., -,.'_JG~ u..aJI ~ ~~.., ~~1 ~ ~ 

Fols. 7b-8b 
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;I - :~ I A /~ -'...;--U~ + :~ IV /j i.:.,-:~ y--l>_j + :~ ;., I- :~~ 

; I .:;.x_;L. u½_;L. : .,__,.;..T JI ... u½:.;L. _) 
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from the kasra to the c_lamma, e.g. ~>11. "his boy" and ~ "in him".<80) They of j "she" is 

changed into an a [in ~ "her"] in the same manner as it is changed [into one] in l:?>11. ~ "Oh 

my boy!", which is said t..>11. ~. and in ~~l, ~ "Oh, desert!" [which is said] ;:.l~l, V8'l They 

[ of j "she"] is changed into am in the dual [ 4 "them /dual"] so that the weak fat}:ia does not 

have to vowel the weak y [i.e. 4] [Fol. 8 a]. The n of~ "them /fem. pl." is doubled as was 

mentioned concerning~~ "you hit /fem. pl.". 3- Twelve for the suffixed pronoun of the 

accusative from~~ "he hit him" to ~~ "he hit us".<82l It is impossible to combine both the 

agent and the object pronouns [of the same person], e.g. ~~ "you hit you" [corrupt], and 

?-~ "I hit I'' [corrupt], so that the one only person does not become an agent and an object 

at the same time, except in the verbs of heart, e.g. >L,L; -._a "you knew yourself being 

eminent" and >L,L; ~~J~ "I knew myself being eminent", because the first [sc. the object 

pronoun] is not the real object,<83l and this is why it is said by implication -.,i°;.,; ~ "you 

knew your eminence" and µ ' .. ~~~"I knew my eminence". 4- Twelve are for the separate 

pronoun of the accusative from ~~ ~~! "he hit him" to ~~ l;,~j "we hit ourselves".<34) 5-

Twelve are for the suffixed pronoun of the genitive from ~..> La "the one who is hitting him" to 

~.J La "the one who is hitting us". <35l In the example ~;~ La "the ones who are hitting me", the 

w is changed into a y, and is then assimilated to it [i.e. ~~La],<86l as in~~ "rightly guided, 

Mahdi" underlyingly 0_,~. The suffixed agent pronoun is latent in five cases: 1- In the 3rd 

person of the masc. sing., e.g. ~~ "he hit (perfect)", :_,.,~"he hits (imperfect)", ~ ~ 

"let him hit (imperative)" and :_,., ~ ';I "he shall not hit (prohibition)". 2- In the 3rd person of 

the fem. sing., e.g.~~ "she hit (perfect)",:_,.,~ "she hits (imperfect)", ~~"let her hit 
, , , 

(imperative)" and :_,., ~ ';I "she shall not hit (prohibition)". 3- In the 2nd person of the masc. 

sing. in other [Fol. 8 b] than the perfect, e.g.:_,.,~ "you hit (imperfect)", ~~I "hit! (impera

tive)" and :_,., ~ ';I "you shall not hit (prohibition)". They of~~ "you hit /fem. sing." is 
, , 

the marker of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. Its subject is latent according to al-Abfas, al

though it is the prominent pronoun of the subject according to the majority,<37> as the ii of 

~Y.~ "they hit". The y was chosen in ~~ <33l because of its occurrence in [I:?~ in] .J:J I 

~1 '-?~ "this is God's maid-servant", in which it marks the fem.<39> None of the consonants of 

..:;...;1 are infixed [instead of it] in ~~ from fear of mixing it up with the dual by infixing the 

a, of combining both the nuns by infixing the n and of repeating both the ta 's by infixing the t. 

So they was made prominent in ~~ to differentiate between it and its pl. [sc. ;~ "you 
, , 

hit /fem. pl."]. No distinction [between ~~ and 0~~] was made by means of vowelling 
- -

what precedes the n so that it will not be mixed up with the doubled n in the representation 

[i.e. :;~].Then is not elided either so that it [sc. the form] will not be mixed up with the 

2nd person of the masc. sing. [sc. :_,., ~]. 4)- In the 1st persons of the imperfect, e.g.~ ~1 "I 

hit" and:_,.,~ "we hit". 5)- In the epithet, e.g. :_,.,..>La "hitting /masc. sing.", 0 l,.JLa "/masc. 
-

dual" and 0_.,.uLa "/masc. pl.", etc. 
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.......:, WI _J _y-:.:;:....., I_) , ~ I , ~ ;J .r"':' •. }J _.;_)_r.J 1_) ..,.., __,....,.JI 0 _) .:i tj _) I _J __,,.=...., I_) 
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Fols. 8b-9b 
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It [sc. the pronoun] was made latent in the nominative and not in the accusative and the 
genitive because it holds a position as being a part of the verb. 

It was made latent in the 3rd person of the masc. and of the fem. sing. and not in the dual 
and in the pl. because the latency is light. So giving [Fol. 9 a] the light latency to the anteced
ent which is in the sing., is more prior than giving it to the 1st and to the 2nd persons of the 
perfect, because the latency is a weak evidence [ of the subject] and the prominence is a strong 
evidence of it. So giving the strong prominence to the strong 1st person and to the strong 2nd 
person is prior. It was made latent in the 2nd person of the masc. sing. and the 1st person [ of 
the sing. and pl.] of the imperfect for the purpose of making a distinction [between the perfect 
and the imperfect]. It was said that it was made latent in these cases and not in others, because 

of the existence of the evidence in them, namely: the latency, in e.g. '../~ "he hit", the tin e.g. 

~~ "she hit", they, in e.g. ~~"he hits", the t, in e.g. ~ ~ "you hit /masc. sing.", "she 

hit /fem. sing.", the hamza, in e.g. ~ ~1 "I hit" and then, in e.g. ~ ~ "we hit", - and they 

[sc. the imperfect prefixes] are prefixes and not nouns [sc. agent pronouns] -, and in the epi-

thets, e.g. ~...J~ "/masc. sing.", .,)-!...J~ "/masc. dual" and OY....J~ "/masc. pl.".<90) 
, , 

It is impossible that the t in ~;_., "she hit" is a pronoun as the t in , ~~ "I hit", "/2 masc. 

sing." and "/2 fem. sing.", because it is not elided by the manifested subject, e.g. ·~ -=-!.r:> 
"Hind hit". 

It is also impossible that the a in O½...J~ "hitting /masc. dual (active participle)" is a pro

noun, because it varies in the case of the, accusative and the genitive, and the pronoun does not 

vary as the a of 0 ½~ "they both hit /masc. dual". 

[Fol. 9 b] The latency is obligatory in :.,W1 "do! /masc. sing. (imperative)", ~ "/2 masc. 

sing. (imperfect)", :.,W1 "/1 sing." and µ "/1 pl." because of the indication of the [verb's] 

form to it [sc. the latent subject]. 

As for ,-½j :.,WI "Zaid do! (imperative)", 0-½j ~ "You Zaid do", 0-½j :.,W 1 "I Zaid do" and 

0_, -½j µ "we Zaids do", they are disliked. 
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§ 2. The imperfed91 l 

It also falls into fourteen patterns from~~ "he hits" etc.<92l It is named JJ- 0 

: "future" 

because of the existence of the meaning of the future in it. It is also named O ~ "[the pat-
tern] which is similar" because: , 

- It is commensurable with~_.,~ "hitting" [sc. the active participle] in its vowels and in its 

sukun. 
- It occurs as the epithet of the undefined noun. 

- It admits the inceptive l, e.g. r ~.J i"lil I~_:; ~! "certainly Zaid is standing and stands". 
- It is similar to the generic noun in being general and particular, i.e. that the generic noun 

is distinguished by the article that is used to denote previous knowledge as ~ ~ is distin

guished by sawfa and by the s [ which concern the future]. 

- The J l.. "the denotative of state" [ e.g. ~ _., ~ "hitting"] and the imperfect ~ ~ "he hits" 
are specifically similar in meaning.<93l , , 

The consonants of ~J<94l are prefixed to the perfect so that it becomes an imperfect, be

cause if the perfect is decreased it will be less than the proper number [determining a word]. 
They are prefixed rather than suffixed, because if they were suffixed, it [sc. the imperfect] 
would be mixed up with the perfect. It is derived from the perfect [Fol. 10 a] because the 
perfect denotes stability by contrast to the future. <95l The prefixation occurs in the imperfect 
and not in the perfect, because the word which is augmented by prefixes comes after the word 
which is unaugmented, and the future comes after the perfect tense. So the antecedent [sc. the 
suffixation] is given to the antecedent [sc. the perfect] and the following [sc. the prefixation] 
to the following [sc. the imperfect]. The alif [sc. the "] was chosen [as a prefix] for the 1st 
person alone, because the alif originates from the farthest part of the throat, which is the start
ing point of the points of articulation, just as the 1st person is the one who starts the conversa-

tion. It was also said because of the agreement between it and I.:, 1 "I". The w was chosen [in the 

base form as a prefix] for the 2nd person, as it is the ultimate of all the points of articulation, 
and the 2nd person is the one by whom the conversation ends. Then the w was changed into a 

t to avoid the combination of many waws, as in ~ ~~~ "and you are afraid" [instead of the 

correct ~ ~:i~] in the case of the syndesis. Hence, it was said that it is incorrect to prefix aw to 

the word. So the w of fi~~ "a calamity" is deemed as a radical. <96l The y was chosen [ as a 

prefix] for the 3rd persons [masc. sing. and pl., fem. pl. and the duals], because they originates 
from the middle of the mouth, just as the 3rd person stands in the middle of the conversation 
between the 1st and the 2nd person. <97) The n was chosen [ as a prefix] for the 1st person of the 

pl. because it was also chosen in ~;., "we hit". It was also said that the n was prefixed [Fol. 
10 b] because there were no 
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o..u ~_, . i~I <I~ ,:y- 4-:-_,..r> _j :J.JI ...J_,..r> 0-'° ":""=~ ~_, <~ :J.JI 

z_;d1_; ~)JI o :U, 0 ½ ~ L; _, ~ _, j:J 1_, JW ~ _, j ½_) I _j ~ j :u>lJ ...J _,_r>-1 I 

r ~<I_;_, Lo ~_, ~ L,...;:..., I UiiJ ~ _, ~J uJ ~ 1 ~ I_, j)l;;J I t.) ef ½_) I_, 

...J)G. J--- < 4J I .;, -1..::..:,.J ~½_)I 0-'° ~ _, ~_;. ~ IJ ~~ L, 1_, . ~ _,..r> o ~ 

_, 1 ~ I _;~ ~ Lo 0 1.5' I~ j .;, WJ I ~ _j v. _; W 1 ...J _,.r> ~ _, . v"' '-::-i-) I 

i .:r,_.,::. 0 J.J ~_, rLJ_, ri::.J rI:2 ~ ~UI ;;_r-S ~ J..,\.;j ? o~I _;~ 

, ,l::-)1 j..o o__,...-$JI ~ <l::JI A ::l .;,WJI ~ ~ -~_, ~I_, ~,_.,::.o :-' 

i~ ~½ ~_, o..ulj ~½ ~UI _j ~I ;;_r-S ~ ZJ::l..i.JJ ~_;WI ...J_,r .. -~:_, 

' i>U I ~_, J.0_, ~ 0-:;! v"' L:-::J~ I i fa. ~ I * A_, .;, 1.5' __,--JI ,)I.fl < w I _A T I I * 

t~::l ~:,._::;;_, '.w,~_, 's T'.q::; J-:;... _j ~L:::.JI <L:.:JI ...J~_, . -,.,ly~I J~! i~ 

J_,'11 0½ ...J~ ~L:::.JI ,L:.:JI ~_, , i~:,~I 0 LS:.J i-4--' .bl_, ~ .:r v::-9__,--JI 

1 r ·· ·> _, .;,l,5'_;->JI JI_,.:; ,:r- l_;l_..-9 ~~ J <LlJI ~I_, . ...J~ ::l :\..o)WI_, :\..o~ .. / .. 
...:... ":""=~ ~ I:? .iJ I ...J y->J 1 0 LL. )j < l;J I 0-'° i) .;, 1.5' __,--J I J I_,.:; 0 ½ 0_µ < wJ I 

,__;_. ij-1 ½?.ill ..:;_,..:..ll 0-'° ~~ <0'1 0l$'.....,~ ,_;;:.:, _) <l:JI .. -~: ~ 0-°-' 'J_,1 0~ 

1 o ~ ~UI _j 4,1_,.:.:.....,::l J. ;; - 11 _j ~WI_, --=--1, WI 0-::-/ I:?~_, . .;,1,5' __,--JI JI_,.:; 

~ ::l_, ~U½ <l~~I o_;_,~ J:J::--11 ~~ _j ~ ::l ~_, :::,~~ '.:;.,°__;....,:, 

Fols. lOb-lla 

I;), j-.o>I.J J-.o ½ 13 u-ill v--J I ~ ~ + : J)l;:J I r I J _;:.; 3 ~ 13 ~ ~ 3 : ~ ~ 3 ••• ~ 13 r 

J ..1..:: : J .U i / J I WI : .::., WJ I /.:, A3 : ~ 3 o / j .::., ..,.::.SJ : o ..,.::.SJ l I J ~ I : ~ 

:-,., ,J:LJ ::.:.!~.ill A ;J ~ .1 .> j;), ~..,., ~ :~;JI WJI :.::.,WJI V ;J .JI::.. :y-:, /.:, 

J3 1 ~I .J o.:il:_)13 : .1 J3 1 ~½ -½1_)13 :,i, ~~ J3 1 ...,1)13 + : o...,lj ;.,.. ~I.ill 

: J3 ½1 ;~ .1 .,.. .:, ~ - : __;i__:,JJ ;~ .1 > .:, ~ - : ,L:;JI \ , ; .:i i..r'L:J~I : i..r'~~I , ;~ 

~ .:i LJ I : , Li..l I I r I J ..:,-o : .:r- 1 .:i -,., ~ J.-:;.. : -,., ~ ; J .:i WI : , WI , r I j ,i, .:i J3 :1 I 

it ;.:, ~~ i.:;?. ~I ,Li.JI:--=---=_;; ... __;.r-JI ;J '-'.r :....;.r-JI ;~ o.:,l:j + :..:,-o ;J ~ j 

/ .1 .::., LS _r=-J I ci_,I : ~ .::., LS__;-> ~_,I : j ;), .:, ..,., .::., LS__;-> c!) ; .::., LS _r=-J I I O /.:, - : 0~ 

IJ ..::....,_r->3 ..::....,Y:., : .::.,~3 .::.,~ Ii /J ~ -,.,~ J.:;_. + :J:.i::--11 
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weak consonants left over [to be chosen], and because it is close to the weak consonants which 
are issued from the inside of the nose. These prefixes were vowelled by a fatJ:ia for the sake of 
lightness, except in the measures whose structure is formed of four consonants [in which the 

prefixes are vowelled by a c;lamma], which are: [Form I of the quadriliteral] J.W, [Form IV of 

the groundform of the triliteral] j:J1, [Form II of the groundform of the triliteral] JJ and 

[Form III of the groundform of the triliteral] ~ I.;, because these four are constituted of four 

consonants, and they are derived from measures constituted of three consonants, just as the 
c;lamma is also derived from the fat):_ia. It is said [that they are vowelled by a c;lamma] on ac
count of the rarity of their use, and they are vowelled by a fat):_ia [in the measures] beyond them 
[i.e. those formed of five and six consonants], because of their large number of consonants. As 

for ~-*- "he spills", its base form is ~_;;, which is formed of four consonants in which the h 
is infixed [before the 1st radical] in opposition to the analogy.<93) The imperfect prefixes are 
vowelled by a kasra in some dialects, if the 2nd radical or the [prefixed] hamza of its perfect is 
vowelled by a kasra, so that the kasra is indicative of the kasra [ of the 2nd radical or of the 

hamza] of the perfect, e.g. ~ "he knows",~ "/2 masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing.", ;,..c-! "/1 

sing.",~ "/1 pl.", ~,0::. 0

: "he asks for assistance",~ "/2masc. sing." and "3 fem. 

sing.", ~I "/1 sing." and~ "1 pl.".<99) In some dialects, they is not given a kasra 
because of the heaviness of the kasra vowelling the y. ( I OO) The imperfect prefixes are chosen to 
give indication of the kasra of the 2nd radical of the perfect, because they are prefixed. 
It is said that vowelling the 1st radical with the kasra would necessarily imply the [disliked] 
succession of the [four] vowels, vowelling the 2nd radical with the kasra [Fol. 11 a] would 

necessarily imply mixing up [the forms] ~ and~. and vowelling the 3rd radical with the 

kasra would necessarily cancel the declension. The 2nd twas elided in ',fa:::; "you assume/ 

masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing.",,~ 0 "you leave /masc. sing." and "3 fem. sing." and _;-:<_:S 
"you perfume yourself /masc. sing." and "3 fem. sing.", on account of the combination of two 
consonants of the same kind and the impossibility of assimilating one to the other. The 2nd t 
was chosen to be elided because the 1st one is a marker, and the marker is not to be elided.001 J 

The 1st radical was made vowelless in '...,., ~ "he hits" to avoid the [disliked] succession of 

the [four] vowels. The 1st radical was chosen to be vowelless because the succession of the 
vowels was caused by the [imperfect prefix] y, so it became prior to give a sukun to the conso-

nant that is next to it. Hence the b in ',;;:a "they hit /fem. pl." was chosen to be vowelless 
because it was next to the n which caused the succession of the vowels. The 2nd person of the 
masc. and the 3rd person of the fem. sing. were made homonymous in the imperfect tense 

[e.g. '...,., ~ "you or she hits] because of their homonymy in [the representation in] the perfect, 

e.g. :.::.,~, :::_,~ "you or she saved /masc. sing.". However, it [sc. the t] was not made 
vowelless in the 3rd person of the fem. of the imperfect because it was the initial consonant.< 102l 

It was not vowelled by a c;lamma 
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J;;ol-9-~~*v-/4'.J~A'l_.,c~~~J~l,~'.J~ ....,,, * 

u.;.. C'° 4:; I_.,...;.. I 0-"::-!--' ~ w I__,_.., ~ I ~ Lu , G...:.Ll ~ ~ 1 v'"' ~~ I i _:,..t,; 

r ~ J~½ _,L. ~I _,..;..T ~½ ~_)J =i...~ 0y ~I ?-T ~ J;-.:il_., .~I 

~ .:,r3 ::.,..W ~ w ··· _·,L:JJ =i...~ ~_., :;~ 0y ~j :;_[$JI L_., :u~ ~LJI 

LS I.YLJI ~ ~~ ~ ~l::JI_., , ~l.::JI ~~ ~ '.J ~ ~l::Jl, -;.~ J~ 

i ~ .b_r::.JI ~ "-!L:.... <G½ ~UI JI o~ ~ ~I J-<, ~ J-.>.:il l.;j_., -~ 

. F1 Ji1_., J-Lll 

Fols. lla-llb 
+ :LI; ;...., G..::.i/1 .J :~l; /:, l.l""L:-W :V""~I r;_.:, ~~:_A !:, I-:~ 1 

o ;;; ~ ~UI + : .J ;.;, _rlb_j : ~_) t ;~ ~I : G..::.i/1 r ;~ ....:;l_,..;..-1 : 4:il_)_;J ;J ~I 

+ : l~j.) i I-> (r.:-!~ : ,:r:·u-,;,,;; 1..b -::....:;:,L : -::....:;:,L:JI I-> ..:;...~ : L.:.:..~ ; :, I - : i.:r.~ 

¼-,L.. :...,... J.-JI .J + :'½L.. ;:, I ~ :~ ;.;, ~ J:.k-11 j-- :J:i::-11 .. ) ;I J.;; 
..b -> _j .;, :, ~ '-:-' - : ~I J:il.) V I.lb :, ~ - : J..i:.11 .j V-i ;J W$J :~ I.lb j--JI .j 

;J s 
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so that it would not be mixed up with the passive voice, as e.g. c-~ "you are praised /masc. 
sing." and "3 fem. sing.", and it was not vowelled by a kasra so that it would not be confused 

[Fol. 11 b] with the dialectal~ "you know /masc. sing.".<103i If it is said that the fat]:ia also 
implied confusion, we answer that there was a similarity between it [sc. the fat]:ia of the t] and 
its cognates<104i together with the fact that the fat]:ia is light. 

Then was suffixed to the imperfect [in the 2nd person of the fem. sing. ~~] as a marker 
of the indicative, because the pronoun of the subject [sc. the l] that is attached to the final 

radical of the verb holds the position of the middle of the word. It is different from the n of 

'.;~ "they hit /fem. pl." which is the marker of the fem. as in ~ "they did /fem. pl.". 

Hence it is said['.;~] with the [imperfect prefix] y [and not the t] so that two markers of the 

fem. [sc. the t and then] will not be combined together. The fin~~ "you hit /fem. sing." 
is the pronoun of the subject as was mentioned above. , 

If ~ "not/ (jussive particle)" is prefixed to the imperfect, it will transfer its meaning into the 

past, because it is similar to the conditional word C ! "if'] in [ the particularity] of transferring, 
-and God knows best-. 
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§ 3. 

o__.r->T JI ~~I__, o__,,.;..T JI~~~ ~WI if J.--ill ~~~_)_/;JI 

r 4};1 ~WI _). 1>UI ..::,-½j -0~)1 _). ~ ~L.l 0 kll .:r ~ ~--' 

..Gl__,_)I J__,~ <:.r" ~1__, ~WI__, ~I 1)(S L__, _). ~WI__, c.,WI L__, .:r 

: _y...- l..:::..J I Jy3 l~L .. .:..:::..~ i,?.:J I 

.:.,w1 *~·~ 1...:.u ' .. :.s- .u 
'-' .. _r- _) 

, , , 

i ~~:"--.·-; 0~1 ~f 
..::;_.,,..-S__, , ~ l.;r ~ ':J j> :J..JI J__,r .:r .:i_;; t--' , 0~1 ~~ J__,r l:?1 

~1__, , ~L.....½1 _). ~I ;;J~ JW½I _). 1_r.JI 0½ o_.,,4-JI 1>lJ½ ~l..::...o ~½ 1)UI 

, ;,~ }_,.J½ o~__, --~ _). ~L;JI ~1 LS ~!"0~~1; ~!0~~~ ~ ~w~ 3 1)½ 1>UI 

--=---6L;...., 0"::'!--' ~ ._:;_rill --=---6WI _). J~)I J~ J.:..:___, ~ ~WI ~ ~4JI 0~ 

_). 1>U I C"'° J b.J ':J ~ ir __, , .J l.-.:.....1 o ~ --=---6 WI _). J .i.:.J I ,:;;_ __, , V WI 

1 r :.:...o_.,,WI J~ J~ oM.! j-.o_,JI o_)-oJl> ~I_., . .JL-.:.....1 .:kl ~~ _y,:, .J~ 
, 

d~ 4.~ .). J-:,1 o~I 0½ o~I .:;.i_.,,..-S_., , cb~ 1.SL.. ooM.! I.. 0 ~ 1.;J 

Fols. llb-12a 

:~~~I r 1:i I - :oJ->T ... "c"_ra>I_., 1.b Ir!~ ½~ + :"c"~ 1J 0--" :0-" r 

1J :i - : l's margin : .,.J,WI_., . . . ~WI_., t 1J Y"I + : ; I J ~ .. 1 .. , : ~ ..u · I .b I ~- I I 
'-> .;_)_) •• _) ...,-:---

11 :.:.WI :=iL 1J _.,I :..s1 V 1J ~ : ...:;_., I 1J ~ : ~ I:, ,/' -½1_.,)1 .._j_)j-'>_) :,/'_., 0 

1.1> -½_:i-l __,..,.:, + :"c" -½_) __,..,.:, o_)y-,.11 J + :o_)~I 1J:, Ii~ : 1)1J½ A 11 o_r-S_., :~_r-S_., 

I:, I ~I :..::..:.S:.....I 1.b "c"~ :"c"~ "c"~-' I:, I- : 1)1JI \ l.1> _r.-1[$' :~I Zl~ 

: .._j~_., 1J :i - :.-,.# . ··~ 1. 1J _.,1__,JI J :_.,I)½ 1.b .,,~_., :o~_., 1.b ~_., + : .i.i,.j 

... ~ I I - I • I "c" ~ J _r> ~ '1 ._i-> :u.J I J _.,? .;_r :, j-c t _., + : ,_:;__,...U ; :, I .::... h _., 

Ir I.> o_.,,....::..$JJ ::, oy::$1) :I -..;;_?j :.Jl....;.:...,I o_?J 11 ~_., :w_., I I I:, I- =t.,WI 

: C b?(J I r I:, I o ~ I : J-., _.,JI o j-o.1> 1 .b > :, ~ "c" J ~ ~ I : __,..,.:, 1 J J.*-'-" : .J-*-"" 
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§ 3. The imperative< 105> and the prohibition 

The imperative is a mood through which the action is ordered from the subject, e.g. ~ ~ 

"let him hit" etc. and :.,_, ~I "hit! /2 masc. sing." etc. It is derived from the imperfect because 

of a similarity between them both in indicating future time. 

The Ii- [of command] was prefixed to the 3rd person of the sing., because it originates 

from one of the middle points of articulation, and the 3rd person stands in the middle of the 
conversation between the 1st and the 2nd person. It is also one of the additional consonants 
which are included in the poet's saying: 

; J1 ; ,,_ 0 Jl. 0 JI 

.". WI .::...,._.i l....u d ..u v .. J- 3 

"I loved the plump women, and they turned me hoary, when I had of old loved [Fol. 12 a] the plump 
women".<106l 

- meaning the consonants of 0 WI ~~ -. 
None of the weak consonants were prefixed to it to avoid the combination of two weak 

consonants. The l [ of the imperative] was vowelled by a kasra because it resembles the prepo
sition, 007> as the jussive mood in the verbs corresponds to the genitive case in the nouns.008) 

The Ii- was made vowelless by [the conjunctions] the wa- and the fa-, e.g. ~_;,;J~ "and let 

him hit!" and ~y0

"" ~ f; "then let him hit", just as the b was made vowelless in ~~ "thigh".< 109l 

Its counterpart with the wa- is ;,~ "and he" with the vowellessness of the h and with the fa

~ "and so he". O lO) 

The imperfect prefix was elided in the 2nd persons of the masc. and fem. sing. and pl. [in 
the imperative] to differentiate them from the 2nd persons of the masc. and fem. sing. and pl. 
of the imperfect. The elision was chosen for the 2nd persons because of the frequency of their 

use. Hence, it is not elided with the Ii- in its passive voice, e.g. :.,_,~ "may you be hit!" 

because it is so rarely used. 

The connective hamza was prefixed after the elision of the imperfect prefix that is followed 
by a vowelless consonant, to begin the word. It was vowelled by a kasra because the kasra is 
principal in vowelling the connective hamza. O 11 l 
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It was not vowelled by a kasra in °. ~<:i "write!", because if the kasra was chosen, it would be 

necessary to deviate from the kasra to the <;lamma [of the 2nd radical]. The vowelless k is not 
taken into account because the vowelless consonant is not considered as an impassable separative 

by them.012l - On account of that, thew of~_;; "sheep or goats taken for oneself/ not for sale, 

acquisition" was changed into a y, [Fol. 12 b] and it was said G -,< 113) and it is stated that it 

[sc. the connective hamza] was vowelled by a <;lamma for the purpose of analogy. 

The alif of :;;.1 "oaths" was vowelled by a fatl).a in spite of the fact that it is connective, 

because it is the pl. of ~ in which the alif is the disjunctive alif that is then made connective 

because of the frequency of its use.<114l 

The alif of the definite article r al-J was also vowelled by a fatl).a because of the frequency 
of its use as well. o 15) 

The alif of [Form IV] r /1 "honour!" was vowelled by a fatl).a because it is not the [prefix] 

hamza of the imperative, but a disjunctive alif from r f; "you honour /masc. sing."' which 

was elided on account of the combination of the two hamzas in r J'll "I honour". 016l 

The connective hamza was not elided in the writing, so that the fmperative of the groundform 

f "he knew" [sc. r-1' !1 will not be mixed up with the imperative of [Form II] r1- "he taught" 

[ sc. r1,]. If it was said that it could be recognized by the dots, we would answer that the dots 

are often omitted. Thereupon, they differentiated between ~ "cOmar" and _;;:.. "c Amr" by 
adding the w. O I 7) 

It was elided in ~ I i: "in the name of God" because of the frequency of its use. It was not 

elided in 4.., 1 ~ 1)! "recite in the name of your God" because it was so rarely used.018l 

The 3rd person of the masc. sing. of the imperative is put in the jussive mood by means of 
the Li- according to a common consensus, because the li- is similar to the conditional word 

[sc. ~! "if'] in the [particularity of] transferring. 

In the same manner, the 2nd persons [of the masc. and fem. sing. and pl.] are put in the 

jussive mood according to the Kufans, because they consider the origin of ~~I "hit!" to be 

~~ "may you hit".019l Hence the prophet, may God grant him salvation, recited [sur. 10: 

59] (l_y.. __);.ii ::J.1.i:J) "- In that, may you rejoice".020l The Li- [in ~~]was elided because of 
the frequency of its use. Then the imperfect prefix was elided to' differentiate it [sc. the im
perative] from the 2nd persons of the imperfect. The ¢ remained vowelless, [Fol. 13 a] and the 
connective hamza was chosen and prefixed instead of the imperfect prefix, and the influence 

of the marker of the future was given to it, just as the action of ~~ was given to the [ conjunc

tion]fa- before~~ "many", as in the poet's saying: 
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"And many a pregnant woman suckling her baby such as you I have come to by night and I 
diverted her from her squint-eyed child with an amulet".<120 

According to the Basrans, it [sc. the imperfect] is undeclinable<122i because verbs are by 
principle undeclinable.<123l But somehow, the imperfect was made declinable because of a simi
larity between it and the noun. Such a resemblance did not remain between it [sc. the noun] 
and the imperative after the elision of the imperfect prefix.024l Thereupon, it was said that 

l_y-).:ii is declinable according to a common consensus because of the existence of the cause 

of the declension, which is the imperfect prefix. 

Both the energetic nuns are suffixed to the verb of command to intensify the order, e.g. 

-:;~ "may he hit!", 0[,~ "/3 masc. dual", J.~ "/3 masc. pl.", ~~ "/3 fem. sing.", 
,, ; ,, ,, ,, ,,,, ,, 

0[,~ "/3 fem. dual", 0~~ "/3 fem. pl." and similarly -:;;.,1 "hit! /2 masc. sing. (im-
perative En. I.)" etc.025l - - -

The b is vowelled by a fatl:ia in :;~ to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants and 

the n is vowelled by a fat}:la for the sake of alleviation. 

The ii of ly~ "let them hit!" [resulting in:;~] is elided with the sufficiency of the 
,, ,, ,, ,, 

~amma. The f of -s-.),1 "hit /2nd person of the fem." [resulting in ~.),I] is elided with the 
sufficiency of the kasra. The a of the dual is not elided with the sufficiency of the fat}:la so that 
there would not be any confusion with the sing. The doubled n is vowelled by a kasra after the 
alif of the dual because of its resemblance to then [Fol. 13 b] of the dual.<' 26l Then which 

marks the indicative is elided in 0 l,~ j.b because what precedes the doubled n becomes 
invariable.< 127l 

The separating a is infixed in 0~~ "let them hit! /fem. pl." to avoid the combination of 
the nuns.028l - -

The predicament of the single n is the same as the predicament of the double n, except that 
it is not suffixed after both alifs [sc. the alif of the 2nd persons of the masc. and fem. dual of 

the imperative En. II resulting in ~[,.),I and the alif infixed in the 2nd fem. pl. of the impera-

tive En. II resulting in ~~.),I], to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants at the ex
tremity.029i But according to Yunus [and to the Kufans], it is suffixed on the analogy of the 
doubled one.030l Both of them [sc. the energetic nuns] are suffixed to the verb in seven cases 
because they contain the meaning of the order: 

- The imperative, as was mentioned. 

-The prohibition, e.g.~~ 'l/ "do not hit!". 

- The interrogation, e.g.-:;~ j.b "will you hit?". 

- The optative, e.g. -:;~ ~ "I wish you would hit". 

- The request, e.g. -:;~ 'l/1 "are you not going to hit?". 
-The oath, 
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e.g. :;~ :I .J:i~ "by God, do not hit!".(131) 

- The negation is rarely used because of its resemblance to the prohibition, e.g. :;~ :I 

"do not hit!", and the prohibition is similar to the imperative in all respects, except that it is 
declinable according to a common consensus. 

The passive voice of the patterns mentioned occurs in the perfect, e.g. ~ ~ "he was hit" 

etc., and in the imperfect, e.g. ~~ "he is being hit" etc. The purpose of using it is either to 

express the baseness of the subject, its sublimity, celebrity, anonymity, the dread from it or the 
fearing for it.032l 

It is specified with the pattern ~ in the perfect because [Fol. 14 a] its meaning, which is 

the reference of the verb to the object is not rational. This is why its pattern which is ~. was 

also made irrational. Hence no noun occurs according to this pattern except ~~ "a mountain 

goat" and ~,~ "ajackal".(133l 

It occurs in the imperfect according to ~ because this pattern is as well irrational as it is 

similar to J1.~ in the vowels and in the sukun, and there is no noun that occurs according to 

this pattern. 
It occurs in the derived patterns of the triliteral verbs in the perfect by vowelling the 1st 

consonant by a c,lamma and the consonant before the last one by a kasra, e.g [Form IV] r fl 
"to be honoured", and in the imperfect, by giving the 1st mobile consonant a c,lamma and the 
consonant preceding the last one a fat}:la in conformability with the triliteral, except in seven 
forms in which the 1st prefixed consonant and the vowelled consonant are given a c,lamma and 
the consonant preceding the last one is given a kasra, namely: 

1- [Form V] ~-

2- [Form VI] ~ ~-

3- [Form VIII] ~1. 

4- [Form VII] ~1. 

5- [Form XIV of the triliteral or Form III of the quadriliteral] Jw1. 

6- [Form X] JL.1. 
7- [Form XII] ~ ~1,o34l 

The 1st radical was vowelled by a c,lamma in the first two forms so that they would not be 

mixed up with the imperfect of [Form II] J.-1 [sc. ~] and of [Form III] ~~ [sc. ~_;;; in 

the pause] respectively. The 1st mobile consonant was vowelled by a c,lamma in the five re
maining forms, so that there would be not be any confusion with the imperative in the pause, 

i.e. if you say [concerning Form VIII] ~13 by vowelling the t with a fat}:la instead in the 

passive voice in the pause by connecting the hamza and ~13 in the imperative, they were 

necessarily mixed up, so the t was vowelled by a c,lamma to avoid the confusion, and the re
maining [forms] were made commensurable to it,( 135) 
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§ 4. 
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:J ~ : ~I., o ;J ...:,';J : 0½ ;J ~ :~ ;.b ~UI ..:.r.:,.., ~ I:;__,.; + : ._J':J/ ;J 

;J ~I : ~I ;J ...:,';J : 0½ ;J ..:;.,..;-S_, :..;-S.., /.:,.. ~UI • _ ...... : ~L. ~ ~:II .)...l + 

... ~ UJ I_, A-V / S ~ ..,_;.. L, : ~ V I J .b j .ii> ::, ~ : j.i!...J I j _h i / J ~ U : ~ ~ 

: e:L-' ;J ~L..11 :~I ;I u..o :Zii....JI ; ::, I 0~_, : 0 ~_, A I.lb J:-,.:;.-11 .y ~ :'½ 

: ·~ I • /::, I - : --c'lr-!1 ;J j .JI, ::, ~ --c' t_G...:::,3 0~3 : 0~3 t_G...:::,.., 'I ;J c-L.., 
1::, Ju :Ju.., , , ;J s .JI, ::, ~ r--"13 ~13 :~13 .r-"13 1J s ::,- :--c'~ ;::, 1 ·~ 

~ + : ~ 1 r ;~ ~I ~ + : ~ ;~ ~I ~ + : ~ ; o I J-,-o->-1 : J-,-o->-½I 

; I - / 2l _J.,,..; 1 ; ~ r-> 1 r:, + / 1) _J.,,..; 1 ; o I - : <~ 1 t ; ::, ._J>t : j>L::J I ;~ .b ::, ~ I 
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§ 4. The active participle0 36l 

It is a noun which is derived [Fol. 14 b] from the imperfect denoting the subject, whereby the 
accident caused by its verb exists. It is derived from it [sc. the imperfect] because of the simi
larity that exists between them both in occurring as the epithet of the indefinite noun and for 
other reasons [which have been mentioned].037l 

Its pattern [ of the groundform of] the triliteral is according to J.- ~ with the imperfect prefix 

elided from ~ ~ "he hits" and the ii infixed because of its lightness between the 1st and the 

2nd radical. The reason why it was not prefixed is that it would resemble the 1st person of the 
sing. [ of the imperfect]. 

The 2nd radical was vowelled by a kasra because: 
- If it was vowelled by the marker of the accusative [sc. the fat}:ia] it would resemble the 

perfect of the pattern [of the ma$dar of Form III] LG,~ [sc. ~ ~] . 

- If it was vowelled by a ~amma the heaviness would be unavoidable. 
- If it was vowelled by a kasra it would be mixed up with the imperative of the pattern [ of 

the ma$dar of Form III] LG,~ [sc. ~ ~], but it was retained in spite of that, because it was 

necessary. It was said that the choice [of the pattern] which could cause a confusion with the 
imperative is prior, because the imperative is derived from the imperfect, and the active parti
ciple is similar to it [in its derivation]. 

The assimilated epithet occurs according to these patterns, e.g. J) "fearful", ~ "per-

verse, stubborn",~ "hard, rigid",~ "witty",~.~~ "polluted", ~"handsome",~ 

"rough", "t ~ "courageous", ~ ~ "coward", ~ l..:;,b. "thirsty", J_;.1 "squinting", which per

tain to the conjugation Jj, with the exception of six which occur derived from the conjuga

tion J:j, e.g. ~1 "foolish", J.)..1 "unskillful, clumsy", r'.:iT "brown", ;_~1 "careless, silly", 

~1 "brown" and ~1 "lean, meagre". Al-A~maci added ~½I "non-Arab, dumb, speech

less", [Fol.15 a] and al-Farra" said that ~1 is from ~ which is a dialectal variant of~. 

In the same manner Jj.. "to be unskillful", ~ "to be brown" and ~ "to be lean" occur, 

which I mean are formed according to Jj as a dialectal variant. ( 138l 

The :.,W1 that expresses the superiority [or excess] of the active participle039l is formed 

from the groundform of the triliteral, and not from its derived forms or from verbal adjectives 
that denote colors or deformities. 

It is not formed from the derived patterns because of the impossibility of maintaining all of 

its consonants within the pattern :.,WL 
It is not formed from verbal adjectives that denote colors040l or deformities because in them 

:.,W1 denotes the epithet, and so the confusion would be unavoidable. 

It is not formed 
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~ ~I ~ ~ 1 t ~ vj.; ~WI ~ ~ 1 ~ Jy.ill ~ 
;,\$JI • :i.,,.L,J J -~11 .:, •• lrl.JI -.½ J 1 lrl.ilJ .....l,._,.. l;J:; L.::J1I .1.1 r ~ ~.) ~ v- w .) v- . i..r . • r~ 

r ~ 0-":~ :,: I I d ~ 0-"'° J..i.:~J ~.) J~ I v.J .:1 J .. ..l.J I ~ ~ I ~ ~ 1.J 

<~.) • ~~ ~_no-JI .:;-o ·V~ .:;-o ~1.) _,_;l.)_)I .:;-o ~1~1.) ~l..b1 _y'.) J~I 

~ Jy.ill ~ vl$' l~j .:=..::_,1I.J * __,.$'.:.JI ~ '-?~.) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~LJI ...., 1 o * 

, ~ <Lo....,½I .:11~ 0-"'° :.:.J.$JI ~ l~j ~j J~I.J ~WI .:r.:-! h_,..; y~.J ~ 

.:;-o ~? ~I C~ ~j) Jk:i .J~ ~ ~WI ~ _y, Lo "-! ._;., ..u.) ;(b._.1.) ~-~ 

vl$' l~j ~_,JI.) __,.$'.:.JI ~ '-?~.) 0 ~ WL:-JJ J_;_; ~ <~.) • <~I 

\ ~G ~ J~I ~ J_;_; ~ Ju;..)-:;,;_ ~~.) -:~ ~L-:! ~ ~L; ~ 
<~.) • ~ J.u.U Wl, ~Lil.I J_;_; ~ Jy--WJ ~ ~ <l_,:...,~I J=I.J ~_.,t.. 
;J""-- :3 ~l..i..U WL:-1I.J V-1I ~ .!I~ Y'.J 1-~ ~.) -:~ ~ WL:-JJ 

1 r +.) f~.J ~l~.J ~.J ~.J ~.)).) ~-:'I~.) ~Ll.J ~)G..J JI~.) -:~ 

~~ ~ J~ ;;: -~' : ~ ~ Lo 1.J . ~ ;; ..r.:-> ½ I ~ I ~ .::..:: _,..l l.J __,..$' .:U I '-?.~.) 

~-~ ~ .J L ~WJ '-?i.JI J_;_; ~ <411 J.;.--½ t vl.J ~1 ~~~ j l)t:; LS 

1 o Lo _y-S.) ~~ ~ J-:-i:-1I ~ ~ * .:1~1 J>t::.11 ~ .:r ~.) -~ ~½ T 1, * 

Fols. 15a-16a 

-: ~:1~1_., 1.b ~ J_.,1_., ~ ~I : ~:1~1_., ~I.kl t 1.b > j Jb ixs:.JI J + : .:1__,.....k r 

lib .:_;j_., + : ~ o i> <~ ~UJI i'"""'I j-..J : ~UJI 0~_., o-t ;J µ1 :J__,...til /~ 

:~UJI ;J ~ :~ V I'-:' ? ~1.rl_., 2 ~~ :c-,'.Y."--' ~ i ;J ~ Jy-i.o :J__,....ill 

' /.:, I - :~ lj ~ "-:' "-:').3 l?.I + :~I ii /~ .b "-:' .::->~ :C~ ;J ~ "-:' ~~ 

Jb .:, ~ ~ IJ : ~ I_., , • 1 .:1 - : ~ J_.,.-j I I U I.:, : U I.:, ••• J ~_., 1 .:1 - : ~.r.-"" ~ ~_., 

, r 1.b ~Li.II r--'I LlL.ll ~_., :J ~ .:1 "-:' ~Li.II Lll:-- ~_., : ~Lil.I WL;JI_., 1 , ;J 

:.b > ~ - =~.., !Jb u..,~.., ~.., :~_., "i;j_.,).., !Jb ~L.::..,;_., :~L.., 1~ ~~.., ::(..~_., 

, r 1.b _r::-1....._., ii~_., ii...._._., :.+_., ... ~I~_., lib ~ :(...I~_., :~I~_., ;J ..:b....._., 

~..u :~~ It I'-:' :U.r->-" ~ :.b .:, J_r.>-i :J_r.>-i /.:, l..l : c;)_., I'-:' ~I :~I 

;J .b > j Jb .:1 ~ "-:' - : .:1~1 lib "-:' - ='-¥ -0½ 1 o ;J .J + :)k.. lib ~ 0 1.:;JI : .~I ;J 
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to denote the superiority of the J~ "passive participle", so that it will not be mixed up with 

the superiority of the ~ I.; "active participle". If it is asked why the situation was not reversed 
in order to avoid the confusion, we answer that granting [the superiority] to the subject is prior 
because it is it which is intended, and the object is of secondary importance in the sentence. It 

is also possible to universalize the subject and not the object. However, the examples ~1 

~I d~ 0-° "more preoccupied than the owner of the two butter jars"04I) denoting the 

superiority of the passive participle, ~':I~ 1_) ~ u,.;, 1 .J1b "he is the one among them who gives 
more freely and bestows more liberally" [denoting the superiority] of the derived forms [sc. 

Form IV],042) and ;;i;'.:~ 0-° ~1 "more stupid than Habannaqa"043l denoting [the superiority 

of one of] the deformities, are anomalous. The active participle occurs according to the pattern 

~ e.g.~ "helper". The masc. and the fem. become of common gender in it [Fol.15 b] if 

it had the meaning of the passive participle, e.g. ~ "murdered" and ~_;.. "wounded" to 

differentiate[~ with the meaning of] the active participle from [the one with the meaning 

of] the passive participle,044) except if the word is counted among the nouns, e.g. ½.-~ "a 

female victim" and ~1._ ,1 "a female foundling".0 45l It [sc. the pattern] with the meaning of the 

active participle was formed according to it [sc. ~] in the words of the Allmighty [sur. 7: 

54] (~I 0-° ~) JJ1 c~ 0D "Verily God's mercy is nigh unto them who do well".046lit 
, , 

occurs according to Jy.1 to denote intensification, e.g. ~ "one who is offering great resist
ance". 047) The masc. and the fem. become of common gender if it has the meaning of the 

active participle, e.g.~~ ~ 1..r j "a patient woman" and~~~~ "a patient man", o43l but it is 

said concerning Jy.1 denoting the passive participle, e.g ~}-> ~I.:. "a she-camel for milking". 

The common gender was given to ~ that has the meaning of the passive participle and to 

Jy.1 that has the meaning of the active participle, so that they are both treated equally. It also 

occurs to denote intensity, e.g.~~ "having an intense degree of patience", /~~ ~ "a 
sword which cuts off quickly" which is common to the instrumental noun and to the pattern 

that denotes the intensification of the active participle, 049l "~ "very sinful",~~ "very large", 

J 1.:,l "very tall", t,>G, "very learned", ~ Ll "a great genealogist", ~_) 1_.i "one who hands down 

poems or historical facts by oral tradition",~_)) "very timid", ~ "prone to laughter", ~ 

"very ridiculous", t, I~ "a man who quickly cuts the tie of affection", r ~ "often diseased" 

and~ "one who uses much perfume".o5oJ The masc; and the fem. were made common in 

the last nine patterns because they are so rarely used. As for their saying t...s:.:.... "poor /fem. 

sing.", it is sylleptic to~~ "poor".05I) [Fol. 16 a] Likewise they said JJI ~~~ i.$' "she is 

God's enemy", in spite of the fact that the h [sc. the t marbufa] is not to be suffixed to the 

pattern Jy.1 with the meaning of the active participle, on the analogy of~..::., "female friend", 
because it is its opposite in meaning. osz) Its pattern in the forms beyond the groundform of the 
triliteral is according to the pattern of the imperfect with the m vowelled by a c;Iamma and the 
consonant before the last one vowelled by a kasra,0 53l 
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4i~ .). _,l_,JI .:.r ~I ~_yJ_, ti.JI ..J_y-> _)-.:.....:.1 ~I ~u r;:.. y:, ~~I ~ 

.:.r J_,..,...J I ½..o ~ ~ WJ + y:, _, ~ y.l I 0-::!-' ~ ._:;y-W ~ I ~ _, ½_,.i.'.:, 
r ._;'ii z;_)c., y:, .j ZS'y->JI ~ ~LJI ~l,:; ~ ~ ~_, . ~L:. ~1 .:.r ~~_, +1 

-~ ~I ~_, ~I ~Y._, ~1.::.JI 0_,:, .j LS ~I .h...._, :i.J~ _)~ 

Fol. 16a 

r 11 0_yS : 4,_yS l./1, 4y-SJ : 4:,y5' -). l.i1> ~ ~ ..,.. ._j3J-> :..,jJ-> l./1, ~13 :~u 1 

~ I : ;,;,S' _r-! I 1.1 .i1> ~ 3 : ,j-!3 r I I - : J__,.....;.ll ... ~ 1 .1 .:.r.:c.A : ..,.. ~A : ~fo 

I->- ~ :~ 1.1 ._, ~I : ~I t ;.1 ~I :~ 
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e.g. r _):: "a man who treats you with respect". The m was chosen because of the impossibility 
of prefixing any of the weak consonants and because of the proximity of the m to the w in 
being formed by the lips. Them was vowelled by a <;lamma to differentiate it [sc. the active 

participle] from the noun of place [sc. the pattern~]. 

As for ~ "loquacious in his speech" from [Form IV] + 1 "to prolong in the speech" as 

a pattern of the active participle that has the form of the passive participle, and~~ "a grown

up boy" from [Form IV] ~1 "to grow up", they are anomalous.<154l 

The consonant preceding the t that marks the fem. is given a marker of invariability which 

is a vowel, e.g. ~) . .::, "hitting /fem. sing.", because it becomes holding the position of the 

middle of the word, as the case of [the consonant preceding] the energetic n°55l and they of 
the relative noun or adjective.056l Its vowel is the fat]:ia because of its lightness. 
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§ 5. 

J~ 0_;3 ~ j~ I 0'° ~ _, . j.-JJ I ~ (! _, .) ~ <J° ~ i I ~ _, 

r __,-i...:J ..wl~I il.i. ~I J.;.-.:il_; . ~ ~l:l ~~ <:.r" ~ y,3 ~_,~ ~ 

__,w JW~I '-:"'l: J~ ~ ':j ~ ~I ~ ~ ,'-:"'~ __,w :J.JI .__;_r> 

il.,\..o_j':J *~I ~1 ~ ~~ __,W ~__,..l½ v-4. ':J j> ~1)1 ~ ~ ,'"="'~ 

, ~L. J~ w-'.:i ~~1 J~ _;;,_, "'"="'-'~ __,w ~L.:J1 ~ i+°)IS J F 
µ. <:.r" ~~I;}- ~1 ~WI 1 4 ~I J ~~ ~ j> ~__,.113 JW<jl 

_.,.. ~-•. 1 ,. , ;;l..>I·' L,_,j J -~'I -~. '1~(j '1~[; LlJI I~[; jl '1:~-. 
1.1 .., ~ _,... •• _,..,.....,. ~ U- 3 U- v"' - '3 v ...r--:'-3 

.S:;._: 0

: yN __,.;:-:i1 ~ L. ~ ~WI~ ~ j~I _y}:-

Fols. 16a-16b 

... ~ o-t I.lb ..,.. ..,., J 3y-> : Jy-> t 1 .... ., j->.,13 :J->.,L.,; ;..,. J 3~ : ..,.,3~ r 

i 1...,., i..,_,._J : il~'ll 11 ~I : ~1 1rs margin : ..,.,_'.,..,.. ""'W o ;l's margin : '-:'_;-AA 

_;;,3 :_;.... 11 1 .... ""'WL.. :""'W 1.b j.?-' .;r- )~I :.JJ> ., ~ :(...?-' .:r- )~I + : 0 l.:;JI 

I .lb 0j3 : ~ \ / j ~ : ~ 3 I..,. u l.:.-1.,J : j ;; l.:.-1_,...lJ : I .::., ~ l:,.l : ;; ~ 1:,1 /., --:'" '-:' 

;J ., Js-WI 1 1 : Js-WI 

--' I i * 
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§ 5. The passive participle< 157l 

It is a noun which is derived from [the passive voice] ~ denoting the one [or thing] on 

whom or on which the act falls upon. 

Its pattern in [the groundform of] the triliteral is according to the pattern J~, e.g.~__,~ 

"he is hit /masc. sing.". It is derived from~~ "he is hit" because of a similarity between 

them both. Them was prefixed instead of the prefixed consonant [of the imperfect] because of 

the impossibility of prefixing a weak consonant, so it became~_;,..:. Then the m was vowelled 

by a fat}:la so that it would not be mixed up with the passive participle of the pattern [ of the 

ma~dar of Form IV] JWI [sc. J,l:], so it became ~~- Then the r was vowelled by a 

c,lamma so that it would not be mixed up with the noun of place so it became ~~- Then the 

c,lamma was lengthened [Fol. 16 b] because the pattern :_i.;I. does not exist in their [sc. the 

Arabs'] language without a t so it became ~ __,~. 

The modification [ of the structure in relation to the root] concerns the pattern of the passive 
participle of the [groundform of the] triliteral, and not the patterns of the remaining verb forms 
or the noun of place, so that it would be similar in the modification to the active participle [ of 

the triliteral]. I mean that the active participle of~ and~ was modified to become~ L;, 

in spite of the fact that the analogy would have required ~ I.; and :_i;, L;, so the pattern of the 

passive participle was also modified because of a similarity between them both. 
Its pattern in the forms beyond the groundform of the triliteral is according to the pattern of 

the active participle, but with the consonant preceding the last one vowelled by a fat}:la, e.g. 

~:. 

0 

: "extracted from" .< 153l 
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§ 6. The nouns of time and place059l 

The noun of place is a noun derived from ~ denoting the place with respect to the occur

rence of the act therein. 
Them was prefixed [instead of the imperfect prefix] as in the passive participle because of 

a similarity between them both in being the recipients of the occurrence of the verb therein. 
Thew was not infixed [as in the passive participle] so that it would not be mixed up with it. 

Its pattern of the conjugation~ is~. e.g. ~Lll "the place of departure", except in 

the verb with 1st weak radical, as its 2nd radical is vowelled by a kasra, e.g.~ :,...:JI "the place 

of a promise or an appointment" and ~:,...:JI "the place that is dreaded",060) so that it would 

not be believed that its pattern is ~ .:,1, e.g. ~~~;.. "a sock or stocking" ,< 16n which is neither a 

noun of place or time. It is not accepted with a kasra either because ~) does not exist in 

their [sc. the Arabs'] language. · 

Its pattern of the conjugation [Fol. 17 a] µ is j.J..:, except in the verb with 3rd weak 
. . 

radical, as its 2nd radical is vowelled by a fat}:ia, e.g. ~;JI "a place of throwing or shooting 

arrows" / 162) to avoid the combination of the kasras. 

The pattern ~ is not to be formed of ~ because of the heaviness of the <;lamma. 

So the noun of place was divided between the patterns j.J..: and ~. and the following 

eleven nouns were given to the pattern j.J..: : ~I "the place where a sacrifice is offered 
. . 

during a religious festival", ~_;...JI "the place where animals are slaughtered, slaughterhouse", 

: .. ~: J1 "the place where a plant grows", 2LJI "the place of ascent or rising", '.J./· ·._11 "the 

place where the sun rises, the east", ~ j..JI "the place where the sun sets, the west", '.J)_:JI 
. . 

"the place of division, the crown of the head", ~I "the place where anything falls", ~I 
. . 

"the place where one dwells, habitation", ~;JI "the place on which one rests, the elbow", 

and :..;...JI "the place of prostration in prayer, a mosque".063l 

The remaining patterns occur formed upon the pattern ~ because of the lightness of the 

fat}:ia. 

The noun of time is similar to the noun of place, e.g. ~ I ~ "the time or place of the 

killing of }:Iusain". 
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§ 7. 

j.:.il I 0_,...;.; ~ I Ju ~ 0-"' _, . ~ ~ _, :U)U µ V""' ~ r---' I _,.A_, 

r .:.r.:_, ~ Jy--W ~I .:;.._r-S_, .:UW ~I_, o~ ~ L11_, :J)U ~I_, ~_,..JJ 

y,:, ~ I_, ~ I r _,_;:... .~_, . ~ ~ _, ~ ~ y,:, ~ ~ 0_j_, ~ .~_, ~ _,11 

~I_, -.b..: 0 '.,II :) ~ .L-..½1 -,I~ <J° 0 1.u ~_r.::-w Jt:; , pi_, ~I 

i -J~I_, ~'.4JIS' • . .:ii__,.;..) .ill~_, :U~ ~-' * .~JI I~ r-'I ...., 1 v * 

Fols.17a-17b 

I.lo J---,.. + : .~_., t ;I ~_r-S_., : ..:;.,_r-S_., lj ~ :U...... 0:;_., Js- .~_., + :t"'°y,11 r 

i ;I - :) ;~ ~ ..ul .__._) + =~.r.:--- 1.1-> '-:-' .1..i..JI :.b.......JI o ;J __,.,lyi. :__,..lyi. 

~~ ._;.JI~ : ~ I - :/i...'...JI_., ~....'...JL..S' I-> ..:;.,1_.,......~1 :wl_r>i ;.l:, ~ + :i""'"'I 

lj ~_,.:,JI_., 
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§ 7. The noun of instrument064l 

It is a noun which is derived from ~ denoting the instrument, and its pattern is 'J.lo. 
Hence, the grammarians said that ~I is for the noun of place, ~I for the noun of 

instrument, li:ill for the noun that expresses the doing of an action once065l and u:.J1 for the 

noun of kind. 066l 

The m was vowelled by a kasra to differentiate it from the noun of place. 

It occurs formed upon the pattern J ~. e.g.:_,., I~ "a pair of scissors" and C ~ "a key". 0 67l 

It occurs with the 2nd radical and the m vowelled by a <;lamma, e.g. ~ "an instrument 

for introducing medicine into the nose" and~ "a sieve". Sibawaihi said that both these 

nouns are counted among the nouns [ which are not derived], i.e. that ~ and ~ are 
respectively the names of these recipients [Fol. 17 b] and not nouns of instrument, and so are 

their cognates, e.g.:;~ "a thing [ or pot or vase] in which oil, flash or phial was put" and '",J'l.o 
"a thing with which one bruises, brays or pounds".068l 
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11.2.1. COMMENTARY 

The Strong Verb 

(11) For a general study of ~I "the Strong Verb" see Mu'addib, Ta$rf/ 147-184, lbn 

Ya'is, Muluki38-45, Zangani, '/zzi2-6, Far}:iat, Bal:zt 16-51, 'Abd al-I:Iamid, Ta$rf/607-608, de 
Sacy, 149-225, Wright, 52-68, Blachere, 38 sqq., Bakkus, Ta$rf/84-97, 'Abd al-Ra}:iim, $arf 
18-21. For a comparative study with corresponding forms in some of the other Semitic lan
guages see Brockelmann, Grundriss 504 sqq., Wright, Comparative Grammar 161-226. 

(12) This is an important question that Ibn Mas'ud discusses by referring to the Basrans' (for 
a detailed presentation of these grammarians and their works see Brockelmann, SI, 158-177, 
GAL I, 96-116, Fltigel, Schulen 26-114, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 28-115) and the Kufans' (for a 

detailed presentation of these grammarians and their works see Brockelmann, S I, 177-184, 
GALI, 117-124, Fltigel, Schulen 117-180, Sezgin, Geschichte IX, 116-150) debate. 

According to the Arabic grammatical tradition, the Basran "school" has been established by 

al-Mubarrad in Bagdad with his work Tabaqiit al-nal:,,wiyin al-ba$riyin ( cf. lbn al-N adim, Fihrist 
59). Facing al-Mubarrad in Bagdad, was his rival, the Kufan Ta'lab (d. 291/904) (Ta'lab, A}:imad 
b. Ya}:iya b. Yasar al-Saybani, see Suyuti, Bugya I, 396-398, Zubaidi, Tabaqiit 155, lbn al
Anbari, Nuzha 293, Ya.gut, Mu 'gam V, 102-146, Qifti, Inbiih I, 138, Brockelmann, GAL I, 121-

122, SI, 181-182, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 141-147, IX, 140-142), who was a follower of al
Kisa'i (d. 183/799) (al-Kisa'i, 'Ali b. I:Iamza b. 'Abd Allah see Suyuti, Bugya II, 162-164, 
Brockelmann, GAL I, 117-118, SI, 177-178, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 117, IX, 127-131) and 

al-Farra'. It was Ta'lab with his Kitiib ibtiliif al-nal:zwiyin (which is not preserved), who paved 
the way for the genre of grammatical debates between the schools (cf. Fleisch, Esquisse 10). 
The historical reality of both these schools has been however challenged (for discussions see 
Versteegh, Elements chapter 5, Zayd Ibn 'Ali's commentary 9-11, Bernards, Traditions 93-98, 
Owens, Foundations 9, Theory 2-3, Talman, 'Ayn 278-280). What is agreed upon is that the 
Basrans and the Kufans are known to have adopted two different attitudes towards the Arabic 
language (for a discussion concerning their methods see Fleisch, Traite 7-11 ). The Basrans are 
known to be normative and orthodox wheras the Kufans are known to be descriptive and het

erodox (cf. Suyuti, Iqtiriil:z 100, Weil in his introduction to lbn al-Anbari, ln$ii/ 47, Carter, 
Sirbini 195 note 9.4 (3), $mf299-304). This does not mean however that the Kufans neglected 
the grammatical analogy (cf. Versteegh, Elements 111). It is thanks to them that many of the 
interesting linguistic features that deviate from Classical Arabic have been presented, discussed 
and preserved (cf. Blau, Judaeo-Arabic 9 note 4). Concerning the grammatical terminology, 
the Basran terminology is more known than the Kufan one. Carter, $arf, Mat}zumi, Madrasa, 
especially 303-316, Troupeau, Lexique 15-16, Ragi}:ii, F arrii ~ Versteegh, Grammar 9-16 have 
contributed in revealing some of its obscurities. Concerning some well-known studies (for a 
detailed presentation see Sezgin, IX, 23-24) that deal with the debates of both these "schools", 

the three following works can be mentioned: the ltjii!:z by al-Zaggagi, the ln$ii/by lbn al-Anbari 
(d. 577/1181) (lbn al-Anbari, Abu I-Barakat Kamal al-Din 'Abd al-Ra}:iman b. Mu}:iammad b. 
'Ubaid Allah, see Suyuti, Bugya II, 86-88, Brockelmann, SI, 494-495) and the Masii 'ii by al

'Ukbari (d. 616/1218) (al-'Ukbari, 'Abd Allah b. al-I:Iusain b. 'Abd Allah b. al-I:Iusain, see 

Suyuti, Bugya II, 38-40, Brockelmann, SI, 495-496). The Masii 'ii resembles the ln$ii/ in char

acter, but presents only some of the debates. 
Bagdad became the center for the successors of the Basran grammarian Mubarrad and the 

Kufan grammarian Ta'lab. Some of these grammarians mixed the doctrines of both the "schools" 
in their teachings (for a discussion concerning the opposition of both the "schools" and their 
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"fusion" see Fleisch, Traite 11-15; for a presentation of the grammarians belonging to the 
Baghdadian "school" and their works see Brockelmann, SI, 184-195, GALI, 124-132, Fltigel, 
Schulen 183 sqq., Sezgin, Geschichte /X,.151-187), whereas others showed a preference for 
the Basran methods which finally became victorious. 

According to Mu'addib, Ta$rif 44, the ma$dar "verbal noun" has been termed as so by tJalll 
b. A}:lmad. A special definition of the ma$dar is presented by Sibawaihi, /, 11, namely 

..:::., ~ I 1 1 "the noun of the action", or 0 ~~I_, ..:::., ~ I 1 1 "the noun of both the action and 

the accident (of the agent)". Zamagsari, 16 writes: 

... 0 L:;·~ I_, ::::_,·~ I '½~ ~_, ~ .J ~ ~ I 0 ':I .ill~ ~ ~-~ I yfb" 

"-~~_, (~ ~~ yN ~--"° JI_, ~~ ~~ yN ~ JI ~_, 
"It is the ma:;dar; it was named so because the verb is derived from it, and Sibawaihi named it the 
noun indicative of the accident or ( of) both the accident and the action ... And it is divided into vague 

e.g. ~~ ~~ "I hit a hitting" and having a limited extent in space or time, e.g. ~~ ~~ 

~~ _, "I hit one hitting and two". 

The debate between the Basrans and Kufans that is presented by lbn Mas'ud, concerns the 
ma$dar and the verb. The ma$dar is considered as being the origin of derivation according to 
the Basrans (for an introduction to their opinions see Zaggagi, i<J,a}:t 56, lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 65, 
ffa$a 'i$ I, 113, 119, 121, lbn al-Anbari,/n$aJQ. 28, 102-107,Asrar69, 71, 176), whereas the 
verb is considered as being the origin of the derivation according to the Kufans (for an intro
duction to their opinions see lbn al-Anbari, ln$aJQ. 28, 102-109, Qirawani, Musakkil fol. 15; 
for a study of the debate between both schools see Zaggagi, i<J,a}:t 56-63, Zamagsari, 16-18, lbn 
al-Anbari, ln$aJQ. 28, 102-107, 'Ukbari, Masa'il 68-76, lbn Ya'is, /, 110 sqq., de Sacy,/, 278-
280, Lane,//, 1662, Bohas, E,tude 129-148). The Basrans tend to deal with the ma$dar and the 
verb as logicians whereas the Kufans tend to deal with them as philologists (cf. de Sacy, /, 280, 
my notes (13b)). As remarked below, many of the arguments presented by the Basrans offer 
some similarities with the ones that are used in other fields than the one of pure grammar. This 

occurs easily when such serious notions as J-1 "origin" and 'i; "derivative" are involved. As 

Arkoun, Logocentrisme 10 remarks: 

"A~l: source, racine, origine, fondement, signale au depart la difference inauguratrice a laquelle il 
faut sans cesse revenir pour verifier la legitimite de toute initiative humaine et du discours qui 
l'exprime. Mais !'esprit s'eloigne de la difference a mesure qu'il s'engage dans la recherche d'une 
coherence logique". 

The main idea emphasized here by Ibn Mas 'iid, is the Basrans' concept of the ma!fdar 's one
ness contra the verb's plurality. What is meant by these notions is that the ma$dar does not 
distinguish between the tenses because it points to an unlimited time, it has only one pattern, 

e.g. ~~I "the hitting" and j:iJ I "the killing" and points only to '..::.,~I "the happening". As 

for the verb it is divided into three tenses: IS'"" L. "perfect", ~ ~ "present" or J WI J J,J "a 
verb referring to present time" (for discus·sions concerning it see Zaggagi, i<J,a}:t 86-88, lbn 

Ya'is, VII, 4) and~ "imperfect". It points to a fixed time, has many patterns and points to 

two things: the happening and the time. According to lbn al-Anbari, ln$af Q. 28, 103, the 

ma$dar's reference to an unlimited time characterizes it as JlLII "the absolute" whereas the 

verb's reference to a limited time characterizes it as ~I "the limited". The Basrans' logical 
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conclusion is that just as the absolute is the origin of the limited and the number one is the 
origin of the number two, the ma.~dar is the origin of derivation of the verb (for these argu
ments see Ibn al-Anbari, In$iiJQ. 28, 103-104, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, /, 43-44). 

b) Each ma$dar is a noun whereas each noun is not a ma$dar. The ma$dar is named specifi-

cally as .!.> J..:J I I I "the noun of the action", or 0 I.:; J..:J ~ ..::.i J..:J I I I "the noun of both the 

action and the accident [of the agent]" by Sibawaihi, /, 11 as it was mentioned. 
It is interesting to remark that the Basrans' conception of the ma$dar 's superiority in relation to 
the verb, resembles their conception of the noun's superiority in relation to the verb and to the 
particle. The superiority of the noun seems according to some ( e.g. Ibn Ginni, ff a$ii , i$ I, 41-

42) to have been determined by the sur. 2: 31 ( ~ -~ C ½I i,.:,T 'r1~) "And He taught Adam the 

nature of all things", [literally: the names, or nouns of things]". This incited Ibn Ginni, ffa$ii ,i$ 
/, 41-42 to write: 

,.,1 . .....:>...J 
...,, ,)__,----. c. 

~ Lb.l..>__, ~L-½1 r ~ '~L-4 v-:-l L... : l>byf u--'.:, ~L-½1 .ill~ 

......;.. i)(S j$J --½ ;J__, , U)l;;JI ~I 0 _;;1 ~L-½1 ..::.:,[$' ~ .:,r .ill~ ~I : j;, 

. "j-,.lJ I__, ...; _pJ I .:.r .l..> I__, JS .:.r :J.i::.J I µ I ~ ...:; __, , 1 ;JI .:.r 

"If it was said: the langage comprises nouns, verbs and particles, and it is impossible to learn about 
the nouns without the other categories. Why then, did He [sc. God in this sur.] give importance to 
the nouns only? 
One would answer: this determination is due to the fact that the nouns are the strongest among the 
three [categories]. Each statement that means something is in need of a noun, and an independent 
proposition can manage without both the particle and the verb". 

Already in the dispute presented by Ibn al-Anbari, In$iiJQ. 1, 1-6 and 'Ukbari, Masii,il 54-62 

concerning the morphological derivation of ;-.JI (for discussions concerning this word in the 

Semitic languages see Rundgren, Bildungen 152-155), the Basrans claimed that it is derived 

from ;.:..i1 "the highness, exaltedness" (for their opinions see Ibn Ginni, Tafsir 184, Ma'am, 

Risiila 133, Ibn Sida, Muba$$a$ XVII, 134, Ibn al-Sagari, Amiili II, 66), whereas the Kufans 

claimed that it is derived from ;-.~JI "the sign" (for their opinions see Ma'am, Risiila 133). The 
Kufans were mostly interested in the etymology of the word, whereas the Basrans stressed on 
the superiority of the noun, which according to their definition elevates itself above the named 
one, and is indicative of what is beneath. They added also that it was superior in rank in relation 
to the verb and to the particle. Their argument (for it see Versteegh, Zaggiigi 137-138) is that in 

nominal sentences the noun can be used as a L::: "topic" or a ~ "predicate", whereas the 

verb can only be used as a predicate, and is for this reason dependent on the agent (cf. (13)), 
and the particle cannot be used for any of these purposes. 

(13) The Basrans' argument referred to by Ibn Mas 'ud, is the independence of the ma$dar as 
a noun contra the dependence of the verb on its agent in the sentence (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, ln$iif 
103, Weiss, Subject 615, Speech 28-36, my notes (12 b)). Nouns are independent as they can 

occur in nominal sentences without any verb and.can function as topics or predicates. Further

more two nouns combined together can form a complete sentence with one of them being a 
topic and the other one a predicate ( cf. Versteegh, Zaggiigi 137). If verbs are to occur in such 
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sentences, they can only function as predicates to the nouns, and not as topics. In both verbal or 
nominal sentences, no verb can exist without that it refers to an agent, manifested or sup
pressed. In some cases the subject of a verb could be a latent pronoun,-and it should be kept 
in mind that according to most of the Arab grammarians the pronoun belongs to the same 
category as the noun, as the categories are three: noun, verb and particle (cf. (10 b), (63)) -, but 
this does not mean that the verb is deprived of a subject (for some remarks concerning the 
relations between the verb and its agents see Retso, Sentences 72). Weiss, Subject 617 writes: 

"The verb carried within itself the demand for completion into a sentence, the noun did not; hence 
the verb could function only as a predicate-expression, whereas the noun was syntactically versa
tile". 

Rundgren, Representation 112 points to the dependence of the verb with these words: 

"From another point of view I would like to repeat the fact that it is never the 'verb' in itself that 
'indicates', simply because the 'verb' is only an entity by abstraction. The verb can never as such be 
a 'component of a sentence', only as a predicate phrase qatala can have this function, or, more 
correctly, the function of being an immediate constituent of a texteme". 

b) Concerning both the main ideas of the ma$dar's oneness and independence contra the 
verb's plurality and dependence (see further Versteegh, Elements 130 sqq. for his particular 
comments concerning this question), I find it appropriate in this context to interject the follow
ing comments that refer to the fields of philosophy and theology, as it is interesting to notice 
that the Basrans are using some of the arguments of the philosophers and theologians to prove 
their views. In both these fields, the ideas concerning oneness contra plurality can be asso
ciated with the Oneness of God Who is at rest (for it see Abu Rida, Rasa 'il I, 153), as opposed 
to the plurality of the stages in the person's life (cf. Gazali, Tabernacle 57-58), before that he 
reaches a state of oneness with God (cf. Grunebaum, Islam in his 1st page to L'ideal humain 
243-282), or as opposed to the plurality of God's Signs (cf. Hallaq, lbn Taym'iya 59). God is 
independent (for discussions see ibid 51, Ibn Sina, Sija, 65 sqq, Lawkari, lfaqq 181-183, Heer, 
Existence 227), self-subsisting, whereas the created is not (cf. Gazali, Tabernacle 52). Each 
man and each created object refer to God with some of their qualities ( cf. Hallaq, lbn Taym'iya 
59-60, Ibn Taymiya, Gahd 189), which prove that they derive from Him. The unlimited time 
linked to the ma$dar (cf. (12)) can be associated with the concept of God Who does not enter in 
temporality and is Eternal (cf. Gami, Naqd 103). God is as well referred to as al-qad'im "the 
Eternal" by Abu 1-Hugail (d. 227/842 or 235/850), one of the founders of the Mu'tazilite's 
doctrines in Vitestam' s introduction to Darimi, Radd 32. This epithet is also used by Ibn Ginni, 
ff.a$a 'i$ I, 45, Suyiiti, Muzhir I, 9 and Ibn Sida, Muba$$a$ 5. In the Qur'an, God is identified 

with Time by the pagans. Sur. 45: 24 has: (;,-..JI ~! 1:,s::1~ 1:~ ~ .J .::., ;:,) "We shall die and we 

live, and nothing but Time can destroy us" (cf. Wensinck, Concordance II, 155). In the same 
manner, God's language, the Qur'an, is considered as being untouched by time (cf. Roman, 
Expression 11, Origine 14, in particular the notes, Etude I, 38). 

(14) For the little derivation or minor etymology see Suyiiti, Muzhir I, 202 204, Weiss, 
Subject 618-619, Wa{i' 353-354, Sub]:u, Fiqh 173-186, for the big derivation see Sub]:u, Fiqh 
186-209 and many of the examples mentioned by Bohas, Matrices 95-141, and for the biggest 
derivation see Ibn Ginni, ff.a$a 'i$ II, 133-139, Sub]:u, Fiqh 210-242. An early work that treats 
the subject of the big derivation is Ibn Faris, Maqay'is (for some remarks concerning it see 
Haywood, Lexicography 101-102). For the three sorts of derivation see Ibn Malik, La Alfiya in 
the "Lexique" 290, Lane, II, 1577, Bustani, Mu/:i'i! 495, Bohas, E,tude 174 in the notes; for a 
brief differenciation between the minor an the major etymology see Weiss, Wa{i' 353; for the 
derivatives see (10). 
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b) The phenomenon of the transposition of the consonants in a word (for discussions con
cerning some cases see (291), (292), (293), (294); for its occurrence in some modem Arabic 
dialects see 'Abd al-Tawwab, Tarawwur 58-60; for a developed study of the metathesis in 
some of the Semitic languages see Brockelmann, Grundriss 267-278), that distinguishes it 

from another word, is usually associated with the big derivation. In his ~ I '-;-- ½ "the chapter 
on the transposition", Ibn Faris, $al:,,ibz 202 discusses the customary procedures that the Arabs 

have of transposing the consonants, e.g. ~-~ and -~ "to attract" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir /, 282 

sqq., the notes of Barth to Ta'lab, Fa$fl:,, 28-29). There exists however a difference of opinion 

concerning both ~-~ and -~. the Kufans considering the shifting of the consonants to be a 
phenomenon of transposition whereas the Basrans considering the two different words as per
taining to two different dialectal variants (cf. 'Abd al-Tawwab, Tarawwur 60). Ibn Man~ur, /, 

573 and Lane, /, 373 precise that -~ belongs to the dialect of Tamim. 

c) An allusion to the biggest derivation is made by Ibn Faris, $al:,,ibf 201-202 within '"="'½ 

J l__;.j~ I_, J ~~ I I.} i)lSJ I v"" ~ 1 "the chapter of the conformity and distinction of word catego

ries" in which he also treats ~I_, Ml , ... r>l~-1 "the distinction between both words and 

meanings", ~I Jl.i.:il_, Ml ...J£1 "the distinction between both words and the conformity 

of their meanings", ~I ...J>l:s..l_, Ml Jl.i.:il "the conformity of both words and the distinction 

of their meanings", ~ I '.) L.:i _, MI J l.i.:i I "the conformity of both words and the opposition 

of their meanings (i.e. opposites, enantiosema)" (for Arabic works dealing with opposites see 
Ibn al-Anbari, A<;/,dad, Qutrub, A<;/,dad 241-284, 385-461, 493-544, Hafftner, A<;/,dad, for studies 
undertaken by Orientalists see Redslob, Worter, Cohen, Etudes 80-104, A<;/,dad, Giese, A<;/,dad, 
for a discussion of such words with references to some of the other Semitic languages see 

Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 67-101) and ~ I_, ~ I '-;--.J 11:i "the conformity of both words and 

meanings", which refers to the biggest derivation. As examples Ibn Faris takes up r _;.i I "the 

firmness" and ~_;.i I "the hard ground" ... ~ I "the act of munching, which is with the whole 

mouth" and ~ I "the act of gnawing, which is with the extremity of the teeth" (for examples 
see (340 c), (368), (374), and for further examples see many of those mentioned by Bohas, 
Matrices 144-152). Ibn Ginni, ff_a$Zi 'i$ II, 157-158 studies as well the meaning of the conso-

nants q and b, in ~I and ~I (cf. Subl)i, Fiqh 143). 

(15) One of the Kufans' arguments is introduced here. It pertains to the field of phonology 
and stresses the idea of the dependence of the ma$dar on the verb regarding the unsoundness or 
the soundness of the weak consonant in its structure. If a phonological change due to the un
soundness of the weak consonant is carried out in the verb, then a phonological change is 
carried out as well in the ma$dar. If the weak consonant remains sound in the verb it remains as 
well sound in the ma$dar. 

(16) It is the phonological change that is carried out in a verb due to the unsoundness of the 
weak consonant in it or the lack of change due to the soundness of the weak consonant in it, that 
determines according to the Kufans, whether the weak consonant of its ma$dar is unsound or 
sound. This dependency of the ma$dar on the verb is the reason why the Kuf ans chose to 
consider the verb as entitled to be the origin of the ma$dar (for their arguments see Ibn al-
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Anbari, Im;af 102, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, I, 45-46; for a refutation against this opinion see 

(19)). An example of a verb with the 1st radical w unsound is,~ "he promises" in the imper-

fect, underlyingly ~ ;., in which the w is elided ( cf. (244) ), which determines that its ma$dar 

is~-~ "a promise" underlyingly '...;__,with thew that is elided as well (for this elision see (247), 

Sibawaihi, II, 81, Wright, II, 118, Lane, II, 2952), and with the ta' marbilta suffixed in it as a 

compensation for this elision. Another example is rt; underlyingly r) in which the w is 

changed into an a, whose ma$dar is r ~ in which a phonological change due to the unsound 

weak consonant is carried out to accord-with the phonological change that is carried out in its 

verb, as it is underlyingly r I~ in which the w is changed into a y. Some examples of verbs in 

which the weak consonant is sound are :.,G.-;. ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 266, Zamabsari, 178) and r~ t;, 
both of which retain their 2nd radical w. It is this soundness of the weak consonant in the verb 

that leads consequently according to the Kufans, to its soundness in the ma$dar' sstructure, i.e. 

~~ and rl~ respectively. 

(17) According to the Kufans who refer to the phrase ~~ ~~ "I hit a hitting", the ma$dar 

~~ emphasizes the verb ~~ (for a refutation of this argument see (20) ). The ma$dar is the 

..JS.;. "emphasizer" and the verb is the J;;. "emphasized", and they say that it is appropriate 

that the emphasized is the origin of the emphasizer. This argument has been deduced by Abu 
Bakr Mul).ammad b. al-Qasim b. al-Anbari (d. 328/939), one of Ta'lab's pupils and one of the 
best Kufan grammarians (for him see Qifti, Inbah III, 201, Suyuti, Bugya I, 212-214, Sezgin, 
Geschichte VIII, 151-154, IX,.144-147). Another argument proposed by the Kufans that refers 
to the field of syntax which can be added here, is that the verb is the regent and governs the 
ma$dar, which is a noun, in the accusative (for discussions see Zaggagi, lrj,aJ:i 61, Ibo al-Anbari, 
ln$af 102, 'Ukbari, Masa'il 74, Suyuti, Asbah I, 130, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, I, 46-47). It has 

then a power over the noun and is so endowed to be its origin. In the phrase ~~ ~~. ~~ is 

put in the accusative by the verb ~~-

(18) According to the Basrans, the literary meaning of the word ma$dar is the place of 

issuance of the verb (for their argument see (21)). They take up the example ~)I ~~ "the 
place of issuance of the camels" and consider the place of issuance as entitled-to be the origin 
of the derivation of the action, which is the issuance of the camels. Hence the noun of place that 
is traditionally seen as derived from the verb, is in this case the place of derivation of the verb. 

The Kufans object against this argument as they regard the meaning of the pattern ~ ~ as 

being similar to the meaning of the pattern of the past participle~_,~. which is a derivative of 

the verb (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, ln$af 103). In order to defend their opinion they take up the exam-

ples ~;-which is a noun of place according to the Basrans, "a quick place of riding"-, that 

they themselves consider as the past participle ,'-:" ~; "anything which is ridden, a mount", 

and ,'-:"~which is a place of drinking according to the Basrans -, that they consider as the 
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past participle ,--=-' _,,_).: "a drink". The example ~_;:..: in the meaning of the past participle 

~.J_).: "a drink" that is used to defend the Kufans' theory, occurs in a verse said by Nu~aib, 

cited by Zagligi, ifl,al,i 62: 

"Again the freshness of the water had become sea, and my thirst augmented that the fresh drink 
became salty". 

Another variant is cited by Ibn Man~ur, /, 215: 

"Again the water of the earth became sea, and my sickness augmented that the fresh drink became 
salty". 

(19) The Basrans' arguments against the Kufans' theories which pertain to the field of pho
nology are presented here. The Kufans believe that it is the dependency of the sound or the 
unsound weak consonant in the ma$dar on the sound or the unsound weak consonant in the 
verb, that makes the verb fit to be the origin of derivation of the ma$dar (for their opinion see 
( 16) ). According to the Basrans, the phonological change of the unsound weak consonant that 
is carried out in the ma$dar, which is on the analogy of the one that is carried out in the verb, is 
only due to avoid a certain heaviness in its structure (for their arguments see Ibn al-Anbari, 
ln$af 105). According to them, this does not point to the origin or to the derivative. In order to 

defend their theory, they take up the example,~ "he promises" underlyingly ~;;,in which 

the w is elided because it occurs between the y and the kasra, which causes a heaviness in the 

structure. Thew is also elided from~ "/2 masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing." underlyingly ~ ~. 

in spite of the fact that it does not occur between the y and the kasra, so that it is similar in its 

form to ~- Another example is r j1 underlyingly r .fi1 "I honour", in which one of both 

hamzas is elided because of the heaviness of both their combination. It is also elided from r ~ 
"/2 masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing." underlyingly r .f j;, in spite of the fact that two hamzas are 

not combined in them, by analogy to r _/i ( compare the case of the imperative of Form IV r .fi 
"honour!" discussed in my notes (116)). This does not mean that the 3rd person~ or the 1st 

, 

person r _}11 is the base form of the remaining persons. Furthermore another Basran argument 

that can, be added here against the Kufan one, is that there exist verbs in which the weak 

consonant is unsound whereas the weak consonant of their ma$dars is sound. An example is 

,...:-_~ "to promise" that loses its 1st radical w in the imperfect ~. but that has also the ma$dar 

'_.,;,~ with the 1st radical w retained, and 0j~ "to balance" that loses its 1st radical win the 

imperfect~_;, but that has the ma$dar ::ij~ with the 1st radical w retained ( cf. Zaggagi, f fl,al,i 60, 

'Ukbari, Masa 'ii 75). This means that the soundness or unsoundness of a weak consonant in the 
verb is not a necessary condition for the soundness or the unsoundness of a weak consonant in 
the ma$dar. 

(20) The Basrans' arguments against the Kufans' who regard the ma$dar as the emphasizer 
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of the verb (for it see (17)) are presented here (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, In$iif 105-106, my notes to lbn 
Mas'ud, I, 46-47). According to the Basrans, the emphasized word is not the origin of deriva-

tion of the other word, but can be considered as the origin of its declension, as in ,-½j ,-½j ,,;, ~ L;,
"Zaidun, Zaidun came to me", in which the first Zaidun can only be the origin of the second 
one regarding the aspect of the declension, and the second Zaydun is not derived from it. 

Furthermore, in an example as l-!_;., ~~' it is the written ma$dar that is emphasized, and not 

the information and the time that the verb encompasses. In other words, the verb ~~ is not 

emphasized by the ma$dar l-!_;.,· Thus l-!_;., ~~ cannot be compared to the example ~~ 

~~ "I hit, I hit", in which the second verb emphasizes the first one, but rather to ~:: .•. r....:.1 
~_;., l-!_;., "I let happen a hitting, a hitting", in which the second ma$dar emphasizes the first 

one. 

b) Nouns, verbs and particles can be emphasized (for a general definition of JS;. and ...5';. 
with examples see Reckendorf, Syntax 68-69; for a general study of the emphasis see Howell, 
I, fasc. I, 389-394, Carter, Sirbfnf 294-298). A case that concerns the emphasis of a noun that 

can be presented, is jL;..1 jL;..1, that occurs in the following verse said by Miskin al-Dari.mi, 

cited by Sibawaihi, I, 108, Sirbini, Sar/:i 42, Sinqi!i, Durar I, 146, Carter, Sirbfnf 296, Howell, 
I, fasc. I, 158: 

"[Cleave to] your brother, your brother; verily he who has no brother is like one running to the fray 
without a weapon". 

c) Some cases concerning the emphasis of verbs that can be presented, are j G1 j G1 and 

~ I ~ I, that occur in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by Sirbini, Sar/:i 

42: Sinqi!l, Durar II, 145, 158, Carter, Sirbfnf 296, Howell, I, fasc. I, 392: 

"Where, to where are you hurrying with my mule? The pursuers have come to you, have come to 
you. Stop! Stop!". 

d) A case concerning the emphasis of a particle that can be presented, is ~ ~. that occurs in 

the following verse said by Gamil, cited by Sirbini, Sar/:i 42, Sinqi!i, Durar II, 159, Carter, 
Sirbfnf 298, Howell, I, fasc. I, 392: 

."1.,~·. l.ii:ii'.: -__ r·c. ~;~1 1.:1 s _, , '1 ~ ~" 
~-' • .J If ~c • r-_ [_J-/ 

"I will not, not reveal the love of Ba!na [sc. Bu!aina] for she has taken against me covenants and 
oaths". 

(21) This is the Basrans' last argument against the Kufans' theory (for it see (18)) concern
ing the ma$dar which according to them refers to the passive participle and not to the noun of 
place (see my notes to lbn Mas'ud, I, 48-50). The ma$dar is considered by the Basrans as the 
noun of place from which the action issues (cf. lbn al-Anbari, ln$iif 107; see further for the 
particular questions and views Zaggagi, lflii,IJ, 61-62 who takes up a discussion between himself 
and Abu Bakr b. al-Anbari and the interpretation of the text by Versteegh, Zaggiigf 78-79). The 
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example ~..) L; ~~ refers to the place of riding by them and ~ ~ ~~ to the place of 

drinking; and the quickness ~ 1).J I and the freshness ~3 .:i..:J I were attributed metaphorically to 

these nouns of place respectively, because of a proximity in the meaning between them, in the 

same manner as it is said in the sur. 2: 25, 61: 12, 64: 9, 65: 11, etc . ..), 1,·'.'J1 1,-: :, .,.. •• w ~ '-" '-?~ 
"Beneath which rivers flow", and the river does not flow but the water flows in it. 

(22) This sentence is quoted from Zamabsari, 96-97. The patterns that are presented are 1) 

~. 2) ~. 3) ___w, 4) :J.:.;, 5) :LW, 6) zw, 7) ~. 8) ~. 9) ~. 10) ~)W, 11) 0 >W, 12) 
,, ,, ,, ,.. 

0 >W, 13) 0 >W, 14) j-J, 15) j-J, 16) __,W, 17) _;:.;, 18) :.:w, 19) J....;, 20) JW, 21) JW, 22) 
,, ,, ,, ,.. 

JW, 23) :Jw, 24) :Jw, 25) J;;. 26) J~. 21) ~. 28) :J_;.;, 29) µ, 30) ~. 31) .c,., 
, , , 

32) :J..l:.. Two other patterns that can be added are~ W, e.g.~~ "seeking" and t;.J W, e.g.~ I_} 
"disliking" (cf. Ibn Kamal Pasa, Fala]:i 13). For a general study of the ma$dar in Arabic and in 
some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 195-196. 

b) Some other patterns that include as well other classes than the strong verb (for a study see 
Wright, I, 111-112 who mentions fourty-four forms, Howell, I, fasc. IV 1516-1517 who men
tions fourty-six forms and Ibn Malik, Lamfya verse 62-70 who mentions fourty-nine forms), 

are J.W as,::,,::,;., "being lord", ~fa as ~ 3~"beinghaughty", ~ as L~"abilitytorepel 

foes".~ C:. as :6 ~0 < "being",~ C:. as i' ,o, "becoming", Y-1:; as ~,~:r "ease", :J.....1 as .r-::- Y"'::"' y-"-' ..)3.r.:--'° - - . -
, , , 

~~ _. ',., "becoming adolescent", ~; ~ as i~3~ G.c, "affliction", ff:;:; as :z.s:' 1~ "perishing", ~ ll:. 
,, ,, ,, ,, 

as ~ C...: "displeasing" and :J.:j and j.:j as ~ and ~ "overcoming". 

c) As for some of these patterns' indications with other examples as well: 

The measure~ is from transitive verbs of the forms ~ and J.-.1, e.g. ~~ "to hit": ~ ~ 

and fa "to kill": fa. The transitive verbs refer to the doing of an action that falls on some

thing or someone contrarily to the intransitive verbs (cf. Mubarrad, Muqta(jab IV, 299, Ibn 
Ya'is, VII, 62; for a general study of the transitive and intransitive verbs see Zamabsari, 115-
116, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 62-69, Howell, II-III, 96-119; for rendering intransitive verbs transitive 
and transitive verbs intransitive see Abu I:Ianifa, Maq$ud 8). For instance in the examples 

I ~j ~~ "you hit Zaid" and ~ ~ "you talked to 'Amr" that comprehend the transitive 

verbs ~~ and ~. the action of the hitting fell upon Zaid and the action of the talking was 

made to reach 'Amr (cf. Mubarrad, Muqtarjab IV, 299). In the examples of the intransitive 

verbs r lJ "he rose" and ~,~ "he went", it is not asked on whom ~~I "the action of rising" 

and on whom ~u,.:.UI "the action of going" fell (cf. Ibn Ya'is, VII, 62). A distinctive feature 

that exists bewteen the transitive and intransitive verbs is according to Mu'addib, Ta$rif 148, 

that the pronoun of the accusative is fit to be suffixed to the transitive verb, e.g. ~~ "I hit 

him" and~ "I scolded him" whereas it is not fit to be suffixed to the intransitive verbs, e.g. 

~ "I got up" and ~ ~ "I sat down". 

- The measure :;.w is from the intransitive verbs of the form J.-.1, when indicative of colors, 
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e.g. _r-' "to be tawny": ~;,:.,. It can also be indicative of defects, e.g. ~ "inflation of the 

belly", and ~~ ~I "scrotal hernia". 

- ~>W is anomalous, e.g. 13) "delayed payment", ~ t;J. An example formed according to this 

measure is ~ G "hatred" ( cf. Ibn Man~ur, IV, 2335), which is also allowable with the fat):ia of 

the 2nd radical as it has been read by some in the sur. 5: 3 <t~ ~G ~:~~ ~) "And let not 

the hatred of some people in (once) shutting you out". ~>Wis indicative of violent motion, e.g. 

J~ "to go round about": ~~;.., and lj "to leap": ~l~j. 

-The measure j.J is from the intransitive verbs of the form J,.-1, e.g.~; "to be sick": :_,..,;, 
- -

and c) "to be glad": "cJ. 
-The examples formed according to the form~ are 13~ "guiding" and 13;, "journeying by 

night". 13·~ has been treated both as a masc. noun and as a fem. (compare the ma~dar ,--:-'~ 

used as fem. or masc. in the examples presented by Wright, II, 181 ~~ l:?::.:~~1 and I:?::~) 
~~ "your striking caused me pain" and see further for examples Fischer, Infinitive 839-859, 

my notes (296 c)). It occurs in the following verse recited by Ibn Barriy to Yazid b. ijaggaq, 

cited by Ibn Man~ur, IV, 2850, VI, 4638 and Fischer, Infinitive 854, in which the verb 13 ~ that 

follows it, occurs as a 3rd person of the masc. sing. by Ibn Man~ur, IV, 2850 and Fischer, 
Infinitive 854, and as a 3rd person of the fem. sing. by Ibn Man~ur, VI, 2850: 

· "13_~ 13-/411_, L~l$11 ~ ~1~ ~).JI :.:0 -<G,1 '...iJ~" 
"And verily, the Path has been illuminated for you, and the accesses to the noble deeds have been 
made clear, as the [sc. your] leadership has helped [you on the way]." 

- The measures J W, e.g. J ~ "being comely", :J _,.J, e.g. t._ __,L "salty", :J W, e.g. t I_)' 

"generosity" and :.,W, e.g. :;..: "beauty", are from the form j.:j which is indicative of a state 

or descriptive of a quality (for this form see (34)). 

- The measure J W is indicative of: 

a)-sound, but not as frequently as JW and µ, e.g. ~1.:r "crying of the he-ostrich". 
- -

b )-the time of the accident being close, e.g. '.:i ~ "season for reaping". 

c)-refusal, e.g. J1 "to refuse", ,<~!; and il "to run away",'..:;~~-

- The measure J W (for a study see Diem, Fu <a/ 43-68) is usually indicative of: 

a)-ailment, e.g. ~ "to cough": J ~-
b )-sound, e.g. t;.., "to scream": tC.:.,. 
In some cases, both J W and µ are used for sound, e.g. d-~ and ti~ from t;.., "to 

scream", and , : and , G from - -: "to bark". C:: C· C":-' 
-The measure :Jw is from the transitive or intransitive verbs of the form Jw, when indicative 

of a craft or an office, e.g. -. :.<: "to write": ~ ~-
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- The measure J~ (for a linguistic study with statistical results see Mala'ika, Fu 'iii 3-30) is 

from the intransitive verbs of the form j.:.;, e.g. 6 "to bow": t}:'., and Ji'.) "to enter": 

J,,;-'.J. 
- As for the measure J;.1, the only example formed according to it according to al-A~ma'i, 

referred to by Mu'addib, Ta$rif 51, is J~ "accepting". 

- ...s'.J,:, formed according to the measure J~ occurs in the sur. 51: 55 ~ 0 '_}:.:JT0J,1 _;{':,~) 

~_:;.:jl) "But teach (thy Message): For teaching benefits the Believers". It also occurs in the 

following verse said by Gamil, D'iwiin 159, cited by Mu'addib, Ta$rif 53: 

"O heart, give up remembering Bu!aina! For even if you do love her, she is enervated and will not 
grant you [anything]". 

For a detailed presentation of the measures see Sibawaihi, //, 224-264, Zaggagi, Gumal 354-
358, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 44-58, lbn Ya'is, VI, 43-47, lbn Malik, Liim'iya 244-247, Volck/Kellgren, 
lbn Malik 16-20, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1516-1529, Vernier,/, 156-162, Wright,//, 110-114, 
Fleisch, Traite I, 349 sqq. 

(23) The example W ~ that is formed according to the pattern of the ac ive participle Js- 1.1, 

replaces the ma$dar l.. I.;; that is formed according to J W, and has its meaning. ·w ~ ~ said 

instead of LI.;; ~ occurs in the following verse cited by lbn Faris, $ii/_lib'i 237 who discusses 

the active participle as a substitute for the ma$dar: 

."Wl:, 1~ -.. 0 .1 
0 , 

~" 

"Get up! Get up! You met a sleeping slave!". 

The active participle occurs also instead of the ma$dar in the following verse said by Bisr b. 
Abi ijazim praising Aus b. I:Iari!a b. La'm al-Ta'i, cited by Zamabsari, 97, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 51, 

Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1557, Fleischer, Beitriige Ill, 331, in which ~[5' occurs anomalously in the 

nominative instead of the accusative ~ lS', they being made vowelless by poetic licence, in the 

meaning of~~: 

"Sufficient indeed [for me as a trial] is the distance from Asma'; and there is no healer for the love 
of her, since it has lasted long". 

Compare with the nominative ,.,j l5' used instead of the accusative ~ l5' mentioned above another 

case in which the y is elided for the sake of poetic licence in the following verse said by 

Magnun b. 'Amir, cited by Ibn Ya'is, VI, 51 and lbn Hisam, Mugn'i I, 289, in which ._,:::,13 is 

treated defectively as a noun in the nominative used instead of the accusative ~ ~: 
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"If a slanderer has his house in Y amama and my house was in the highest place of f.lai;Iramawt, he 
would find his way to me". 

The same phenomenon occurs in the following verse said by al-Farazdaq, cited by Ibn Faris, 

"{}amm 20 (with ~: written by Ibn Faris who corrects the wrong ~ and criticizes al
Farazdaq's use of the nominative instead of the accusative), Frayl:ia, Tabsff 16 and Abu }:Iaidar, 

Dual 40, both mentioning al-Farazdaq's intentional use of the nominative~ instead of the 

accusative lib.:: 

"And a biting time, 0 lbn Marwan, which has left all wealth either depleted or badly ravaged". 

b) The ma$dar can occur on the measure of ~l; (for a study see Ibn Faris, $aJ:iibf 237, 

Zamagsari, 97, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 50-52) as in the sur. 69: 8 (0½ ~ ~ 0'}; ~) "Then seest thou 

any of them left surviving?", in which 0½ has the meaning of ·~~, in the sur. 56: 2 ~) 

~.)[$' 1~<-~_,J) "Then will no (soul) entertain falsehood", in which ~.)lS'has the meaning of ~.:,,s-
,,. / ,,. ,.. ,,. 

and in the sur. 69: 4 (0, l1J ½ lfoh '., _;:, C, ti) "But the Thamud,-they were destroyed by a 

terrible storm of thunder and lightning!", in which 0,11.J½ has the meaning of ,:/:.1..11~. 
, , , 

(24) The example 0;lll that is formed according to the pattern of the passive participle 

J~ replaces the ma$dar ~ I that is formed according to the pattern il:..;, and has its meaning. 
The sur. is also cited by Ibn Faris, $a/:iibf 237, Zamagsari, 98, Ibn Ya'It VI, 53. The passive 
participle occurs also instead of the ma$dar in the following verse said by an unknown poet, 

cited by Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1551, in which :Jj:: occurs instead of~: 

"They have not left flesh to his bones, nor understanding to his mind". 

b) The pattern of the ma$dar can occur instead of the pattern of the passive participle, and 
has its meaning (for some cases of the active and passive partiple occurring instead of the 

ma$dar and vice versa see Wright, II, 132-133), as in the sur. 31: 11 (J:Ji~ 1'.u) "Such is the 

Creation of God", in which ~ occurs instead of Jj;.: the "created". 
c) The ma$dar of the derived patterns of the triliteral occurs formed according to the pattern 

of the passive participle of the specific form, which is also applicable to the passive participle 
and to the nouns of time and place. This pattern is found in these following examples, just to 
mention a few: 
- In the following verse said by Umayya b. Abi al-Salt, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 267, Mu'addib, 
Ta$r'if 125, Zamagsari, 98, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 50, 53, Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4206, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 

1552, in which GC occurs instead of '~t.-.::11 and~ instead of c~JI: 
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"Praise be to God at our entering upon the evening, and at our entering upon the morning! May my 
Lord make us pass the morning, and make us pass the evening, in weal". 

- In the following one said by a man of the Banu Mazin, cited by Zamabsari, 98, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 

53, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1552, in which ._,.,;.,11 occurs instead of ~~I: 

.''..s-'~T -~ ~JT y(; ~~" 

"The knowledge of the quality of the man is acquired on the occasion of experience". 

- In the following one said by 'Alqama b. 'Abada, cited by Zamabsari, 98, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 54, 

Ahlwardt, Divans 107, Freytag, Hamasae 346, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1552, in which 0 -~I oc-

curs instead of~~ I: 

· "~ ~) u;._ _) 0-~ 1 0 J.; " 
- -

"Then verily the feeding between two drinkings is a starting and riding". 

- In the following one said by Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 268, Zamabsari, 98, 

Ibn Ya'is, VI, 54, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1553, in which J)I occurs instead of ~~I: 

."~_, C ~ J)T ol" 

"Verily the preservation shall be like my having been preserved". 

- In the following one said by Zaid al-ijail al-Ta'i, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 268, Zamabsari, 98, 
Ibn Ya'is, VI, 55, Freytag, Hamasae 84, Fleischer, Beitrage III, 339, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1553, 

in which )G[i'., occurs instead of:16: 

"I fight until I see not for me any fighting". 

- In the following one said by an unknown poet, cited by Zamabsari, 98, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 55, 

Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1553, in which~ occurs instead of ..:;LL: 

" . I - 1' , · I:- 1j , 0 
, - \,'" . ~ ..J ~ ~y-.> ..:.,1-> 

"As though the sound of the cymbal were in his [sc. the horse's] neighing". 

-In the sur. 23: 29 (~i; ~_;:: ~;~ "Enable me to disembark with thy blessing" mentioned 

by Ibn Mugahid, Sab'a 445, that is read with ~;: instead of~_;:: by 'A~im;-the sur. 11: 41 

( G,, C.., _;~ G,, 1;,.:: ~ I r-l..} "In the name of God whether it move or be at rest" read so by the 

majority, and that is cited with the following two variants(~_;~ ~;..:. ~I r-l..} and r~) 
~;~ ~;..,.: .JJ~ (cf. Mu'addib, Ta$rifl25);-and the sur. 26: 227 (o;'.~:~: _. 1~:: ~~ "What 

vicissitudes thelr affairs will take!". 
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d) The pattern of the passive participle of what exceeds three consonants occurs formed 

according to the pattern of a noun of time, as ~ :.._: and cfa of the sur. 17: 80 ~ ~ 1 ~) 

J~ cfa ~ ~i~ J~ J_;.:.._:) "My Lord! Let my entry be by the Gate of Truth and 

Honour, and iikewise my exit by the Gate of Truth and Honour" (cf. Penrice, Dictionary 41, 

4 7), and of a ma$dar, as J;:,. of the sur. 34: 19 ( J;:,. JS"~ G.:(.:~) "And we dispersed them all 

in scattered fragments":For discussions and references see further Noldeke, Grammatik 16-
17. 

e) The ma$dar can occur instead of the imperative, and has its meaning, as in the sur. 30: 17 

c~ ~~ 0;_::; ~ .JJ10W) "So (give) glory to God when ye reach eventide and 

when ye rise in the morning", in which 0 Q occurs instead of I~ and in the sur. 47: 4 

c.,.,1.:;)T ~ ~ 1..,7 ~,,:;.JT r:._ ~1 ,,.)~) "Therefore when ye meet the Unbelievers (in fight), smite 

at their necks", in which~~ occurs instead of i;~ TI (cf. Mu'addib, Ta$rif 105-107). 

O The ma$dar can occur instead of the adjective, as in ~,.:i ~~ "a seriously ill man" in 

which ~::i occurs instead of ~,.:i, in Lo .J ~ ') "pleasant people" in which Lo~ occurs instead 

of 0~ ~ and in J ~ ~~ "a just man" in which J ~ occurs instead of J .:i C, ( cf. lbn Ginni, 
lJa$ii f$ III, 259). . 

g) The active participle can occur instead of the passive participle, and has its meaning, as 

i"."" C, of the sur. 11: 43 (~I ;1 ~ r ;.i1 ~ C, Si) "This day nothing can save from the Command 

of God", has the meaning of r ;..,..:.:, ~I~ of the sur. 69: 21 (~I~ :',. -~ ~ ~) "And he will 

be in a life of Bliss", has the meaning of~ ~~. and LT of the sur. 29: 67 (LT 1:_;. ~) 
"We have made a Sanctuary secure", has the meaning of~ G;t:. (cf. Ta'alibi, Fiqh 215). 

h) The passive participle can occur instead of the active participle and has its meaning, as 

\:;;;'C. in the sur. 19: 61 (\:;;;L ~,~~ 0~ ~D "For his promise must (necessarily) come to pass), 
. . 

has the meaning of l;:;T (cf. ibid). 

(25) The examples ~ 1·~ and "..,., W:r are Form I ma$dars that are formed according to the 

measure J W,:;, which denotes multiplication and intensification, i.e. much ~ '.u "fermenting" 

and ~ "sporting" (for a study of these measures see Sibawaihi, /l, 261, Zamabsari, 98, Ibn 

Ya'is, VI, 55-56, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1559-1563, Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Miilik 22, Wright, II, 

116-117). The pattern J W,:; with the t given the kasra does not denote intensification, and the 

two examples that are known to be formed according to it are ~ 0 "explanation" and ·~ [il; 

"meeting". ~0occurs in the sur. 16: 89 (;cj, Jk: h~ ~8:Ji ·,i:1~ Uj..,) "And We have sent 

down to thee the Book explaining all things". ,~ li.l:i occurs in the meaning of~ 0J "meeting" in 

the following verse said by al-Ra'i, cited by Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1561: 
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"I have hoped for your bounty. Will its promises come? For today hope has fallen short of meeting 
you". 

Both ~ Ip and ~ Ip "drinking" that are formed according to J W;; and J t:..1, have also 
, , 

been heard. Some read defectively 15-1.)..;; instead of 15- Ip from the following verse said by 
Tarafa, cited by Howell, I, fasc. IV, .. 1561: .. , 

"And my tippling wines ceased not, and my pleasure, and my selling and my expending my prop
erty new and old". 

Both .)·_~·=: (see Ibn Man'.?fir, II, 773, Lane, I, 512) and~-.) (see Ibn Man'.?fir, II, 1414, Lane, 

I, 901) are Form I ma~dars formed upon the measure J'_::, which also denotes multiplication 

and intensification. Other examples are IS:_~-· "much mischief-making", IS~ ,ri, "much evil

speaking" and J-~~ "being much engrossed with the business of the lf ilafa" ( cf. Daqr, Mu 'gam 

57, my notes (270 b)). The last example occurs in the saying said by 'Umar in the tradition 

~
0.)':J ~ ~) "Had I not been much engrossed with the business of the lfiliifa, I would 

chant the call to prayer". J'_:: can as well be formed from Form VI ~lb, e.g. ~! (cf. Ibn 

Wallad, Maq~ur 56) from Form VI 1 I), in the example c;. _; ~ ~; 0 lS' "there was between 

them much shooting one at another". 

(26) The ma~dars' patterns of the derived forms of the groundform of the triliteral and 
quadriliteral (for a study see Ibn Malik, Liim'fya 246-249, Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 20-23, 
Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1529-1545, Wright, II, 115-118) are analogous with their verbs (cf. 
Zamabsari, 97). The reason of this resemblance in forms, is that these verbs' forms follow 
special patterns, and do not vary as the forms of the groundform of the triliteral in which the 
vowel of the 2nd radical in many cases alternate in the perfect and in the imperfect ( cf. Ibn 
Ya'is, VI, 47). The order of the ma~dars' derived patterns of the triliteral and quadriliteral 
which follow the specific forms of verbs, is presented in the following manner by Zamabsari, 

97: J WI j:J1, J L..:.; I ~ I, J Lai I ~ I, J W.::, I ~ I, J>W I j:.; I, J>L:-J I j WI, J~ I 
-- / / / -- -- / 

JI~ I, J ~ I ~~I, J£..; I j£j I, ~ LG ~ LG and J>W I JW I. 
b) ,The weli-known patterns of the derived forms of the ma~dar of the triliteral with their 

numbering are according to Western grammars: 

Form II: J _ ~ h ~j. h ~1: F;, J t:..1, J t:..1, J W, J.-2 and ,~~-

Form III: 4'li:, JW, J0 and JW. 
, , , 

FormIV: JWI. 
Form V: ~ and J W-:i. 

Form VI: :J.: lb, :.,i.:, lb, and ~ lb. 

Form VII: J i.:.i I. 
Form VIII: Jt.:.:JI and JW. 



Form IX: J>WI. 

FormX:J~I. 

Form XI: Jµ I. 

Form XII: J ~ I. 

Form XIII: JI~ I. 

Form XIV: JLl I. 

Form XV: ~Ll I. 
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c) The well-known patterns of the ma$dar of the groundform and derived patterns of the 
quadriliteral with their numbering are: 

Form I: :J.w, J>W, and JSW. 

Form II:~. 

Form III: JLli. 

Form IV: J>W I. 

(27) The examples of the ma$dar of the derived patterns of the triliteral and groundform of 
the quadriliteral which are introduced here (cf. Zamabsari, 97, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 47-50), are those 

that are not analogous with their verbs. ~SL$' is formed according to the pattern of the ma$dar of 

Form II J W with the 1st radical vowelled by a kasra and the 2nd radical doubled. The pattern 

occurs by the Yemenites (cf. Rabin, 37), and is curent in Da!ina (cf. Landberg, Dathina 536). 

An example that can be added is~ 1-iS" which occurs in the sur. 78: 28 (~ 1'iS" G~~ ,;-~) "But 

they (impudently) treated our signs as false". The alleviated form occurs in the sur. 78: 35 ~) 

~Ii$' :I_) 1_:;J ~ 0~) "No Vanity shall they hear therein, nor Untruth". According to Ibn 

Maiq:ur, V, 3841, al-Farra' said that 'Ali b. Abi Talib alleviated the form in both these surs., i.e. 

said ~Ii$', whereas 'A~im and the inhabitants of al-Madina said ~1-iS", which is a correct 

Yemenite-dialectal variant. The alleviated form occurs in the following -verse said by an un
known poet, cited by Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1534: 

"Then I spoke truth to her, and then I lied to her: and man is profited by his lying". 

J ~ with the q vowelled by a kasra and the 2nd radical lightened, is formed according to the 

ma$dar of Form III J W, and J ~ with the infixation of the f is formed according to the 

ma$dar of Form III J ~- J L..>.:; is formed according to the pattern of Form V J W,;;_ Another 
, ,, 

example that can be added is JSw "affection", which occurs in the following verse said by an 

unknown poet, cited by Zamabsart, 97, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 47, IX, 157, Mulilkf 194, Volck/Kellgren, 
Ibn Malik 21, Freytag, Hamasae 551, l:Jm;lari, lfiisiya II, 38, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1538: 
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"There are three loves; for there is a love that is attachment, and a love that is affection, and a love 
that is murder". 

Jl)j is formed according to the Form of the quadriliteral J>W (for the form see (177 b)). 
, , 

(28) The conjugations of the groundform of the triliteral verbs and its derived forms are at 
first presented, and then are followed by the groundform of the quadriliteral and its derived 
forms (see (29)-(41)). For some well-known definitions of the verb see (12 b). For the debate 
concerning the verb as being the origin of the derivation according to the Kufans and the ma:jdar 
as being the origin of derivation according to the Basrans see (12)-(21). 

(29) The verbs' conjugations of Form I can be termed as "verbal stems", "modifications" 
(cf. Leemhuis, Stems 1), "stirps" (cf. Diakonoff, Semito-Hamitic 97) or "forms" (cf. Goshen-

Gottstein, System 70 note 1). ~ ~ ~~ is formed according to the conjugation µ j:j, 
, , 

~ fa is formed according to the conjugation ~ j:j and ~ f is formed according to 

the conjugationµ J...1 (for a study of the forms see Wright, II, 30, 57-59, Vernier, I, 129-

134). Concerning the form j:j (for discussions see Bakkus, Ta:jr'if 87-94, Bohas, Etude 53-

60), it may be remarked that whenever the Quraisis vowel the 2nd radical of verbs in the 

perfect with a fatl:ia, e.g. -~j "to abstain" and '_.i.. "to harbor feelings of hatred", the Banu 

Tamim vowel it with a kasra, i.e. '.uj and -~ (cf. Subl:ii, Fiqh 82). The imperfect of j:j with 
, , 

fatl:ia of the 2nd radical can become µ or ~, e.g. ~ ~ ~~ "to hit" and ~ fa "to 
, , 

kill". Verbs of the form ~ with the <;lamma are more numerous than those of the form µ 

with the kasra: 802 / 516, and in the Qur'an 102 / 88 ( cf. Bakkiis, Ta:jrif 91 ). Verbs of the 

conjugation ~ j:j (for discussions concerning its use see 'Abd al-RaI:iim, $mf 63-64) de-

note generally superiority, e.g. ~~ 0'· ~ ~~ "he excelled him in composing poetry". This form 

is referred to as :QJi j:- :Ji'..uT j:j (cf. Wright, II, 58), or is specified for WL:J.I "the superi

ority" (cf. Astara.Mgi, Sar}.z al-safiya I, 70; for a study of this form see Roman, Etude II, 985-
992). 

J...1 (for discussions see Bakkiis, Ta:jrif85-87, Bohas, Etude 60; for discussions concerning its 

use see 'Abd al-Ral:iim, $a,f65-66) with the kasra of the 2nd radical in the perfect and its fatl:ia 

in the imperfect, namely~. can denote: 1- a temporary state or condition, e.g.~ "to be 

angry" and c) "to be happy", 2- refer to physical activities or needs, e.g. ~ "to ride" and 

~ _);, "to drink", or 3- is indicative of the subject's submission to the verb without any partici

pation of his will, e.g. 2 "to follow" and ~ "to loose". In most of the cases it becomes 

~, except for some anomalies mentioned below. The Banii Tamim vowel the 2nd radical of 

the verb in the imperfect with a fatl:ia showing a preference for the form µ J...1, e.g. ~ 

~ I) "he is finished with" whereas the Quraisis vowel it with a <;lamma showing a preference 

for the form ~ ~. i.e. ii._,) t,_fa. ( cf. Subl:ii, Fiqh 82, Anis, Lahgat 88). There exist some 

anomalies concerning the form J...1 (for the dialectal variant known as the :d.::.G see my notes 
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(99)). Sibawaihi, II, 279 mentions some cases of verbs in which the 2nd radical is made vow

elless in the perfect and the 1st radical is given a kasra, e.g. ~ for ~ "to play", ~ for ~ 

"to lead a life of ease", ~ for ~ "to be miserable" (for a detailed study concerning ~ and 

~ see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 217-229; it can be mentioned that they are considered as two 
nouns by the Kufans, whereas they are considered as two undeclinable verbs in the perfect by 

the Basrans, for their debate see Ibn al-Anbari, fn$af Q. 14, 47-57) and -~ for -~ "to 

witness". -~ occurs instead of ~ in the following verse said by al-Abtal, Dfwan 64, cited 
, , 

by Sibawaihi, II, 279, Mu'addib, Ta$rif207 (with ~ mentioned by Mu'addib instead), Akesson, 
Elision 23: 

"If he withdrew from us then the sweet water has withdrawn, and if he was present then his gra
ciousness was of use and so were his curriculums". 

An anomaly concerning the form ~ from J---1 that can be mentioned, is that its 2nd vowelless 
, , 

radical is given a kasra resulting in ~- This peculiarity pertains to the dialect of the Banu 
Hugail. An example mentioned by Sil:iawaihi, //, 457 and Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 217 [with 

pill "the people" instead of ~I by him] is~ "to lead a life of ease", which occurs in the 
following verse said by Tarafa: , , 

"So wonderful you take care of the remoted quarter!". 

The Banu Tamim and the Banu Hugail give the same anomalous kasra to the 1st radical when 

it is followed by a kasra in adjectives and nouns, e.g. ~ instead of ~ "ignoble", ~ 

instead of~ "skinny" and~_) instead of~~ "flat loaf of bread" (cf. lbn Sida, Muba$$a$ 
XIV, 213, my notes ( 17 4) ). Accordlng to lbn Ginni, ff.a$a 'i$ II, 143, this inclination of a vowel 

to the vowel of a guttural consonant pertains to ~½I i ~ ..:i ~ I "the partial assimilation" ( for it 
see (174)). 

b) A question worth taking up in this context is why the conjugation J---1 with the kasra 

given to the 2nd radical in the perfect becomes ~ with the fat]:ia of the 2nd radical in the 

imperfect, and why the conjugation ~ with the fat]:ia given to the 2nd radical in the perfect 

becomes j..j,; with the kasra of the 2nd radical in the imperfect. According to the theories 
presented by lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 187, the vowel of the 2nd radical of the imperfect must differ 

from the vowel of the perfect, as each tense is opposite to the other. So the imperfect of ~ is 

formed according to ~ and the imperfect of ~ is in most of the cases formed according to 

µ. There is as well according to him, a certain harmony in the sounds between the fat]:ia and 

the fat}:ia in two different words of an example, e.g.~ ~ ~; "I passed by 'Umar" and ~~ 

;.; "I hit 'Umar", and in the inclination of the kasra to the fat}:ia and the fat}:ia to the kasra in, 
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e.g. ~~ ~ I 4 I "I hit the Hinds" and ~I~½ '.:;_ ~;. "I passed by the Hinds". 
/ ... / ... 

(30) ~ ~ is formed according to ~ ~- As a rule it can be said that when the 2nd or 

3rd radical of the verb is a guttural consonant, namely a hamza, h, ~ f:z, g orb, the 2nd radical of 
the imperfect is vowelled by a fat):ia (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 270-272). According to Ibn Ginni, 
ff.a$a 'i$ II, 143, the fat):ia that is chosen, which is made to accord with the fat):ia of the 2nd or 3rd 

guttural consonant, pertains to~½ I i ~ ~~I "the partial assimilation" (for discussions concern

ing it see (174)). 

b) Some anomalies occur that do not follow the rule, e.g. ',:~~: -~ "to sit",~~ ~-~ "to 

enter" with the 2nd radical of the imperfect given the c;lamma, and E-'" ~ ~~ "to return" with it 

given the kasra. Furthermore, verbs of this conjugation could have the 2nd radical of the imper-

fect given the fat):ia or the kasra, e.g. ~ ~ or~ "to croak", or the fat):ia or the c;lamma, 

e.g. ~ t:l, or~ "to flay", or even one of all three vowels, e.g. E"~ ~~ or C;"~ or 

E-'" ~ "to incline (of a scale of a balance) (cf. Wright, II, 58; for further discussions see Wright, 

II, 57-58, Aro, Vokalisierung 56-57, Fleisch, Traite II, 258-260). 

(31) :}~ ~ is formed according to ~~-It is anomalous as it follows the rule of 

verbs having a guttural consonant as their 2nd or 3rd radical (cf. (30)), while not having any 
itself. It could be a combination of two forms (cf. Wright, II, 58) or of two dialectal varieties 
(cf. Lane,/, 1148). 

(32) ~~ ~1, a verb with 3rd y radical, is formed according to ~ ~- It is anomalous as it 
follows the rule of verbs that have a guttural consonant as their 2nd or 3rd radical (cf. (30)), 

when it is its 1st radical that has one. Sibawaihi, II, 273 notes that they compared ~,~ "he 

refuses" with 1~ "he reads". This verb can present anomalous forms, namely: ~ and~ 

(cf. Wright, II, 93). The formation ~ with the imperfect prefix vowelled by a kasra that is 

meant to conform with the kasra of the 2nd radical of the perfect ~ 1, pertains to the dialectal 

variant known as the il::.G (for discussions see Sibawaihi, II, 275-277, my notes (99)). ~ is 

said by most of the Arabs except the J::Iigazis ( cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 11 ). The il::.G does 

not usually apply to the 3rd person of the masc. sing. of the imperfect, because of the dislike 
that the Arabs have for they being combined with a kasra, which they find heavy ( cf. Fleisch, 

Traite I, 137-138). However the case of ~ occurs which is anomalous. This verb with a 

hamza as its 1st radical is formed according to ~ "he is afraid", a verb with 1st weak radical 

on the basis of its integration within the conjugation jJ and having a y that follows the 

imperfect prefixed y (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 276) 

(33) All the three verbs ~' ~ and ~ are with 3rd y radical and are formed according to 

JJ. They, which is preceded by a kasra in them, is usually changed into an alif maq$iira by the 
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Tayyis, i.e.~'~ and~ (cf. Ibn Man?iir, I, 331, Rabin, 196-197, Akesson, Conversion 
28-29). 

(34) r~ r'.J. is formed according to ~ J-:1. This conjugation denotes the quality and is 
intransitive (for a study see Sibawaihi, II, 272, Wright, II, 59, Vernier, I, 134, Bakkus, Ta$rif 
84, Akesson, Verb and Infinitive 38-39, 'Abd al-Ral_nm, $arf67, Bohas, Etude 60-62, Guillaume, 

Aspects 383-391). The form J-:1 is indicative of a lasting state whereas the form J-..1 is 

indicative of a momentary one (cf. de Sacy, I, 145; for a study concerning both forms see 
Fleisch, Traite II, 249-257). 

b) A question worth taking up in this context is why the heavy ~amma, and not the fatl).a or 

the kasra, is chosen to vowel the 2nd radical of the conjugation J-:1. According to a theory 
presented by Ibn Ginni, Mun$if I, 189, verbs of this conjugation are intransitive, and intransi
tive verbs occur less frequently than transitive verbs, which implies that the intransitive is 
heavier than the transitive. By analogy, the heavy ~amma is chosen for the heavy intransitive 
verb, so that what is heavy occurs less in the language than what is light, and the light fatl).a or 

kasra is chosen for the 2nd radical jJ or J-..1 because the transitive verbs are frequently used. 

(35) ~ ~ is formed according to~ J-..1 (for a study see Ibn 'U~fur, I, 176-177, 
Howell, fl-III, 253, Wright, II, 58, 'Abd al-Raljim, $arf67). Vollers, Volkssprache 129, refer-

ring to Bai~awi, notes that Ibn 'Amir, I:Iamza and 'A~im read~ instead of~ from all 
the sur. of the Qur'an. Chouemi, Verbe 65 points to the fact that some dialectal particularities 
occur with verbs of this form which have been preserved in the Qur'an. Furthermore, refer
ences to this form in some of the other Semitic languages are given. 

(36) '~ K:; ~~is a verb with 2nd radical w. Its base form is '~fa ~ ~'_t, and it is formed 

according to ~ J-:1. In the perfect ~ ~'_t, thew is changed into an a, i.e. ~ ~ l$', which causes 

a cluster of two vowelless consonants, the ii and the d. So the ii is elided and the k is vowelled 

by a ~amma to notify of the elided w, i.e. ~ ..,S_ In the imperfect '~fa, the fatl).a is shifted from 

the w to the k, i.e. '~ fa, and then the vowelless w is changed into the ii due to the influence of 

the fatl).a preceding it, i.e. '~ LS:;;_ Concerning this particular change that is carried out in the base 

forms '~fa ~~~ resulting in '~K:; ~~' Niksari, Mifrii/:t fol. Sb 11. 21-23 writes: 

.....J½I ._;~ 0 L:SL ~I f Li.J1 _,1)1 ~ J~½I ~l.; '~fa ~~~ 4L,1 :)" 

~ ~ L. JI _,l_rll .:.r :($'_.,-,.JI ~ ~UI_, ~_,.:WI _,l_,JI ~ J~ JI.SJI ~ f 

_,,'~ LS::; .J W W1 ~ 

"As both their [sc. ~~ and '~K:; 's] base forms are '~fa ~~~- Then a change due to the 

unsound weak consonant is carried out in the first one [i.e. ~ ~~] by changing the w into an a, 

which caused the cluster of two vowelless consonants [i.e. ~ ~ l$']. So the a was elided and the k was 

vowelled by a <;Iamma to notify of the elided w [i.e. ~~]. And [a change is carried out] in the 
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second one [i.e. '..:ifa], by shifting the vowel from thew to the consonant preceding it [i.e. '.., fa], 

and then changing it [sc. thew} into an ii, so that it became '.,ts::;". 

'.,ts::; :.:_.~ is mentioned by Sibawaihi, //, 240 as a dialectal variant by some Arabs (cf. lbn 

Ginni, Mun#f I, 189). lbn Man?iir, V, 3952 precises that it is the dialectal variant of the Banu 
'Adiy ( cf. Saraqusti, Af'al II, 193 in the notes). The most usual form used by the majority of the 

Arabs is however :.:_.~ with the k vowelled by a kasra as remarked by Saraqusti, Af'al II, 193. 

It occurs in the followfog verse said probably by Sabi', Gurar 321: 

."~1 ~! ~;:, ~ ~~ :0j ~:0j ~ ~~~ Y. · .. ;:· 0'·1 L.1" 

"Were you not filled with longing when you lost me, my lord? I almost flew towards you so much 
I yearned for you!". 

(37) j',;;, i~ µ should have occurred formed according to ~ J:.; (for discussions con

cerning the conjugation see (29) ), but it occurs anomalously as though it is formed according to 

~ jj. Concerning it, Sibawaihi, //, 240 remarks that it is an anomaly, and that :._(;, i~: ~ 
would have followed more the analogy. However, Niksari, Mifral:,, fol. 6a 11. 3-6, who refers to 
lbn I:Iagib's saying, means that by him it is not an anomaly. He writes: 

.JJ <\.o....>_) ~l>JI 0-=I ~ ._;1 ~j .;L:::- ~_I';,~~ µ 01 ~I i)LS .y, p~-..Lll 0J" 

.). ~ ½ ~ ~ 0_,_l ~ ._,.,~I 0 'J .ill.;_, j.> I ......:.:..JI ._,., ½ .y, J! .; L.::, ~ 

~UI .:.\ .... d~ y:WI .j ~I_, ~UI .j ~½ j° ;,~~: ~_, Y!WI .j ~I_, ~UI 

."µ µ J::.ii J~'JI .y, t.,WI_, Jb.JI .y, 

"It is understood from the saying of the writer [sc. lbn Mas'ud] that j',;;, i~ µ "to remain" is 

anomalous. However, according to lbn al-I:Iagib, may God have mercy upon him, it is not anoma-

lous, but is subjected to the intrusion of dialectal variants. This is so because the Arabs say ~ 

~ with the fatl:ia [ of the 2nd radical] in the perfect and with its ~amma in the imperfect, and 

~f;, ~~ µ with the kasra [of the 2nd radical] in the perfect and with its fat}:la in the imperfect. So 

the perfect is taken from the second example [sc. µ], and the imperfect from the first one [sc. 

~], and it is said~ ~"-

µ occurs in the following verse said by 'Isa b. 'Umar to Abu 1-Aswad, cited by lbn Ginni, 

lviun~if I, 256: 

. ":.,W ~~ ~°_}:.; '-? .... :~ ~;. L._, _r~ _;T '-:-'½-! I.)"~ :;1 ~°.}:.;" 

"I remembered Ibn 'Abbas at the door of Ibn 'Amir. And I remembered all that passed of my life and 
what remained [of it]". 

Other anomalous examples are ". 0 
• • • • "to be present" and '· :· · : and '' :· "to be 
~~ F-~ F-

affluent" (cf. Wright,//, 58-59). As a counterpart of~ ~' lbn Duraid, /stiqaq 64 takes 

up only,'. 0 
• • • "to attend". 
~~ 
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(38) The base form of r _.., ~ :::._: -~' a verb with 2nd radical w, is r~ ~ :::._: _..,-~ formed according 

to the measure ~ jj (for discussions see lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 256). Concerning it lbn 

Man?ur, II, 1457 writes: 

~1 J! r_..,'_,_; ~-~ ~_;; _j :wJI ~1 ~-.) , p ~-,.IS:11 ~-~ _J : ~I ;1 Jl:9" 
~~ ~1 J! ~ ~1 ~.)_.., .~ ~_) <{-"~~ ~_) , ~_;.; ~ ~~~l.; 

~ _;).:.ilil ~_; ~ '~l.;.:; ~ rl.,.;; ~-~_.., <J~ ' .. r~ r--'~ ~,~ : Jlii.9 
.".:;:.-'~ ~ rl~_.., • :::..:-~ ~ r_..,:i ~1 'r) 

"Abu 1-I:Iasan said: "There is a speculation concerning this word. The linguists believed 

that r _..,'_,_; ~-~is rare as ~ _,..:; :.::.... "to dye"' :_( ~ ~~ ~ "to remain" and ~ ~ "to 

attend". Abu Bakr believed that it is a combination [ of two forms]. He said: r _..,'_,_; ~,~ is 

according to J~ ~ "to say", and rl.,.;; ~-~ is according to ~l.;.:; ~-- ~:,. "to be afraid". 

Then both dialectal variants were combined together, and some people believed that r--' :i 
is formed according to :::..:,~' and rl~ is formed according to:::..:,~". 

Concerning the variant r r_,;;, it occurs in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by 

lbn Ginni, lJa$ii ,i$ I,380, lbn Man?ur, II, 1457, Guillaume, Aspects 400: 

"O Mayya, there is no wonder and no reproach in love,-as verily love is not to last!-". 

Concerning ~ y,,:; ~' there exists another dialectal variant known to be of the Tayyis, namely 

~G ~ (cf. Vollers, Volkssprache 191), which occurs in the following verse said by an 

unknown poet, cited by lbn Man?ur, VI, 4295, Howell, II-III, 254: 

"My little daughter, princess of daughters, you are my life, and we do not feel safe from fear that 
you should die". 

:::..,, can also be said:::.,: (for discussions see Rabin, 114-115, Vollers, Volkssprache 141-142). 

The readings of:.::.._. / ~ in the sur. 2: 157, sur. 19: 23, sur. 19: 66 are inconsistent. The 

tendency of the upholders of the I:I@i.zi tradition seem to be :::._:, but not in all cases. 

(39) The presentation of the order of the derived forms of the triliteral verb differs between 
Arabic and the Western grammars. For instance concerning the Arabs' presentation, Zangani, 

'/zzf 2-3 presents at first the perfect that is formed of four consonants: 1- J_:jl, e.g. r..,S1 "to 

honour", 2- J:-1, e.g. ~ "to gladden" and 3- J-:, IJ, e.g. ~ lJ "to fight". He then proceeds 

with the perfect that is formed of five consonants: 1- µ, e.g. ~< s::; "to break", 2- J-:, Lb, 
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e.g.-~~ "to become distant", 3- µ!, e.g. e:-W~! "to disrupt", 4- ~I, e.g. ~~ "to 

assemble" and 5- j:J I, e.g. ;;.:._ 1 "to be red". He concudes his presentation with the perfect 
- -

that is formed of six consonants: 1- ~I, e.g. ~~! "to remove", 2-JW!, e.g. ~k..l 

"to be very red", 3- ~_;JI, e.g. ~~I "to be covered with luxuriant herbage", 4- JC.; I 
- - -

e.g. ~I "to have a hump in front", 5- ~!·e.g.~! "to lay on one's back", and 6-

J~ I, e.g. -.)~ I "to last long". 
b) Ibn Mas'ud enumerates the derived forms of the triliteral verb as twelve, although the 

well-known are fourteen. The two more anomalous forms which are not mentioned by him are 

the following: Form XIV: JSjl, e.g. ~I "to be dark" and Form XV ~I, e.g. ~I "to 
be swollen or filled with rage" .-This is a presentation of them with their numbering and their 
various meanings according to Western grammars. Some of the paradigms of the verbs are 
presented in both the perfect and the imperfect: 

(2): Form II: J:j, e.g. ~ "to cut" (for a study of this form with its corresponding forms in 

some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 198-202). In the Se
mitic languages Form II can be designated by the symbol D that refers to the doubled 2nd 
radical (cf. Ungnad, Bezeichnung). 

Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

sing. 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 

dual 

i.:..~:.w 
c-:13 

1:.Ll 
1:-.:.w 

pl. 
1::~w 

~ 
~~:.w 
I~ 

:;:w 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~1 ~ 
2nd masc. ~ 01:1;:; 0;t;:; 

-
2nd fem. ::.,._ ._w:; v 1:1.~:i 0-:t;:; 

-
3rd masc. ~ vlJ:.~ 0;..w~ 
3rd fem. ~ v 1:~:i ;t;~ 

The meaning of Form II: 
- It intensifies the meaning of the root. 

- It can be similar to the groundform, e.g. d_:i and 4._:i "I separated it" (cf. Zamabsari, 129, 

Howell, II-III, 271). It can also have its meaning or the meaning of Form V, e.g. J-½, J-½ and 

J~ "to exchange". Some verbs are also intransitive (cf. Blachere, 51). For some examples 

found in the dialects see Mar9ais, Dialecte 91, Cantineau, Dialecte 147. 
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- It makes causative transitive verbs, e.g. F "to know" in the groundform, r1'- "to teach". 

-It indicates the time when a thing is done, e.g. G;,..:...~ 1: :~ : ~ "we went to find him in the 

morning, in the evening and at dawn" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 251). 

- It has an estimative meaning, e.g. j'~ "to believe" in the groundform, j"~ "to consider as 

sincere", and :.,., ~ "to lie" in the groundform, :.,.,·~ "to consider as a liar". 

- It makes someone or something do a thing, e.g. ,_ :s "to make someone write". 

-It is derived from nouns and expresses their meanings, e.g. ~ "bread", ~ "to bake bread" 

(cf. Vernier, I,138). 

- It expresses the negation of the idea existing in the groundform, e.g. t) "to fear", t} "to 

deliver from fear" ( cf. Vernier, I, 138). , 

- It expresses a blessing, e.g. ~~3 ~~ Y , "I said to him: 1.;.~3 1 _ ~, , "May God preserve you 

and give you rain" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 249, Howell, II-III, 271, Vernier, I, 138). 

- It denotes a movement from one place to another, e.g. j);, "to go to the Orient", :.,.,) "to go 

to the Occident" (cf. Vernier, I,137) and :..;}"to go to al-Kufa" (cf. Howell, II-III, 271). 

- It denotes becoming its root, e.g. ~1~1 ,:;.,~ "the woman became a j~ "an old woman" 
(cf. Howell, II-III, 271). , 

(3): Form III~~. e.g. J; 1:3 "to fight" (for a study of this form with its corresponding forms 

in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 202-204). 
Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~~ LG~ 

2nd masc. .::.L~ c.:.G~ ~~ 
2nd fem. ~~ i',.:. r:j~ :;_G~ 
3rd masc. J;~ SG~ I b~ 3 

3rd fem. ~~ 8.:i ~ ~~ 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st J;~1 J;i~ 
, 

2nd masc. Ji~ i,) Sb~ '):;~ i,) 

2nd fem. ~:;~ i,) Sb~ :);~ 
, 

3rd masc. Ji~ . Sb~ v .. '-):;~ v .. 

3rd fem. Ji~ i,) Sb~ :);~ 
The meaning of Form III: 

- It denotes the idea of reciprocity, e.g. ~~ G, "I hit him and he hit me" ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 253). 

- It denotes the idea of rivality, e.g. :._;~ "to be high-ranking" in the groundform, :..,;~ G "to 

vie for precedence in honor or nobility" (cf. Vernier, I, 139). 
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- It denotes enduring the action of the groundform, e.g. Ll "to be harsh" and ~ ~ "to suffer" 

(cf. Vernier, I, 139). 

- It comprehends the meaning of the prepositions, e.g. 0 WI -~ ~ and 0 WI ~ l:--
- -

"he sat near the sultan" (cf. Vernier, I, 138-139). 

- It can be similar to the groundform, e.g. ;£. and _) La "to go forth to journey" ( cf. Zamabsari, 

129, Howell, II-III, 272). 

-It can be similar to Form II J:1, e.g. :::_;~~"I doubled [the thing]", like ;::;:-~ (cf. Zamabsari, 

129, Howell, II-III, 273). 

- It can be similar to Form IV J:j1, e.g. £ L:s- G "make your ear to be possessed of mindfulness 

for us", like G ~l (cf. Howell, II-III, 272). 

(4): Form IV j:.;1, e.g. rJ'1 "to honour" (for a study of the Semitic causative conjugation see 

Retso, Diathesis 49-138). In the Semitic languages Form IV can be deignated by the symbol C 
(causative) and by the symbol H that refers to the hamza in Arabic, and to the prefix, etc. in the 
other Semitic languages (cf. Ungnad, Bezeichnung). 

Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~}1 C.}1 

2nd masc. :::..:.}1 G.}1 ~}1 

2nd fem. ~}1 G.}1 :).:.}1 

3rd masc. r.J1 Co.}1 1.,:.}1 

3rd fem. ::..:.}1 C.}1 ;}1 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st rf! r~ 
2nd masc. r~ Lofa 0;fa 0 -
2nd fem. 0-::°fa 0C.fa ;fa 

-
3rd masc. r;;. . Lo):;. u .. 0;):;. 
3rd fem. r~ 0C.fa ;~ 

The meaning of Form IV. 

-It can be similar to the groundform, e.g. ;::r> and ;::r:. \1 "I busied him" (cf. Zamabsari, 129, 

Howell, II-III, 268). For a general presentation of some verbs of Form I and IV in Arabic with 

their different meanings see Ta'lab, Fa~fb 11-14 ~I ...j~~ ' .. L;1.J ' .. f:; ~l:- For a list of 

manuscripts and books treating the subject see Saraqusti, Af'ii,l I, 8-9. The independent works 
that he mentions are: the Kitiib fa 'altu wa-af'altu by al-A~ma'i, of which the manuscript 2/28 
exists in Cairo, the Kitiib fa 'altu wa-af'altu by Abu 'Ubaid, of which the manuscript 3/281 
exists in Cairo, the Kitiib fa'altu wa-af'altu by Abu I:Iatim al-Sigistani, of which many manu
scripts exist in Cairo and the Kitiib fa 'altu wa-af'altu by Abu ls}:iaq al-Zaggag, which was 
printed in Cairo 1368 A.H. For a detailed presentation of such verbs in both these forms with 
different meanings in which the 1st radical is: the hamza see Saraqusti, Af'iil I, 67-82, the b, IV, 
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70-100, the t, III, 354-363, the 1, III, 613-621, the g, II, 253-280, the~. I, 336-377, the b, I, 440-
473, the d, III, 294-311, the g, III, 589-596, the r, III, 18-61, the z, Ill, 443-457, the s, III, 500-
532, the s, II, 330-363, the$, III, 383-403, the tj,, II, 208-222, the t, III, 249-262, the i, III, 579-
583, the: I, 204-254, the g, II, 7-24, thef, IV, 8-37, the q, II, 55-95, the k, II, 146-165, the l, II, 
417-442, them, IV, 144-172, then, III, 128-177, the h, I, 131-144, thew, IV, 227-253 and they, 
IV, 295-297. For a presentation of a list of verbs of both these forms with identical meaning see 
Retso, Diathesis 223-235, and for a presentation of such verbs in which the 1st radical is a: 
hamza see Saraqusti, Af'al I, 65-67, b, IV, 65-70, t, III, 353-354, !, III, 612-613, g, II, 244-253, 
~. I, 327-336, b, I, 434-440, d, III, 289-294, g, III, 588-589, r, III, 1-18, z, III, 438-443, s, III, 
492-499, s, II, 323-330, $, III, 376-383, tj,, II, 205-207, t, III, 247-249, i, III, 579, : I, 195-204, 
g, II, l-6,f, IV, 8-37, q, II, 50-55, k, II, 141-146, l, II, 410-416, m, IV, 137-144, n, III, 116-128, 
h, I, 128-131, w, IV, 219-227 andy, IV, 294-295. For a presentation of verbs in the groundform 
and in the causative forms in Ge'ez, Syriac and Biblical Hebrew with identical meaning see 
Retso, Diathesis 206-214. 

- It can be similar to Form II J:-1, as it signifies to make someone do something or supposes an 

action or a state, e.g.,_ ~:S', ,_ :.s-1 "to make someone write" and ~~jS, ~-~1 "to accuse someone 

of being a liar". For a study of the agreement and differenciation in meaning of both Form II 
and Form IV in Arabic see Leemhuis, Stems 8 sqq., and for this study in Hebrew see 16-17. For 
a comparison between Form IV in Arabic with the one in some the Semitic languages see 
Roman, Etude 925, Rosenthal, Aramaic & 99, 157, 166. 

- It can be formed from nouns, e.g. fi 1 "to become a desert" from _fa "desert", ~ I~ 1 "to incur 

suspicion" from :_;.~ "suspicion" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 250, Howell, II-III, 272, Vernier, I, 140). 

- It denotes entering a place or time, e.g. -_,;1 "to enter Nagd", ~1 "to enter the mountain" 

and ~1 "to enter upon the morning" (cf. Howell, II-III, 267, Vernier, I, 140). 

-It denotes moving from one place to another, e.g. ~1 "he went to al-l:ligaz" and ~)1 "he 

went to the Occident" (cf. Vernier, I, 140-141). 

-It denotes finding a quality in the object, e.g. ~:...;.:_1 "I found him such as to be praised" (cf. 

ZamalJsari, 128, Howell, II-III, 268). 

- It denotes exposing (for discussions see Larcher, 'Af'ala 7 sqq.), e.g. ~1 "I exposed him to 

slaughter" and ~1 "I exposed him to sale" (cf. ZamalJsari, 128, Howell, II-III, 267). 

- It denotes depriving, e.g. ~:·:<\1 "I removed his complaint" (cf. ZamalJsari, 129, Howell, II

III, 268). 

- It denotes negating the groundform, e.g . .._;G "to be cured" and ~1 "not to be cured" (cf. 

Vernier, I, 140). 

(5): Form V ~. e.g. J cX; "to deign". 

Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

sing. 

: .. r""xi 
-.. 1 cX; 
..1,X; 

dual 

C:-(,,X; 

C·(",X; 

pl. 

1:1~;,;:; 

~ 
::_.:{;, ;:; 
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3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

J,X; 
' .. r.&xi 

COMMENTARY 

icX; 

1:(~~:i 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

The meaning of Form V: 

sing. 

J~~:;1 

J~~::i 

::,.__ (~~-.:i 
, 

~ 
J~~::i 

dual 

0~/~~--:i 

0>1" ;.,-.-.:i 

0>1"~ ~--~ 

0)(~~·.:i 

pl. 

J ;.,~--; 
01 ;.,-.-.:i 
::l~-.-.:i 
0~ 
:/~~--~ 

- It is the reflexive to Form II J:-1, e.g. ~" (-; ~~"I broke it in pieces and it broke in pieces" 

(cf. Zamagsari, 127, Howell, II-Ill, 261). 

- It denotes affecting, e.g. ~ "he encouraged himself', or endeavouring to acquire, e.g. 

F "he endeavoured to acquire forbearance" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 255, Zamagsari, 127, Howell, 

II-III, 261-262). 

- It is similar to Form X j21, with its two meanings of believing and req11iring, e.g. p "he 

believed himself to be great" and ;:~~:; "he sought the settlement and manifestation of it" (cf. 

Zamagsari, 127-128, Howell, II-III, 262). 

- It denotes a repeated action that occurs progressively in time, e.g. ~~ "he swallowed it in 

successive gulps" (cf. Zamabsari, 127, Howell, II-III, 263). 

- It denotes taking for oneself, e.g. 0 l$J 1 :::, ~-.;.:; "I took the place for an abode" and :::, :..:_.,; 

~l~I "I took the dust for a pillow" (cf. Zamagsari, 128, Howell, II-III, 263). 

- It denotes associating with a religion, a sect, a nation or a tribe, e.g. ~ "to become a 

Christian", -~~ "to become a Jew", ~ ):; "to associate with the Qaisi tribe", ~fl "to become 

an Arab" and /Ll "to become a Syrian" (cf. Vernier, I, 143). 

- It denotes abstaining from the action of the groundform, e.g. -~ "to stay awake at night" 

and ~~ "to abstain from sin" (cf. Zamagsari, 128, Vernier, I, 143). 

(6): Form VI ~ ~. e.g. ~~ Ll "to strike" (for a study of this form with its corresponding 
forms in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 212-214). 

Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~-Ll . .) C'Ll . .) 

2nd masc. ~-Ll . .) ~-Ll . .) '~'- Ll 
j-!.J 

2nd fem. ~-Ll . .) G..:' Ll ..) :)-;~Ll 
3rd masc. ~~Ll CLl ..) l_,~~Ll 
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3rd fem. 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~~Ll1 ~j.::.·-~ 

2nd masc. ~j.::,:.:i 0~j.::.· .. :i . , . i-.::. ·-:i 
0.J-U 

2nd fem. . . 1·.::.·_;i 
..:,r.:-!.J 

. C 1·..,· .. :i u . .) :;J.::.·_;i 

3rd masc. , . (:.,·-·. 
~.) .. . Ci-..,·.:, u . .) .. 

. ,. i-.::.·-·. 
0Y..J .. 

3rd fem. ~j.::.:.:i . C i".::. ·-:; u . .) 
• o. 1·.., ·< 
,J..J .. 

The meaning of Form VI: 

- It denotes an action done by two and more, e.g. ~~ Ll "they both fought together" and 

1_;.~Ll "they fought together" (cf. Zamabsari, 128, Howell, II-III, 265). 

- It is similar to the groundform, e.g. ~l_fi "I flagged in the matter" (cf. Zamabsari, 128, 

Howell, II-III, 264). 

- It is the reflexive of Form II J.-1, e.g. r1 ~ ~ "I glorified him and he was glorified" ( cf. 

Vernier, I, 143). 

- It is the reflexive of Form III ~ ~. e.g. ~ ~ ::.:i ~ ~ "I made him to remove to a distance, and 

he removed to it" (cf. Zamabsari, 128, Howell, II-III, 265). 

- It is similar to Form VIII ~I, e.g. 1_;.~Ll and 1;~1 "they hit each other", and lyblii and 
. . 

I}·:.-~ I "they killed each other" ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 254 ). 

- It denotes stimulating an action or a state, e.g. ~ t;; "I feigned to be ignorant" ( cf. Zamabsari, 

128, Howell, II-III, 264). 

(7): Form VII ~I, e.g. J~I "to depart" (for a study of this form with its corresponding 

forms in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 215-218). 
Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ::J~I W~I 
. 

2nd masc. ::J~I G~I ~~~ . . 

2nd fem. .:J~I G~I ~~I . 
3rd masc. J~I L;~I 1)~1 

. . . 

3rd fem. ~~I 8~1 J~I 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
, . 00 

J ~ I J~ . . 

2nd masc. ~ . ::. . , . o • 

J~ 0~ 0_;~ . 
2nd fem. 0~~ 

. . o • 

.:.r-9~ -:,,J~ 
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3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

The meaning of Form VII: 

COMMENTARY 

~ , '.' 
0~ 

0~~ 

- It is the passive of the groundform JJ, e.g.~ I.; ~ ;_s- "I broke it and it broke" ( cf. Sibawaihi, 

II, 252, Zamabsari, 129, Howell, II-III, 273). 

(8) Form VIII~ I, e.g.)'-: I "to despise". When it is compared to some of the other forms 
, , 

of the derived verbs, as Form IV ~1, Form V ~, Form VII ~ I and Form X ~ I, it is 

the only form in which the augment occurs after the 1st radical. Furthermore in some of the 

other Semitic languages as in Hebrew, e.g. hitpaqqed that corresponds to , ,:,;:j I "to miss" ( cf. 

'Abd al-Ral:iim, $arf39) and in the Aramaic reflexive (cf. Wright, II, 42), the t precedes the 1st 
radical (for a possible explanation of the actual form see Wright, Comparative Grammar 208). 

This is why its base form may be ~ I, and then the t and the 1st radical f changed place 

together (cf. 'Abd al-Ral:iim, $arf39, 'Ahdat, 'Abl}at 136-137). 
Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

sing. 
.) C ,.. _.. 0 

..:.:., .)i.:.> I 

'.::.,)'-'...1 

..:.:., )'-: I 
, , 

dual 

G)'-'...1 

G)'-'...1 

pl. 

G)'-:1 

~):.:__ ~ 

J)'-'...1 

3rd masc. )'-'...1 I)'-'... I I__,)'-'... I 

3rd fem. ~):· '...1 G):· '...1 0.)i.:.> I 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing . dual pl. 

1st .;'-'...1 ~ 
, , 

2nd masc. 
, , 0 , 

lji:~ ~ 0 0--'~ , , 

I -: 0 :. 

, 0 , 0 , 

2nd fem. 0:-'~ 0~ 0~ 
, , 0 , I -: 0 , 

, , , 0 , 

3rd masc. ~ 0~ 0--'~ , 

3rd fem. ~ 
1' -: 0 :. 

0~ 0~ 
The meaning of Form VIII: 

- It is similar to the groundform, e.g. ~ and ~I "to obtain" (cf. Zamabsari, 129, Howell, 

II-III, 276, Vernier, I, 145). , 

- It is the reflexive of the groundform, e.g. ~ "to hear" and ~!"to listen to" and ~ "to 

collect" and t"":. ~ ~ "to collect themselves". 

- It is similar to Form VI J::. Ii;, e.g. 1_,.G Ii; and "they killed each other" and 1)::.-; I and I__,~~ i.;; 

and l__,~~1 "they became mutual neighbours" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 254). 
, 

- It is similar to Form VII ~I, e.g. ~I__, 'r=l\.; ~:::.i "I grieved him and he grieved" (cf. 

Sibawaihi, II, 252, Zamabsari, 129, Howell, II-III, 274). 
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- It denotes making for oneself, e.g. 0 _;:,1 "to roast meat" (cf. Sibawaihi, //, 256, Zamagsari, 
129, Howell, II-III, 275). 

(9): Form IX :J_:jl, e.g. ;:.1 "to be red". 

Its paradigm in the perfect, 'active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st :::.,~;:,._1 G~;,:,._1 
. 

2nd masc. ~~;:,..1 Go,,o I ~~;:,..~ .J..r-> . 

2nd fem. .:;,~;:,..1 
Go,,o I 
.J..r-> J~;:,..1 . . 

;:.1 1;:,..1 
t .... " 

3rd masc. ~..r-»I . . 
3rd fem. .:;, ..r-» I G;:,..1 0~;:,..1 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
::!,,..o ::!. ,.. 0 ..... 

1st _;-<» 1 ~ 
! ,.. 0 .,. 1" 0 :. 

. !....-o,.. 

2nd masc. _r>,J 0~ 0~_r>,J 

2nd fem. ~_r>,J 01~ 0.J_r>,J 
! ..... 0 ,.. 

-I~ 
, ! .... 0 .... 

3rd masc. ~ v .. 0~~ 
! .... 0 .... 1" 0 :. 3rd fem. _r>,J 0~ 0.J~ 

The meaning of Form IX: 
- It is used for permanent colours or defects. 

(10): Form X ~I, e.g.[.~" I "to extract" (for a study of this form with its corresponding 
forms in some of the other Semitic.languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 214-215). 

Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~~I c·: :0 I -~ , . 

2nd masc. ~~I G,· : : 0 I o :. • o. :. o I 
-~ ~~-. 

2nd fem. ~~I G,.: :.0 I 
-~ ~~I . . 

3rd masc. • , : : 0 I i.;._· : : 0 I I , , : : 0 I 
[_~_ -~ 'Y.-~ 

, 

3rd fem. ~j.. ::.:_, I ~j.. ::.:_, I ~~ I 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, act{ ve, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st , : : 0 1 , • 0 . 

~ [._~ 

2nd masc. 
, 0 ,o , i.;.. : :. 0 :. 

. , • 0 . 
[._~ 0.r---' 0'Y-"~ 

2nd fem. i.;.. : :. 0 ;. 

, , ,o , 

~~ 0 .r---' 0'Y.-~ . 
3rd masc. 

, ,o . i.;.. : :. 0 , 
, , 0 ,o . 

[._~ 0-~ 0'Y.-~ 
, 

3rd fem. 
, • 0 . 

0~_)--:,:.o ;i 
. ,o , 

[._~ \,)':""~ 
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The meaning of Form X: 

-It is similar to the groundform, e.g. ~ and ):. 0 , I "to rest" (cf. Zamabsari, 130, Howell, II-III, 
277). , 

- It denotes the request of the act, e.g. a:::. 0 

, I "he required his working" ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 255, 

Zamabsari, 130, Howell, II-III, 277). , 

- It denotes becoming transmuted, e.g. ~ I ~ I "the clay became stone" ( cf. Zamabsari, 

130, Howell, II-III, 277). , , 

- It denotes finding someone to be of a certain quality, e.g. ;;:t::. 0 

, I "I found him to be grand" 

(cf. Zamabsari, 130, Howell, II-III, 278). 

- It denotes appointing someone for a position, e.g. ~j;:.,1 "to appoint one as a minister" (cf. 

Vernier, I, 146). , 

(11) Form XI: JWI, e.g. ~i..,:.1 "to be very red". 

The meaning of Form-XI: , 

- It intensifies Form IX ~ I . 

( 12) Form XII: ~~I, e.g ~~I "to become very harsh". 

The meaning of Form XII: , 
- It denotes intensity. 

(13) Form XIII: J~I, e.g. -.;,~I "to last long". 

The two more anomalous forms whlch are not mentioned by Ibn Mas'ud are the following: 

(14) Form XIV: JWI, e.g. ~I "to be dark". 
, , 

(15) Form XV ~I e.g. ~I "to be swollen or filled with rage" (cf. Wright, II, 46-47). 

'Abd al-I:Iamid, Ta:frif 599 mentfons thirty-seven forms of triliteral verbs that include the 

groundform, the augmented, and the :,;.L "coordinated to the quadriliteral by an augment or 

more" (for it see (41)). A larger list comprising fourty-three forms, excluding the groundform, 
is presented by Howell, II-III, 254-257. For a presentation and study of the triliteral verbs' 
forms see Zamabsari, 126-130, Zangani, '/zzf2-3, Vernier,/, 125-150, Howell, II-III, 245-279, 
Wright, II, 29-47, Blachere, 38-73, Roman, Etude II, 917-947, Fischer, Grammatik 87-89, 
Fleisch, Traite II, 227-340. 

( 40) The reason of the assimilation of the r to the r in both the base forms ~~ i..,:.1 and~~ I 
, , 

resulting in ~ i..,:. I and ~ I respectively, is the combination of two vowelled identical conso-
, , 

nan ts. No assimilation of the w to the alif maq:fura is carried out in ..SY~ I in spite of the verb's 

formation,- as with the case of~ 1,--on the pattern of ~ I, on the account that both these 
, , 

weak consonants are not of the same kind. Hence 0 ~ ~ I is not said ~~I by the Arabs ( cf. 

Wright, II, 43, 91). It can be interesting to remark that the 'question concerning the measure of 

0 _;.~1 occupied Ibn al-ljayyat (d. 320/932) (Mu]:iammad b. A]:imad b. Man~ur Abu Bakr, see 

Zubmdi, '[abaqat 75, Yaqut, Mu'gam XVII, 141, Suyuti, Muzhir I, 48, Sezgin, Geschichte 
IX,.163-164. He was well acquainted with both the Basrans' and the Kufans' methods and was 
one of al-Zaggagi' s teachers. He wrote Ma 'tinf l-qur,an, al-Nabw l-kabfr, al-Muqni 'ft l-nabw 
and other works), referred to by Suyuti, Asbah III, 210-211 who writes: 
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~ 1 ~ .:r .Y' 3 , .b ~ I 0-! ½ __; 3y-a-L I .J~ 0-! -4>- i 0-! ~ ~ .r! 1 Ju" 

.y- JLi ~ ..::-31 :~ 0-! -4>-1 __,..,'-:--,JI ~1 ...,..L> .... J ,:r3 , ~~_)I 1 1.ill 

J--:.. j.:_; I 0~ 01 ..La G ' J-.:, i_, t.,;J .J "-" j33 ' -u r-:: .:r -½-1 ~ 0~ ~ I _;;j3 

;J3 ~UI ~T J ~ t o.:i~I }_,JI 0 ':J , .ill.) I)~ 0 1 1~__,.$'3 , ;~1 ~1.$' ;.:._1 

l.)j ~1 w , 0-;,3 1_,JI .J4J:,j '--;-'-:"_,J ~L::JI ~ ~~I f ;)" I~ ) 3 , t,;WI 

I~ '..::.~y~I l_,J~ ~ , r"..ul 13~13 '..:,~~I : 1_,Ju ~L::JI Jj _;:.:.1 1_;.:i.J 

0-;,3 1_,JI 0 ..l.>j ~;I '-:"'=.J :J3 , ~ ~~I }_,JI l_r.lii , '..::,~) I)~ ~ LS ~ 3 1)1 0':! 

w J_.;; ~!-J :Ju , o..Glj ..::.,_)~I J ~~1.r11 0 -L>-! ~i J ~_) :J w , o..Glj 

~I :J-'u Ju _,J3 :Ju , JLll :J~ ~i1 ..:iJ4J :Ju ~0Y~I _;;j3 J J-.:,WI 

.'\_y~i J3':ll3 '~3 _;;ts:J 

"Abu Bakr Mu}:lammad b. A}:lmad b. Man~ur, known as lbn al-ijayyat, who is one of the teachers of 
Abu 1-Qasim al-ZaggagI and one of the friends of Abu 1-'Abbas A}:lmad b. Ya}:lya [Ta'lab], said: "I 

spent years inquiring about the measure of ..s~ ~ I without finding anyone who knew it. It is so that 

its measure has a derivative and a base form. Its base form is that it should be formed according to 

)-:JI as ~ I, as if it was;~ I, but they disliked to say it so, because the doubled w does not occur 
- - -

as the last weak consonant neither in the perfect nor in the imperfect. And if they said;~ I and then 
suffixed the [agent] t to it, then it would have been necessary to separate both the waws, in the same 

manner as when they suffixed the t to _;:.:.1 and said '..::,~~I "I became red" and dissoluted. But 

they did not say '..::. 3y ~ I with the combination of both waws in the same manner as they did not say 

'..::. 3) "I became strong", so they changed the 2nd win it into another [weak] consonant. There is no 

doubt that one of both the waws is additional, as well as there is no doubt that one of both the ra's in 

'..::.~~I is additional". He said: "And if it was asked what happened with the measure 0 ~ ~I?''. He 
- -

answered: "It is possible that it is on the measure of JLj I. He said: "And if a sayer said it is on the 

measure ~ I, it would also have been a possibility, but the first follows better the analogy". 

As for its paradigm: Its perfect, active is ..SY-~ I. Its imperfect is 0 _;, ~- Its imperative is y-~I.Its 
- .. - - -

active participle is f °_;,. Its ma$dar is ,~I~~ I. Its perfect, passive is ~;J. Its imperfect is 

..SY-;,.. Its passive participle is 0f °_;,. 

(41) Quadriliteral verbs (for a general presentation see Zamabsari, 130, Vernier,/, 150-154, 
Howell, II-III, 280-282, Wright, II, 47-49, Blachere, 73-76, Roman, Etude II, 982-983, Fischer, 
Grammatik 89-90, Fleisch, Traite II, 427-463) can: 1- be formed from foreign words of more 

than three consonants, e.g. J~;...; "to put on :_bl;,. 'trousers or drawers"' from the Persian 

~ i_:,.G, 2- be combinations of well-known syllables in common expressions, e.g. ~ "to say 

J:JT t': 'in the name of God"' (see below), 3- be a repeated biliteral root (for discussions see 
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Bohas, Structure 39-44) expressing a sound or a movement, e.g. J)_; "to shake", 4- be a devel

oped triliteral verb through the insertion of a 4th consonant or more (cf. Wright, II, 47-48, de 

Sacy, I, 125, 126-128 note 1, Roman, Etude II, 982-983 and my presentation below), e.g. 

~_; "to roll along" from ~_; "to advance slowly" . 

Ibn Mas'ud presents the groundform of the quadriliteral and its well-known three derived forms. 
A fourth one that is more anomalous exists as well. An introduction to them with their number-

ing and their general meanings is here presented: 

( 1) Form I: Jw e.g. V,.:i "to roll". The form is similar to the groundform of the triliteral j:.1. 
As for the derived forms, they are: 

(2) Form II: JC:; e.g.[.;..-_.; "to roll along". The form is the passive of the groundform of the 

quadriliteral Jw . 
(3) Form III: JC.;~ e.g. r_;;..1 "to gather together in a mass". 

(4) Form IV jLJI e.g. ~',.·~I "to shudder with horror". The form denotes intensity. 

(5) Form V: jWI e.g. t°_:,;1 "to be fast in the race" (cf. Vernier, I, 153). It denotes intensity. 

The development, of the trilheral verb into being of four, five, or six consonants, is what Ibn 

Mas'ud, who follows the traditional grammarians, names for~ "coordinated to another 

pattern by the addition of an augment or more to its root" (cf. 'Abd al-1:lamid, Ta$rif 599, 
Fleisch, Traite II, 464, Fleisch, Ta$r'if, Bohas, Etude 100-116, Mokhlis, Ta$rif90-92). The verb 
which is coordinated to another pattern of verb by an augment or more, has a ma$dar which is 

of the same structure as this verb's ma$dar. An example is the triliteral verb ~ "to bring 

about", which by the duplication of its 3rd radical b becomes , . : f~ "to clothe with a garment" 

coordinated to Form I of the quadriliteral (;..-.:i, of which the ma$dar :(: f~ is of the same 

structure as ~;..-.:i. Some of the different forms of quadrilterals that a triliteral verb can be 

coordinated to are the following: 

- (;..,.:i ~ coordinated to Form I of the quadriliteral Jw, e.g. (;..-.:i by the addition of an 

augment (cf. 'Abd al-I:Iamid, Ta$rif 598). 

- [;..-_.; J>-L. coordinated to Form II of the quadriliteral Jw:;, e.g. c:;..-_.; by the addition of 

more than one augment (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27). 

- ~;..1 J>-L. coordinated to Form III of the quadriliteral JC.; I, e.g. ~;..1 by the addition of 
more than one augment (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27). , , 

De Sacy, I, 125 writes referring to j½)~ :::,lb.WI: 

"Jene crois pas devoir faire une classe particuliere de certains verbes nommes par les grammairiens 

arabes -5' ½) ~ :::, bl:,_l ~ c' est a dire attaches a la suite du verbe quadrilitere, ou pour m' exprimer 

d'une maniere plus concise, quasi-quadriliteres. Ce sont des verbes de quatre lettres, formes de 

racines triliteres, soit par le redoublement de la demiere lettre, comme ~ et : . : f'::-, derives des 

racines ~ et ~. soit par !'insertion entre les radicales d'un .., ou d'un IS ; tels sont les verbes 
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:fa_;., ~;,-~, ~' J;~ et J.L, formes des racines triliteres Jb-, ;,·~, ~. J~ et JL. 
Quelques grammairiens comprennent aussi sous cette denomination les verbes qui deviennent 

quadriliteres par !'insertion d'un 0 , comme J~ et ~' qu'ils derivent des racines J-½-- et 

~"-

The presentation of these coordinated forms relate only to the groundform of the quadriliteral, 

and not to all the forms as one would expect with the generalization ~ ~j ~ :::_ lkl:J 1. De Sacy 

does not discuss here the forms that are coordinated to Form II or Form III of the quadriliteral. 
But it is also possible that only verbs of four consonants are considered as quadriliteral by some 
grammarians, and not those others consisting of more consonants as those of the derived forms 
of the quadriliteral. This discussion is taken up en passant in his note 1 to pp. 126-128: 

"Car plusieurs autre lettres que le 3 , le LS' et le 0 semblent etre entrees comme lettres accessoires 

ou formatives dans des racines triliteres, pour donner naissance a des verbes ou a des noms de 
quatre, de cinq et de six lettres ... " [to which he gives some examples, but he concludes his analysis 
with these words]: " ... mais toutes ces observations ne pourraient conduire qu'a des hypotheses 
etymologiques tout a fait etrangeres a la grammaire". 

The example of verbs that are coordinated by an augment or more to Form I of the quadriliteral 
presented by Ibo Mas'iid are not however, complete. In fact, de Sacy, I, 126 in the note re
marks: 

"Ahmed, fils d' Ali, fils de Masoud, dans le ~1~)1 e:C,:, ne reconnait que six formes des verbes 

quadriliteres, qu'il appelle ~_;..-~ ~' et voici les exemples qu'il en donne ~. :fa_;., ~' 
~*-°' ~-·· : ~ [ which should have been ~ : I~] et ~ [ which should have been ~]". 

Abu I:Ianifa, Maq~ud 2 reckognizes also six forms that are coordinated to the groundform of 

the quadriliteral only, but instead of p, e.g.~ :1j, he has the form ~.e.g.;};~ "to stum

ble". The forms that are coordinated by an augment to the groundform of the quadriliteral vary 
from one grammarian to another (e.g. Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 167 sqq., 'Abd al-1:Iamid, Ta~rif 598-599, 
Suyiiti, Muzhir II, 27-28, Howell, II-III, 257-258). De Sacy, I, 126 in the note discusses some 
variations between the grammarians including among them Ibo Mas'iid whom he names. One 
of them to whom he refers to, Lumsden, M., A Grammar of the Arabic language 149-150, 
presents seven forms that are coordinated to the groundform of the quadriliteral, but adds ac
cording to de Sacy: "qu'on pourrait beaucoup en augmenter le nombre". Ibn Mas'iid refers 

with his examples to six forms that are co-ordinated to Form I of the quadriliteral v·~ accord-

ing to J.w, without mentioning the forms. The forms are presented here with a discussion: 

(1) J.w with the two last radicals identical, e.g.~-

(2) ~~with the infixed wafter the 1st radical, e.g. :fa_;.. The verb is usually a combination of 

syllables in the frequent! y used expression J:i ~ ~ j ~) 'J 3 J_;. 'J "there is no power and no 

strength save in God". It means however to grow old in the following verse said by Ru'ba, cited 
by Ibn Ginni, Mun#f I, 39, III, 7, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 155, Mulukf 66, Ibn Man?iir, II, 947, Howell, 
I, fasc. IV, 1541: 
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"O my people, I have grown old and impotent, or have come near to it; and after men's growing old 
and impotent is death". 

Other examples that are similar to ~ ~ in being a combination of syllables in well-known 

expressions, but which are formed according to Jw and not to ~ _;, are: 

- ~ "to say J:.i 1 1 ½ "in the name of God", -~ "to say J 1'.....; ~ "may I become your 
ransom!". , , , , 

- ~ "to say :bT ~ "God is sufficient for me". 

- J~ "to say JJ ,~ I "praise belongs to God". 

- ;.:-.:i "to say j~ :bT rl,.:il "may God make your strength last". 

- ~ "to say J:.iT ~~ "God be praised". 

-~ "to say '{f~ ~>L.. "peace be with you!". 

-~ "to say J~ JL11 :bT "may God make your life last!". 

- JG..: "to say JJ T -~ G Ci "whatever God intend". 

- j}i1 "to cast up an account, saying (½ l::.S J.f~ "this then is so and so much". 

-~ "to say ;;>WI J-- ~ "Come to the prayer!", which occurs in the following verse said 

by an unknow poet, cited by Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4693: 

."Cj ~~I ~1-.:i ~-.:i ~1 Jj" 

"Until the caller for prayer in the morning said: "So come to prayer!". 

The ma~dar is ~L::..., and it occurs in the following verse said by unknown poet, cited by 

Ta'alibi, Fiqh 253, Mu'addib, Ta~rif 398, Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4693, ~ub}:ii, Fiqh 244: 

.'\_s_.:iWI ;L::.. ~~ ~1 :~ ~I ~-.:i~ Q j)1" 

"I say to her while the tears of the eyes are shedding: "Doesn't the caller's invitation for prayer 
make you sad?". 

(3) ~ with the infixed y after the 1st radical (for examples of thirty-six verbs formed accord

ing to both the forms ~_; and ~ see Fleisch, Verbes 84-88). 

(4) J~ with the infixed wafter the 2nd radical, e.g. ~k.-
(5) ~ with the infixed n after the 2nd radical, e.g. ~ : f~. 

(6) p with the suffixed alifmaq~ura after the 3rd radical, e.g.~-

'Abd al-1:Iamid, Ta~rif599 adds J.J and J;j and Howell, /J-III, 257 has J.J, Jw, ~' 
and J:-1. The following derived forms of the triliteral, which form patterns coordinated to the 

groundform of the quadriliteral Jw, are added below. It is worth noting concerning this pres

entation, that not all these forms are considered by the grammarians to be coordinated to the 
quadriliteral's pattern, but are formed according to it: 
A- the following forms with prefix: 
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(7) the t: J:.b, e.g. :.r:~ "to absent oneself from battle" from :.r:~ "to conceal" (cf. Volek/ 

Kellgren, lbn Malik 10, Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Howell, II-III, 255). 

(8) the s: ~' e.g. ~ "to hasten" from ~ (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Volek/ Kellgren, 

lbn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 255, Wright, II, 47). 

(9) the ': ~. e.g. J;j "to laugh much" i.e. J;1 (cf. al-ijalil in his introduction to the Kitab 

al-'ayn translated by Haywood, Lexicography 32, Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 9, Ibn Man~ur, 
III, 1878, Howell, II-Ill, 254, Wright, II, 48). 

(10) the h: ~. e.g. ~ "to swallow" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Howell, II-III, 255). 

(11) them: ~' e.g. :;.. _:,: "to welcome" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27). 

(12) then: J:1, e.g. ~], "to be dirty" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27). 

(13) they:~. e.g. G_;. "to dye red with henna" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27). 

B- the following forms with infix after the 1st radical: 

(14) The ': ~. e.g. ~:i "to shed blood or something else" (cf. Fleisch, Traite II, 441; for 

more examples concerning this particular form see 441-442). 

(15) them: J.:..:1 (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27), e.g. J,Lj "to eject (the stallion) its semen before 

insertion" (cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 10, Howell, II-Ill, 255). 

(16) then: J-2 (cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 10, Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, 'Abd al-I:Iamid, 

Ta.Jrif 599), e.g. ~)I ii,-~ "the man became poor and clave to the earth" (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, /, 

171, Howell, II-III, 257). 

( 17) the h: ~ ( cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27), e.g. ~~ "to conceal" from :.r:~ ( cf. Volek/ 

Kellgren, lbn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 255; for more examples concerning this particular form 
see Fleisch, Traite II, 440-441). 
C- the following forms with infix after the 2nd radical: 

(18) the ,_. JW, e.g. ~-..JI J1~ "the cock ruffled the feathers of his neck" (cf. Howell, II-III, 

257). 

(19) the t: p, e.g. ~- :fs- "to act with slyness" (cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 10, Howell, II

III, 255). 

(20) the ': ~' e.g. µ "to walk slowly because of a disturbance" (cf. Fleisch, Traite II, 

442. For more examples concerning this particular form see 442-443). 

(21) the 1st radical: ~' e.g. J;j in the meaning of JA' jl "to destroy" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 

27). However, according to Ibn Man~ur, III, 1878 and others already mentioned, J;j is in the 

meaning of J;i "to laugh boisterously, which classifies it under ~ mentioned above. 

(22) them: ~' e.g. ~ "to shave (one's head)" from ~(cf.Howell, II-III, 255, Wright, 

II, 47). 

(23) they: J;1 (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, 'Abd al-1:lamid, Ta.Jrif 599), e.g. ~~,;, "(a man) 

stooled in coition" (cf. Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 255). 
D- the following forms with suffix: 

(24) the r: fa, e.g. ~ "to be proud" from ~ "to be high" (cf. Fleisch, Traite II, 444). 
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(25) the s: ~' e.g. ~ "to seduce and take away" from ·. L "to delude" (cf. Volek/ 

Kellgren, Ibn Malik 9, Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Howell, II-III, 254, Wright, II, 47, Fleisch, Traite 
II, 444). 

(26) the l: Jw, e.g. ~ "to spread itself' from ~ "to be scattered" (cf. Wright, II, 47, 

Fleisch, Traite II, 443; for more examples see Fleisch, Traite II, 443). 

(27) them: r,W, e.g. ~ "cut his epiglottis" from ~ (cf. Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 10, 

Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Howell, II-III, 255; for more examples concerning this particular form 
see Fleisch, Traite II, 443-444). 

(28) then: J:-1, e.g. 0.)j "to smear (the camel) with pitch" from_µ (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 

27, Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 255, Wright, II, 48). 
lbn Mas'ud refers with his examples to five forms that are formed according to Form II of the 

quadriliteral [.;..·~ according to µ, without mentioning them. They are the following: 

(1) µ with the prefixed t and the two last radicals identical, e.g. ·. : re;;. 
(2) :}-;,; with the prefixed t and the infixed wafter the 1st radical, e.g. ~~~

(3) ;J Y; with the prefixed t and the infixed y after the 1st radical, e.g. :Ja.:·.-. :;_ 
(4) J~ with the prefixed t and the infixed wafter the 2nd radical, e.g. ::.i;j. 

(5) J: ~-.J with the prefixed t and the infixed m before the 1st radical, e.g. ~ 0 ·"i 
The following forms may be added: 
A-The following form with infix after the 1st radical: 

(6) the h: J~:;, e.g. ~j "to suck" from ~~ (cf. Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 9, Howell, 

II-III, 255). 
B- The following forms with infix after the 2nd radical: 

(7) then: J :·.:;, e.g. ~ '. f~:; "to put on oneself a cap" (cf. lbn 'U~ffir, I, 168, Suyuti, Muzhir II, 

27). 

(8) they: J~ :·.:;, e.g. t;;,j "(the clouds) moved, and were prepared for the rain" (cf. lbn Man'.?iir, 

III, 1748, 'Abd al-}:Iamid, Ta.Jrif599). 
C- The following forms with suffix: 

(9) the t: · .. C:;, e.g. '.::,fa "to act as a devil" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, Wright, II, 48). 

( 10) the l: µ, e.g. ~ "to disperse itself' from ~ (for discussions see Fleisch, Traite II, 

443). 

(11) the alif maq.Jura: 1.51:~:; (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir II, 27, 'Abd al-}:Iamid, Ta.Jrif599), e.g. 1.5~1· :; 

"to be thrown down upon one's back" from jL (cf. Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Miilik 10, Howell, 

II-III, 255). 
Ibn Mas'ud refers with his examples to two forms that are formed according to Form III of the 

quadriliteral ~;.. ! according to JCJ I, without mentioning them. They are the following: 

( 1) ~ I with the pre fixation of the hamza, the infixation of then after the 2nd radical and the 

suffixation of the s, e.g. ~ I. 

(2) j:j I with the prefixation of the hamza, the infixation of the n after the 2nd radical and the 
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suffixation of the alif maq~iira, e.g. ~ !· Another example that can be mentioned formed 

according to this measure is ._;;..1 ( cf. SaraqustI, Af?il I, 432), which means according to Abu 

'U!man "laying on the back and lifting up one's legs". It can also mean according to al-A~ma'I 
"to prepare oneself for anger and evil". 
To these the following forms may be added: 
A-The following form with infix after the 1st radical: 

(3) thew: ~)I, e.g. ~;..1 "to bend its neck and stuck out its crop (the bird)" (cf. SuyiitI, 

Muzhir II, 27, Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 256, Wright, II, 49). 
B- The following forms: 

(4) the doubled m after the 2nd radical: J:.:.;1, e.g. ~~I "to be dark (the night)" (cf. Volek/ 
Kellgren, lbn Malik IO, Howell, II-III, 256)., 

(5) thew after the 2nd radical and the two last consonants being identical: J:,:.;!, e.g. ~ _;;. ! 
"to be bulky" from e::? ~ I ( cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik I 0, Suyiiµ, Muzhir II, 27, Howell, I/-
III, 256). , 
C- The following form with suffix after the 3rd radical: 

(6) the hamza: >LJI, e.g. ~I "to be big-bellied" from 1.;.. (cf. SuyiitI, Muzhir II, 28, 
Howell, II-III, 256).- , 
Ibn Mas'iid does not refer to any measure formed according to Form IV of the quadriliteral 

~ -... -~ I that is according to JW I, with the prefixation of the hamza and the doubling of the last 

radical. The following forms can be mentioned: 
A- The following forms with infix after the 1st radical: 

(2) the l: j.J;I (cf. SuyutI, Muzhir II, 28), e.g. ~! "to be agitated (the body) and altered" 

from ~ (cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 256). 

(3) thew: ~)I, e.g. ~)1~1 "to be short and stunted" (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, /, 172, Volck/Kellgren, lbn 

Malik 9, Howell, II-III, 256). 
B- The following form with infix after the 2nd radical: 

(4) the hamza: ~JWI (cf. SuyutI, Muzhir II, 28), e.g. ".1~1 "to be on the brink of death" (cf. 

Volck/Kellgren, lbn Malik 9, Ibn Man~iir, /, 641, Howell, ii-III, 256). 

(42) The paradigm of a strong verb of Form I, e.g.~~ "to hit", in the perfect, active, is the 
following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~~ c--,J"*" 

2nd masc. ~~ 
G:_;' ', 

,J"*" ~~ 

2nd fem. G:_;' , . ' ;io,.,. 

~~ ,J"*" ~~ 
, 

3rd masc. '-:'~ 
C , . -~ 1;~ 

3rd fem. ~~ ~_;..., .y.~ 

For a general study of ~UI "the perfect" see Mu'addib, Ta~rif 15-27, ZamabsarI, 108, Ibn 
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Ya'is, VII, 4-6, Howell, II-III, 4-7, Wright, III, 1-18. The perfect is considered as being divided 

into three kinds by Mu'addib, Ta~rif 17: ~ "literally", by which he means that the form is the 

perfect's form and the meaning is the past, ~ "representative of', by which he means that 

the form is the perfect' s form whereas the meaning is the future (for discussions see my notes 

(44 b)), and ~I~ "permanent, lasting", as in the sur. 33: 27 that he presents p. 19 JJI 0lS'.:,) 
. , 

1~ ~ ~~ JS ~) "And God has power over all things", i.e. He has had power in the past, He 

has power today and power after today as well. Perhaps these special terms have been used by 
other Kufans. I myself was unable to find them by any one else than by al-Mu'addib. For a 
study of the perfect in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Com
parative Grammar 165-179. 

(43) ·~ ~ "uninflectedness, undeclinability, invariability" (for definitions see de Sacy, I, 395, 

Lane, I, 260) and'...,.., 1; I "inflection, declension" (for discussions concerning both these terms 

see Sibawaihi, I, 1 sqq:, Ibn Faris, $a}:,,ibi 77-78, Ibn Ginni, fJa~a 'i~ I, 35 sqq., Luma' 1-2, de 
Sacy, I, 394-395, Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic 53-55; for an interesting study from 
the perspective of the dialectal variations existing between the tribes, together with Sibawaihi' s 
attempt to present them in a neat theory see Baalbaki, I'rab 17-33; for discussions concerning 
how long ago the inflectedness has been existent in the bedouins' living speech see Fleisch, 

Traite I, 281-282, Blau, Judaeo-Arabic 2-3)) pertain mostly to the field of ~I "syntax" (for 

it see (3 b) ). However~ 1; I can as well refer to the formal i 'rab, which is the complete vowelling 

of the word (for discussions see (3)). ·~~implies that the word's ending is invariable, whereas 

...,.., 1; I implies that the ending's state varies in accordance with the operator governing it. Nouns 

are by principle declinable, except for some which are undeclinable (for the reasons why a 
noun can be undeclinable see ZamalJsari, 9-10, Ibn Ya'is, I, 58-71, Zabidi, Tag XX.IV, 21-22). 
The perfect verb is undeclinable whereas the imperfect is declinable. All particles are undeclin-

able. Concerning the declinable noun, the case inflections are J) "the nominative", ~I 

"the accusative" and ~I "the genitive". Concerning the declinable imperfect verb, the mode 

inflections are ~)I "the indicative", ~I "the subjunctive" and r~I "the jussive". The 
question concerning which of the three parts of speech (for a discussion concerning them see 
(10 b)): the noun, verb or particle, is entitled to be declinable or undeclinable, has been a 
debated subject by many Arab grammarians (e.g. Zaggagi, lr;ia}:,, 77-82; for discussions see 
Versteegh, Zaggagf 127-128). The declension has been given principally to the nouns whereas 
the undeclinability has been given to the verbs,-with the exception of the imperfect (for dis
cussions see (47), (122)),-and to the particle. Zaggagi, lr;ta}:,, 77 presents the Basrans' opinion 
concerning this question with these words: 

, ~L-..½1 i>l..SJI ._. __,I >U - - - I I · . - II ....__, I 1-:..._II JU" 
'-' • ~ < ...,....-,----. • ~~ ~.) .:~.) ...r-::---

~ ~ 4~ ~ 1_) r"' I ~ ... J-., ½ I ~ I~ • ...; .J-~ 13 J W ½ I ~ L:-1J ~ 13 

~ ~ ~ ~1_) ~ J.$'3 • <l..:,1 .:.r- c_)L;.. ~ ...,..,~ ~ ~L 1 1 J.$'3 , <l..:,1 

. "~ Y"" 1 ~ ~ ~ ._j .)_rl 13 ' <l..:, 1 .:.r- (J"'> ..ill 4~ ~ 1_) ~ JS'.) ' <l..:, 1 

"Al-ijalil, Sibawaihiand all the Basrans said: "What deserved the declension in the language are 
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the nouns and what deserved the undeclinability are the verbs and the particles. This is the princi
ple ... So each noun you find declinable follows its basic principle, and each noun you find undeclinable 
has deviated from it. Each verb you find undeclinable follows its basic principle, and each verb you 
find declinable has deviated from it, and all the particles are basically undeclinable". 

The reason why the declension is given to the nouns, with the exception of some, is to make it 
possible in the sentence to separate the subject from the object (cf. Ibn Ginni, lJa$a 'i$ I, 35), 
the operator from the governed noun, etc. ( cf. de Sacy, /, 395 and Anthologie 186 in the com
mentary), whereas the undeclinability is given to the verbs and particles as they are not divided 
into such categories (cf. Zaggagi, Gumal 260). Ibn Ginni, lJa$a 'i$ I, 35 writes: 

w .. 1_,J ~...r! .:.:.....o.k , oY-1 I~ fa.) O½j ~ r..-Sl ~ I.)! .ilii ...syJ :Ji" 

0-° w -'->-1 ~ ~ I-'-> 13 l:-~ i>l$J I 0 lS y-13 , Jy.-J I 0-" _y WI _.,.;:-;1 I ~ 3 

"Don'tyounoticethatifyouhear: ~½1 '~ r.)'i "Sa'idhonouredhisfather"and I~ fa 
oY.i "his father thanked Sa'id", you know by the fact that one [noun] is in the nominative and the 

other in the accusative, who is the subject and who is the object. If all the nouns had the same 
declinable ending, then they both [sc. the nominative and accusative cases] would be confused". 

It is possible to state that the perfect, imperative and particles are undeclinable because of a 
lack of resemblance to the noun, whereas the imperfect is declinable because of its resem
blance to the noun. The reason of the perfect' s undeclinability is as insinuated by Ibn Mas'Ud 
with his words, that: "it lacked the factor that would have made it declinable", by which he 
meant that it does not resemble the noun completely (cf. (44)). 

b) A question noteworthy to be taken up here is why the marker of the declension occurs at 
the end of the word, and not at its beginning or its middle (for discussions see Zaggagi, lrj,aJ:i 76, 
'Ukbari, Masa'il 95-98, Suyiiti, A.shah I, 83, Versteegh, Zaggagf 118-120). One reason pre
sented by Zaggagi, lrj,aJ:i 76, is that as the noun is formed according to different forms in which 

the middle radical can be vowelless or vowelled by different vowels, e.g. µ, ~' ~' :,W, 
J..j etc., the marker of the declension could not occur at the middle of the word, as the listener 

would not be able to know if it is a marker of declension or undeclinability. According to 
Qutrub's (d. 210/825) (Mul_iammad b. al-Mustanir Abii 'Ali, see Suyiiti, Bugya I, 242-243, 
Brockelman. GAL I, 101-102, SI, 161, Sezgin, Geschichte V///,.61-67, IX, 64-65) opinion, the 
marker of the declension could only occur at the end of the word, so that the measures would 
not all be mixed up together, or so that two vowelless consonants would not be combined 
together, or so that the word would not begin with a vowelless consonant ( cf. 'Ukbari, Mas a 'ii 
95-96). 'Ukbari, Masa 'ii 95-96 refers to his opinion in this manner: 

·· h 1 ··;._:J L 3 0 lS' } .)! , L 3 ~ _.,i.....:;_j 1~1 ~ Wj : '-:-';_w JlJ3 " 

:I th.;.. .ill.) JlS'3 , ~W½ ~l~~I ) , ~~-~$'l_..., 0"::/ ~I J! ~1 L,_.,3 , ~½I 

."1 · i , __ 1.)1 W '1.1!.. 
~ ~ < • ~_y.! 

"And Qutrub said: "Somehow it [sc. the marker of the declension] was made to occur at the end of 
the word, because of the impossibility of its occurrence at its middle. If this was to occur, then the 
measures would unavoidably be confused, and this would possibly lead to the cluster of two vowel
less consonants or to beginning the word with a vowelless consonant. And all of that is erroneous, 
and can only be avoided if it occurs at the end of the word". 
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These theories are propounded almost in the same manner by al-Mubarrad to whom Abu lsl).aq 
al-Zagag (d. 311/923) (Ibrahim b. al-Sirri b. Sahl, see Zubaidi, Tabaqat 121, Suyuti, Bugya 
411-413. He was the pupil of al-Mubarrad and the teacher of al-ZagagL He wrote Ma'anf l
Qur'an, al-lstiqaq, Fa 'altu wa-fa 'altu (mentioned in 39 b ), Mufjta~ar al-nal}w and other works] 
refers to (cf. Zaggagi, i<J,al} 76). 

c) Another interesting discussion concerns which is original, the marker of the declension or 
undeclinability (for discussions see 'Ukbari, Masa 'il 106-109, Suyuti, Asbah I, 163). One argu
ment is that the declension is original, as it makes the meaning of the sentence understandable 
by indicating who/which is the subject and who/which is the object, whereas the undeclinability 
does not, as its markers are of no help to explain the sentence's meaning (cf. 'Ukbari, Masa'il 
107). Those who believe that the undeclinability is original refer to the argument that the mark
ers of the undeclinability are fixed whereas the markers of the declension are circulating, and 
as the fixed is original in relation to the circulating, the markers of the undeclinability are 

original in relation to the markers of the declension (cf. 'Ukbari, Masa 'il 108). The answer to 

this argument is that the notion of the derivative and of the origin is not determined regarding 
what is fixed or what is circulating, but regarding the usefulness of clarifying the sentence's 
meaning, which is why the marker of the declension is original in importance (cf. 'Ukbari, 
Masa 'il 108-109). 

(44) The reason why the perfect is undeclinable and why its marker of undeclinability is a 
vowel, is that the perfect is partly similar to the noun. Its vowelling separates it from the unde
clinable imperative, which does not present any similarity with the noun, and which for this 
reason is given a marker that does not exist in the noun, namely the sukun (for discussions see 
Ibn Ya'is, VII, 4-5, my notes (48)). This similarity of the perfect to the noun is noticed in the 

fact that like the noun, it can function as a modifier, ~ (for discussions concerning this term 

see Owens, Foundations 154-156), to the indefinite noun. This is remarked in the sentence 

'-:-'..)L.,~ ~~ ~j ~~;,., in which both the perfect~~ and the active participle of the noun 
"' ,, ;, ,, 

'-:-'..)L., have the same function (cf. lbn Ya'is, VII, 4). It can as well in the same manner as the 

active participle, function as a~ "predicate" in a nominal sentence. An example is r ~ ,-½j 

"Zaid was getting up", in which the perfect r ~ is a predicate to the topic ,-½j in the same 

manner as the active participle ~ ~ is a predicate to the same topic in the sentence ~ ~ 0-½j ( cf. 

ibid). It can as well have the same meaning as the imperfect, which is considered to be the form 

that is similar to the declinable noun, and thus can replace it. For instance in a sentence as ~l 

' .. ~i ' .. '.j "If you rise, I shall rise", the perfects ~ ~ that occur after the conditional ~!, 

can be used instead of the imperfect forms ri 1 rl:; after the same conditional, i.e. ri 1 rl:i ~! ( cf. 

ibid, my notes to lbn Mas'ud, /, 54-55 and see further for examples (44 b)). The reasons why 
the perfect and the imperative are undeclinable and the imperfect is declinable are presented by 
lbn Ya'is, VII, 4-5 in the following manner: 

~ ~Lil ~I ~ ; ~ J~ J~ ~;I j..,LJJ3 ~I ~ ~ ~ 3 Ju3 " 

=i..WI :) J_.;; .:.,,-o .d.J.)3 ~:11 Ll'L .:.;fa 01 L_J$' JW½I J-.,1 01 '-:-'l~u ~I 

~L-.½1 '-:-'lyj 4.)I :J.JI 0½ ~ o:)_r:-_y, ~ ~l......jl '-:-'Ir! ~ 3 ~1 .:r ~I 

iW1 U>Ll ~I JW½I ) ~! JW½I ~ .d.J.) v-::-!3 4)~3 ~[j .:.r.:-! ~I 
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~.iJI t.,WI µ1 Y'--' ½.r<> 0~ 0 1 '½ -~L; :Z..l:; ~~L,.., <l .• ...':11 t.,l:a. ~ 

L.:.-,Jl.:, ~ ~L,,.. <Lo...... ½I UL;, l, JW½I .:r -il.:JI '-:"' ~I_, ... t:=~ ½I ....,l__,JI .J~l J 
~ Yo_, "Y."__,.JI .:r ~Y. <Lo......½1 o~ ! l, ..::.Jl.:JI '-:"'~I_, :~UI µ1 y,__, 

~ ~ ~I r-'jl O~ ! ½?.:WI ~~LJI J~ ..J) J ~ l:?.iJI ... _,,...½I 

j-J I 4 ~ ~ ,:r- ~ ~ U I J la-- ~ y __, 0~ I ~ v"' ~ I ~ __, .J...:, 1 

r-'jl t?_.,.... ~ ~1 .ill.;_, t.,WI J l, ~ ~ ~½ _,,...½I ~ ~ ~lj__, t.,WI 

i u ~ r. ~ ~r ~ u.., 0~--' i'"' u ~ _yo ~ i u -½j .ill_;; ~ 1.-r.-> 0~ 

.ill_;; ~ 0 1~1 J t.,WI JaiJI ~y ~1 r}3 ~__, fls ~..;-! ~~.r r}y ~ 

JW½I__, 0 Lo......>U ~~WI .:r t:,_,$.; L, u 0 !.$' CJ.; ~1 ~ 0 J ~l_)I__, ~ ~ 0 j 

,"_r½I ~ ~ :(5'_r>J½ Y::"" ~~WI 

"And he [sc. Zamagsari, 108] said that it [sc. the perfect] is undeclinable and vowelled by a fatf:ta, 
such which incites the questioner to ask why the perfect verb is given the fatf:ta as its marker of 
invariability. The answer is that by principle, all the [tenses of] verbs should have had a sukiin as 
their marker of invariability, because the reason which made it necessary to make the nouns declin
able is not existent concerning them. As for the reason of the nouns' declinability, it is is to distin
guish between their subjects and their objects, and this is not to be found as what concerns the verbs. 

However, the verbs are divided into three categories: One category which tJ l.:a, "was similar" to 

the nouns completely, and which therefore deserved to be declinable, and it is the imperfect, which 
has at its beginning [ one of] the four prefixes ... The second category among the verbs is what is 
partly similar to the nouns, which is the perfect. The third category among the verbs is what did not 
at all resemble the nouns, which is the imperative verb ... It did not have at its beginning any imper
fect prefix and did not in any way resemble the noun, which is why it remained according to its base 
form, and the analogy necessitated for it a sukun ... The state of the perfect is in between [these 
categories]. It is lower than the level of the imperfect and higher than the [level of] the imperative, 

as it has some of the imperfect's properties, namely: It occurs instead of the noun and is a~ 

"predicate", as you say r ls -½j "Zaid was getting up", in which it [r ls] is used instead of ~ ls. It 

is a~ "epithet", e.g. r ls ~~ ~ ~; "I passed by a man getting up", which occurs instead of 

t5 ls ~j ~ ~; ... It also occurs instead of the imperfect in the conditional sentence, e.g. ~j 

'.-:..:J ~ "If you rise, I shall rise", and the intended is rj 1 ri; ~j. Since it possesses the similarities 

that we mentioned with the nouns and with the imperfect, it was distinguished with a vowel from 
the imperative". 

b) It is not only the perfect's resemblance to the noun which makes it suitable to be given a 
vowel as its marker of undeclinability, but its resemblance as well to the imperfect. As it is this 
resemblance which is one of the reasons that its marker is the fatl:ia, I find it here of interest to 
present some cases in which the perfect replaces the imperfect. The meaning can be the present 

or the future. Some examples referring to the present are: -.. :s "you were" used in the meaning 

of ~l "you are" according to Ibn Faris, $of:,,ibf 236, in e.g. the sur. 27: 27 i 01 ~::.X~ 1 ~ J l:9) 

~,; lS:IT ~ ~ "(Solomon) said: "Soon shall we see whether thou hast told the truth or lied!" 
-- -

and the sur. 2: 143 ( 1~:1~ : .. :s ~T ~ 1: r: ~ i:) "And We appointed the Qibla to which thou 
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wast used", r~:5 "you were" used in the meaning of ~1 "you are" in the sur. 3: 110 ~ r ~:_$) 

~1) "Ye are the best of Peoples" and j 1 used in the meaning of ~ '~ according to Ibn Faris, 

$ii/:iihf219 and Mu'addib, Tm;rif17 in the sur. 16: 1 (~i _:,.:1 j~ "(Inevitable) cometh (to pass) 

the Command of God". Both al-ijalil and Sibawaihi remark concerning the sur. 30: 51 j]~) 

0__,fa. o~ ~ ljhl 1).:..,.: ~}) ~_., LL) "And if We (but) send a Wind from which they 

see (thefr tilth}'turn yellow,-behold, they become, thereafter, ungrateful (Unbelievers)!", that 

ljhl occurs in the meaning of ~ 1..1.:_1 (cf. Makki, Musakkal 484, 'Abd al-Qadir, 'i\Jar 60). 

Some examples that refer to the future are according to Mu'addib, Ta:frif 17-18 found in the 

sur. 35: 9 (~I:;' .1 ~~ ~/·; c_~)ij.:..) ½?,~j JJI~) "It is God Who sends forth the Winds, so 

that they raise up the Clouds and We drive them", in which~ 1: ;' ; occurs instead of ~ _;..J, the 

sur. 5: 119 (~;-.;. ~ ~ J:Ji J~ ~!~) "And behold! God will say: "O Jesus the son of 

Mary!", in which J ~ occurs instead of Jfa. and the sur. 7: 50 (4Jj ~ ~ 1 _., 8 i ~ ~ 1 0 '., G) 
, , 

"The Companions of the Fire will call to the Companions of the Garden", in which 0 '., G~ 

occurs instead of 0 .,G_,;__,. Likewise, Ibn al-Anbari referred to by Ibn Man?iir, I, 49, remarks that 

the perfect has the meaning of the future in both the sur. 22: 25 ;, 0__,'~~ 1):.1s~~I 0!) ..bi 
, , 

~) "As to those who have rejected (God), and would keep back (men) from the Way of 

God", in which 1__,p occurs instead of 0__,fa., and the sur. 5: 37 ~1 jj ~, 1;G ~.:Ji ~!) 
, , , 

~)~ l__,~,..i;) "Except for those who repent before they fall into your power", in which 1;G 

occurs instead of 0;~. Farra', Ma'iin'f I, 243-244 believes that in the sur. 3: 156 ~.:Ji ~1 ~) 

... ~ )Ji .). 1;~ I,~ j ~ 1;.. ~ i_,.1 ~~ l__,_fa ~ ,~~1;):;; ~ 1;:.T) "O ye who believe! Be not like the 

Unbelievers, who say of their brethren, when they are travelling through the earth ... ", i;~ I,~! 

is used in the meaning of the future. The proof of this argument is that if it referred to a past 

time, then ~! would have been used, and not 1'~! which is specially made to precede the 

imperfect and indicates future time (for discussions concerning~! that determines the past and 

1'~! the future see Ibn Man?iir, I, 49-50; for a general presentation of examples with ~! see 

Cantarino, Syntax III, 284-290 and with 1'~! see Wright, III, 9-11, Cantarino, Syntax III, 291-

306). Likewise, when the conditional particle I,~! is made to precede a definite noun, the mean

ing of the verb that is said in the past tense is the future, as in the sur. 81: 1-2 ~~~ ~j ,~!) 

~~£1 r _;..ji 1'~!~) "When the sun (with its spacious light) is folded up; when the stars fall, 

losing their lustre" (cf. Wright, III, 9-10). In spite of the fact that~!, which determines the past 

occurs in the sur. 6: 93 (~:,.JI ~1_:;.i ~ 0)l1Ji ,~! 0 j )) "If thou couldst but see how the 

wicked (do fare) in the flood of confusion at death!", its meaning is that of I,~! that determines 

the future, as al-Lai! referred to by Ibn Man?iir, I, 49 remarks, because this situation did not 
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occur yet. It is not only after the conditional particle 1'.; j that the perfect can have the meaning of 

the present or future (cf. Sagili, 'Anii.~ir 19-20), but also after) (for examples see Cantarino, 

Syntax III, 320-326), ~ (for examples see Wright, III, 13-14, Cantarino, Syntax III, 84-97), 

the adverbial relatives C. (for examples see Wright, III, 17, Cantarino, Syntax III, 177 sqq.) and 

~~ (for examples see Cantarino, Syntax III, 225-227). 

(45) Similar to the term t' "brother" chosen by lbn Mas'ud that indicates the close relation

ship between the vowel and the weak consonant, is the term ~I "daughter" (cf. Carter, Sirbfnf 

47: 3.1 (2)). Concerning such a term Carter remarks in his notes 47: 3.1 (2) that it is: 

"an extremely common anthropomorphism. That the short vowels a, i, u are homorganic with the 
consonants ~ y, w has been an axiom of Arabic phonology from the first". 

lbn Mas'ud states that the fat}:ia is the brother of the sukun, by which he means that it is closest 
to it regarding the lightness of the pronunciation. For this reason it is appropriate to be given as 
a marker of invariability to the undeclinable perfect. Principally, the perfect, like all other 
tenses of verbs, should have had a vowelless invariable ending. However, as it is partly similar 
to the noun (for the arguments see (43)), it was given a vowel. This vowel could not be the 
<;lamma, because the <;lamma was given to the imperfect that is totally similar to the noun (cf. 
(47), (93)). It could not either be the kasra because the kasra is forbidden to mark the verbs' 
endings in the same manner as the sukun is forbidden to mark the nouns' endings (for discus
sions why the verbs cannot have a genitive and the nouns a jussive see Zaggagi, l<J,iib 107 sqq., 
Versteegh, Zaggiigf, 182 sqq.), so it was given the fat}:ia as the fat}:ia is somewhere in between 
the sukun of the undeclinable verb, i.e. the imperative that is not at all similar to the noun ( cf. 
(48)) and the <;lamma of the declinable imperfect (cf. Ibn Ya'is, VII, 5, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, 
I, 55-56). Another reason that can be added proposed by lbn Ya'is, VII, 5 concerning why the 
perfect' s ending cannot be given the <;lamma, is that some Arabs used the <;lamma instead of the 

u to mark the pl., e.g. ~[:; said instead of ly,l:; "they rose /masc. pl.". Another example is ~[5' 

said instead of ly:ilS' in the following verse said by an anonymous poet, cited by Mu'addib, 

Ta$rif 15, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 5, lbn ijalawaihi, Qirii'iit I, 352, lbn al-Anbari, In$iifQ. 72,222, (Q. 

56, 169 with ~~I instead of~ L ~ I), Afandi, Tanzfl 353, Noldeke, Beitriige 17, Howell, I, fasc. 

II, 517 with)~ instead of _,ii: 

.";;L~I ~~½T t: 0ts'_., ~;._ ~ts' ~':IT 01 __,ii" 

"O, if the physicians had been around me and the surgeons were with the physicians!". 

Other examples with the <;lamma replacing the suffixed pronoun of the nominative, the u, pre

sented by Mu'addib, Ta$rif296 are ~)..! ~~ i-1 "your brothers did not go" said by some 

Arabs with ~~ i1 instead of I~~ i-1· Some read as well the sur. 53: 31 as ~~ 

'~C..,1 0=~) "So that He rewards those who do Evil" with '~Ll instead of lyL1. The same 

phenomenon occurs in the following verse said by an unknown poet recited by al-Kisa'i, in 

which~ 11 occurs instead of I_.,~ 11: 
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"When I say that the house was emptied from its kinsfolk, as though they flew away on a bird's 
wings". 

lbn Man~ur, /, 697 presents the last verse with Gt instead of ~1.$', and according to him the 

verse is recited by al-Farra'. Zamabsari, Kassa/ II, 25 mentions concerning the sur. 23: 1 ~) 

0~)T clit "The Believers must (Eventualy) win through,-", that according to the reading 

of Tall:,1a b. Mu~arraf, ~1 occurs with the <;larnrna given to the last radical marking the pl., 

similarly to ~IS in J;.. ~IS L:-,b'i/1 ) _,1 (cf. Afandi, Tanzfl 353 who quotes also Zarnabsari; 
compare the elision -~f the u of the pl. of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the perfect with the 

3rd radical made vowelless in ~ said instead of ~ "they did" which occurs in the verse 

mentioned in (307 d)). Another theory propounded by Mu 'addib, Ta:jrif 16-17 concerning why 
the perfect' final radical is vowelled by a fatl,la, is that because the perfect' s action is completed 
and done with, it is deemed as weak. For this reason it is given the weakest of the three vowels, 
which is the fatl,la. The proof of the fatl,la's weakness according to him, is that the Arabs do not 
elide it from any form, contrarily to the <;Iarnrna and the kasra (for this elision see (109); for a 
study of the anomalous elision and addition of a vowel see Akesson, Elision 21 sqq.). An 

exception to this rule is the example ~ that occurs instead of ~ which is considered by 

Mu'addib as belonging to an unknown dialectal variant that is not to be taken into considera
tion, in the following verse (cf. Mu'addib, Ta:jrifl7, Akesson, Elision 25): 

"'Amr has cut off both Wahab's arms". 

The rare elision of the fatl,la of the 2nd radical occurs as well in a case of a verb of Form VII, 

e.g. fa1 said instead of ~I "to take off' (cf. Sibawaihi, //, 278, Akesson, Elision 23). 
, , 

(46) The resemblance that exists between the perfect and the active participle form of the 

noun, ~ LJ I ~ !· is that the active participle refers to past time when it is used as the first 

element of an 'ic)afa construction, as in e.g. d.>tl J;; ~ l:, I "I arn the killer of your servant", in 

which the active participle J;;~ that is put in the nominative before the noun in the genitive 

d.>tl, reveals that the action of the killing is completed, in the same manner as ' .. [:j does in the 

sentence :::.C.>tl ' .. 1:3 l:, I "I have killed your servant". The difference between the perfect and the 

active participle is that the active participle that occurs as a first element of an 'i~afa construc
tion, and thus refers to a completed action in the past, is unable to govern the noun after it in the 

accusative as the perfect does. As remarked in the sentence d.>ll Ji~ l:,I, the active participle 

Ji~ does not operate on d.>tl by putting it in the accusative, i.e. :::.C.>tl, as the perfect does in 

the sentence :::.i.:>tl ' .. H l:,I. It is this difference that lbn Mas'ud refers to when he writes that 

"the active participle [in the sense of the past] did not acquire from it [ sc. the perfect] the ability 
to operate". This is one of the reasons why the perfect, which does not resemble the active 
participle completely, is made undeclinable. The active participle loses its resemblance in mean-
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ing with the perfect and becomes similar to the imperfect in its reference to future time when it 

is used as a subject that governs the noun after it in the accusative, as in e.g. ~Xi- j.JL:; l.l "I 

am going to kill your servant", which has the same meaning as :.:t:¼ :,µ1 Glor :.:t:¼ :.0L Gl. 

It is this similarity of the imperfect to the active participle that is referred to by Ibn Mas'ud with 

these words: "by contrast to the imperfect, as the active participle [in the sense of the future] 

acquired its ability to operate" ( see further for a study Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1631-1637, Reckendorf, 
Syntax 174-175). The active participle in the sense of the future that operates as a verb on the 
noun by putting it in the accusative, is also termed by the Kufans as "the permansive verb" (cf. 
(46 b)). An amusing story which illustrates for us an example of an active participle that has the 
sense of the past and so is unable to govern the noun in the accusative, and an example of one 
that has the sense of the future and so is able to do so, is narrated by Suyuti, Asbah Ill, 535-536. 
It reports a dialogue told by al-Marzubani, who in his turn has heard it from someone else, 
between the grammarian al-Kisa'i and the judge Abu Yusuf in the presence of Hamn al-Rasid 
(193/809). It praises also the importance of syntax: 

- · 11 - ,. . I I-~· .. 11 u, ~ · .. _,;,. WI ....L... ....,__ ..... 1. ~-I" _)-"'-' i ~ -....L-.,., .r.! .r! ~ ' ~ _r 0'3.J ~ ~ .• ~ . ~ 

: J-:,-~ JI.:; J-:,-.J J J~ Lo : ~ I ~ ~I 0 I ~ .:i ),_, ..::.!:ii !~ I Lo : Jfa.3 

l...bi.;.T JL:; ~'½ .:G.L ~ 4.1 , d.Xi- j.JL:; l.l :..r>T .J JL:;3 , d.Xi- J;t; bl 
- - -

~ :Ju3 , ~LJ , ~y-o.J~ ~ .J 0 1S3 , ~th,;.l : 03.)u, .J JW , 4 
,w 'l , U ~ 'l ~ d.Xi- j.;; L:; l. I : J L:; ':? i.J I ~ i)lJ I ~ .:G.;. ':? i.J I : J ~ ~ ..:lJ .; 

t , ~ .::,½ , .:..;.._,..;. 'l ,w[j :(.;~I ~ :.:t:~ 'j:;t; bl :Jt; 0 .:01 Lot; . _;,Lo ~ 

"I [ sc. al-Kisa'i] met with the judge Abu Yusuf by Hamn al-Rasid, and Abu Yusuf started dispraising 
syntax by saying: "What is syntax!". So I said to him with the intention of teaching him the impor-

tance of syntax: "What would you say about a man who said to another: d.Xi- J; t; b I "I am the 

killer of your servant" and the other said to him: .:1,)U. j.J I.:; l. I "I am going to kill your servant", 

whom of the two would you arrest?". He said: "I would arrest them both". So Hamn who had a 
good knowledge of Arabic, said to him: "You are wrong". So he got embarassed and said: "In 
which manner?". He answered: "The one who is to be arrested for the killing of the servant is the 

one who said: d.Xi- j.;;L:; l. lby using an i<;fiifa construction, because it [sc. the active participle in 

it] refers to an action in the past. As for the one who said: .J:'>li- ~ t; b I without using an ir;fiifa 
construction, he is not to be arrested because it [sc. the active participle] refers to [an action in] the 
future, which did not yet occur". 

It can be mentioned in this context that the active participle ~~ of the sur. 18: 18 ~ t.S:,) 
-½---"}½ ~I~.; L~) "Their dog streching forth his two fore-legs on the threshold", that is 

inade to govern the noun after it in the accusative, refers to the past by some (cf. Ibn Ginni, 
Mul:ztasib II, 327), and more particularly by al-Kisa'I (cf. Ibn Hisam, Masiilik 217), and by 
Hisam and Abu Ga'far (cf. the notes to ibid), whereas it is considered as having the meaning of 
the present time by the majority (cf. Ibn Hisam, Masiilik 217, SuyutI, Asbah I, 385, Howell,/, 
fasc. IV, 1633). 

b) The Kufans name the active participle for ~1..01 _}-JI "the permansive verb" (the term is 
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also mentioned in (93 ), ( 17 4 b); for discussions including some references to some modern 
researchers who accept it and others who refuse it see Ragil).i, Farra> 115-138) when it operates 

on the noun following it, and sometimes as well for J,,-il I "verb". When it does not operate, 

they include it among the noun categories and name it as 1 ~1 "the noun" (cf. Ragil).i, Farra, 

115). The use of the term ~ I ..JI J,,-il I is criticized by the Basrans (for the controversy between 

both schools see Versteegh, Zaggag1146). The notion of a derived noun, i.e. the active partici
ple, as being considered as a verb is totally rejected by the logicians (for discussions see Fara.bi, 
Sari} 42, Abed, Logic 130-136). Some allusions to the controversies are referred to by Zaggagi, 
Magalis 318 in the session between Abu 1-'Abbas Al).mad b. Yal).ya [Ta'lab] and Abu 1-I:Iasan 
Mul).ammad b. Kaisan: 

: v'L:-JI y1 J J~ :J~ 0 ~ 0-! ~I y1 l;.r.>-1 :J~ L;L>.-.1 ~ ~~" 
L :J JW . .._,½I · ·~ · · · ~G ~Oo...J.1 ,..,~ '-. ...,_ ..::.,,__. J....i:i ~ '-?. . .. . t: J3 r-' ~ • · ~- I ~ .f. _J~ ~-

)W .-__ .. : L:..;~3 LI rS~ ~ v-::-1) :JwJ -~~ ~ ~w~ <~ 

~ o~ 0 ·~13 0 LlJI J-Lll c} .J-" c}3 l~j3 , <L....½1 1...LJ ~ : ..::....I.Ll ~ WI~ 

.'\ . .o) • .;, l~j ~ v-::-l ~ J,,-ill ~ ~ ..(9 ..::':I '~ 

"Some of our friends said to me: "Abii 1-1:lasan b. Kisan reported to us, he said: "Abii 1-'Abbas said 

to me: "How do you say ~r.1 f~ ~~ ::,~~ "I passed by a man whose father is standing?". I 

answered him: "by putting f ~ "standing" in the genitive and ~½I "the father" in the nominative. 

So he asked me: "By what do you govern it in the nominative?". I answered: "By f ~ "standing". 

So he said: "Is it not a noun according to you and you reproach us of naming it for ~I~ __,W "a 

permansive verb?". He said: "Its form is a nominal form, and if it occurred in the position of the 
imperfect verb and led to its meaning, it governed similarly to it, because words which are not verbs 
govern as verbs when they become similar to them". 

In the session between the Kufan Abu 1- 'Abbas Ta'lab and the Basran Abu 1-'Abbas al-Mubarrad, 
Zaggagi, Magalis 349 writes: 

J ·· , ..::.:sL,__ J; 11 .,[$' JI.ii - 11 I· .::...$ : --W_ '· J~" ~ v- Y"-' ..., : <.,?..r-'-':'- -½~ 0-! ~ i _>,! ..::., ~ 

LI 0 l.S' 0 j3 , LI ~ t >W 0 lS' 0 µ . ~ 0:-!__,..:.::.1 I Jy- ..J 1 1 ~ 3 , __,W i" ~ 

.>W~ .1 .. )u . v ~ 
, ~ <L....½1 ~Ji~ Jy-..u <L.,½1 .1a.il ....h.U i"I~ J-9 ~~ J~ <C,-LJI : ..::Jjj 

~ ~ ~I ~L; , 1-½j ~)-.;,3 , L,~ ~~ J~ ~ ._;½ J,,-ill ~ oL....3 

.:;.._,_j ~ .::..;G .LI ~ ~ ~ __,W ~~~I ~13 ,>W ~ ~ v-::-! ~I 

-"~ ~jw :JI.ii ~ ii ..:.I_,_;_., ~3 4-1 

"Ta'lab said: "I talked one day with Mut:iammad b. Yazid al-Ba~ri [sc. al-Mubarrad], and he said: 

"Al-Farra' was contradicting himself by saying that [the active participle] ~ ~ "standing" is a verb 

while it is a noun, as it admits the nunation. So if it is a verb it cannot be a noun, and if it is a noun 
then you ought not name it a verb". 

So I said: "Al-Farra' said that ~ ~ "standing" is a ~I~ J-9 "permansive verb", whose form is a 
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nominal form as it admits the marking signs that are characteristic for the nouns, and whose mean

ing is the verb's meaning as it governs in the accusative, as it is said t. ~ r-' L9 "he is standing a 

standing" and i -½j ~ _., w, "the one who is hitting Zaid". So according to the aspect in which it is a 

noun it is not a verb, and according to the aspect in which it is a verb it is not a noun. How about 
yourself, why did you make it govern in the accusative while you consider it as a noun?". He said: 

"Because of its similarity to [the imperfect]~"-

The main arguments against considering the active participle as a permansive verb (for them 
see Sirafi, Sarf:i I, fol. 493, quoted by al-Mubarak, the editor of Zaggagi, i<;/iif:i in his notes 86) 

are the following: The active participle is a noun, and examples such as r-' L9, ~ _., L., and their 

likes, are affected by factors that affect the nouns only and not the verbs. They are declinable as 
the nouns are, by being put in the nominative, accusative and genitive, they accept the nunation 
and the definite article, and they can occur as an element of an ifl,a.fa construction. The operat
ing function of the active participle on the noun that follows it which is similar to the verb, is 
not a sufficient reason to name the active participle a verb, as this would mean that each term 
that operates in the same manner as another one can be named by the other's name, which is 

unacceptable. Examples to that are the conjunction 0j "that" and its sisters, 0':'c? "twenty" 

and its likes, and in some cases the ma$dar, all which could have been named verbs as they put 
the noun that follows them in the accusative as the verb does. In the same manner, nouns that 
put the nouns following them in the genitive could have been named prepositions, as the prepo
sitions are specifically reckognized to put the nouns following them in the genitive. If the 

meaning of the active participle in a phrase as i..,-.- ~ _., L., -½j "Zaid is hitting 'Amr" relates to 

the meaning of the imperfect in i ..,-.- ~ ~ -½j "Zaid is hitting 'Amr", then it is also possible to 

make the imperfect relate to the active participle and to name the imperfect a noun. According 
to Mabzumi to whom Ragi):n, Farra.' 136 refers, the permansive verb that al-Farra' considered 
as being the active participle, corresponds to the stative in the Akkadian language (cf. Ungnad
Matous, Des Akkadischen 64-65, Rowton, Permansive 233-303). 

(47) One of the reasons why the imperfect is declinable is its resemblance to the active 

participle form of the noun, ~WI ~!· which is a noun (cf. (46), (93)). The phonological form 

of the imperfect ~ ~ and of the active participle ~ _., L, are commensurable regarding the 

vowelling or the vowellessness of both these forms' respective consonants (cf. Owens, Foun
dations 208). 

( 48) The imperative is undeclinable according to the Basrans (for their opinion see Ibn Ginni, 
fJ.a$ii 'i$ III, 83, Tamiim 15, Suyuti, Asbiih II, 353-354). Its last radical is given the sukun, 
which is a marker that is not given to the noun,--except in the pause which is a special case 
-, because its does not offer any similarity nor in meaning and nor in form, with the noun (cf. 
Ibn Ya'is, VII, 4, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, /, 55). However according to the Kufans the impera
tive is underlyingly declinable rather than undeclinable, and the loss of the last vowel is a 
process which is similar to the case of the declinable imperfect that is put in the jussive mood 

when it follows the li- of the imperative, e.g. ~ "let him do" (cf. my notes (119), (120), 

(184); for the Kufans' opinion see Farra', Ma 'iinf I, 491, Ta'lab, Maga.Lis II, 456, lbn al-Anbari, 
Qa$ii'id 38; for the debate see lbn al-Anbari, In$ii.JQ. 72, 214-224, Asra.r 125-126, Zamabsari, 
114-115, 'Ukbari, Masa.'il 114-119, lbn Ya'is, VII, 61-62). 
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( 49) The 3rd weak radical is elided in the weak verbs to which the pronoun of the agent of 

the masc. pl., the ii, is suffixed to, e.g. 1;.~ underlyingly 1;.:~ (cf. (303)), and 1_,:,~ underlyingly 

I~~ (see further (275), (303)). In 1;.:~, the sequence;; becomes;, namely 1;.~. In I~~' 
, , 

the sequence;;, becomes;_, namely 1_,:,~ (for discussions see Wright, II, 89). 

(50) Different opinions concern the reason of the occurrence of the separating alif, the elif 
otiosum, after the suffixation of the agent pronoun of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. to a verb in 

the perfect, e.g. I__,~ "they came". It is also named ~~)I .....iJ1 "the guarding alif" (cf. 

Wright,/, 11). According to al-Farra"s theory, this alif is suffixed after thew that marks the pl. 
so that it is possible to differentiate between the w which is a radical in verbs with 3rd weak 
radical and the w that marks the pl. As an example of a verb in the sing. that ends with a w 

radical, ; ~ "he calls" can be mentioned and as an example of a verb in the jussive that ends 

with the suffixed pronoun of the nominative of the masc. pl., the ii, preceding the alif, ly ~ t 
"they did not call" can be mentioned. Had it not been for the alif, both the singular and the pl. 
of the verb would be mixed together. As for al-Abfas, he believes that it was suffixed so that 
thew of the pl. is not confused with thew of the conjunction wa (cf. 'Abd al-Tawwab's note on 

Razi, in l::}alil b. AI:imad ... , f:luriif 135). The example ~__.,~ mentioned by Ibn Mas'ud 

refers to the opinion of al-Abfas. If an alif did not ocur after thew, it could be read as ~ __.,~ 

"He came and talked" or ~__.,~ "they came, he talked", which would cause an inevitable 

confusion. Wright,/, 11 and Mu'addib, Ta:jrif2l adhere to this opinion without referring to al
Abfas. See further ~uli, Adah 246, Fleisch, Traite II, 116-117 note 2. 

b) Different additional alifs (seventeen sorts are presented by Ta'alibi, Fiqh 226-227 and 
fourty by Fairuzabadi, Ba(fa 'ir II, 9-11) can be mentioned in this context (for them see Razi, in 

l::}alil b. AI:imad ... , f:luriif 134-135): 

- J..a, )I .....iJ1 "the connective alif' (for it see (111), (111 b), (114), (115), (118)). 

- e:WJI .....iJ1 "the disjunctive alif' (for it see (114), (115), (116)). 

- i~~I .....iJ1 "the alif of interrogation", e.g.~..:.!~ ·~j1 "is Zaid by you?". 

- ~1....:.11 ~1 "the vocative alif', e.g. J)1 '-½) "O Zaid approach!" (for it see Wright, II, 294). 

- J..a, ':JI .....iJ1 "the alif radical", e.g. 0
...1......, 1 I~ "this is a lion". 

- J ~ I ~1 "the substituted alif', e.g. ,..l.> 1 I~ underlyingly ·..b-~ I~ "this is someone" (for 

the substitution of the hamza for thew see (235), (290), (291), (292), (316) (317), (318), (318 

b), (319), (321), (322), (323), (327 c)). 

- ~I .....iJ1 "the alif prefixed to the comparative and superlative forms", e.g . .:_re ~1 -½_j 

__.,~ "Zaid is better than 'Amr" (for the elative see (139)-(143 c)). 

- ~I .....iJ1 "the alif changed from another consonant", e.g. J~ underlyingly J) "he said" 

(for the substitution of the alif for thew see (36), (38), (211), (265), (266), (270), (276), (278), 
(279), (284), for they see (33), (54), (81), (265), (270), (285), (303), (304) and for the hamza 
see (217), (218), (220), (237), (327 b), (369)). 
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-~ I ......i..11 "the alif which is the suffixed pronoun of the dual of the nominative", e.g. ~_;.., 

"they both hit". 

- ~...JI ......i..11 "the alif of lamentation", e.g. ol-½_:/, "alas for Zaid!" (cf. Zaggagi, Gumal 190, 

Wright, II, 295). 

- o_,__,..,.ill ......i..1½1 "the alif that can be abbreviated" (cf. Wright, I, 11, Daqr, Mu'gam 55-57; and 

for examples see (269), (269 b)). 

-o_,.wl ......i..1½1 "the lenghtened alif' (cf. Wright, I, 11, 24-25, Daqr, Mu'gam 57). 

- J l>-J?J I .....iJ1 "the appended alif, which gives the word the form of a quadriliteral or 

quinqueliteral" (cf. Wright, II, 152). 

(51) Concerning _,.., ~ t "he did not call", the jussive should have been applied resulting in 

the elision of thew, and t-½ t should have been said. lbn Mas'iid refers here to an anomalous 

case in which the jussive is not taken into consideration in a specific dialectal variant, and the 
indicative is chosen instead. This phenomenon occurs in the following verse said by Abu 'Amr 
b. 'Ala' al-Mazini to the poet al-Farazdaq, who has at first insulted him and then apologized for 

having done so. In it, _ri ~ with the defective maintainance of the w occurs instead of~ ~ 

with its elision, in the same manner as _,.., ~ t mentioned by lbn Mas'iid occurs instead of 

t-½ t" The verse is cited by Farra', Ma'linf I, 162, II, 188, Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 630, Mun:jifII, 115, 

Zamabsari, 184, lbn al-Anbari, In:jiifQ. 2, 10, lbn Ya'is, X, 104, 105, Ibn 'U~fiir, I)arii'ir 45, 
Ibn al-Sagari, Amiilf I, 85, Bagdadi, Sar/:i 406, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1576, Freytag, Hamasae 78, 
Kosut, Streitfragen 309, 344, Wright, IV, 389: 

"You did satirize Zabban: then you came, apologizing for satirizing Zabban: you did not satirize 
[him], nor did you leave [him] alone". 

'Abd Yagii! b. Waqqas al-I:Iari!i has .._s) ~ used anomalously as an indicative instead of the 

jussive j t in the following verse which he said when he was imprisoned. It is cited by Ibn 

Ginni, Sirr I, 76, Mu'addib, Ta:jrif398, Zamagsari, 185, Afandi, Tanzfl 564, lbn Ya'is, X, 107, 
lbn Hisam, Mugnf I, 277, Cami' 15, ijm;lari, lfiisiya 62, Tibrizi, IlJtiyiiriit 771, lbn Man?iir, IV, 
2325, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1577, Freytag, Darstellung 505: 

"And an 'Absami old dame laughs at me, as though she had not seen a Y amani captive before me". 

Zamagsari, Kassiif II, 547 cites the last part of the verse in his commentary to sur. 20: 77 :!) 

p :!_, ~-.:i JI..;.,:;) "Without fear of being overtaken (by Pharaoh) and without (any other) 

fear", (i.e. do not be afraid of being overtaken (by Pharaoh) and do not be scared), in which the 

weak last radical of the verb p :! is retained, in spite of its being a negative imperative. 

Furthermore, he writes that ....; I..;.,:; :! has been read as ....;;;..;; :! by some. 
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An unknown poet has ~C...::1 ~ for ~1 ~ in the following verse cited by Zamaosari, 185, Ibn 

Ya'is, X, 107, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1577, Wright, IV, 389: 

"Whatever I forgot, I shall not forget him to the end of my life, so long as there appears on the 
rugged ground a quivering of mirage". 

Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag has GiC..,j ~~ for ~j ~~ in the following verse cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 

78, fJa$a 'i$ I, 307, Mun$if II, 78, 115, Zamal}sari, 185, Ibn al-Anbari, In$aJQ. 2, 10, Ibn Ya'is, 
I, 106, X, 107, Suyuti, A.shah I, 431, Bagdadi, fjizana III, 534, Sarfi 409, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1577, Freytag, Hamasae 803, Kosut, Streitfragen 310,344: 

"When the old woman is angry, then divorce [her]; and seek not to pacify her, nor coax [her]". 

For discussions concerning such cases see Ibn Ginni, Mun$i/II, 114-116, Zamabsari, 184-185, 
Ibn Ya'is, X, 104-107, Noldeke, Grammatik 11, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1576-1577, Wright, IV, 
389. 

b) As anomalous as the use of the indicative instead of the jussive is the use of the indicative 
instead of the subjunctive, which occurs in the reading of Ibn Mul:).ai~in of the sur. 2: 233 

(~ Cj T ~ ~ 1 ,.:11) ~) "If the father desires to complete the term" with ~ ~ 1 instead of ~ 1 

~ (cf. Ibn Hisam, Mugnf I, 30). It has also been read so by Ibn Mugahid (cf. the notes to Ibn 

Ginni, Mun$i/ I, 446). This phenomenon occurs also in the following verse said by an unknown 
poet, cited by Ta'lab, Magalis 322, Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 549, f]a$a 'i$ I, 390, Mun$i/ I, 278, Ibn 

Ya'is, VII, 9 in the notes, 15, Ibn Hisam, Mugnf I, 30, Bagdadi, fjizana III, 559, Ibn 'U~fiir, 

I)ara'ir 163, Suyuti, A.shah I, 296, Howell, II-III, 593, in which 01):; ~1 occurs instead of 

Ip ~1: 

"That you two should pronounce over Asma' [mercy be upon you two!] from me is the greeting, and 
that you do not let anyone know". 

c) Another anomaly is the occurrence of the subjunctive after the suppressed subjunctival 

~1, as in the following verse said by Maisun bint Bal:).dal, the wife of Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan 

and the mother of his son Yazid, whose longing for the desert and her poetry caused Mu'awiya 

to divorce her, in which .fa~ occurs instead of .fa ~1~. It is cited by Sibawaihi, I, 379, Zaggagi, 

Gumal 199, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 25, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 358, Sinqiti, Durar II, 110, Suyuti, Sarfi 224, 
Sirbini, Sarfi 6, Howell, II-III, 52, Barrani, Maralib 89, Bustani, Mi$bafi in the notes 354, 
Carter, Sirbfnf 110: 

·"'!;t-11 ~ ~ JJ ~1 #.fa~~-~~~~" 
"And the wearing of a woolen garment and [that] my eyes be cool [from tears] are dearer to me than 
the wearing of the finest garments". 
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d) Another anomaly is the use of the jussive after the subjunctival ~ 1, which occurs in the 

verse said by Imru'u 1-Qais in which G~ ~1 occurs instead of ~~ ~1 (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 
1). It is cited by Ibn Hisam, Mugn'f I, 30, Howell, II-III, 592, Sagili, 'Anii,$ir 40: 

."~ ~T G~ ~1 J! l}ki 

"Whenever we go forth in the morning, the lads of our people say: 'Come, until the hunting come to 
us we will gather firewood [to roast it']". 

The same phenomenon occurs in the following verse said by Gaqul, cited by Ibn Hisam, Mugni 

I, 30, Akesson, Elision 27, Howell, II-III, 592, in which ~ ~1 occurs instead of ~ ~1: 

"I fear that she would know it (sc. my want], and would reject it, and leave it to be a burden upon 
me, as it already is". 

The use of the jussive after ~1 is adapted in the dialectal variant of some tribes, as the Banu 

,Sabfil:i from I;)abba ( cf. Sagili, 'Anii,$ir 40). The verb takes the jussive also after:) as well in this 

dialect (cf. Ibn Malik, Sawiihid 160). The indicative has also been used after ~1 and its sisters 

(cf. Suyuti, Ham' II, 3). For further discussions concerning the confusion betwen the moods 
see Howell, II-III, 592-594, Wright, IV, 389, Baalbaki, I'riib 18. 

e) The jussive occurs anomalously instead of the indicative in the sur. 11: 105 (..:.:., '~ r ;.) 
"The day it arrives", in which..::.,~ occurs instead of~'~- The elision of they and the maintainance 

of the kasra is frequent in the dialect of Hugail ( cf ·zamaosart, Kassiif II, 293, Ibn Man~ur, I, 
22; see further for discussions Rabin, 89, Noldeke, Grammatik 11). The jussive occurs anoma-

lously with the pronoun of the accusative suffixed, e.g. ~::~which is said instead of r;.: :.~ 
"he follows them" (cf. Vollers, Volkssprache 143). Another example is 1~: :~! which is read 

in this manner from the sur. 26: 224 instead of ~::.~and I~.:.~ "Follow them" (cf.ibid 128, 

referring to Bai<;lawi). The jussive or the subjunctive with the elision of the n of the indicative 
from a verb that occurs in the 2nd person of the fem sing. of the imperfect, replaces anoma
lously the indicative in the following verse said by an anonymous poet, cited by Carter, Sirbfn'f 

82, Sinqiti, Durar I, 27, in which Jd°.i occurs instead of ~°.i: 

... ;·~1 ~~ !:::rl, k~ Jd°.i '-?··./;~ _f-1 ~1,, 

"I pass the night weeping, and you spend the night rubbing your face with amber and pure musk". 

f) The subjunctive occurs anomalously after the apocopative ~ in the reading of Abu Ga'far 

al-Man~ur of the sur. 94: 1 (:.J~~ j] cP ~o for (:.J~~ j] cP ~o "Have We not expanded 

thee thy breast?-" (cf. Sagili, 'Anii,$ir 218). Comparable to it is the occurrence of the subjunctive 

after the apocopative Win the reading of Ibn Wa!!ab and al-Nabfi of the sur. 3: 142 ~ ll~) 

~ 13 ~ ~ ~ _.:Ji ;_:t ~ instead of(~ 13 ~ ~ ~ _~T ;_:t T ~ ll) "Without God testing those of 
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you who fought hard (in His Cause)" (cf. Sagili, 'Ana$ir 219; for discussions concerning this 
dialectal variant that occurs by some Arabs see Baalbaki, /'rah 18). 

(52) The t suffix that is attached to the root in the 3rd person of the fem. sing. of the perfect, 

e.g.~~ "she hit", originates according to Ibn Mas'ud, from the second point of articulation. 

As the t is a dental consonant, it detains a position between a laryngeal and a labial. On this 
basis, it and other dentals come after laryngeals, and so originate from the second point of 
articulation (cf. Smyth, Reviews of Books 712). Other sorts oft exist (cf. Razi, in ljalil b. 
A}:imad ... , ]:luruf 150), which can be mentioned in this context. It can: 1- be prefixed as at 

prefix in the imperfect, e.g. ~ "you are doing", 2- be suffixed as a ta' taw'fla in the noun, 

e.g.'..::.,? "a spider", 3- be suffixed as a ta'marbuta marking the fem. sing., e.g. ~...>WI "the 

one who is hitting /fem.sing." and :G WI "the one who is rising" (for discussions concerning the 

origin of the t of the fem. as a suffix and its occurrence as a ta' marbuta or taw'fla with interest
ing references to some other researchers' opinions see Fleisch, Traite I, 312-314), 4- be substi
tuted for the s (for this substitution see (194), (329), (333), (334)), 5- be substituted for thew 
(for this substitution see (96), (198), (247), (330), (331), 6- strengthen the idea of intensive-

ness: :W L:-l I ~l.J • ~ I "the t meant to strengthen the idea of intensiveness" (see Rac,ii, Na-;,arfya 

257-258, Wright,//, 139-140, my notes (150), (274)), and 7- be ,..J°_ a.;.,·:IJ .~I "the t of 

particularization" applied to the o->->) I 1 1 "the noun of individuality". For a study of the t' s 
occurrence in some of the Semitic languages see Brockelmann, Grundriss 383-388, 405-410. 

(53) In spite of the fact that the suffixed pronoun of the nominative is considered to be at one 
with its verb, it is not allowed to conjoin another agent to it by a conjunction without emphasiz
ing the suffixed pronoun by an independent pronoun ( cf. Ibn Ginni, Luma' 39). The suffixed 

pronoun of the agent can be manifest as the -tu of:::._;~ in e.g. ·~_::,3 l:, 1 :::._;~ "I hit, I and Zaid" 

or suppressed as in ~ in e.g. ·~_::,3 ~1 ~ "get up, you and Zaid". The reason of this emphasis 

of the suffixed agent, whether manifested or suppressed, is to differentiate such types of sen-

tences from those coupling betweeen two actions, e.g. ~~ :::._;~ "I hit and I sat". An 

example that can be presented with such a coupling that occurs after a verb in which the pro-

noun of the agent is suffixed is found in the sur. 21: 54 (~~>Li.~ ~½r:, ~1r:.:s; '..0.1 J~) 
"He said, "Indeed ye have been in manifest Error -ye and your fathers", in which ~1 r:.:s 
~½r:, is said instead of ~½r:, r::.s- and an example in which the pronoun is suppressed is 

found in the sur. 2: 35 (~14 ~j~ ~1 J: T r'~T ~ W~) "We said: "O Adam! dwell thou and 

thy wife in the Garden;" in which 4~.:,~ ~1 J:Tis said instead of 4~.:,~ :}:T (see further 

for a study Mubarrad, Kamil I, 321-322, Zamabsari, 50, lbn Ya'is, III, 76-77, lbn 'Aqil, II, 236-
238, Howell,/, fasc. I, 492-498, Reckendorf, Syntax 332). This is in accordance with the teachings 
of the Basrans. As far as the Kufans are concerned, they accept this connection without having 
to emphasize the antecedent (for the debate see lbn al-Anbari, ln$aJQ. 66, 196-198, for discus
sions see 'Abd al-'Aziz, Fu$J:ia 229-231). The coupling with the separate emphasizing pronoun 
did not occur anomalously for the sake of metric exigency in the following verse said by 'Umar 
b. Abi Rabi'a, cited by Sibawaihi, /, 342, Mubarrad, Kamil I, 322, lbn Ginni, lJa$a'i$ II, 386, 
Zamabsari, 50, lbn Ya'is, III, 76, Ibn al-Anbari, In$af Q. 66, 197, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 238, Alee, 
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Waslt 113, Howell, I, fasc. I, 494, 'Abd al-'Aziz, Fu$f:tii 229 in which ~j~ 0

•• n1 ~j was said 

instead of ~j~ ~ 0

•• n1 ~j: 

. "Sl:~ ::_y ::; ¼.Jl ~~ 1.S,.,4:; ~j~ " .. (31 ~! ~,, 

"I said, when she and fair-faced [women] approached: They walk with an elegant swinging of the 
body in their gait, like the wild cows of the deserts when they have wandered at random in a tract of 
sand". 

b) According to the Basrans, if a noun is coupled by a conjunction to a pronoun in the 
genitive suffixed to a preposition preceding it, it must be preceded by an emphasizing preposi-

tion, e:g. -½j__, ~ ~ .JY"' "I passed by you and by Zaid", which is said instead of -½j~ ~ ~ .Jr, 

as well as it' must be put in the genitive. The Kufans however believed that it0 is possible to 

couple after the suffixed pronoun of the genitive without a preposition, i.e. -½j__, ~ ~ .JY"' "I 

passed by you and Zaid". For their debate see lbn al-Anbari, In$iifQ. 65, 192-196. Ibn Ginni, 
.{J.a$ii 'i$ I, 102-103 accepts this coupling without a preposition, but with the noun being put in 

the accusative, namely: 1-½j..., ~ ~ .JY"'• In line with the Kufans teaching, the accusative r ~ ~ ½T~ 

of the sur. 4: 1 Cr~~ ½I, 4-! 0_,/~ Ll 0 .:Ji Ji T 1__,i;i) "Reverence God, through Whom ye demand 

your mutual (rights), and (reverence) the wombs (that bore you)", was read instead by the 

Kufan I:Jamza as i~)T~ as a noun in the genitive (cf. Zamagsari, 51, de Sacy, Anthologie 

[I:Jariri, Durra] 44-). lbn Ya'is, III, 78 mentions that this reading was considered as weak by 

most of the grammarians. Concerning i~)i~ of this sur., the Kufan grammarian al-Farra' 

showed a preference to the Basrans' theory, which forbade the coupling after the suffixed 

pronoun without a preposition, and preferred to read it i ~ ~ ½ ~~- lbn ljalawaihi does not how
ever consider I:Jamza's reading as weak (for discussions' see Ibo ljalawaihi, Qirii'iit I, 127-129, 
Ragi}:li, Farra' 43). Another example in which the conjoining with the emphasizing preposi-

tion did not occur for the sake of metric exigency is L ~½I__,..!.½ W which is said instead of..!.½ W 

i~½\~ (cf. Zamagsari, Kassiif I, 493), that occurs in the following verse cited by Sibawaihi, I, 

344,,lbn al-Sarrag, U$iil II, 119, lbn Ya'is, III, 78, 79, lbn al-Anbari, ln$iif Q. 65, 192, lbn 
'Aqil, II, 240, Bagdadi, .{J.iziina II, 338, Howell, I, fasc. I, 498: 

."~ ~ i"'~½I__, ..!.½ W ~~L; ~-·
0<_) L;ri ~) rr.1l1" 

"And today, you approached us satirizing and reviling us: so go away, for there is not any wonder at 
you and the days!". 

(54) The base form of C:.::~ is e:.:;.:~ in which they vowelled by a fatl:ia is changed into an a 

due to the influence of the fat):ia preceding it, so that it became GI..~. The reason why the a is 

elided in I.:; I..~ is that it precedes the suffixed t that marks the fem. sing. of the 3rd person in ~~. 
which is underlyingly vowelless, but which is given accidently the fat):ia in the dual to prevent 
the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the vowelless t and the vowelless a of the dual follow-

ing it, i.e. C::.:~ is said instead of G.:~. As the underlying sukun of the suffix t of the 3rd person 

of the sing. is still taken into consideration, the a (which is underlyingly a y radical vowelled by 

a fat):ia before its being changed) is elided from I.:; I..~, as it is assumed theoretically that there is 
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a cluster of two vowelless consonants, the vowelless ii of the changed y radical and the vowel
less suffixed t of the fem. (cf. (304); compare the discussion which is almost similar concern-

ing c,-.., underlyingly G;,-.., in (289)). Some people whose dialectal variant is defective main-

tain however the ii of the changedy radical and say [:;lo~ (cf. Zamal}sari 154, Ibn Ya'Is, IX, 27-

29, Wright, II, 89, Akesson, Conversion 28) in consideration of its formal vowel. 

(55) The case of the perfect verb in which the 3rd radical is made vowelless when the pro

noun of the nominative is suffixed to it, e.g. '.;.;:.:, "they hit, /fem. pl." and,~;_:.,, "I hit", "you 

hit, /masc. sing." and "you hit /fem. sing." is contrasted to the case of the perfect verb in which 

the 3rd radical is given a fat}:ia when the pronoun of the accusative is suffixed to it, e.g. ~~ 

"he hit you.", thus allowing the disliked combination of four vowelled consonants (for the 
principle that four vowelled consonants cannot follow each other in one word see Zaggagi, 
i{j,ii/J 75, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 220-221, I:Iassan, U:jul 228). In spite of the fact that the attached 
pronouns of the nominative and the accusative are suffixed to the verb, the suffixed pronoun of 
the nominative is considered by the Arab grammarians as one with its verb, whereas the pro
noun of the accusative is regarded as another word separated from it (cf. Bohas, Etude 93). The 
verb is in need of an agent, manifest or suppressed (for discussions see (12 b), (13)), which is 
why it is considered as one with its pronoun of the agent, whereas it can manage without an 
object, which is the reason why it and its pronoun of the object are considered as two separate 
words (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 221). 

(56) 0 
... 1..,'~ is underlyingly '...1.,1~ and,µ is underlyingly ~~ formed according to JJW, 

both having their ii elided. The disliked succession of the four vowels occurs in both these 
abbreviated forms (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 366). A similar case with the four consecutive vowels 

occurring in one word is found in J;, "a plant used in dyeing" formed according to JW 
underlyingly J:,;., in which then is elided (cf. Ibn Man~ur, IV, 2869), and J~ "stones" 

formed according to JW underlyingly J ..:i ~ in which a contraction is carried out ( cf. Ibn 

Man~ur, I, 699; for discussions see Ibn Ginni, ffa:fii ,i:f III, 114, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 136)). 

(57) The base form of~ is '.1 ~ in which the ii is elided ( cf. my notes (278), Zamabsari, 

182, Ibn Ya 'Is, X, 86) for the 'sake of alleviation. 

( 58) A parallel is drawn between the elision of one of the two markers of the fem. in both the 

examples: the tin the verb ;.;_:.,, underlyingly ~;_:.,, with the t marking the fem. sing. and the 

-na marking the fem. pl. combined together, and the t of the noun ::_, W.:....: underlyingly ::_, l:J.'.....'.. 
with the t marking the fem sing. and the t of the ending -iitu of the fem. pl. combined together. 

The reason of eliding one of both ta's of the fem. in ::_, W.:....: is the heaviness implied by the 

combination of two consonants of the same kind together (cf. Ibn Ginni, fja:jii ,i:f III, 235, lbn 
al-Anbari, In:jiif Q. 4, 20). In spite of the fact that the two markers of the fem. are not identical 

in the verb ~;_:.,,, one of them, i.e. the t, is elided because there is a heaviness implied by this 

combination when it takes place in the verb ( compare the case of ~~ in which the y was 

chosen as an affix, and not the t to avoid the combination of two identlcal markers of the fem. 
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(88) and the case of :;A in which the y was chosen as a prefix and not the t to avoid the 
combination of two markers of the fem.(97)), contrarily to if it was to occur in the noun (see 

e.g. the case of..::.,((::.. discussed in (59)), as verbs are considered as heavier than nouns. This 

theory concerning the heaviness and lightness is well-known in the Arabic grammatical tradi
tion (cf. Sibawaihi, I, 5; e.g. Zaggagi, ir;lii}:t 100-101 has reserved a chapter for the reasons of 
the heaviness of the verb and the lightness of the noun). The main argument why the verb is 
considered as heavier than the noun is that it cannot manage without an agent, whether this 
agent is a noun or a pronoun and whether it is manifest or suppressed, and that it implies with 
its form both the event and the agent. As for the noun it can do without a verb, can function as 
a topic or predicate in a nominal sentence, and does not with its form refer to the accident (for 
discussions see (12 b), (13), Baalbaki, Hierarchy 15, Versteegh, Zaggiigf 177-181, Guillaume, 
Cause 242-243). 

(59) The alif maq$ilra that marks the fem. in~ is allowed to be combined with the t that 

marks the fem. pl. of the ending-iitun after this alif's change into ay, i.e . ..::.,ly::._ (cf. Zamagsari, 

79, Ibn Ya'is, V, 61-62, Wright,//, 192, 197), because both they and the tare different conso
nants. The alif maq$ilra' s change into a y vowelled by a fatl).a occurs necessarily to avoid the 
cluster of two vowelless consonants, the vowelless alif maq$ilra and the vowelless ii of the 

fem. pl. ending -iitun, i.e. :::,l~ or :::,1x;_::.. becomes :::,,y:__ There is no heaviness implied by 

the combination of both these markers of the fem. when it takes place in the noun contrarily to 

if it is to occur in the verb (see e.g. the case of :;A that occurs instead of:;~ (58)), as the 

theory referred to here is that nouns are lighter than verbs (for discussions see (58)). 

(60) The poetical special language offers peculiarities that are not found in other styles of 
writing (for a discussion concerning some possible peculiarities occurring in some well-known 
verses see lbn al-Sarrag, U$ill III, 435 sqq., Ra<;li, Naiarfya 295 sqq.; for a discussion criticiz
ing the poets' usages see Ibn Faris, !)amm, edited, introduced, translated and discussed by 
Sanni, Ibn Faris 11-20; for a discussion criticizing the grammarians' control over the language 
of poets and the reciters of the Qur'an see Subl).i, Fiqh 131-134; for a general study concerning 
works dealing with speech errors in Arabic, both in reading and writing, and also those that are 
made in understanding the Qur'an see Anwar, Fathers; for a short list referring to the famous 
poets of the Banu Tamim and of the Hugailis see Subl).i, Fiqh 66). Al-ijali:l is said to have 
admitted that the poets are given possibilities which are not permitted to others than them (cf. 
I:Iazim al-Qart;aganni, Minhag 143-144). According to al-Abfas, the poets are obliged to use 
certain words for the sake of metric exigency, which makes them accustomed to these expres
sions and constructions in their language (cf. Anis, Asriir 323). lbn Ginni, H.a$ii ,i$ II, 392-393 
alludes to the poet's desire of adventurous experimentation. The metre of the verse cited by lbn 
Mas'ud is wiifir. The poet is unknown. The same verse occurs in lbn al-Anbari, In$iif Q. 96, 

284 and the same explanation mentioned by lbn Mas'ud is presented. bl with the fatl).a of ~i 
lenghtened into an ii occurs as a pronoun of the masc. sing. of the 2nd person instead of the 

normal ~1. If the form for the dual L..::, i with the infixation of them did not exist, both the sing. 

and the dual would be confused. The ii suffixed to ~i resulting in bl is named <l..:J I__, ~_,JI .._j_)) 

"the alif suffixed after a final short vowel" (cf. lbn al-Anbari, fn$iifQ. 96,284). Concerning the 

normal structure of~), the Basrans believed that ;1 is the pronoun and that the :::_ is a suffix 
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that specifies the 2nd person (cf. Carter, Sirbfnf256 and the notes 257). Another verse reminis
cent of the one cited by Ibn Mas'ud regarding the theme is cited by Ibn Man'.?i1r, V, 3881: 

"Some brothers keep on laughing and joking and some brothers are in another state of mind". 

Zamagsari, Asas 545 has instead: 

i>):_s :)__,.;.. ! ~)y,-~ I ~ 0 t/' 
. . 

"And some brothers keep on laughing and joking and some brothers greet you with a "may God 
preserve your life!" and welcome you"]. 

Another example concerning bi that marks the sing. with the suffixation of this particular alif 

occurs in the following verse said by Salim b. Dara, cited by Mu'addib, Ta~rif25, Ibn Ya'is, I, 
127, 130, Bagdadi, fjiziina I, 289, Ibn al-Anbari, In~afQ. 45, 144, Q. 96, 284: 

Ci C .. 1· •• I C O
' C" --t:.J~ .. ..r' .. 

"O Murr, 0 lbn Waqi', 0 you! it is you who divorced [your.wife] in a year when you were hungry!". 

A variant of the verse is believed to be by al-A}:iwa~ (cf. Howell, I, Fasc. I 47A, Daqr, Mu<gam 
393), but it is probably by Salim b. Dara al-Gatarani mentioned above (cf. Qali, Nawiidir 455). 
It is also cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 359, in the notes of the commentator al-Sartuni of Far}:iat, 
Baf:i! 241, Daqr, Mu<gam 393: 

."1:::.._ -i~ · .. ~it · .. "' _i11 ~i Ci c; · · 'i ·., · · 'i L,_·_,, ..... --~~~ 

"O Abgar lbn Abgar, 0 you! it is you who divorced [your wife] in a year when you were hungry!". 

b) It is usual that in poetry, the a, thew or they that lengthens the fat}:ia, <;lamma or kasra is 
suffixed to the word at the ends of verses. This lenghtening of the vowels is appropriate for the 
repetition and the reiteration of sound, and marks a difference between poetry and prose ( cf. 
Ibn Ya'is, IX, 78). This occurs in the following verse said by Imru'u 1-Qais, cited by Sibawaihi, 

II, 325, Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 224, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 78, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 791, in which .jf~ 
occurs instead of J;:~: 

·".) _;:~ .__._,.. 0 -.}:, .:.r- L w,, 
"Tarry you two: we will weep at the remembrance of a beloved and a place of alighting". 

The verse is also cited by Howell, I, fasc. I, 351, with J;:~ instead. A linguistic feature worth 

to be mentioned is the use of the dual to the verb W (for a discussion why the dual might have 

been chosen see Abu I:Iaidar, Dual 40-48, Akesson, Conversion in the notes to 29-30). The 
lengthening of the vowel occurs as well in the following verse said by Ibn I:Iilliza al-Y askuri, 

cited by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 791, in which 3 '~ Ci occurs instead of'~ Ci, and 3 '~ lj.J I instead of 

'~1j.J1: 

"[The beloved] Asma' has announced to us her intention of departing. Many a sojourner [there is], 
of whose sojourning one is wearied!". 
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See further for a study Sibawaihi, II, 325-326, Ibn Ginni, Mun:fif I, 224, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 78, 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 791 sqq. 

( 61) The points of articulation of the m and the t are close to each other. The t is formed by 
the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incissors and the m is formed 
between the lips (see my notes (188)). 

(62) Besides being an infix in a pronoun, e.g. G1 "you two", or a suffix in it, e.g. ~1 "you 

/masc. pl.", them can be a prefix in a noun (for discussions see Fleisch, Traite I, 422-434), e.g. 

,~; "a place of a promise or an appointment" or a suffix in it (for discussions see ibid, 465-

467), e.g. ~I meaning :;~1 "the son" in which it marks intensification (cf. Zaggagi, Magalis 

134). It is noi to be prefixed, infixed or suffixed directly to the verbs (cf. Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 
150). In the cases of the 2nd persons of the masc. and fem. dual and the masc. pl. of the perfect, 

e.g. G.;~ "you hit /masc. and fem. dual" and ~___., "you hit /masc. pl.", them is a part of the 

suffixed pronouns G and ~- For a study of the m's occurrence in some of the Semitic lan

guages see Brockelmann, Grundriss 396. 
b) In some anomalous cases of verbs them can be prefixed or infixed (for examples see Ibn 

Ginni, Sirr I, 432-433). These forms are J:_w andµ. Examples formed according to J:j:,;; 
are ~_) I ~ "the man became poor", tJ :W "he wore a loose outer garment of wool with 

sleeves, slit in front", J.2,:; "to clean oneself with a handkerchief', J-h:-.:; "to tighten one's 

belt", ~_)I F "the man named himself Muslim" and J~ "to behave arrogantly". Ex

amples formed according toµ are~_) :b I ~ _; "may God welcome you and make the 

place smooth, plain, or not rugged for you", [~ is from the expression )4...-_) >Lil, from 

~ ~; ~ ~ 1 L J ~ 1 "Thou hast come to a people who are like kinsfolk, and to a place that 

is smooth, plain, or not rugged" ( cf. Lane, /, 1453)], and ~_) I Jfa "the man was profuse in 

liberality, bounty, or munificence". 

(63) The pronoun is considered by many Arab grammarians as belonging to the same cat
egory as the noun, as generally the parts of speech are three: the noun, verb and particle ( cf. 
Sibawaihi, /, 1 ). This tripartite division of the language seems to be an influence from the 
Greeks (see my notes (10 b)). The point at issue here is that there is no noun ending with aw 

preceded by a <;lamma (cf. Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 42-43, Ibn Ya'Is, X, 104) except the pronoun 

;,. The verbs however can end with aw preceded by a <;lamma without this combination being 

deemed heavy, e.g. _).fa. "he assaults" and;~ "he calls". 

(64) The reason why the pl. of J.:i with 3rd weak radical is formed according to the pattern 

~. namely J~1 (cf. Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 43, Zamaosan, 185, Ibn Ya'is, X, 107-108, Ibn 

Malik, Alfiya,l47, Goguyer's commentary to verse 617, Lane,/, 909, Wright, II, 209) and not 

on the pattern JJ1, namely :'.,L1, is to avoid having it ending with aw preceded by a <;Iamma, 

which is disliked by the Arabs. 
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(65) The underlying ii in ~;:;~ is maintained between the pronoun of the nominative of 

the 2nd person of the masc. pl., -tum, and the pronoun of the accusative of the 3rd person of the 
sing. , -hu, and thus is not longer at the extremity of the word, which is the reason why it is not 

elided. The base form of ~~ is 1;:;~, and the suffixed pronoun of the accusative, the -hu, 

is also another reason why the verb is brought back to its base form (cf. Ibn Ya'is, III, 95). The 
principle that the pronouns bring back the words to their base form can be considered a rule ( cf. 
Sibawaihi, I, 341-342). The suffixed pronoun of the pl. of the 2nd person of the masc. pl., the ii, 
can be elided according to Yunus referred to by Sibawaihi, I, 342, who accepts instead of the 

examples~ y<: :.1.~ 1 and Ci, __,.s: :1..~ 1, ~(: :k 1 and i+<:. :..1.~ 1.Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 103 considers the 

saying of Yun us of ~ :;_:. :.1.~ 1 to be an anomaly. It can be added as well that it is not only the 

suffixed pronouns, but as well the dual endings (cf. Suyuti, Asbah I, 203-204; for a general 
discussion concerning the dual suffix -ani marking the nominative see Carter, Sirbfnf 59: 3.43 
(1); for examples concerning the dual of the three cases see 91-93: 4.5 (1)) and the diminutive 
(cf. Suyuti, Asbah I, 218, (363)) that bring back the word to its base form (for discussions see 
Ra<;li, Naiarfya 192-193). 

( 66) The suffixation of the ta, marbiifa in ~-< U:.:.1 I is the reason why the hamza, which is not 

longer at the extremity of the word, is changed into the y resulting in ~ U:.:.1 I ( cf. Ibn Ya 'is, X, 

109; for discussions see lbn Ginni, Mun#f II, 128-129). 

(67) The theory that is presented by Ibn Mas'ud concerning~~' is that its base form is 

~~- The m is assimilated to the n as their points of articulation are close to each other: the 

m originates between the lips and then from the upper part of the nose (cf. (188)). Another 

theory presented by Ibn Ya 'is, III, 87 concerning the doubling of the n in ~~ is that two nuns 

should arise as compared to them and the ii of the masc. pl., i.e. I~~ (cf. my notes to Ibn 

Mas'ud, I, 61). 

( 68) The base form of~ is? ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 342, Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 26, Zamabsari, 
174-175, lbn Ya'is, X, 33-36, Bohas, Etude 229-232, my notes (365)). The substitution of them 
for then is necessary when it occurs vowelless before the b because of the heaviness implied by 

the combination of the soft and nasal n and the rigid b. Another example is,< l~ :_:,., "having sharp 

canine teeth" said instead of ,<I: : ·.··,. 

(69) According to this theory, the base form of :).;~ with the doubling of the -nna, is 

~~ with the alleviation of the -na that marks the fem. pl. The -tu preceding the -na that 

marks the fem. pl. in ~~ should have been vowelless, i.e. ~~, similarly to the consonant 

preceding the n that marks the fem. pl. of the 3rd person of the fem. -,;~ "they hit". However 

the -tu of the addressed 2nd person of the pl. could not be vowelless, i.e. ~~' as this would 

imply a cluster of two vowelless consonants, the b and the t. So it was necessary to vowel it, 
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and the vowel that was chosen was a <;lamma, namely J:,;.:,,. Moreover, in order to avoid 

mixing it up with the 1st person of the sing. ~~. it was necessary to infix an augment after 

the -tu. If one is to speculate which among the usal infixes and suffixes, namely them, y, ii, and 
ii, is the appropriate augment that is to be infixed, it could not be the m because the form does 
not refer to the dual or to the masc. pl. of the 2nd person. It could not be the ii or they either, on 
account of the <;lamma of the t that forbids it, nor could it be the w to avoid that the marker of the 
masc. pl., i.e. the ii, would be combined with the marker of the fem. pl., i.e. the -na, so then was 
chosen to be infixed, and was then assimilated to the n of the fem. pl. ( cf. my notes to lbn 
Mas'ud, I, 61-62). 

(70) The reason why the attached pronoun -tu was chosen to be suffixed to the base form of 

the perfect .W, e.g. ;;_:,, in the perfect of the 1st person of the sing. resulting in ~;_:,,, and why 

none of the 'a, then or the ii of ~1, or of the weak consonants, thew or they, was suffixed 

instead, is that if the ii was suffixed it would be confused with the 3rd person of the masc. dual 

½;_:,,, if the n was suffixed it would be confused with the 3rd person of the fem. pl. -,;;_:,,, if the 

w was suffixed it would be confused with the 3rd person of the masc. pl. r;;.:,,, and if they was 

suffixed it would be impossible to vowel it with the marker of the nominative, i.e. the <;lamma, 
because of the heaviness implied by this combination (cf. my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, /, 62). 

(71) Sixty sorts of pronouns and the same distribution presented by Ibn Mas'ud are as well 
mentioned by Carter, Sirbfnf 194. As for this manner of referring to determined numbers, Carter, 
195 remarks in his notes: 

"The urge to calculate total combinations of elements is a relatively late phenomenon in grammar ... 
The motive is clear: not only is enumeration a useful aide-memoire, it also establishes the limits of 
the material to be taught (i.e. what is 'Arabic' and what is not). In origin it may be connected with 
the propositional calculus in the scholastic processing of the Organon which the Arabs inherited 
from Greek". 

(72) The dual of the 3rd person of the masc. of e.g. :_,,;_:,, is ½;_:,, and of the fem. sing. ~;.:,,. 

The ii alone is the pronoun in both these duals, because in the case of the fem. the tis the marker 
of the fem. and not a pronoun. This is the homonymy of both the dual of the fem. and masc. 
meant by Ibn Mas'ud regarding the suffixation of the ii to the basic form of the perfect. The 
dualizations of both the 3rd person of the masc. and fem. sing. are Proto-Semitic (cf. Moscati, 

Grammar 141). 

(73) Two expressions are given to the 1st persons: bl "I" and~ "we" (for~ see (74)), 

because "of the rarity of ambiguity in the 1st persons" ( cf. Howell, /, fasc. II, 513-514 ). Con-

cerning the reason why no form for the dual has been chosen for the 1st person of the sing. b 1, 

differently from the 2nd person ~1 which has the dual Gl, lbn Man-?:iir, /, 160 presents the 

following theory: 
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~1__, , IA ~ j..T 
:·;_;J ~~ 

"And if it is asked: "Why did they give a dual form to ~1 as they said Gl, and they did not give 

a dual form to l:, 1?''. It is answered: "When it was not possible to say l:, 1__, l:, 1 "I and I" [ with the 

latter L:,l] referring to another man, they did not form a dual [for it]. As what concerns ~1, they 

gave it the dual form Gl, because it is possible for you to say to a man ~1~ ~1 "you and you" 

[with the latter] referring to another one with him. For this reason it was given a dual form". 

b) A debate concerning the structure of I;, 1 "I" was raised between the Basrans and the Kufans, 

the Basrans considering the 'a and the n as being the pronoun, and the ii as being suffixed after 
then to make the fatl,ia plain, whereas the Kufans consider the ii as belonging to the pronoun's 
structure (for discussions see Ibn Ya'is, III, 93-94, Howell, I, fasc. II, 520-522, Carter, Sirbfnf 
256). 

c) There exist four dialectal variants concerning J, namely 01, Gl, }, ~1, and ..:.1 (for .,;;1 see 

my notes (345), (373)) according to Quµub (cf. Ibn Maniur, I, 160). Ibn ijalawaihi, Qirii'iit I, 

92 mentions these four: GT, Gl, ~1 and .,;;1. The usual Gl occurs in the following verse said by 

'Udail according to Ibn Maniur, I, 160, but it is probably said according to my opinion by 
I:Iumaid b. I:Iurait b. Bal,idal al-Kalbi (cf. the notes to Mu'addib, Ta~rif 538, the notes to Ibn 
Ginni, Mun~if I, 356, the notes to Ibn Ya'is, III, 93). It is also cited by Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 10, 
Howell, I, fasc. II, 521: 

"I am the sword of the paternal kinsfolk; therefore know me praiseworthy, having mounted upon 
the summit". 

0T which is of the dialectal variant of Quc,la'a, occurs in the following verse said by 'Adiy, cited 

by Ibn Maniur, I, 160: 

"I wish I knew! I am the one who is yelling. When do I see water around a flowerpot?". 

It may be noted when comparing the independent personal pronoun of Akkadian, U garitic, 
Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic and Ethiopic, that the 1st and 2nd persons of the sing. and pl. belong to 
the same system -an plus suffixes (cf. Moscati, Grammar 102). 

(74) One form is sufficient for the separate pronoun of the 1st person of the pl. ~ (for 

discussions concerning its structure see Fleisch, Traite II, 10-11 ). The 1st person of the pl. can 

refer to himself/herself and to another or to others, e.g. 0 L:-, J L;.. ~ "we are both going out" 

and OY.-J L;.. ~ "we are going out /masc. pl.". According to Ibn Ya 'is, III, 94, the 1st person 

is aware "of himself ( or herself) by his senses, and he is talking about himself and others. As he 
cannot be confused with another, there is no need to have separate forms for the dual (for the 
question of the dual to the 1st persons in Semitic see Wagner, Dualis 229-233), the fem. and 
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the masc. The same theory applies as well for the 1st person of the sing. G1 (cf. (73)). 

b) Different theories exist as for why the 2nd n of~ is vowelled by a <;Iamma (for them see 

Ibn Ya'i~, III, 94). According to Abu Is]:iaq al-Zaggag, the <;Iammais chosen because~ marks 

the pl., and the <;Iamma is close in its nature to the ii that marks the pl. in verbs, e.g. 1;1., "they 

got up", and in nouns, e.g. ,)J'-½)1 "the Zaids". According to Abu 1-'Abbas al-Mubarrad, ~ 

was compared and made commensurable to ~ "before" and '~ "after" that are used before 

the sing., the dual and the pl. According to Abu 1-I:Iasan al-Abfas al-,Sagir, ~ is the agent 

pronoun, which is the reason why the n should be given the vowel of the nominative, i.e. the 

<;Iamma. According to Qutrub the base form of~ is ~ with the 2nd radical vowelled by the 

<;Iamma, which was then shifted to the 3rd radical n (for this theory see also Zaggagi, Magiilis 
136-137). According to Mu'addib, Ta~rif 206-207, the <;Iamma, which is the strongest of vow-

els, was chosen because ~ reveals strength as it comprehends two meanings, the one of the 

dual and the one of the pl., e.g. 1-½j ~~ ~ can be used for the dual, i.e. "we have both hit 

Zaid" and for the pl., i.e. "we have hit Zaid". 

(75) The paradigm of the attached pronouns of the nominative is the following:-It can be 
noted that the 3rd person of the masc. and fem. sing. is latent, and that the suffix of the 3rd 

person of the fem. sing., the :::: , is a marker of the feminine form and not a pronoun-: 

sing. 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

dual 

~ 

~ 

C.. 

C 

pl. 

C 

~ 
" '0 
..:,r-

i; 

.:.r 
For the paradigm of the verb ~~ "to hit" in the perfect, active see ( 42). 

b) Some questions worth taking up are why the t of the suffixed pronoun of the nominative 

of the dual is given a <;Iarnma, e.g. ~_;.a "you both hit", a fat]:ia in the 2nd person of the masc. 

sing., e.g. ~~' and a kasra in the 2nd person of the fem. sing., e.g . .::..;~. The main ideas 

presented below by Niksari, are that the <;Iamma of the t in ~_;.a marks the nominative be

cause the suffixed pronoun is the pronoun of the agent, and the <;Iarnma is the agent's vowel. 

Furthermore there is no risk of confusing this form with the 1st person ~~ because of the 

infixation of them followed by an a. The fat]:ia was chosen to mark the masc. sing. in ~~ and 

the kasra was chosen to mark the fem. sing.in .::..;~, because the masc. form is considered as a 

base form in relation to the fem. For this reason the light fat]:ia was chosen for it and the heavy 

kasra was chosen for the fem. Niksari, Mifrii/:l fol. 7a 11. 19-fol. 1211. 1-5 writes: 
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~)I 0'::! J_.,J 'il_, ~)I ...:....~_, ~WI ~ .l::JI 0½ L:.:.;;_., I.} .l::JI ~ l.\J" 

i ~ ~ ) ~½ 1.7' l:J~ I .:_r ..J y>-lli ..1..> I) I I.} • l::J I ~ C. 1_, . .la..LlJ I I.} ~ I_, 

.;,;, ~ ~ 0J.; -~W½ 1.7'~~1 i~ .::.,__;--S )_, ..1.>-ly-ll ~I ~ I..T"L::J~I 

--;-b WI I.} ;; _.,-.$J I 0~ 0 4 ~ _,.I ~ I .; ! ~ WI I.} ;; ~ I_, --;-b WI I.} :(.:..;jJ I 

j_, 1 ;; ~ I_, --;-b G.,_JJ j_, 1 ~ I l.:...t . ~ 1 1.7' L:J~ I ~ ..r.! ~WI I.} :(.:..;jJ I_, 

, •} ;..JI clh....-J_, ;;1_ 0··; ;;_,--$JI_, ~ ~I_, t__.,J ~)ll_, j-.,1 ~ul 0½ ~l:...J.J 

I~ .l::JI ~ ~ ~I I.} 1.7'~~1 .J.J.; i~ 'il_, . ._,..L.ll .:.r j_,1 J-,>ll 

."~ cl:.!I ~ 

"The reason why the twas vowelled by a c;lamma in L:.:.;;.., "you both hit /dual" is that the 

-tu is the agent pronoun, and its vowel is the nominative' s vowel, and there is no difference 
between the nominative and the c;lamma in the meaning. As for the fatl:ia of the -ta that 

marks the 2nd person of the masc. sing. [in e.g. ::..;;_.,1, it was given to avoid the confusion, 

because if it was given a c;lamma the confusion would be unavoidable with the 1st person 

of the sing. [i.e. ~;.., ], and if it was given a kasra it would be necessarily confused with 

the 2nd person of the fem. sing. [i.e. ~;..,]. And if it is asked: "Why was the fatl,la chosen 

to mark the 2nd person of the masc. sing. [i.e.::..;;..,] and the kasra [chosen to mark] the 

2nd person of the fem. sing. [i.e.~;..,], and not vice versa by chasing the kasra to mark 

the 2nd person of the masc. sing. [i.e. ~;..,] and the fatl,la to mark the 2nd person of the 

fem. sing. [i.e. ::..;;..,)], which would as well eliminate the possibility of confusing [the 

forms together]?". We answer: "The fatl,lais prior [to be chosen] to mark the 2nd person of 
the masc. sing. and the kasra is prior to mark the 2nd person of the fem. sing, because the 
masc. sing. is the base form and the fem. sing. is the derivative, and the fatl,la is light and 
the kasra is heavy, and so giving the light vowel to the base form is more prior than doing 
the contrary. Such a confusion [ with other forms] cannot occur in the dual because of the 
c;lamma of the -tu, and this is why the c;lamma was given to the tin it". 

(76) The twelve forms of the separate pronoun of the nominative are the following compris
ing two identical forms in the dual: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st G1 .:_r:, 

2nd masc. 
, o, 

G1 
0 _JlO<-

~I . .. I 
~ 

2nd fem. 
o, 

G1 
C: )l.O<-

~I ~I 

3rd masc. ~ ~ ~ 
~ ' ' 3rd fem. ef: ,:/' 

b) Some interesting questions worth taking up in this context are why the tin :.:,,;. 1 is given a 
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fatl_la in the masc. sing., a kasra in the fem. sing. ~1, and a 9amma in the dual Gl (for the 

theories presented here see Zaggagi, Magalis 136: the session between Mul_lammad b. Al_lmad 
b. Kaisan with Abu 1-'Abbas Mul_lammad b. Yazid al-Mubarrad). According to some the twas 

given the fatl_la in ~l "you" marking the masc. sing. and the kasra in ..::..:.1 marking the fem. 

sing., to differenciate between both these 2nd persons. The t marking the dual form followed 

by the mii ending, was vowelled by a 9amma in Gl "you two", because it is known that this 

vowel does not mark neither the masc. nor the fem. sing., so it became specific for the dual. 
According to others the t of the dual was vowelled by a 9amma to diff erenciate it from the t of 
the sing., whose vowel varies from a fatl_la if it marks the masc. sing. to a kasra if it marks the 

fem. sing. 

(77) A debate between the Kufans and Basrans was raised concerning the structure of_,;, 

(for it see Zaggagi, Magiilis 137, Ibn Ya'is, III, 96-97, Ibn al-Anbart, ln$iif Q. 96, 282-285, 
Howell, I, fasc. II, 522 sqq., Carter, Sirbfnf 256). According to the Kufans, the pronoun is the h 
alone, as they consider the lengthening element, the w, as strengthening the word. Their main 

argument is that the w is dropped in the dual G and in the pl. ~- As for the Basrans, they 

consider both the h and thew to form its underlying structure. It may be noted when comparing 
the independent personal pronouns of the 3rd persons in Akkadian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, Syriac, 
Arabic and Ethiopic, that their structures relate to the demonstratives (cf. Moscati, Grammar 
102). 

b) The w of the pronoun ;, is elided for the sake of metric exigency in the following verse 

said by 'Ugair al-Saluli Gahiliy, cited by Ibn Ginni, f/a$ii 'i$ I, 69, I:Iarirt, Sarl:z 214, Ibn al
Sarrag, U$iil III, 460, Ibn al-Anbari, ln$iif Q. 96, 282, Bagdadi, ffiziina II, 396, Ibn Man?iir, 

VI, 4596, Howell, I, fasc. II, 523, in which ~1: J is said instead of~ 1: ): 

"Then, while he was selling his camel-saddle, a sayer said: "Who has a he-camel soft in the side of 
the hump, well-bred?". 

c) They of the pronoun j, is elided for the sake of metric exigency in the following verse 

said by Ibn al-'Abbas, citecfby Sibawaihi, I, 8, Ibn Faris, [}amm 19 Ibn Ginni, f/a$ii'i$ I, 89, 
I:Iarirt, Sarl:z 215, Ibn al-Sarrag, U$iil III, 461, Mu'addib, Ta$rif539, Ibn al-Anbari, In$iifQ. 96, 

282,284, Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4596, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1559, in which ~ ~j is said instead of j ~j: 

"Do you know the dwelling on Tibrak? It was a dwelling of Su'da when she was one of your 
beloved". 

d) As for some anomalies concerning the stuctures of ;, and j, the Banu Asad make 

vowelless thew and y and say ~ and ~ (cf. Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4597). Some of the Arabs (Ibn 

Man?iir, VI, 4597), among them the Hamdan, double the w and y, and say instead ~ and j 
(cf. Rabin, 71) 
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(78) According to the theory presented here, the masc. pl. base form of;, is ~~, of which 
the 1st w is changed into am because of the heaviness implied by the combination of both the 

waws, so the form became I~. Then the 2nd w and the ii were elided resulting in ~- In the 

dual, the ii was suffixed, the dual's base form being 1;, according to him, so it became G.. 
Another theory concerning G, with the affixation of the m is propounded by Ibn Ya 'is, III, 97 

who considers its base form to be L. yi,, and not as Ibn Mas'ud 1;, (cf. my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, 

I, 63). Concerning the pronouns G. and ~. some believed that~ is the pronoun while others 
believed that all the consonants form these pronouns' structure (cf. Carter, Sirhfnf 256). 

(79) The base forms of the duals and pl. of ~1 and ~1 are deprived of the m, i.e. :.::'.1 "/2 
, 

masc. and fem. dual", 1...,:.:::1 "/2 masc. pl." and ~1 "/2 fem. pl." with the alleviation of then. 

These forms with the affixation of them become G1, l _ _,.lJ and ~1 (cf. my notes to Ibn 
Mas'ud, I, 63). 

(80) The c;lamma is given to the suffixed pronoun of the genitive of the 3rd person of the 

masc. sing., the h, if the vowel preceding it is a fat]:ia, e.g. ~ "to him/it". The kasra is given to 

it if it is preceded by the kasra, e.g. '½ "by him/it" or by a vowelless y '½'_J "he/it has" (for 

discussions see Sibawaihi, II, 320-32:iin his chapter treating the h which is the attached pro
noun vowelled by the kasra). For the paradigm of the suffixed pronouns of the genitive see 
(85). 

b) Anomalies can occur. Al-Kisa'i' s mentions that in the dialect of Quc;la'a ~ occurs instead 

of '½, e.g. ~ :::_, ~; "I passed by him" and J ocurs instead of ~. e.g . .J JU I "the money is his" 
/,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

(cf. Ibn Ginni, lJa$ii 'is I, 390, II, 10). Sibawaihi, II, 321 mentions that the J:Iigazis say -*-
instead of '½, e.g. J;; -*- :::_, ~; "I passed by him before" and -*-'_J instead of '½-..J, e.g. 

,, , 

J L. -*-'_J "he has money" (for further examples see Rabin, 99). 

(81) When the vocative (for its study see Zamabsari, 18-23, Ibn Ya'is, I, 127, II, 2-17, 
Howell, I, fasc. I, 160 sqq., Wright, III, 85-94, Carter, Sirhfnf 418-432, Daqr, Mu'gam 392-

399) ~ precedes a noun in which the pronoun of the genitive of the 1st person of the sing., the 

f, is suffixed to, e.g. l:?)lj_' its f can be changed into an ii in the Tayyis' dialectal variant, and 

consequently the consonant before it, i.e. the m, is vowelled by a fat]:ia, i.e. t:¼. ~ (cf. Ibn 

Ginni, Luma' 45, Vernier, I, 382-383, Akesson, Conversion 29-30). Other allowable dialectal 
variants that can be added here are: 1- the final f can be elided with the consonant preceding it 

being vowelled by a kasra: i.e. 1¼. ~. 2- maintained, i.e. ~¼. ~, 3- elided with the consonant 

preceding it being vowelled by a c;lamma, i.e. r>ll ~ and 4- the ii can be elided with the 

sufficiency of the fat]:ia preceding it, i.e. r>il ~ (cf. Ibn Ya'is, II, 10-11, Howell, I, fasc. I, 176-

177). If the vocative precedes a word in which they is a radical and is preceded by a kasra, e.g. 
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~.:il,, it is changed into an a, i.e. ~l.:il, ~ instead of ~.:il, ~ (cf. lbn Ya'is, //, 11, Akesson, 
Conversion 30). 

b) In other cases than with the vocative, they of a word is changed into the a by the Banii 1-

I;lari! b. Ka'b when it is vowelless and preceded by a consonant given the fatl_ia, e.g. 1~:r: "upon 

her" that becomes ~~. ~! "for you" that becomes :.J~j and 4.-:.J "for you" that becomes :.J 1'..J 
(cf. Rabin, 67-68). This occurs as well in some nouns in the dual in the accusative and genitive 

cases, of which the ending .;,; some Arabs change into,} (cf. Ibn Ginni, Tatniya 57-58, lbn 

ijalawaihi, Laysa 333, lbn 'Aqil, Musa'id 40, Akesson, Conversion 30-31). lbn Ginni, Tatniya 

57-58 refers to this dialectal variant by presenting the examples ,)-½)I ~~ "I hit both 

Zaids" in which 0 1-½) I occurs instead of _;.-_.;.j I and 0 ,-_.;.j~ '.::.,~;"I passed by both Zaids" in 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

which 0 (-½)~ occurs instead of _;.-_.;.j-l,. 
,.. ,.. ,.. / 

(82) The twelve forms of the attached pronoun of the accusative are the following compris
ing two identical forms for the dual: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
~ 

L 

2nd masc. ~ LS.. r-<-
2nd fem. d tJ:... ~ 
3rd masc. 4... 4- ~ 

3rd fem. ~ 4-
a , 

I.'.,+-

b) Concerning the 2nd person of the fem. sing., the -ki, in the dialectal variant known as 

Ll:.JJI, the Banii Bakr add the s after it, e.g. ~1 "I gave you" (cf. Mubarrad, Kamil II, 

224) said instead of ,()~; 1 in pause, or even substitute the s for it. As for the Rabi'a and the 

Ban ii Asad, they add the s after it in their own dialectal variant known as t,. ~0

••• ~11, e.g. °J· _s::._; L 
said instead of .±;.L "I saw you" and~ said instead of ..:1= "in you" (for further examples 

and references see Vallers, Volkssprache 11-12, Brockelmann, Grundriss 206; for a discus
sion why the -ki is affected by the kaskasa and not the agent pronoun, the -ti see Watson, 

Kaskasa 66-79). The Arabs did not always differenciate between Ll:.JJ I and t,. ~, ... ~11, as they 

named both phenomenas for either of these terms (cf. Cantineau, Cours 118). Furthermore 

both the -ki and the 2nd person of the masc. sing., the -ka, have been replaced by the s, which 

pertains to another dialectal variant known as f ... :-... II that is peculiar to the dialect of the 

Yemenites and the inhabitants of Sil_ir in Hadramaut, e.g. j· _:1 said instead of '{1 "at your 

service" (for discussions see Rabin, 49-50). The Banii Tamim change the -ki into a-sin pause, 

e.g. 'j, .J l,.:i said intead of ::.i .J 1,.:i in 'j, .J 1,.:i J g ;Ji ..:.11 Ji T ~ "May God bless you in your home" 

(cf. Mubarrad, Kamil II, 223). This substitution can occur as well in context, e.g. the sur. 19: 24 
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(C , ,1:.:,_; L' , C .. ) "Hath provided a rivulet beneath thee" that has been read by some as 
.. _r-' . .) ~ 

, , , 

(~;., ~ ~~ ~) (cf. Cantineau, Cours 84, Etudes 65). 
, , 

(83) It is impossible to combine both the suffixed agent and object pronouns that refer to the 
same person in the verb, except in some mental verbs (for them see Zamagsari, 117-118, Ibn 
Ya'is, VII, 77 sqq., Howell, II-III, 133-165, Wright, III, 48 sqq., Blachere, 264-265, Daqr, 
Mu 'gam 213). In most cases, except in the examples cited below, the mental verb is followed 

by a J ~ "circumstantial accusative" or by a verb that expresses the state or the condition of the 

suffixed object in connection with the act. The reason why this combination is accepted is that 
the suffixed object pronoun is not the real object of the verb. Examples that can be added to the 

ones presented here are 1o11..:: p',, "I knew myself going away", di~~ Ii.$"' .. 1:; "you found 

yourself doing this" and ~ ~T.J "he considered himself great" (cf. Zamagsari, 118). The 

combination without a following circumstantial accusative or a verb is accepted however in the 

verbs r;._ "to loose" and~ "to mislay", e.g. _J::..;., "I lost myself' and~~ "I mislaid 

myself' (cf. lbn Mac.la', Radd 107 in the notes, lbn Ya'is, VII, 88-89). A verse .. said by Giran al-

'Awd, cited by Zamagsari, 118, lbn Ya'is, VII, 88-89, Howell, II-III, 166, has_;;..;., with the 

combination of both the agent and object pronouns: ·· , 

"Indeed I have got from two rival wives-may I loose myself! [i.e. may I perish!]-and from that 
[trouble] which I undergo from them both a place of retreat!". 

(84) The twelve forms of the separate pronoun of the accusative are the following, compris
ing two identical forms for the dual: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st , LI 
1.5 •-' G~! 

2nd masc. J~j LS~! ~~! 
2nd fem. ..:!~! LS~! :}~! 

3rd masc. ~~! G,~j ~~! 
3rd fem. ~~! G,~j :;~1 

b) Different opinions concern the forms' structure (for discussions see Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 

312-313, lbn al-Anbari, In:fiif Q. 98, 288-292, Zamagsari, Kassiif I, 60-61, lbn Ya'is, III, 98 

sqq.; for a discussion concerning the origin of the particle ~1 see Bravmann, Studies 182-185). 

According to the teachings of the Kufans, the -ka in J~l, the-hu in ~~! and the -ya in 0~! are 

the pronouns of the accusative, and ~! is a lengthening element that strengthens the word. 

Some believed also that the whole word is the pronoun. As for the Basrans they considered~! 

to be the pronoun and the -ka, -hu and -ya to be suffixes which are entitled to invariability. 

(85) The twelve forms of the attached pronoun of the genitive are the following, comprising 

two identical forms for the dual: 
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sing. dual pl. 

1st 
'-£ 

L 

2nd masc. j_ [J'_ ~ 
2nd fem. .:.L [J'_ ~ 
3rd masc. "- 4- r+-
3rd fem. ~ 4- 0+-

(86) When the suffixed pronoun of the genitive of the 1st person of the sing. is attached to a 

word that ends with the diphtong -(u)u, e.g. 0;.J~ "the ones who are hitting me" in the 

nominative case from the sound pl. 0_;.Jw, of "'"-:"'.J~, or the diphtong -(i)'f, e.g. ~.J~ in the 

accusative and genitive from the sound pl. ~.J ~. thew is changed into a yin the first exam

ple, and is then assimilated to it resulting in ~.J w,, and they in the second example is assimi

lated to the 2nd y resulting in ~.J l..;;,. It can be added that the same phenomenon occurs if the 

word ends with the diphtong -aw or -ay, e.g. ~;L 0 a: "my elect" for both ~~ in the 

nominative case from 0;i..:.,.:, and ~:~L 0

0'• in the accusative and genitive from ~' 

which are the sound pls. of ~- For a study see Sibawaihi, II, 104, Wright, II, 252-253, 
Vernier, I, 340, 381. 

(87) The reason for al-Abfas to state that the infixed 'fin ~~ is not a pronoun but a 
marker of the feminine form and that the pronoun is latent, is that both the 2nd person of the 

masc. and 3rd person of the fem. sing. of the imperfect in e.g. ~ ~' are common and lack a 
prominent pronoun. It is then for the sake of analogy that al-Abfas insisted in having the sings. 
of the imperfect as treated uniformly (cf. Howell, I, fasc. II, 519, Sagili, 'Ana#r 30). 

(88) The reason why they was chosen as an infix in ~~ and not the t, is that the prefixed 
t of the addressed 2nd person prohibited this infixation, as this would imply a disliked repeti-

tion of two ta's if~~ is said. This dislike of combining two markers of the fem. in the verb 

is noticed in the case of the perfect of the 3rd person of the fem. pl. ~~ underlyingly ~~ 

(for discussions see (58)) and in the case of the imperfect of the 3rd person of the fem. pl.~~ 
in which they was chosen as a prefix and not the t (for discussions see (97)). -

(89) The h that marks the fem. sing. in the demonstratif pronoun ~ ,i;b is substituted for they 

of the base form 13 ~ (cf. Razi, in ijalil b. A].:unad ... , lfuruf 154, Sibawaihi, II, 341, Ibn Ginni, 
Sirr II, 556, Zamabsari, 176, Ibn Ya'is, III, 131, X, 44-45, Suyii!i, Asbah I, 404, my notes 
(346)). This implies that there exists a closeness between the h and they in marking the the 

feminine form and justifies why the y was chosen as an infix that marks the fem. in .:,r.;,~-
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Blachere, 202 mentions the forms of the demonstratif pronoun 0 ~ and o ~. but does not 
discuss the phenomenon of substitution. ·· , 

b) There exist different dialectal variants concerning o ~ (for them see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 

1363-1364). The Banii Tamim say ~-~ for~-~ in the pause, and --t,~ when they continue. 

Qais and the people of al-1:Iigaz make pause and context alike and say~~ or o ~- Sibawaihi, II, 
, ,, 

322 mentions that he has heard the phrase ..b I t 1 o .:ui, said by one who was confident of his 

Arabic among the Arabs as ..b I t 1 ~ .:ui,, with the h rendered vowelless. 

(90) The well-know cases of the latency of the suffixed agent pronoun (for discussions see 
Howell, I, fasc. II, 544, Ibn Ma<;la', Radd 90-93, Bustani, Mi~ba/:i 23, Daqr, Mu 'gam 217-218) 
concern the 3rd person of the masc. and fem. sing. of the perfect, the 1st persons of the sing. 
and pl., the 2nd person of the masc. sing. or the 3rd person of the fem. sing. and the 3rd person 
of the masc. sing. of the imperfect, the 2nd person of the masc. sing. of the imperative and all 
the epithets, verbal nouns and adverbs. 

(91) For a study of 0 w1 "the imperfect" see Mu'addib, Ta~rif 28-43, Zamabsari, 108-
114, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 6-58, Howell, II-III, 8 sqq., Wright, III, 18 sqq .. The imperfect is consid-

ered as being divided into two sorts by Mu'addib, Ta~rif28: ~ "literally", which means that 

the tense stands for what the imperfect stands for, namely the present or the future, e.g. ~ ~ 

1 _p- I .;J:, ·.,_;.j "Zaid shall hit 'Amr tomorrow", and ~ "representative of', which means that 
the form is the imperfect' s form but that the meamng is intended for the past tense (for a 
discussion concerning this subject see (93 c)).As I remarked about al-Mu'addib's terminology 
concerning the division of the perfect into three sorts (see (42)), it is possible that he was the 
only one to use this terminology concerning the division of the imperfect into two sorts, or that 
it has been used by other Kufans. I myself was unable to find it by any one else than him. For 
a study of the imperfect in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, 
Comparative Grammar 179-188. 

(92) The imperfect has three moods: the indicative, subjunctive and jussive. The strong verb 

of Form I ~~ becomes ~ ~ in the imperfect of the indicative, active. Its paradigm is the 
following: , 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~__,...;:,1 '-:-'~ 

2nd masc. '-:-'~ v~~ vY-~ 
, , 

2nd fem. v-::-!~ 
L 0. :. 

v-~ 0"!~ 
, 

3rd masc. '-:-' r"-= 
L O. , 

v-~ vY-~ 
3rd fem. '-:"'~ 

L 0. :. 

v-~ 0-!r"-= 

Concerning the ending -iina that marks the masc. pl. and -iini that marks the dual of the imper
fect of the indicative, it can be remarked that they are the same as those that mark the sound pl. 

and the dual respectively of nouns occurring in the nominative, e.g. 0;,r.:_: "teachers", 0 ~ 
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"two teachers". The reason why they were chosen to be attached to the imperfect is the similar
ity between the imperfect and the noun (for it see (93)). Another question of interest here is 
why the ii was chosen to mark the dual and the u chosen to mark the sound masc. pl. in nouns 
occurring in the nominative. According to lbn Ginni, Tafniya 70-72, the dual is more fre
quently used than the masc. sound pl., because not all nouns can have a masc. sound pl. Some 
have a broken pl. and others have a fem. pl. with the ending -iit. So the light a was chosen for 
the frequently used dual and the heavy u for the rarely used pl., so that what is deemed as heavy 
becomes rarely used and what is deemed as light becomes frequently used in the language. 
According to Abu 'Ali referred to by Ibn Ginni, Tafniya 72, the pl. is stronger than the dual as 
it refers to different numbers whereas the dual refers only to two. For this reason the w, which 
is stronger than the ii, was chosen to mark the pl. that is stronger than the dual (for discussions 
see Zaggagi, lr;f,iifi 121-129, Versteegh, Zaggiigf 216-230). Concerning the -na of the indicative 
of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. in the ending -fna (for the reasons of the choice of they see 

(88), (89)), e.g.~~' it can be remarked that it offers a similarity with the -na of the ending 

-fna in nouns that occur in the masc. sound pl. of the accusative, e.g. ~Lb.JI ~L "I saw the 

demanding persons" and of the genitive, e.g. ~Lb.Jf~ "by the demanding persons", which 

is probably the reason why it was as well vowelled by a fatl;ia (cf. Mu'addib, Ta$rif34). This is 

why Mu'addib, Ta$rif 35 states that the n of ::.r..,.r "Amen" was as well vowelled by a fatl;ia 

because of its similarity with the -na of the ending -fna in the sound masc. pl. of nouns. The n 

of the imperfect of the indicative of the dual of 2nd person of the masc. and fem. e.g. 0 4~, of 

the 3rd person of the masc. 0 4~ and of the 3rd person of the fem. 0 4~ that follows the ii, 

is given the kasra because of a similarity between it and the n of the ending -iini of the dual 

vowelled by a kasra in nouns occurring in the dual of the nominative, e.g. 0 Wl1 "two stu

dents". According to al-Kisa'i' s theory referred to by Mu'addib, Ta$rif29-30, then was vowelled 
by a kasra, because when two vowelless consonants of which the 1st one is the weak consonant 
ii, are combined in one word it is of common usage that the 2nd consonant is vowelled by a 

kasra. Examples are ~G-.:i "attain you! (an imperative verbal noun meaning :J.;~l)", ruj "Qatami, 

name of a woman" (for it see lbn Man'.?ur, V, 3682) and i I-~ "I:Iazami, name of a woman" (for 

it see lbn Man'.?ur, II, 813). Another theory mentioned by Mu'addib, Ta$rif30 is that then of 
the dual of the ending -iini is given a kasra to differenciate it from the n of the pl. of the ending 
-una given a fatl;ia. Then of the dual has been given anomalous vowels in nouns (cf. Rabin, 67, 
Mu'addib, Ta$rif 197, lbn Ginni, Tafniya 87, lbn 'Aqil, Musii'id 40, Ibn Ya'is, IV, 143). An 

example with then given anomalously a fat}:la in a verb is recorded in (~ 1-~D read so by Abu 

'Amr of the sur. 46: 17 instead of (15~:l..wD "Do you hold out the promise to me" (cf. lbn 

l::Jalawaihi, Qirii 'iit II, 318). Furthermore the n of the 2nd and 3rd persons of the masc. pl. that 

follows the w in e.g. 0;~ and 0;~ offers a similarity with the n vowelled by a fat}:la that 

follows the u in nouns of the masc. sound pl. of the nominative, e.g. 03'-½) "the Zaids". Ac

cording to Abu 'Ali's theory reported by Mul;iammad b. al-Mustanir Qutfub referred to by 
Mu'addib, Ta$rif 30, the reason of vowelling the n in nouns of the masc. sound pl. of the 
nominative with the lightest of vowels, the fatl;ia, is to lighten its combination with the heaviest 

weak consonant among the weak consonants marking the declension, which is the w. 

The paradigm of Form I ~~ in the subjunctive, active, is the following: 
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sing. dual pl. 

1st :.,.,~1 '-:"~ 

2nd masc. '-:"~ 
G 0. :. 

.'.r'-' 
I , 0. :. 

Y.'.r'-' 

2nd fem. -I~ 
G 0. :. 

.'.r'-' .y.~ 

3rd masc. ":"~ 
G 0 •• 

-~ 
I , " .. 
y.~ 

3rd fem. . G ". :. 
'-:" ~ .'.r'-' .y.~ 

For a general study of the subjunctive see Mu'addib, Ta:jrif 35-41, Zamal}sari, 109-112, Ibn 
Ya'is, VII, 15-40, Howell, II-III, 20-54b, Wright, III, 22, 24-34. A question worth taking up is 
why the fat:l)_a was chosen to mark the subjunctive. According to some theories mentioned by 

Ibn Ya'is, VII, 15, the subjunctival ~1 resembles the conjunction ~1 that puts the noun follow

ing it in the accusative. The resemblance between both these words is not only in their shapes, 

but the verb in the subjunctive after ~1 together with it can be replaced by the verb's ma:jdar, 

which is put in the accusative by the verb preceding it. As the accusative in nouns corresponds 

to the subjunctive in verbs, the verb after ~ 1 is put in the subjunctive mood. Furthermore the 

subjunctivals J, ~-~! and °J are brought into relation with~ 1. Mu'addib, Ta:jrif 40 presents the 

following examples: ~ r ~ r _;;1 "I shall get up so that you get up with me" which can mean 

r jG °j "so that you get up", and r fa ~ 1 ~I "I like you to get up". The verb after ~ 1 has the 
/ ,.. ... !., ~ 

meaning of the ma:jdar, and the sentence can be likened to: ..1. L::-,:; ~ I "I like your getting up" 
_,,,,,,.. !., ,l ,.. o,..o~ ;,o.;. 

with ..1. L::-,:; put in the accusative by the verb ~ I. Another example is ~ 0 I~ "I like 

you to sit down" which can be replaced by the sentence L h F "I like your sitting 

down". 

The paradigm of Form I :_,.,~ in the jussive, active, is the following: 

smg. dual pl. 

1st '-:"~1 

2nd masc. '-:"~ 
G 0. :. 

.'.r'-' 

2nd fem. -I~ 
G 0. :. 

.'.r'-' .y.~ 

3rd masc. '-:"~ 
G 0 •• 

-~ 
I , 0 •• 

y.~ 
. 

3rd fem. '-:" ~ ~~ -.;~ 
For a general study of the jussive see Mu'addib, Ta:jrif 41-43~ Zamal}sari, 112-114, Ibn Ya'is, 
VII, 40-58, Howell, II-III, 55-88, Wright, III, 22-24, 35-41. A question worth taking up is why 
was the sukun chosen to mark the jussive mood. One theory mentioned by Ibn Ya'is, VII, 41, is 

that the apocopatives t "not" and U "not yet" transfer the verb that is in the present tense to the 

past tense. As the verb is transferred to a limit in time which is not possible to be applied to the 
noun, it took an inflectional marker that is not existent in the noun, which is the sukun. To the 

question why the subjunctivals ~1 "that" and J "shall not", which transfer the verbs to the 

future tense and put them in the subjunctive mood, do not put them instead in the jussive mood 

by giving them a sukun marker, Ibn Ya'is answers that they resemble the heavy conjunction ~1, 
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so they operated in the same manner as it. According to Qutrub's theory (cf. Mu'addib, Ta$rif 
42), the jussive that has the sukun marker is applied to the heavy verb, because the sukun is 
lighter than the vowel, and the light noun does not need to become more alleviated by the light 
sukun. According to Abu Ga'far al-Ru'asi (cf. ibid), the apocopatives operate on the verb by 
putting it in the jussive mood because they can only be prefixed to the verb and not to the noun, 
moreover, they indicate an action that occurs in the past with a form of a verb that is specific for 

the present or for a coming action. Hence it is impossible to say ~~ J'.J I ~ ~ instead of t 
..DI ~ ~~ "'Abd Allah did not go out". So when they were combined uniquely with the 

verbs, they operated on them by putting them in the jussive mood which is particular for the 
verbs. According to the theory of Abu Mu}:iammad 'Abd Allah b. Muslim (cf. ibid), the verb in 

the jussive mood to which ~ is prefixed to, is transferred to the past time, whereas it is trans-

ferred to the future time when the subjunctival J is prefixed to it. In order to differenciate 

between both these moods, the verb in the jussive received a sukun marker whereas it received 
a fat}:ia marker in the subjunctive. 

(93) The main arguments according to the Arabic grammatical tradition which prove that 
the imperfect is similar to the noun (for them see Ibn Ya'is, VII, 6; my notes (46), (47), are 
presented here. The imperfect's form is commensurable to the active participle's form. For 

instance the form ~ ~ "he hits" is commensurable to the form of the active participle ~ .J ~. 

as each of its consonants corresponds in its mobility or vowellessness to the state of the conso
nant of the other form (cf. (47)). Just like the active participle, the imperfect can occur as a 

modifier,~. of an indefinite noun. In a sentence as ~ ~ ~~ I ,:.;i, "this is a hitting man", the 

imperfect that follows the indefinite noun functions as a modifier, and corresponds in its mean-

ing to the modifierin the example ~.J~ ~~ 1,:.;i, (cf. Owens, Foundations 208). The inceptive 

la- which is specific to be prefixed to nouns which it emphasizes, e.g.~ li! I -½_j 0J "verily Zaid 

is getting up", can be prefixed to the imperfect, i.e. r ;a.;,i 1-½_j 01, and the meaning is the same. 

This particular la- cannot be made to precede the perfect, i.e. rW 1-½_j 0J with the very same 

specific meaning that this affirmative la- introduces. The imperfect can be general, by which it 
is meant that is vague, because it can be valid for the tenses of the present and future ( cf. Ibn 

ijalawaihi, l'rab 4 ), e.g. ~ ~ can mean "he hits, he is hitting or he shall hit". It is this vague-

ness that is considered as similar to the vagueness of the indefinite noun, e.g. 4~ ~ 1.J "I saw 

a man", in which 4~ "a man" refers to an indefinite man. The prefixation of the s or sawfa (for 

discussions concerning their etymology see Rundgren, Bildungen 122-123) to the imperfect 

specifies its meaning by making it refer to a special tense which is the future, e.g. ~ ~ -½_j 

(for discussions with examples see Reckendorf, Syntax 13-14, Sagili, 'Anii.$ir 24-26) and J yw 

~ ~ "Zaid will hit", in the same manner as the prefixation of the definite article to the indefi

nite noun renders it definite (for the question concerning which is prior the indefinite noun or 

the definite one see ,Sayman, Tab$ira 97-98), e.g. ~)I ~1.J "I saw the man". The imperfect 

functions as a J L>. "denotative of state", in e.g. ~ ~ -½_j, and corresponds in its function and 
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meaning to the active participle, in e.g. ~ _) ~ -½j "Zaid is hitting". The Kufans name the 

active participle which operates like the verb as ~I.JI j,-iJI "the permansive verb" (for discus

sions see (46 b)), which is a term that is criticised by the Basrans. Another important resem
blance of the imperfect to the noun that can be added, is its dual and pl. suffixes, respectively -

ani and -ilna (for discussions see (92)), which are particular to be suffixed to the noun (for a 

detailed discussion see Mabzurni, Nabw 136-137). The declension of the imperfect is specified 

with ~) I "the indicative mood" that corresponds to the nominative case of the nouns, ~ I 

"the subjunctive mood" (for the reasons why the fatJ::ia was chosen see (92)) that corresponds to 

the accusative case of the nouns and i _:r.J I "the jussive mood" (for the reasons why the sukun 

was chosen see (92)) that corresponds to the genitive case of the nouns. It can be mentioned 
that a debate arose between the Basrans and the Kufans concerning the reasons of vowelling 
the imperfect' s final consonant with a c;lamma. The Kufans believed that the imperfect prefixes 
imposed on it the indicative mood, and when the particles which govern the verb in the sub
junctive and jussive mood were made to precede it, the subjunctive and the jussive moods were 

imposed on it. Otherwise it had to be inflected with the ?:} _), i.e. the vowel u of the nominative 

(for discussions see Ibn al-Anbari, lnifafQ. 74, 226-228, Asrar 13-14, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 12-13). 

b) Not only the active participle ~_)~ as mentioned in e.g. ·...,..,_)~ -½j can replace the 
, 

imperfect ~ ~ in ~ ~ -½j "Zaid is hitting", but also both these passive participles ~ 

and '.:1 ~ which occur in the sur. 11: 103 (.:1 ~ r;, J.f ,;~ ~ 8 T ;J ~ r;, J.f.;) "That is a 
Day for which mankind will be gathered together: that win be a Day of Testimony'' ( cf. Zarkasi, 
Burhan III, 376). 

c) The imperfect resembles the perfect in some cases as it can occur with the meaning of the 
past. This is indicated by Ibn Faris, $abibf219, who refers to a verse which is said to have been 

said by Samr b. 'Amr al-I:Ianafi, in which ~1 has the meaning of :::, ~;: 

0,.. ,.. )l O)l,.. )1 0,.. )l O ,.- ,.. ,, " ,, ,.. . . 
-~ ;J ~3....:...-~ 

"At times I have passed by the evil one who insulted me, but I moved away from him and said: 'It 
does not matter to me"'. 

Ibn Ginni, fJ.a:fa 'ici III, 330, 332, the commentator to Zamabsari, Kassaf I, 70, Ibn Hisam, Mugnf 
I, 102, Suyuti, Asbah II, 103, 600, Ibn Man?,ur, /, 508, Daqr, Mu 'gam 124, Rac;li, 

Na'{.arfya 314 have~ ~ ' .. f ~ :::..J ' .. :, ;.,·~; "but I moved away, and then I said: 'It does not 

matter to me'". Zanial)~ari, Kassaf I, 70 mentions that there is no reference to a special time in 

the sur. 1: 7 (~): :...:.:..:;1 0,:_iITi,1~) "The way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy 

Grace", in the same manner as there is no indication of time in ~ ~ T J, ~ 1 ~~ Other 

examples concerning the imperfect having the meaning of the ·perfect occur in the sur. 2: 91 

(~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ·~ 01 0./-~:; ~) "Why then have ye slain the prophets of God in times gone by" 

in which 0_,.f:.~:; has the meaning of i :f:.~ (cf. Ibn Faris, $abibf 220, Ragihi, Farra' 61), in the 

sur. 2: 102 (~~T fa L. 1~13) "They followed what the evil ones gave out (falsely)" in 

which fa has the meaning of ::J;, and in the sur. 5: 20 J:JT ~~I ~ 0 ~W13 '.:1~1 ..::.J~) 
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~ ~:.:.:.;. f j ~:, ~ 1_,) "Both the Jews and the Christians say: "We are sons of God, and his 

Beloved. Say: "Why then doth He punish you for your sins?", in which~~ r1 has the meaning 

of ;:~ ~ 1 :./~ r-1 "Why did He punish your fathers?" ( cf. lbn Faris, $iil,zib'f 220; for other exam

ples see Canta.nno, Syntax I, 65-66, Sagili, 'Ana~ir 26-27). 
d) The imperfect is used to indicate present time when it occurs after the affirmative la-, as 

in the sur. 12: 13 ("-! 1;.;i,i:J ~1 ~~ J.D "Really it saddens me that ye should take him 

away", and the negative ~ as in the sur. 31: 34 (1..;i. ~ 1·~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~_,) "Nor does any 

one know what it is that he will earn on the morrow". It, also denotes th~ ·present in independent 
and general statements, in dependent positions and to express something that occurs habitually 
(for discussions with examples see Cantarino, Syntax I, 63-64, Sagili, 'Ana~ir 23-24). 

e) The imperfect denotes the future when the s or sawfa is prefixed to it (cf. (93)). Other 
cases are when it determines an action that is contrasted with a present or past situation, in 
questions, after an imperative and in simple statements projected into the future that have the 
meaning of an imperative (for discussions with examples see Cantarino, Syntax I, 66-67). 

(94) The four prefixes of the imperfect can be combined in different mnemonic words (cf. 
lbn Malik, Liimfya 238, Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 10, Raymundus, Tasriphi 17, Wright,//, 

56): e.g. ~1, ~1 or ~b. 

(95) The past is stable in relation to the present or the future because the accident in the past 
is accomplished and cannot be changed whereas present or future actions can be changed. 

(96) According to lbn Mas'ud's original theory, the imperfect prefix of the 2nd person is 
underlyingly aw, which is substituted by the t (for other cases of the substitution of thew by the 
tsee (52), (198), (247), (330), (331)). The reason of this substitution is to avoid the possible 
combination of three waws in the case of the syndesis when a verb is with 1st radical w, e.g. 

J-:-~~~ "and you are afraid" said instead of the correct J-:-~~- Dunquz, Sarl,z fol. 33a 11. 16-17 
remarks concerning this combination of the waws: 

."~I C~ ,< '·.: ._:;½ t>_fa-. y>J' 

"It is disliked because it could be compared to the barking of the dog". 

The reason of the choice of the original w is according to lbn Mas'ud, that it is the ultimate of 
the points of articulation, just as the 2nd person that is addressed by the 1st person is the one by 
whom the conversation ends. If one considers that the consonants' points of articulation origi
nate from between the farthest part of the throat to the lips, then lbn Mas'ud's theory can be 
justified as to why the vowelled alif or the hamza that originates from the farthest part of the 
throat and is a laryngal, is chosen as an imperfect prefix for the 1st person of the sing., and why 
the w, which originates more exactly from between the lips and is a labial (for the consonants 
see (188)), is chosen originally for the 2nd person. 

In fi~~ "a calamity" (cf. lbn Ginni, fja~a'i~ I, 140,212, Zamabsari, 170, lbn Ya'is, IX, 150, 

lbn Man'.?iir, VI, 4820), the w is not a prefix but a radical, as the pattern is JLl. 

(97) ~WI "the 3rd person" here in which the imperfect prefix is a y, refers to the masc. 

sing., the masc. pl., the fem. pl. and the duals. According to lbn Mas'ud's original theory, they 
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was chosen as an imperfect prefix because it originates from the middle of the mouth, just as 
the third person stands in the middle of the conversation between the first and the second 
person. The y originates more exactly from the middle of the tongue and the middle part of the 
upper palate (for the consonants see (188)). The reasons why the twas chosen as an imperfect 

prefix, and not they for the 3rd person of the fem. sing.,~ WI, e.g. ~ ~ "she hits, fem. sing." 
, 

and not ~ ~' is on the one hand to avoid confusing it with the masc. sing. ~ ~, and on the 

other, to conform this t with the t which is chosen as a suffix that marks the fem. sing. in the 

perfect (cf. Wright, Comparative Grammar 184), i.e.~~ "she hit". They and not the t, was 

chosen however as an imperfect prefix for the 3rd person of the fem. pl., i.e. '.j.~ and not 

'.j.~ ( compare with the forbidden form ::,_r: ~:; that occurs instead of the correct one '.j.~ 
, , 

referred to by '.j.~, the accepted form in Hebrew i1)?~Prl cf. ibid, 185), to avoid the combi

nation of two markers of the fem.: the t prefix and the n suffix if the t was to be chosen instead 

(compare the case of '.j.~ underlyingly ~~ discussed in (58) and the case of~~ dis

cussed in (88)). An exception to this rule is the anomalous reading 0_),~::; of the sur. 42: 5 

which has been recorded instead of the correct form 0_:;w:.~1 "Rent asunder" (cf. Wright, II, 56, 

Comparative Grammar 185). The prefixation of the tin this example is due probably to a false 
analogy with the 3rd person of the fem. sing. The y occurs very rarely as a prefix to nouns in 
Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages (for examples see Wright, Comparative 

Grammar 182, Cohen, Etudes 34 ). It occurs in some nouns of animals, e.g. (").. ~ "male 

vulture", ~ ~ "horse", of plants, e.g. ·~ "a kind of plant", and in a few adjectives, e.g. 

~-;.,~"green". These nominal forms could have derived from verbs in the 3rd person of the 

masc. sing. of the imperfect with some modifications (for examples and discussions see Cohen, 
Etudes 34). 

(98) ~.*- "he spills" seems to be formed of five consonants, and according to the rule 
, , 

should have had its imperfect prefix given a fatJ:ia. However it is underlyingly Form IV J:!~ in 

which the his anomalously infixed (for discussions see (212); compare it with p'iil. in He

brew). Furthermore it can be mentioned concerning this verb that in its Form I ::J) "I spilled", 

a kind of alleviation of the hamza being its inceptive consonant can be remarked by its change 

into a h, i.e. ::Jj, (for discussions see (343)). It is possible that the h is infixed in Form IV 

because of an analogy with this substituted h. 

(99) Dialectal variants (for a presentation see Suyuti, Muihir I, 133-136, Karman, Lugat 
529-536, Ri(Ja, Luga 114-115, Kofler, Dialekte 47-49, Rabin) are generally divided into an 
Eastern group centered on the Persian Gulf under Tarnim and a Western one under l:Iigaz ( cf. 
Blau, Judaeo-Arabic l, Rabin, 11). The allusion made here by Ibn Mas'ud is to the dialectal 

variant known as the a::.G (for discussions see Sibawaihi, II, 275-277, Fleisch, Traite I, 137; 

and see the example ~ discussed in my notes (32)). The -~I-*- il::.G is peculiar to the 

inhabitants of Bahra' who pronounce the imperfect prefix vowelled by a kasra, e.g. J.:.b "you 
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do" to conform it with the kasra of the 2nd radical of the perfect of Form I :.,W. The same 

particularity occurs in the dialect of Qais, and is named ~ e-'~- Also Tainim (for a detailed 
study of this dialectal variant and its particularities see ,Sub):ii, Fiqh 72-105), Rabi'a and most of 
the Arabs, except the }:Iigazis, give a kasra to the imperfect prefix of all the persons, except the 
3rd person of the masc. sing., a phenomenon which however seems to occur in the Qm;la'a 
dialects (cf. (100)). The forms of the verbs presented here in which the imperfect prefix is 

vowelled by the kasra in this dialect, is Form I formed according to the conjugation ~ :.,W, 
e.g. ~ f "to know" in which the kasra gives notice of the kasra of the 2nd radical l of the 

perfect f, i.e. ~I "I know",~ "/2 masc. and 3 fem. sing. (imperfect)",~ "/3 masc. sing" 

and ~ "/1st pl.", Form X J: ;:. 0 

~! ~~·e.g. ~-"" ::. 0 :1 "he asks for assistance" with a kasra 

given to the imperfect prefix whose perfect is ~I, so that the kasra gives notice of the 
hamza' s kasra of the perfect. Furthermore it can be added that the imperfect prefix is given a 

kasra in Form V J:i:~ J:i, e.g. r1_s::~ "you talk or she talks", in Form VII J:i:~ ~~' e.g. 

~ "you dash along or she dashes along" and in Form II of the quadriliteral JC:~ JLl;, e.g. 

if,~ "you roll along, or she rolls along" ( cf. Volck/Kellgren, lbn Miilik 11 ). 

(100) The dialectal variants alluded by Ibn Mas'ud are probably those of Qais, Tamim, 
Asad, Rabi'a and most of the Arabs who give the imperfect prefix a kasra, except when it 
concerns the 3rd person of the masc. sing. (cf. Rabin, 61), on account of the heaviness of the 
combination of the y and the kasra. An anomalous verb with this vowelling occurs however 

(see the example of ~ discussed in my notes (32)). The vowelling of they imperfect prefix 
of the 3rd person of the masc. sing. with a kasra takes place in the Qm;la'a dialects, in Hebrew, 
Western Aramaic and Ugaritic (cf. Rabin, 61). 

(101) According to a general principle, the marker should not be elided (cf. }:Iassan, U.Jul 

142, my introduction pp. 34-35). In verbs of Form V J: ;::; and VI ~~that occur in the 2nd 

person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the masc. sing. of the imperfect, e.g. '->1~::.:; "you assume 

/masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing." and~~ "you move away or she moves away", two ta's are 

combined together. The 1st one is the imperfect prefix and the 2nd one is the marker of reflex
ivity. The repetition of theta's is considered as heavy by some who prefer to elide one of them 
for the sake of alleviation (for a study of this particular elision see Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1822-

1828, de Sacy, /, 221, Wright,//, 65, Vernier,/, 346, my notes (207)). Thus \1~::; becomes :Ji 

after the elision and~ 0 becomes ,~ i.;.;. Ibn Mas'ud, who follows the theory of Sibawaihi, //, 
475-476 and that of the Basrans, believes that the 2nd t that marks the reflexivity is more fit to 
be elided, because the 1st one is more important as it is the prefix marking the imperfect. The 
Kufans however believe that it is the 1st t that should be elided because the 2nd one marks the 
reflexivity whereas the 1st one is prefixed, and its elision is easier (for the debate see Ibn al
Anbari, ln.JiifQ. 93, 269-271; for the assimilation of the t that marks the reflexivity to the 1st 
radical see (207)). 
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(102) The imperfect prefix t of the 3rd person of the fem. sing., e.g.~~ "she hits", is not 

rendered vowelless contrarily to the suffixed t of the feminine form of the perfect, e.g. ~~ 
"she hit", because of the principle that it is impossible to begin with a vowelless consonant. 

(103) The dialectal variant referred to by the example ~ is the taltala (for discussions 
concerning it see (99)). -

(104) The imperfect prefix t is given the fatl:_ia on the analogy that the other imperfect pre
fixes of the imperfect, the hamza of the 1st person of the sing., the n of the 1st person of the pl. 
and they of the 3rd persons are given the same vowel. 

(105) For a study of ..,...½I "the imperative" see Mu'addib, Ta~rif99-l2l, Zamabsari, 114-

115, lbn Ya'is, VII, 58-62, Howell, II-Ill, 88-96, Wright, II, 61-62, Blachere, 46-47, Beeston, 
Language 84. For a study of the imperative in Arabic and in some of the Semitic languages see 
Wright, Comparative Grammar 188-191. 

The paradigm of Form I~~ in the imperative is the following: 

sing. 

2nd masc. ~_;,1 
2nd fem. i.s-_;, I ~_;, I ~_;, I 

b) Twenty-three meanings .. of the imperative in the Qur'an are-distinguished from each other 
by Mu'addib, Ta~rif 118-121, namely: 

1- '-:";.~"duty or obligation", as in the sur. 2: 43 (~15_ji 1;;1~ ~:>C.Jj 1~1) "And be steadfast 

in prayer; practise regular charity". 

2- -\:S-~ "promising", as in the sur. 41: 40 Cr:,_,. L. 1~_0 "Do what ye will". 

3- _,i~I "consideration", as in the sur. 27: 69 (1__,pi.; v""~~i J I__,~ j) "Say: "Go ye 
through-the earth and see". ~- -

4-~ j "invitation orincitement", as in the sur. 62: 10 (1~J:ij 1__,)'~G ...ul ~ :; I_A-1} 

"And seek of the Bounty of God: and celebrate the Praises of God often". - - -

5- i~I "elucidating, explaining", as in the sur. 10: 101 (J,~~j~ d~Wi J 1'.;L. 1__,pi j) 
"Say: ''Behold all that is in the heavens and on earth". - - ·· -

6-:(..~l "permission, authorization", as in the sur. 5: 3 (l__,,.:il.L:.-~ r'..fL 1'.;}__,) "But when ye are 

clear of the Sacred Precincts and of pilgrim garb, ye may hunt". 

7- .:i-~ "treatening", as in the sur. 9: 64 (l__,~~T j) "Say: "Mock ye!". - , , 

8- "-:::;"warning, awakening, rousing", as in the sur. 6: 47 ~ ~T ~I-~ rkG1 ~! rk:)) j) 
~k. ~ ~ "Say: "Think ye, if the Punishment of God comes to you, whether suddenly or openly". 

9- ~-.:,I "politeness, good manners", as in the sur. 24: 61 (~1 ~ l;J.:.j s__,; r'..f:,_'.:, 1'.;~) 

"But if ye enter houses, salute each other". 

10- ..J ~ I "reprimand, rejection", as in the sur. 6: 91 (1 _,i; ~ _; ._, -~ ~ 0 .:JI ~ 8Ji J,;1 :; j) 
"Say: ''Who then sent down the Book which Moses brought?_::_a light;,: -
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11- ;:.-..:i ~ "testimony, statement", as in the sur. 5: 9 ( .1,.: .. 1ll, -J 4', JJ ~ 1) 1;)) "Stand out 
firmly for God, as witnesses to fair dealing". - - -

12- ....J..1 "mildness, gentleness", as in the sur. 17: 93 (~_;,~ 1~ ~I ' .. :s; ~ ~~ 0~ j) 
"Say: "Glory to my Lord! Am I aught but a man,-an apostle?". - ·· 

13- ~;._:;"intimidation", as in the sur. 2: 94 (~ ..:i L., r :.:_s ~j :.:, ;Ji I~) "Then seek ye for 
death, if ye are sincere". --

14-~ "transmutation, transformation, metamorphosis", as in the sur. 7: 166 1; )' ~ W) 
~G.. ~-..:i_;;) "We said to them: "Be ye apes, despised and rejected". 

- -
15-~b..:i "cautioning", as in the sur. 4: 71 (~~ l_,:S. i;:T ~.:JI ,1 ~) "O ye who believe! 
Take your precautions". - -

16- ,:,.r..f:1 "bringing forth, shaping, creating", as in the sur. 16: 40 ~G~) r.)! ;~ u~ GD 

~}::;, ~ J J~ ~ ~ "For to anything which We have willed, We but say the Word, "Be", and 
it is". 

17- J~! "supplication, prayer", as in the sur. 3: 61 C.~~ f.G.;1~ G-.c;1 t~ l)i:.; j.1) 
~ f Fl~ ,:- ~-:~ r-5.G_) "Say: "Come! let us gather together,-our sons and your 
sons, our women and your women, ourselves and yourselves: then let us earnestly pray". 

18-J~I "death, defiance", as in the sur. 9: 83 (~Wit: 1_,' • .;_:.:fli) "Then sit ye (now) with 
those who lag behind". --

19- )~;- 0 ,I "asking for forgiveness", as in the sur. 71: 10 (1_.)W. 0~ ~j ~~ l_,~•i: 0 ,D "Ask 
forgiveness from your Lord; for he is Oft-Forgiving". -

20- .)~ "seeking the protection", as in the sur. 23: 97 (_:r.:-b~I ..::.,I~ ::r. ~ \;1 ~~ j) 
,.. ,, ,.. ,.. 

"And say "O my Lord! I seek refuge with Thee from the suggestions of the Evil Ones". 

21- &,°.,;; "reproach, rebuke", as in the sur. 2: 93 (~~j ..., f;'~ l, ~ j) "Say: "Vile 
indeed-are the behests of your Faith". -- -

22- r.~jl "disturbance", as in the sur. 17: 64 (~ ~j ,:r j): 0 i_) "Lead to destruction 
those whom thou canst among them". - - -

23- .~'..:i "invocation, call, prayer", as in the sur. 40: 60 (~ ~1 '5'_;,~0 "Call on Me; I will 
answer your (Prayer)". - ·· -

(106) The metre is Mutaqarib. The verse is said by al-Mazini and is cited by lbn Ginni, de 
Flexione 9, Mun$iJI, 98, I:Iariri, SarJ:i 173, lbn Ya'is, IX, 141, Mulukf 100, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1096. lbn Ginni, de Flexione 8-9 and lbn Ya'is, IX, 141 mention that Abu 1-'Abbas [Mubarrad] 
asked Abu 'U!man [Mazini] about the additional consonants, and so he recited the following 
verse to him. Other phrases containing the augments (for them see Zamabsari, 170, lbn Man'.?iir, 

III, 1898, Lane, I, 1275-1276) are ~G r,Y.JI "today you forget it" (cf. my commentary to lbn 

Mas'ud, I, 66), 0 ~ ~ bl "Sulaiman came to him" and ~ __,...:JL "you (/masc. pl.) have asked 

me about them". For a study of the addition of the augments to the forms see lbn Ginni, de 
Flexione 8-19, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 368-377, lbn 'U~fur, I, 201-294, Zamagsari, 170-172, lbn 
Ya'is, IX, 141-158, Mulukf 100-212, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1770-1813, IV, fasc. I, 1091-1181. 
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For a detailed study including among these consonants the b, the f, and the k which are not 
mentioned among the augments mentioned above, beginning with: 1- the hamza see Ibn Ginni, 
Sirr I, 107-118, 2- the b, 133-143, 3- the t, 157-167, 4-thef, 260-264, 5-the k, 291-292, 6-
the l, 321-409, 7- them, 426-433, 8- then including the nunation see Sirr II, 444-518, 9- the 
h, 563-571, 10- thew, 594-650, 11- the a, 687-727 and 12- they, 767-769. 

(107) The li- of the imperative is given a kasra because of its resemblance to the li- that is 

the preposition, e.g. ~~"let him hit!". lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 390 remarks, referring to the saying 

of al-Farra', that some vowel the -l of the imperative anomalously with a fat):ia, e.g. -½j ~ 
"let Zaid get up!". 

(108) The jussive mood in the verbs corresponds to the genitive case in the nouns (cf. 
Sibawaihi, /, 4). Nouns cannot be put in the jussive mood in the same manner as verbs cannot 
be put in the genitive case (cf. Carter, Sirbini 40, 42; for discussions concerning why the verbs 
cannot occur in the genitive case see Zaggagi, i<;/ii./J 107 sqq.). 

(109) ·~ "thigh" underlyingly "i,;.j occurs with the elision of the kasra of the 2nd radical 

( cf. Akes son, Elision 21 ). Sibawaihi, ii, 277 mentions that the elision of the kasra occurs in the 
dialectal variant of Bakr b. Wa'il and of a lot of the people of the Banu Tamim. The elision of 

the unstressed c;lamma occurs as well, e.g. ~~ for ~~ "the man", and of the fat):ia, e.g. ~ 
from the sur. 21: 98 read in this manner by lbn Ka!ir, Abu 'Amr, lbn 'Amir and Ya'qub instead 

of~ "fuel" (cf. Vollers, Volkssprache 97, Akesson, Elision 25). The elision of the kasra 

occurs as well in an active participle of Form VIII, e.g. L>,;:.:: said instead of L>,.:.:: "to be 

swollen" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 278, Akesson, Elision 22). The Bakr b. Wa'il and the Banu Tamim 
elide the kasra as well from the 2nd radical in the perfect in some verbs of Form I in the active 

voice, e.g. r1, said instead of rk "he knew". Another example is ~ used instead of ~. 

which occurs in the following verse said by Abtal, Diwan 217 satirizing Ka'b b. Gu'ail, cited 
by Mu'addib, Ta$rif 16, Ibn Ginni, Mun#f I, 21, lbn Ya'is, Mulfi.ki 31, lbn Man'.?fir, IV, 2554, 
lbn al-Anbart, ln$aJQ. 14, 56, Howell, II-III, 245-246, Akesson, Elision 22: 

"And if I satirize him, he will groan as groans a youthful he-camel of the intensely white [ones], 
whose two sides and the top of whose hump have been galled". 

Compare in Ethopic the special form of the intransitive verbs with the elision of the kasra from 
the 2nd radical, e.g. gabra said instead of gabtra "to do" and mel}ra said instead of mal}tra "to 
have pity upon" (cf. Wright, II, 98). 

The elision of the kasra of the 2nd radical occurs as well in the passive voice, e.g. ~ for -~ 

"was saved, economized"' which occurs in the example J '.i.:.J :; r;...;. ~ "he was not to be 

deprived, he for whom it has been economized" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 277-279). Another example 

of a verb in the passive voice is ~ for ~ "was pressed out", mentioned by Sibawaihi, II, 

278, which occurs in the following verse said by Abu 1-Nagm, Diwan 103, cited by Mu'addib, 
Ta$rif 17, Ibn Ginni, Mun$if I, 24, II, 124, lbn al-Anbari, ln$aJQ. 14, 57, lbn Man'.?iir, IV, 
2971, Akesson, Elision 22: 
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"If [the moist of] the ben tree and the musk were pressed out from it (sc. a young girl's hair], it was 
pressed". 

For the elision of the fatl:).a of the 2nd radical of a verb in the groundform and in the derived 
form see ( 45). 

(110) There exists a similarity between the ha's of both the separate pronouns of the 3rd 

person of the masc. sing.; and fem. sing. j made vowelless after the conjunctions wa- and 

fa- and the intensifying particle la-, i.e. ;,~ "and he", ~ "and so he", and A "indeed he", 

and 'j~, ~ and~' and the li- of the 3rd person of the imperative or indirect command (for its 

study see Wright, III, 35-36, Beeston, Language 84) made vowelless after the fa- and the 

wa-, e.g. ~:~ I; "then let him see" and ~ ~~ "and let him hit" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 298, 
Akesson, Elision 25). · 

b) The li- of the imperative is anomalously made vowelless after r5 "then" in the reading of 

al-Kisa'i of both the sur. 22: 15 (c:1,~~1 ~) "And cut (himself) off' and the sur. 22: 29 ~) 

~;:,:; 1;.a ~~ ~ "Then let them complete the rites prescribed for them" said instead of (c:1-,~~ I ~) 

and (~;-~ 1..,.' .a~~ I ~) ( cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 335). It is also the readings of 'A~im and I:Iamza ( cf. 

Ibn Mugahid, Sab 'a 434-435, Hindawi, Manahig 111-112, Akesson, Elision 21-22). The read
ing of sur. 22: 15 with this elision carried out, is also attributed to the Kufans by Ibn Ginni, 
fJa~a 'i~ II, 330, and is found ugly by him. 

c) the li- of the imperative is anomalously elided (for examples see Wright, III, 35-36) for 
the sake of metric exigency in the following verse said by 'Umran b. I:Iattan, cited by Parisi, 

Masa'il 469, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 390, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 6, IX, 24, in which ~~ occurs instead of 

~~: 

• "l.;:.;) .,: ·,1: o.
0 

~·, · •• ,.&-. 1·_J1 ~ ~·, •· 0 •..U , ;. lo 1.._, • ~" 
v . ~ ->. . ~ oy ~ .;~ '-;>. 

"And you became crazy not listening to any prayer, nor did you let the implorer be heard. And may 
God let you hear the one who implored!". 

(111) According to the Basrans the connective hamza is by principle given the kasra. The 
Kufans believe however that the connective hamza should follow in its vowel the vowel of the 
2nd radical of the verb (for the debate see Ibn al-Anbari, In~afQ. 107, 309-312 and cf. Bohas, 
Etude 95-105). According to others, the connective prefixed hamza should by principle have 
been vowelless because it is a prefix, and it is prior to consider a prefix as being vowelless than 
vowelled (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, In~afQ. 107,310). However, as it is impossible to begin a word 
with a vowelless consonant, Ibn Mas'ud remarks that the kasra is given to it, as by principle the 
kasra is given to the vowelless consonant. It can be added that Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 116 referring to 
Quµub's saying, mentions that the hamza is given a kasra anomalously instead of the <;lamma 

which is meant to agree with the 2nd radical's vowel, in ~I "kill!" said instead of ~1. 
Likewise, he discusses among some examples, 0 ).1 "attack! / fem. sing." whose hamza is 

given a <;lamma in spite of the fact that the 2nd radical is given a kasra, and i; ~ I whose hamza 
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is given a kasra in spite of the fact that the 2nd radical is given a 9amma. As for the reason of 

giving it such a vowel, he points out that the base form of 0 )1 is 03)1, and of 1_; ~ I, 1_;.o ~ I ( cf. 

also lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 54-55). So the hamza is given a"vowel in both these last' examples, 

which in its nature reveals the elided weak consonant of the base form. In 0 )-1, the 9amma 

points out to the elided w of 03) 1, and in 1_; ~ I the kasra points out to the elided y of 1_;.o ~ I. 
b) The connective alif (for .. a general study see Wright,/, 19-24) can occur at the beginning 

of some nouns, e.g. /4 i I i.Jl> "this is your son". In both nouns and verbs it takes the wa$la when 

it does not begin the sentence. This alif which is existent in Arabic, is in some cases not existent 

in some of the other Semitic languages. Some examples are: :; I and :i:i, "son", ~ I and r-iili 
, , 

"backside", ~I, Qtzj and 17ao "noun", jj1 and ?tbj?"kill!", j.:il and ?~j?~ "to be killed" (for 

discussions see-Barth, Nominalbildung 681, 694-695, Grammatik 7-10, 21). 

(112) The vowelless consonant that occurs between two vowelled ones is not a sufficient 
separative between two vowels or between two weak consonants whose combination is dis
liked, to prevent the change of one into the other (for discussions see (113), (290)). This is a 
principle which is taken into consideration (cf. I:Iassan, U$i1l 217, my Introduction p. 34). 

(113) ~ is mentioned in (257). Thew of the base form i~ is changed into a y (cf. lbn 

Ginni, Ha$a',i$ I, 93, lbn Man~iir, V, 3759), on account of the influence of the kasra of the q. In 
spite of the fact that the n separates both the qi and the wa, its sukiin renders it too weak to stop 
the influence of the kasra preceding the w by two consonants, which is the reason why the w is 
changed into they in order to agree with the kasra. In some cases, the I:Iigazi dialect has a y and 

kasra against Eastern w and 9amma, e.g. ~ and ~ "a codex" against i~ and ~ 
, , 

by the people of Tamim (cf. Rabin, 101). As verbs, ' .. ::i and :::_, _,j "I took the cattle to milk it" 

are considered as pertaining to two dialectal variants (cf. Ibn Man~iir, V, 3759 who refers to the 

Kufans). According to lbn Ginni, Ha$ii. ,i$ III, 59, the best of both these dialectal variants is 

(114) A curiosity that can be noted is that lbn Mas'iid uses the Kufan term ....JI instead of the 

Basran term or (cf. Ragil:iI, Farra,79, for examples ofotherterms see 79, 139-143, Mabziimi, 

Madrasa 306-316, Versteegh, Grammar 12). Al-Farra', and so also the Kufans, used specifi-

cally the term aliffor µ1 or "the disjunctive hamza" and ~I .....J':11 "the light alif' for 

j-)1 or "the connective hamza" (for discussions see Ragi}:li, Farra,79 sqq.). The hamza of 

:;,;.1 is underlyingly a disjunctive hamza, which became considered as connective, because it is 

softened after the prepositions t:° "with" and ~ "from" that becomes o,o when combined with 

it, and the assertative particle la-, e.g. JJT :;,;.~ "by the oaths of God", in which it becomes a 

wa$la, or JJi ~ in which it is elided (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 296-297, lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 61, 

Zaggagi, Gumal 85-86, 257-259, Wright,/, 20, Vernier,/, 105-106). The reason of its weaken
ing is the frequency of its use. It can be added that a debate was raised between the Kufans and 
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the Basrans about:;,;½ I "oath", the Kufans judging it as being the pl. of~ "the right hand, an 

oath, power" and the Basrans judging it as being a noun in the sing. derived from ~I "pros

perity, good fortune" (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, In$aJQ. 59, 176-178, Goguyer's notes to verse 941 of 
Ibn Malik, Alfiya 213). 

~ occurs in the following verse said by Nu~aib, Dfwan 94, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 106, 

115, Mun$if I, 58, Ibn al-Sarrag, U$ul I, 434, Zamal}sari, Asas 714, Ibn Hisam, Mugnf I, 101, 
Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4969, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 878, Daqr, Mu'gam 81: 

. '\5.J..u L. J:J1 ~ ~~_)_) ~ ~-2..:: W i_.,.ii-11 ~_) JLRJ' 
"Then a group of the people said: "yes" when I seeked them, and another group said: "By the oaths 
of God, we do not know". 

b) Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 106 cites another variant of this above-mentioned line with ~! 1.)111 

~ _y-:, "is this him?, ifI went toward them" instead of ~-2..:: W. The variant 1.)111 is the result 

of the substitution of the hamza for the h of I-~ 1, i.e. I.) 11, together with the insertion of the a 

between it and the interrogative 1, i.e. 1.)111 (for the substitution of the hamza for the h see (115 

b), (235), (325); for the insertion of the a between two vowelled hamzas see (233)). 

(115) According to al-ljalil, the definite article (for different interpretations concerning it 
see Ibn 'Aqil, I, 178) is the hamza and l- together, and the hamza is considered as disjunctive 
by him, because it is not vowelled by a kasra. As for Sibawaihi, the article is the l- only, and 
the hamza is connective (cf. ibid, 177, I:Iariri, Sarb 14, my notes to Ibn Mas'ud, I, 67). The 
dispute is also mentioned by Barrani, Matalib 104, Carter, Sirbfnf 264-267. Concerning al
ljalil's and Sibawaihi's different opinions regarding this question, Ullendorff, Article 633 re
marks: 

"Khalil's opinion is somewhat more consistent insofar as he considers exclusively the graphic pic
ture, while Sibawaihi takes some account also of pronunciation-though without being able to rid 
himself of the compelling impact of the spelling pattern". 

According to Wright, II, 269, the article is formed of the demonstrative consonant, the l-, and 
the prosthetic alif is prefixed to lighten the pronunciation. He remarks however, that some 
grammarians regard the alif as integrated in the article's structure. The article 'al- is connected 

with the idea of ~ ~ "previous knowledge" and functions as :;~ : ._,. "generic". Ibn Hisam, 

Mugnf I, 49-50 distinguishes between three different types respectively (for discussions see 
Gully, Semantics 146-148; for the assimilation of the l- of al- to the solar consonants see 

(176); for the article 'am substituted for 'al- in some dialectals variant see (364); for the 

insertion of the interrogative hamza 'a- to the definite article and the lengthening of the alif 
into a madda see (229), (233 b)). 

b) Other functions of 'al- apart from being the definite article are: 

- the relative 'al- which is prefixed to a noun, as in the sentence ~:: ~T J;.,) I 1 _;.IT ~ which 

is said instead of ~ J:J I J_;,~ ~JI i _;.IT ::r. "the people of whom is the Apostle of God" ( cf. 
Wright, Comparative Grammar 117)., , 
- prefixed to the imperfect, as in the following verse said by al-Farazdaq addressed to one of 
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the Banii 'Ugra, cited by Carter, Sirbfnf 22, Sinqiti, Durar I, 61, Howell,/, fasc. II, 596, in 

which ~~1 occurs instead of~°}; ':?,JI [the first half-verse is cited by de Sacy, /, 449]: 

."J~I~ i)I '-?.,:) ~~ J;...,~T ~~ ~_? ~~T P½ ~1 G" 
"You are not the judge whose judgement is approved, nor the man of pure lineage, nor the possessor 
of sound opinion and skill in argument". 

- prefixed to an adverb, as in the following verse said by an anonymous author, cited by Ibn 

Hisam, Mugnf I, 49, Howell,/, fasc. II, 596, in which ~I occurs instead of;_:..: 1..5JI [the first 

half-verse is cited by de Sacy, /, 450]: ··, 

"The one who does not cease to be thankful [to God] for what is with him is worthy of a life 
endowed with plenty". 

- the interrogative Ji which occurs instead of~. prefixed to a verb in the perfect, e.g. -.. f:; J1 
said instead of: .. f:; ~ "have you done?" (cf. Carter, Sirbfnf22, who refers to Qutrub's report) 

occurring with the substitution of the hamza of 'al- for the h of ~ (for further discussions 

concerning the substitution of the harnza for the h in other examples than with 'al see ( 114 b ), 
(325)). 

(116) The reason why the prefixed harnza in the imperative of Form IV r fl is given a 

fatl;la, is to avoid confusing it with the hamza of Form I r }~ "honour! /masc. sing." formed 

according to j.J I in which the prefixed hamza is given a kasra. The base form of the imperfect 

Form IV r;:;, "/3 masc. sing." is r f _.,;., of r-? "/2 masc. sing." and "/3 fem. sing." r f y, etc., 

with the infixed hamza of Form IV elided, on the analogy of its elision in r }11 "/1st person 

sing.", in which the combination of two harnzas is disliked, resulting in r )i "/1 sing." ( cf. 

Bohas, Etude 208-209, my notes (19)). The conclusion that is to be drawn is that the prefixed 

harnza in the imperative r _)"1 is in reality the disjunctive hamza vowelled by a fat]:ia of the Form 

IV of the perfect J_:jl, which is existent in the base form of the imperfect r fy before its elision 

resulting in r fa. It can be added that the passive Gj"_.,;. with the anomalous retention of the 

hamza occurs-in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by Ibn Ginni, Mun:jif l, 37, 
Ibn al-Anbari, ln:faJQ. l, 4, Q. 28, 105, Q. 112, 328, Fleisch, Traite II, 281 in the note: 

. "G-<,, '. ½ 'J;1 ~L;" 'rX. \.) C 

"Because he deserves to be honoured". 

According to Kurylowicz, Apophonie & 96 and 73 note 3, the hamza in the imperfect yuqtalu 

never existed. This is contradictory to the example G.)";. cited above. For a discussion against 

Kurylowicz's opinion see Fleisch, Traite II, 280-281 in the note. 
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(117) Both names ~ and 3~ have the same three radicals, but have different vowels, 

namely ;:., "'Umar" and 3~ '"Amr" (cf. Wright,/, 12).;;, is the nominative and~ is the 

accusative and genitive whereas 3~ is triptotic. The addition of the w to these three radicals 

distinguishes 3~ "'Amr" from ;:., "'Umar", and does not affect the sound of the tanwin. 

Hence 3~ '"Amrun" is said in the nominative whereas the accusative is 1~ and the genitive 

is 3.r-. 

(118) The connective hamza is elided in Ji I ~ ½, which is said Ji I ~ "In the name of God" 

when it commences a sentence and is not followed by a verb (cf. Wright,/, 23, Vernier,/, 109, 
Bustani, Mu/:tf! 431, Penrice, Dictionary 72). Compare ~'ii'?~ii ~tv:::i (cf. Wright,/, 23). This 

elision occurs in the expression ~) I ~) I Ji I ~ because of the frequence of use. The 

Arabs' usage of abbreviating words which are frequently used, is also reported by al-Farra' (for 

discussions see Ragi):ii, Farra,28). r~ is not abbreviated in the sur. 56: 74 ~~ r~ C~- ;) 
~) "Then celebrate with praise the name of thy Lord, the Supreme!", as it is not frequently 

used. 

(119) The Kufans believed that the imperative is declinable, and that the loss of the last 
vowel is a process which is similar to the case of the declinable imperfect that is put in the 
jussive mood when it follows the Ii- of the imperative ( cf. ( 48); for discussions see the example 

ly-j:li in (120) and the imperative ~'_,_:1 that is underlyingly ~,~ in (184)). 

(120) For a general study concerning the qur'anical readings by the Kufans see Hindawi, 
Manahig 104-107, by the Basrans see 107-118 and by the learned in morphology see 118-143. 

The example ly-j:li of this sur. as a 2nd person of the masc. pl. is mentioned by Zaggagi, 

Gumal 216, Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 348, Ibn al-Anbari, Im;afQ. 72,214. It is read in this manner 

instead of the usual 3rd person of the masc. pl. ly-_;;.l; found in the Qur'an. According to 

Mu'addib, Ta~-rif 111, it is the reading of al-I::Iasan al-Ba~ri, whereas according to al-Farra"s 
saying as reported by Ragi):ii, Farra> 49, it is the reading of Zaid b. Tabit. The point of taking up 
this example in this context is that the Kufans only recognize the imperative as a part of the 
declinable imperfect, as it is originally by them an imperfect preceded by the Ii- of command 
(for discussions see I::Iadi!i, Nul)at 84, my notes ( 48), ( 119) ). 

(121) There exist sixteen dialectal variants concerning ~~ (cf. Ibn Hisam, Mugnf I, 138). 

Eight interpretations of it exist, all of them having the meaning of either plurality and fre-

quency or littleness and rarity (cf. Suyuti, Hawami' II, 25). The Kufans believe that ~~ is a 

noun whereas the Basrans believe that it is a particle (for their debate see Ibn al-Anbari, In~af 
Q. 121, 354-355). In examples in which the conjunction, the wa-or the fa-, precedes a noun in 

the genitive that is assumed to be preceded by an elided ~~(fora study of some examples see 

Reckendorf, Syntax 330; for a detailed study of ~~ maintained or elided in many examples see 

Howell, II-III, 348-356), e.g. ~ underlyingly .!LG.. ~~ "for many as you", the Kufans and 
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the Basran grammarian al-Mubarrad believed that the conjunction preceding the elided ~~ 
governs by itself the indefinite noun in the genitive. As for the Basrans, they believed that it is 

not the wa- of~~ that governs, but the virtual ~~ ( cf. my notes to lbn Mas 'iid, I, 68-69; see for 

this debate lbn al-Anbari, In~afQ. 55, 165-167). As for the verse (for two other versions see my 
notes to lbn Mas'iid, I, 69), the metre is tawfl and the poet is Imru'u 1-Qais. It is cited by l:lariri, 
Sarb, 12, 66, lbn Hisam, Mugnz I, 136, Masalik 73, lbn Man'.?iir, III, 1660, Na}:i}:ias, Commentar 
14-15, Bustani, Mu"f:ii! 338, Daqr, Mu 'gam 195. Another variant is also cited by lbn al-Anbari, 

In~afQ. 55, 166, in which .dG.. is governed in the genitive without a conjunction and without 

~~ preceding it: 

"Many a weakened and frightened [camel] as you or even better than you I have left, agitating its 
eyes if a bird flew!". 

Other examples with ~~ governing in spite of its elision are found in these verses, just to 

mention a few: 
- In the following said by Imru'u 1-Qais cited by Ta'alibi, Fiqh 257, lbn Hisam, Mugnz II, 361, 
Masalik 75, Howell, II-III, 355, Daqr, Mu'gam 195, Sayyid, Ka.ft I, 308, I:Iasan, Bab,! 83, in 

which j]__, occurs instead of jJ ~~__,: 

"And many a night like the wave of the sea, that let down its curtains upon me with various worries 
to try [me!]". 

- in the following said by Nahsal b. I:Iarri, cited by lbn al-Gawzi, Kanz 40 translated and 

commented on by Vitestam p. 63, in which 1 ;.;~ occurs instead of 1;.; ~~__,: 

"For how many a day did it not seem as if those who were baked in its heat, were lying-even if it 
was not a real fire-on glowing embers". 

- in the following said by Ru'ba lbn al 'Aggag, cited by Daqr, Mu'gam 195, in which .u;__, 

occurs instead of ~ ~~__,: 

"But many a city whose road between two mountains is filled with dust, from where nor its linen 
nor its Guhrumis [sc. inhabitants from a village in Faris] can be bought!". 

- in the following said by Gamil, Diwan 118, cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 133, ija~a 'i~ I, 285, III, 
150, lbn al-Anbari, In~af Q. 55, 166, lbn Hisam, Mugnz I, 121, Masalik 77, Suyuti, Asbiih I, 

588, lbn Man'.?iir, I, 665, Howell, II-III, 352, Daqr, Mu 'gam 195, in which -: 1-.:i 1 ~ occurs with 

both the conjunction, the wa-, and ~~ elided instead of : 1-.:i 1 ~ ~~__,, which is rare: 
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"Many a vestige of a dwelling, in the ruins whereof I stood, for the sake of which I almost ended 
life!". 

(122) According to the Basrans, the perfect, imperfect and imperative are originally unde
clinable, as by principle verbs are undeclinable. The imperfect became however declinable 
because of its similarity to the noun (cf. (46), (47), (93)). The opinion of the Kufans concerning 
this declinability differs slightly from the Basrans. They agreed with the Basrans that the im
perfect should be declinable, but believed that its declinability is original. By introducing this 
idea, they opposed the rule that the declinability is principal for the nouns, and assumed that it 
can as well apply to the verbs as in the case of the imperfect. Their main argument is that the 
imperfect could refer to different tenses, as the future or a continuous time in the sentences. As 
well as the use of the three moods, the indicative, subjunctive or jussive, imposes on it different 
significations. This flexibility similar to the noun's flexibility is according to them the reason 
of its original declinability. For a study of these arguments see Zaggagi, Ir;fii}:1 80-82, lbn al
Anbari, In~afQ. 73, 224-225, 'Ukbari, Masa'il 83-85, Ibn Ya'is, VII, 12-14. 

(123) Verbs are by principle undeclinable ( cf. I:Iassan, U ~ill 220). This is the opinion of the 
Basrans that lbn Mas'iid is referring here to, which is that the perfect, imperfect and imperative 
are originally undeclinable. The Kufans believe however that the imperfect is originally de
clinable (cf. 122), and that the imperative was declinable before that it became undeclinable 
(cf. (48), (119), (120)). 

(124) For the reasons of the imperfect's declinability see (46), (47), (93). 

(125) For the corroborative n see Sibawaihi, //, 152 sqq., Zamagsari, 155, lbn Ya'is, IX, 37-
45, lbn 'Aqil, //, 308-319, Far~at, Ba/:zt 39, Howell,//-///, 706-718, Wright, II, 61, Vernier,/, 
32, Daqr, Mu'gam 412-416. For discussions concerning nasal-based energic verbal suffixes in 
some of the Semitic languages see Testen, Suffixes 293-311. The Energetic comprehends the 
category of the imperfect, Energetic I and II, and the imperative, Energetic I and II. 

The paradigm of~~ in the imperfect, active, Energetic I, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 1.)-!~1 .)-!~ 
" 

2nd masc. 
a " " " L, 0. :. 

.)-!~ 0 -~ .)-!~ 
" 

2nd fem. .)-!~ 
" L, 0. :. 

0 -~ 
" L'. 0. :. 

0 -~ 
"" 

" L, 0. " 
a , 

" 

3rd masc. .)-!~ 0 -~ .)-!~ 

3rd fem. .)-!~ 
" L, 0. :. 

0-~ 
" L'. 0. " 

0 -~ 
" 

Its paradigm in the imperfect, active, Energetic II, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st :;;:.,1 .)-!~ 

2nd masc. .)-!~ .)-!~ 

2nd fem. .)-!~ 

3rd masc. .)-!~ .)-!~ 

3rd fem. .)-!~ 
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Its paradigm in the imperative, active, Energetic I, is the following: 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

sing. 

:;.~1 
:;.~1 

dual 

~½~I 

u½_r"I 

pl. 

:;~1 
-. ~ 0. I 
v -~ 

Its paradigm in the imperative, active, Energetic II, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

2nd masc. :;~1 :;~1 
2nd fem. :;~1 

b) The single n is suppressed when a vowelless consonant occurs after it in order to avoid 

the cluster of two vowelless consonants. This is noticed in ~ ~. which occurs instead of 

::.,.: _,;; ~ that precedes a word starting with the definite article, and thus implying a cluster of 

two vowelless consonants, in the following verse said by al-A<;lbat b. Qurai' al-Sa'dI, cited by 
Zamabsari, 156, Ibn Ya'Is, IX, 43, 44, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 316, Alee, Wasft 227 sq., Ibn Man?iir, V, 
3751, Howell, II-III, 442, 717, Daqr, Mu'gam 416: 

."~~ ~ ~-.JT_, 1..~ ~ ~ ~1 J1 ~-~rn ~ ~,, 
"Do not despise the poor: maybe that you may be low one day, when fortune has raised him". 

c) The single n is elided anomalously in, e.g. ~~I which occurs instead of:;~ I for the 

sake of metric exigency, in the following verse said by Tarafa, cited by Ibn Ginni, lf a$a 'i$ I, 
126, Ibn Ya'Is, IX, 44, Ibn 'Aqn, II, 317 in the notes, Ibn Man?iir, V, 3751, Howell, II-III, 717-
718: 

"Do surely strike away the worries from you, their comer by night, like your striking with the sword 
the crest of the horse". 

d) The doubled n is elided anomalously in the following verse said by 'Abd Allah b. Rawa!>a 

al-An~fui, cited by Suyu~i, Sari:,, 315, Howell, II-III, 716-717, in which 4?\J occurs intead of 

~8: 

·"r_,~~ ·~_; ~ ~lS' }~ ~ 4?U ~1~ ¼" 

"Then no, by my father, verily we will undertake it [sc. the warlike expedition], all together, even 
though Arabs and Greeks". 

e) The doubled n is not to be suffixed to the perfect, but this occurs anomalously in ::,; 1-.:i in 

the following verse said by an unknown poet, mentioned by al-Sartum, the commentator of 
Far}:lat, Ba/:it 38 in the notes, Howell, II-III, 710: 

"Everlasting may your good fortune be if you take pity upon a thrall that, if it were not for you, 
would not be inclined to fondness!". 
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O The doubled n is not to be suffixed to the active participle, but this occurs anomalously in 

~ t;j which is an active participle preceded by the alif of interrogation, in the following verse 
said by Ru'ba, mentioned by Suyuµ, Sarl:z 257, Sinqiti, Durar II, 101, Howell, II-III, 715: 

1~_,;rr ~ ~r~~ ~; r~_,r.:1 '½ :::,,~~ ~ 1 ~)" 

."l,~~i ~~1 ~t;j 

"Tell me, if she brings him delicate, combed, and wearing striped garments, will you indeed say: 
'Present the witnesses'?". 

This suffixation of then to the active participle in the following verse is probably caused by the 
resemblance of the active participle to the imperfect (for discussions concerning this similarity 
see (46), (47), (93)). 

g) The doubled n can be anomalously alleviated and replaced by a single n. Both the sur. 6: 

80 (j ;.b.J~ "(Come) ye to dispute with me" and the sur. 15: 54 (~3~~ ... ~:; ri) "Of what, then, 

is your good news?", were read by NaJi' with the alleviated n, i.e. (15';.b.J~ and C.: .. D~,··· ~:; ~) 

(cf. the notes to Ibn al-Sarrag, U~ul II, 201). .. - , , -

(126) Different from the cases in which the agent suffixes, the u marking the pl. in both the 

2nd person of the masc. pl. in e.g. 0;~ and the 3rd person of the masc. pl. in e.g. 0;A, 
, , 

and the f marking the fem. in the 2nd person of the fem. sing. in e.g. 0~~ are elided, with the 

~amma of the b being indicative of the u in both :;~ and :;A, and its kasra being indica-
, , 

tive of the -f,in :;~, the a of the agent marking the dual, i.e. the dual of the 2nd person of the 

masc. and fem., in e.g. 0 ½~ and the dual of the 3rd person of the masc. in e.g. 0 ~A and of 

the fem. in e.g. 0 ~~. is maintained, to prevent any confusion with the sing. forms. These 

forms are namely the 2nd person of the masc. sing. :;~, the 2nd person of the fem. sing. 

:;~, the 3rd person of the masc. sing. :;A and the 3rd person of the fem. sing. :;~. 
Another reason why the a is not elided is, according to Ibn 'Aqil, II, 314, its lightness. , 

b) The reason why the doubled n is vowelled by a kasra in the duals is because of its resem-

blance to the -ni of the declinable forms, i.e. the -ni of the dual of nouns, e.g. ~~ "two men", 

and the -ni of the imperfect of the indicative of verbs, e.g. 0 ~A "they both hit /masc. dual". 
It is this n's occurrence after the infixed a which made it similar to the -ni of the dual occurring 
after the infixed a (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 160). 

(127) 0½~~ "/3 masc. dual" is underlyingly J½A, in which the 1st n, which is the -na of 
the indicative marking the declension, is elided as 'it is combined with the doubled n that is 
invariable. The reason of this elision is to avoid the combination of a declinable marker with an 
undeclinable one. 

(128) The a is inserted before the double n in 0~~ "let them hit! /fem. pl." that is said 
, , , 

instead of:;;~, to avoid the combination of the -na that marks the fem., namely in :;~, 
_.. __. _.. ,.. ,.. 
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with the doubled n (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 160, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 316). 

(129) Both the alifs referred to by Ibn Mas'ud concerning the examples ~½_),I "/2nd masc. 

and fem. dual (imperative En. II)" and ~~_),I "/2nd fem. pl. (imperative En. II)"), are the ii of 

the dual in the first example, and the ii which fa infixed before the single n in the 2nd person of 
the fem. pl. in the second example ( compare it with the ii that is infixed before the doubled n in 
(128)). As discussed in (130), these forms with the vowelless single n suffixed to them are not 
accepted by any grammarian because of the implied cluster of two vowelless consonants, the 
vowelless n and the vowelless ii, except by Yunus. 

(130) Yunus, b. I:Iabib al-I;>abbiy al-Wala' al-Ba~ri Abu 'Abd al-Ral_lman, influenced both 
al-Kisa'i and al-Farra'. He died 182/798. About him see Sirafi, Abbiir 33-38, Suyuti, Bugya II, 
365, Brockelmann, GAL I, 97-98, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 57-58, IX 49-51. This anomalous 
suffixation of the single non the analogy of the doubled one (cf. (129)) seems to have only 
been accepted by him (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 160, Ibn al-Sarrag, U$ul II, 203, Ibn Ginni, Ha$ii'i$ I, 
92, Ibn al-Anbari, In$iif Q. 94, 271-277, ZamalJsari, 155, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 37-38, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 
315-316). 

(131) For the cases of the occurrence of the doubled and the single n see Sibawaihi, II, 152 
sqq., Vernier, I, 40-42. For the paradigms of the Energetic I and II see (125). 

(132) For a study of J~ I "the passive voice" see ZamalJsari, 116-117, Ibn Ya 'is, VII, 69-

73, Howell, II-III, 120-132, Cantarino, Syntax I, 52-58, Carter, Sirbfnf 170-187, Retso, Passive 
21 sqq. A question worth taking up in this context is why the c,lamma was chosen to vowel the 

1st radical of the form~- According to Mu'addib, Ta$rif206-207, the c,lamma, which is the 
strongest of vowels, was.given to it because the passive voice reveals strength by referring to 
both the agent and the object. 

The paradigm of a strong verb of Form I, e.g.~;_:,, in the active voice that becomes~~ in the 

perfect, passive, is the following: · 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~..r'° C:..: ". 
-~ . . 

2nd masc. ~ '. 
0 > 0 ' ~..r'° -~ ~..r'° . . 

2nd fem. ~ '. 
, 

' 0 ' 
~..r'° -~ ,:.r-!..r'° 

3rd masc. '-:' ..r'° L, '. 
-~ 1;~ 

. . . 
3rd fem. L:: '. . ' 

~..r'° -~ <J...r'° . 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, passive, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

~_),1 
, • 0 ' 1st '-:'~ 

2nd masc. '-:'~ 
C ". :. 

0-.r>-' vY.~ 

2nd fem. .:,r.!~ 
C 0. :. 

v . .r>-' <J.~ 

3rd masc. C 0., 
. ,. 0 ' 

'-:' .r":-! v . .r":-! vY.~ 
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3rd fem. C '. :. · '-:' _r:,-; 0 . .r:'-' 0-!~ 
For a study of the formyuqtal as a passive marker in Biblical Hebrew, Ugaritic and Byblos see 
Retso, Diathesis 32-48. For a study of it and of the derived forms in Arabic and in some of the 
other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 222-226. 

(133) Both ~~ and J.[.) (for the latter see Ibn Man?iir, //, 131, Noldeke, Beitriige 78-79 
who has interestfog references to other works, Lane,/, 840, my notes (253)) are among the rare 

nouns formed upon the pattern 'JJ with the 1st radical vowelled by a 9amma and the 2nd one 

vowelled by a kasra, which offers a disliked combination (cf. Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4875, my notes 

to Ibn Mas'ud, /, 70). Another rare noun is~ formed upon the measure ~ with the 1st 
radical vowelled by a kasra followed by the 2nd one vowelled by a 9amma (cf. 'Lane,/, 503). 
According to al-Abfas referred to by Ibn Man?iir, II, 1312 and Bustani, Mui/[! 266, Abu 1-

Aswad al-Du'ali was referred to as j'.) (for discussions concerning different spellings of the 

name see Sirafi, Abbiir 13-14, Fltigel, Schulen 19-20). j'.) is also used as a name for a tribe of 

Kinana (Ibn Man?iir, II, 1313). It occurs as well in the following verse (for some references see 
Noldeke, Beitriige 78-79) said by Ka'b b. Malik al-An~ari describing the army of Abu Sufyan, 
when he made a raid upon al-Madina. It is cited by Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 20, Ibn Ya'is, Muliiki 
24, Sirafi, Abbiir 14, Ibn Duraid, Istiqaq 170, Ibn Man?iir, II, 1312, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1767-
1768: 

"They brought an army such that, if its halting-ground were measured, it would be only like the 
halting ground of the weasel". 

Another variant than j'.) that can be mentioned for the sake of curiosity is J LJ I, which is the 

gait of the wolf. It occurs in the following verse, which according to Ibn Man?iir, II, 1312, 
Sibawaihi recited when he was referring to what the Arabs have mentioned among the tales 
said by the animals. It concerns a lizard talking to its son, and is cited by Ibn Wallad, Maq~iir 
47, Ibn Man?iir, //, 1312: 

."~ 8:11_;.. jLJI ~1 G13 8:1 ~1 :1 -,,:.:; i_.,.:-.u1" 

"Did they destroy your home-then you do not have any father-, while I am walking the gait of 
the wolf around you?". 

(134) The paradigms of the derived forms of some of the verbs that are cited as examples 
only (in the active voice) by Ibn Mas'ud in the Arabic text fols. 4a-4b, in the perfect and 
imperfect of the indicative, passive, are the following: , 

Form II j...;, e.g. ~ "to cut" becomes ~ in the perfect, passive and t1-~~ in the imperfect of 

the indicative, passive. Form III~~. e.g. J; ~ "to fight" becomes j;) in the perfect, passive 

and j.J~ in the imperfect of the indicative, passive. Form IV j:j1, e.g. rJ'1 "to honour" 

becomes r !1 in the perfect, passive and r~ in the imperfect of the indicative, passive. Form 

V ~ becomes J..b in the perfect, passive and J:.--~ in the imperfect of the indicative, 

passive (it can be noted as well that the active form ~ can be used as a passive, for its 
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paradigm and meaning see (39 b) ). Form VI ~ li; becomes ~ _;.; in the perfect, passive and 

~ ~ in the imperfect of the indicative, passive. Form VII ~ I becomes ~1 in the 
, , 

perfect, passive and J:~ :~ in the imperfect of the indicative, passive (it can be noted as well 

that the active form ~I can be used as a passive, for its paradigm and meaning see (39 b)). 

Form VIII ~I, e.g.):: I "to despise" becomes j:.:1 in the perfect, passive and):;,_~: in the 
, , , 

imperfect of the indicative, passive (it can be noted as well that the active form ~ I can be 

used as a passive, for its paradigm and meaning see (39 b)). Form IX ~I has usually no 

passive. Form X ~ ~. e.g. C.:;_: :_,~"to extract" becomes cf :. .. :.Jin the perfect, passive and 

~_;,.,:, ~ in the imperfect of the indicative, passive. 

Retso, Passive 29 presents five different passive forms for the transitive Form I qatal- yaq
tul-, namely: 1-qutil-yuqtal-, 2- 'inqatal-yanqatil-, 3- 'unqutil-yunqatal-, 4-- 'iqtatal yaqtatil
and 5- 'uqtutil-yuqtatal-. He presents p. 30 three passive forms from the intensive-factive Form 
II qattal- yuqattil-,namely: 1- quttil- yuqattal-, 2- taqattal- yataqattal- and 3- tuquttil-

yutaqattal-. The forms added by Ibn Mas<ud are: Form VI ~ _;,;, Form X ~i, Form XII 
, . 

~ ;ii and Form XIV of the triliteral or Form III of the quadriliteral J-Cji. Those that are not 

mentioned by him are the active forms that have the meaning of the passive, namely: Form V 

J:.--~ ~. Form VII J-~ :~ ~I and Form VIII J,:.~~ ~I. For a general discussion of the 

derived forms of the triliieral in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, 
Comparative Grammar 223-226. 

(135) The 1st radical is given a <;lamma together with the characteristic t that marks the 

reflexivity in Form V and VI of the passive voice, i.e. µ and ~ ;,;. The prosthetic alif and 
. , 

the 1st radical are given the <;lamma in Form VII, i.e. ~1 and the prosthetic alif and the 

infixed tare given the <;lamma in both Form VIII, i.e. ~j and Form X ~i. Cf. Wright, II, 
64. , , 

(136) For a study of J.-WI i"'"'I "the active participle" see Zamabsari, 99-101, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 
68-80, Wright, II, 131-132, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1606-1650, Bohas, Etude 148-152. For a gen
eral study of it in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative 

Grammar 196-197. For its being named ~I..JI J---o-ll "the permansive verb" by the Kufans see 
(46 b)). 

(137) For the similarity between the active participle and the imperfect see (46), (47), (93). 

(138) The assimilated adjective, ~I :u...:JI (for a detailed presentation see Zamabsari, 101, 

Ibn Ya'is, VI, 81 sqq., de Sacy, /, 320-321, Wright, II, 133 sqq., Vernier,/, 211-212, 'Abd al
Ral).im, $a,f88-92, Bohas, Etude 155-157) is derived from Form I of the triliteral verb. It is 

formed according to these principal measures: 1- ~. 2- ~. 3- :.,W, 4-- ~. 5- ~. 6-
, , 

~. 7- ~. 8- ~. 9- J w, 10- J w, 11- ~. 12- J;_;, 13- ~SW. 14- ~SW, 15- ~)Wand 
, , 
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16- ~1. For a study of ~1 with interesting references see Fischer, Farb- 5-15. It may be 
noted concerning the alif prefix in this form that it has been used in some old words in Semitic 
to designate different parts of the body ( cf. Retso, Diathesis 84 ). This could explain why it has 

been chosen for the ~1 of defects and deformities (cf. ibid). Zabidi, Tag XXIV, 124 mentions 

the formation of ~1 from~ J:-1 according to the examples cited by Ibn Mas'ud, together 

with the example that is referred to by him as having been said by al-Farra'. For ~1 see 

Fischer, Farb- 138, for ~1 see 36-44, for ~-.)T see 340-343, Kronholm, Ephrem 54 note 23, 

and for rl see Fischer, Farb- 112-113. As for the two dialectal variants~ and J:j from 

which the assimilated adjectives derive, Sibawaihi, II, 233-234 mentions that some Arabs say 

/.)1 and r_.)1 for r_.)1 "to be brown". Astarabagi, Sarf:i al-sajiya I, 71 referring to Ibn al-1:Iagib, 

mentions that both dialectal variants~ and J:j are applied for r:.)1, ~ "to be brown", + 
"to be lean" · _, · "to be foolish" · _,: "to be unskillful" ·, · "to be dumb" and -. , · "to be 

, ,._y,,> ' 0r ' ~ ..:.r j 
silly". · · · 

For al-A~ma'i, 'Abd al-Malik b. Quraib ( d. 216/831) see Sirafi, Abbar 58-67, Suyuti, Bugya II, 
112-113, Zubaidi, Tabaqat 183-192, Lugawi, Maratib 46-65, Brockelmann, GAL I, 104, SI, 
163-165, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 71-76, IX, 66-67. 

(139) For a study of the elative, the ~1 of superiority, see Wehr, Elativ (1952) 565-621, 

Fischer, Farb- 142 sqq., Fleisch, Traite I, 409-417, Wright, II, 140-143, Blachere, 97-98, 

Cantarino, Syntax II, 467-486, Daqr, Mu'gam 11-20, Bohas, Etude 157-158. The elative ~1 

resembles the Form IV j:Jl, and there could be a slight similarity in meaning between them 

both in a few cases of verbs of Form IV that denote finding a quality in the object. An example 

is ~....:., :r ~1 ,-½j "Zayd is greater than his friend" and Form IV of the verb 1-½j ~ ~1 "I 

made Zayd great". The first ~....:., :r ~1 ,-½j can suggest that Zayd has become greater than 

his friend because I made him so by being impressed by him, and the latter i -½j ~ ~1, that I 

was so impressed by Zayd's greatness that I made him greater than his friend. Perhaps this 
connection between both forms explain why the h is as well prefixed in Hebrew elatives and 
the sin Akkadian. However Wehr, Elativ 37 does not find any connection between both these 

forms. A common origin is as well assumed between the pattern ~1 that denotes colours or 

defects and the elative ~1 with reservations by Fischer, Farb-6, 64, 142. It may be added that 
a debate (for it see Ibn al-Anbari, In~af Q. 15, 57-68) was raised between the Kufans and 

Basrans concerning the classification of j:Jl in a ta'aggub phrase of the type 1-½j ~1 L, 

"How wonderful Zayd is!", the Kufans regarding j:J 1 as a noun and the Basrans regarding it as 

a verb. For discussions concerning the alif prefix in nouns and verbs that denote the intensive, 

expressive and affective see Ls,1kkegaard, ~sre ha- 'fs 264-266. 

(140) The elative is not to be formed on the pattern specific for colours. The Kufans how-
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ever allow the J.jl of superiority to be formed of the colors:_,.,~ "whiteness" and ~.:,I;_. 
"blackness", e.g. ~ ~1 "whiter than" and ~'.:,_:,.:.]"blacker than" (for ~1 and '.:,_:,.:.] see 

Fischer, Farb- 243-249, 273-277) whereas the Basrans do not allow it (for their debate see Ibn 

al-Anbari, In~iif Q. 16, 68-70). ~1 is used to denote superiority in the following verse said 

by Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag and cited by Ibn al-Anbari, In~iifQ. 16, 68, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 93, IbnMan?iir, 
/, 397, Bustani, Mu"J:if! 63, 439, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1700, Lane,/, 283: 

.'\_~~! ~ ~1 ~ ~1 

"A maid in her wide shift whiter than the sister of the Banu lbad". 

(It can be noted that Howell writes ~ ~~- Noldeke, Grammatik 16 mentions a part of the verse 

and discusses on pp. 16-17 other cases of anomaly of the elative. 

Another verse said by an unknown poet, cited by Ibn al-Anbari, In~iifQ. 16, 70, Howell,/, fasc. 

IV, 1701, has also ~ ~1, but it does not denote superiority in this case, but refers to a 

thing,-in this case a sword,-which is white. And 0"' is used in the meaning of 0"' ·:; t "of" 
, , 

in it: 

"And a white [sword], of water of iron, [flashing] as though it were a shooting-star that appeared 
when the shades of night were dark". 

'.:,_:,.:.1 is used to denote superiority in the following verse said by al-Mutanabbi and cited by de 

Sacy, Anthologie [l:Iarid, Durra] 34, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1700, Bustani, Mu"J:if! 439: 

"Begone [i.e. may you perish!], whiteness that hast no lustre. Assuredly you are blacker in my eye 
than darkness itself'. 

(141) The elative ~lin the proverb ~I do) 0"' ~l(cf. Zamal}sari, 102, Freytag, 

Proverbia 687, Lane,/, 1567, Bustani, Mut,,ff 471) is formed anomalously as an elative of the 

pattern of the passive participle J~- The proverb is connected with a woman from Banii 
Taim Allah b. Tallaba who came to the market of 'Ukaz to sell two jars of butter, and who was 
so busied by them when she was carrying them that she was assaulted by ljawat b. Gubair al
An~ari without being able to defend herself (cf. Bustani, Mu"J:if! 471). 

(142) The elatives ~1 and J~1 in both the examples ~u..;,1 and ~;1~1 are formed 

anomalously from Form IV ~ 1 "to give" and J~ 1 "to entrust". Other examples of the elative 

formed from the derived form occur in the sur. 2: 282 (o,.:,l+::J.J r)l~ ..ti ~ w1 ~-~)"It is 

juster in the sight of God, more suitable as evidence, and more convenient to prevent, doubts 

among yourselves", in which W 1 is formed from Form IV W 1 "to act justly" and r) 1 from 

Form IV r~l "to make right". Likewise, :._;~1 "more dreadful" is formed anomalously from 
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Form IV J~l "to scare", in this saying of Sul_iaim b. Wa!il, cited by Sibawaihi, I, 199, Gargawi, 

Sarl:z 167, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1736: 

Y._.1G r~k~ ~ t~ 1?._.1 1)' 

."~:le., JJi ~~ L.: ~! J~l~ 

"I passed by the vale of Wild Beasts; and I do not know any vale like the vale of Wild Beasts, when 
it grows dark, wherein riders that have come to it tarry less [then they do in it], and more dreadful 
save so long as God guards a wayfarer". 

(143) ~1 "stupid" is an adjective formed according to the form ~1 specific for defects. 

In the proverb.~::~ .;r ~ 1 ( cf. Zamagsari, 102, Freytag, Proverbia II, 392), it is used anoma

lously as an elative, i.e. "more stupid". The proverb is connected with the story of Yazid b. 
Tarwan al-Qaisi who had around his neck a necklace of sea-shells and coloured pearls to re
mind him of whom he was if he lost his way. One day when his brother has stolen it from him 
when he was asleep, he did not know more who he was and believed that his brother was Yazid 
(cf. Bustani, Mu/:zf! 195). 

b) Other proverbs with the anomalous formations of the elative occur (for a detailed presen
tation and discussion of some cases of anomalies see Sibawaihi, II, 268-269, Zamagsari, 102, 
lbn Ya'is, VI, 91-95, de Sacy, Anthologie [J:Iariri, Durra] 33-34, 51-52, Vernier, I, 229-231, 
Wright, II, 141-143), as formed from: 

- a substantive, e.g . .1 l1...:::, ::_,. :_,,.Jl "more of a robber than Si?ii:?'' from ~ ( cf. Howell, I, fasc. 
"' ,.. ,, ,, 

IV, 1702) and ~GJI ~ ~ J.T "more skilled in good management of camels than J:Iunaif 

al-J:Ianatim" from the active participle ~T (cf. Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1702, Vernier, I, 230, Fleisch, 
Traite I, 414). . 

- the passive voice of a verb, e.g. f _-1 ~ ,j, j 1 ;, "he is more self conceited than a cock" ( cf. 

Zamagsari, 102, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1703, Vernier, I, 230) from j,';;. 
c) Some words can be formed on the pattern of the elative without referring to excess being 

so used as epithets, as the use of ~;, 1 "easier" in the meaning of "easy" in the sur. 30: 27 ;,~) 

~ ~;,1 ;,~ ~',. -~ ~ JJI j.½ 13 .:J~ "It is He Who begins (the process of) creation; then 
repeats it; and for Him it is most easy" that has been interpreted as well as" ... and it is easy to 

Him" (cf. Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1720), and J.::,11 "taller", which occurs in the meaning of "tall" 

according to Vernier, I, 231, in the following verse said by al-Farazdaq, cited by Zamagsari, 
103, Gargawi, Sarl:z 164, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1718: 

"Verily, He that raised the heaven has built for us a house, whose pillars are mighty and tall". 

However, according to Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1718, the meaning of J.::,11~ y1 refers to the elative 

"taller": i.e. ~ J.::,11~ ~ JS' ~~-.1 ::_,. y1 "mightier than the pillars of every house and taller 

than they" with a suppression occurring anomalously. 

(144) The example ~ formed according to the pattern ~ in the meaning of the passive 
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participle J;,l: taken as an adjective: J;i, "killed /masc." and :Jji, "/fem." and the example 

~_;. in the meaning of C-'~ "hurt /masc." and ~ _,~ "/fem.", do not, according to the rule, 
have a separate form for the fem. (cf. Zamabsari, 83, lbn Ya'is, V, 102, de Sacy, /, 351-352, 
Wright,//, 186, Vernier,/, 368-369, Blachere, 114-116). 

(145) When the adjective according to the pattern ~ in the meaning of the passive parti

ciple J;,l: is taken as a substantive, it has a separate form for the fem. (cf. Vernier,/, 370, 

Wright,//, 186). Another example that can be added is ~_.;_,;Ji~ ~L "I saw (the woman) 
whom the I:Iartiris had murdered" (cf. Wright,//, 186). , 

(146) This sur. is also cited by Zamabsari, 83, lbn Ya'is, V, 102, Wright,//, 186. ~_;; which 

is formed according to the pattern ~ in the sur. ~I 0"' ~_;; .J:il C~ ~1 has the 

meaning of the active participle ~ l1. The rule would have required that the fem. ~,) is used 
, , 

in accordance with the substantive C~ that is in the fem. It is however anomalously taken as 
an adjective that has the meaning of the passive participle (for them see ( 144) ), which is why it 
does not have a separate form for the fem. 

(147) The adjectives of the form J..,.J can instead of denoting a high degree of their sub

ject's quality indicate an act done with frequency or violence (cf. Wright, II, 136). It denotes 

intensiveness when it is formed from a transitive triliteral verb, e.g. ~fa "much forgiving" 

from fa "to forgive", and it is an assimilated adjective when it is formed from an intransitive 

verb, mostly from J:1, e.g. ~_*6 "pure" from~ "to be pure" (cf. 'Abd al-'Aziz, Fu~/:1ii 149). 

As an example of the pattern J.,.:.;, [.~ "to be able to arise to lust" can be mentioned, which 
occurs in the following verse said by al-Ra'i, cited by Sibawaihi, /, 46, lbn 'Aqil, //, 113, 
Gargawi, Sari}, 150, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1616 (only the 2nd verse is cited by Ibn Man~ur, VI, 

4733. It can be noted that it governs as a verb the substantive ::}:,:! in the accusative): 

)'. ,.. ,,. )I ,.. )I -Jl O ,., ,.. ,.. )'. 

~-' w_,.) ~ L_,"°': 
_.., ~ 1: ~ II '. 1' : I - 0 

-,. 1j t 
[.J:- ; 'r' I,.) 'y> 0 ,'-'->-' ~ 

~ I) :::,-~ lj; } 15-~ ( '· : " 

~1 ;;~ c~i~ ~-.) J-3 
"On an evening such that, if Su'da had shown herself to an anchorite at Duma, below whom were 
traders and pilgrims, he would have hated his religion, and been roused to lust. Verily she is wont to 
rouse the brothers of ascetism to lust". 

For a discussion concerning the occurrence ofJ.,.:.; as a ma$dar see 'Abd al-'Aziz, Fu$1},ii 149-

150. This pattern as a noun in the meaning ofJ;,l: is used mostly for medicaments (for a list 

see ibid, 147-149). 

(148) When an adjective is on the pattern J;_; in the meaning of the active participle ~ l1, 
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it does not have a separate form for the fem., e.g.~~ for both the masc. and fem. in the 

meaning of ~La, "patient /masc." and ~jC:, /fem." (cf. Wright, II, 185, Fleisch, Traite I, 337). 
, , 

An anomalous case, namely ~~~ occurs however (see (152)). 

(149) The form J W denotes intensification, e.g. _,_,~I ~ b.S ·_;,,;_:, "Zaid is a great slaughterer 

of the fatted beast" (cf. Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1614). :J.:l. refers to one that is an apparatus and 

instrument for the act, e.g.~~ "warlike" and that J W..O refers to one that is accustomed to the 
, , 

act, e.g. ~!.$'~ ~1.r'! and :::,G.:.., "a woman accustomed to give birth to male and female" (cf. 

Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1622). , 

b) The forms :J.:l., J W..O, and -µ. were underlyinglly nouns of instrument, but became 

afterwards intensive 'adjectives ( cf. Wright, II, 186, Fleisch, Traite I, 337). They do not have a 
separate form for the fem. (for discussions see 'Abd al-'Aziz, Fu~/:lii 166-168). An anomalous 

case, namely~ occurs (see (151)). 

(150) The adjectives presented by Ibn Mas'ud are formed according to patterns that denote 
intensiveness (for a detailed presentation of such forms with examples see Wright, II, 137-140, 
Vernier, I, 213-214, Blachere, 90-91). These patterns without the suffixation of the tii' marbuta 
are: 

1-~ as -~ "very sinful, wicked" and ~~ "addicted to wine". 
/ _,.. ,., ,., _,..,., 

2- JW as )J "very large" and JC,1 "very tall". 

To these may be added: 

3- J~ as '.J_,) "timid" and r ~ "everlasting". 

4- J~ as :r _,"_;j "most holy". 

5- JW as ~ "shifting". 

6- J; l1 as ,J..,~ l1 "timid". 

Among the forms mentioned in (149), i.e. :J.:l., JW..O, and -µ., Ibn Mas'ud takes up: 
, , 

7- J~ as r~ "often diseased". 

8--µ. as~ "one who uses much perfume". 
To these may be added: 

9-~ as ~ ~ "pressing much". 

As for the adjectives with the suffixation of the tii 'marbuta (for ~l:J W ~ I ~ 1.::.11 "the t meant 

to strenghten the idea of intensiveness" see my notes (52), (274)), Ibn Mas'ud mentions the 
following: 

10- :J W from J W as t>C-- "very learned" and ~ Ll "a great genealogist". 

11-~ l1 from ~ l1 as ~_, I_, "one who hands down poems or historical facts by oral tradition". 
, , , 

12- :d~ from J~ as t_,') "very timid". 

13- =i.W from JW as ~ "prone to laughter". 
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14-il:J from ~as~,~ "very ridiculous". 

15- :Ji:lo from Jb as t:1~ "a man who quickly cuts the tie of affection". 

To these 'may be added: , 

16- :J; L; from J; L; as :ci _)~ L; "very timid". 

These patterns are common for both the masc. and fem. sing. 

(151) The form ~ (for it see (149), (150)) designates intensiveness, and does not have a 

separate form for the fem. However anomalously t...s:..:...., which is on this pattern is in the fem. 

This occurs because it is compared to its contrary ~ ~ "poor" (for a discussion concerning 

words formed to accord with their contraries see Suyii1i, Asbiih I, 420-426) that is formed 

according to the pattern ~ (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 218, Ibn Man?iir, III, 2056, Lane, I, 1395, 

Vernier, I, 373-374). 

(152) The form J;,1 in the meaning of the active participle ~ L; does not have a separate 

form for the fem. (for it see (148)). However anomalously ~~'~, which is on this pattern is in 

the fem. In this case it has been compared to its contrary ~ ~ "friend /fem" which is on the 

pattern ~ (cf. Suyii1i, Asbiih I, 422, Ibn Man?iir, IV, 2848, Lane, II, 19~ 0, Vernier, I, 369). 

b) The masc. sing.~,~ alike its opposite ,J:i~ can occur to mark the pl. (see further for 

other examples (296, b)). As an example,~,~ occurs in the sur. 4: 101 rlJ 1_;15 0:-!jl.$] 0D 

i · _.: 1~ ~) "For the Unbelievers are unto you open enemies". Both the singulars~~ and J:i ~ 
applied for the pl., are combined in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by 
Afandi, SarJ:i 206, Howell, I, fasc. III, 967: 

. "~-~ 1_;~ 1~~ ~I) ~~ ..s_),::i ~ 1)J' 

"And many a people full of hostility against me I thought them to be enemies, when they were 
friends". 

(153) The active participle of the derived forms of the triliteral verb is formed according to 
the form of the imperfect by replacing the imperfect prefix with the -m vowelled by a <,iamma 
and by having the 2nd radical vowelled by a kasra (for examples see Vernier, I, 38, Wright, I, 
300-301). Some of the derived forms of the triliteral of the active participle of the verbs men
tioned in the Arabic text fols. 4a-4b that can be presented here are: 

Form II c:W~: e;Ll: Form III , 1·,li:: , !·di: Form IV , <': , <' Form V :.f .::,~:-,: :J ;.,~::, Form , .. , ' V: .. V: ' i ~ i _ro, .. , 

VI ~j.::, :~:: ~ ./~: :, Form VII ~./a:~:: :._; ~, Form VIII ~~: fa: and Form X c/·,:. 0 

~: 

~~-
As for the groundform and some of the derived forms of the quadriliteral verb, the following 
examples may be presented: 

Form I ~;.--½: c;.-.,_:, Form II ~;..-~: c;-.-_..::, Form III ~;._;;: r;.._: and Form IV ~-... ;~:: 
~ ,- OJ), 

~-
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(154) Form IV~ (cf. Ibn Man?iir, III, 2131, Lane, I, 1450) from the verb of Form IV 

+1, is the form that is intended for the active participle. It is formed anomalously according 

to Form IV of the passive participle ~. and not according to Form IV of the active participle 

~- As for~ Y. "a grown-up boy" it is the only active participle of the verb of Form IV ~ 1, 
which is anomalously formed according to the form of the active participle of the verb of Form 

I: ~11 (cf. Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4963, Vernier, I, 169). 

(155) For the corroborative n see (125). 

(156) ~I "the relative noun or adjective" (for a study see Zamal}sari, 89-93, Ibn Ya'is, V, 

141-157, Wright, II, 149-151, Blachere, 99-101, Fleisch, Traite I, 434-450, Fischer, Grammatik 
65-66) is formed by adding the ending -iyyu to the word from which it is derived. It indicates 
that a person or thing is connected with it in respect of origin, family, sect, trade, character, etc., 

e.g.~~ 0'· :,., "born or living in :,;:..:,..:i "Damascus", ~, >. "solar" from ~ "the sun" and ~ 
"intellectual" from ~ "the intellect". 

(157) For a study of J__,...ill 1 1 "the passive participle" see Zamabsari, 101, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 

80-81, Wright, II, 131-132, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1651-1661, Bohas, Etude 152-154. For a gen
eral study of it in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative 
Grammar 197-198. 

(158) The passive participle's derived forms of the triliteral, as well as Form I of the 
quadriliteral and its derived forms are formed according to the imperfect's form by replacing 
the imperfect prefix vowelled by the <;lamma by the -m and having the 2nd radical vowelled by 

a fatl).a. Some examples are Form II ~_;. ~ "to compose":~; "composed", Form IV 

r ~ rJ'l "to honour": ~)::: "honoured" and Form I of the quadriliteral c.;.,-½ ~;._,..:i "to roll": 

C;._,....::, "rolled", etc. (cf. Wright,//, 300-301, Vernier, I, 166-167). Some of the derived forms 

of the triliteral of the passive participle that can be presented here of the verbs mentioned in the 
Arabic text fols. 4a-4b are: 

Form II ~',: ~: Form III , h[L: , ,:,Li: Form IV , <': , , <' Form V J..,;:',: J ;.,;:: Form , .. ' -...r: .. v ' i ~ i y-o, .. ' 

VI ~j..,:~: ~~c,:.:,FormVII :_.;a:~: :_;~,Form VIII~~: .::,;::._:andFormX ~~: 0 

~: 

c~-
As for the groundform and some of the derived forms of the quadriliteral verb mentioned by 
him, the following examples may be presented: 

Form I V ~: c;..,....:, Form II c;.. ~: c;.. ~. Form III ~;.,,;: ~_;...: and Form IV ~ ',. ;~: 
!, ,..._... o,;. 

~-

(159) For a study of 0 Kl I_, 0 Lo_) I I I "the nouns of time and place" see Zamal}sari, 103-104, 

Zangani, '/zzf 13, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 107-111, Farl).at, Bab,t 49-50, Wright,//, 124-130, Howell, I, 
fasc. IV, 1744-1755, Fleisch, Traite I, 429-432, Fischer, Grammatik 45-46, Bohas, Etude 158-
159. 
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(160) The form 'j.J: as a noun of place of verbs with 1st radical w (for a study see Sibawaihi, 

II, 266, de Sacy, I, 303, Wright, II, 126-127, Vernier, I, 189) retains the 1st radical and has its 

2nd radical invariably vowelled by a kasra, e.g. ·~ _; "the time or place of a promise or ap-

pointment" from -~~ "to promise" whose imperfect is '~, and ~ _; "a place that is dreaded" 
, , 

from ~~ "to be afraid" whose imperfect is ~ ~-

(161) -'-:'~~ is an arabicized word from the Persian-'-:'~~ or ·'-:'~~ underlyingly ~ ~~ or ~ 

~~ "tomb of the foot" (cf. Lane, I, 403). 

(162) The form :J.:1 as a noun of place of verbs with 3rd radical y (for a study see Zamabsari, 

104, Wright, II, 127-128, Vernier, I, 188) has always its 2nd radical vowelled by a fatl,ia what-

ever the vowel of the imperfect is, e.g. ~ _:;JI "a place of throwing or shooting arrows" from 

~~ "to throw" whose imperfect is ~ ';., ~).: "a fold" from 0 .:,1 "to fold" whose imperfect 

is ':?~ and j '; "pasture-ground" from ,;~ whose imperfect is ,; ';.. 

(163) Another noun of place formed according to j.J: (for a presentation of examples see 

Zamabsari, 104, Wright, II, 125-126, Vernier, I, 189, Bfachere, 95), which is not mentioned by 

Ibn Mas'ud, is ~I "the place where the breath passes through the nose". Both "Land 
, 

'L with the s vowelled by a kasra or a fatl,ia have been read of the sur. 22: 67 ~ 1: f: ~ 

"Have We appointed rites and ceremonies" (cf. Mu'addib, Ta~rif 124, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4412). 

~ with a kasra is said to be of the dialect of Tamim and~ with a fatl,ia is said to be of the 

dialect of the I:Iigazis (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 264, Volck/Kellgren: Ibn Malik 24, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 
2689; for a general presentation of some words occurring in two dialectal variants with differ
ent vowels given to one of their consonants or with other phonetic changes affecting them see 

Ta'lab, Fa~fb 41-43). In the sur. 97: 5 ,?i ~ ~ "Until the rise of Mom!",~ means 

t).1. The reading with the kasra is al-Kisa'i's, by which he meant the noun of place (cf. Ibn 

ijalawaihi, Qira'at II, 510, lbn Mugahid, Sab'a 693). 

(164) For a study of :J''lll i"""l "the noun of instrument" see Zamabsari, 104-105, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 

111-112, Farl,iat, Bab! 51-52; Wright, II, 130-131, Howell, I, fasc. IV, 1756-1759, Fleisch, 
Traite I, 428-429, Blachere, 97, Fischer, Grammatik 46-47, Bohas, Etude 159-161. 

(165) The form :;w refers to nouns that express the doing of an action -;,~ "once" (for a 

study with examples see Zamabsari, 98, Ibn Ya'is, VI, 56-57, Zangani, '/zzf 13-14, Farl,iat, 
Babt 51, Volck/Kellgren, Ibn Malik 20, Wright, II, 122-123, Fleisch, Traite I, 332-334, Ver-

nier, I, 184-186). It is formed by adding the ta' marbuta to the ma~dar. ~ is chosen for the 

groundform of the triliteral, ~ to Form II and JSW to Form I of the quadriliteral. 
, , 

(166) The form :(.W refer to :(.)WI "the noun of kind". It points out to the manner of doing 
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what is intended by the verb. Examples are ~ "way of sitting" and~_., "way of riding". For 

a presentation with examples Zamabsari, 98, Far]:iat, Bal.it 51, Wright, Ii, 123-124, Vernier,/, 
187. 

(167) For a study of the instrumental noun formed according to the measure J W.. with 

examples see Sibawaihi, //, 267, Zamabsari, 104-105, Wright, II, 130. Instrumental nouns are 

also formed on the measure of J:lo or;[~ •. Hence, the nouns U~, ; - :._ and ~.)_. 
- -- - ,, --

combined together formed upon the measure;[~. occur in a verse said by al-Farazdaq in an 

elegy on a groom, cited by Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1757: 

~~-:-'·, ~1 ~ :;, ~~~ 
-"~~_,..;..:., J~ :c~ ~.)_.~ - - -

;- ~ .~ L...,~ u~~ 

"Let a he-mule, and a she-mule, and a nose-bag of evil, whose barley has been wasted, and a re
jected broom, and a curry comb, and a yellow whip whose thongs are worn out, bewail Abu 1-
ijansa". 

(168) The passage referred here in which Sibawaihi discusses the nouns of recipients, is 

found in Sibawaihi, //, 265. For .6.'......::.11 and ~I formed according to the pattern~ see 

Zamabsari, 105, Ibn Malik, Lamfya 254, Volck/Kellgren, /bn Malik 26-27, Raymundus, Tasriphi 

114-115, Wright, II, 131, Vernier,/, 192, Fleisch, Traite I, 429. Other examples exist, as ~:/....:JI 
(cf. Sibawaihi, //, 265, Lane,/, 807), ~I "the sword" (cf. Ibn Man'.?i1r, VI, 4447), and 

:;,:,_;Ji (cf. Sibawaihi, //, 265). According to the rule, :;,:.,_;Ji should have been :;:,_Ji, or it 

was so underlyingly ( cf. Ibn Man'.?i1r, //, 1446, Lane,/, 927). Instrumental nouns of the measure 

;C: and ;T:~. exist as well, but they are said to be anomalous, e.g. H.~'..J1 "a thing in which 

there is a preparation of pulverized antimony used for darkening the edges of the eyelids" (cf. 

Sibawaihi, //, 265) and L.:;.._J1 "a vessel made of wood, or of brass" (cf. Ibn Man'.?i1r, II, 837, 
Lane, /, 549. -
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11.3. Translation: The 2nd Chapter is about the Doubled Verb069l 

It is named ~':JI "the solid verb" because of the doubling [ of the consonants] in it. It is not 

named strong, because one of its both consonants can [in some cases] be changed into a weak 

consonant, e.g. "?j L:-11 ~~;., ~:; "the hawk flew down swiftly". 07oi It falls into three conjugations, 

e.g.: 1-~ :;_, "to gladden", 2-~) "to escape" and 3-~ ~ "to bite". The conjugation 

4-~ J.:-1 does not occur unless rarely, e.g. ~~ ~ "to love" and he is~ "dear" and ~ 

~= "to become possessed by understanding" and he is ~ "a person of understanding". c171 l If 
two consonants of the same kind or close to each other in the point of articulation are com
bined, the 1st one is assimilated to the 2nd one because of the heaviness of the repeated conso-

nant, e.g. ".i.:, "to stretch" etc.,0 72l, e.g. [sur. 48: 29] (~ lb.::::. ~ ~ "Which sends forth its blade" 

and ~Lb .;:J[j "a sect said".073l The assimilation can either be carried out [from one consonant] 

to a consonant that remains in its own point of articulation or between two [identical] conso
nants that remain in their own point of articulation.o74l This is what was transmitted by "the 
neighbour of God, the most learned of men" [sc. ZamalJsari].075l It was said that it is assimilat
ing the 1st vowelless consonant to the 2nd one [which is vowelled]. The consonant that can be 
assimilated [to another] and the consonant to which it is assimilated to can be two consonants 

in the pronunciation and one consonant in the writing, e.g. '.): or two consonants in the pronun-

ciation and in the writing as e.g. :;_:.jl "the Merciful".o75l The combination of two consonants 

falls into three categories: 
1- the first is that both consonants are vowelled. In this case the assimilation is necessary, 

e.g.".): [underlyingly ,.),.i.:,], except in the coordinatives, e.g.,.),.)) "elevated ground", so that the 

formation would not [Fol.18 a] be excluded [from coordination to JW],<1771 and in the patterns 

which would cause confusion [between a paradigm and another], e.g.~ "the colliding of the 

knees in running",~;._, "bedsteads", ,.),-½- "the stripes that are on the back of the ass", J11 "the 

remains of a dwelling or house" and ,.),.i.:, "assistance", so that they would not be mixed up with 

~ "a written acknowledgement of a debt",~ "the navel-string of a child","-½- "a part of the 

river near the land", J.1 "weak rain" and ".i.:, "extension".078l There is no risk of confusion that 

can arise concerning e.g.'.)~ "to drive back",) "to escape" and~ "to bite",C179l because it is 

known from ".)_;. that '.)~ is underlyingly ,.),.)~, as the doubled verb does not occur according to 

the conjugation ~ J.:-1, from ~ that ) is underlyingly ~j as the doubled verb does not 

occur according to the conjugation ~ JJ and from ~ that ~ is underlyingly ~ as 
, , , 

the doubled verb does not occur according to the conjugation ~ JJ. In some dialectal 

variants the assimilation is not carried out in ~ "to live", so that the c;lamma does not have to 

vowel they in ~ "he lives". It was said that the last y is not necessary, because it is dropped 

sometimes, e.g. 1_;:.. "/3 masc. pl." and it is changed into an alif [maq~ura] sometimes, e.g. 

~_oso) 2- The second is that the 1st consonant 
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~UI 0~ ,) .::.-JL:JI__, -~ .:;j__, ~ :~ ~ o_)__,~ 1~.:i~I w ~ W'L, 

~ 0-" -~ :! _J;;__, ~[;:JI ..:I~ _y,__, 1~.:i~I .b_r- 1..w ~ ~ 1~.:i~I__, !.SL 

r -:?UL, ill.JI .:iy-:--__,J _J;;__, l,,$y>1 *:J:,_)__, _j ~--' :J:,_)__, .:,r p 0 L:.$'La ~ J}:JI ....., I A * 

t41 JI i__,....1;..; ~ly-.11 ~ J .j~I 1__,j~ ~.., 'rU.:i~I .by-::, r~ ~ 

L,-3 <:.r" o<G-J ~--' ':?jL:JI ~~;,X; ~ _J ~I l_,j~ LS · .. f~ ~ ~4-=JI 

, JI ~r--~ J__,':JI <ly--ll .;:....J~ 0~~! 4-Ll !l_;ijl .:,r <~_;.; _j 0~__,) 
I.)!.., 1)-3__, ~ ~~ 0-'° ~.., 0~ _)w ~! ~~~I i..w o~I .~ •. Li> f ..... Hii.11 

0~)! 4-Ll 0~ ~1 _J ~ _,Ji__, 0~~ ~1 0-° 0~ .jWI ~ 0) <1.5) 
, .:;LS' I.)!.., Lj:l w~ J .. .$' I.)! lu . 0~ _)La,.,; .jUJI JI <ly--ll Uy-> ~ 

~I ):1 ~~ :....:.__, Jl..ul ~ "~__, ~~1 ~ ......,~__, 1U.:i~I j~ L_)~ 

1M <1_)1 ~ ~ j~ :l ~ 0-°--' , t~~ ~L, '..._:__, -:?WI ~~ _J j...<,1 

1 r ~I *.:;..,..J~ Jy-i.:i__, 1j:l ~l...::.JI 0__,LJI 0':J 0~'_,_:1 _j 1U.:i~I j~ :l__, t~~I T 1 \ * 

~'.:i'...:1 ~.:i~1 ~-.:i~1 • 0 • 0 >- IL,:__, 0L.;~~1 01.:i~I 0.:i~I 0'.:i~1 01.:i~1 0·.:i~I 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

·..._: J~ I__, --4..o :.:f:l I_, .4< 0 t.5::11__, 0 t..,) I I I__, .:i __, _,_: Jy-Ll I__, . .:it.., I.Y WI 1 ! 
1 o ~ ~ /.)~1 .j__,.r> 0-'° .j.? Jl.,.,:,;~I <b j.:J c!--' 1.)J 1~.:i~I j~__, '....:,;. 

<l..:JI 0½ <l..:Jl: ~Lil "-.:-9 j~__, ) .. :ii~--' ~I~__, .)l...:':, ~--' -~I ~ 0__,.1, 

Fols. 18a-19a 

:~ r 1..b > j JJJ '-:" J~'lll + :~ ;J ~ pa :pa~ ;I Ll'La : 8L r 

~ : ~ , ; J \.S__r> 1 _). ~ : ~ j JJJ .J ":"" '-:" I.SY-:--1 _). ~--' : I.SY-:--1 ... ~--' ; I ~ IJ 

:.::-J..i:.; , 1..b JJJ .J ":"" '-:" ._jl....ill ~ + : 0 LSJ.L., IJJJ ~l.., : .J I- :JUJI ~ A I.J 

+ :Jl.;JI /,J ij'l y}:- :L_)~ I. ;..b j J/J ":"" ~ :.J '-;-' r? :I-:~.? /j O.J I Jw 
\ t !.J .:..,..,S:.- :.:,_,..,_$:-11 Ir ;I ~½: <1)1 ~ I.J <~ :jY."'-: I I /~ ..b > JJJ .J ":"" :u.>-.1J 

- :oy-:--T JI /.J :.J'll 1 1_, ::.J'll.., I'-:" 0--'.Jy.l.o,.0 .:,_,I.Jy,;,'-"' + : .Jy.l"""' /'-:" 0--' • .JI.. .:,_,i'.JI.. : .Ji.. 

/,J .I.JI 0"° :I- :.l:Jl, Ii /,J - :0"° ._jy> IO ;J 
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is vowelless, and in this case the assimilation is necessary, e.g. -..l.o "an extension", which is 

according to the pattern~-

3- The 3rd is that the 2nd consonant is vowelless. In this case the assimilation is forbidden 
as the condition of the assimilation which is the vowelling of the 2nd consonant, is absent. 
Then it was said that it was necessary to render vowelless the 1st consonant, but this would lead 
to the combination of two vowelless consonants, so you would escape from one difficult situ
ation and fall into another [Fol. 18 b]. It was also said [that it is forbidden] because of the 
existence of the lightness due to the [2nd] vowelless consonant together with the absence of the 
condition of the assimilation, [which is the vowelling of the 2nd consonant]. However, the 
elision [ of one of the identical consonants] is made possible by them in some cases on account 

of the combination of two identical consonants, e.g. :::i.1 "you continued all day /masc. sing." ,(1 811 

as is also the change into a weak consonant, e.g. ':?j L:J I ~-,<:) ;;;; "the hawk flew down swiftly". 0821 

Accordingly [with the elision], some recited [sur. 33: 33] ( J;:;Y.:-! J 0)..,) "And stay quietly 

in Your houses": C).., is] from);JI "a state of settledness". Its base form is 0~)1 "stay! /2 

fem. pl. of the imperative", in which the 1st r is elided and its vowel is shifted to the cj, and then 

the prosthetic alif is elided because it is not longer needed, so it became 0). It was also said 

that it is from 1_) ~~ _h. )~ "to sit quiet". [Some held that] if 0) is read [ with the q vowelled by 

the fat}:ia], it would be from )1 "I rest or remain (in the place)", which is a dialectal variant of 

) 1, so its base form would be 0~) I with the vowel of the r shifted to the q, so that it became 

0).0831 This is the case if the sukun [of the 2nd consonant] is obligatory. However, if it is 

accidental, the assimilation is sometimes possibly carried out and sometimes not, e.g. ~ '....:1 

"stretch! /masc. sing. of the imperative",".._: with the vowelling of the dby a fat}:ia [to alleviate], 

-.._: by the kasra because the kasra is principal in vowelling the vowelless consonant and '.._:0841 

by the <;1.amma for the purpose of analogy [ with the vowel of the 1st radical]. On account of that 

[sc. that the <;1.amma in".._: is given for the purpose of analogy], it is impossible to say~ "flee! 

/masc. sing. of the imperative" with the vowelling of the r by a <;1.amma because of the lack of 

analogy [ with the vowel of the 1st radical]. The assimilation is made impossible in 0 ~ '..i.:1 "stretch! 

/fem. pl. of the imperative" because the sukun of the 2nd [consonant among two identical 
consonants] is obligatory.os51 

You say with the energetic n [Fol. 19 a]: ~.:, '....:1 "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 1 )", 01.:, '....:1 "/ 

2 dual", ~'.:,'.._:1 "/2 masc. pl.", ~.:,'.._:1 "/2 fem. sing.", 01.:,'.._:1 "/2 dual", 01.:,~'~1 "/2 fem. pl.". 
, , 

With the single n: ~-.:,'~1 "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. II)", ~ .:,'~1 "/2 fem. sing." and ~'.:,'~1 

"/2 masc. pl.". The active participle is ".:,Lo, the passive participle,~_,...:,:, the nouns of time and 

place'...:_:, the noun of instrument "-4,o and the passive voice'~".._:, etc.086) The assimilation is 

possibly carried out if one of the consonants of 0_,1 L ~ j,.) ~1 precedes the [infixed] 
"" "" ~ 

t of [Form VIII] J~I, e.g. 1- -~I "to take" which is an anomaly, 2- _;...;1 "to trade", and 3-

)il "to get one's revenge", possibly said ~GI with the t, 0871 because the t 
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JI 1 ~ -L>-I_, ~ .:_ro 0 1.:, ~ ~ . , I :.. ::,._ 0

'· :.· , ~ _,y->-_, L ~ I ,:.r , l..::.J I_, 

"---_:J j~ 'J ::/~! ~_, ',L..:; ,L:::JI_, ',u ,L..:JI ~ i~~~I .:.IJ j~ ~~I 

r ~~I _J Jl_,_JI 0-" o~ ~I~ ,L:JI ~ I.;J • ... }:J Jl.ul _J Jl . .ul i~~J ~ 

~~ .l->I_, ~ 0-° 0 u_.r> ~ i~ ~I _J ,L;JI .:_ro Jl..ul --=-'..,-.il-' 

~I~ ,L:JI ·· I·~ :z;;_)~I <:r-" Jl..ul 0 '.J ;~~I_, ~-~I "--::-' j~ ~.;I _p,-:;_, 
. . 

i ~I.; Jl.ul ~ ½_)~I _j w~~I JI 1~ i~~~I .ill * j~ 0 1·~! _j LS ...., 1 'I * 

~_, ~·.;1 ~ 0 Ij! _y,:,_, d.:UI _j w~l...,.;;I i~ JI 1~ 0 L:-:,JI_, ~I~ JliJI_, 

.::,~I ~1~1 _J Jl..ul ,:.r r1---1 ,!_:,....JI 0 '.J ~I~ ,ly--1I ~ i~~~I "--::-9 j~ 'J 

'I ~I~_, 0 1·~1-! ':?)~ ..__;'.1 _,I ;;~I _J ;;~I ~I ~yS. ~ ~ 

~ iw.~~I "---_:J j~ 'J_, ~~I 0-° ,L::JI_, ~I 0 '.J iu~~I "---_:J j~ 

d .:WI _j ~ I i .....,J ..:; L::-:J I j~.., .;:; _,.......JI ~I~ I _j o-::--1I F -, l.:; ~ I 
Ir :U...WI ~I <T ~wI 0'.1 ~! "-::-9j~ ~! ~.., ~! J;-. ~! _y,:,.., 

;; _I.·· " ;;~'.JI ;; +·II_, U:--b-o ;; _I.·· " J_,'.1I :i,_._u'.1I , ~ .L L ~..,_.r>.., 
< L;J I --=-' _;; _, ~~~I _j ~ ;; -1; L:-J ', Lb , L;J I ~ ~ I ,:.r <~I_, .h..Ll 

IO Jl.u~ ~I~'..., .. /_,__:.. ..L.1 > . '-J w *~! _)w ~I -J ,UJI .:.ro T r. * 
r--" J ~ Cy->-1 I _j JI ..u I <:r-" , LJ I_, ~~I _J < LJ I 0-" ~ I --=-' _.,-JJ ', L:; 

_J ~~G.;;I JI 1~ J~L, ,LhJI ~ iw.~~I ..Ll j~ ~ ~ _)L.,j 

1 A ~L..JI ~ ',Lb ~wI ~ "--::-9 iu~~I .:.IJ j~ 'J_, ~I~ ~>L.::....~I 

J-!.o ~~I~_, dLJI _J;; ·>JI i..1-.Al 0 ~1 j~_, ~I J4. 'J r1 

Fols. 19a-20a 

:r"~ ;Ii~ :i~ ;_,.. j .Pi...,., ~rll :c_r>-ll ;I Jl..;JI .:_ro ,L:.11 :,L:.11 ... Jl..;JI t 

:JI~ JI ill :~I~ ... JI.JI v-, ;JS .1, j ~ ~ : ~ ;J o_)~I ::z;;_)~I o /~ f~ 

1. 1...,., pl :~I ;I 0½ :<G'J ;~ :(......,jjl + \~ \ ;J l?.1.)1 :0+2l,1_:,-JI A ;I :JI~ Jl..;JI_., 

: =i....:±JI_., ;_,.. .Pi ...,., ~ : .1......:, .h....., 1 r ;_,.. j ~ ...,., I- : ~ ;J S z...., ~I : ~ ~I 

: ~ ~ I ; .Pi ...,...-:_,,.j + : < L:.I I_., I , ;'.{ .1, .,.. j ~ "-:-' I - : 0>l....::....., '11 ,_). \ t I J S .1, j :(.;;)LJ I_., 

;.,.. ~I ~ + : 0 ~1 \ 'I ;J - : .._._; \ A / ~ L_.b~G..:;;J : ~~G.;;I JI I v ;I ~~I 

; I j~_., : ~ _., 
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and the t are among the voiceless consonants, which are comprised in ~ :i~~ 0'· '..' , "ija~fah 

shall press you in the matter". 088l So both are of the same sort on account of their being among 
the voiceless consonants. You can therefore assimilate by changing the t into at and the t into 

a t. As for 4- 01-~ I "to buy upon credit", only the doubling of the d is possible in it. As for the 

reason of this, it,is that when the [infixed] t, which is among the voiceless consonants, is 
changed into the d in spite of its distance to it in this respect, it is done so on account of the 
proximity of the d to it in the point of articulation, such which causes necessarily the combina-

tion of two identical consonants, so that one is assimilated to the other.089l As for 5- )'-~I "to 

remember", both )'-~ I and J:~ ~ I are possible to be used instead, because the d [ and the g J are 

among the voiced consonants. Thus the t is changed into the d as in 0 I-~ I, and then you can 

possibly [Fol.19 b] assimilate on account of both their conformity in being among the voiced 
consonants, by changing the d into the g and the g into the d. It is possible as well to dissolve as 

they both [sc. the d and the g] disagree in the essence.(190l As for 6- j:,I "to be ornamented", it 

is similar to }:~ I. It is however impossible to assimilate in it by changing the z into the d 

because of the excellency of sibilance of the z in comparison to the d. Hence it [ sc. the proce
dure] would be as if placing the large bowl over the little one, or [ on the other hand, if the z is 

assimilated to the d] there would be a confusion with 0(~1.o9n As for 7- ~I "to listen", the 

assimilation is possibly carried out in it because the s and the tare among the voiceless conso
nants. It is impossible however to assimilate by changing the s into the t because of the excel-

lency of sibilance of the s. It is possible as well not to assimilate [in ~ !], because they both 

[sc. the s and the t] disagree in the essence. As for 8- ~'. "to liken" it is similar to ~'. 

[regarding the assimilation]. As for 9- _;.:.,1 "to acquire patience", it is possible to use ~I 
, , 

instead of it,(192l because the $ is among the elevated covered consonants which are .1~ ~ 

~- The four 1st ones are elevated and covered and the three last ones are only elevated.093l 

The t is among the depressed consonants, but it is changed into the t which is among the 
elevated consonants, in spite of the distance between them both in this respect, because of the 

proximity of the t to the tin the point of articulation, so it became~ I [Fol. 20 a], similarly 

to ::_, "six" underlyingly :r :i..:., in which the s and the dare changed into the t because of the 

homogeneity of the s and the t in being among the voiceless consonants and because of the 
proximity of the t to the din the point of articulation, and then an assimilation is carried out so 

that it became::_,_ o94> So it is possible for you to assimilate [in~ I] by changing the t into the 
, , 

$ on account of both their conformity in being among the elevated consonants, i.e._;.:., I. It is not 
possible for you however to assimilate by changing the $ into the t because of the excellency of 

sibilance of the r I mean that it is impossible to say ,;11. It is possible as well not to assimilate 

because of their [ sc. the t and the ~ 's] lack of similarity in the essence. As for 10-~~ I "to be 
in a state of agitation", 0 95l it is similar to 
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;;_ I. I mean that both ~~ I and ~):..:;, I are possible, but not ~.::,11. As for 11-~ I "to seek", 

there is no other way than to assimilate in it, because of the combination of two identical 

consonants [ sc. the ta's] after the change of the infixed t of J t:.J I into the !, on account of the 

proximity of the t to the! in the point of articulation.<196> As for 12- r-111 "to take upon oneself 

the bearing of the wrong", the assimilation is possibly carried out in it by changing the! into the 
;,: and the ;,: into the ! on account of the similarity between them both in being among the em
phatic consonants. It is possible as well to dissolve because of their lack of similarity in the 

essence, i.e. r-11 ! [ with the change of the ! into the ;,;], r16 ! [ with the change of the ;,: into the ! J 

and ;fill [with the dissolution].097) As for 13- '..wl "to accept a promise", thew [of -..w~I] is 

changed foto the t, because if this did not occur, it would have to be changed into the y due to 
[the influence of] the kasra [Fol. 20 b] of the consonant preceding it. Hence the verb would 

necessarily seem to be at one time as though having a y radical, i.e. , , : : .. : I, and at another as 

though having aw radical, i.e.~~ because of the impossibility of changing the [weak] conso

nant into another, or the succession of the kasras will be unavoidable.098l As for 14- _;...:;1 "to 

play at hazard", they [of; :._: I] is assimilated to the t to avoid the succession of the kasras. 0 99J 

The assimilation is not carried out in fo.1 "to eat, devour", because the y is not necessary, i.e. 

that it becomes a hamza if you bring it back to the groundform, i.e. J5'1. <200J On account of that 

[i.e. because they is not necessary], the assimilation is not carried out in ~ "to live" in some 

dialects.(201 ) As for the assimilation that is carried out in -~I "to take for oneself', it is anoma

lous.<202J 

The assimilation is possibly carried out if one of the consonants of l; L °:,, o, , _:) '.i follows 

the [infixed] t of Form VIII J t:.J I, e.g. 1-~ "to contend among themselves" ,<203J 2- J'-½ "to 
, , 

change", 3-~~~ "to excuse one's-self', 4- 0 "to snatch, tear away", 5- r~ :~ "to smile",(204) 

6- ;,- a5.-;. "to dispute", 7- J~:~ "to struggle", 8- r1-f~ "to collide, clash" and 9- _)..:~ "to ex

pect''.<205> The assimilation is only possibly carried out in them by changing the [infixed] t into 
the consonant of the 2nd radical, because of the feebleness of the request of the [infixed] con
sonant that comes after [the radical]. By some grammarians this assimilation is not carried out 
in the perfect [of such verbs], so that it [sc. the perfect] is not mixed up with the perfect of 

[Form II of the ma~dar] ~..,._;:; [i.e. j.J], because according to them the vowel of the [infixed] 

t [ of Form VIII ~ I] is shifted to the consonant preceding it, and the prosthetic alif is elided 

[resulting in j:.J, e.g.~ from Form VIII ~!l- By others, it [sc. the assimilation] is carried 

out by giving the 1st radical the kasra, e.g. ~ [underlyingly ~!] "to quarrell, argue", 

because according to them the reason of vowelling the 1st radical with the kasra [in ~] is to 

avoid the cluster [Fol. 21 a] of two vowelless consonants [i.e. ~ as they elide both the 

vowelled infixed t of~! without shifting its vowel to the 1st radical, and the prefixed hamza]. 

By others, it occurs with the prosthetic alif, i.e. ~ ! on account of the sukun of [the b of] the 

base form [sc. ~!l- It is possible in its imperfect to vowel the 1st radical with the kasra 
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~ c° tl:--;i~ ~LLJI ~ ~u ~ (' :c ~ ~ ~LIi ~ W ~ 3 

j.i:J) ~UI ~~ ~WI A 1..~ 0_.;~ ~~_) ·0~ ~ J;; ~_r-S_) 
r ~ f .JI -,WI ~..r :::,~1 -:;! ~WI ~ 1..b ~~3 ~WI JI ~~I o_r-S 

""°'~4 ~~ ~ ~UJ3 ~ ~I;; f~3 . j...,½1 0_µ 1.J~I 1..~~ ~~3 

f-½ :J3 :fal:G ,L,1 :faG,i_, ~ ~1 ~! ~ J~~I ""°'½ ~ ~ w o~I 

I Jl,..JI v~ ;.;~~ <l..:,] 0½ 01~~ _y,:, ~ 1;;_;;,., ~l1.JI v_µ ~~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ w ~ t~~ ~ ~ly..11 ~ ~ ._,L;; ....;~ j~ ~_) lf..>....ii.:i 

.J...a.1 0 ½ j _,_, lj v::--11 0~ • l::J I ~ ~ o ~ I ~ t Lb.'..., 1 :.:.JJ I .) j3 ~ 

, . Ji;1 ~ ~4-JLS' tl11 

Fol. 21a 

;J ., - : j..;; r ;,;,. ':" ~ : ~ ;J .1 j ,;,. ~ ':" _yWI i""""I : .Js.L; /..:,,.. - : ~~ ~ I 

0~ : 0~ t ; .1 ->- ., ':" I - : .WI ~ r ;l's margin : L..W. ... ~ r-r 

o ;J ':"~~ : ':"~4 o-t ;., u~ : ~~ /..:,,.. - :~U,;;__, /..:,,.. J-,½I :J-.,½1 ;.1 

:J ., - : l's margin :Jl..ul . .,:;i'J ;., - :~ , ;.1 _;-+.b..:;I :_;-+-11 ;.1 J.---.-:JI :Jl....:;_j~I 

I-> - :o~I ~ ;I l.:,'-9 : l.:,j__, /\ /..:,,.. J~ :Ji...>. j~ v ;.1.,..;. ..:,c.i...::......I ....L..,i 

:I.J...Jlj /..:,,.. - :v::---11 ;l's margin :1..L'.il_:, ... 0~ ;J 5: .1.,..;.., ':" - :.L::-11 ... ~ 

15: JI) .J....oi .:,j + : Jl_,..,,i , ;':" - : l's margin : tl.11 ... ~'j ,-A ;,;,. ;;...01..:, 
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or with the fat]:ia as in the perfect, i.e.~- In the active participle, the 1st radical is vowelled 

by the <;lamma by analogy [ with the <;lamma of the prefixed m J or by the fat]:ia or the kasra [ on 

the analogy of those who vowel its perfect with a fat]:ia or a kasra]. Hence it is said 0~, 
, , ,_ , or , , . , (206) 

0~ 0~-

Its ma$dar is r ~ with the b that is given the kasra either to avoid the cluster of two 

vowelless consonants or because of the transfer of the kasra of the [infixed] t [ of r ~ ~] to the 

b-r b occurs as well with the b vowelled by the fat]:ia if you take into consideration the vowel 

of the assimilated $- Both i ~ ! and r b I occur as well on account of the sukun of the base 

form [sc. r~~]. 
The [prefixed] t of [Form V] ~ and of [Form VI] ~ L0 is assimilated to the consonant that 

follows it after the prefixation of the prosthetic alif as was mentioned about [ the t of Form VIII] 

Ji:_jl [concerning its assimilation to one of the consonants of L:,L 00, o,, j'.:.'....:; following it], e.g. 

~ I "to purify one's-self' underlyingly k;, and j:; 6 I "to be borne down heavily" underlyingly 
, , 

J:; l:;,:;_(207) 

No assimilation [ of the infixed t of Form X to the consonant following it] is carried out in 

~ I "to ask for food" due to the sukun of the ! in reality, and in 01 ~ I "to take up a loan" 

underlyingly :;. ~ I due the sukun of the d theoretically.c2°8l 

However the elision of the [infixed] t [ of Form X] is possibly carried out in some cases, e.g. 

~ t. LI "to be able, have power",(209) as was mentioned about' .. /,t; "you continued all day 

/masc. sing.". (ZJOJ However, if you said t. L 1 with the hamza vowelled by the fat]:ia and~ 

with they vowelled by the <;lamma, then thesis infixed, because its base form is [Form IV] t. 1.11 

"to obey",(211 l-[and its infixation is] similar to the infixation of the h in ,J l_y~,I "to 
pour"-_(212) 
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11.3.1. COMMENTARY 

The Doubled Verb 

(169) For a general study of ~WI "the doubled Verb" see Mu'addib, Ta~rif 185-217, Ibn 

Ya'is, Muliikf 45-47, Zangani, '/zzf 6-7, 'Abd al-1:Iamid, Ta~rif 609-613, de Sacy, 227-231, 
Farl:iat, Baf:it 52-57, Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik 39-40, Wright, 68-71, Blachere, 127-
131, Fischer, Grammatik 111-113, Bakkiis, Ta~rif 98-106, 'Abd al-Ra}:iim, $mf 21-24. For a 
comparative study with other forms in some of the Semtic languages see Brockelmann, Grund rift 
632-638, Wright, Comparative Grammar227-234, Bauer, Grammatik 108-109. Moscati, Gram
mar 169 referring to von Soden, Grundrift 154-156, remarks that some of the verbs "connote a 
number of individual actions ("Kettendurative"), e.g. Akkadian sll, Syriac bzz "to plunder", 

Arabic 'dd "to count", etc.". 

(170) In some examples of doubled verbs, the 2nd of the doubled consonants, which is the 
3rd radical, can be substituted by a y (for examples see I;)abi, Amtal 84-85). This substitution is 

carried out for the sake of alleviation. In the example Form V ~:.,' :.,ii:;, the 3rd radical ¢ is 

substituted by they, hence ~:.,":., ii:; becomes ~-.,:., ii:; (cf. Zamal}sari, 173, Lane, II, 2536-2537, 

Vernier, I, 73, my notes (182), (352)). The reason of this substitution is the heaviness of the 

repeated consonants, the <;lads, in this combination. The example 0 _:,L:,JI ~- :.,ii:; is found in the 

verse said by 'Aggag, Dzwan 28, cited by Gawaliqi, Sarf:t 331, Zaggag, Ma'iinf I, 341, Ibn 
Ginni, Sirr II, 759, Mu'addib, Ta~rif 438, I;)abi, Amfal 85, Ibn al-Sikkit, Qalb 58, Mufa<;l<;lal, 
Fabir 5, Tamimi, Musalsal 215, Qali, Amalf II, 172, Batalyawsi, Iqti{l,ab 138, 413, Ibn al
Sagari, Amalf I, 389, Abu 'Ubaid, Garfb I, 124, Afandi, Tanzfl 426, Ibn Ya'is, X, 24, 'Abd al
Tawwab, Tatawwur 40, Razi in ijalil b. A}:imad ... , lfuriif 155, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1292: 

"When the generous hasten to the noble deed, he hastens with the swoop of the falcon, when the 
falcon contracts his wings". 

Other examples pertaining to Form V that can be mentioned in which the 3rd radical is changed 

into a y (for them see Sibawaihi, II, 44 7, Roman, Etude I, 361) are: ~;_;; for :::., ~';_;; "I had a 

concubine" in which the 2nd r is changed into a y, ' .. :~-la.,:; for ' .. :~1,:; "I formed an opinion" in 

which the 2nd n is changed into a y and ' .. :' aii:; for' .. 0

0, aii:; "I remembered [his words]" in 

which the 2nd ~ is changed into a y. They is substituted for the 3rd radical in other forms than 

Form V. It is substituted for the 2nd l in Form IV ' .. :i:1 for~ ff:1 "I dictated" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 

447, Roman, Etude I, 361) and for the 2nd min Form VIII ~~ for ~~ that occurs in the 

following verse said by Ku!ayyir, Diwan 300 in which he is praising 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Marwan. 
It is cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 760, Zamal}sari, 173, lbn Ya'is, X, 24, Muliikf252, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 
374, I)ara"ir 228, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1292: 
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"We will visit a man such that, whatever betide, God he fears, and, whatever betide, by the deed of 
the righteous he takes example". 

This change of the 2nd consonant among the doubled consonants into a y is carried out as well 

in nominal forms, e.g. the ma~dar Form II½~ for ;;'.:i ~ that occurs in the sur. 8: 35 0 lS' i:~) 
, , 

½ ,~~ -~ Ts:: ~! _-· :: IT ,~ ~>L,) "Their prayers at the House ( of God) are nothing but whis-

tling and clapping of hands". It is not however carried out in Form II of its verb 0.., ~ that 

occurs with the doubling of the din the sur. 43: 57 c..,'~ ;_;_. ..!L ~ ,,.)D "Thy people raise a 

clamour thereat (in ridicule)!". Another example of a ma~dar' occurring with the doubling of 

the dis Form V 15'~ I that is cited by I:Iassan, namely '~ K'.J I~ 15'~ I ~SC., "their prayer 

is the clapping with the hands, and whistling" (cf. Lane, II, 1670). , 

(171) The three common conjugations of the double verb are: 

1-~ ~e.g.~ ';,, underlyingly ~~ ~;_, 

2- µ ~ e.g.~ ) underlyingly ~.h ~). 
, , , 

3-~ j_.j e.g. ~ ~ underlyingly ~ ~-
, , 

The more anomalous conjugation is 4-~ ~ (cf. Wright, II, 68). Two well-known exam

ples of verbs seem to be formed according to this conjugation, namely ~ ~ underlyingly 

'. '. ~ ~ and ~= ~ underlyingly '. '. I~ :;J, but there exist other verbs as well, namely ~~ 

"to repair", ~ "to be light" (cf. Bakkus, Ta~rif99) and~'_);., "to become evil" (cf. Lane,/, 

494, Wright, II, 69). According to lbn Ginni, Mun~if I, 240 ~ ~ti , __ :'.1 "you became 

possessed by understanding, so you are a person of understanding" was said by Yunus, and 

_).JI .J ~ _)'_):., "I became evil, or acted with evil" was said by Qutrub. The reason why it is 

preferred not to use the conjugation ~ ~ is according to lbn Ginni, Mun~if I, 240, to avoid 
the heaviness of the 9amma on one of the doubled consonants. In the perfect of the doubled 

verbs, the vowel of the 2nd radical is dropped and the 2nd radical is assimilated to the 3rd: ~;_, 

becomes ~;_ and then';,,, ~) becomes ~) and then), ~ becomes ~ and then ~' 

and~ becomes ~ and then~- In its imperfect, the vowel of the 2nd radical is not dropped 

but switched to the 1st radical, and then the 2nd radical is assimilated to the 3rd: ~~ becomes 

~_;...;; and then~' ~.h becomes ~_fa. and then~' ~ becomes ~ and then ~ and 
, , , 

'.'.~becomes'. :;..~ and then~.'.,..,;. 

The paradigm of';,, in the perfect, active, (of which the imperfect is~~ with the imper

feet's 2nd radical's vowel being a 9amma), is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ..:;., _)y-,' G~;_, 
2nd masc. ..:;., _)y-,' G ~;_, ~_)y-,' 
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2nd fem. ..::.., .JY""' 
Go,, 
.JY""' 

"" )' 0,... ,... 

.:.? .JY""' 

~ 
' . 3rd masc. Y""' l_)j"'"' 

3rd fem. ..::.., Y""' G" r" 0.JY""' 

Its imperfect in the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
' , ' , . 

1st Y""' i y-:, 
' , . 

i,)~ 
' , . 

2nd masc. y-:; \)_)y-:; 

2nd fem. .y.;y-:; 
1' , :. 

0'r-' 0.Jy-:; 
' , . 

01~ 
. ', 

3rd masc. Y""'= \)_)~ 

3rd fem. 
' , -

0i;_; y-:; 0.J~ 

Its imperfect in the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
C, a, . 

1st Y""' i y-:, 
C , . 

I~ 
, , 

2nd masc. y-:; I :. 
_)'r-' 

2nd fem. 1.5y-:; I~ 0.Jy-:; 

3rd masc. Y""'= 
1' , . 
~ 

' , I -
')~ 

3rd fem. 
C , . 

I~ y-:; 0.J~ 

Its imperfect in the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
0)1 0 <' 

1st .JY""' I or ;..1 .Jy-:, or y-:, 
. , . 

I~ 
;! j! ,... 

2nd masc. .Jy-:; or y-:; I .. 
_)'r-' 

2nd fem. 1.5y-:; i;_; \).Jy-:; 
1' , • ! )' ,... 

3rd masc. .JY""'= or Y""'= ~ I_)~ 

3rd fem. .Jy-:; or y-:; I~ 0.J~ 

b) The paradigm of ) in the perfect, active, (of which the imperfect is~ with the imper
feet's 2nd radical's vowel being a kasra), is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

sing. dual pl. 

..::.., .)_) 

..::.., .)_) 

..::.., .)_) 

_) 

..::-_) 

G~) 
)'0,-,, 

w.)_; 

1) 

G) 

G~) 
f.J_} 

.:.? .)_) 

1_)) 
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Its imperfect in the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st " _,J 1 _;:, 

2nd masc. fa 0 lj.:; 0--'fa 

2nd fem. IJ7.fa .:,;lj;i .:;_;fa 

1· .· , " . 
3rd masc. ~ .:;'r= 0--'~ , 

3rd fem. fa .:,;lj;i .:;_;~ 
, 

Its imperfect in the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st j1 _;:, 

lj.:; ' 2nd masc. fa ~fa 
, 

2nd fem. ;.Sfa lj;i .:;_;fa .. __.__. r .- " 3rd masc. ~ 
I .-

'r= ..,~ 
. 

3rd fem. 
C , 

lj;i fa .:;_;~ 

Its imperfect in the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st _;_)1 or j1 
0 __. ~ ,,.. 

_;_}:, or _;:, 
, 

2nd masc. _;fa or fa lj;i I_,~ 
, , , 

2nd fem. lj.:; 
, 0, 

-?!: .:;_;fa 

3rd masc. _)~ or~ 1· •. 
~ 

I'.-..,~ 
, . , 

3rd fem. _;fa or fa lj;i .:;_;~ 
, 

c) The paradigm of~ in the perfect, active, (of which the imperfect is ~ with the 

imperfect's 2nd radical's vowel being a fatl).a), is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~ ~ 

2nd masc. ~ c:.o:., :-,~ 
~ 

2nd fem. 
,,o , a '0 

~ I~··;., oC ~ 

3rd masc. ~ ~ I~ 

3rd fem. ~ ,:.- :.,~ 
~ 

Its imperfect in the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~1 ~ 
' ., 

.:;i",;,,::; 
, ' ,, 

2nd masc. .Jw 0~ 
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2nd fem. ~ .:/.::.::; 0 ~ . 
' .G.:.:, 

. ,, 

3rd masc. ~ I.,) .. 0~ 
, .. 

(.::,::; 3rd fem. ~ -~ 0 I.,) •• 

Its imperfect in the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual 
' 1st ~1 

2nd masc. ~ 
1· :,::; 

2nd fem. ~~ 
1·:,::; 

3rd masc. ~ 
1· :,:~: 

3rd fem. ~ b 
Its imperfect in the jussive, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

smg. 

~1or~1 

~or~ 

~~ 

~or· .. ~ 

~or~ 

dual 

1·.::.: :i 

1·.::, ::; 

(.::,:~: 

1·.::. ::; 

pl. 

~ 

I~ 

-~ I.,) .. 

pl. 

~ or~ 

I ' •• :. 
~ 

I , .•• 
~ 

-~ I.,) .. 

(172) The assimilation can be carried out between two identical vowelled consonants. '.;_. is 

underlyingly ·_;.;,. with two vowelled dals being its 2nd and 3rd radical. The reason of the 

assimilation of one consonant to the other is...,~ I ~ "the heaviness of the repeated conso

nant". ·.;,. pertains to the conjugation ~ j:j. Its perfect, active, is '.;,.. Its imperfect of the 

indicative, active, is"~, of the subjuntive, active, ·~ and of the jussive, active, ~'~. Its active 

participle is '.:i L.. Its passive participle is 0
.:i _),;:_._ Its ma~dar is '.;,.. 

b) As for the paradigm of its derived forms: 

Form II: Its perfect, active is ·.:i'...:.. Its imperfect is .:i·-½.· Its imperative is ~-.;,.. Its active 

participle is 0
.:i-~. Its ma~dar is ,-½ _,_:;_ Its perfect, passive is ·.:i·~. Its imperfect 

. 

is '.:i'-½.· Its passive participle is 0
.:i

0
~. 

Form III: Its perfect, active is ·.:i·.:i L.. Its imperfect is '.:i .:i c,;; or '.:i c,;;. Its imperative is ~ .:i G. 

Its active participle is '.:i .:i L: or .:i C.::. Its ma~dar is ".:i I .... , i . .:i • .:i L: or i .:i L:. Its 

perfect, passive is ·.:i .:i ;,. Its imperfect is '.:i·.:i c,;; or '.:i c,;;. Its passive participle is 

".:i·.:i L: or '.:i C.::. 

Form IV: Its perfect, active is '.;_.1. Its imperfect is 0-½,. Its imperative is ~~1 or ' ..... 1. Its 
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active participle is ".......:. Its ma~dar is ·.., I-~ I. Its perfect, passive is '.Ml Its 

imperfect is '~- Its passive participle is '..,.:,_;,_ 

Form V: Its perfect, active is -..,'..w. Its imperfect is '..,"~. Its imperative is ~'..w. Its 

active participle is ·..,-~. Its ma~dar is '..,"..,::;. Its perfect, passive is -..,-~. Its 

imperfect is ,..,-.. ~~- Its passive participle is '.,'~-

Form VI: Its perfect, active is -..,-.., G or'.., G. Its imperfect is ,..,-..,~or '.., C:;,. Its impera

tive is ~-.., G. Its active participle is '..,.., C or '.., C. Its ma~dar is "..,'.., G or '.., G. 

Its perfect, passive is -.., .., _;,l;. Its imperfect is '..,-..,~or"..,~- Its passive partici

ple is ·..,-.., C or ".., C. 

As for Form VII, ~ I can be presented. Its perfect, active is ~ I. Its imperfect is ~-
, , 

Its imperative is fi I. Its active participle is ~- Its ma~dar is J>li I. Its 

perfect, passive is ~I. Its imperfect is ~- Its passive participle is ~

Form VIII: Its perfect, active is '.i..:.: I. Its imperfect is '~- Its imperative is ~ .i..:.: I or 

'.i..:.:1. Its active participle is '.i.::.:,::. Its ma~dar is ·..,1-~1. Its perfect, passive is 

'~1. Its imperfect is ', :. :;.. Its passive participle is ·~-

Form X: Its perfect, active is "~ .. I. Its imperfect is '1.o.;· 0 

~- Its imperative is ~ ....::.:.:..1 or 

"~ I. Its active participle is ·~- Its ma~dar is ·.., I-~ I. Its perfect, passive 
, , , 

is '~1. Its imperfect is ' 1 -,: 
0 

~- Its passive participle is ·~-

(173) The assimilation can be carried out between two consonants which are close in the 
points of articulation, of which the 1st is the ultimate consonant of one word and the 2nd is the 
initial consonant of the second word following it (for a general study see Sibawaihi, II, 455 
sqq., Zamabsari, 191 sqq., Ibn Ya'is, X, 134 sqq., Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1666 sqq., Vollers, 
Volkssprache 25 sqq., Cantineau, Etudes 35 sqq., Fleisch, Traite I, 83 sqq., Roman, Etude I, 

390-427, Wright,/, 15-16). In the reading of the sur. ~ti:..:::. i).-1 (cf. Zamal}sari, 193) underlyingly 

~ 11.:::. cj...1, the vowelled g which is the last consonant of the first word is assimilated to the 
vowelled s which is the 1st consonant of the second word, resulting in the doubling of the s. In 

the example :W Lb d ~ underlyingly :w Lb ~ ~. the vowelless t which is the last consonant of 

the first word is assimilated to the vowelled t of the second word, resulting in the t 's doubling. 

1- Another example than ~ lh::. C_;...1 that occurs with the assimilation of the g to the s is 
),-~-,-, r._)..1 "expel Saba!" (cf. Zamabsari, 193, Ibn Ya'is, X, 138, Vollers, Volkssprache 32). 

-Another extraordinary assimilation is the one of the g to the t, as what was said by al-Yazidi 

concerning the reading of Abu 'Amr of the sur. 70: 3-4 (r,~ C.J WI 0 ~) "Lord of the Ways of 

Ascent. [The angels and the Spirit] ascend" (cf. Zamabsari, 193, Ibn"Va'is, X, 138, Ibn 'U~fur, 
II, 722, Vollers, Volkssprache 26). 

2-Another example than~ Lb d I;; that occurs with the assimilation of the t to the tis the 
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reading of the sur. 4: 81 (~Lb ~) "a section of them meditate all night" (cf. Vollers, 

Volkssprache 32, Cantineau, E,tudes 35). 
The t can be assimilated to: 

- the t, e.g. ~G .::.£ "a wealthy man was silent" (cf. Howell, TV, fasc. II, 1795, Cantineau, 

Etudes 35). , 

-the g, e.g. sur. 22: 36 (~~ ~~) "When they are down on their sides (after slaughter)" (cf. 

Zamabsari, 193, Vallers, Volkssprache 27). 

- the d, e.g.~:/.., ~I "describe Dulamata" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 146, Vollers, Volkssprache 29). 

- the g, e.g. sur. 51: 1 (13~,~ ~ji.Jl,) "By the (Winds) that scatter broadcast", read so by lbn al-

'Ala' and I:Iamza (cf. Vollers, Volkssprache 29, Cantineau, Etudes 35). 

- the z, e.g . .:r..1j .::.£ "a diviner was silent" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1795, Cantineau, Etudes 
35). , 

- the s, e.g. ~L, .::.£ "a converser by night was silent" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1795, 

Cantineau, Etudes 35). 

- the s, e.g. ~~ ~ "she obtained a drink" (cf. lbn Ya'is, X, 139, Vallers, Volkssprache 31). 

- the$, e.g. ~C., .::.£ "a patient man was silent" (cf. Howell, rv, fasc. II, 1795, Cantineau, 

Etudes 35). , 

- the ef, e.g. ~j Ii:., .::.,,l::, "her plaits were tightenend" ( cf. Zamabsari, 193). Vallers, Volkssprache 

32 has ~j ~ ..::.i...:::, "she tightenend her plaits" instead. 

- the i, e.g.? l1 .::.£ "Zalim was silent" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1795, Cantineau, Etudes 35). 

b) Some interesting cases of assimilation in the readings of some surs. that can be pre
sented are the following: 

3-The b's assimilation to: 

-the bin the sur. 3: 151 (~ ~)I) "Terror [into the hearts of the Unbelievers], for that", read 

so by Abii 'Amr (cf. lbn 'U~fiir, II, 719); the sur. 2: 19 (~ ~~ "He would take away 

their faculty of hearing", read so by Abii 'Amr (cf. Zamab~ari,,195, Ibn Ya'is, X, 147). 

- them in the sur. 2: 284 (: G..;; :;, '"="',~~) "And punisheth whom He pleaseth" (cf. Zamabsari, 

195, Ibn Ya'is, X, 147, Vollers, Volkssprache 35). 
4-The f's assimilation to: 

- the gin the sur 3: 14 (j.(~ ..:., ~I~) "And well-tilled land. Such are" (cf. lbn 'U~fiir, II, 722). 

5- The J:,, 's assimilation to: 

- the J:,, in the sur. 2: 235 (~ c~I ~,~) "The tie of marriage till" (cf. lbn Ya'is, X, 137). 

-the 'inthesur.3: 185 (,L:JI.; C~j ~) "OnlyhewhoissavedfarfromtheFire",readso 

by Abii 'Amr as al-Yazidi said about him (cf. Zamabsari, 192, Ibn Ya'is, X, 136, lbn 'U~fiir, II, 
722, Vallers, Volkssprache 33). 

6-The d's assimilation to: 

- the tin the sur. 16: 91 ( ~ ~ _,; ~ :}~~I ly, .,,X:; ll) "And break not your oaths after ye have 

confirmed them", read so by Abii 'Amr (cf. lbn 'U~fiir, II, 723). 
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- the~ in the sur. 19: 29 (1~_-""' ~I) "a child in the craddle", read so by Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn 
'U~fur, II, 723). . 

- the {j, in the sur. 41: 50 (~I~ ~ ~ ~ :· ·.) "After some adversity has touched him". 
7. The (j's assimilation to: 

- the gin the sur. 33: 10 c;s._/~ ~ ~!) "Behold! they came on you" (cf. Zamabsari, 193, Vollers, 
Volkssprache 27). 

8-The r's assimilation to: 

-the r in the sur. 7: 77 (~~ ;1 J Ip 3) "And insolently defied the order of their Lord" and 

the sur. 19: 2 (C~ .}~) "(This is) a recital of the Mercy", read so by Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn 'U~fur, 
II, 722). . 

-the l in the sur. 3: 147 (0 .fa.I) "Forgive us", sur. 9: 80 (~ .F!) "Whether thou ask for 

their forgiveness", the sur. 61: 12 (~j'~ ~ fa) "He will forgive you your sins", all read so 
by Abu 'Amr as mentioned by Abu Bakr b. Mugahid (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 143, Ibn 'U~fur, II, 
724),-However, according to Vollers, Volkssprache 35 the last sur. is read so by Ya'qub al-

I:Ia<;lrami-; the sur. 11: 78 (~ ~1 :;) "They are purer for you (if ye marry)!" and the sur. 

22: 65 (~ .)..:.,) "Has made subject to you (men)" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 143, Vollers, Volkssprache 
35). 

9-The s's assimilation to: 

-the sin the sur. 19: 4 (1_~·,. v'ljT ~I) "And the hair of my head doth glisten with grey", 

read so by Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 139, Ibn 'U~fur, II, 726). 

10- The s's assimilation to: 

-the sin the sur. 71: 16 (~I~ ~I) "[And made] the sun as a (Glorious) Lamp", read so by 

Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn 'U~fur, II, 725). 

11-The {j,'s assimilation to: 

- the sin the sur. 24: 62 (~ G ~, read so by Abu 'Amr (cf. Zamabsari, 193, Ibn 'U~fur, II, 

725, Vollers, Volkssprache 31). 

12-The "s assimilation to: 

- the 'in the sur. 2: 255 c.,:, ti 0'· ~ --5 ~ 1·~ ; ) "Who is there can intercede in His presence" 
(cf. Zamal}sari, 192, Ibn Ya'1s, X, 136). 

13-The g's assimilation to: 

-the gin the sur. 3: 85 (~~ iSL.~i;.;, b ;) "If anyone desires a religion other than Islam 
(submission to God)" (cf. Zarnal}sari, 192, Ibn Ya'is, X, 137). 

14-Thef's assimilation to: 

- the bin the sur. 34: 9 (~ ~) "We could cause the earth to swallow them up", read so 
only by al-Kisa'i and is considered weak (cf. Zamal}sari, 195, Ibn Ya'is, X, 146, Ibn 'U~fur, II, 
720, Vollers, Volkssprache 25). 

- thef in the sur. 2: 213 (0 ~T ~) "Did not differ" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1800). 
15-The q's assimilation to: 
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- the q in the sur. 9: 99 (..:.:.,~) ~ C '.:i._,,:~~) "And look on their payments as pious gifts 

bringing them nearer to God" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 138); and the sur. 7: 143 (It; J~1 l.li) "When 

he recovered his senses he said" (cf. Zamal}sari, 193, lbn Ya'is, X, 138). 

- the kin the sur. 24: 45 (~I-., j' ~) "Has created every animal" (cf. Zamal}sari, 193, Ibn 

Ya'is, X, 138, Vollers, Volkssprache 34). 
16-The k's assimilation to: 

- the q in the sur. 4 7: 18 ( I) t:; .:f ~ .:r i;..;.. 1·.) D "When they go out from thee, they say" ( cf. 

Zamal}sari, 193, Ibn Ya'is, X, 138, Vollers, Volkssprache 34). 

- the kin the sur. 20: 35 (· :_s- .!tj) "For Thou art He" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 138); and sur. 20: 33 

(1~ ..0_)''.:.:,~ 1~ ~ :}) "That we may celebrate Thy praise without stint, and remem
ber Thee withou stint" (cf. Zamal}sari, 193, Ibn Ya'is, X, 138). 

17- The l's assimilation to: 

- the tin the sur. 2: 170 (Q'1 C ~ _}.) "Nay! we shall follow the ways" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 
142). , 

-the rin the sur. 89: 6 (~~ ~ ~ "How thy Lord dealt" (cf. Zamabsari, 194, Ibn Ya'is,X, 

143). 
18-The m's assimilation to: 

- the bin the sur. 4: 156 (G~ ~.:;.) "Mary [a grave] false charge", the sur. 6: 53 f ½) 
~-j~'L:::.J½) "[Does not God] know best those who are grateful?" and the sur. 16: 70 ~ ~) 

1 < :····, ~ -~) "So that they know nothing after having known (much)", read so by Abu 'Amr 

(cf. lbn Ya'is, X, 147, Ibn 'U~fiir, II, 719). 

-them in the sur. 1: 2-3 (~·..JI r_:;. ..:.UC ~j~ "Most Merciful; Master of the Day of Judg-
ment" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 147f , , · 

19- The n's assimilation to: 

- the r in the sur. 7: 167 (~~ 0 ~G ~!~) "Behold! thy Lord did declare" (cf. Zamabsari, 194, 

Ibn Ya'is, X, 143). 

-the l in the sur. 2: 133 (;;.i:_:: J ~ 3 ) "to Him we bow (in Islam)", read so by Abu 'Amr (cf. 

Ibn 'U~fiir, II, 725). 

-they in the sur. 3: 129 (~~ J fa.) "He forgiveth whom He pleaseth" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 147, 
Vollers, Volkssprache 36). , · 

20- The h's assimilation to: 

- the l in the sur. 29: 26 (.b) J _;t) "But Lut had faith in Him" (cf. lbn Ya'is, X, 143). 

-the h in the sur. 25: 43 (~I~ ~D "[As taketh] for his god his own passion (or impulse)?", read 

so by Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, II, 726). 
21-The y's assimilation to: 

- the y in the sur. 11: 66 c . .:i.:.: _;; '--?.~ .;r~) "And from the Ignominy of that Day", read so by 

Abu 'Amr (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, II, 725). 
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21- Thew's assimilation to: 

- the w in 1.;.:; [, ~ I ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 457) said instead of 1.;.:; I~ i;:.: 1 "Fear [2nd person of 
. . . 

the masc. pl. of the imperative] one who sets fire!". 

(174) The term i ~~I "assimilation" is used according to two different forms by the Basrans 

and the Kufans. Form IV of the ma~dar j ~ ~ ! is among the terms used by the Kufans whereas 

Form VIII i~·~1 underlyingly i~~I is among the terms used by the Basrans (cf. Howell, IV, 

fasc. II, 1663,.Fleisch, Traite I, 243, Ragi}:ii, Farra' 79). Dunquz, Sari:,, fol. 54b 11.12-13 re
marks: 

-'\:r.:,~I d).~ 0"' ~~! i~:~)13 ~__,$JI d)-~ 0"' ~Wj i~~)I" 

"The pattern i ~ ~ ! [ with a single d] according to J WI, is among the expressions used by the Kufan 

grammarians whereas the pattern j~·~1 [with a doubled, underlyingly i~~I] according to J~I 

is among the expressions used by the· Basran grammarians". · · · · 

The assimilation (for a detailed study see Sibawaihi, II, 443 sqq., Ibn 'U~fiir, II, 631 sqq., 
ZamalJsari, 188 sqq., Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1663 sqq., Roman, Etude I, 349 sqq.) can be carried 

out between both (.r.;!.J l.i:JI "two homogeneous consonants", i.e. two different consonants origi

nating from a common point of articulation or from two close points of articulation, or between 

~ l,:.:.l I "two identical consonants", i.e. two consonants originating from one point of articula

tion ( cf. ZamalJsari, 188). When the consonants are from different points of articulation, one of 
them is assimilated to the other which remains in its own point of articulation. This is what Ibn 

Mas'ud means with ~ fa J .._; _rJ I ..::., L:-1 j "the consonant remaining in its own point of 

articulation". The consonants .. that are homogeneous can either originate from one point of 
articulation or from two close points of articulation, or they can be akin in character (for discus
sions concerning the consonants' points of articulation and their characters see (188), (188 b)). 
The reason why the assimilation is carried out is the dislike of repeating twice the same conso
nant or of pronouncing two consonants that originate from the same point of articulation or 
from close points of articulation, or that are akin in character ( cf. Fleish, Arabe 24, Cantineau, 
Etudes 199-202, Greenberg, Morphemes 162-181). Ibn Ginni, lfa~a 'i~ I, 151 specifies: 

.""-->-l., JI Lo,i,..;.,..\ ._.>li:,I .- 1 . ij - 11 • I..;; lli " . " . ~ v .J-"" 1$' 3 

"The more two consonants are close to each other the easier it is to change one of them into the 
other". 

Consequently, the distance that exists between two consonants, for instance the I:,, and the t, 
forbids the change of one into the other (cf. Ibn Sida, Muba~~a~ XIII, 274). In this context it is 
interesting to mention that Ibn Ginni, lf a~a 'i~ II, 139-145 distinguishes between two sorts of 
assimilation (cf. Ragi}:ii, Farra' 102-103): 

1-~'). I i ~~)I "the big assimilation" (for discussions see Ibn Ginni, lf a~a 'i~ II, 139), which is 

carried out between two identical consonants or between two different consonants originating 
from the same point of articulation or from two close points of articulation, or that are akin in 
character. It implies that one consonant is totally assimilated to the other so as to form a dou-
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bled consonant. Examples are .:l ..1.,, "an extension" with two dals written of which the 1st is 

vowelless and the 2nd vowelled, resulting in '_.:, with the doubled d, -.:)-_.:, "to stretch" with two 

vowelled dals resulting in "_.:, and many cases of Form VIII, e.g. ~!"to listen" that results in 

~ I ( cf. ( 192)) after the assimilation of the t to the s. As can be remarked both the t and the s 
originate from close points of articulation (for the consonants' points of articulation see (188)) 
and are similar in character in being among the voiceless consonants (for them see (188 b)). 

2-~ ½I ils--.:l~I "the little assimilation" (for discussions see Ibn Ginni, fJ.a$a 'i$ II, 141 sqq.), is 

according to lbn Ginni carried out between two consonants that are phonetically related or 
between two vowels of which one of them is inclined to the other. In the case of consonants that 
are related, it implies that the 1st consonant is substituted for another consonant that is closer to 

the 2nd one in the point of articulation. This particular assimilation is also termed as r ls--~ j 

:; :r: "partial assimilation" because it implies an assimilation that is not completed ( cf. Bakkus, 

Ta$rif 67 in the notes) or ~~I i; .. /.u:1i ttiWI "partial progressive assimilation" because the 

1st consonant forces a change on the 2nd one ( cf. 'Abd al-Ral).im, $a,f38). Examples concerning 

this assimilation are some cases of verbs of Form VIII (for some examples see (374)), e.g. 

~I said instead of ;:· 0..ail "to acquire patience" (forit see (192 c), (374)), ~~I said instead 

of ~~ I "to be in a state of agitation" (for it see (195), (374)), in which the irfixed tis changed 

into the t, and :/.:)_:ii said instead of 0G_:;I "to be ornamented" (for it see (191)), in which the 
- -

infixed tis changed into the d. The substitution of the$ for the sin, e.g. ,Jy-:, "market" for ,Jr 
(for it and for other examples see (368)) is as well included by lbn Ginni, fJ.a$a 'i$ II, 143 
within this category. Concerning the case of the partial assimilation that is carried out between 

two vowels, lbn Ginni, fJ.a$a 'i$ II, 141 takes up the :d I... I that implies the inclination of the fat):ia 

to the kasra (for it see (347)), for instance the inclination of a vowel to the vowel of a guttural 

consonant, e.g. -~.., said instead of-~~ "loaf of bread" (for it see (29) ), in which the fat):ia 

of the r is changed 1nto a kasra due to the-influence of the kasra of the guttural g, and the fat):ia 

given to the imperfect's 2nd radical's vowel in verbs of the conjugation ~ j:.1 (for it see 

(30), (30 b)) with the 2nd or 3rd guttural consonant that is given the same vowel, e.g. jL.;; JL 
"to ask" and c: 0 ~ ~ "to swim". 

(175) :(,,,)WI .i:JI ..,~ is a well-known nickname given to Zamabsari because he frequently 

resided in the Holy city of Mekka (cf. Suyuti, Bugya II, 279, Howell,/, fasc. I, XVII-XVIII). 

(176) i"".JI is the consonant that is to be assimilated to another and w i"".JI is the 

consonant to which it is assimilated to. In -~ two dals are uttered in the pronunciation: the 1st 

one is vowelless and the 2nd one is vowelled, namely -.:) ~. whereas in the writing one d is 

written with a sadda over it. In ~j I the 1- of the definite article al- is assimilated to the r. It 
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is pronounced "ar-Ral:zmiin" with both the ra's whereas it is written _;:..j I with the l and with 

the r that carries the sadda. This assimilation of the l- of the article to the consonant following 

it is carried out when the l- is combined with one of ~I ..,j__,_y.!I "the solar consonants", 

namely: the t, !, d, g,, r, z, s, s, $, <J,, t, i, land n (cf. Wright,/, 15, Fischer, Grammatik 25, 
Bakkiis, Ta$rif 65). The alphabetical order of the consonants differs by the Arab grammarians 
who present them according to their phonetic factors. Zamagsari, 193 distributes these conso
nants as follows: the l of the definite article, then the t, d, t, i, g,, !, $, s, z, s, <J,, n and r. The t, d 
and t are dentals, the ?, ff, and t are interdentals, the $, s and z are sibilants, the s and <J, are 
laterals and then, rand l are liquids (cf. Ullendorff, Article 632 note 2, my notes (188 b)). The 
reason why the l- is assimilated to these consonants is that they all originate from between the 
teeth to the lower part of the palate, and thus are all close to the l's point of articulation ( cf. 

Bakkus, Ta$rf/66). The remaining consonants are named ~_r111 ..,j__,_y.!I "the lunar or moon

consonants". The nomination "solar" is associated with the word ~ "sun", which begins 

with one of the solar consonants and the nomination "lunar" is associated with the word ~ 
which begins with one of the lunar consonants. For a discussion concerning the consonants, 

their characters and nominations see (188, b). 

(177) ·.,: is underlyingly -.,-.,: with both the dals vowelled, which makes the assimilation 

necessary. The assimilation is however avoided in .;;., ~ W~ I "the coordinatives" or "the words 

that are coordinated to the patterns of other words by an augment or more" (for discussions see 

( 41) ), in spite of the fact that both identical consonants are vowelled. An example is -.,-.,) ( cf. 

Sibawaihi, II, 448, Ibn Ya'is, X, 122) from the root -.,) "it became contracted together", in 

which the 2nd dis added to the form, and no dis to be assimilated to the other because the word 

is quasi-coordinate to the measure JW (cf. Lane,//, 2513). 

b) Triliteral roots can in Arabic be extended to become quadriliteral and even quinqueliteral 
through the repetition of one or two of their consonants (for a study see Fleish, Arabe 74-79, 
Yasii 'i, Garii 'ib 44-49). This phenomenon does not occur through gemination. An example of a 

verb that became augmented is ~ ~ "to be agitated, when said of the water" from ~ ..,-1 "to 

be moved by joy or sadness", of a noun ~;; "a little mosquito" and of adjectives~ "hard" 
e. ., 0 ., 

and ~ "thick" (cf. Fleish, Arabe 75). 

I. The measures with the repetition of the 3rd consonant of the triliteral are formed according 
to: 

1): JW, e.g. ,.,-.,) "difficult place, elevated", 2) JW and 3) J.W, e.g. Ji.;.'.:i "intruder" and 

Jl;...:i "intruder", 4) JW, e.g. '.,~ "bat", 5) JW, e.g. ,.,-~ "retreat", and 6) JW, e.g. '.,.,.;,.., 

"ashes" (cf. ibid 75-76; and compare with these forms the six forms mentioned by Howell, l 
fasc. IV, 1796-1798 that concern the unaugmented strong quadriliteral in which no repetition 

of a consonant occurs in their structures, namely: 1) JW as:;:; "brook", 2)- JW as:); 

"claw", 3) ~ as ~~-"' "dirham", 4) JW as~-~ "a sort of locust", 5) ~ as r::..!~ 
"ornament" and 6) :,W as ~ "time before the creation of mankind"). 

, , 
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2): The first vowel is short, the second one lengthened JSl:..; (for it see Jl_)j (27)), e.g. J>L..::. 
, , , 

"quick", J.:W, e.g. ~ "very silent", J).:j, e.g. ~ ;L "very black", and ~ fa, e.g. t _;.;.; 
"to be separated" (cf. Fief sh, A rabe 7 6-77). 

IL The form with the repetition of the 2nd and 3rd radical of the triliteral: :_,i:.w, e.g. , . , a:, o ~ 
"very hard to bear" (cf. ibid 77). 

Ill. The forms with the repetition of a biliteral element: J.ili, e.g. ~ "mint", J Lili, e.g. J L:J.;.. 

"ring for the legs", Jill, e.g. :_µ"nightingale", J-ili, e.g. ~ "apricot", J)ii, e.g. ~~ ~ 

"cricket", and 'j;¼, e.g. ".tl.., IL "short in stature" ( cf. ibid 78-79). 

For a detailed presentation of some measures with the repetition in the Semitic languages see 
Brockelmann, Grundriss 520, Ahrens, Verba 168-175, Noldeke, Beitriige 107-123. 

(178) The assimilation between two identical vowelled consonants is forbidden in some 
examples that are formed according to special patterns, so that they do not become mixed up 
with other examples in which the assimilation is carried out ( cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 122-123, Sibawaihi, 

II, 445-446). L "the colliding of the knees in running" is formed according to :,W, ~'_;,, 
, , 

"bedsteads" to :_;.::.;, ,.:i,-½- "the stripes that are on the back of the ass" to :,W, and both Jl1 "the 

remains of a dwelling or house" and ,.:i,...: "assistance" to j.J. Concerning ~'_;,, "bedsteads" 

Sibawaihi, II, 446 notes that some said~ instead of it and alleviated. It can be added that the 

assimilation between two identical consonants is not to be carried out in the j.Jl of wonder, 

e.g. J! .;,;j ~1 "How dear is Zaid to me!" so that the formation would not be canceled (cf. 

Ibn 'Aqil, Ii, 591, Howell, TV, fasc. II, 1699, Wehr, Elativ). 

(179) The following variations (for them see Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1699) occur concerning 

the doubled verbs 0.:i~ "to drive back",) "to escape" and~ "to bite": 

1- 0.:i~, ) and ~ with the 1st radical vowelled by a c;lamma, kasra or fatl).a and the 2nd radical 

assimilated to the 3rd that is vowelled by a fatl).a. These variants pertain to the dialect of Asad 
and some other people. 

2- -.:i~, j and~ with the kasra given to the 2nd radical which is assimilated to the 3rd. These 

vanants,pertafn to the dialect of Ka'b and Numair. 

3- 0.:i~, j and ~ with the alliteration of the vowel of the 1st radical and the 2nd radical 

assimilated to the 3rd vowelled by a vowel that is made to conform with the vowel of the 1st. 
These variants pertain to the dialect of Ka'b and Numair. 

(180) No assimilation is carried out in some dialectal variants concerning ~ (for discus

sions see Sibawaihi, II, 430-431, Zamabsari, 187, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 588, Ibn Ya'it X, 115-117, 
Howell, IV, fasc. I 1624 sqq., fasc. II, 1693 sqq., Wright, II, 94-95, Vernier, I, 342-343, de Sacy, 
I, 259-260, Noldeke, Geschichte 245), which is a verb with weak 2nd and 3rd radical (for its 
paradigm see (376 b)), in spite of the fact that two identical vowelled weak consonants, i.e. the 
ya's, are combined in it. In some other dialectal variants however, the ya's can be assimilated. 
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The reason why some prefer not to assimilate the ya's in the perfect , i.e, ;., is that they feel 

obliged by analogy to assimilate them in the imperfect causing the c;lamma· to vowel the y, i.e. 

~' which is regarded as heavy. Those who assimilate in the perfect consider both ya's as two 

1dentical vowelled weak consonants in one word. They avoid however to assimilate the ya's in 

the imperfect, i.e. ~' because of the implied heavy combination. This means that ~ occurs 

by all instead of ~- It can be added that ~ with the alif mamduda substituted for the alif 

maq~ura occurs instead of~, in e.g. the sur. 8: 44 (~ ;, ~ :; ~) "And those who 
lived might live after a Clear Sign". As for the reason of this substitution it is to distinguish the 

imperfect from the proper name ~ Ya~ya "John". No assimilation of the ya's is allowable as 

well concerning the subjunctive ~ ~1 "he shall not quicken", in spite of the fact that the 

c;lamma does not vowel they in this case. It occurs in the sur. 75: 40 (J__';JT ~ ~~ "The 

power to give life to the death". It is also mentioned with one y, i.e. ~ ~1 by Ibn Ginni, 

f!a~a 'i~ I, 306, and is the reading of Tal):ia b. Sulaiman and al-Faic;l b. Gazwan (cf. the notes in 
ibid). It can be noted that no assimilation of the ya's is carried out as well in the active partici-

ple, e.g. 1 ~: ~1..) "I saw a quickener". Ibn Mas'iid refers to a case in which the last y is 

dropped by some in the perfect of the 3rd person of the masc. pl., i.e. I~ underlyingly ~

This elision of the y brings forth the statement that it is not necessary for the structure. Hence 

the resulting form is ~ in which they becomes then vowelled by a c;lamma, i.e. I~ for the 

sake of the u of the pl. (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 431, Ibn Man~ur, II, 1080). ~ occurs in the follow

ing verse said by an anonymous poet cited by Sibawaihi, II, 431, Ibn Ya'is, X, 116, Ibn Man~ur, 
II, 1080, Howell, N, fasc. I, 1630: 

"And we have accounted them to be horsemen of Kahmas [a man from Tamim celebrated for 
horsemanship and valour], who after they had died, lived through ages of time". 

Some however prefer to assimilate both the ya's of the base form ~ and say ~ (cf. Ibn 

Man~ur, II, 1080). A parallel case to ~ is I~ which occurs in the following verse said by 

'Abid b. al-Abra~ in 'Abid, Diwan 126, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 431, lbn Ginni, Mun~if II, 191, 
Ibn al-Sarrag, U~iil III, 248, Mu'addib, Ta~rif 337, Zamagsari, 187, lbn 'Aqil, II, 588 in the 

notes, Ibn Man~ur, II, 1080, Howell, N, fasc. I, 1628: 

"They boggled over their buisness, as the ostrich boggled over her egg". 

Another version of this verse is said with .:.:GJ1 instead of .:.:t.:J1. 
In Ethiopic no contraction occurs in the groundform of the triliteral in the perfect of the 3rd 

person of the masc. sing., e.g. fh,8CP ~dywa "to live", nh~ bakdya "to weep". The only case 

of contraction is in LJ()o hallo "he was" for LJ?)CP halldwa that corresponds to Form II in 
Arabic (for a study see Wright, Comparative Grammar 255). In Syriac, a contraction occurs in 
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the imperfect of~ "to live" into~ fort~. but this is not the case in Mandaean ~"il"J (cf. 

ibid, 265). 

(181) The elision of the l in~ underlyingly dl1 is mentioned in (210). ~ offers a 

sequence of two identical consonants of which the 1st consonant is vowelled ancf the 2nd is 
vowelless, such which prevents the assimilation. The elision of one of the lams is possible 

however resulting in ' .. U, or ~ ( cf. Sibawaihi, //, 446, Ibn Malik, La Alfiya 222, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 

584, Vollers, Volkssprache 132: Wright, II, 69, Howell, N, fasc. II, 1836 sqq., de Sacy, /, 228, 
and Wright, Comparative Grammar who takes as well up some corresponding cases in some 

the other Semitic languages). In the dialectal variant of the Banu '.Amir, the 2nd radical of~ 

is elided, and the fat):ia which is the vowelling of the 1st radical remains unchanged, namely 

' .. 11, whereas in the dialect of the J:Iigazis the 2nd radical is elided after that its kasra is shifted 

to the 1st radical, namely ill (cf. 'Abd al-J:Iamid, Ta$rif611, Talmon, ~yn 184). Concerning 

the variant ' .. i'l.,, Sibawaihi, II, 446 notes that they compared it to~ "I am not", and concern

ing the variant ill, he writes that they elided [the l] in it and shifted the vowel to the 1st 

radical, as they said~ "I was afraid" [underlyingly ::J _;..]. The alleviated form ' .. n., occurs 
, , 

in the sur. 20: 97 (~C, 0- ' .. U, ½?.:J~ "Of whom thou hast become a devoted worshipper", 

which can be read with the form ~ as well in the dialectal variant of the J:Iigazis ( cf. Bai<;lawi, 

Anwiir I, 605), and in the sur. 56: 65 ()~~:i r:.f.W) "And ye would be left in wonderment", 

mentioned by Ibn ijalawaihi, Qirii'iit II, 199, which can be read with the form r:.[~ (cf. 

Bai<;lawi, Anwiir II, 309). ill or : .. f't:, can occur in the following verse said by 'Umar b. Abi 

Rabi'a al-Mabzumi, cited by''Abd al-J:Iamid, Ta$rif 611 in the note: 

."~;_;. ~ ~ J;.JT JC.1 ~Gr~ ~:.I'.;~ ' .. (1," 

"And this day I remained standing by it, asking the house if it had any news". 

Both ill or ' .. f.1 with the elision of the l and ~ with its maintainance are combined in the 

following verse said by 'Umar b. Abi Rabi'a, cited by 'Abd al-l:lamid, Ta$rif611 in the note: 

." _),_._'_j[S' ' .. r~ ~! ~J'.; eo~ ~ ,~1j ~~ ' .. r:: eo~,, 
"I did not become weary but my love for you has increased. Whenever I think of you I become as 
the possessed". 

(182) The base form of ~~ <:Xi in ½?j ~ I ~~~Xi is ~<,~ ,Xi in which the last r;f, is changed into 

a y, i.e. ~-~Xi (for discussions see (170); it is also mentioned in (352)). It can be noted that 

~..,, <, ~:i is underlyingly ~;, ;, 0 0~:i, in which the 1st vowelless r;f, is assimilated to the 2nd vowelled 

one. No assimilation of the 2nd r;f, to the 3rd one is possible as this would cancel the formation 

~. as well as by principle the 3rd radical of the perfect becomes vowelless when the suffixed 
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vowelled agent pronouns are suffixed to it, i.e.' .. 0 .,-_.,X; "/1st sing.",-.. 0 0- .,~:; "/2nd masc. sing.", 
- -

.. o.,-_.,X; "/2nd fem. sing.", 1:o.,- .,~:; "/1st pl.", r:o.,-.,~:i "/2nd masc. pl.", ::r.,-.,~:i "/2nd fem. 

pl.": etc., and by being vowelless prevents the assimilation to it, as the condition of the assimi

lation is that the 2nd of two identical consonants should be vowelled. 

(183) The base form of the imperative 0°..} (for a study see Ibn Malik, La, Alfiya 222, Ibn 

'Aqil, II, 584-585, Ibn Man~iir, V, 3579, Lane,//, 2499, Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1839 sqq., de Sacy, 

/, 229, Penrice, Dictionary 116) of the 2nd person of the fem. pl. is 0~) I, from the root .J..; 

with 2nd and 3rd radical r (cf. Ibn Man~iir, V, 3578). In it the 2nd r is vowelless due to the 

suffixation of the -na marker of the fem. pl., and by being so prevents the assimilation. 0~) I is 
formed according to :;_;..,1 "hit! 2nd person of the fom. pl. (imperative)", which is of the con

jugation ~ JJ. 0°..} occurs for the sake of alleviation with the elision of the 1st r of 0~) I 
- -

after that its kasra is shifted to the q and its hamza of the imperative is elided. 0) is another 

dialectal variant, and its base form is then 0~) I. 0)~ instead of 0°..}~ in the sur. 33: 33 0)~) 
- -".fa;; J) occurs, which is the reading of Nafi' and 'A~im (cf. Ibn I:Ialawaihi, QiriHit II, 199, 

Ibo 'Aqil, II, 585). The elision of the 2nd radical after shifting its vowel to the 1st radical is 

carried out as well in the 3rd person of the fem. pl. of the imperfect 0~~ formed according to 

)-~~ resulting in 0~. 

(184) The 2nd dis vowelless in the imperative of the 2nd person of the masc. sing. ~'..._:1 on 

account that the sukiin is a marker of the imperative in this form. The sukiin is stated by Ibn 

Mas 'iid as ,._;,, .J ~ "accidental" here. On the one hand it is possible to consider the sukiin, which 

is the marker of the imperative, as accidental when adopting the Kufans' theory, who them
selves regard the undeclinable imperative underlyingly as a declinable imperfect that is put in 
the jussive mood by the "virtual" li- of command (for discussions concerning this question see 

(48), (119), (120)). This means that ~:i...:1 is underlyingly ~~ according to the Kufans. On the 

other hand, the sukiin is considered as accidental if in a certain sentence ~'..._:1 precedes a word 
in which the 1st consonant is vowelless, as the article l- with wa:jla underlyingly al-, prefixed 
to a noun, as in this case the sukiin must be replaced by a kasra or <;lamma, which is a vowel of 
juncture (for discussions concerning the vowel of juncture see (270), (288), (377) ), to avoid the 

cluster of two vowelless consonants. An example is -....;n '..:i :....:,1 which is said instead of _....;Ji ~'~1 
"extend the hand". As the 2nd consonant of two identical consonants is accidentally vowelless, 

both the dissolution, i.e. ~ :i._:1, and the assimilation, i.e. "~, -~ and '~ are possible (for them see 

Wright, II, 70). Those who dissolve are the I:Iigazis, whereas those who assimilate are the 
people of Tamim (cf.Wright, II, 70 in the notes). Concerning the dissolution that is usual in the 
I:Iigazi dialect, Dunqiiz, Sar!J fol. 57b. 1.1 remarks: 

i~-..:ijl ~ ~:i._:1 ~ . . . IY'~I JI ~_.,j':11 ~ 3 ~j4,..>JI :W ~ 3 ~-½ )Ll" 
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"No assimilation is carried out in it, which is the dialectal variant of the l:Iigazis, and it is the closest 

to the analogy ... e.g. ~'_._:1 with the dissolution in the imperative of the 2nd person of the masc. 

sing.". 

Some examples referring to Tamim's readings with the assimilation that is carried out in some 

verbs are F said instead of rl" , ::i in the sur. 3: 120 er' ~ F 0D "If aught that is 

good befalls you", ~ instead of~ in the sur. 20: 81 (½?;,.;:,~ ~ ~ ;.) "And those on 

whom descends My Wrath" and ~ instead of :;_:; in the sur. 74: 6 G,,;s:::." :; ~ ~~) "Nor 

expect, in giving, any increase (for thyself!)" (cf. ,Sub]:ii, Fiqh 81). The,Quraisis read these 

examples with the dissolution (cf. ibid). 

(185) It is impossible in the imperative of the 2nd person of the masc. sing. of) to say j 
with the 9amma, because the 9amma is disliked after the kasra of the 1st radical. It is however 

accepted in the imperative of the 2nd person of the masc. sing. of".,_::, to say '.._: (mentioned in 

( 184)) in which the 9amma is given to the don the analogy of the 9amma of the 1st radical m. 

) and j are possible to be said with the fat]:ia and the kasra of the r respectively ( cf. de Sacy, 

{ 229, Wright, Comparative Grammar 230 who takes up as well some corresponding cases in 
some of the other Semitic languages), because the combination of the fat]:ia following a kasra 
and a kasra following a kasra in them is not disliked. The assimilation is not carried out in the 

2nd person of the fem. pl. of the imperative of".,_::, which is 0~'_._:1 [and not 0".._:] because the 2nd 

of two identical consonants, namely the d, is necessarily vowelless on account of the suffixation 
of the agent pronoun of the 2nd person that marks the fem. pl., the -na. It is this vowellessness 

that prevents the assimilation ( cf. Daqr, Mu 'gam 354 ). The sukun in 0 ~'_._:1 is stated as i j ';J 

"obligatory" and not accidental in comparison to the adventitious sukun of ~'_._:1 (for it see 

(184)). 

(186) The paradigm of".,_::, in the perfect, passive, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ..::., .) ..>... G~....: 
, , 

2nd masc. 
, , 

G~....: 
O , 0 , 

..;:., .)..M r=i.) , ..... 
, , 

2nd fem. 
, 

G~....: ,;:; ;,.o , 
..::.,.)..>... ~.)..M 

, 
; , 

1'....: ' , 
3rd masc. ..M 1.., ..>... 

3rd fem. G'....: 
, , 

..;:.,..>... v.) ..... 
Its imperfect in the indicative, passive, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
!- .... )'. !- .... ,o 

1st .>...I ->-..:, 

!- .... )'. 

0l'.w 
!- .... )'. 

2nd masc. -4:i v-'-4:i 
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2nd fem. ~ ..>..oJ 0 
1-~ 0 .:i ..>..oJ 

:! ...- ,. 

0r~ 
, :! ,, ,. 

3rd masc. -4c. (.).)-4c. 

3rd fem. 
:! ,.,., 

..>..oJ 0 1'~ 0 .:i -4c. 

Its imperfect in the subjunctive, passive, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 
::;: ,, ,. -;:; ,, ,,. 

1st .....,1 ..w 
C: ...- ., 

1'~ 
:! ,. ,. 

2nd masc. ..>..oJ I_, ..>..oJ 

2nd fem. 0-~I-~ 0.:i..>..oJ 

3rd masc. 
:;; .... )I 

1'~ 
:! ...- )I 

-4c. l_,-4c. 

3rd fem. 
:;; ,., ,J. 

..>..oJ 1-~ 0 .:i -4c. 

Its imperfect in the jussive, passive, is the following: 

sing . dual pl. 

1st .:i-~1 ,:i.;...,.:, 

2nd masc. ,:i.;...,:; 1'~ 
:! ...- ,. 

I_, ..>..oJ 

2nd fem. "? ..>..oJ 1'~ 0.:i..>..oJ 

r~ :! ...- ,, 

3rd masc. .:l-M:-: l_,-4c. 

3rd fem. ,:i.;...,:; r~ 0 .:i -4c. 

(187) The infixed t of Form VIII is either assimilated to or is assimilated by one of the 
fourteen consonants (for a study of the consonants' points of articulation and characters see 
(188)) preceding it which is the 1st radical (for a general study of this particular assimilation 
see Zamal}sari, 195-196, Wright, II, 66-67, Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1803 sqq.). These consonants 
are: 1- the hamza, 2- t, 3- t, 4- d, 5- t},, 6- z, 7- s, 8- s, 9- ~. 10- r;l, 11- t, 12- i, 13- wand 
14- y. The verbs that are presented refer to each of these cases, and thus begin with verbs with 
1st radical hamza and end up with verbs with 1st radical y. For a study of such forms that occur 
in some of the Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 209-213. 

b) The 1st radical hamza is assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII. An example is -~I 

underlyingly \,; .. ::; 1 from '.:G-1 "to take", a verb with 1st hamza radical. The process that leads to 

this assimilation is not direct. -.:0,..:~ I becomes at first \;,:":-: I with the substitution of the y for the 

hamza because of the influence of the kasra preceding it, then \;,::; I with the substitution of the 

t for the y, and then the infixed t is assimilated to the t, so that it becomes -~ I. This change of 

they which is not the underlying radical from the form\;;_,:~ I, into the t resulting in '.:0,.. :JI before 

that theta's are assimilated, is considered as anomalous because they is already substituted for 

the hamza which is the radical of the form -~ I. For this reason some grammarians prefer to 

believe that Form VIII -~I is formed from ,.:.G...:i and not from -~1 (cf. 202). Concerning it 
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Dunqiiz, Sarf:i fol. 58a 11.8-11 writes: 

~ _,.$:.-) ~~ ~~I ~ ,~:JI .J-.1 0½ ~ ~I .:r 0 ~ 1.)1 .)l:, ,~I i~.)I 01 _y-fb_," 

~~I 0½ 1.7'~1 ~ ~ ~\.::.JI J ~\.::.JI ~.)l_; -~l:; ~l:JI ~ ~ W Lo _.,~~ 

~.., ~½1 ~l:Ji i-1" GJ Lw ~l:i ---.Li 0 1 j~ ~1 ~~1 J; ~l:i ~ :1 :{f-½--11 

."~1 ~l:JI ~ 

"It is so that the assimilation that is carried out in ,~ I is anomalous if it is from [ the ma~dar with 

1st hamza radical] '~~I "the taking", because its base form is '.:,:,..:::;I. The hamza in it is changed 

into a y [i.e. ,~~I] on account of its vowellessness and of the influence of the kasra preceding it, 

then they is changed into at [i.e. ,~ I], and then the tis assimilated to the t [i.e. ,~ I], such which 

is not according to the analogy,-because the y which has already been changed 'from another 
consonant cannot be changed into a t, as it is rather so that the y that can be changed into a t 
according to the analogy should be a radical y, and they is not a radical here-". 

Compare with it~}; I discussed in (200). 

c) The 1st radical t is assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII. The example is _::;;;1 
underlyingly ~I. 

The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the 1st radical!- The example is~ GI underlyingly 

~ 81. The 1st radical t can possibly be assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII, namely~ GI with 

the doubled t. A similar case to~ GI is '.)) I "to crumble" which can also be said '.)j I with the t. 

(188) ~ ',1;.;.._ 0

'· :., • comprehend the ten voiceless consonants (cf. Zamabsari, 189, Howell, 

IV, fasc. II, 1725, (188 b)). Sibawaihi, II, 453 presents them in this order: the h, f:i, b, k, s, s, t, ~. 
t and/ Ibn Mas'iid does not discuss fully the consonants and their points of articulation. This is 

why it can be appropriate to present them here. In his chapter i~~JI '-:-'~ "the chapter concern

ing the assimilation", Sibawaihi, II, 452 sqq. treats in the first section the subject of phonetics. 
He enumerates p. 453 the twenty-nine base consonants and specifies that they have sixteen 
points of articulation with the intention of explaining the phenomenon of assimilation in the 
next chapter. According to him: 

1-3: The hamza, h and ii are from JbJ I ~ 1 "the farthest part of the throat", the 'and f:i from 

J,L>J I L _, 1 "the middle of the throat" and the g and b from JbJ I ._j ~ 1 "the nearest part of the 
throat". , 

4-5: The q is from ~ 'JI I ..:.l.:J I .:r -G _j Lo_, 0 LJJ I ~ 1 "the farthest part of the tongue, and the 

part of the upper palate above it". 

The k is ~ 'JI I ..:.l.:J I .:r ~ C... _, ~ 0 LJJ 1.;r ...J WI ~ y .:r ~ 1 "lower than the q from the 

next parts of the tongue and palate towards the upper palate". 

6- The g, sandy are from ~ 'JI I ..:.l.:J I L _, ,:r.;!_, ~ 0 LJJ I L _, "the middle of the tongue, and 

from the middle part of the upper palate". 
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7- The 4 is from <..)""I~½ I \.l"' ~ I.,,__, 0 LJJ I ~ ~ J) 1)-::-:' "the 1st part of the side of the tongue, 
and the molars below (on the left or right side)". 

8-The/isfromJ½I ~I \.l"' ~ I.,, 1)-::-:'--' ~ I.,, 0 LJJI ~~~JI l...i,l:..:il \.l"' 0 LJJI ~~ 

~ ~ ~ l:) I__, --=-'WI__, ..:1.. WI _;.; I.,,__, "between the nearest part of the side of the tongue, to the 
erid of its tip, and the part of the upper palate next to it, a little above the premolar, canine, 
lateral incisor, and central incisor". 

9-10-The n is from Y. 81 :_.;.; I.,, 1)-::-:'--' ~ 0 LJJ I ..J~ "what is between the tip of the tongue 
and the part ( of the palate) a little above the central incisors". 

The r is from i)UI JI ..J~':I ~ 0 LJJI ~ .). ~~1 ....;1 ~ 0_,JI <:fa "the point of 
articulation of the n except that it is farther in on the back of the tongue because it turns towards 
the point of articulation of the l ". 

11- The !, d and t are from Y. U I J_.,....,, ~ 0 LJJ I ..J~ 1)-::-:' "the tip of the tongue and the roots of 
the two upper central incisors". 

12-The ~. z ands are from Y.UI _;.;__, 0 LJJI ..J~ 1)-::-:' "the part which is between the tip of 
the tongue and the tops of the two upper central incisors". 

13- the;, g, and 1 are from Y. U I ..J 1_), i__, 0 LJJ I ..J~ 1)-::-:' "the tip of the tongue and the edges of 
the two upper central incisors". 

14-Thefisfrom j:)1 Y.UI ..Jl__),1__,JL-11 :u...:::..11 ~½ "theinsideofthelowerlipandtheedges 
of the two upper central incisors". 

15-The b, m and ware from .:.2~·,. 111)-::-:' "what is between the lips". 

16- The single n is from ~ t;.J I "the upper part of the nose". 
According to Western grammars, the a, hamza and h are laryngals, the I} and 'are pharyngals, 
the band g are velars, the k and q are post-palatals, the s g and y are pre-palatals, the t, d, !, <J,, 
and rare al veolars, the s, z, n, ~ and l are dentals, the 1, g and; are interdentals and the f, b, w and 
mare labials (cf. Versteegh, Language 20). 

b) As for their characters the Arabic consonants of the alphabet are divided between: 

1-:.:..... ~I "voiceless, low, soft, whispered", which are the ten consonants of~ :i-:... ",. :: , 
(mentioned above). They are weak in the stress laid upon them so that they do not impede 

~ I "the breath" that therefore runs on with them. 

2- o_,-*-"'11 "voiced, loud, clear, sonorous" (mentioned as well by Ibn Mas'ud), which are the 

remaining nineteen consonant comprised in ~ ,~ 1)- 1 ! ~~ ) J-1 "the shade of Qaww 
was a shelter, when an obediant host made a ra1d" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. fl, 1726). They prevent 
the breath from running on with them. Sibawaihi, //, 453 presents them in this order: the ~ a, : 
g, q, g, y, 4, l, n, r, !, d, z, ;, g, b, m and w. 

The two categories :.:..... ~ I and o ..,-*-"'11 can be compared to the categories voiceless and voiced. 
Some discussions have been raised concerning this comparison ( see Wallin, Laute ( 1855) 1-69, 
(1858) 599-675, Vollers, System 130-154, Bravmann, Materialien, Gairdner, Phoneticians 252-
275, Garbell, Remarks 303-337, Blanc, Fronting 12-16, Fleisch, Etudes 225-285, Maghura 
193-210, Traite I, 219-222, Roman, Etude I, 73-86). 

3- o-½.....:::.JI "rigid" which are the eight consonants combined in ·,1~·t ~~i "you have made 
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your dish excellent", whose current of sound is confined in their point of articulation, upon 
their vowellessness. 

4- i_;..j1 "lax" which are the thirteen consonants: the h, J:i, g, b, s, $, rj,, z, s, i, !, g, andf, whose 
current of sound is not confined upon their vowellessness. 

5- i_;..j I.J ;;-½.....::.JI 0':! "intermediate" which are the eight consonants combined in 'J-.J';. ~ 
"why does he frighten us?" (cf. Fleischer, Beitrage 109). , 

6- *~: b ',11 "covered" (cf. (192), (193)), which are the four consonants: the$, rj,, t and i, whose 
point of articulation is covered by the upper palate. 

7- t...--~: ',11 "open" which are the consonants that are the opposite of the covered. 

8- *~1::." '· II "elevated" (cf. (192), (193)), which are the seven consonants: the four last-mentioned 

within *~: b ',1 I "covered" and the three with which there is no covering: the b, g and q, which 
by articulating them, the tongue rises to the palate. 

9- ~I "depressed" which are contrary to the elevated (cf. (192), (193)). 

10- :(W.:JI "liquid" which are collected info. ;. "order [a distribution of] booty or spoil" (cf. 
Fleischer, Beitrage 101). They originate from the tip of the tongue and the lips. 

11-~ I "muted" which are contrary to them, i.e. the twenty-three remaining consonants. 

12- ;;t~f~II :_,;.J_;.. "resonant" which are the five consonants combined in~ '.,j "it has been 
thumped", and are named so because of the loudness of their sound. , 

13- ~I "sibilant" which are the three consonants: the$, z ands which make a whistling. 

14- ~I "soft" which are the three weak consonants: the a, wand y that are the weak conso
nants of softness susceptible to lengten the sound. 

15- ._; ~I "swerving" which is the l, because when one articulates it, the tongue swerves 

towards the interior of the palate. 

16- __)_}_'.JI "reiterated" which is the r, because when paused upon, the tongue falters on account 
of the reiteration in it. 

17- ..S.J ~ I "airy" which is the a, of which the point of articulation expands more strongly to the 
air of the sound than the point of articulation of the w and the y. 

18- ..::., ~ I "gabbled", which is the t from their saying\~. ~~ "a man copious in speech". 
For a detailed study see Sibawaihi, II, 452 sqq., Zamal}sari, 188-190, Kassaf I, 100 sqq., Howell, 
IV, fasc. II, 1702-1738, Troupeau, Commentaire 168-182. For a study of the main divergences 
between Sibawaihi's and Mubarrad's section dealing with phonation and the manner of articu
lating sounds see Danecki, Mubarrad 91-99. Furthermore, according to Zamagsari, 190, al-

ijalil, the author of the Kit ab al- 'ayn names the ~ J:i, h, g and b for ~~ "guttural", the q and k 

for 0 ~A "uvular", the g, sand r;/, for~~ "orificial", the$, sand z for ~i "apical", the t, 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

d and t for;~ • .1:, "ante-palatal", the i, g, and! for ~}J "gingival", the r, l and n for ~~-,; 

"tippy", the w, f, b and m for ~_;:::. "labial", and the weak consonants of prolongation and 

softness for :_,;;... "hollow" (for a study see Zamal}sari, 190-191, Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1702-

1739, Fleisch, Traite I, 212-213, Roman, Etude I, 47-274, Versteegh, Language 87-88). 
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Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 17-20 has discussed the consonants by referring to some Arab linguists in '-:"' ½ 

~ I_,.;.~ ~ ~~ .._j _,:;JI '-:"' Wl "the section of the consonants' nominations, their characters and 
particulariifes". For a description of these consonants by Arab modern linguists see I:Iassan, 
U$ul 119-121, Bakkiis, Ta$rif34-45; for the solar and lunar consonants see (176); for the aug
ments see (106); for the consonants of substitution see (312). 

(189) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the 1st radical d preceding it. 01-., I 1s 

underlyingly 0G~I (cf. Zamabsari, 176, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 582, Lane,/, 942-943) from;.;-., "to 

profess a religion"~ before that the assimilation is carried out in it. The tis among the voiceless 
consonants (for them see (188), (188 b)) and the dis among the voiced consonants (for them 
see (188 b )), which implies a distance between them both concerning their character. The voiced 
consonants are stronger than the voiceless consonants, which is the reason why it is the voice
less t that is assimilated to the voiced d (cf. Bakkiis, Ta$r"if 66), and not vice versa. Furthermore, 
both the t and the dare alveolars (cf. (188)), which implies a closeness of both their points of 
articulation. This is a reason more why the tis changed into the d, and then one dis assimilated 
to the other. 

(190) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the <}, preceding it. In _;s-:i I, the infixed t of 

Form VIII of the base form fa~ I is assimilated to the <}, preceding it. The t is among the 

voiceless consonants and the d is among the voiced consonants, which implies a distance be
tween them both concerning their character. The voiced consonants are stronger than the voice
less consonants which is the reason why the voiceless t is assimilated to the voiced <}, (cf. 

Bakkiis, Ta$rif 66). Two other variants than ;_{":i I exist, namely j:., ~ I with the d following the<}, 

and ~-.,1 with the doubling of the d (cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 331, Zamabsari, 195, Ibn 'Aqil, 

II, 582, de Sacy, /, 222, Vallers, Volkssprache 117-118, Vernier,/, 344-345, Wright,//, 66, 

Fleischer, Beitriige II, 306, 'Abd al-Tawwab, Tatawwur 29). In both ~-., I and}:.:,~ I, the proc-

ess is more complicated. The t of the base form in fa~ I is changed into the d in both of them, 

i.e.}:.:,~ I, because the tis among the voiceless consonants (for them see (188), (188 b)) and the 

rj, is among the voiced consonants (for them see (188 b)), which implies a distance between 
them both in character. However as the t and the dare alveolars (for them see (188)), the tis 

changed into the d, as voiced consonants are stronger than voiceless consonants. In ~-., I one 

dis assimilated to the other. In}:.:,~ I the dissolution is made possible as both the d and the <}, are 

different consonants. It can as well be borne in mind that the d and the rj, are among the voiced 
consonants, which implies a similarity in both their character. This explains why it is easy to 

substitute one for the other, i.e. _;s-., I and _;s-:i I. The Form V J'-~ with the assimilation of the t to 
, , 

the<}, occurs in the sur. 80: 3-4 C._s;k iJi ~~ ~::.; J"~ ~l ._}:;,. J.:.J' 4-..i:_,;. ~) "But what could tell 

thee but that perchance he might grow (in spiritual understanding)? Or that he might receive 

admonition, and the teaching might profit him?" and the sur. 2: 269 ('-:"'0~i I)) ~! J'-~ ~) 
"But none will grasp the Message but men of understanding" (mentioned also in (207) ). It can 

be added that the sur. 54: 15 with the noun ..iS-;,_ occurring in it (..iS-;,_ ::,. ~) "Is there any that 
,.. ,, ,.. ,.. 
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will receive admonition?" has been anomalously read (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1816). 

(191) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the z preceding it. The base form of 0 lj I 
is ob)I (cf. Zamabsari, 176, 196, Wright,//, 66, Lane,/, 1279, my notes (174), (374)) before 

the assimilation. It can as well resemble .:}'.:i ~ I underlyingly fa~ I (for it see (190)) in the 
- -

change of the t into the d, as the t in 0 b) I can be changed into a d as well, namely 01·.:i j I. It is 
- -

only the d that can be changed into the z resulting in 0 lj I and not vice versa resulting in 0 i'.:i I, 
because in spite of the similarity of character of both these consonants in being among the 
voiced consonants (for them see ( 188 b)) which permitted the change of one into another, the z 
is among the sibilant consonants (for them see ( 188 b) ), which are considered as stronger in the 
sound than the d. Another reason why the z is not changed into the d and then assimilated to it 

resulting in 01-.:i I, is to avoid mixing it up with this verb (for 01-.:i I see (189) ). It can be noted that 
- -

the form ~j-~ in the sur. 10: 24 (~j-~ l~{; •. j ~ ~~T ..::.,·.:..;..1 (.;J j:..) "Till the earth is clad with 

its golden ornaments and is decked out (in beauty)" (cf. also (207)) does not point to Form VIII, 

but to Form V in which the infixed t in ~j i~ underlyingly ~)~ is assimilated to the z after 

that the hamza has been imported by inception. However, at the interior of the word, as in this 

case after the w of the conjunction, the hamza is not more needed and ~j I became ~j i~ 
with wa~la. 

(192) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the s preceding it. The base form of~~ 

is ~ I ( cf. Sibawaihi, //, 4 72, Zamagsari, 196, de Sacy, /, 220, Wright, //, 66, my notes ( 17 4)) 

before the assimilation. Both the t and the s are similar in character in being among the voice
less consonants (for these consonants see (188), (188 b)) and originate from close points of 
articulation, as the t is from the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incisors 

and is an alveolar, and thesis from the part which is between the tip of the tongue and the tops 

of the two upper central incisors and is a dental (for the consonants see (188)). Thesis among 
the sibilant consonants (for them see (188 b)) that are strong in the sound, which is the reason 

why it could not be changed into the t and then be assimilated to it, i.e.~!- It can be noted that 

t_: ~ has been anomalously read by some instead of ~ :. 0 ~ in the sur. 6: 25 i.e. e:_~- ~ :; ~: _-~) 
J.;J !) "Of them there are some who (pretend to) listen to thee". Furthermore the form O.>: <,- ~ of 

the sur. 37: 8 (~':Ji ~)lji J! 0~ ~ "(So) they should not strain their ears in the direction 

of the Exalted Assembly" is Form V 0;:.: :~: underlyingly [and not Form VIII 0~], in 

which the tis assimilated to the s. Some read the sur. with Form I 0~ instead for the sake 

of alleviation (cf. Ibn Man'.?iir, III, 2095). Both suras are mentioned in (207). 

b) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the s preceding it. The base form of ~ I is 

:- : 

0

'-, I before the assimilation. 

c) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the ~ preceding it. The base form of ;.;..,, 1 is 
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~~: 0,:;, I before the assimilation. Another possibility is the substitution of the t for the t, i.e. ;i.:, 1 

instead of ~~: 0 01 (cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun$if l/, 326-328, ZamalJsari, 176, Wright, II, 67, Vernier,/, 

345, Bohas, Etude 238-239, my notes (174), (374)). It can be noted that both the$ and the t 

have different characters: the$ is among ;~I::. 0 'JI "the elevated consonants" and the tis among 

~I "the depressed consonants", and the tis among o-½..l...::.iJI "the rigid consonants" and 

the$ is among i_;j1 "the lax consonants" (for the consonants's characters see (188 b)). Both 

the t and the t pertain however to close points of articulation as they both originate from the tip 
of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incisors, and are alveolars (for the points of 

articulation see (188)), which is the reason why the tis changed into the t, i.e. ;i.:,1. 

(193) The consonants of~ J;,,.., ~ (cf. Zamabsari, 190) are known as ;·1:: 0 ',..II "el

evated". They comprehend four consonants that are characterized as z;~ b: 11 "covered", namely 

the $, t, <J, and ;, of which the point of articulation is covered by the upper palate, and three 
consonants with which there is no covering, namely the b, g and q, which by articulating them, 

the tongue rises to the palate (for them see (188 b)). The tis among ~I "the depressed 

consonants" which are contrary to the elevated ones (for them see (188 b), Zamabsari, 190, 
Howell, Iv, fasc. II, 1729-1731). 

(194) :::_...., is underlyingly :r:.::., formed according to the pattern :.,W. Another example on 

this pattern is~~- which occurs in the sur. 54: 16 (;~~ I:?:(~ 0l5' ~ (.D) "But how (terrible) 

was my Penalty and my Warning?". The d and the s of the base form :r :.::_, are each substituted 

by the t, i.e. ' .. :.' ,, and then one tis assimilated to the other (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 479, Ibn Ginni, 

Mun$if II, 331, Zamabsari, 175, 196, Ibn Manz;iir, III, 1973, Brockelmann, Grundriss 178, 
Talmon, ½yn 142, my notes (329), (333)). If one is to analyze the relations between the s, the d 
and the tin order to understand the process of substitution that leads to the assimilation, the s is 
among the voiceless consonants whereas the d is among the voiced consonants and the s is 
among the lax consonants whereas the d is among the rigid consonants (for the characters of 
the consonants see (188 b)). So in order to eliminate these differences of character betwen 
them, the s is changed into the t as both are akin in being among the voiceless consonants and 
the d is changed into the t because of the proximity of both their points of articulation as they 
both originate from the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incisors, and are 
alveolars (for the consonants' points of articulation see ( 188) ). The change of the d into the tis 
carried out in spite of the difference of both their characters, as the d is among the voiced 
consonants and the tis among the voiceless consonants (cf. (188 b)), and then one tis assimi-

lated to the other so that it became:::_....,_ The similarity referred to by Ibn Mas'iid between ;i.:, I 
. . 

(cf. (192 c)) and:::_...., concerns two consonants having different characters of which one is 

changed into the other because they originate from close points of articulation. In ;i.:, I the t of 

the base form;:. 0,:;, I is changed into the t in spite of both these consonants' different characters 

(for discussions see ( 192 c) ), on account that both the t and the tare alveolars, and in ,i.)"",..::., the 
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d is changed into the t, in spite of both these consonants' different characters, on account that 

both the d and the t are alveolars as well. This substitution of the t for both the d and the s in 

:r'...:, is considered as rare by Sibawaihi, //, 341. An interesting example with ~ in it is 

presented by Lane,/, 1304, namely i.S"~ ~ ~ "O thou who occupiest the six places in 

relation to me; or, who art above me, below me, before me, behind me; on my right, and on my 

left". The base form :r'...:, formed according to ~ occurs anomalously in the following 

verse said by Man~ilr b. Misga.l). al-I;)abbi, cited by Ibn Man'.?ilr, III, 1973, Howell,/, fasc. III, 
962: 

"Then he went round, as the collector of the poor-rate goes round, in their midst, being allowed to 
choose from them among the nine-year-old and the six-year-old [camels]". 

For a comparative study of the word in some of the other Semitic languages see Cantineau, Six 
72-73; for a bibliography concerning its etymology see Rundgren, Bildungen 145 note 1, for a 
discussion concerning the Syriac form sta "six" and the Hebrew form stayim "two", see 
Bravmann, Studies 158. 

(195) The infixed t is assimilated to the r;I, preceding it. ~~ I is underlyingly ~~ I, 
, , 

before the assimilation. The infixed t of the base form ~~ I can as well be changed into the 

!, i.e. ~~I (cf. Zamal)sari, 195, de Sacy, /, 222, Wright, II, 67, Vernier,/, 345, Bohas, Etude 

238, my notes (174), (374)). 

(196) The infixed t is assimilated to the ! preceding it. The base form of ~ I is , . F-LI 

before the assimilation (cf. Zamal)sari, 195, Ibn Ya'is, X, 46, Wright, II, 67, my notes (374)): 
The reason of this substitution is that both the t and the! originate from the tip of the tongue and 
the roots of the two upper central incisors (for the consonants see (188)). 

(197) The infixed tis assimilated to the f preceding it. The base form of r-111 is rF:11. All 

three variants r-111, r-111 and r11,11 occur instead of the base form rF:11 (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 472, 
Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 224, de Flexione 29, Mun$if II, 329, Zamal)sari, 195, ibn Ya'is, X, 47, Wright, 
//, 67, Lane,//, 1921, Vernier,/, 345, Howell, N, fasc. II, 1813, Vallers, Volkssprache 117-119). 

The t of r F- °t:, I is changed into the ! resulting in r-1111 because of the proximity of both their 

points of articulation as they both originate from the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two 
upper central incisors, and are alveolars (for the consonants see (188)). Two possibilities are at 

hand: r-111 that occurs with the change of the ! from r11,1 I into the f and r-111 with the change of 

the f into the f. This substitution of the ! for the f and vice versa is carried out on account of both 
these consonants' common character in being among the emphatic consonants. Both Form I of 

the passive voice rj~ and Form VIII of the active voice µ occur in the following verse 

said by Zuhair b. Abi Sulma al-Muzani who is praising Harim b. Sinan in Zuhair, Si <r 104, cited 
by Sibawaihi, //, 472, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 219, Mu'addib, Ta$r'i/ 170, Zamal)sari, 195, Afandi, 
Tanzfl 520, Ibn Ya'is, X, 47, Mulukf 316, 319, 320, Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1813: 
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<l, G ~ 13 ~ '., i;,.JT ; ,, 
- - .. 

"He is the magnanimous, who gives you his largesse spontaneously; and is wronged at times, and 
than puts up with that wrong". 

All the three variations ~' ~ or ~ as being the last word of the rime are cited in 
different works (see for references Fischer/Bratinlich, Sawahid 227). 

(198) The 1st radical w is assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII. The base form of -..:.,; I 

(cf. de Sacy, /, 240, Wright, II, 80-81, Lane, II, 2902) is -~~I from-~~ "to promise". Thew in 

-..:.,; ~ I is substituted by the t resulting in , , : :.'; I, and then an assimilation of one t to the other is 

earned out. The substitution of the t for thew is frequent (cf. (96), (247), (330), (331)), on 
account that the points of articulation of the t and the w are close to each other as the tis formed 
from the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incisors, and is an alveolar, and 
the w is formed between the lips, and is a labial (for the points of articulation see (188) ). If the 

w of the perfect -~~I is not replaced by the t, it would have to be replaced by the y because of 

the influence of the kasra preceding it, i.e. , , >.: I would be said instead of -..:.,; I, which would 

confuse the reader by making him believe that the verb is with 1st weak y radical, i.e. -~- As 

well as the combination of the kasras in , , : :._: 1,-if one is to assume that they is formed of two 

kasras and that it is preceded by a kasra -, is regarded as heavy. Furthermore, this awkward 

variation of the weak 1st radical that could refer erroneously to a y radical in the perfect, i.e. 

, , >.: I and to a w radical in the imperfect '..l..o.J ;., is unacceptable. 
, , 

(199) The 1st radical y is assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII. The base form of _;..:;1 

(cf. Zamabsari, 175, 178, de Sacy, /, 240, Wright, II, 80-81) is~, :._11 from~ "to be easy". 

They in~- :._: I is substituted by the t resulting in~ I, and then an assimilation of one t to the 

other is carried out. The substitution of the t for they 'is frequent ( cf. ( 187 b ), (200), (332) ), on 
account that the points of articulation of the t and the y are close to each other as the tis formed 
from the tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incisors and is an alveolar and 
the y is formed from the middle of the tongue and from the middle part of the upper palate and 
is a pre-palatal (for the consonants' points of articulation see (188)). This substitution is carried 

out to avoid the succession of the kasras if ~- :._: I is said. In this forbidden variant the y is 

counted as two kasras and is preceded by a kasra; which is regarded as a heavy combination 

( compare the case of , , : :._: I discussed in ( 198) ). It can be noted as well that the heaviness would 

be extreme in the ma~dar if the form~~ I is said instead of the correct form~ Ll I, as it would 
imply a heavy succession of four kasras;-ihe y being counted as two kasras -, which is unac
ceptable. 

(200) The base Form VIII of J.$'1 "he ate", a verb with 1st hamza radical, is ~I with a 

vowelless 1st radical hamza that is then changed into a y, i.e. ~ I ( cf. Zamabsari, 178, lbn 

'Aqil, II, 581, Lane, /, 72) due to the influence of the kasra preceding' it, and in this case there is 
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no change that is carried out from the y into the t that would result in ~ I. The y is consid-ered 

as unnecessary in it as it replaces a hamza which is indicated by the groundform Js'i, and does 

not refer to a verb with 1st weak radical y, i.e. ~- An anomalous case occurs however that can 

be mentioned here, namely Form VIII ~_:,:;I "to put on a loin-cloth" of~) "to surround", a verb 

with 1st hamza radical.~_:,:; I is underlyingly ~j:, I with 1st radical hamza, then it became ~~ I 
. . 

with the y substituted for the hamza due to the influence of the kasra preceding it, and then~_:,:; I 

with the y changed into the t and the t assimilated to the infixed t ( cf. Ibn 'Aqil, //, 581; and 

compare with it ·.:G...:il in (187 b), (202)). 

(201) Oney is not assimilated to the other in~ in some dialects because the 2nd y is 

considered as unnecessary in the form,-and the condltion of the assimilation is that the 2nd of 
two identical consonants should be existent,-as it is can be elided in the 3rd person of the masc. 

pl. of the perfect, e.g. 1_;.;... or it can be changed into an alif maq~ura in the 3rd person of the 

masc. sing. of the imperfect,.e.g. ~ (for discussions see (180)). 

(202) Form VIII ·.:G...:il (compare with it the case of ~_:,:;I discussed in (200)), is underlyingly 
. , 

,~I with a 1st radical hamza that refers to '~i "he took", a hamzated vero. '~:;I becomes 

-~ I with the substitution of they for the hamza due to the influence of the kasra preceding the 

hamza (cf. (187 b)). They in -.;.:~I is considered as unnecessary in the form, because it is not 

the verb's real radical, but the weak consonant by which the hamza is substituted. Similarly to 

this y, they in~! (for it see (200)) and they in~ which can be elided (see (201)) are 

considered as unnecessary. As mentioned in ( 187 b) some grammarians prefer to believe that 

·.:G...:il is formed from '.:..a...:i (cf. (329)), and their theory became integrated in the language. As lbn 

Man?:fir, /, 37 remarks: 

W ~ , ~81 JI-½!~ ~~I ~ ,~ ~~1 ~1 ~! ~½I .:r l,,,;1 J~I : '~~'11__," 

:I)~ -~ :.,W....:.. I~ ~1 ·~81) ~~ J~':JI .h.iJ ~ ~l.21 p 
. 

~. ,.. 0,.. ..... ,.. 

.•• ~ ..1->.:i 

.. ,~ ~'11__,: [Form VIII] J ~ I is also from ',i;.. ½ I, except that an assimilation is carried out in it after 

that the hamza is changed into a weak consonant [i.e. -~~I] and a change [ of the y] into the t is 

carried out [i.e. -~li,.,;;I]. Then as it was often used on the pattern J~I, they believed that the tis 

underlying, and so they formed from it ~ ~. and said: '~:~ '.:..a...:i". 
. . 

For a study see Zaggagi, Maga/is 333, Ibn Ginni, lf.a~a 'i~ II, 287, Sigistani, Fa'altu 140-141, 
Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1848 sqq., de Sacy, /, 236, Wright, II, 76-77, Lane,/, 29, Fleisch, Traite I, 

150. It can be noted that al-I:Iasan and lbn Mas'ud read the sur. 18: 77 ~ :.::.,\; .. :1 ' .. c ···, )) 
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1;.,. ~ "If thou hadst wished, surely thou couldst have exacted some recompense for it!" with 

:::_, \; .. :.] (cf. the note 4 to Ibn Ginni, lJa$a 'i$ II, 287). By doing so they applied the kasra instead 

of the fat}:ia and referred to the variant -~ instead of using the usual form :::_, 0

·~ that refers to 

~1. According to Ibn Man'.?ur, /, 37, Abu Man~ur reported that this was the reading of Ibn 

'Abbas and Abu 'Amr b. al- 'Ala'. Concerning it, SuyutI, Asbah III, 97-98 in .:.r. ,.,~ ~ 1 ~ 

o~ ~1 c:' ~)WI "the session of Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala' with Abu 'Ubaida", remarks: 

,:r- ~jUI [;j..b Jt:; -½~ .:.r. .4>.A ~..b :Jt:; olo.::L .:.r. if ~I Y.1 [;j~' 

~ ..JLJ , "1~1 + :::_,'.:w..3, : ly-iY. ~>WI <J! ,.,_re->- ½1 ~ :Jl:; o~ ~1 

... ~ w ~ :Jw 
.".bl. 1~ '~:::, -~- , 1.)~I ,.:G.:;I JLL ~~ .. ,., .. 

"Abii 1-I:Iasan 'Ali b. Sulaimiin told us: "Mul).ammad b. Yazid has told me, he said: al-Miizini has 

reported to us from Abii 'Ubaida. He said: "I heard Abii 'Amr b. al-'Alii' read c1;.,.1 ~ :::.,W) 
"Surely thou couldst have exacted some recompense for it!". So I asked him concerning it and he 
said: "It is a correct language" ... 

Both 1.) ~ I ,.:G.:; I and i ~ \~ :~ -~ are used with the same meaning". 

It can be mentioned furthermore that the t can be substituded by the s, namely Form VIII ,.:G.:; I 

can become -~I (for discussions see (329)). The more usual form occurs in the sur. 2: 116 

(i.J~ J:JT '.:G.:;T i__.,Jt;~) "They say: "God hath begotten a son", the sur. 29: 41 ..;;.._;.s::Ji JLl) 
, , 

~ ~-.:G.:;I) "Is that of the Spider, who builds (to itself) a house" and the sur. 4: 125 J:Ji ~13) 

Slf,- ~ 1; D "For God did take Abraham for a friend". Compare in Syriac ~b..b..) and ;~b..L 

which seem to be derived from the secondary radicals -~ and~ "to trade", and ~ ~ l 
(,:..::. I) which seem to be derived from the radical ~ l ( cf. Wright, II, 77, Comparative Gram

mar 46, 280-281). 

(203) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to one of the nine consonants following it, 
which is the 2nd radical. These are: 1- the t, 2- d, 3- <J,, 4- z, 5- s, 6- $, 7- <J,, 8- ! and 9- ;:. The 
verbs that are presented refer to each of these cases and thus begin with verbs with 2nd radical 
t and end up with verbs with 2nd radical ;:. This assimilation is carried out in the imperfect and 

rarely in the perfect, except in the case of ~I resulting in~ (for it see (206)), the reason 

being to avoid mixing Form VIII of those verbs 10 the perfect with Form II of the same tense, as 
there is a tendency by some grammarians to shift the vowel of the infixed t to the 1st radical and 
to elide the prefixed hamza. Some examples, if such an assimilation is to be carried out in Form 

VIII which would result in a confusion with Form II, would be: ~ I "to contend among 

themselves" becoming fa I and then fa, J~ I "to change" becoming J....; I and then ~-.:._; I 
,., ,., .,. ,., 

J~, "to excuse oneself' becoming ~"~ I and then~"~, t? I "to snatch, tear away" becoming 
, , 
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b! and then b: r· :.;~ "to smile" becoming ~! and then~. J :,: .. :! "to struggle" becoming 

~! and then~' ~,,t:.[! "to collide, clash" becoming ;.1-J~ and then ;.1-J, and ~I "to expect" 

becoming p I and then p. 
b) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the t following it. The base form of ~ with 

the 2nd radical being at, is µ "to contend among themselves" in which the fat}:la of the 1st 

t, which is the infixed consonant, is shifted to the 1st radical q and the infixed tis then assimi-

lated to the 2nd radical t. It can be be added that both ~ and ~ occur (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. 
II, 1807, Zamabsari, 195). . .. 

(204) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the d following it. The base form of:_(½ 

with the 2nd radical being ad, is J 1 :. :~ "to change" in which the fat}:la of the infixed tis shifted 

to the 1st radical b and the infixed i is then assimilated to the 2nd radical d. Another example of 

a verb with 2nd radical din which a similar assimilation is carried out is "?.-~ that occurs in the 

sur. 10: 35 ("?.-~ ~ ~ ~ "Or he who finds not guidance (himself)". Abu 'Amr and Nafi' read it 

with both vowelless consonants combined, namely 0 ·~, which is disapproved by the majority 

and Abu Bakr read it with both they and the h vowelled by a kasra, namely 13·~ (cf. Howell, 

IV, fasc. II, 1807-1808). 

b) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the g, following it. The base form of ~-~ 

with the 2nd radical being a g,, is ~ .:i :. ~ "to excuse oneself' in which the fat}:la of the infixed tis 

shifted to the 1st radical 'and the fnfixed t is then assimilated to the 2nd radical g,. 
c) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the z following it. The base form of~ with 

the 2nd radical being a z, is ~ "to snatch, tear away" in which the fat}:la of the infixed t is 

shifted to the 1st radical n and.the infixed tis then assimilated to the 2nd radical z. 

d) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the s following it. The base form of r ~ ~ ~: with 

the 2nd radical being a s, is r :. : ~: "to smile" in which the fat}:la of the infixed tis shifted to the 

1st radical b and the infixed i is then assimilated to the 2nd radical s. 

(205) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the~ following it. The base form of; .. : a½. 
with the 2nd radical being a ~. is r .~ :. ½ in which the fat}:la of the infixed t is shifted to the 1st 

radical b and the infixed tis then assimilated to the 2nd radical~. r: G~~ as another variant 

occurs as well (cf. de Sacy, I, 223). The 3rd person of the masc. pl. 0~ occurs in the sur. 

36: 49 (;~ ~~) "While they are yet disputing among themselves!". Seven different 

readings concerning it are known to have been transmitted (for them see Ibn Man'.?ur, II, 1177 

in the note), namely: 1- 0~, 2- 0~, 3- 0~, 4- 0~, 5- 0~, 6-
. . . 

0~ and 7- 0~. Fleisch, Traite I, 142 referring to Baic_lawi, mentions that Abu Bakr 
. . 
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read 0~. Furthermore, referring to the Taysfr 184, he mentions that lbn Ka!ir, Wars and 

Hisam read 0~, Qalun and Abu 'Amr read 0~ with a vowel of support, i.e. yaba$$i-. . 
muna (for discussions see Fleisch, Traite I, 144, Cantineau, Voyelle 57), I:Jamza read 0~ 
and 'A~im, lbn l)akwan and al-Kisa'i read 0~. Mu'addib, Ta$rif 166 mentions that 0~ 
was read so by al-I:Jasan al-Ba~ri, 0~ was read so by al-A'rag, Abu Ga'far and Abu 'Amr, 

both 0~ and 0~ were read so by Abu 'Amr, 0~ was read so by al-A 'mas and . . 
both 0~ and 0~ were read so by other readers (see further for the different readings 
lbn Mugah1d, Sab 'a 541, lbn ljalawaihi, Qira >at II, 234, Makki, Kasf II, 207). 

b) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the¢ following it. The base form of J :.,:~: 
with the 2nd radical being a¢, is J ,:.,:.:~ "to struggle" in which the fatl,la of the infixed tis 
shifted to the 1st radical n and the infixed t is assimilated then to the 2nd radical ¢. 

c) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the! following it. The base form of r~bT~ with 

the 2nd radical being a!, is rh:. f~: "to collide, clash" in which the fatl,la of the infixed tis shifted 
to the 1st radical l and the infixed t is then assimilated to the 2nd radical f. 

d) The infixed t of Form VIII is assimilated to the ;: following it. The base form of ~ ~ 

with the 2nd radical being a ;: is ~ '. ~: "to expect" in which the fatl,la of the infixed t is shifted 
to the 1st radical n and the infixecf t is then assimilated to the 2nd radical ;:. 

(206) Three variants exist concerning the active participle Form VIII of; .. ~ a½, namely: 

1-"~ in which some give the c;lamma to the b on the analogy of the c;lamma that vowels the 
preffx m which is characteristic for the active participle of Form VIII. 

2- r in which some give the b the fatl,la on the analogy of the fatl,la of the b of both the 

contracted forms of the Form VIII of the perfect~ I, namely ~ and r I, whose b they 
vowel with the fatl,la. · · 

3-r in which some give the b the kasra on the analogy of the kasra of the contracted form 

of the perfect ~ I, namely r- whose b they vowel with the kasra. The variant r
from ~ ! is presumed to be ~ at first after the elision of the prefixed hamza from ~ ! 
and after that the infixed tis assimilated to the 2nd radical $· The b in ~ is given the kasra, 

i.e. r-, to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants: the band the 1st$ of the doubled 

~ads, if ~ is to be said, as both the assimilated ~ads are formed of a vowelless $ followed by 

a vowelled one, i.e. ; .. ·.., 0 a;. which is forbidden. Another contracted form of the perfect with 

the b given the kasra mentioned by lbn Mas'ud, is~!· It can be noted as well that in both 

these contracted forms of the perfect r- and~!· it is specifically the kasra which is given 

to the vowelless consonant b of the base form ~ I, as by principle the kasra is closest to the 
sukun. Differently from lbn Mas'ud, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 167 mentions only the last two variants 
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of the active participle, i.e. ~ and '~. His theories are as well different concerning the 

choice of the specific vowel of the b,. He remarks namely that those who give the b the fatl:).a, 

1.e. F do so to vowel it with the vowel of the infixed t of~. and those who vowel it 

with the kasra, i.e. F do so because of the b 's nearness to the ~ which is vowelled by the 

kasra. 

(207) The infixed t of Form V and VI can be assimilated to the 1st radical of the verb (for a 
study see Zamabsari, 196, de Sacy, I, 220-221, Wright,//, 64-65, 'Abd al-Tawwab, Ta1awwur 
29) following it, when it is a: 1- t, 2- t, 3- g, 4- d, 5- <},, 6- z, 7- s, 8- s, 9- ~, 10- ¢, 11- ! or 12-
;:, after that it loses its vowel. The forms thus originated, take a prosthetic alif in the perfect as 

they begin with a doubled consonant: Form V ~ becomes ~ I and Form VI ~ lb becomes 

~~I. The prosthetic alif is not needed in the imperfect: Form V J.J I becomes ~ and Form 
, , 

VI ~~I becomes ~ ~-

1- Form V-*61 said instead of ~~t:; "to purify oneself' (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, Lane,//, 

1887, Penrice, Dictionary 91). The prefixed t of ~~t:; is changed into the!, then the! is assimi

lated to the !, i.e. ~. and the prosthetic alif is prefixed to prevent that the word begins with a 

vowelless consonant, i.e. -*61 that is with the dissolution fo with the 1st radical vowelless 

which is not accepted. Another example that can be added is Form V ;11 said instead of ~~ .h:; 
"to see an evil omen" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, Wright,//, 65). The 1st person of the masc. 

pl. G~T occurs in the sur. 27: 47 (~ ~~ ~ G~T 1)\j) "They said: [l] omen do we augur 
from thee and those that are with thee". - -

2- Form VI ~GI said instead of ~G "to be borne down heavily" (cf. Howell, N, fasc. II, 

1829, Lane, I, 344, Penrice, Dictionary 25). The prefixed t of ~[6 is changed into the t, then 

the t is assimilated to the t and the prosthetic alif is prefixed to prevent beginning the word 

with a vowelless consonant, i.e. ~GI instead of ~G that is theoretically ~8 with the 1st 

radical vowelless. The 2nd person of the masc. pl. ~G! occurs in the sur. 9: 38 Jl ~GI) 

.J:Ji ~ J J:>~% "In the Cause of God ye cling heavily to the earth?". 
The following examples can be added with the assimilation of the prefixed t to the 1st radical 
being: 

3- the t, e.g. Form V :.r;1 instead of :.r? "shielded himself' (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829). 

4- the g, e.g. ~ l:,-1 instead of ~ ~ "to compete" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829). 

5- the d, e.g. Form VI ij.:,J instead of ij.i.;; "to repel" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, Lane, I, 
, 

865, Penrice, Dictionary 47). The 2nd person of the masc. pl. ~]j.:,-~ occurs in the sur. 2: 72 

(~ ~1j.:,l;) "And fell into a dispute among yourselves as to the crime:". 

6- the<},, e.g. Form VI .:,S(.)1 instead of )ti.J "to be reminded" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, 
, 

Lane, I, 968, Penrice, Dictionary 52). The imperfect of the 3rd person of the masc. sing. '_}-~ 
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occurs in both the sur. 80: 3-4 (0 .}':Ji ~:~::j ~-_:.;; ~1 ..};. <lJ 4._.,'...;; t:~) "But what could tell 

thee but that perchance he might grow (in spiritual understanding)? Or that he might receive 

admonition, and the teaching might profit him?", and the sur. 2: 269 ('-:"Q½T 1)~1 ~! ~-_:.;; t:~) 

"But none will grasp the Message but men of understanding" (mentioned in (190)). 

7- the z, e.g. Form V :;jl instead of :;-; "to decorate itself' (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, 

Lane, I, 1279, Wright, II, 64, Penrice, Dictionary 64). The 3rd person of the fem. sing. ~j T:, 

occurs in the sur. 10: 24 (~)~ ~_;..j ~~½T -=.i-::S.11'.)! ~) "Till the earth is clad with its 

golden ornaments and is decked out (in beauty)" (mentioned in (191)). 

8- the s, e.g. Form V ~ I instead of~ "to listen" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, Lane, I, 

1427, 1428, Wright, II, 65, Penrice, Dictionary 72). The imperfect of the 3rd person of the 

masc. pl. 0~ occurs in the sur. 37: 8 (~ ½I ~SWT J '. 0; '..:-~! ~ "(So) they should not strain 

their ears in the direction of the Exalted Assembly" (mentioned in (192) ). It can be noted that 

t_"_- ~- that occurs in the sur. 6: 25 (~ ! t~ ; ~: :~) "Of them there are some who (pretend to) 

listen to thee" is Form VIII ~ :. ' ~ ( cf. ( 192)) and not Form V t""- :.~. 
9- the s, e.g. Form VI ~GI instead of~ 6 "to be embroiled" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829). 

10- the :f, e.g. Form VI ; La, I instead of ; Ll "to bear patiently" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829, 

Lane, II, 1643). -

11- the {j,, e.g. Form VI ~~~I instead of~~ Ll "to fight" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829). 

12- the;, e.g. Form VI ;,J{i;,J instead of ;,JlJ~; "to wrong" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1829). 

For the elision of one of the ia's in verbs of Form V and VI that occur in the imperfect of the 

2nd person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the masc. sing., i.e. J:-0:.:; resulting in~ and 

~ll::.:; resulting in ~11:i respectively, see (101)). 

(208) There is no way of assimilating the infixed t of Form X ~ I to the vowelless t 
following it (cf. Zamabsari, 196, Ibn Ya'is, X, 151, Howell, IV, fasc. II, 1821-1822), because of 

the sukun of the t Iii }>,J "in reality" that prevents the assimilation, as the condition of the 

assimilation is that the 2nd consonant should be vowelled. It is not possible either to assimilate 

the infixed t of Form X 01-....:.:.:.., I to the d following it in spite of the fact that it is vowelled by a 

fatl_ia, because the d is meant to be vowelless, as the base form of 0 i-....:.:.:.., I is 0~ ~ I. This is why 
. , 

the vowelled dis considered as being vowelless l_x...li:i "implicitly" on account that the base 

form of the verb with the vowelless dis kept in mind and referred to. 

(209) ~ t,L-1 is Form X underlyingly t-_1.:.' ~ t,LI (cf. Ibn Man?fir, IV, 2721, de 

Sacy, I, 224, Vernier, I, -152, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1174-1176, fasc: II, 1830-1831, Fleisch, Traite 

I, 150), in which the infixed tis elided for the purpose of alleviation. Both i; LL. I with the 

infixed t elided and 1; L1 with the t retained occur in the sur. 18: 97 ~_.,~~ L~ ~i 1; 11.:..T W) 
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W:: J 1; LI G~) "Thus were they made powerless to scale it or to dig through it". 1; LI of 

this sur. is also read anomalously as 1; LI by some ( cf. Howell, N, fasc. II, 1831 ). Lane, II, 

1891 notes that this is the reading of I:Iamza al-Zayyat. Also l:-· 0 ~ t. ~~occurs with the substi

tution of the t for the! (cf. lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 202). ~ with this substitution, occurs in the 

following verse said by Giran, Dfwiin 17. It is also cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 202, lf a:fii ,i:f I, 
260: 

"And we notice in you-when you meet us-a harshness of speech which is bitter for 
us. And we cannot obey someone who is harsh!". 

(210) The base form of :::.J.k, is :::.ll1 in which the 1st l is elided and its kasra is shifted to the 

i (cf. (181)). 

(211) The base form of ~ t LL.1 is Form IV ~ t Lb 1 in which the s is anomalously 

inserted after the prefixed hamza. The reason of the infixation of the s is considered by Sibawaihi, 

/, 7 to be a compensation for the departure of the vowel of the 2nd radical, as t Lb 1 is underlyingly 

~ 1 with the 2nd w radical, in which the fatl_ia of the w is shifted to the!, i.e. i,11, and thus is 

considered by him as elided, and its vowelless w is changed into a vowelless a. lbn Ginni, Sirr 
/, 199 refers to Sibawaihi by writing: 

~I ~)3 't-~ ti.bl :<l..:.1 ~i1 Jl ._; ~~ ~i.9 "~ tLl,, ~~ L.13,, 

3 1y-JI ~ ~ , i,-11 :.J.....,1 t_l..bl 1.) .ill.)3 , ~I ~ 0~ .:r ~y -=.,~_:, 

Lo C ~ 13 J-.., <:I I .j ~ ~ Wl 3 I~ I ~ w , u,11 : ~ .Li'.:.J I j LoJ , ~ LW I JI 

." ~;':JI ~ 

"As for their saying~ tl.L.1 "to obey", SThawaihi believed that its base form isl:-~ t,Lbl, 

and that the sis a compensation for the departure of the vowel of the 2nd radical of the verb, because 

t__l.11 is underlyingly i,-11, in which the fat}:la of the w is shifted to the ! so that it became by 

implication u,11, and then the w is changed into an a on the basis that it is vowelled in the base 

form and that the fat}:la precedes it now". 

As for al-Mubarrad he rejects Sibawaihi's theory concerning the compensation for an elided 
vowel, as it is more, according to him, a question of vowel transfer than vowel elision. lbn 
Ginni, Sirr I, 199 referring to al-Mubarrad, writes: 

~ l.)j ~~I .:ro if~ wj :JW , Jyill I~ - Jii ~j - v'L:--JI y.1 ~ 3 

~ I ~ I G..:.9 3 , .__:_. ~..,..._:.U "-:--3 >U .h..JJ I .j 1.:i .r:-__,... 0 IS I .) j L. L; , ~ .) 3 

"-;--3 )Ll , ..:;._t.:, wj3 , i~ t3 , ~WI ~ ~I ~WI JJ .::..Li ..u 3 1y-JI .j .;:...jlS 

.".) fo ~ .) .r:-Y' ~~ .:r if __,.,JJ 
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"Abu 1-'Abbas, may God grant him salvation, rejected this account by saying: "Somehow a com
pensation for a thing is carried out if it is lost or elided, but if it is still existent in the pronunciation 

then there is no reason to compensate for it. The fat}_la of the 2nd radical w [of~ 1] is shifted to the 

! which is the 1st radical [i.e. 'i,-11], which means that it is not elided but shifted. So there is no 

reason to compensate for something which is existent and not lost". 

His opinion is also discussed by lbn 'U~fiir, /, 224, lbn Ya'is, X, 6, Mulukf207. As for al-Farra', 
his opinion is totally different from the one of Sibawaihi, al-Mubarrad and lbn Mas'ud who 

refer all correctly to Form IV. According to him the base form of t lb.:.J is form VIII t LI 

with the infixed t elided and with the hamza given at first a kasra, i.e. t LI, and then anoma

lously given a fatl:ia and made disjunctive, i.e. t,Ll. lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 200-201 refers to his 

theory by writing: 

." •• , l:,....1.:...- • • l.?y" ~ 

"And al-Farra' said concerning this: "They compared ~1 with' .. 1:;1_ This is indicated from 

his [sc. Sibawaihi's] saying that its base form is ·· : b.··'. I, and when the twas elided, it remained on 

the pattern' .. f:;1, then the hamza was given a fat}_la and was made disjunctive". But this [theory] is 

not satisfying by us [sc. Ibn Ginni, and his followers]". 

Thus the imperfect is then~ by al-Farra' with the vowelling of the imperfect prefix with a 

fatl:ia and not~ with a 9amma (for his opinion cf. lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 200-201, lbn Ya'is, 

Mulukf 208, lbn 'U~fiir, I, 226). 

(212) The insertion of the h after the prefixed hamza in Form IV J 1) 1 underlyingly JI~ i is 

similar to the insertion of the s in t Li (for it see (211 ), Sibawaihi, II, 364 ). The insertion of 

both these consonants is considered as a compensation for the departure of the vowel of the 2nd 

radical of the verb. JI) with the vowelless a is underlyingly J~~i with the 2nd radical w 

vowelled by a fatl:ia that is shifted to the r preceding it, i.e. J~~ i, and then the vowelless w is 

changed into an a due to the influence of the fatl:ia preceding it. Concerning J 1) i, Ibn Ginni, 

Sirr I, 201 remarks: 

, "::J~i" Ju .:.ro J~ _J .411 ... ~I o~ ~..r> --,,u.) 0"' 1~_; ..,:; ~1 

:)1 , ~I ~ ....,lA.) .:.ro ...i'r L.b .4llJ .o~I ,:,r:!3 ~ ~ 3 , .411 ~ 

." ~i "?.~ 31)13 , ~~i 31 ~~~i : J-,,};/1 

" ... They have compensated for the loss of the vowel of this 2nd radical. .. with the h in the saying of 

he who says ::J~i "I poured", so he made the h vowelless and combined it with the hamza. Then 

the h here is a compensation for the departure of the fat}_la of the 2nd radical, because the base form 
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is ~~~1 or~) and according to my opinion thew [in~~) is more according to the analogy". 

Cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 225-226. For the change of the hamza that is the inceptive consonant in the 

verb of Form I ~) "I spilled" into ah, i.e. ~~. see (98) and (343). 

It can be mentioned that another example of a noun in which the h is inserted is ".::, !+-I (for a 

discussion of the word in Arabic and in some of the other Semitic languages see Noldeke, 

Beitriige 69-72) underlyingly ".::,Loi which is said to be the pl. of ~I "mothers" ( cf. Ibn Ginni, 

de Flexione 18). It occurs in the following verse said by Qu~ayy b. Kilab, an ancestor of the 
Prophet, cited by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1167: [Only the last verse is cited by Ibn Man?,fir, I, 136]. 

." ½11 ~~~ :__;~ ~1 

"Verily in battle I am easy in mind, resolute in attack, lofty in lineage: my mother is l:Jindif[the 
cognomen of Laila bint }:Iulwan b. 'Imran, the wife of al-Yas b. Mu<;lar] and my father is al-Yas". 

Both the base and the augmented form are combined in the following verse said by an un
known poet, cited by Ibn Man?,fir, I, 136, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1169: 

." ~C:'~ r>tl.JT ~) ~;_)T ~~j ".::,1+-~T 1-~!" 

"When the mothers are ugly in faces, you dispelled the darkness with your mothers". 

For some examples presented with the h inserted and considered as an augmentative consonant 
see Zamal}sari, 171-172, lbn Ya'is, X, 5. 
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11.4. Arabic Text: 

*'-:"'__,....,1 :(;:b ~ <~ _y,3 .~I ~ Zh- J_r ~_r>b o.J3~ ~ .J J~ ':13 ....., r 1 * 

r o_:,-...+-JI ~ 3 .1~ ~ i)Ul3 JL ~ ~13 ,G1 ~ <WI j_.,......+-< 

~ 01 .:..,--:;-! .:..,--::-! ~ 3 -:--1--Ll '-! , • ·• ;.,;i ~ 1 ~ j C: _ > a 11 J _r->-11 ~ 

'-? ~ I J _,,.,.J I i:r.;!3 o ~ I i:r.;! J;i 3 ~ _r ~ '-? ~ I J _,,.,.JI e;:_p,.-o 0-::!3 l+:,-y->..o 

, L.. ~~3 8'1...., ,.;;..;,l.$' 1.;J 0~ J}J1 · rW1 :G:>l; yb3 J.:Wl3 ~ 1.. ~.r ..:... 

. 1 .1 ·; L.. <Lh>--: ...... 1 • <wi :z.s::.., . 11 1 .1 -~ L.. z5' - -1 < ... ....Ji 1.1 ·; 
~ ~ 3 if' ,;y '..r:" ~ y,> .y~ ~ . ~ 

o~ .. _ ... :i ~ ~ Lo ~~3 ~~ ~~ 1.;J 0~ ~u13 ·-:-·.:u 1)3 Y"C 
, ~µ 1..~ 3 1 1.)~ ~ 1..3 ...,.__,::.io ,.;;..;,l.$' 1.;J ~l ~ 3 r_>-13 JL ~ ~r 

~ ~I ~ 0__,..LJ~ ~I 0½ '?~3 ~ ~ -<~) 13 13 ~ ~ ,·· _ ... :; ':1 

~ Lu~~~ ...:i)--o-'b3 JL ~ W1 ~ ':1 t J;i 0 µ .0 _,..s'..-JI ~ ~ 

1 r ~i< ,.;;..;,l.$' l.;j 0~ ..::JL:113 , ,;L.:;. ~)I ~~ ':1 ~ 3 ~ I.. ~ ~_,:; * ..::.,.JL, T r r * 

t~':1 J~ ~ (?WI o.)3 ~ ~r ~ ~) "--::-9 ;_G ~ 3 ~ I.. 8'1....,3 

-<~ ) 13 1_, ) ~ 1.;r> ~ Lo 0 ~ l.;j ~ LI 4:S'r> ~I ~ ~WI 

, o ~ 3 ~__,J½1 .:r .;J>L, J..:,1 ..:JJ:3 :JL ..J..a.1 :r -. ~ ~ ~--1.,,!_:,-. ) ~1 

~ j~3 i..l...a.jl D 3 i)UI v~ ~½ .ill 0½ ~ "--::-9 j~ ~½I_, ZJL....._)I 
z5' I ·· · ,, • , .:.1 , ,,,1 :C' ,. >UI ~ , , .• ,I 

~ y->J ~ .)~3 I; .r ~ 3 ~ _Y.y! 3 -~ 3 J:-:,-3 i .r 3...,..b.J _r-=-,J 

Fols. 21a-22a 

J l.::.,.. I <.} + : ~ I t I I j~ I : o _w I / J .:.,-:-JI : .:.,-:-J 13 1" I J S. U>Ll : :w.'.i I J - : .J r 

i /I ...Jy-:> : ...J_.,,..;JI ;.1, ~ - : ~ ... J,_;;3 i-O ;J s. .1, .$> '-:"' .u + : ~1 /.:,.. ..::.,l.$'.r-JI 

31 l~..,.-S:.. ~ L. 3 :;,_.:,.. ~ ~ Ls. I~ I ':JI + : .r-!3 A / .1, ->- j .$> ~ ~ I - : j w 1 ... _yJ 3 

.$> ~ ~ '-:"' I - :J-, ... ~µ I.-\ ;JS. j ~ ~ 3 :~3 'I ;I <Y. 13 13 13 ~ lo~ 

..:;..:,IS' :._:;IS' It ;I~:~ 1r /~~:~II/..:,..~~ :~ 1. ;S,->- j 

+ : .1, ...0 <)(_. : ~ ..:.l:.L : ...0'>!.. / .1, .:,.. lb ~ ~ '-:"' I - : z.JL..... .J...o 1 / ~ .b 13 + : ~ I O / ~ 

I~ - : ~ / .1, ->- j ~ ~ '-:"' ....,;J'J I : w 1 / ~ ~ 13 : _r-> 'J 13 I i / I -I' 3 
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11.4. Translation: The 3rd Chapter is about the Hamzated Verb<2131 

It is not named strong because its hamza can be changed into a weak consonant when it is 

softened. It falls into three sorts: [Fol. 21 b] 1- verbs with hamza as 1st radical, e.g. -~1 "to 

take", 2- verbs with hamza as 2nd radical, e.g. JL "to ask" and 3- verbs with hamza as 3rd 

radical, e.g. 1_) "to read".(2141 The predicament of the hamza is the same as the predicament of 

the strong consonant, except that it [sc. the hamza] is alleviated(2151 1) by [its] change into a 

weak consonant, 2) by [its] change into a hamza ~ ~ "intermediary hamza", i.e. that is 
between its point of articulation and the point of articulation of the weak consonant [ which 
supports it] that its vowel is connected to, and it is said between the hamza and the weak 
consonant from which it acquires the vowel,<216J 3) and by [its] elision. Then it [sc. the allevia
tion] is of three sorts: 1-The first one [sc. the change into a weak consonant] is carried out if it 
is vowelless and the consonant preceding it is vowelled. In this case it is changed in a manner 
that agrees with the vowel preceding it, because of the faint nature of the vowelless consonant 

and the requirement of what [sc. the vowel that] precedes it, e.g. :r I~ "head",(") "blame" and 

~ "well, spring". <217J 2- The second one [ sc. the change into an intermediary hamza] is carried 

out if it and the consonant preceding it are vowelled. It is however made firm afterwards be-

cause of the strength of its nature, e.g. JL "to ask", r} "to be wicked" and ~ "to be 
weary",(2181 unless it is vowelled by a fat):ia and the consonant preceding it is vowelled by a 

kasra or <;Iamma, as it does not stay firm but is changed into aw or y, e.g. ;o "exciting dissen-

sion among the people" and ::i_;_ "receptabled for bottles or the like", because the fat):ia is 
similar to the sukun in being faint. So it [sc. the hamza] is changed in the same manner as if it 

had a sukun. <2191 If it is asked why is it not changed into an ii in J L "to ask", in which the hamza 

is vowelled by a fat):ia and is faint, we answered that its fat):ia became [Fol. 22 a] stable due to 

the [ influence of the] fat):ia preceding it. As for ~) I ..:.1 ~ :1 "may the pasture not be pleasant to 
you!", it is anomalous.(2201 3-The third one [sc. the elision] is carried out if it is vowelled and 
the consonant preceding it is vowelless. In this case it is made faint at first because of the 
faintness of its nature when it is combined with a vowelless consonant, then it is elided to avoid 
the cluster of two vowelless consonants, and then its vowel is shifted to the consonant preced
ing it if it is: 1- a strong consonant or 2- an original or an augmentative w or y that is attached 

for a meaning,<2211 e.g. L "a matter" underlyingly ~C and~ "an angel" underlyingly ~>L. 

which is from ~)~I meaning "the message". (2221 As for'_;.,..~ I "red",~ can occur instead of it, 
because its ,a [ of the article] is prefixed for the sake of the vowelless l which is not vowelless 

any more. Also~ I can occur because of the softness of the l's vowel. (223) ~ "female hyena", 

~;.. "Gawaba (name of a water)", ~;.;1 "the father of Job" and ;; ~;1 "I seek for his 
matter" occur as well. It is possible to shift the vowel [ of the hamza] to 
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~ ...Jr ~ L. u~ I.)j_., , ~ =iS~I ~_):J_., ~~ c~'ill o.).Jl, J <l.JI ...Jr 

J-::-o ~ ~I <~ o·..uI ~ ~ 3 1 ,:.r:/,M ) Gl3 ) <~ 0 ~ 0 µ fa l-½Yo 

~JI~ cl::,-.:::,'ill *ou JI w'_r>JI ~ ~'ii ~:11 J ~~1 ~ ~ L. ...., n * 

J ~1 . •.· c,II ~ i~ ~ 0µ .~13 ~~~_., :~..b y,:, ~~ . • _ • .::,II 

u~ u1_., , F <~ ~ ufa )(J ~1 ~l:JI cl.}I l.13 ~[;JI c~I ~_) i~~:1I 

, ~I 1.)!3 .~lJ_., ~L. y,:, i~~jl_., :i.$'~I ~ :1 .....o.J'i/I ~'ii .:.r:! .:.r:! ~ W1 

-~T ~ 1..Jl ~l:JI ~ ~L. ~l:JI_., ~~ J 3 'ill .;:..;~_., o->->-G W$' J 0 l:ip 

~_., .~UI t~:1 ·<~ ~ ~ .i;.T J LS 1..Jl ~P ~ ~1 J 'lj r-~T_., 
, j-'1'~ c..,s_y]3 ~LJI t~I i~ :1 ~ .... i.M-! 4,;i_j---'b ~ :1 v-~ -~I 

J j~ :1 ~ ~'--:- o:~ J ~WI t~I ~ 0µ . ~~½ ~I Gl 

, r 

\ Q 

I.)j_., .o:~ J ~L..JI t~I 0~ ~ ~--4/ ~ ~T J .....LJ'i/I Lu ~T 

13 13 *~ :.:....~ ..:;....,j[S l.)J_., . .:,_,!! ~1 ~I~-<~~ o_)~ .:;_j[.$' T n * 
, , 

b L$' I.)! L.13 o -L> I_., LJ...$' J ~ L$' I.)! I u . .) L:;.J ~ 3 °_;. 3 JS ~ 13 . ~) y,:, 

j.A1 ~_., <~l~i c'--:- ...I...Lll ~ ~I ~ ~L!JI . • ~ >.J ~ J 
~ IT . I - 011 .....LJ1 I • • . ~ '--' - II . ~ w l.::.K ~ . L>.....,.J I 
~ ,._;--- ~ I • .)-"'-' ~ _) .) • 

o~ :\....All J~l J o~I ~ :13 . f L..... r1 il ; ~: }, ~1T ~L;;._JI J~ 

I_}~ ::.JJ ..illi.S_, .)L'.:, v"l.;1 ......L,1 v"l; J ...Ji...,.J½ I+,•_ P ;,,:;3 cl~jl J ~I 

Fols. 22a-23a 

r ; J - : (2)_, I ; J < Y. _, I l_,1., : l_,I_, _,1 < Y. 1.b ..,; _r-! I .:l.J.:, JI + : ~ r ; J ~yob_, : ~yhi _, 1 

~ ~ 1 0~ : 0fa c /.:,.~~:~I_, i 1~ 41;; L.. JI ~r ~~ ,:r + :~ 

~ y I 0bAI :0b~ v ;J .b > ~ ~ ~ ;~ , ;I ~ :~ ;.b > j ,. 

~ I : .:G.T 1 .1 - : LS I J ~ 1 : ~ 1 11 1...,., _r.1 : .:i..;.. T 1 ~ ~ I - : ;; ..b I_, ... ._J /~ .1 .> j ~ 

:~ 11 /.:,. ~ ~ ;~ 1. /.:,. y I .1y-:;_, :;_sy-:;_, ;J .1 > j ~ y- :I..+;~, /y 

: ~ ;I _;--"<] :_;--'jj ;J ~ - :.r'jj <l...,] ;J ~ ~I :~I Ir ; ~ I.:,µ : l.:,j_, ;J ~ I ~ 

/~ - : L::,[S l.:,j 11' ;_1, j I l:.U:._, : l:.U:. /~ f'_j ~_, .'.I.;.. : .:i..;.._, ... ~ /j -,.J:. : ~ ~ ~ 

/ J .JT : .J ! I V / ~ I - : .r L:..J I ... ~ IT I C - Ii / .1 .> j ~ I ~~ : ~ lli \ C 
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the weak consonant in these forms because of its [sc. the weak consonant's] soundness and 
because of the lightness of the vowel on it.t224l If the consonant preceding it [sc. the vowelled 
hamza] is an augmentative [ vowelless] weak consonant, it is taken into account. If it is a w or 
y, one of the two glides lengthening the preceding vowel or what resembles to a glide as the 
diminutive y, it [sc. the hamza] is changed into the same [weak] consonant as the weak conso
nant preceding it, and then [the preceding weak consonant] is assimilated to it. As for the 
reason of this, it is that shifting its [sc. the hamza's] vowel to them [sc. the weak consonants] 
[Fol. 22 b] results in imposing a vowel on the weak one [ sc. the infixed weak consonant of the 
intended pattern], which is why an assimilation must [instead] be carried out [from the preced-

ing weak consonant to the hamza changed into a weak consonant following it], e.g. J~..b:. "a 

sin", i~).: "a writing read" and ~I "a little axe". If it is said that this would as well necessar

ily imply imposing a vowel on the weak one, which is the 2nd y [ or the 2nd w J through the 
assimilation, we answered that the 2nd y [ or w J is underlying [i.e. that it replaces an underlying 

radical which is the hamza] and is therefore not weak, as the [augmentative] y of~ [that is 

sound)_<225llf it [sc. the weak consonant preceding it] is an ii, it [sc. the hamza] is changed into 
a hamza bayna bayna because the ii cannot accept neither the vowel nor the assimilation, e.g. 

~ L, "a questioner" and ~ ~ "teller". (226l If two hamzas, of which the 1st is vowelled by a fat]:ia 
, , 

and the 2nd is vowelless, are combined in one word, the 2nd one is changed into an ii, e.g. '~T 

"the one who holds mostly against" and r'.:,T "tawny",<221) except in ½1 "leaders in religion" 

whose hamza is changed into an ii as in '~T, and then into a y to avoid the cluster of two 

vowelless consonants. However according to the Kufans, its hamza is not changed into an ii to 

prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, and it was recited by them [sur. 9: 12] ~D 

fl!) "the chiefs of Unfaith" with both hamzas.<2281 If it is stated that the combination of two 

vowelless consonants is possible at the beginning of the word, l229l then why is it not possible in 

:CiT, we answer that the alif in :CiT is not a [real] madda, <230J so how could the combination of two 

vowelless consonants be made possible at its initial? If it [sc. the 1st hamza] is vowelled by a 

kasra, it [sc. the 2ndhamza] is changed into ay, e.g. ~I "capture! /2 masc. sing." underlyingly 

~!l- If it [sc. the 1st] is vowelled by a <;lamma, it [sc. the 2nd] is changed [Fol. 23 a] into aw, 

e.g. )__,I "he, or it was preferred /passive" [underlyingly jll]. As for J$' "eat!",~ "order!" and 

'.:G. "take!", they are anomalous.<231 ) This is the case if they [sc. the hamzas] are both combined 

in one word. However, if they are combined in two words, the 2nd one is lightened by al-ljali:l, 

e.g. [sur. 47: 18] (~i;:,T -~4- '.ill) "But already Have come some tokens", whereas both are 

lightened by the J:Iigazis.<232J By some of the Arabs, the separating ii is inserted between both the 

hamzas, e.g . .::.::n as in the saying of the poet: ~ L, rl i 1 9 .::.::n "Are you a female gazelle or 

Umm Salim?".<2331 The hamza is not lightened at the beginning of the word because it is strongly 

pronounced by the speaker at the beginning. As for its lightness through its elision in :.r 1.:, 
"people" underlyingly :.r1.:,1, it is anomalous.c234l So is also ::JJ "a god", in which they elided 
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the hamza so that it became ~':J, and then the 'a together with the l which is assimilated [to the 

2nd l] were prefixed, and it became ..:DI. It is said that its base form is .J)I whose 2nd hamza is 

elided and its vowel is shifted to the l so it became ~)U I, and then an assimilation was carried 

out, and it became .JJ I. (23s) 

So is also the case of 0 "_;. "he sees" whose base form is ,.sf;, in which the [3rd radical] y is 

changed into an a on account of the fat]:ia preceding it, then the hamza is changed into a weak 

consonant [sc. an ii: 0 1~], such which entailed a cluster of three vowelless consonants [the r, 

the ii and the alif maq$iira ], so the hamza is elided and its vowel is shifted to the r so that it 

became 0 "_;.. This alleviation is necessary in 0 "_;.(236) and not in its cognates because of the 

frequency of its use, [Fol. 23 b] and because of [ the heaviness of] the combination of the weak 
consonant and the hamza in the heavy verb. 

However it is not allowed to say~ for 0 ~ "he retires",~ for J~ "he asks"(237l and 

0 ;. for 0 1~ "an aspect". (238l 

You say by attaching the pronouns in the perfect: 0 L "he saw", ~L "/3 masc. dual", 1__,L "/3 

masc. pt", :::,c "t3 fem. sing.", 1.:;L "t3 fem. dual", :;.c "t3 fem. pt", ~L "ll sing.", ~L "t2 

pl. dual", ~L "/2 masc. pl.", etc. The unsoundness of they shall be discussed in the section 

treating the verbs with weak 3rd radical. 

In the imperfect: 0 "_;. "he sees", 0 ~"_;. "/3 masc. dual", 0~"_;. "/3 masc. pl.", 0 j "/3 fem. 
,,.. ,,.. _, o,,.. ,,.. ,,.. ,,.. _, _, ,,.. O ,,.. ,,.. 

. " L, "/3 .. d al" "/3 .. 1 " "/2 . " L, "/2 d l" "/2 smg. , 0 .:yi 1.em. u , 0-=.x. 1.em. p. , ,syJ masc. smg. , 0 .,yi ua , 0 __,y1 
, -

masc. pl.",:;.;; "/2 fem. sing." 0 ~) "/2 dual",:;.;; "/2 fem. pl.", ,s) "/1 sing." and 0 j "/ 
lpl.". -

The predicament of 0~"_;. is similar to the predicament of 0 "_;. except that the alif [ maq$iira] 

in 0~"_;. is elided [from 0~0 "_;.] to avoid the cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, among 
them the ii of the pl. 

The y in 0 ~;_ is vowelled because of the lightness of the vowel. It is not changed into an a, 

because if so was the case, there would be a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants [ sc. the 

alifs: 0 11"_;.] that would necessitate its elision, such which would cause a confusion with the 

sing. [0 I"_;.], and so 0 "_;. J "they shall not see /subjunctive, dual, (defective)" [ with the elision 

of they instead of[~"_;. J], would be confused with [the sing.] 0 "_;.. 

The base form of:;.;; "/2 fem. sing." is ::;.1_;;, which is according to the pattern ::,..:L ;:;_ The 

hamza is elided [in it] as in 0 "_;. and its fat]:ia is shifted to the r so it became::;.;;, then they is 

changed into an a because of its mobility and because of the [influence of the] fat]:ia preceding 

it, so it became :;. 1), and then the a is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants 

[ sc. the ii and they J and it became ::,.;.). It is made homonymous with its plural with the virtual 

difference being sufficient, as in ~ _;; "you throw, /2 fem. sing. or pl.", which shall be dis

cussed in the section treating the verbs with weak 3rd radical. If the energetic n is suffixed to it 
in the condition [Fol. 24 a] as in the words of 
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the Allmighty [sur. 19: 26] (1....:...1 ~I .:.r ~j; L,j.;) "And if thou doest see any man", then is 

elided as a marker of the jussive and they of the fem. is vowelled by a kasra so that it would be 

followed by the energetic n, as in::_,._·,.:.. I "you do surely dread! (imperative En. 1)".<2391 It shall 

be fully discussed in the section treating the verbs that are doubly weak. 

The imperative is underlyingly ·.~I and after elision~. ~~ "/2 dual", I~~ "/2 masc. pl.", 0~ "/ 
. .. 

2 fem. sing.", ~~ "/2 dual" and::;~ "/2 fem. pl.".<24oi 

They is not changed into an a in ~~ on the analogy of 0 ~_;.. 

It [ sc. the masc. of the 2nd person of the imperative] is allowable with the h of the pause, e.g. 

~~ whose hamza is elided as in 0 ;_, and then they is elided for the sake of the sukun. 

It occurs with the energetic n: :;.~ "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 1 )", 0 ~~ "/2 dual", ~~~ "/ 

2 masc. pl.",:;.~ "/2 fem. sing.", 0 ~~ "/2 dual" and 0 ~~ "/2 fem. pl.". It occurs with they in 
. . . 

:;.~ because of the absence of the sukun [in the structure] as in :;. ~ I "throw! /2 masc. sing.". 

The w of the pl. is not elided in ~~~ because the consonant preceding it is not vowelled by a 

qamma, as opposed to ~J1 "attack! /2 masc. pl.". 

It occurs with the single n: :;.~ "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. II)", ~~~ "/2 masc. pl." and 

0. "/2'° . " ..:,;~_.; 1em. smg. . 

The active participle is < I_.; etc. Its hamza is not elided when it occurs in the passive partici

ple, and it is said because the weak consonant preceding it is an a, and the a does not accept the 
vowel. However, it is possible for you to change its hamza into a hamza bayna bayna, as in 

j l.., "questioner" [ sc. i l..,]. Analogously, ;; • I) 0 ;. ...,s) [Form IV] "to show" occur. 
. . 

The passive participle is ~'.J°_; etc., underlyingly '-.?.~°_;, in which a change due to unsound

ness is carried out [Fol. 24 b] as in 0 ~- The hamza should not be elided, because the neces

sity of eliding it in its verb [sc. 0 ;_] is not in conformity with the analogy as was mentioned, so 

the passive participle and other forms [sc. the active participle, the imperative and others] did 
not follow it. 

It is elided in 0 ;. [the passive participle of Form IV] underlyingly 0 (;..: from frequency of 

usage of the form that it is subordinated to [i.e. the verb of Form IV in the imperfect] 0 ;. 0 ~ 1 

"to show" and both its cognates [sc. the imperative and the prohibition]. 

The noun of place is ...,s 1; and the noun of instrument is ,..s 1.r. The elision of the hamza is 

possible in these forms on account of the analogy with their equivalents [sc. the imperfect, 
imperative], but it is not carried out. 

The passive voice is 0 -_; J~ etc. 

The verbs with hamza as 1st radical fall into five conjugations, e.g. '.:s.'~ ·.:s.1 "to take", ~-.:ii 

~.:i~ "to invite (to a party or banquet)",~~ ~1 "to prepare",~~~ ~) "to be flagrant" and 

:_,i: ~ ~ 1 "to sharpen". 
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The verbs with hamza as 2nd radical fall into three conjugations, e.g. 0 1~ 0 L "to see",~ 

~ ~ "to despair" and r~ /,1 "to be wicked". 

The verbs with hamza as 3rd radical fall into four conjugations, e.g. ~ b "to be benefi

cial", C ~ t;.., "to buy, collect (wine)", r~ i_s....:.a, "to become rusty" and j~ j~ "to dare, 
venture". 

Only the verbs with hamza as 1st radical occur as a doubled verb, e.g. ~~ :) "to groan, 

moan", and here the hamza does not replace the weak consonant. , 
Only the verbs with hamza as 2nd radical or 3rd radical occur as verbs with weak 1st radical, 

[Fol. 25 a] e.g. '.::,1~ "to bury alive (a newborn girl)" and l~-~ "to beat". 

Only the verbs with hamza as 1st or 3rd radical occur as verbs with weak 2nd radical, e.g. 0T 

"to come, to approach" and -. L:,-- "to come". 

Only the verbs with hamza as 1st or 2nd radical occur as verbs with weak 3rd radical, e.g. J1 
"to refuse" and 0 L "to see". 

Only the verbs with hamza as 2nd radical occur as verbs with weak 1st and 3rd radical, e.g. 

0 1~ "to promise". 

Only the verbs with hamza as 1st radical occur as verbs with 2nd and 3rd weak radical, e.g. 

0 ) "to seek refuge". 

The hamza is represented by an alif at the beginning of the word in all cases, e.g. ·..,.,1 "fa

ther", r1 "mother" and J,1 "camels", because of the lightness of the alif and because of the 

determination of the writer to vowel the initial consonant of the word. 
If it is vowelless in the middle of the word, it is written according to the vowel preceding it, 

e.g. ~L "head", r) "baseness, meanness",~ "spring" and~~ "wo1r· for the sake of similar

ity. If it is vowelled, it is written according to its own vowel so that it becomes revealed, e.g. 

JL "to ask", /,1 "to be wicked, evil" and~ "to be weary, tired". 

If it is vowelled at the end of the word, it 1s written according to the vowel preceding it, and 
not according to its own vowel, because the vowel at the extremity of the word is accidental, 

e.g. 1) "to read", j~ "to descend, to break in" and'·-? "not to cease to be, to refrain". If the 

consonant preceding it is vowelless, it is written [unsupported] without representing anything 
[sc. a weak consonant], because of the weakness of its vowel and the vowellessness of the 

consonant preceding it, [Fol. 25 b] e.g.·.:;._ "a hidden thing", 0.J.:i "warmth" and·._; "recov
ery".(241J 
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11.4.1. COMMENTARY 

The Hamzated Verb 

(213) For a general study of j~I "the Hamzated Verb" see Mu'addib, Ta$rif 405-434, 

Zangani, '/zz1 12-13, 'Abd al-I:Iamid, Ta$rif 614-618, de Sacy, 232-236, 240-241, 247-248, 
256-258, 260-261, Farl,iat, Ba"f:i! 58-62, Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik40-42, Wright, 72-77, 
Blachere, 162-164, Bakkus, Ta$rif 107-118, 'Abd al-Ral,iim, :jarf 24-27. The verbs with 1st 

radical hamza fall into the following conjugations: 1-~ j.J, e.g. -~~ '~1 "to take", 2-

J-0- j..J, e.g. ~~ j1 "to come", and ~,-:i~ ~-.:il "to invite (to a party or banquet)", 3- j..J 

~ , e.g. J'~ J1 "to refuse" (for it see (32)), and ~l:1 ~1 "to prepare" , 4-~ ~' e.g. 

J~~ J) "to find no sleep", 5-~ ~.e.g.~~~ c) "to be flagrant" and 6-~ J..J, e.g. 

:;:;Y. J:-,1 "to sharpen". The verb with 1st radical hamza is more numerous than the verb with 

2nd radical hamza: 180 / 154 ( cf. Bakkus, Ta$rif 114 ). 

The verbs with 2nd radical hamza fall into the following conjugations: 1-~ j..J, e.g. JL 
J~ "to ask", and 0 1~ 13L "to see". It can be noted that the fatl,ia is given to its 2nd radical 

because it is a guttural consonant in the same manner as it is given to the 2nd radical of the 

strong verb of which the 2nd or 3rd radical is a guttural consonant (for it see (30)). 2- J.J 
~. e.g. :.r ~ ~ "to despair" and 3-~ J:1, e.g. r~ r)! "to be wicked". 

The verbs with 3rd radical hamza fall into the following conjugations: 1-~ j..J, e.g. ·~c_, 

,~~ "to become evil", 2- J-0- j..J, e.g. ,<~ -<~ "to come" and~ '~ "to be beneficial", 

3-~ j..J, e.g. r,. :~: Ll "to emerge" and 1~' ~: '~ "to buy, collect (wine)", 4-~ J,J, e.g. 

r~ ~~ "to become rusty" and 5-~ J:1, e.g.~~ ~~ "to dare, venture". 
For a study of this class of verb with corresponding forms in some of the other Semitic lan
guages see Brockelmann, Grundrij3 589-594, Wright, Comparative Grammar 277-285. 

(214) The paradigm of -~1, a verb with 1st radical hamza, in the perfect, active, which 

pertains to the conjugation ~ j..J is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
)l O ~ ~ ~.:.s..1 bi.;..1 

2nd masc. :::.~1 G~1 ':.~1 
r"" 

~~1 G~1 
< )IO ~ ~ 

2nd fem. ~.:.S..I 

3rd masc. ~1 1·~1 l _ _,'~1 
. . G-~1 0~1 3rd fem. ~.:..;..1 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 
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sing. dual pl. 

1st ,~T ~E 

2nd masc. '~G oi'~G 0 .. /~G 

2nd fem. -. ~G 
1,)-= 0 1-~G - ~G 0 

' 

3rd masc. ~'~ 01-~4 03~4 
' 

3rd fem. '~G . 1-~G -. ~t:, 
0 0 -

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st -~T -~E 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

_s~G 
.. ' 

~4 
-~G 

1-~G 

1-~G 

(~4 
i'~G 

1 '~G _) 

,.. 0 )' ~,.. 

i.:,;.J..>l:; 

1_.,~4 

0~4 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. 

1st ~T 

2nd masc. 
C )l ,_,.. 

.J..>l:; 

2nd fem. l:?_~G 
3rd masc. ~'~ 

3rd fem. ~G 

dual 

1-~G 

1~G 

(~4 
i'~G 

pl. 

1~G '3 

- ~G 
0 

1_,'~4 

0~4 

Its imperative is ~- Its active participle is '.J..>T. Its ma~dar is '~1. Its perfect, passive is 

-.J..>I. Its imperfect is ',:;_;._ ;,. Its passive participle is ,.) )..t .. 

b) JL, a verb with 2nd radical hamza, pertains to the conjugation µ. j.J. Its perfect, 

active, is JL. Its imperfect of the indicative, active, is JL.,;, of the subjunctive, active, JL.,; 
and of the jussive, active, JL.,;. Its imperative is JL. I. Its active participle is j l.,. Its ma~dar 

is J ly.-. Its perfect, passive is ~- Its imperfect, passive, is jt:_,;. Its passive participle is 

j_.,~. 
An example of a verb with 2nd radical hamza that pertains to the conjugation ~ fa, and 

thus has aw with hamza as its 2nd radical in the perfect, is ~1 "to be strong". Its paradigm of 
the groundform and derived forms is the following: 

Form I: Its perfect, active is ~Y.- Its imperfect is :_,.,~. Its imperative is ~.:,.;t Its 

active participle is ~ ~- Its ma~dar is :..r ~- Its perfect, passive is ~- Its 

imperfect is :_,., ~- Its passive participle is :..r _.,_:;:. 
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Form II: Its perfect, active is ~"4. Its imperfect is :.r ::~- Its imperative is ~- Its 

active participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is ~- Its perfect, passive is ~- Its 
. . 

imperfect is :./~. Its passive participle is :__/i.:;:. 
Form Ill: Its perfect, active is ~-< 4. Its imperfect is ~ ~- Its imperative is ~ 4. Its 

active participle is ~~- Its ma.Jdar is W~. Its perfect, passive is :.r, ;. Its 

imperfect is ~-~- Its passive participle is ,"_,,...:< ~-

Form IV: Its perfect, active is ~lJ Its imperfect is ~- Its imperative is ~1. Its 

active participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is :r~I. Its perfect, passive is ~i. Its 
. . . 

imperfect is :r ~- Its passive participle is "v . .:~. 

Form V: Its perfect, active is ~l;. Its imperfect is :rl;::;,. Its imperative is ~'~. Its 

active participle is ~ : : :.' •. Its ma.Jdar is :r:,.;. Its perfect, passive is ~ : '. :;_ Its 

imperfect is :rr;~. Its passive participle is :r'~. 
Form VI: Its perfect, active is ~-. L:;;. Its imperfect is :r·. ~- Its imperative is ~-. L:;;. 

Its active participle is ~ ~- Its ma.Jdar is :r~ l:,J. Its perfect, passive is 

:.r, _;;;. Its imperfect is ~ ~- Its passive participle is :r·< ~-
Form VII: Its perfect, active is ~'WI. Its imperfect is :.r ':: ~:- Its imperative is ~ I. Its 

. . 

active participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is :r~I. Its perfect, passive is ~i. 
. . . 

Its imperfect is :r i;;. Its passive participle is ,v" i;.:. 
Form VIII: Its perfect, active is ~'~I. Its imperfect is :_, ,:-:~!- Its imperative is ~I. 

Its active participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is 'v"G..:;I. Its perfect, passive is 

~i. Its imperfect is :r ~- Its passive participle is :r ~-
Form X: Its perfect, active is~(:.' ,1.ltsimperfectis :.r ,::.' ~1-Itsimperativeis ~I. 

. . . 

Its active participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is ~T: ··' , 1_ Its perfect, passive is 

~I. Its imperfect is :.:..('.·' ~. Its passive participle is :r1::.' :. 
c) 1), a verb with 3rd radical hamza, pertains to the conjugation ~ j:j. Its perfect, 

active, is 1). Its imperfect of the indicative, active, is 1~, of the subjunctive, active, i_fa. and of 

the jussive, active, I.fa.. Its imperative is i) I. Its active participle is ~.J ~- Its ma.Jdar is 1 < lj. 
. . 

Its perfect, passive is ~). Its imperfect is 1);.. Its passive participle is ~___,_).:.. 

The paradigm of its derived forms is the following: 

Form II: Its perfect, active is 1). Its imperfect is ~~- Its imperative is ~). Its active 
. . 

participle is ~).:. Its ma.Jdar is :ti_).;. Its perfect, passive is ~). Its imperfect 
. . . 

is I~. Its passive participle is 1).:. 
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Form III: Its perfect, active is 1~ ~- Its imperfect is ~.J ~- Its imperative is ~.J ~- Its 

active participle is ~.J ~- Its ma:jdar is ~ L ~- Its perfect, passive is ~.J). Its 
. . 

imperfect is 1~ ~- Its passive participle is t ~-
Form IV: Its perfect, active is 1)1. Its imperfect is ~_);.. Its imperative is ~)1. Its 

active participle is ~_):. Its ma:jdar is ", I) I. Its perfect, passive is ~)i. Its 
. . 

imperfect is 1_);.. Its passive participle is l_fa. 

Form V: Its perfect, active is 1_):;. Its imperfect is 1-:,~. Its imperative is i_):;. Its active 

participle is ~.:,£. Its ma:jdar is ~_);. Its perfect, passive is ~_fa- Its imper

fect is I_A. Its passive participle is 1.:,£. 

Form VI: Its perfect, active is lji. Its imperfect is t~- Its imperative is L~- Its 

active participle is ~_.)~-Its ma:jdar is ~~~-Its perfect, passive is ~.J~- Its 
. . 

imperfect is t ~- Its passive participle is 1~ ~-

Form VII: Its perfect, active is l_fal. Its imperfect is ~A- Its imperative is ~~I. Its 

active participle is ~fa- Its ma:jdar is ', 1,fa I. Its perfect, passive is ~___,z1. Its 
. . 

imperfect is IA. Its passive participle is I~. 

Form VIII: Its perfect, active is 1_:;j I. Its imperfect is ~A- Its imperative is ~j:j I. Its 

active participle is ~ji:. Its ma:jdar is ," l_p I. Its perfect, passive is ~jj1. Its 
. . 

imperfect is 1~. Its passive participle is 1_;j,:. 

Form X: Its perfect, active is r/·, I. Its imperfect is ~): 0 

~-- Its imperative is ~.J ~:., , I. 
. . . 

Its active participle is ~);· 0 

:. Its ma:jdar is ,< 1_)·· 0 

, I_ Its perfect, passive is 
. . . 

~):.' 1. Its imperfect is t/· 0 

~- Its passive participle is t/·' :. 

(215) The hamza can either be pronounced fully or be lightened (cf. Subl:ii, Fiqh 77-78, 

Rabin, 130-131). Its being pronounced fully makes it similar in its predicament to the strong 
consonant. The reason of its alleviation is that it is a hard heavy consonant, uttered from the 
farthest part of the throat. Its softening pertains to the dialect of Qurais and to most of the 
inhabitants of al-J:Iigaz, whereas its pronouncing fully pertains to the dialect of Tamim and 
Qais (cf. Sibawaihi, //, 168, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 812,930). According to Abu Zaidreferred to by 
Ibn Man'.?fir, I, 26, the J:Iigazis, the Hugail, and the inhabitants of Makka and Madina do not 
pronounce the hamza. 'Isa b. 'Umar mentioned that Tarnim pronounce it fully and that the 
J:Iigazis do so only if they are obliged to. 

(216) The hamza bayna bayna is termed as betwixt and between by Howell, Grammar IV, 

fasc. I, 930 sqq. (cf. Cachia, Monitor 12). This lightened hamza, which is preceded by a fatl:ia, 
is a sort of mixture between the hamza and the weak consonant to which its vowel is connected 
to (cf. Sibawaihi, //, 168-169, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 107, Roman, Etude I, 324-326). If the hamza is 

over the alif and thus vowelled by a fatl:ia, it is changed into the ii, e.g. J L used instead of JL 
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"he asked", if it is 'ala kursf l-ya' and thus vowelled by the kasra, it is changed into they, e.g. 

~ used instead of ~ "he was weary", and if it is over the w and thus vowelled by the 

<;Iamma, it is changed into the W, e.g. /,1 for r).l "he was base" (cf.Lane,/, 288). Concerning it, 
Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 48 writes: 

,, .... o,. .... o .... ,,.... J .. 
.:_r.:! .:_r.:! '½_J-:-::-'"" y 

o _A I .:_r.:1 ~ G. ~ 

0-::"! ~ :i_..~ .::-ilS 0 j__, , ~L.}13 oj-4!1 ~ ~ o_)~ .::-ilS 0 J3 , ._qJ':Jl3 

: ~ .j .ill~ ~ 0_)~13 , JL :JL .j .ill~ ~ :G..y-Lll.; ... 3 1)13 o_:,.+JI 

. "/,l : r).l J .ill_; ~ ~ ~ 13 • ~ 
"As for the lightened hamza, it is the one that is termed bayna bayna. The meaning with Sibawaihi' s 
saying bayna bayna is that it is between the hamza and the weak consonant to which its vowel is 
connected to. If it is vowelled by the fatl).a it is then between the hamza and the a, if it is vowelled 
by the kasra it is then between the hamza and the y, and if it is vowelled by the c;Iamma it is then 
between the hamza and the w ... As for the one vowelled by the fatl).a it is in your saying concerning 

JL "he asked": J L, as for the one vowelled by the kasra it is in your saying concerning~ "he 

was weary": ~. and as for the one vowelled by the c;Iamma it is in your saying concerning r).l 
"he was base: r}". 

Noldeke, Grammatik 5 compares the hamza bayna bayna with the french diphthong oi, ie or 

the Dutch ooi, eeu, etc. This hamza is considered as vowelless according to the Kufans whereas 
it is provided by a faint vowel close to the sukun according to the Basrans (for their debate see 
Ibn al-Anbari, In~af Q. 105, 306-307). 

(217) The vowelless hamza is considered as weak because of its sukun. It is therefore 
subjected to the influence of the vowel preceding it, which is considered as strong, and is for 
that reason able to force it to be changed into a weak consonant that should be of the same 
nature as itself. When the vowelless alif with hamza is preceded by the kasra, it is changed into 

a y, e.g. ~ "well" for~ (cf. Fischer/Jastrow, Dialekte 39, Bohas, Etude 265), when it is 
, , 

preceded by the fatl:ia it is changed into an a, e.g. ,v" I~ "head" for ,v" L ( cf. (369), Noldeke, 

Grammatik 6; for other examples see (216), (220)), and when it is preceded by the <;Iamma it is 

changed into aw, e.g. ~;. "believer" for ~:,.: (cf. Bohas, Etude 264-265), and(') used 

instead of r) (cf. (362)). This change is said to be caused by the Arabs' eagerness that the 
vowel of the weak consonant paused upon should be made plain (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 810). 

The same change of the hamza into an a as in :r I~ said instead of :r L occurs in Hebrew, as 
X 

ili~'J becomes first ili~:, ras and then tv~7 ros. The Aramaic has iD'J, %.I; for tv~:, and the Assyrian 
has resu or risu (cf. Wright, Comparative Grammar 45). 
In ordinary cases when the vowelless hamza is not changed into a weak consonant, the vowel 
preceding it determines as well its shape. When it is preceded by the <;Iamma it is changed into 

aw with hamza, .:,, e.g. r) "baseness"' written with aw with hamza instead of r ½ written with 
the hamza over the alif, and when it is preceded by the kasra it is changed into a hamza 'ala 
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kursf l-yii~ 1.5, e.g.~ "well, spring", written with a hamza 'ala kursf l-yii,instead oC~ written 

with the hamza under the alif (cf. Wright, II, 72). , 

(218) When the hamza that is vowelled by a c;lamma or by a kasra and that is preceded by a 

fat}:ia is not alleviated by its change into a harnza bayna bayna, it is written over - in the case of 

the 3 - or under, - in the case of the.:.-, the particular weak consonant that its vowel is con

nected to (for discussions see de Sacy, /, 95, Wright, II, 75). If the hamza is vowelled by a 

c;lamma, which in the base form is written over the alif, i.e. the 1, it is changed into a harnza over 

thew, 3. An example is r} "to be wicked" written with the hamza over thew instead of the base 

form r ~ written with a hamza over the alif vowelled by a c;lamma. If the hamza is vowelled by 

a kasra, which in the base form is written under the alif, the j, it is changed into a hamza 'ala 

kursf l-yii ~ 13. An example is ~ "to be weary" written with the hamza 'ala kursf l-yii, instead 

of the base form r i:.. written with a hamza under the alif. 

Otherwise, the vowelled hamza that is preceded by a fat}:ia can be softened and changed into a 

hamza bayna bayna, e.g. JC.,, r} and ~ used instead of JL, r}, and ~ (for discussions 
see. (216)). , -

(219) The base form of~ is)._. and of~_;_~;.. (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 169, Zamat}sari, 166). 

In both these examples the hamza of the base form is vowelled by a fat}:ia and preceded by a 
kasra or a c;lamma respectively. The fat}:ia is considered as faint and thus similar to the sukun in 
that respect, which is why the hamza that is vowelled by the fat}:ia is changed into a weak 
consonant of the nature of the vowel preceding it, in the same manner as the hamza that is 

vowelless does (for examples see (216), (217), (362)). Thus if this vowel is a kasra as in )._., it 

is changed into the y and if it is a c;lamma as in ~;.., it is changed into the w ( cf. Ibn Wallad, 

Maq:fur 166). ~ is taken up by Zamat}sari, 173 as an example in which they is substituted for 

the hamza (for this substitution see (217), (351) ), and~_;_ is taken up by ibid, 17 4 and by lbn 

Ginni, Sirr II, 573 as an example in which the w is substituted for the hamza (for this substitu-

tion see (217), (362)). ~;. exists also meaning "dark, black". Ta'alibi, Fiqh 247 and lbn Duraid, 

Jstiqiiq 224 remark that the word can mean both white and black. For a study of the word see , 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1319, Fischer, Farb- 27-36. The Aramaic has m, \Jo~ meaning "colour" 

(cf. Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 94). 

(220) The harnza of ..06 is lightened resulting in ..0 G, or the ii is substituted for the harnza 

(for further examples of this substitution see (217), (369)). This alleviated form occurs in this 
line for the sake of metric exigency. The complete line is: 

"The mules have gone away with Maslama at evening. Then graze your camels, Fazara. May the 
pasture not be pleasant to you!". 

The verse is said by Farazdaq, Dfwiin 508, and is cited by Sibawaihi, //, 175, Ibn Ginni, lfa:fii ,i:f 
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III, 152, Sirr II, 666, lbn al-Sarrag, U$iil III, 469, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 530, Zamabsari, 166, Ibn 
Ya'is, IX, 113, Muliikf 229, lbn 'U~fur, I, 405, Afandi, Tanzfl 445, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 951. 

Zamabsari, Kassa/ II, 528 cites ~ ~ ~ G ~ without presenting the whole verse when he is 

explaining one of both meanings of <l, of the sur. 20. He writes that according to al-I:Iasan it is 

the imperative of '~.b _,JI "to set foot" underlyingly Lb in which the hamza is changed into ah or 

into an a in the imperfect, i.e. ~ for '~, in the same manner as the hamza in~~ ~ G ~ is 

substituted by the a, and then it is conjugated in the imperative and the h in <l, is added to mark 

the pause. 

(221) The sorts of vowelless consonants, whether strong or weak, that can precede the 
hamza that is vowelled by a fatl:ia, causing the hamza's elision and the transfer of its fatl:ia to 

them, can be: 1- a strong consonant, e.g. the radicals in ~C (see (222)), the radical l in j)L, 

(see (222)) and the l of the definite article al- in ;_,..½1 (see (223)), 2- the augmented y, e.g. 

Jl;_ (see (224)), the underlying y, e.g. the 3rd radical yin the imperfect of the 1st person of the 

sing. ~1 in the example ~_;1 ~1 (224)) and the augmented w, e.g. q;._ (see (224)), and ;1 

in ~ ;.1 ;1 (see (224)). 

(222) The base form of :U:...: is ;,Jc_:, "a matter" (cf. Zamabsari, 166, lbn Ya'is, IX, 109), in 

which the vowelled hamza is elided, and its vowel, the fatl:ia, is shifted to the vowelless strong 

consonant, the 1st radical s, preceding it. The base form of "..:.11. is j)L, "angel" ( cf. Ibn Ginni, 

Mun$i/ II, 102-104, Zamabsari, 166, lbn Man?:fir, I, 110-111, Wright, II, 77, Vernier, I, 101-102, 
Fleischer, Beitriige 139, Lane, I, 81-82), in which the vowelled hamza is elided, and its vowel, 
the fatl:ia, is shifted to the vowelless strong consonant, the 2nd radical l, preceding it. According 

to al-Kisa'i, -::.ix:, is derived from :J11 "to convey" before that a transposition of consonants is 

carried out in it so that it became J½, whereas according to Abu 'Ubaida it is from J½ and 

according to lbn Kaisan from j1 ( cf. Bohas, E,tude 195-197). The ma$dars of :J11 are j )1 and 

:($' )1. The base form :.:.1.rc, from :J11 becomes by transposition of the l before the hamza j)C, ( cf. 

Talmon, ~yn 142). It can be noted that Derenbourg printed in Sibawaihi, //, 2091. 1 ..:.i.L while 

the content requires ..:JX:.. Both ~!:and~!: are said in the meaning of "message". ~!: occurs 

in the verse mentioned in (224). Compare in Hebrew 7~'?0, but i1:;i~'?l'J for i1:;>~'?o, the Aramaic 

~~~ and the Ethiopic 00~hh (cf. Wright, Comparative Grammar 44-45, Noldeke, Neue 
Beitriige 34). 

(223) ~ is from ~1, which is the alleviated form of ;_,..½I ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 170, Ibn 

Ginni, ffa$ii'i$ III, 90-92, Mun$i/I, 69-70, Zamabsari, 166-167, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 115-116, Howell, 
IV, fasc. I, 942-943, 959-963, Lane, I, 74, Wright, II, 269, Vernier, I, 102, Fleisch, Traite I, 108). 

The vowelled hamza of ;_,..½I is elided, and its vowel, the fatl:ia, is shifted to the vowelless 

strong consonant, the l, of the article J1 preceding it. Then the connective hamza is elided, i.e. 
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~' as the reason of its prefixation in the first place is to prevent beginning the word with a 

vowelless l, and when this l was not more vowelless the hamza was not more needed. Another 

variant is ~l with the connective hamza maintained, because the fat]:ia over the l is consid

ered as feeble, as it is assumed that the l of the article is virtually vowelless and that its vowelling 

in the new form is accidental. 

(224) The cases that are mentioned concern the transfer of the hamza's fat]:ia after the 
hamza's elision, to the y or to the w preceding it, whether this specific weak consonant is 
underlying or an augment. If the weak consonant is an infix, the conditions of the hamza's 
elision and consequently of its fat]:ia's transfer to it, is that that this weak consonant is not a 
weak consonant of prolongation, i.e. a weak consonant that lengthens the sound of the vowel 

preceding it ( a glide), as the fin ~ that lengthens the kasra preceding it, or the ii in ;J ;l. that 

lengthens the c;lamma preceding it: or a weak consonant that is specific for the diminutive, as 

they of ~1, because in these cases the hamza is assimilated to the weak consonant preceding 

it (for such cases see (225)). Hence, the alleviation of the hamza and the transfer of its fat]:ia to 

the preceding weak consonant occur in J;,- said instead o(J~ "female hyena" from the root 

Ji.:- (cf. lbn Man:?iir, I, 529, Lane, I, 370) and in ~_;.. said instead of q;_. "Gaw'aba (name of 

a water)" from the root ...,.,~(cf.Howell, IV, fasc. I, 938), in which the augmentative y and w 

are for co-ordination with ~ and :L:. _j respectively. 

The alleviation of the hamza is carried out as well if the vowelless weak consonant is not in the 
same word as the hamza. In this case the vowelled hamza, which is the initial consonant of the 
second word, is elided, and its vowel, the fat]:ia, is shifted to the vowelless weak consonant 
which precedes it that is the ultimate weak consonant of the word before it (for a study see 
Sibawaihi, II, 171-172, ZamalJsari, 166, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 938 sqq., Vernier, I, 104). This 

occurs in ~; ~1 said instead of~; 1 ~1 "I seek for his matter" and in -...,., ;.;1 said instead 

of -...,., ;.1 ;1 "the father of Job" ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 940). In the first example, they of ~1 
is the 3rd radical of the verb ~' and in the second example thew of ;1 is the nominative's 

ending, as ...,., 1 is the first element of a construct state. The fat):ia of the hamza that is shifted to 

these weak consonants in~; ~1 and-...,., ;.;1, and in the nouns mentioned above, i.e. J;,- and 

~r., is counted as feeble, because it belongs in the base forms to the hamza. This is the main 

reason why the weak consonants in these examples remain sound and are not changed into an 
a due to the influence of the fat]:ia preceding them. Some other examples that can be added with 
the vowelless consonant preceding the hamza being either a weak or a strong consonant are 

~;~,~for ~ ;1 __,'~ "the author of their matter" (cf. lbn Ya'is, IX, 109), ~ _:,:,1.:; for ~1 ~t.:; 

"the judges of your father" and j; 0-° for j ;1 ; "who is your father" ( cf. ibid, 110, Howell, 

IV, fasc. I, 940). Some alleviate the hamza in the sur. 23: 1 (;~ _;Ji ciii '..J) "The Believers 

must (eventually) win through", read instead of 0~~cii1 ~ (cf. lbn Ya'is, IX, 110, Noldeke, 

Neue Beitrtege 3) and in the sur. 4: 71 (L:.:J/4.fi JD "Come to us", read instead of GT 13~ J! 
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(cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 934-935). Other examples, just to mention a few, are J) "if' for} 

:) and ~T '..,,:; "he has become" for ~1 ~ (for a study see Noldeke, Grammatik 5). It can 

be noted that the one who says ;;J (see (223)) with the elision of the connective hamza of the 

article, says as well 0~ ~ with then given a sukun instead of 0:Ji :r, and the one who says 
, , 

;;.11 with the connective hamza given the fat]:ia says 0~ :r with then vowelled by a fat]:ia (cf. 

Ibn Ya'is, IX, 116, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 960). Accordingly with the elision of the connective 

hamza of the article, some read sur. 2: 71 as (~l; ~ 0~ I)~) "They said: "Now hast thou 
, , , 

brought the truth" (cf. lbn Ya 'is, IX, 116) instead of(~ l.; ~ 0:J i 1) ~). Some also assimilate 

the tanwfn of the first word to the l of the article of the second word, elide as well the hamza of 

the second word and shift its c;lamma to the l, as Abu Amr did when he read J) 1,..:i G. instead of 

J)T 1..:i G. of the sur. 53: 50 (J__, ½I 1..:iG. :.:.u;,1 ~1~) "And that it is He who destroyed the (power

ful) Ancient 'Ad (people)" (cf. Ibn Ya'is, IX, 116). Zamagsari, Kassaf IV, 34 notes that some 

even read the sur. with ..:i~ J) instead. This is the reading of both Abu 'Amr and Nafi' (cf. lbn 

Mugahid, Sab'a 615 and see further Fischer, Beitriige 602-603). Furthermore then of :r is 

elided in juxtaposition with the article, e.g. '-=-ill is said instead of '-=-' i.$J1 :r in the following 

verse said by an unknown poet, cited by lbn,Ginni, Sirr II, 539, Ha~a'i~ I, 311, Ill, 275, lbn al
Sagari, Amalf I, 97, 386, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 100, 116, Ibn Man'.?ur, I, 110, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 961: 

"Convey to Abu Dabtanus a message, not that which is sometimes said, consisting of falsehood". 

(225) The vowelless consonant preceding the vowelled hamza can be an augmented weak 
consonant, namely aw or a y. The condition of the hamza's assimilation to the infixed weak 
consonant is that this consonant should be a weak consonant of prolongation, i.e. a glide that 

lengthens the sound of the vowel preceding it, as the fin Ll, e.g. ~ "a sin", that lengthens - -, , 

the sound of the kasra preceding it, or the u in :J ;_1:, e.g. i'~ __,_fa "a writing read", that lengthens 

the sound of the c;lamma preceding it, or that it is specific for the diminutive, as the y of ~1, 

e.g. ~1 the diminutive of ,v" ~ 1 pl. of ,v" '~ "axe". If the infixed weak consonant is not any 

of these mentioned weak consonants and the hamza's vowel is a fat]:ia, the hamza is elided and 
its fat]:ia is shifted to the weak consonant preceding it (for discussions cf. (224)).The base form 

of (b. is~:_h:..,of i~_7: i-~__,_7,andof~1: ~l(cf. Sibawaihi,l/, 171, 175,IbnGinni, 

Mun~if I, 327~330, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 108-109, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 936-937, de Sacy, I, 370, Vernier, 
/, 102, 350). The vowel of the hamza in these examples could not be shifted to the weak conso-

nant preceding it after the hamza's elision, - as in e.g. :(fi.:_:. resulting in~ (222), in ~ ½I 

resulting in ;;.11 (223) and in J'~ resulting in~ (224))-, because the weak consonant is an 

infix in them. Thus ~: _.b. could not become ~~.b., i'~ __,_fa could not become i~_7 and '~1 
, , , 

could not become ~1. This is why the hamza is at first lightened by its change into the same 

weak consonant as the one preceding it, and then an assimilation is carried out from the 1st 
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weak consonant to the 2nd one. Thus ~ becomes t....b. after the change of the hamza into . .. . . 

a y, and then ;~ b:, after the assimilation of they to they, ~-~ _,.fa becomes ~~_,.fa and then ~~.fa, 
and ~1 becomes ~1 and then ~i. The 1st y is the infixed weak consonant in both 

. . 
;: _.b formed according to ~ and ~1 formed according to ~1, whereas the hamza in 

~ _,. _,. _,. 

them is a radical, namely the 3rd radical in tL. and the 2nd radical in ,...,..., ti. According to a 

theory referred to by Ibn Mas'iid, infixed weak consonants are considered as weak in compari
son to radicals which are considered as strong, unless if the radical is elided in the word, be
cause in this case the existent infixed weak consonant can be considered as strong in compari-

son to the absent radical. It is the 2nd y among the doubled ya's and not the 1st one, in both~ 

which resulted from ;~_.h.:.. and ~1 which resulted from ~1, that can carry the vowel, 
. . . 

because it is a radical hamza in the base forms ;: _.h.:.. and ~1, that has been changed into a 

y in them. Furthermore, regarding its strength, they in both these examples is compared to the 

augmentative y of~ (cf. (224)) that is infixed in order that the form is formed according to 

~- It is only because the radical hamza of the base form J~ is elided, that they infix can be 

considered as strong by relation to it, in spite of the fact that the y is not a radical. Other 

examples similar to ;~ b:.. are ~; "creation" underlyingly ~; and~ "prophet" underlyingly 

,~~- Compare with the Arabi~ ;c_.:6", the Ethiopic iITlhf and··;he Aramaic l~ (cf. 

Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 36). It can be noted that~ it is a loanword from the Hebrew, through 

the Aramaic, in which the hamza was already lost .. (cf. Noldeke, Geschichte l; for a study of the 
word see Wright, Comparative Grammar 46). 

(226) If the vowelled hamza is preceded by an a, which is a glide that lengthens the sound 
of the fatJ:ia preceding it, the hamza is changed into a hamza bayna bayna (for discussions see 
Sibawaihi, II, 171, Roman, Etude I, 333). The reason of this change is that the a cannot take the 
vowel of the hamza if it is shifted to it, as well as it cannot be assimilated to another a if the 
hamza is changed into one. Some patterns in which the a is a glide, are the active participle 

~1.1, e.g. ~L "questioner" with the 2nd radical hamza vowelled by a kasra, from JL "to 
. . 

ask", that results after the change into a hamza bayna bayna in~ L, and ~ ~ "teller" with the 
. . 

2nd radical w from J__, ~ changed into a hamza vowelled by a kasra, from J) "to tell", that 

results after the change in ~ ~. and the broken pl. of the nouns ~ il:., e.g. ~ L "questions" 
(cf. Sibawaihi, II, 171, Roman, Etude I, 333). An example that can be taken· up in which the 

hamza is vowelled by a c_lamma and preceded by the a of prolongation is ·~ ~ "a recompense" 

that is formed according to the pattern J W in the sentence presented by Sibawaihi, II, 171 ,~ 1_;.. 

--.:1 "his mother's recompense". The hamza in it is changed into a hamza bayna bayna resulting 

in --.:1~~ (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 171, Roman, Etude I, 333). 

(227) The base form of '~Tis ,~ 11, and of r·.,r r·., 11, which are both formed according to the 

pattern ~1 (for it see Sibawaihi, II, 174, lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 579,665, my notes (138)). When 
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two hamzas are combined at the beginning of the word, the 1st of which is vowelled and the 

2nd vowelless, the 2nd one is changed into an a, i.e. '.:.;._ 11 and r'~ 11, and then both the 1st hamza 

and the a become a madda. 
b) Both hamzas are not alleviated when they are in the position of the 2nd radical on the 

measure of J W, e.g. :rn~ "a seller of heads" and JfC... "a frequent asker" (cf. Ibn 'Aqil, II, 554, 

Howell, IV, fasc. I, 963-964, de Sacy, I, 53). However, some grammarians accept the assimila-

tion of the 1st one to the 2nd one, so that they become :r~ and JL ( cf. Ragihi, Bas ft 165). In 

the vulgar dialects the alif may interchange with the w, e.g. ".._,..., I~~ for :rn~ ( cf. Wright, Com

parative Grammar 47). 

(228) The plural of r~!is ~1 underlyingly t..11 (for a study see Zamal}sari, 167, Ibn Man?:fir, 

I, 133, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 97( sqq., Lane, I, 9i, Vernier, I, 101), in which the 2nd hamza is 
changed into a y for the purpose of alleviation, because the combination of two hamzas at the 

beginning of the word is regarded as heavy. 

b) The anomalous combination of two hamzas sounded true at the beginning of the word is 

however permitted by the Kufans who recite the sur. 9: 12 as (_).gi wl l_};l.ii) "Fight ye the 
, , 

chiefs of Unfaith", with w1 read instead of ~1 (cf. Ibn ijalawaihi, Qira'at I, 235). This is also 

the reading of al-Kisa'i, .I:Iamza and Ibn 'A.mfr (cf. Ibn Mugahid, Sab 'a 312), and it is disliked 
by Ibn Ginni (cf. Ibn Ginni, fia!ia'i!i III, 143, Sirr I, 81). Likewise, 'A~im, I:Iamza, al-Kisa'i and 

Ibn 'Amir read the sur. 67: 16 (!UT _J :; ~lb "Do ye feel secure that He Who is in 

Heaven", with p 11 in which both hamzas are combined at the beginning of the word ( cf. lbn 

Mugahid, Sab'a 644). Other readings with this disliked combination are those of the sur. 106: 

2 (~>tj) "Their covenants", and of the sur. 10: 15 (,}~ ..::..,j) "Bring us a Reading". Cf. 

Zamagsari, 167, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 117, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 965, 977-978. 
The combination of both hamzas sounded true at the interior of the word is more accepted in 

e.g. ~lb.. "my sins" usedinsteadof~~lb.. (for discussions seeTalmon, ½yn 239-240, Mokhlis, 

Ta!irif200-201) in the sentence d-'LhiJ._fal ~I "O God forgive me my sins", which accord
ing to Zamabsari, 167, Abu ZaidEas heard from Abu 1-Saml,l and his cousin Raddad. It can be 

noted concerning the word ~ l1i which is the pl. of ~: _..b, that the Kufans believed that is on 

the pattern Jw, whereas the Basrans believed that it is on the pattern J:iW (cf. I:Iassan, U!iul 

153-154; for their debate see Ibn al-Anbari, In!iafQ. 116, 338-341). 
c) When two hamzas, of which the 2nd hamza is vowelled by a fad).a, occur at the begin

ning of the word, the 2nd hamza can be changed into a w for the purpose of alleviation. This 
substitution is carried out in some cases of the 1st person of the sing. of the imperfect after the 

imperfect prefix hamza, e.g. the imperfect J11 from JJ1 in the sentence ~Cl ::JJ1 "his teeth 

decayed" (cf. Ibn Man?:fir, I, 112) that becomes J~l, and Form II :;:,I "to make safe" from :;1 
"to be faithful", that becomes :;) (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 976). 

(229) The cases referred to here concern the cluster of two vowelless consonants at the 
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beginning of a word. This occurs when the interrogative hamza, the ,a, is prefixed to a noun 

that begins with a conjunctive hamza vowelled by a fat}:la, e.g. :;_;.11 that results in :;,;.1 in the 

example ,( .. ;! .JJ T :;_;.1 underlyingly -,( .. ;! .JJ T :;_;. 11 "Is the blessing of God your oath?", and 

in nouns to which the definite article >al- is prefixed to, as e.g. ~11 that results in ~Tin 

the example .. :f~ ~T underlyingly ..:f~ ~11 "Is al-I:Iasan with you?" (cf. Howell, IV, 
- -

fasc. I, 1003 and for other examples see (233 b)). LT with a madda is not accepted as it does 

not belong to this category (cf. (230), (233)). It can be added that in some other cases than the 

ones referred to here, the cluster of two vowelless consonants is accepted (for discussions see 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 988 sqq., Bohas, Etude 309-311): 1- in a word occurring in pause, 2- in a 

word in which an assimilated letter is preceded by a weak consonant, e.g. ~).. "dear particu

lar friend" (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 990, 994), in which both they and the 1st$ among the 

doubled ~ads is vowelless, 3- in uniflected nouns such as ~ "'ayn", ~~ "qaf', ~ "Bakr", 

4- when the numerals are enumerated, e.g. ~GI "two" ( cf. ibid, I 001-1002), and 5- in such an 

expression as .J:J T Li> 'ii in the oath ( cf. ibid 1005-1006), in which both the final a of Li, 'ii and the l 

of the definite article of <.Ui are vowelless. 

(230) ~T is considered as erroneous, and is therefore not accepted ( cf. 229). It is underlyingly 

L.11 in which the 2nd hamza is changed into a y by the Basrans for the purpose of alleviation 

(cf. (228)), and then both mims are assimilated. The 2nd hamza is changed into an a at first, 

namely L.11 and then the a is changed into ay resulting in ~1. The reason why the alif in LT is 

not considered as a pure madda is that the madda should be constituted of an alif that belongs 
to the base form, namely one that has not been changed from any other consonant, or one that 

is changed from thew or they, and the alif in LT is the result of the assimilation of two hamzas. 

Dunqiiz, Sarf:i fol. 66b 11. 8-9 remarks concerning it: 

~T .j .._j_j':J I_, ~ ~ _, I _, I_, <:.r' ~..,..WI _, I ~~ <:.r' ~ylil I y,:--i-J I .._jj':J I ~ ;;-..u I -,}" 

. ".ill jS .;:.__,_/ 

"Because the madda is the alif which is not changed from any other consonant or the one changed 

from aw or a y, and the alif in LT is nothing of this sort". 

(231) The elision of the hamza is obligatory in the imperatives '.:G. "take!" and JS "eat!" 

(cf. lbn Ginni, de Flexione 33, lbn Ya'is, IX, 115, Howell, II-Ill, 89-90, IV, fasc. I, 957-958, 
Wright, II, 76, Comparative Grammar 280, Vernier,/, 103, Talmon, ~yn 184), which are not to 

be said '.:G. _,I and Jk_,1. However, both°_; and°_;) "enjoin!" can be said (cf. lbn Ya'is, IX, 115). 

Even °_;1 occurs in the sur. 20: 132 (;(,LJ~ ~1 ;1~) "Enjoin prayer on thy people" and in the 

sur. 7: 199 (µ .:G. ...J~½ ;1) "Hold to forgiveness; Command what is right". It can be 

noted that a similar phenomenon with the elision of the prefixed hamza from of a verb in the 
"> 

imperative occurs in Syriac in ~J "go", which however is '?r~ (Ezra V. 15) in Biblic Aramaic, 
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and ',•r·~ in the Targums (cf. Wright, Comparative Grammar 280). 

(232) For al-Halil, b. A}:lmad b. 'Amr b. Tamim al-Farahidiy (d. 175/791) see Sirafi, A!Jbar 
38-40, Suyuti, Bugya I, 557-560, Qifti, Inbah I, 341 sqq., Zubaidi, Tabaqat 43 sqq., Darwis, 
Ma'agim 13-16, Brockelmann, GALI, 98, SI, 159-160, Sezgin, Geschichte VIII, 51-56, IX, 44-
48, Talman, ½yn 1-81. He wrote Kitab al- ½rud, Kitab al-sawahid, Kitab al-nuqat, Kitab al
nagam, Kitab al- 'awamil, Kitab al-gumal and Kitab al-iqa'. He is mostly known for his Kitab 
al- 'arud "the book of prosody" and his lexicon starting with the consonant ~ the Kitab al- 'ayn 
"the book of the 'ayn ", which incited others after him to write lexicons (for an idea of its plan 
see the translation of its introduction by Haywood, Lexicography 28-37 and the remarks fol
lowing it, 37-40; for the grammatical teaching, the material and its position in early grammar 
see Talman, ½yn 127-287; for a study concerning the writing of dictionaries afterit see Haywood, 
Lexicography 41 sqq., Wild, ½yn 58 sqq.; for a short discussion concerning the science of 
lexicography see lbn lj:aldun, Muqaddima III, 325-332, translated by Rosenthal). Al-Halil is 
known as Sibawaihi's teacher. According to Reuschel, lfalfl 9, Sibawaihi refers to him in his 
al-Kitab on 4_10 occasions, according to Troupeau, Lexique 228 on 608 occasions, according to 
Nagidi, Sfbawaihi 98 on 522 occasions and according to Sirafi, A!Jbar 40 each time that he 
writes: "And I asked him", or "he said", without naming the sayer in support of his statements. 
According to Weil in his introduction to Ibn al-Anbari, In$af 69, al-l:Jalil is: "der grosste 
Konstrukteur der einheimischen Grammatik". For discussions concerning his terminology see 
Versteegh, Grammar 16-20. 
The linguistic phenomenon that is discussed here concerns the combination of two hamzas in 
two words, the 1st of which is the ultimate consonant of the first word an,l the 2nd one the 
initial consonant of the second one (for a study see Sibawaihi, II, 172-173, Zamabsari, 167, 
Howell, TV, fasc. I, 983-986). According to al-Halil' sand some other Arabs' usage, it is the 2nd 

hamza that is alleviated and not the 1st one. This occurs in the sur. 4 7: 18 ( l+b ly-:::.1 ~ ~ ....iiJ), 

that he and his followers recite as l+b IY-:::, i ,~ ~ ....iiJ with the hamza of l+b ly-:::.1 changed into a 

wa$la. The l:ligazis however alleviate both the hamzas by eliding the 1st one and changing the 

2nd one into a Wa$la, namely l+b ly-:::. i ~ ....iiJ. Other examples that can be added of some surs. 

read with the elision of the 1st hamza are the sur. 32: 5 (J! ~ WI ::r.) "From the heavens to 
, , 

(the earth)" read as J! LIT ::r., the sur. 19: 7 (J~ G! ,~ ~5.) ~) "O Zakariya! We give thee 
, , , 

good news" read as~~ bj ~_?.) ~ and the sur. 46: 32 (J.:J) '~ t.;J~ ~ "(And no) protectors can 
/ / / / 

he have (besides God): such men" read as J.:J_,1 t.;J~l. 

(233) This part of the verse is transmitted by lbn Mas'ud with 9 "gazelle" (for discus
sions concerning the gazelle motif in Arabic poetry see Btirgel, Gazelle 1-11) added to it, i.e. 

f L- ~1 r1 9 ~1T instead off L- ~1 r1 ~1T, to clarify the me~ing. The verse is said by Qu 1-
Rumma, Dzwan 767, and is cited by Sibawaihi, II, 173, lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 723, Luma' 44, 
lJa$a 'i$ II, 458, Mu'addib, Ta$r'if32, Zamagsari, 14, 167, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 118-120, Mulukz308, 
I:Iariri, Seances 323, 324, lbn Man'.?iir, I, 3, Howell, I, fasc. I, 119, IV, fasc. I, 982: 

"Then, 0 gazelle of the soft sandy ground between Gulagil and the sand-hill, is this really you or 
Umm Salim?". 
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When reciting the verse, some Arabs prefer to separate the two vowelled hamzas in ~11 by 
, 

inserting an ii, i.e. ~lT ( cf. Sibawaihi, //, 173 ). Likewise, the insertion of the ii is noticed in ~ C jT 
, 

"is it him?" that is used instead of~ CJ1 in the following verse said by Gami' b. 'Amr b. Murbiya 

al-Kalbi, cited by Bagdadi, Sarl:z 349-350. According to Ibn Man?:iir, II, 858, it is said by a man 
from the Banu Kalb. It is also cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 723, Zamabsari, 167, lbn Ya'is, IX, 
118, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 982: 

"[He is] short [in stature]: Whenever the people bring out a jest, he considers whether him they 
mean or an ape". 

Ibn Man?:iir, I, 22 mentions this verse with 1~.;_1 "to bring about" instead of ~-.._;1. 

'Abd Allah b. Abi Is}:laq, referred to by lbn Man?:iir, I, 22, read as well the sur. 2: 6 (~~~IT) 

"Whether thou warn them", with the ii inserted between both the hamzas of~ ~-~11. So is also 

the sur. 12: 90 (~;. ~':! :i..,T) "They said: "Art thou indeed Joseph?" read by some with the 

ii inserted between both the hamza of :i..,) (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 982). Other examples are 

found in sur. 13: 5 (1.:.-.;T) "when" and (WT) "shall we indeed then be" read instead of 1.:.-.;1 and Wl 
by 'Abd Allah b. Abi ls}:laq, as told by lbn 'Amir referred to by lbn Mugahid, Sab 'a 357-358, 
499-500. 

b) The insertion of the interrogative hamza -a to the definite article -al, and the lengthening 
of the alif resulting in a madda, is also carried out by some (cf. (229)). It is remarked in the 

reading of the sur. 6: 143 (~~TL 1 r;... i~'.:.u IT) "Hath He forbidden the two males, or the two 

females" and the sur. 27: 59 (i..,5' ~ C, r 1 _::,;.. :i:Jf~) "(Who) is better? - God or the false gods 

they associate (with Him)?" (cf. Mu'addib, Ta:frif32-33). 

(234) The base form of :r G is :r GI (for examples with the occurrence of both forms see 

Noldeke, Grammatik 15-16; for discussions concerning V"'GI see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 111 

note 5), in which the hamza at the beginning of the word is elided anomalously (cf. lbn Ginni, 
f!a:fii 'i:f III, 151, Zamal}sari, Kassiif I, 35-36, lbn Man?:iir, I, 147, Howell, I, fasc. I, 174, Fleisch, 
I, 151). The base form occurs in the following verse said by Qu Gadan al-I:Jumairi, cited by lbn 
Ya'Is, II, 9, Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 147, Howell,/, fasc. I, 174: 

"Verily the fates come unawares upon the men free from fear". 

Compare with V"'GI, tvij~, tv)~, Talmud and Mandaean St. emph. 'tvjti;, ti;•tvti;jti; (cf. Noldeke, 

Beitriige 60, Brockelmann, Grundriss 351). 

(235) For a study of the word J:J1, see Zaggagi, Magiilis 69-71, lbn Man?:iir, I, 114-116, 

Noldeke, Grammatik 16, Vernier, I, 101. For it occuring in some of the Semitic languages and 
for some reflexions concerning its origin see Fischer, Mitteilungen 445-446. The base form of 
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J:J1 is J~I in which the hamza is elided. However, according to Abu 1-Hai!am referred to by Ibn 

Man~ur, /, 114, the base form of J~ I is ~ :J 3 in which the w is changed into a hamza. A variant of 

this form, J3 JI, is discussed by Ibn 'U~fur, /, 43, who answers against those who pretend that it 

could be the base form of J~ I. The alleviated variant, o :J, occurs in the following verse said by 

al-A'sa, cited by Noldeke, Grammatik 16 who, referring to Bagdadi, .(fiziina I, 347, points to 
the fact that the verse is completely or partly a falsification: 

"As an oath from Abu Riyal:i, which the great God has heard". 

Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 430 and Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 116 cite the verse with ~;J instead of :;_;,,i It is also 

recited by al-Kisa'i as: __)~I :.:U13 :.:U1 ~ "which God has heard, and God is great". Farra', 

Ma'anf I, 204 has __)~I ~I~ instead. Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 361 has :;_;,,~ ~- J~I occurs in 

the following verse said by al-Ba'i! b. J::Iurai!, cited by Zamabsari, Kassaf I, 35, Howell,/, fasc. 
I, 173-174: 

"God forfend that in beauty she should be only like a doe-gazelle or a decorated image or a noble 
cow of a herd of wild cattle!". 

It can be added that the form HLH, a variant of J:J I, occurs in the Lil).yanite inscriptions of the 

5th century B .C. The form Hallah is existent in the Safa inscriptions five centuries before Islam 
and in a pre-Islamic Christian Arabic inscription ascribed to the 6th century found in Syria ( cf. 
Hitti, History 100-101 ). The connection between the h and the hamza is of interest here, as the 
substitution of one for the other and vice versa is a common phenomenon (for a study of the 
substitution of the h for the hamza see (98), (220), (343); for the substitution of the hamza for 
the h see (114 b), (115 b), (325)). 
Furthermore it can be mentioned that God's greatness and oneness in the creation is pointed out 

in the sur. 23: 91 (~ ~ Jj JS' ~-i] 1.)! JJ .:r ~ 0l$'C,~ .J~ .:r ::UT -~i ~) "No son did 
God beget, nor is there any god along with Him:" (if there were many gods), behold, each god 
would have taken away what he had created". 

b) The variant ~I (for discussions see Buhl, Alliihumma 327) with the double m, has 

given rise to some speculations. It is traditionally, and as I believe it to be, part of the sup-

pressed proposition~ C1 ::UT ~ "O God, bring us good" (cf. Howell,/, fasc. I, 186, Penrice, 

Dictionary 8). Sibawaihi, /, 7, Ibn Ginni, .(fa~a 'i~ I, 265, Daqr, Mu <gam 395 believe that it is a 

compensation for the elided vocative particle ~- Roman, Identite 159 in the notes, draws a 

parallel between the element umma after :.:U I and the suffixed element unna of the energetic. 

Barth, Nominalbildung 128 likens the element umma with the Akkadian demonstratif ammu. 

~ I has given rise to a debate between the Basrans who do not allow the combination of ~ I 

with the vocative ~ and the Kufans who allow this combination (for it see Ibn al-Anbari, In~af 

Q. 47, 151-153). It occurs without the vocative ~ in the sur. 39: 46 ..::..1~1 ~1.1 ~i JJ) 
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lf)i~) "Say: "O God! Creator of the heavens and the earth!". As for its anomalous combina

tion with the vocative it occurs in the following verse said by Umayya b. Abi 1-~alt, as men
tioned by Bagdadi, Hizana II, 358 and the editor to Ibn 'Aqil, II, 265 in the notes, and not by 
Abu Hiras al-Hugali as mentioned by Howell,/, fasc. I, 186, Daqr, Mu 'gam 395. It is also cited 
by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 419,430, I:Iariri, Sarf:i 155, Ibn al-Anbiiri, In~afQ. 47, 151, Asrar 232, Ibn 
Ya'is, II, 16, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 265, Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 115, Bagdadi, Hizana I, 358, al-Sartiini, the 
commentator of Farl;lat, Baf:it 248, Howell, /, fasc. I, 186: 

"Verily I, whenever a calamity befalls me, say: "O God, 0 God [bring me good]!". 

<lJ1 is an alleviated variant of ~1 with the elision of the m (for discussions see Roman, Identite 

158-159). 

c) Another variant worth to be mentioned is the Goddesses's name ~)U1 underlyingly ~'i/~I, 

( al- >ilatu "Herodotus's Alilat" cf. Brockelmann, Grundriss 257), in which the hamza is also 
elided. Lat may be the original of the Greek "Leto", the mother of Apollo the sun-god. As 
pointed ou by Yusuf Ali in Qur'an 1623, it represents certainly a wave of sun-worship. It is also 
the name of one of the Pagan deities known in the Ka'ba and round about Mekka, the other 
deities being 'Uzza that represents the planet Venus, and Manat "allotted faith" whose origin is 
obscure, but which is also probably astral ( cf. Hitti, History 98-99). It may be noted for the sake 
of curiosity that in Babylonian religion, Allatu is referred to as the stem queen of the infernal 
regions (cf. Frazer, Adonis I, 8-9), the goddess of darkness and desolation, as against Ishtar 
associated with the planet Venus, who was the goddess of the upper regions, of reproduction 
and fertility (cf. Gray, Mythology 25, 36). Ibn Faris, Maqayfs I, 127 and Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 115 

mention that the Arabs used to name the sun ~'ii! when they adored it. The word occurs in the 

following verse, which according to Ibn Man'.?iir, /, 115, was said by Mayya bint Umm 'Utba 
lbn al-I:Iari!, or according to Ibn Barri to whom he refers to, by Bint 'Abd al-I:Iiiri! al-Yarbii'i, or 
Na'il;la 'Utaiba b. al-I:Iiiri!, or Umm al-Banin bint 'Utaiba b. al-1:liiri! who is mourning over her 
father 'Utaiba. It is also cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 784, Ibn Duraid, Gamhara I, 316: 

I~ cl:-Jjl ~ k..~j" 
, , 

"We returned to our homes from La'ba' [sc. a stony place in I:Iazm b. 'Uwal] in the evening, so we 
urged the sun to return". 

Ibn Faris, Maqayzs I, p 127 cites the last half of the verse with 1.:, ~-.:i ~ "and we rushed" instead 

of LJ;. 1.1. A variant of the verse is recited by al-Parisi, and is referred to by Ibn Man'.?iir, V, 

4041, Zabidi, Tag IV, 214: 

1~ c L:-JJ 1 ~ k..~j" 
, , 

"We went back to our homes from La'ba' [sc. a stony place in I:Iazm b. 'Uwal] in a state of inertness, 
and we urged the sun to return". 

~ 'ii':! I also means the hot sun, as mentioned by Ibn Man'.?iir, V, 4041. 

(236) The base form of ..,s;_ is 0 1~, in which the hamza is elided for the sake of alleviation 

because it is preceded by a vowelless consonant (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 170, Wright, II, 93, Vernier, 
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I, 73-74) and its fat):ia is shifted to this consonant. However in poetry, in consideration to the 

metric exigency, the hamza can be retained. This is remarked in ~ ~ 1_;; said instead of ~ ~j;, that 

occurs in the following verse said by Suraqa b. Mirdas al-Azdi al-Bariqi in Bariqi, Dfwiin 78, 
cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 77, II, 826, Ha~ii ,i~ III, 153, Mubtasib I, 128, de Flexione 34, Mu'addib, 
Ta~rif 422, lbn ijalawaihi, Qirii,iit I, 156, lbn Ya'is, Mulilkf 370, lbn Man'.?fir, III, 1538, lbn 
'U~fiir, II, 621, lbn Hisam, Mugnf I, 277, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 941: 

"I make mine eyes see what they have not seen: each of us is knowing in falsehoods". 

The alleviation of the hamza is anomalous when it is carried out in the perfect of the 2nd person 

of the masc. sing., e.g. :::.,;~ that is used instead of :::.,;i~. It occurs in the following verse said by 

lsma'il b. Yasar, cited by Mu'addib, Ta~rif 422, Zamal}sari, Kassiif IV, 288, lbn Man'.?fir, III, 
1538, al-Sartuni, the commentator of Far):iat, Bab[ 89 in the notes, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 955, 
Bustani, Mubft 317, Vernier, I, 103: 

. "~~ ~ -.3_} ~ ~i .j -.)~ tl.r. ~ ~1 ~~ ~ ~~" 
"Comrade, have you seen or heard of a herdsman who put back into the udder what he had collected 
in the milking-vessel". 

The hamza is elided in :::.,;L after the interrogative hamza, i.e.~) that is said instead of ~1). 

This occurred in the reading of some of the sur. 107: 1 ( ..::...:...> ~ instead of (..::...: L 1) "Seest thou". 

lbn Man'.?fir, III, 1539 mentions that it is the reading of most of the Arabs, except the I:Iigazis, 

and that al-Kisa'i read it with this alleviation. The alleviated form ~) occurs in the following 

verse said by Abu 1-Aswad al-Du'ali, cited by lbn Man'.?fir, III, 1538, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 955: 

"Have you considered, [i.e. Tell me what so you think of] a man that I had not proven, who came to 
me and said "Do you take me for a friend?". 

Afandi, Tanzfl 4 79 has :::.,; L instead of ~~ 1, which is not the alleviated form and which is 

without the interrogative 1. 
It occurs also in the following verse said by Rakkac,l b. Abbaq al-Dubairi, cited by lbn Man'.?fir, 
III, 1538: 

"Have you considered [i.e. Tell me], if you prevent me from speaking to I:Iubba, shall you 
prevent me from weeping for Laila?". 

Another version of the same verse exists, as reported by lbn Man'.?fir, III, 1538, with ~ occur

ring instead of ~- It is cited in this manner by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 955. Also another is 

mentioned by Bustani, Mubft 317 with~ occurring instead of ~. namely: 
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"Have you considered [i.e. Tell me], if you prevent me from speaking to John, shall you prevent me 
from weeping for John?". 

(237) The alleviation of the hamza by eliding it in J~ resulting in~ is anomalous (cf. 

de Sacy, I, 236, Wright, II, 77, Vernier, I, 74). Furthermore it can be noted that the alleviation of 
the hamza by changing it into an ii is carried out in this verb. Some examples are: 

- ::JC.., that is used instead of ::JL in the following verse said by I:Jassan b. Tabit al-An~ari: in 

An~ari:, Dfwiin I, 443, cited by lbn Ginni, fja~ii ,i~ III, 152, lbn al-Sarrag, U~ul III, 470, Mu'addib, 
Ta~rif530, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 114, Mulukf230, Afandi, Tanzfl 445, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 951, Roman, 
Etude I, 334: 

"Hugail asked of the Apostle of God a lewd boon. Hugail erred in what it asked, and did not right". 

- ._;, i.J C.., ( cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 6) that is used instead of._;, i.JL in the following verse said 

by° Zaid b. 'Amr b. Nufail al-Qurasi al- 'Adawi, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 175, Ibn Faris, $ii/:zibf 
176, lbn al-Sarrag, U~ul III, 470, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 951 [it is not alleviated by Ibn ijalawaihi, 
Qirii >at II, 180]: 

"They [sc. my two wives] have asked me for divorce, because they have seen me to be such that my 
wealth has become small. You [i.e. an enallage from the 3rd person to the 2nd] have brought to me 
an unseemly matter". 

Afandi, Tanzfl 445 cites the same verse as follows: 

. "£ -~ ..u >LG J . i..s' . - L..:..,j . i -)lbJI ·L..:JL" 
•• '.J v 0 (_/ 

"They [sc. my two wives] have asked me for divorce, because they have seen that what I possessed 
has become small. You [i.e. an enallage from the 3rd person to the 2nd] have brought misfortune to 
me!". 

The alleviation of the hamza in 0)~ is not carried out by elision, but also by transposing the 

2nd radical hamza before the 1st radicals, i.e. 0__,L~. This occurs in a verse said by an un

known poet, cited by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 956: 

"When people arise, asking of their king a gift, then Dahma' is that gift which I shall be asking for". 

(238) 0 (.: "aspect" has its hamza retained (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 941). Other examples 

that can be added are iT~ "outward appearance", and iT~ "mirror". 

(239) The imperfect of the indicative of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. of 0 L is :;._;; and 

its Energetic I is ~). As for::,,_;',.:.. I, the imperative of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. is°._;'·:..~ 

"fear you", and when the doubled n is suffixed to it, it became::,.._,,. :..I "you do surely dread" 
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comparable to ~j with the vowelling of they of the fem. with the kasra when the doubled n 

is suffixed to it, to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants: they and the 1st vowelless n 

of the doubled ones if it is said :;.> 
b) It can be remarked concerning ~j of the sur. 19: 26 (i~1 ~I 0"' ~j Co~) "And if 

thou doest see any man", that it was anomalously read by Tall:ia as being the imperfect of the 

indicative of the 2nd person of the fem. sing., i.e. :;.__,;, with the substitution of the n of the 

indicative for the energetic n (cf. Sagili, 'Anii~ir 219). Its anomaly resides in the fact that then 
of the indicative was not elided in the jussive as it should have been in this case. 

c) Concerning the 2nd person of the masc. sing., it can be noted that in the dialect of the 

Tayyis, they, when being a 3rd radical, is elided after the kasra or fat}:!a. It is said :..,;j ~ ~ I 
instead of :..,;j ~ :; ··· :,.I "You do surely dread, 0 Zaid". Hence in their dialect,~ occurs 

, , 

anomalously instead of:;·;'.·], (which is replaced by~ in another version) in the following 

verse said by I:Iurai! b. 'An.nab al-Nabhani al-Ta'i, cited by Zamagsari, 40, Howell, I, fasc. I, 
364, Freytag, Hamasae 279. It was meant to be with the single n, but this one was suppressed 
by poetic licence: 

"When he says: "Enough for me [is the draugh of camel's milk], I say, [I swear] by God an oath, 
assuredly you shall make the contents of your vessel independent of me, [i.e. of my drinking it], all 
of it". 

Likewise, ~ I occurs instead of~ I in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1564: -

"And do weep for a life that has passed away after its newness, whose evenings were 
pleasant in that country". 

(240) The imperative of 0 L is',~! "/2 masc. sing., etc., by the Taim, with the prefixation of 

the initial hamza of the imperative, the vowelling of the hamza of the 2nd radical with a fat):ia 

and the elision of the 3rd weak radical. It is however ~ "see! /2 masc. sing.", ~~ "/2 dual", I~~ 

"/2 masc. pl." and :;.~ "/2 fem. pl." by the I:Iigazis who elide the initial hamza of the imperative 
together with the 2nd and 3rd radical and vowel the 1st radical with a fat):ia (cf. lbn ijalawaihi, 

Qirii'iit I, 156-157, Lane, I, 998). 

(241) Different variants (for them see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 807-812) concerning ',µ1 "slow

ness", ', ~)I "the buttress" and ',~I "a hidden thing" exist, in which the hamza is preceded by 

a vowelless consonant. The I:Iigazis alleviate by shifting the vowel of the hamza to the conso
nant preceding it, and then elide the hamza together with the shifted vowel on account of the 

pause, i.e. µ1, ~)I and ~I. The Banu Tamim give the 2nd radical a vowel that is similar to 

the vowel of the 1st radical, and then change the hamza into a weak consonant that carries the 
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hamza, which is of the same nature of the vowel preceding it, i.e. ~ I and ~ ;)j I in all three 

cases of the nominative, accusative or genitive. Some Arabs elide and do not shift the vowel of 
the hamza, and then change the hamza into a weak consonant that is homogeneous with its 

vowel, i.e. _µ' I and ~~)I. Others shift the vowel of the hamza and change the 3rd radical into 

a weak consonant, i.e. ~I and 0 .:))1. The hamza is alleviated in-,~ which is read as ~I 

of the sur. 27: 25 (,~ 0 ) "Who brings to light what is hidden", in ·,:_j,:) read as : .. b by 

Na.fl' of the sur. 16: 5 (, :_,; ,,:) ~ ~ "From them ye derive warmth" and in i, ~ .J read as 1,:) .J by 

Na.fl' of the sur. 28: 34 (i .~.J ~ ~~~ "So send him with me as a helper" (cf. Mu'addib, Ta~rif 

526-527, Ibn Mugahid, Sab'a 494). For a discussion concerning the elision of the hamza at the 
end of the word in some of the other Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 46. 
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11.5. Arabic Text: 

0":I j.;;3 J~jl i.)..<;3 ;(;._JI J ~I ~ "::-""L. 0½ Jl::.. <WI J=.-.U J~3 

r ~ 0-" <~ :J3 ..,.-13-:1 ~ J <~ _yo3 . ~j3 ~ ~ ..J~":1I y-ol J-::-o o.:,._..1 

c" 3 Iyll J..i'.:.J ~ J , ~ J 3 Iyll ..J~ y-ol.- ~ W J ',;. --½-~ ~I ~ 

I.)! <~13 3Iyll F3 . ..J.i,.JI J '., ~~I ~t; ~ :W 0~ ~3 l..lb~ lo ~ 

i ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ 3 ~~3 ~~3 -~~3 ·.we~~ ~I ~ :wg1 J) J ~ 3 

0.P½ v~ .,:; J~jl j.;;3 . <l~jl ..w- ~I o~ ~_;~3 ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ 3 

o _)'~ • ·· I • 0__,....L-J ½ ~ I ~ :J 4,'.;>Ll 3 ..J ~ ½ 31 :.i-...J I ..J ..r-> JI ~ ½ *) T n * 

, b'L. ~ 1 v~ :J d.J 1 ..j ..r 3 :J..J 1 ..j ~ v~ W ~ '½ ..,., J.ii 1 0 ½ --=--1-il 1 .:.U i$' 3 

:!3 , ..1.,I3.:,JI J ~)WI t_~j3 ~)LJI J eJWI y,...iJI .:r ..,;~ ..J.i,.J½ ~13 

0-" 3 ..J 3__p-J I ~ J y,, .. .J I3 ~ ½ ~ :J ~ _;,:;J 13 J~ ½ I J < W ½ ~ ~ 

I r V"~jl i..w yilll J j~3 V"l:-:J~ ~-~ J J~½I J <l:;JI JL.;...)J j~ ;J ~ 

I3 .4c~ l:?iJI ;½I -~ j _,.J.;..13 * _.,...L:::JI J_;; J LS <WI ..J~ j~ ~~ ..w-3 

0-" ~r ~½ ..J~I j~ ;J <C,.jjl ~ 3 o~ o_j-l4JI _)y½I .:,r ~y,-:JI 0½ * 

Fols. 25b-26a 

:~I .j I-> ~I :~I I:, .J J~__, : .WI r I:, 0 WI J:... :J:.Jl ... Jl::.11 H 

:,~ _yo__, ;I./'--' :y1>__, /.:,.. ,)j)I .j +:...;~½II->- :.r1 r ;~ - :J~~I .. ,.j 1..,... -

~--' I-> ~I : ~I , ;I ;,;_,;. : ;,....., o ;J .j : 0-" ;J ~~ : ....;~ l I.:, "i..p-:',--' 

0_;-Jl...b:,__, : U_;-Jl...b:,__, V ;1, .:,.. JI> .:, ~ '-:"' - ::r,;..., ,. -~.., V-'i /.:,.. ~.., ~.., :) - :~.., 

: L,s'L.., 'I ;J 4:-- ->..>I__, JS__, :.A> ~--' : ~>I.:;__, A ;1, u..l"'l...b:, l.:U. ~ ~--' :..:,- :~ 

~I + : .... __,_;->JI I I /.;l, t~)ll__, : t~~.., I • ;1, -,-WI ~ + :J 1, -> .:, ~ '-:"' I :w'L 

o_j,;l;- :o.)~I ;1, .JY'I :.J_,..½I I l ;1, __,.;,...,__, : I__,.;,...,__, Ir /..> JI, .:, '-:"' I ;;.,,JI :;;'.;,..., 'r ;1, 
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11.5. Translation: The 4th Chapter is about the Verb with Weak 1st Radicall242 ) 

The verb with weak 1st radical is named j I!... "assimilated, similar", because its perfect is 

similar to [the perfect of] the strong verb on account of its being sound and unaffected by a 
phonological change due to the weak consonant, and it was said because its imperative is 

similar to the imperative of the verb with 2nd weak radical, e.g. '....., "promise!" and ~j "deco-
, , 

rate!" [from :;.j]. It falls into five conjugations. Only,~ ,-½--~ "to find" occurs according to 

~ J-:.1 which pertains to the dialectal variant of Banii 'Amir. (z43> The w is elided in ~ 

[ underlyingly ~ ;.J in their dialect, because of the heaviness of thew followed by [a consonant 

vowelled by] a <;lamma, and it was stated that this dialectal variant is weak. As for ~ "let him 
promise!", it conforms with it regarding the elision [ of the w ]. l244l 

The predicament of the w and the y as 1st radicals is the same as the predicament of the 

strong consonant, e.g. ,~~ ,~~ "to promise, [active and passive]", j~ )~ "to stay, remain, 
, , 

[ active and passive]", ~ &- "to become ripe, [ active and passive]",~;._,; "to be or become 

easy, [active and passive]",(245 ) ~~"to be lucky, fortunate [active and passive]", and their 

likes, because of the determination of the speaker to pronounce fully the initial consonant of 
the word. 

It is said that the phonological change due to the unsound weak consonant can be carried out 
by: 1- rendering it [sc. the weak consonant] vowelless, [Fol. 26 a] 2- replacing it by another 
weak consonant or 3- eliding it. None of these methods can be carried out [ when it concerns 
the 1st radical in Form I of the perfect]: As for giving it the sukiin because of the impossibility 
of doing so [i.e. beginning the word with a vowelless consonant], so is also the change into 
another consonant because the changed consonant is mostly into a weak consonant [sc. the a], 
and the weak consonant can only be vowelless, and so is also the elision, because it implies that 
it [sc. the form] becomes less than the proper number determining a word in the groundform of 
the triliteral, - and the derived forms conformed to it-. Furthermore, it [sc. the elision] is not to 
be compensated by a prefixed or a suffixed t, so that it [sc. the perfect] is not mixed up with the 
imperfect and the ma~dar with the same consonants. l246l Hence, it is impossible to prefix the tin 

~,~ "a promise" for fear of confusion. However, it is possible [to prefix it] in ~~I "confi

dence", because no confusion can occur [ with the imperfect]. l247) According to Sibawaihi, the 

elision of the t is made possible [in ,~ which occurs instead of~,~], as in the saying of the 

poet: 

"And they have broken to thee the promise of the matter which they promised". 

- because the compensation is among the possible procedures according to him. However, 
according to al-Farra', it is impossible to elide it, as it is already a compensation for 
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w ....:..:. . :L. u.:.:.-:-J 1 ~ t:;'-J I -c ..:.U i$' 1 • I.ii.. ···· ... ~ "ii 1 - 'll :;,; ~ ~ 1 __ ~· SI 1 ..J • w 1 
_r- ~~ - >-' - ' i- > -' ~ iyW <U ' u - ~ - ~ 

Y"' ~I J L.:-Jj J J_,...i-:i _, . (~>L.a.JI r t:;J_,> JL....;; w _,...J J < L:.JI ..::...J~ ~ 0-°-' 

r .._,..__,,_..ii-J <~I J Jl.wl iU.:ij '-=-~~ *J j~_, .o_r--=--T jl I_,~~ l..w,~ -..w,~ ._, rs * 

i~ ~'l/ _,l_,JI .;:._;~ '~;. .J...,1 Oj->T jl 03,½! ~)½! '½! ~I . ~fa 

~ <II jl ~ ..u:JI WI . ~ ..u:JI WI jl ~ ..u:JI ~ <II . ,:. 11 
y---"-' .. ..r.: .y-' .:..r.: .:..r.: ~ .:r [._3.Y"' 

i '~'.:i_, ·~ SI! ~-' ~ i.:;j_, ~ :w <~ "ii ~ -Y-' ~ lli ~-' ·>_P>".JI 

~ _,l__,.Ji .;:._;~ ~;. .J...,1 0'll ~-"~: ~ J .;:....;~_, ~L.::...JJ '~ J ~1 .;:...;~_, 

I~ ~ _r'l!I_, .'~~~ ...Lal 0'-J '~_;. J ..J~ "ii_, J,WI ..Jr jl I.fa ~ ~ 

, :J'-JI_, '~:,...:. ~_rll_, Oj->T jl ".:iy°_; Jy-J~ Oj->T jl '~1_, J..L;J~ Oj>T jl I_,~ 

~ J j-:-G.!I J -<~ ~~ r-'1'-' ~ I.., ~~_, ~µ -<~ _,1)1 ~ '~ 

.....t:;1. <. WI · G 
• • i,)~ r. ~-' -

Fols. 26a-26b 

: 4-ol.i. ;.1 :UL. + =.j I.I> ~':II ....;_,~I ;..,.. .,1)1 ~_, + :j ..,.. .:, ~ ....;i>,JI :....;_,.i:.JI 1 

+ :o>L:JI ;.1 ~µ1 :.,-. j .:, ~ "':" I o.,.LJI :o>L:JI ;.1 .:, I - : <LJI r ;.1 <LJI rl.i. 

t ; .:, -~.., : ~~.., /j PJ .:, I - : I_,~~ 1~~ , ;J ol.S'.)1 <~1_, + : .1 j "':" o..,.S-)1 .~I_, 

: .:, WWI :~I , ;~ - :(•_o>·;JI ... 0"'-' ,-o ;..,.. j PJ .:, ~ "':" I - : 0_,'~ ,)~ 
... ..::..,..j.i....:.._, ;..,.. .1> _,1_,..JI + : .1 j ~ ....;i...,._, : .:, "':" ..::..,.j~ : ..::..,.ji...,._, v ;.1 .1> ~I 

lj ._;~ : .:, ._;i...,. _, : -::,.;.:i...,,; ;_,.. y---D½ + : ~-'= ;J .:, - : j:;.. ;I's margin : tiSL:...JJ 

r ':11 : r ':11_, ; ..,.. ~ ~ : ~ ~ t;. ; .1 ..,.. j .1> .:, ~ "':" ....; ~ : ._; i.:.,;; ; .1 .:, ._; _,r : ._; .r A 

Oy>T JI ;J .:, ~UJI :~WI_, ' ;.1 .> PJ .:, ~ "':" I- :I_,'~ ... I~ \-A /j .I> .:, ~ "':" 

~ "':" o~ :o~_, 4,:>p ;I ~ :~ I, ;J Jy.til :Jy.til_, ;.1..,.. j .:, I- :(l+Zl 

.> .I> .:, - : <½ ;.1 4'.# : "':" 4:,~ : 4:,~ ;..,.. - : ~ ...• .,,_-$J_, ;J ~ .1 j PJ .:, 

;.:, j-:--L. :j-:--WI 1 1 ;I - :~ ;.1 .:, ~ "':" j-:--WI t:' :.,-. j PJ I ~W½ :~WI .j ;.1 

1.b ~I :~ J_,1 :~1 
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the elided weak consonant [sc. the w in the base form ,~ __,], except in the construct state, 
because the second element in the construct state occurs as a compensation for it [ sc. the ta' 
marbuta]. c243> 

So is also the predicament of :C, L9 I "the act of being constant (in prayer)" and :C, l.i::....., I "the act 
of walking uprightly in the paths ofreligion" and both their likes [regarding the compensation 
with the ta' marbuta]. On account of that [sc. that the second element in the construct state is a 
compensation for the elided ta' mar but a], the tis elided in the words of the Allmighty, [ sur. 21: 

73] (;;>WI rL9J__,) "to establish regular prayers".(249l 

You say when attaching the pronouns:,~~ "he promised", I~~ "/2 masc. dual", I__,~~ "/3 
masc. pl. etc.c250l 

It is possible in [Fol. 26 b] ~ ~~ that the dis assimilated to the t because of the proximity of 
both their [sc. the d's and the t's] points of articulation.(25tJ 

The imperfect is '~ "/3 masc. sing.", 0 1 ~ "/3 masc. dual", 0__,'~ "/3 masc. pl." etc. Its [ sc. 
,.. ,.. / ,.. 

'~ 's] base form is'..>...-;., in which thew is elided to avoid the inclination from the virtual kasra 
[sc. they] to the virtual <;lamma [sc. thew] and from the virtual <;lamma [sc. thew] to the 
underlying kasra [of the 2nd radical], which is deemed as heavy.c252i On account of that, only 

~ "paths" and j'.:i "a jackal" as dialectal variants occur according to the pattern ~ and 
, , , 

~-(253) 

It [ sc. the w J is also elided in '~ "/2 fem. sing. or 3 fem. sing." for the sake of similarity 

[with~]. 

It is also elided in ~ "he puts" underlyingly ~ ;., in which the w is elided so that it 

became~ on account of the guttural consonant.(254i 

However, it is not elided in '..>...-;. [Form IV], because its base form is '..>...-~~psi 
, , 

The imperative is ~ "/2 masc. sing.", I,.>...- "/2 dual", I__,.>...- "/2 masc. pl.", etc.(256> The active 

participle is 0->-..- I__,, etc, the passive participle is '.:i y _;, etc., the noun of place is 0->-..-_;. and the noun 

of instrument is ~' in which the w [ of its base form,~~] is changed into a y because of its 
sukun and [the influence of] the kasra preceding it. They usually change it [sc. thew J into a y 

even if there is a separating consonant [between two vowelled consonants], as in·~ "sheep or 

goats taken for oneself/ not for sale, acquisition" [underlyingly i~].(257i So without any sepa

rating consonant, it [ sc. the w of '~ ~] is even more entitled to be changed. 
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The Verb with Weak 1st Radical 

(242) For a general study of J l.l I "the assimilated verb" or "the verb with weak 1st radical 

w or y" see Mu'addib, Ta,5rif218-253, Ibn Ginni, Mun,5if I, 184-232, Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 48-52, 
Ibn 'U~fur, II, 426-437, Zangani, '/zzf7-8, 'Abd al-}:Iamid, Ta,5rif 619-623, de Sacy, 237-240, 
Far]:iat, Bab[ 66-70, Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik 42-43, Wright, 78-81, Blachere, 133-
136, Fischer, Grammatik 114-116, Bakkiis, Ta,5rif 119-133, 'Abd al-Ra]:iim, $arf27-29, Ro
man, Etude II, 971-981. For a comparative study with corresponding forms in some of the 
other Semitic languages see Brockelmann, Grundrij3 596-605, Wright, Comparative Gram
mar 234-242, Bauer, Grammatik 113-114. Moscati, Grammar 169 who refers to von Soden, 
Grundrij3 154-156, remarks that some of these verbs describe certain involuntary actions, e.g. 
Semitic wld "to give birth", Arabic wgd "to find", Ethiopic wdq "to fall", while others "con
note the aim or target of a motion, e.g. Semitic wrd "to go down", Ethiopic wsd "to lead to". 

(243) The five conjugations that are referred to are: 1- µ J:-1, e.g. '~ -~~ underlyingly 
- -

'~ ~ "to promise", 2-~ jJ , e.g. ~ ~ ~~ "to be afraid", 3-~ J:-1, e.g. ~ ~~ 
- - -

"to give" underlyingly ~~, 4- ~ J:1, e.g.~~ ~~ "to be a man of distinction", 5-

µ jj, e.g.~ J,o~ "to love tenderly" underlyingly J-o _;.. In the case of'~, thew is elided 
,., ,., ,.. ,.. ,.. ,., 

because it is considered as heavy before the kasra in the base form '~ ~ (for discussions see 

(252)). In the case of ~~ it is retained whereas in the case of ~ it is elided to distinguish 

the conjugation~ jJ from~ J:-1 (cf. Bakkiis, Ta,5rif 125, 'Abd al-Ra]:iim, $arf28-29). 

In some rare cases of verbs of the conjugation ~ jJ , the w can as well be changed into a 

y or into anii, e.g. ~~ ~ ~~ ~~(cf.Wright, JI, 79, Bakkus, Ta,5rif125). Furthermore, 

the anomalous example '~ -~~ "to find" should have been :.._;. -~~ according to the conju

gation µ J:-1, and not according to~ J:-1. '...,;. is underlyingly '-1..::-~ of which the 1st 

radical w IS elided and the 2nd radical, the g, is given the kasra. This form occurs by all tribes 
except the Banii 'Amir (cf. Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4769, Zabidi, Tiig IX, 253,254, Bakkiis, Ta,5rif 123 

in the notes) who vowel the g with the <;lamma, i.e. '~. The verb according to their dialect is 

found in the following verse said by Garir (cf. Fischer/Braunlich, Sawiihid 211, Garir, Dfwiin 
453, Ed. M. al-Sawi), in a poem in which he satirizes al-Farazdaq. It is not said by Labid b. 
Rabi'a al-'Amiri, as mentioned by Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4769, Zabidi, Tiig IX, 253,254, Howell, II
/II, 247-248. Both Ibn Man?iir and Zabidi mention as well that according to Ibn al-Barri the 
verse is said by Garir, but Zabidi adds that according to Ibn 'Udais it belongs to the dialectal 
variant of the Banii 'Amir, and that the verse is by Labid. This is stated as well by al-Farra', 
copied from him by al-Qazzaz in al-Giimi 'and cited by both al-Sirafi in the Kitiib al-iqnii 'and 
by al-Li]:iyani in al-Nawiidir. It is also cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 596, Mun,5if I, 187, Ibn 'U~fiir, 
I, 177, Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 49: 
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"If you had wanted, your saliva would have quenched [the thirst of] the heart with a single draught 
leaving the thirsty [ ribs of the breast in such a state that ] they would not experience heat of thirst". 

(244) ~ is underlyingly ~;. of which the 1st radical w is elided in the imperfect (cf. 
Zamabsari, -178, de Sacy, /, 238,-Vemier, /, 57, my notes (16)). Not all verbs with 1st radical w 

have their w elided in the imperfect. The Kufans believed that the elision of the w is carried out 

to distinguish the transitive, e.g. ~~ ~-~~ "promised it", ~_;. ~j~ "weighted it", from the 
- -

intransitive in which the w is retained, e.g. ~;. J>~ "to fall into the mud", and ~;. J:--~ 
- -

"to fear". Their theory is however wrong as there exist verbs in the intransitive of which the w 

is elided, e.g. ' .. ~:11 ~~ "the tent, or house, dripped with rain-water", imperfect ~' and 

~~'.:JI ~~ "the fly dropped excrement", imperfect~- For a study see Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 188, 

Ibn al-Anbari, In~afQ. 112, 326-327, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1418, Bohas, Etude 209-212. 

(245) The paradigm of-~~' a verb with 1st radical w, that pertains to the conjugation jJ 

~' in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. 

1st 
, 

0 - -

..:;.,~_) 

2nd masc. ..:;.,~_) 

2nd fem. ..:;.,~_) 

-
3rd masc. ~_) 

dual 

G~~ 

G~~ 

G~~ 

,~~ 

pl. 

3rd fem. ..:;.,~.J G~~ 0~.J 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~1 ..,...:, 
-

2nd masc. 
, - .:,;1-:.W ......:; ......:; 

0.J 

2nd fem. ~ 
......:; .:,;1-:.W 0.i....:; 

-
3rd masc. ~ .:,;I~ 0.J~ 

3rd fem. ......:; .:,;1-:.W 0~ 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st -~1 ..,...:, 

2nd masc. ......:; 1-:.W I :W ') 

2nd fem. .._s.i....:; 1-:.W 0.i....:; .. .,. .,. 

3rd masc. ~ ,-~ ~~ 
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3rd fem. 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~1 ..u:, 

2nd masc. i'.w I, 
~ ~ __, 

2nd fem. '-?.~ 1:.W v~ 

3rd masc. ~ 
1·.,...:, I__,~ 

3rd fem. ~ 1:.W v~ . 

Its imperative is ~- Its active participle is ·~~-Its ma$dar is '_,;~ or ~-~. Its perfect, passive 
. . 

is ~~- Its imperfect is :.C, ;.. Its passive participle is,~; ;.o. 
As for its derived Form VIII: 

Form VIII: Its perfect, active is -~I. Its imperfect is ~- Its imperative is '..wl. Its 

active participle is "..,_2_ Its ma$dar is ,~ kil. Its perfect, passive is · ..... J Its 

imperfect is ',::.~. Its passive participle is \::.:_ 

b) The paradigm of ;._;, "to be easy", a verb with 1st radical y, that pertains to the conjuga

tion~ JJ, in the groundform and in the derived Forms IV, VIII and X, is the following: 

Form I: Its perfect, active is;..,;,. Its imperfect is ~- Its imperative is ~I. Its active 

participle is ::,_.,~-Its ma$dar is ~- Its perfect, passive is ~- Its imperfect is 

::,_., ;.. Its passive participle is ~;.:,;. 

Form IV: Its perfect, active is ;_;.1. Its imperfect is '.r, ;.. Its imperative is ~1. Its 

active participle is ~ ;. Its ma$dar is ~~I. Its perfect, passive is ~ __,j. Its 
. . 

imperfect is ;_,;..Its passive participle is;,;. 

Form VIII: Its perfect, active is ~I. Its imperfect is ~- Its imperative is ~I. Its 

active participle is ~- Its ma$dar is ~Lll. Its perfect, passive is ~1. Its 
.. 

imperfect is ~- Its passive participle is~-

Form X: Its perfect, active is; ::· 0 ,I.Itsimperfectis ~::.'~.Its imperative is ~I. 
. . 

Its active participle is ~- Its ma$dar is ~~I. Its perfect, passive is 
. . 

~;:..1.1tsimperfectis ~- ::' ~.Itspassiveparticipleis~· ::' :. 

(246) The 1st weak radical cannot be affected by any change in the perfect of verbs. An 

example is -~~ "he promised" in which the w remains sound. As remarked, the w cannot be 

made vowelless in it, i.e. -~ ~. as by principle, the initial consonant of a word must be vowelled. 
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It cannot either be changed into an ii, i.e. ~ I, because the ii is vowelless. It cannot either be 

elided, i.e. -~, because the number of radicals would only be two, and Arabic verb forms 

should consist of three radicals. Furthermore if such a case can be admitted, this elision of the 

w cannot be compensated by at at the beginning, i.e. -~, as there is a risk of mixing this t with 

the prefixed t of the imperfect, which would mean that the perfect and the imperfect would be 

confused in the representation, i.e. -~ and ".w "you promise". The elision cannot either be 

compensated by the suffixed t, i.e . ..::.,-~, as the perfect would be confused in the representation 

with the ma~dar 3-~. 

(247) The tis not prefixed in the ma~dar 3-~ but suffixed as a compensation for the elided 

w of the base form'...;_.., (for a presentation of such examples of ma~dars see Suyuti, Muzhir II, 

158-159). If the tis supposingly prefixed, namely ~. then the ma~dar can be mixed up with 

the imperfect '~. The risk of confusing two forms is not implied however by ~%Jin which the 

t is prefixed as a compensation for the elided w of the base form ~>lt, as the ending -iinun 

specific for nouns keeps this form apart from the imperfect ~ "you commit anything into 

another's keeping /masc. sing., or she commits anything into another's keeping" from ~ 

~- Another theory is that the t replaces thew in it (cf. (330)). 

(248) The complete verse is: 

. "1..,'~~ 13 .:JI _;. ½T -~ :.:1,_,ili..1~ 

"Verily the familiar friends have renewed the separation, and made off, and have broken to you the 
promise of the matter which they promised". 

It is said by Abu Umayya al-Fa<;ll b. al-'Abbas b. 'Utba b. Abi Lahab in Fa<;ll, Si'r 47, who has 
been contemporary with the ijalifa 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (r. 65-86/684-705) and his sons 
and successors al-Walid (r. 86-96/705-715) and Sulaiman (r. 96-99/715-718). It is cited by 
Ibn Ginni, Jja~ii'i~ III, 171, Mu'addib, Ta~rif285, Suyuti, Asbiih Ill, 248, Ibn Sida, Muba~a~ 
XIV, 188, Ibn Manzur, VI, 4871, al-Sartuni, the commentator of Farhat, Baht 67 in the notes, . . . -
Howell, /, fasc. IV, 1527-1528, IV, fasc. I, 1423-1424. The point at issue concerns -.)...,,,_ 

underlyingly 3-~ of which the tii' marbufa is elided when it occurs as a first element of the 

construct state ;.½T -~ that is said instead of ;.½T ~-~ in this specific verse. As already 

mentioned, the tii 'marbufa in 3-~ is a compensation for the elided w of the base form"...;_.., ( cf. 

(247)), and the elision of the tii' marbufa in -~ seems to be compensated by the second 

element of the construct state ;.½Tin this verse. Sibawaihi's attitude regarding the elision of the 

tii' marbufa (for other examples and discussions see Sibawaihi, //, 260-261) is more flexible 
than al-Farra"s, as he can accept this elision even when the word to which the tii' marbufa is 
suffixed to is not the first element of a construct state, whereas al-Farra' can only accept this 
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elision when the word is the first element of the construct state, as in ;½T -~ of this verse, as 

he considers the second element, i.e. ;½ i, to be a compensation for the elided ta' marbii,ta (cf. 

Mu'addib, Ta$rif 285). It can be added as well that there is a difference of opinion between al-

Farra' and al-A~ma'i concerning the variant~-~ in this verse. According to al-A~ma'i, ~ 

should be read I-~ as he considers it to be the pl. of~~ ( cf. Ibn Ginni, lf.a$a 'i$ Ill, 171-172). 

Another theory is as well propounded by ijalid b. Kul!iim who reads it as 13-~, pl. of~~~ in 
, , 

the meaning of ~ G "side, part" ( cf. the notes to Ibn Ginni, lf.a$a 'i$ Ill, 171 ), and the meaning 

of the verse becomes then: "and have failed to perform to thee the particulars of the matter that 
they promised". 

For the same reason as with ~ ~, the ta' marbii,ta is elided from Q1. with ~ used instead 

accordingtotheopinionofal-Farra',inthesur.30: 1-3 ~ :r ~~ ..;,~½T J~1.j r..,JT)~ ~T) 

~-:, r- .j 0;:;> r~:fa) "The Roman Empire has been defeated-in a land close by; but 

they, (even) after (this) defeat of theirs, will soon be victorious", in which ~:fa -~ :r is used 

instead of ~<[~ -~ :r (cf. Ibn Man~iir, V, 3278-3279, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1527). In the case 

of ~' it can be noted that it is a noun to which a pronoun of the genitive is suffixed to. 

Furthermore, both the second noun that is the second element in the const'Uct state and the 
suffixed pronoun are governed in the genitive. A case is pointed out by Zamabsari, Kassaf I, 

401, quoted by Afandi, Tanzil 369, concerning the reading of some of the sur. 2: 280 ~!~) 

::.;_ :-. Jl ~fa ::.;...;, ..,'::i 0~) "If the debtoris in a difficulty, grant him time till it is easy", in 
"' / "' 

which::.; :-. has been read with the s given a C,arnma or a kasra, and with the ta 'marbiita elided 

by some as they curiously consider it to be an element of a construct state, similar to both the 

cases of ;½i -~ ::.J ).[..1~ (see above) and ::.:>WI i t;J__, (cf. (249)). Another case is pointed out by 

Suyuti, Asbah Ill, 248-249, which is the reading of some of the sur. 9: 46 1..,'.) 1) )~ 

~-~ J ,__,-...:, ':I ~..,~D "If they had intended to come out, they would certainly have made some 

preparation therefor", in which ~-~ occurs with the elision of the ta' marbilta instead of :c·~. 

(249) The base form of the ma$dar of Form IV tow I is r 1) I, in which the middle radical w 

that is vowelled by a fatl).a is changed into an a after that its f atl).a is shifted to the q, so that it 

became r!\jj. Then one of the alifs is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, 

the alifs, and the ta' marbilfa is suffixed to the word to compensate for this elision ( cf. (279) ). 

Likewise, the base form of the ma$dar of Form X to,~:. O , I is r Cl O , I, in which the middle radical 

w that is vowelled by a fatl).a is changed into an a after that its fat~a is shifted to the q, so that it 

becomes rll~:. 0 ,I. Then one of the alifs is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless weak 

consonants, and the ta' marbilfa is suffixed to the word to compensate for this elision. The 

reason of the elision of the ta' marbilfa in =L, t;J__, that is said i t;J__, in the sur. 21: 73 ::.:>WI i t;J__,) 

::. ~) I < ~ I__,) is the same as in ~ ~ in;½ i -~ ::.J ).[..1~ ( cf. (248) ), as ::.:>LJ I is the second element 
, , , 
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of the construct state ;&>L,.i I i ~ L,, and functions as a substitute that compensates for the elided 
tii, marbufa. Cf. Sibawaihi, II, 260-261, Zamagsari, 179, Ibn 'Aqn, II, 574, de Sacy, I, 294, 
Anthologie in his commentary to Bai<;fawi, Anwar al-tanztl 388, Howell, I, fasc. III, 1126, fasc. 
IV, 1571-1572, IV, fasc. I, 1424, Vernier, I, 164,334. 

(250) For the paradigm of ,~~ see (245). 

(251) The assimilation of the 3rd radical d to the suffixed t (cf. Vernier, I, 57) in perfect 
,:;:. ,.. ,.. ,, • • '' .,. ,.. ,.. ,, • '' t ,.. ,.. ' ' • '' • verbs, e.g . ..::., ~ 3 you prorrused /masc. smg. , ..::., ~ 3 /2 fem. smg. and ..::., ~ 3 /1 smg. m-

stead of;_:.,~~ • ..::., ~~and~~~ is a possibility. The reason of this assimilation is the proximity 

of the t to the d ln the point of articulation, as they both originate from the tip of the tongue and 
the roots of the two upper central incissors (for the consonants see my notes (188)). 

(252) For the paradim of ,~~ in the imperfect of the indicative, active, see (245). :& ..,--.$JI 

~~ ...1.1::.1 I is translated as "the kasra that is virtually existent" and~~ ...1.1::.11 ~ I as "the <;Iamma 

that is virtually existent". The w is elided from the base form of the imperfect ~.;. resulting 

in ~ because of the dislike that the Arabs have for the combination of the kasra that follows 

the <;Iamma and vice versa in one word. The prefixed y of the imperfect in '~.;. is considered 

as implying the existence of a virtual kasra because the kasra refers to they, and the radical w 
implies the existence of a virtual <;Iamma because the <;Iamma refers to the w, and so both their 
combination together or the inclination of one to the other, is deemed as heavy. Furthermore 

•>}>:JI o ___..$JI "the real kasra" that vowels the 2nd radical ' in ~.;. follows the w or the 
virtual <;Iamma, which is a reason more why the w should be elided. 

(253) The disliked combination of the <;Iamma preceding the kasra is found in the noun ~ 

(cf. Lane, I, 503) and of the kasra preceding the <;Iamma in the noun :,W'~ (for discussions and 
other examples see (133)). , 

(254) The imperfect of ~~. namely ~ _:;. of which the 1st radical is aw, is formed accord

ing to the conjugation µ. with the 2nd radical vowelled with a kasra. The 2nd radical is 

however vowelled by a fatl:ia, i.e. ~. due to the influence of the 3rd radical ' which is a 

guttural consonant (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1419; for discussions concerning strong verbs with 
2nd or 3rd radical as a guttural consonant see (30), (30 b)). 

(255) Thew is not elided in the imperfect Form IV ~ _;. underlyingly '~~~with the infixed 
, , 

hamza in it, as its perfect is ~ ~ 1 formed according to ~ 1. The reason why the w is retained in 

~ _;. is that it occurs in the base form ~ ~ ~ between a hamza vowelled by a fatl:ia preceding it 

and a kasra following it, which is not considered as a heavy combination. The position of the w 

in Form IV ~ _;. is different from its position in Form I ~;. in which it follows a y and 
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precedes a kasra resulting in a disliked combination, which is the reason of its elision there ( cf. 
(252)). 

(256) ~ is used in the imperative instead of ~~I or after the change of the 1st radical 

vowelless w into a y on account of the influence of the kasra preceding it, i.e. ~ I ( cf. Wright, 

II, 78, de Sacy, /, 238). The elision of the 1st radical win the imperative seems, to be on the 

analogy of its elision in the imperfect "..,_._;;, as the imperative can be considered to be derived 

from the imperfect. 

The paradigm of~~ in the imperative is thus the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

2nd masc. ~ 1'~ ~~ 

2nd fem. '-?~ 1:..... 0~ 

(257) For discussions concerning~ underlyingly i~ in which the vowelled w is changed 

into a y see (113). , 
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11.6. Arabic Text: 

~ ..:;_.,3~ ,+·II 3 ~ .J J~3 ~I ...Jy>JI .y- .Jr, ).:.J ...Jr,1 .J J~3 

- ~ J' :.· .J Ll · ...., I 1 ~ . < . ' .. 0 I~ · - k ··II · ...J 1 =L:::.J.'.; t . .) ~ ~ . 'J-! .:..r-' ~ ~.) y>-' r- .J 'y-> 

~ c~ J~jl ,.A ~ )l.L:, L1 ~_.,-JI * ~ JiJ . J~ Jl>3 t- :~: T r v * 

p, S ~ ~ _.,~ <WI .ri- ~ :J..JI ...J3_r ~ J~jl ~:;J ~~ Y'.J ....:...o J,WI 

i ~ L. ~ 0_µ 13 .:::J.::.J I ..::., IS _r=-J I "--':-31 ~_., 1 :J..J I ...J .)_r ~ _.,~ ,_;;½ ~ 3 

LlU I .J y-3 I ~ 4-:,.. 3 p, S .ill ~ ? ~_.,½I ~ ~_.,½I ~ _,-;,, lJ .ill iS 

1~1 1 •• _ ;,:,._, ½1 .1.. ,. ~ ..:.U ..w . -<u1 t~I '.:....:.i .<L.. 1 --~~ L. :·11 
0 ~ ._) ~.) ~ \.!> • ~ • _) ,:_r '1!i" .T ....s-.. .. 

'\ l~j :J..J1 ...J y-> ~:;½ J3:ll j.._S ':13 J,-1.) J ~.) ~.) J) Y-:, L,_ ~ 4-J.;; L. 01S 

~ ~ Lo <l.-...1.:.:....,~ ~WI ~y ~ ~ L. "d.S_r ~ ~ ~ ~ 

. 0~13 G..:;..iJI u.;J ~ L. ~I l~j ~j .'.,.._ :~ ...L.1 ~_;.3 ~I:;~ ...L.1 ~I~ 

, r ~L, 3 i'J-! '._;;,~_)1 W-..:>1 ~~1 ~ ~--' JLl ~ -;-WI j~ 1 .. ~;, • ! ~--' 

*...L.1 0½ ~ L. c~~ 31_,.JI 0~ t: ~~I ~ ~2 y-:, ~.) ½?).;! 1.-.;.:; ...., r V * 

~ ~.)I ~ ::_,~ ...L.1 ;· ~: ~ w ~2 ..::.,_.,W ~.),lJ J::-WI ~ .:,;;~ 

, o ...JI..SJI ~ ~~ < ...L.1 I ·• .::...:.: , ~ LS ~ ~"< ..::., W :.:..:.WI <WI d. 
I • J"_,..., ...r;:-.J • I.> Y'°7 _) • • 

3 1_,.JI ~ ~ ~))11~ ½;:;113 ;;~3~1 y,:, ~ 1313 <l;JI ~ :1 j-> ~ ~ 
-:_: _;.;.·..u 13 ;(;~I ~ ..::., ~--' I} I .;r <~ :1 ~ ~ .;r 3 . 4-, _,:;.$J ..::., G LU 1.-.:-:; .< Y. 

Fols. 26b-27b 

r 1.b ;;.J...,~ :-..;;.J...,~ ;J j ~ ;;.:;>L.JI :z±.ll ;S ~I :~I ;J ~1 : ...... ~1 r 

..::.,)l.!JI : ~I i ;J - : ~ ;I ...... .r : ...... ...,.r O ;J Ju..., : Ju t ;J S j ~ ;;_:;)l;; p+2)s.;;J.:; 

;J -' - : lo A ;.l, J-=,:; :~ V ;J - : ~1 ;J lo ~ : L.:,.i_, /~ .:.- z±.ll :J S .b "=' 

; I J~ ':JI : J..., ':11 ; ~ J.::...:; : j .b .:.- ., ~ "=' I ~ : ~ ; j ., ~ J__,:.J I : J_;i , ; ., - : ~ 
~ "=' - : ~ _,y 1 <l..., 1 ; J ~ !J + : ~y 1 ; I - : ..,..J...J I \ r ; .l, > .), ., ~ I : ~ \ • 

"=' - : ;;_;, ~ ~ .J W , i 1 .b 4[..., 1 : <l..., 1 ; j - : 0_,s] I .:r , r 1., _, 1..., : ..., ly ~ ...,y 1 ; .b j 

=~>::-" ;., - :~.,1 ... <l...ol 1.b "=' - =~.r.- ... <l...ol lj .::..il> + :w 1S .b > j.),., 

;l, j ~ ., "=' I - :~lJI <L:-JI lj ~ "=' - :~ 1 o ;J .b.), - :~.,I ~ ;~ ~_,.... 

:;;.J_µI_, ~_r.::-i.)I_, ;J ~ :~ Ii ;.l, j -' "=' 4J....ol ;u..,] ;.l, -> ~ "=' ).""'-' : ~.JW 

;I - : I ·, 'V ;J > ., --' =i...., ,If ;;,J. I ~11 ....r.:- . . ~.)_r::----".) 
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11.6. Translation: The 5th Chapter is about the Verb with Weak 2nd Radical(25sJ 

It is named J Y--1 "hollow" because its middle is devoid of a strong consonant. It is also named 

:G)(;J I _, ~ "the one with the three consonants", because it becomes formed of three consonants 

in the 1st person of the sing. [ of the perfect], e.g. ' .. l.J "I said". It falls into three conjugations: 

1- 'J :- 'J ~ "to say" 2- , , , C "to sell" and 3- JU...:. :.,_; L;.. "to fear". (259i Some of the ~ , ~ t._. .. 
grammarians [Fol. 27 a] established some general principles concerning the subject of the 
weak consonants' unsoundness from which all the issues derive. They stated that the change 
due to the unsoundness of the weak consonants, when they are in other [positions] than as 1st 
[initial] radicals, can be conceived in sixteen cases: four cases can be thought of concerning the 
weak consonants, namely the vowelling by [ one of] the three vowels and the vowellessness, 
and the same concerns the consonant preceding them. So multiply the four by four until you get 
sixteen cases, then exclude the vowelless weak consonant which is preceded by a vowelless 
consonant, because of the impossibility of combining two vowelless consonants, and so fifteen 
cases are left for you:(260> I-Four of them if it [sc. the weak consonant] is preceded by a fat}:ia, 

e.g. 1- J) "a saying", 2- ~ "to sell", 3- :.,_; f "to fear" and 4- J~ "to become long". No 

change is carried out in the first [ sc. J)J on the basis that if the weak consonant is vowelless it 
would have to be changed into a weak consonant of the nature of the vowel preceding it, 
because of the weakness of the nature of the vowelless weak consonant and the influence of the 

vowel preceding it [ on it], e.g. ::i I~ "balance" underlyingly ::i lj_:,.., and ~;,. "is well off' 
, , , 

underlyingly ~ :~,(261 l unless if the consonant preceding it is vowelled by a fat}:ia [as in J) in 
which the weak consonant remains sound], because of the lightness of the fat}:ia followed by 

the sukun. By some of them, the change [into the a] is made possible, e.g. J ~ "a saying". A 

change due to the unsoundness is carried out in ~)1 "I attacked" underlyingly '..::-~)1 with a 

vowelless w, on the analogy of I:?).,; "he attacks".(262i A change is carried out also in 't,~ 

"being", that is from ~fl I with the vowelless w and the consonant preceding it being vowelled 

by a fat}:ia, because its base form [Fol. 27 b] is t.;~ according to al-ijalil, then an assimila

tion is carried out and it becomes 'ti ;_;s-,-similarly to ' .. ~: "a dead man" underlyingly ".::-;: in 
, , 

which an assimilation is carried out-, and then the 2nd y is lightened so that it becomes 't, ~ 

as it is lightened in ' .. ::. It is said [by the Kufans] that its base form is 'ti;~ with the k vowelled 
by a <;lamma, which is then given a fat}:ia, [ and with the w changed into they J so that they does 
not have to be changed into aw, formed according to [the ma~dars of verbs with 2nd radical y J 
e.g. ~~_,~I "becoming", ~->~> II "unconsciousness" and :Jfal "sleeping at midday". So the 

w is changed [in 'ti; ..,S with 2nd radical w] into a y on the analogy of the ma~dars with 2nd 

radical y because of their frequency. (263l Hence, it is said that only ~~I, t, _;;.-..JI "continua

tion". 
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ill.JJ ~ ~I J_,r> ~ ;;~½I :.::±JI ~ ~ 0-!I JG -~~I_, o·::,_,'01_, 

~ 1 1 ~ _,I µ ~ ~ I~! ~LJI ~_y ~_, ~I <~....:.:....,':I LJ1 ~ ~ 

r ':I_, 0_,..$:-JI ~ ~ ~ L. ~ 0fa ':I_, ~_.,~ ~ ~l$'r ~[$' l~j ~ 0j-' 

~ :J.Ji J_,r> ~ i~ ':I_, 0 ':l~j ~ ~ ':I_, -,.,1~1 :.:..JSJI ~ ~ 0__,..s:,, 

~~-::,--Lal:'.::,_,_,..:,_, J) --Lal J[j _,_,..:, :_,i...;. ~ .:r_, J..:,½1 J-- :u:1.JJ .!lA :1_, ~_.,~ 

i ,, .. <l...iJ L.....:i G ,, .. 0...1.>I·' ~ ~::, ,, .. ·,_', ;; <.:u1 *.WI ,.11::, .1 T r11 * ...r-_, . r -. ...r-_, _y . : .. . ...r- ~_, _)_r" r---- ~ _y 

<~½I o.:.ui ~ ~1 , ~ 4:,_,..$" ~ i::, --lJ'~ ~L::... ~_, 0...1.>I_, _,I)~ .bL.. 

..s·-½->~ :G_;..11_, :S ~I _,_,..:, ~ ':I_, ~l..:.:.jj JW1 0j_, ~ ':I_, ~W1 ~ ~ 0 J_, 

, _,_,..:,_, _J-..,½1 ~ _:rll-½ ? ~_, ~L:.11 ~~ ~I 0j3 ,:r ~_,~ ..s~~~ 

0~1 r ~ <w1_, ~1 ~y> 0½ ~~1_, ~;- _,_,..:,_, ..::Sy> ~y-W r_;r1 c;:::, 
._,.,l~I ~ dr> J..1..,: ~ 0 1;_:J1 _,_,..:,_, ~~~ ...;Jl_, ~~I ~ r ~ ':?1 

\ r ~_,....b_, 0':l~j ~ ~ ':I ? 0 _:,.1 _,_,..:,_, ~ .._;½ ~ J_r>,-< 0 G:,._t~ ol.:..,... 

vWI ~ <L.:JI ~ i~ ':I ? ~ _,_,..:,_, 0':I~! ~ ~ t 0!_, ~ J_r>--< 
. _J-..,½1 ~ j-½ ? ~I_, :,_;JI ~_, ~~ ..w::.-.. <~ 0C.. dJ l~j ~ 

Fols. 27b-28a 

I:, 0~.., : 0fa :J_, r I:, - =.j r ;I :J~l : ~ ;J .b j ::, ~ ;,;_j>l::JI ::(.;±JI ;::, ~I :~ 1 

::, ) ::, .., : ) ::, Y,:,.., o ; .b ::, -7' ~LJ I : 0.P I ; ::, :J + : ~ ; .b -> .;l, -7' I 0~ : 0fa 

1.b-> j .Jl> ::, -7' I J----= :J--:; /~ .bl..,....... u...ol + :.bl:-, V /:,. )..,::, <l..,) + :),i::, i ;J 

I::, J-½ : .}J-½ \ ; ::, J---9 .:,j_, ~ , l..,..., I : J W 1 ... ~ ; .b -> j .Jl> ::, I ~ : ~ A 

+ : I.) j I t 1::, )LJ : :J ? 1 r ; ::, - : ~ 1 1 ; -> ,s~::, : .b ~ ~ I y::, : 1~·::, 1 • 

1.b > ~::, - :~I_, I->~ ,:r .:r--JI ~ 
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~-.:i3 '01 "predominance" and Z:. ~I "vomitting" occur as ma~dars with 2nd radical wY64l 

lbn Ginni said concerning the three last ones [sc. ~' J _;... and J):,J, that the weak consonants 

are made vowelless in them for the purpose of alleviation, and that they are then changed into 
an a due to the influence of the fatJ.:ia [preceding them], and because of the feebleness of the 
sukiln's nature. 

Thus [the phonological change due to the unsoundness of thew and y is carried out]: 1- if 
they are in a verb or in a noun with a verbal pattern; 2- if their vowelling is not accidental; 3- if 
the fatJ.:ia of the consonant preceding them does not have the state of the sukiln; 4- if the corre
sponding meaning of the word does not refer to intensive mobility; 5- if there is not in it [ sc. the 
word] a risk of combining two phonological changes; 6- if the weak consonants do not neces
sarily become vowelled with a 9amma in the imperfect; and 7- if they are not meant to give a 
clue to the base form. r265l 

1- Thus the phonological change is carried out in J ~ "to say" underlyingly J), and in ~ 1·.:i 

"house" underlyingly ~~·.:i, because of the existence of the mentioned [Fol. 28 a] conditions. As 

for the change that is carried out in ~ ~.:i "houses", it is on the analogy of its sing. [sc. j.:i], in 

!' ~ "standing" on the analogy of its verb, (266l and in 1 ~ "whips" on the analogy of thew of its 

sing. [sc. "..b~], which is similar to the a of ).:i in its being "dead".(2671 I mean that the phono

logical change due to the unsoundess of the weak consonant is carried out in these examples 
even if they are not verbs or being on the verbal measure f- '-l for the sake of analogy. 

The phonological change is not carried out in ~ ;JI "the weavers", t_,.;J1 "the trai-

tors",<268l 13·~ "(a he-ass) shying at his own shadow because of his liveliness" and 0 ~;..:, 

"$awara, name of a water",(269l as they are excluded from [resemblance to] the verbal pattern 
due to the feminine marker [sc. respectively the t of the feminine and the abbreviated alif], and 
it is also said so that they give a clue to the base form. 

2- It is not carried out either in r _;JI 1_;:.:i "they called out for the people", because of the 

faintness of its vowel [ sc. the 9amma of thew]. 3- Nor in ~; "to be one-eyed" and~~ I "to be 
. . 

neighbours" on the basis that the vowel of the ' [ of .JY-] and [ the vowel of] the t [of~~ I] are 
, . 

ruled by the sukiln, i. e. by the [ sukiln of the] vowelless 'of~; I and the [ sukiln of the vowel

less] a of~~~ [respectively].<270J 4- Nor in ~l~I "animal, much life", so that its vowelling 

gives notice of the mobility referred to by its corresponding meaning. ~ G ;Ji "much death" is 

formed according to it as it is its opposite in meaning.<271J 5- Nor in 0 _:,1 "to fold" to prevent the 

combination of two unsound weak consonants. ~y1 "/dual" is formed according to it in spite of 

the fact that there is not a combination of two unsound weak consonants in it. 6- Nor in ~ "to 

live" so that it is not necessary to vowel the [2nd] y of the imperfect by a 9amma, i.e. if you said 

~l.., its imperfect would be ~G..,;.<2121 7- Nor in ~)JI "the retaliation" and in ~I "a disease in 

a camel's head", so that they give a clue to the base form.<273l 
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cl:JI ~ ~~ J_., ~~_., *~_., -f_ :: ~ l.~ ~ L. 0 tS l.;j ~ ~_)JI ~ r /\ * 

~ ~L:::..JI .j_, 1~_;. _)L,J -:,SWI ~y ~_., 4.J.;; L. ~ l_.,I_., J_.,':JI J 
r .Sy-> ~ 1.;1_., ~ _)w ~LJI ~r ~_., ~ L. ~ 1_.,i_., ~ ~ ~ 

i 

'\ 

W :u.aJJ :(.:::Jl..::.JI · · < ·: . - ~ W · ~ . :J....11 ,_j I •• l.. _) ,.J ..r--' _., t::-! - _) _)~ . 0-"' '?- ...r.-
. lS 1.;1 I •.. w ':JI -~-: G -1-~ ':J - ,. . ~I :w.J :WI 11 . - 1_:, ':J ~ :-v ' ~ ._) ._.,,.,_., ·- ...,,..-:: i'"' <J°_j . 'Y ,.J ...r- _., _)/-;'. 

.J_, ~ LS-<~ ~ J_.,':JI ;_JJ 0°_;;_., I~~_.,~~(.)_., ylj~ ~ 1_)~ ~ L. 

J -.) 1···. - 1_', ':J ~.: •• -!'.) W ~I ~ . I I.I·. L. cl.....i.::.......':J ·<l, J __ :, ;,;_._:,l::)I _., ...r- ...,,..-:: _., - _) .;f i..r.:'--' ~ .. ...r-;- -. - -
J-ill .,:;j_., j..<, 0 tS l.;j ~j ~ ~ ':J J-.--i!I <:.r" .:..,."" ~ ~I ct-.,":!I 0':J 

~LJ I t ~ ':J ,_j ~ ~ :u.aJJ < L:J I ~ :.::J.::J I .j_, j.,.iJ I .,:;j_., ~ ~ _yi _., 

~ ls'L.. ~ L. * 0 IS I.; j :.:..:::.J..:;J I . J~ ~ I .j 4-L-,o ;;__,._, l_,-J I_., I~~ _) L.a,.J 

"c,~_., Z..WI J_.,_r-> . A· ;., I~ ~ JJ ~IS_r> ~ J~_., t'.; 0

·~--' J~ 
1 r .:rSWI ~~ ~_., ~ L. ~ W1 J~ J ~ ~_., ~I ,j__,-..,jl 

':J j.> :~~1_., ~1 ~ ~ ':J_., .J~_., ~_., J~ 0~ ~~I ,_j~ i.J""_.>WI 

J J~~I i_:,...l,; ':J j.> r) ~_., JW~I ~ ':J j.> ~~~ _y,:,_., JW':JL; ~ 

1 o ~I~_., yt:;;_., ~~ ~_., -,.,_.,..-.LI ~T J -:,SUI i~ ':J j.> ;j1 ~_., J~~I 

Fols. 28a-29a 

1.b j .ib .:i ._,., - :I} ,L:JI r-1 1J -> J..JI J_,...:,JI : ,L:JI 1S. .1 -> .ib .:i ._,., I - : 4:..o \ 

t 1.b-> ~ ~ ::,; .ib .:i ._,., ~ :~ r 1.b .:i ~ ~ :~ 11 r-Y' :1.r-Y' r 

i I.:, - : Y,:.. I l, -> j .lb .:, ._,., ~ : I} J--.:; 0 I.:, - : I} I l, .> ~ - : .:, j 4- : j~ 

V I.:, ~ J_,::/1 : ~ J _ _,':11 l.:i I .J_, :~ 1.b .:.r.:"y-:;_., :~y-:;_., 1._,., Ey-1_.i_., :Ey-1.:i_., 

'\ 1· w J)Lo'::/J ·....:...., ~ +: l.~11 I.lb I· •. :.:i I •. :-I.,.:; A 1l, .lb.:, i.-.,..,_,: 1.-·: 
_) • ' _.l_cr. ~. • ~ ~ ._;--:: V V · •• ...r-;-

=i_W I .....; .r ~ + : ~ ;J .1 -> .lb ;(j>l.JI : .:i dl::.11_, : :d.::JI 1 .1 -> j .ib .:i ~ ._,., I- : 0 L:JI 

_,l__,JI + :.> j .ib .:i ~ ~ :~ l.:i .....;_,_r :J__,..:>JI , r 1.b .:i ~.r :~lS'_r , , 1J 

I.lb ..,., ~_.)WI : _J,_.ilJI \,. I.lb 

T n * 
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II- Four of them if what precedes it [sc. the weak consonant] is vowelled by a c;lamma, e.g. 5-

~- :'. "prosperous", 6- ~ "was sold", [Fol. 28 b]7- ~.fa. "he attacks" and 8- _;. ~ j "he shall 

not call". Hence in the first [sc. ~], by changing they into aw due to the influence of the 

c;lamma preceding it and the faintness of the nature of the vowelless weak consonant, so it 

became~;.. In the second [sc. JJ, by making it [sc. they] vowelless for the purpose of 

alleviation, and then by changing it into aw due to the [influence of the] c;lamma preceding it 

and the faintness of the nature of the vowelless weak consonant, so it became ~- If the vowel 

preceding the weak consonant [ sc. they of~] is changed into its kind [ sc. the kasra], it became 

then ~' which is also a possibility. In the third [sc. ~,fa.], it [sc. thew] is made vowelless for 

the purpose of alleviation, so it became .-,,fa.. No change is carried out in the fourth [sc. j 
_;.~],because of the lightness of the fatl).a. On account of that [sc. the lightness of the fatl).a], no 

change is carried out in ~ "one who reproaches much" and -:;_,,; "one who sleeps much".(274i 

III- Four of them if what precedes it [sc. the weak consonant] is vowelled by a kasra, e.g. 9-

~ lj~ "a balance", 10- iy-1·.., "the one who invites /fem.", 11- 1;...,~ "they were pleased /masc. 
. . . 

pl." and 12-~~ "you throw /fem. sing.". Thus in the first [sc. ~lj~J, it [sc. thew] is changed 

into a y as was mentioned. In the second [sc. iy-i'..:i], it [sc. thew] is changed into a y due to the 

influence of vowel preceding it and the faintness of the nature of the fatl).a, so it became :0- i'..:i. 

However, no change is carried out in J~ ..:i "turns of fortune", because the change is not to be 

carried out in nouns which are not derived from verbs because of their lightness, unless if they 

are formed according to a verbal measure, which is not the case here. In the third [sc. 1;...,J, the 

y is made vowelless for the sake of alleviation, and it is then elided to avoid the cluster of two 

vowelless weak consonants, so it became 1_;,~ [ with the c;lamma of the <f, instead of the kasra]. 

The change in the fourth [ sc. ~ ~] is similar to it [ sc. the one in ~J. (275l IV- Three of them 
,, . 

if it [sc. the weak consonant] [Fol. 29 a] is preceded by a vowelless consonant, e.g. 13- J~ 
"he is afraid", 14- ~ "he sells" and 15- Jfa. "he says". In them, the vowel [of the weak 

consonant] is shifted to the consonant preceding it because of the faintness of the weak conso-

nant and the strength of the strong consonant. However, in J ~, it [ sc. the w J is changed into 

an a due to the influence of the fatl).a preceding it [ after the transfer of the w 's fatl).a in J~ to 

it] and the faintness of the nature of the accidental vowel [sc. the fatl).a], as opposed to [the 

original fatl).a of] J ~ I "fear" [in which the w is sound because of the fatl).a' s lightness]. Thus 

they became J ~. ~ and Jfa.. No change is carried out in :;;, 1 "eyes" and~~~ 1 "houses", 

so that they would not be mixed up with the verbs, nor in J~ ~ "a rivulet", so that the forma

tion [according to J~] does not become canceled.<276l Nor in 'r,) "to straighten" to avoid a 

change due to an unsound weak consonant occurring after another change. Nor in :_;.j I "the 

throwing" to prevent the occurrence of a vowelless consonant at the end of a declinable word. 

Nor in, . .i; "setting up" '. G "demonstration" (277J 
0J 1·.i. "loquacious" 

~_J- , u -· , _7--. . . 
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~ >G .u::_;JI ~ v"'fo ~_, J~jl ~~ 0 1.:.S'UI ~ :1 j.> .b~_, 

l~.:ilJ->1 J>kl-S' ~I l.)j ~UI t~I J~ t:° ~~jl ~ t J.;; .:;J.; .J ~ 

r yA_, rlil ~ ~):JI ~ :1 ~ J-::3 0 µ -J~jl J ~1 j)Ll ._;µ rli! ~ l:.t 

0~ J~jl J >l:-1 0 ts' 0 1.., r~ t~I r) J_,:; ~1 L:.ri J>kjl J ~1 j')j 
~>Ll .:r ~ ._;½ rW ~_,;.., .:;_A.! 0 1 rl.]1 ~ :1_, C)"~ :.11 c° ;;_:,_;..~1 J * r) T n * 

i J J~_, . ~½I ~ 0 .lL½ ? -.)~I_, ~1_)1 _--1)1_, J)l ~ J::-. ~ :1_, ~1 

LS Wl _,1_,JI ~ J) J~ ~1_, o_;->T JI~ lJ~ :::.J~ 1)~ ~~ J~ _;~1 JW! 

~ ::,.1 _)W ~UI t~:1 ~~ ~ ~ LS Wl _,l_,JI ~ J) ~ ~1_, -~ 

, J-iWI J ~½I ~½ ~ J <liJI ~ :1_, u_,WI _,l_,JI ~ J--½ ? ....;l;JI ~ 

~ i~ <G':/ ::_Jj J pl l.:U. ~ :1_, 4:J_>+-J ~ Lo JI _,l_~I ~.r> J...i:, 

~I .!11_,,..;.:..::,jl 0_,~ ;J ~½ y-o':!I J ~_)-11 ~ .:.r.:!-' ~ J~ :1_, ~~I 

1 r i} _, _, 1 ~ 1 J~ I_, i ..,.WI 07! j ~ yA _, ~ J LS ~Y."! ~ I J_.,ll ½ 0_A._, 

:1_, . ~_, ~l.i:i_, ~ J ~UI_, _y0':!I ~ ~L:,JI_, ~jl J LS ~l_,JI ;;jo .;r 

~ ½ J',1 ::_J1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~~ I ~ * ~ ._;½ ;p _, ::_J1 y,:, ::,.W _, fa 07! J~ T r . * 

, o ~ ~1 • 41y • ~ i:.r-=.., ~ 07! Jy-i)I ~ LS w~ :.,w .:r <~ µ1 

Fols. 29a-30a 

,- ;.b > ....., ~I :.::....hi r 1dsmargin :j-...;; .. ) r-r lj t~I j.r-½: :~ , 
0 IP> >L,] :~1 I> 0>Ll ju+ :I ju+ :.;;LS' t ;.b >lb~...,.., I- :J~~I ... ...:µ 
4$°~ + : .b '-:-' 45°~ + : l..J1 /~ .b > j ~ ~ '-:-' I - : ::_,t ... di:; V l.b ~l:;)\J : jlAJ 

, 1 .b ......_j'J I + : .:;..,j .i.,.. A ; J ~ .b > j lb ~ ~ ...,.., - : ~ w A-V ; .b 4J.:3 L.. CL:.:..:. 1.., 

... 'l_, 1.b I - :~ ... JI , . 1.b > j P> ~ ~ I- :cLill ;~ ~ _)L...,.; + :U_,.i...:.JI 

, r 11 c~I :=i....>~1 1 1 /j lb ~ ...,.., 1 ~ :~ /j p, ~ ~ ...,.., - :J-Lll 11 - :J-Lll 

lb ~ ~ - :jl:JI ;I ~ 'F- , t ;~ ~_, J,oi...:; :j.,oi...:;_., ~ , r ;~ ~1 + :..J_,..::..:::... 

;J ~ > j 
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and 1 ~ "needle", to avoid the combination of two vowelless weak consonants if the change 

is carried out. ~ is contracted from 1 ~. and no change is carried out in it for the sake of 
, , 

the analogy with it. (278l If it is asked why a change is carried out in ~ ~i I "the performance" that 

causes in it a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, as it is affected by a change that is 

similar to the one that could have been carried out in its cognates [sc. r=fal and others], we 

answer that it is in conformity with r ~ "to stand up"' a triliteral verb with weak radical that is 

fit to undergo a change.(279l If it is asked why is a change not carried out in [the ma~darof Form 

II] r=fa I on the analogy of r ~. a triliteral verb with weak radical that is fit to undergo a 

change, we answer that if it was to undergo a change on the analogy of r ~. a triliteral verb with 

weak radical that is fit to undergo a change, it would cancel [Form II] r) [Fol. 29 b], which is 

his [ SC. the speaker's] saying, and which is related to r=fa I. (Z80) Hence [Form IV] r ~ 1 is not fit 

to reinforce [the meaning of] r ~. because it is not a Form I triliteral verb. No change is carried 

out in~) 1 C, "how well he speaks!", (231 > ~ 1J I ·· ( ~ 1 "the woman suckled her child while she was 

pregnant" and -~~ I "to overwhelm" ,<282l so that they give a clue to the base form. You say 

when attaching the pronouns: J ~ "he said", % "/3 dual", 1) ~ "/3 masc. pl.", :::.J ~ "/3 fem. 

sing.", lJ~ "/3 dual", ~ "/3 fem. pl." etc.(283l J~ is underlyingly J), in which thew is 

changed into an a as was mentioned. :}J is underlyingly J), in which the w is changed into 

an a as was mentioned, then it is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, so it 

became ~. and then the q is vowelled by a c,Iamma to give notice of the elided w. However, 

the 1st radical is not vowelled by a c,Iamma in ::).;... "they were afraid /fem. pl.", because the 

principle of shifting [a vowel] is to shift the vowel of thew [of the base form J ;...1 to the 

consonant preceding it because of its lightness. This transfer [ of the w 's vowel of the base form 

J)] is not possible in :}J, because it would impose the fat]:ia on a consonant that is already 

vowelled by a fat]:ia [sc. the q of J)]. No difference is made between it [sc. Jj "/3 fem pl. 

(perfect)]" and the [2nd person of the] fem. pl. of the imperative [sc. :)JJ. as they do not 

consider the homonymy of the c,lamma [of the 1st radical], but were contented by the virtual 

difference [between the base forms].( 284l So is also the case of ~ "they sold, or they were sold 

/fem. pl.", which is common for both the active and passive voiceY85 l Or it [sc. the homonymy] 
is due because of the inadvertency of the one who "posited" the language, as it occurred be
tween the dual and pl. [of the 2nd person of the masc.] of the imperative and [the dual and pl. of 

the 3rd person of the masc.] of the perfect of [Form VJ~ [sc. >W:i and '>C:;], [Form VI] 

~lb [sc. ~lb and ~lb], and [Form II of the quadriliteral] µ [sc. )IJ:;:; and 1)1:;:;]. No 

distinction is made between [the conjugations] ::,W and :)..:.1 [after the phonological change], 

e.g. J-1 "they became long /fem. pl." and Jj, as it is known [Fol. 30 a] from ~_,,1 "long" 

that J-1 is underlyingly J:,1, because ~ is mostly from j:.1. As well as the distinction 

between [the conjugations of] ::).;... and ~ is known from both their imperfects. I mean that 

it is known 
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_:;..WI ..J_,_.r> .:.;-- ~! ~~ ':1 µ µ '-:-'½ 0½ ::_j~ ~ ~1) ~~ .:r-

-~ ~ '-:'½ .:r- ~~ ':1 j~I ..JY:'"½I 0½ ~ ~ J-.:,1 01 ~ .:r- ~_, 
r t~':1 ~ ~ _,l_~I ~~ ~ L, d>L~J_, J~ <l..,i o_.;,-:--T JI J~ J-:-i::-ll 

~~ ~ ..JU!I JI _,l~I ...Sr> ~ J~I ....Lai o_.;,-:--T JI ~ _.,.....½I . 2LJI 

~I J3 ~ _,lyll ..J~_, . ~! ~~JI i..u-l .....J½I .::.J~ f ~LJI t~':1 

i ~ ~ 0~ ~_.,L . .>JL: .·· I..,> ~ w'_,,...,JI 0½ 0 Ll'UI ~ ~ t ~j_, 

~I W . I:. l..ul, ~ I • ~ ;;_S · II •. ½ ·. I :. ~ : . ..j)l;.,_, J ..1.1:; . < II _, ..r::- . ~ Y"""" i,,) i.r' y _, y . .r. i,,)__,..,-., 

_y:, ~ t; W 1 .r>T ._,._. I~ ~ .:r-_, j.;-1..u I :Ur"'! ~ _, ~U I uY _, J-.- Lil I 

°' ~ ~l.::JI 0½ J-.-Lill .....Jl, ~__,,..>JI .;:..L,..,.. 0 !_, c;,·:, ~ .....J½I •..J~_, ~C~: ~ ___, r. * 

:)) ~'1) ~) ;;:, . .....:;JI ~l;JI uY"! J~_, .~) ~ i)UI ..J~ ~I ~ v-< 

~ J_,~ <l...oi O_r>r JI ~~ _yw1 . J) J) J) ~½_, 0a 0'1) J) 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

1 r ~ ~_,Jyl Wi o_,I_, ~_, ~LS ..Li ;~ ~ LS ~ L. cl.:;jjl_, ~~ W1 _,1)1 

~l.J ~ o.J"":"'~ ~ 4½ ~UJI ..jj½ .J~I ':J_, ;;~ ~ ~ ..Jy,h.JI 

;;~½I .;:....$'~ ~\..;;JI .ill~_, ~U½ ~ .j½ J_,~I .1LLj ~ ':J_, 0 L.J1 

1 o .J_,J ...:.._, ~'l_, ~lA j-½I_, J}-' t:,lA ~ ..Jb.J½ ~I ~ ~~_, , ;;~ .:;;.JW 

Fols. 30a-30b 

t / .P, ~ ._j i.:,..; ; ~ ~ / :, I - ; I,. / j - ; .:,.. , , , .J~ ).., / ~ - ; ..L, I / ~ I - ; O _;>T JI l 

·--~ o-t 1~ J..,.:;I .)w :..P> J..,.:;l F f + ;._jl.:..JI ;I- :o_;>T JI ;.b l__,J_;; 'J_;; + :Ji 
: ..,;~__, ;J :, il..1....,.j'J : i..u.J o /:, - : __,i_r-11 ; inserted between two lines in I : ~L...JI 

:~1..1...Ji., V ;.b ~ j .P> :, ~ 0_p :0~ ;~ ..::.,.JL, : ·· I o > , /:, ...;~__, 

~ :~ , ;.b d~ ::U~ ;.b ~ :, ..,., I _y>,__, : ~_, A ;I ._JI + : ._J) ;I ~I-½ 

.P> :, ~ ..,., I - ::0:, 0....,:..ll 1. ;.b ~ ~ ..,., J....,.> :~ ;J .b j :, ..,., ...;~.., : ...;~.., ;J 

: I ..,w ..,1.., :o_,I.., /.P, ..,., ~1.., :cL.:.I__, 1 r ;.b ~ I - :o~T JI 1 1 /j ~I + :.b ~ 

.....J½I :j I .....J~ :.....J½ 1~ .J~'ll__, :.J~I 'J__, 1, ;.b ~ :, ..,., I ~_;;__,J :~_;;) ;:, __,l__,JI 

- :~UL, ... S..::½ 1~ .....J'll + : .bl.i....j /_p, ..,., ..:,;W½I : ..:,;Wl It /.P, t4~ :F~ ;.b 

I:, j..,½I :J..,½1_, 10 ;_p, :.y=--1 :j:, ..,..- ::o.r.>½1 ;:, 
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from :_,; ~ "he is afraid" that ~ is underlyingly J _;... as the conjugation ~ J:-1 does only 
, , 

comprehend verbs with guttural consonants [as 2nd or 3rd radical]. And it is known from ~ 

"he sells" that ~ is underlyingly :;;, as the verb with 2nd y radical does not occur according 

to the conjugation~ jj. The imperfect is J):; "he says" etc., underlyingly J~, in which 

the change due to the unsoundness of the weak consonant has been mentioned. Thew is elided 

in [the base form J _j; resulting in] ~ "they say /fem. pl" to avoid the cluster of two 

vowelless consonants [sc. the vowelless w and lj.(286) The imperative is J~ "say!" etc., 

underlyingly J_;1 in which the vowel of the w is shifted to the q, then its w is elided to avoid 

the cluster of two vowelless consonants [sc. the vowelless wand l], and then the [prosthetic] 

alif is elided because it is not more needed.<287l Thew is elided in [j in] -;Ji j "say the 

truth", in spite of the fact that two vowelless consonants [sc. the vowelless w and l] are not 

combined in it [sc. the base form J)], on the basis that the vowel [of juncture] is given to it [sc. 

the l of j] due to an external consonant [sc. the vowelless -l of the definite article of the 

following word -;.JI], which means that it is ruled by the sukun virtually, (288l by contrast to [the 

maintainance of thew in] ~) "/2 dual (imperative)" and J) "/2 masc. sing.", in which the 

vowelling [of the l] is caused by both internal consonants [respectively], namely the a of the 
agent pronoun and the energetic n, which occupy an internal position of the word. On account 
of that [sc. that the energetic n is internal], they made the last radical of the imperfect invariable 

[ vowelled by the fat]:ia] before it, e.g. ::,,.r: ~~ ~ "are they doing? /2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 

1)". The a [that is substituted for the 2nd radical w J [Fol. 30 b] is elided in G,'.:i "they prayed 

/fem., dual" [from G_;'.:i: G~'.:i], in spite of the fact that the vowel is given to it [sc. the t] on 

account of the agent pronoun a, as the t is considered as not belonging to the same word, 

contrarily to the [radical] l in~) "Say! /2 dual (imperative)".(2891 You say with the energetic n: 

J) "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. l)", 0~) "/2 dual", J) "/2 masc. pl.", J) "/2 fem. 
, , 

sing.", 0 ~) "/2 dual" and 0 ill "2 fem. pl.", and with the light one: J) "/2 masc. sing. 
, , 

(imperative En. II)", J) "/2 masc. pl." and J) "/2 fem. sing.". The active participle is j~ 
etc., underlyingly J_., ~. in which the w is changed into an a on account that it is vowelled and 

because of [the influence of] the fat]:ia preceding it, as in ~, Ll "a wrapper" underlyingly ~ Ll, 
in which the w is changed into an a because of its occurrence at the extremity of the word, and 

then it [sc. the a] is changed into a hamza. The [infixed] a of the active participle [in J_., ~] is not 

taken into account because it is not a firm separative [between the vowelled q and the vowelled 

w ], so two alifs [ sc. the infixed a of the active participle and the w changed into an a in JI~] 

were combined together. It was impossible to drop the 1st one,-and so as well the 2nd one-, 

because it [sc. the active participle] would be mixed up with the perfect [sc. J~ "he said"]. So 

the last one was given a vowel and became a hamza [sc. s j~]Y90J It [sc. the active participle] 

occurs in some [forms] with the elision [of the 2nd radical], e.g. t..~ "vomitting" and t..~ 
"suffering" underlyingly t:'~ and t:'i Among them [sc. these forms] are also the words of 
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.,L.._, .ilil.::- ..L.1 ~G ~ -:--W½ "~---' ,_;~ l:?1 <:-'~ ~'_;.. li::, J,.> r:.:_s-_) JG.;; 

~_;J .JW -:,-.:--JI i·_J_; ,1..7"---'~ ..L.1 ~- 011 ~ r'*°% ~ -:--WI j~_, ,~I~ ...L,l 

r ~~ U kl:-:;j * ...Jlii.JI ~ ~ ...J _y-WI ~ ~_,l_,JI t_;; _,J ~ ~ ~ -?~ J-:;..o T n * 

~ ,_;~1 .JW 0 _y-11 ~ 3 1_,JI i . .J ~ ,J;1 ..L.1 ~1 ~_, ~ ~ LS ~ 1_,.Jlii 

J~ J~ j.$' ~ 1 J_,~ ,L, 1 J_,k Jy-il I .'~ 1 .J W 1..7" ~ I ~ ~ .<- ~ _, I_,..! I ~ 

, ..1..'.ilj-11 ...J~ 0½ ~~ ~ ~..l..'.il)I _,l_,JI ..:;_j~ 0 1.:.$'LJI ~(.; J_,y-k .JW 
~ ½~ Jl9_, . ...J~ :1 Z..>WI_, =i..~ ~....,1)1 0½ ~½I ~ Ja½I _,l_,JI_, J_,1 

~I ~_, 1.5_r>I Z..~ ~~ ~_, 1.5_r>1 Z..~ ~~ ~ 1.)j Z..)WI ...J~ :1 "-!I.Y.

' ~1 ~ ,c::·o ..L.1 t-:~ d.l~_, J_,.k ~½I ~_, :.,W.:, o~ Gj_, 0~ 

½~ ~ ___,l_,JI .::..J~ _,1_,JI___, "l._:JI 0 LSLJI ~L; ~ .JW ~ J~~ 

~.,..._gl ~/L; ,l._:JI .::.J~ ~½I ~_, .~I ~ ~ ,L:JI _y-S ~ ~ .JW 

, r * ~ "'"j3 -:;H y lj-;:-o ~ LS ·, ~ ___, I) I ~ ~ "~ .J W ~ ~ ~ LS ~ U ...., r , * 

.JJ~___, ~~ ~ LS ~1 J.fo ,L,l Jlii C'"°_,.ll . ~ ~½I ~_, ~~ ~ 
- )' )' / w - )' -,!l o,... cc -,!l ,... 

r'""I ,:,,-:;-!---' ~_,.JI ,:,,-::-! l:?.J":!~I Jyi.J½ pi_, t::,: ~ J.-L; t::':'° ...L,1 ~ 

\ 0 0A _~1 -:;_?-S "-"_0 ~.J-LJ I.)! d_UJ1 ~ LS ~~ ~ _yJ_) Jy-JI 

~.J-LJ 1.)1_, <~ ~~~ _-1 r ~ TT~ p 1·.)1 ~> Jw u_;; ~ ~ 

.<0 ~ .... ,. n dW'T ~> Jw u~ ~ l->-->-1_, w.A! ---:>~ 0___,..s_..s ~ 

Fols. 30b-3lb 

~ + : ~1 i ;:, ~ .Jw ,L:JI ~ ~ -:,:--11 y-S + :<21~ ;:, - :_,~ J.!.o r 

: <..J""l:-.JI o ;.b ~I .,_,_, ~I 0j., ~ + :Jl> _J...;1 0j_, ~ + :j ~I .>...,..; ~1 0j_, 

!:, <..J""~l _r;i- ~ ,[.,, }>-11 ~ ~ J-') :~1 ;.b-> Jl> ~ I- :_;;.1 .JW IJ!> I <..J""[;i 

: .Glj-JI ,._;~ I.> Jl> :, I ,_;.:....a.,,; : ~~ ;J - : J.,_,.k, .JLa.; i /:, ~~T JI + : j_,l. 

;:, ....;~ :....;~ 11 1.b j Jl> :, ~ ..Gl_)I :o..Gl_)I v 1J ;;:,Y.)~ ....;bJI : :, ;;:,Y.)J ....;bJI ... 

~u I. lj Jl> :, I - : ~ .J...o1 , /:, - :1..5y>I .. -~_, ;J ~_,.;;_, ~ : ~_,.;; ~_, 

: .::.Ji.>- 1 1 /Jl> :, --=-' .__;i:,.j : ~~ ;J - :_,1_,JI_, ,L:JI ;I 0 1..:SL : 0 1..:SLJI lj :, - :_,1_,JI_, 

1.b--=-' ~ ~..r. + :~ 1, ;J r""""I_, :r""""l 0"::7_, it!:,-:::,,..;:, L. jl :U Ir;:, ....;i.>-
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the Allmighty "and you were" [sur. 9: 109] (i~ .... /_;. Ii::, J,) "On an undermined sand-cliff", 

i.e. _yJ~-(2911 It [sc. the active participle] occurs with the transposition [of the consonants], e.g . 

..:1 G "sharp" underlyingly ~ G, and ~ l.. "one (in higher ordinals)" underlyingly ".....,.. I~. (2921 The 
"' "' ~ 

transposition is possible in their language, e.g. ~ I "bows" underlyingly :r 3), in which the 

sis shifted backwards so that it became ~_;J,-similarly to ~~ "sticks"-, then it became~ 

to avoid the combination of both the waws at the extremity [ of the word], and then the q was 

vowelled by a kasra [Fol. 31 a] on the analogy of what followed it, so they said ~ as in 

~.(2931 Among them [sc. the forms in which the transposition is carried out] is '~1 "she

camels" underlyingly 0J~l, in which the w is made to precede then so that it became 'J~ 1, and 

then the w is changed into a y as opposed to the analogy, so it became '~ 1. (2941 The passive 

participle is Jfa "said" etc. underlyingly J3)i:, in which a phonological change is carried out 

similar to the one in J~ "he says", so it became J3fa, such which caused a cluster of two 

vowelless weak consonants [sc. the waws], so the infixed w was elided by Sibawaihi on the 
basis that the elision of the augment is prior, whereas the original w [that is the 2nd radical] was 
elided by al-Abfas on the basis that the augment is a marker, and the marker should not be 
elided. Sibawaihi answered him by saying that the marker should not be elided if there is no 
other marker [in the word], and here there is another marker, which is them [prefix]. Hence its 

pattern is according to him ~ and according to al-Abfas J).:.. So is also the case of ~ 

"sold" underlyingly ~' meaning that a phonological change is carried out in it similar to the 

one in ~ "he sells", so it became ~; then two vowelless weak consonants, they and thew, 

became combined together, and thew was elided according to Sibawaihi, so it became t 0

_'.~, 

and then the b was vowelled by a kasra so that they was sounded true [i.e. ~]. However 

according to al-Abfas, they [ of the radical] was elided, and the kasra was shifted 'to the conso-

nant preceding it, as was mentioned about ~ "you sold", so it became~' and then thew 
, , 

was changed into a y as in ~I~ "balance". So its pattern is ~ [Fol. 31 b] according to 

Sibawaihi and ~ according to al-AbfasY951 The noun of place is J Ii:. underlyingly J): 
"speech", in which a phonological change is carried out similar to the one in :,_; ~ "he fears". 

So is also the case of ~ "offered for sale" underlyingly ~' in which a phonological change 

is carried out similar to the one in ~ "he sells". The virtual difference [between the base 

forms],-and it is taken into consideration by them-, is sufficient [concerning ~?~] to 

differenciate between the noun of place and the passive participle, as the case of dUJI "the 

ships", which is a plural if you take into account its sukun that is similar to the sukun [of the 

2nd radical] of '....:_J "lions", as in His saying the Sublime [sur. 10: 22] ~ -j /:S (.)j ~) 

~ ~.;...) "So that ye even board ships;-they sail with them", and it is a singular if you take 

into account its sukun which is similar to the sukun of ~) "nearness", as in the words of the 

Allmighty [sur. 26: 119] (0~T ,-11 i IT ~) "In the ark filled (with all creatures)".(2961 
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~tJ j->--3 w-1 o___.;..T JI~ J.J ~ :;---ll , J_,....L J.......,l JLL.. Lf'JI 
,, ,, ,, ,, 

~1 0.J-'J Ll ~ }~ I C"" ~ I j..i:J ~ Ll ~ .J j) .J W u:JJ .J l_,J I 

r • • I ·.; w u ·.; Lo ;; <1 ·.L, I 'I La, - ,. J' 0 
•• w I .I-~ Lo JI I 'I ;; < 

~ ~ .J ~ .r-"" .. _) 'Y .J r' ~ .J ~ 3 ~ ~ 

~ 3 ~ ·,_0·'.13 ~-:·:..13 t";: .d.1~3 i~ ~ Lo j-.,1) ~ ~ µ W 

j.;i Lo W i..w ~1 ~ .). iW~lj~ :13 . .::.,W -.=Jj ~ j~ ~ ~ 3 

, ~ ~ 3 :J..Ji -.J.r> j.;i L. i~'J • 3 1_,JI j~ ~½ ~1 }~l.; j~ :13 <l:JI T r r * 

J-..:,13 .0x..u..:11 Jy-il½ ·.Li-:.s'I J~13 i..,.WI i:.r.-! ~ 3 :}j ~.). l.?~3 . -'Y."~ 

. :__;~ J~JS' ~t; J7. J~ 

Fols. 31b-32a 

1J .:i ~U :~U 11- :oy;..T JI 1.:i - :.....L,l Jll. 1J - :l's margin :Jfa ... :U'l/1, 

i - r 1 ..b - : )-~ ... J~ 1 ..b .lb .:i U : L, JI r I .lb .:i I - : 1.5_i-> I I I .., l_rl 1.., : .., 1.,-J I C'° r 

- :..J I.lb '-:"' ~ :..> 0.r-""-" : jY,-:,,.,. lj .lb .:, '-:"' ~ : F t 1..1 ..> 0J>-I + ::W ~ 

41,;; : ol:JI j....;i ,-o 1J il..i.....:,'J : ..1 i~'l/ : iJ...J 1J S ..1 j ..::.,){,;; : .;;.J:} o I-> .1b ., ...,.. I 

I ..1 j .:, '-:"' j.:;.. : j~ !,$' A I.:, - : ~ 3 I_, - : ,j V I_, 
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The noun of instrument is J LL underlyingly J~-
, -

The passive voice is J-::9, etc.,(297) underlyingly J), in which thew is made vowelless for 
, , 

the purpose of alleviation, so it became JJ, which is a feeble dialectal variant, because the 

<;lamma is deemed heavy when it is combined with thew [following it]. In another dialectal 

variant the kasra of the w [ of J)J is shifted to the consonant preceding it, so it became J;;, 
and then thew was changed into they due to [the influence of] the kasra preceding it, so h 
became ~- In another dialectal variant, it [sc. the kasra of the consonant preceding they of 

~] is given a flavour of the <;lamma, so that it is known that underlyingly the consonant 

preceding it is vowelled by a <;Iamma [sc. :_0]. 
So is also the case of ~ "it was sold", -7_ ~:.. ~ "it was chosen", ~ -~ ~ "it was guided to 

him", ~ "were said /fem. pl." and ~ "were sold /fem. pl.", meaning that the three dialectal 
variants are possible to be applied concerning them. (298) 

However, it is impossible to give the flavour of the <;lamma in the example ~I "it was 

performed", because the consonant preceding they is not vowelled by a <;lamma.-It is also 
impossible [that it is said] with thew [instead of they] because thew occurs only possibly [Fol. 
32 a] if the consonant preceding the weak consonant is vowelled by a <;lamma, which is not the 
case here. (299l 

The active and passive voice are made homonymous in ::,D and ~ with the sufficiency 
of the virtual difference [between their base forms]. (300l , 

The base form of J ~ is Jfa., in which a phonological change is carried out as in J ~ 
[ underlyingly :,.;_;..,;] "it is dreaded". 



11.6.1. COMMENTARY 

The Verb with Weak 2nd Radical 

(258) For a general study of ..J Y." ½I "the Hollow Verb" or "the verb with 2nd radical w ory" 

see Mu'addib, Ta~rif 254-291, Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 233, II, 110, Ibn Ya'is, Muliiki 52-58, Ibn 
'U~fiir, II, 437-518, Zangani, '/zzz8-9, 'Abdal-1:lamid, Ta~rif624-634, de Sacy, 241-247, Farl:iat, 
Bal:,,!? 1-79, Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik 43-45, Wright, 81-87, Blachere, 136-146, Fischer, 
Grammatik 116-119, Bakkus, Ta~rif 134-150, 'Abd al-Ral;tim, $arf29-33, Roman, Etude II, 
961-971. For a comparative study with corresponding forms in some of the other Semitic lan
guages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 242-255, Bauer, Grammatik 110-113. Moscati, 
Grammar 169 who refers to von Soden, Grundrij3 154-156, remarks that some of the verbs of 
which the 2nd radical is w "describe a change of condition or transition from one situation to 
the opposite one, e.g. Sem. mwt "to die", West Semitic qwm "to get up", while others "refer to 
types of motion, e.g. Akkadian dwl "to go to and fro", Hebrew and Ethiopic rw~ "to run". As 
for verbs with 2nd radical y, some of them "describe a physiological function, e.g. Semitic syn 

"to urinate", while others connote "a definite outcome or result, e.g. Semitic s ym "to place, 
fix", Akkadian Arabic Ethiopic !]yr "to elect". 

(259) Jfa. J ~ underlyingly Jfa. J), a verb with 2nd radical w, pertains to the conjugation 

~ J:-1. Its paradigm in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st :::..Ll w 
2nd masc. ~ . Gf~ ~ 
2nd fem. .::Jj . GLl J.Ll 
3rd masc. J~ % I)~ 

3rd fem. ~rn 0~ Jj 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st J)1 J~ 
2nd masc. J);; v~);; 0));; 
2nd fem. ~);; v~);; fi 
3rd masc. Jfa. ~ :.-v _r.! 0Jfa. 
3rd fem. J);; v~);; A 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st J)1 J~ 
2nd masc. J);; ~);; 1));; 
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2nd fem. ':?j _,i; ~_,i; fa 
3rd masc. J~ ~ :.· 

~ 
1) :.· 
~ 

3rd fem. J_,i; ~_,i; A 
Its paradigm in the imperfect of the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st Jl Ji 
2nd masc. J1 ~_,i; 1) _,i; 
2nd fem. J._,i; ~_,i; fa 
3rd masc. J~ ~ :.· 

~ 
i_,1 :. · 
~ 

J1 ~;; A 3rd fem. . 

Its imperative is j. Its active participle is J.o~- Its ma.Jdar is J~. Its perfect, passive is j;;. 
. . 

Its imperfect is J ~- Its passive participle is J):. 
The paradigm of the derived forms of this class of verb is the following: 

Form II: Its perfect, active is J). Its imperfect is Jfa.. Its imperative is J). Its 

ma.Jdar is ~);. Its perfect, passive is J). 
. . 

Form III: Its perfect, active is J~ ~- Its imperfect is J__, ~- Its imperative is J__, ~- Its 

ma.Jdar is J~ Ii. Its perfect, passive is J.,). 
Form IV: Its perfect, active is J ~ 1. Its imperfect is ~- Its imperative is J; 1. Its active 

. . 
participle is ~- Its ma.Jdar is J~I. Its perfect, passive is j;;i. Its imperfect 

. . . 
is J ~- Its passive participle is J Ii. 

Form V: Its perfect, active is J_)G. Its imperfect is J~- Its imperative is J_)G. Its 

ma.Jdar is J~- Its perfect, passive is J~-
Form VI: Its perfect, active is J~ lb. Its imperfect is J~ ~- Its imperative is J~ lb. Its 

ma.Jdar is J~lb. Its perfect, passive is J__,fa. 
As another example of Form VII, r ~ I of r ~ "to rise" can be mentioned. Its perfect, active 

is r ~~- Its imperfect is r ~- Its imperative is ~~- Its active participle is r li..:. Its ma.Jdar is 

~ i.;.i!. Its perfect, passive is ~i. Its imperfect is r ~- Its passive participle is r li..:. 
Form VIII: Its perfect, active is J 81. Its imperfect is J ~- Its imperative is fa I. Its 

. . 

active participle is J l:i:. Its ma.Jdar is J t;,j 1. Its perfect, passive is ~1. Its 

imperfect is J ~- Its passive participle is J l:i:. 
As another example of Form X, r I;:, ·! can be mentioned. Its perfect, active is r i;:., ·!· Its 

imperfect is r • ~:. O ~- Its imperative is r ~:. O ·!· Its active participle is 'r • ~:. O ' •• Its ma.Jdar is ;(, i;:· O ·~-
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Its perfect, passive is r-:~ 0 .1. Its imperfect is r 1;:. 0 

~- Its passive participle is r 1;:. 0 

:. 

~ ~ J L;.. underlyingly ~h J )., a verb with 2nd radical w, pertains to the conjugation 

~ J-..1. Its perfect, active, is JL;... Its imperfect of the indicative, active, is ~~. of the 

subjunctive, active, J ~ and of the jussive, active, J~. 
b) ~ t. ~ underlyingly ~ ~, a verb with 2nd radical y, pertains to the conjugation J_:j 

~- Its perfect, active, is t. ~- Its imperfect of the indicative, active, is ~. of the subjunctive, 

active,~ and of the jussive, active, ci-· Its imperative is ~- Its active participle is 2~- Its 

ma~dar is ~- Its perfect, passive is ~- Its imperfect, passive, is t ~- Its passive participle is 

~-

(260) 1'lal refers to the phonological change that is carried out in a word in which a weak 
consonant is counted as unsound. This unsoundness is caused by the weak consonant's vowelling 
or vowellessness and by the vowelling or the vowellessness of the sound consonant,-whether 
strong or weak -, preceding it. Among the common phonological changes that can be men
tioned is that the weak consonant is made vowelless, is changed into another weak consonant 
or is elided (cf. Ragil_ii, Bas'f! 159, the Arabic text fol. 25b-26a). The sequence involved is that 
of a weak consonant preceded by a vowelled or by a vowelless sound strong or weak conso
nant. Hence the 1st weak radical that is not preceded by any other consonant in the perfect, e.g. 
the w in wa 'ada "to promise" cannot be made unsound (for discussions see (246) ). The phono-

logical change is however carried out when the 1st radical is preceded by a prefix, e.g. ::i1j~ 

that becomes ::i1~ "balance" (cf. (261)). Furthermore, the sequence of two vowelless weak 

consonants is as well excluded, as it is impossible to combine two vowelless weak consonants. 
A presentation comprehending fifteen sequences can be thought of: 

1- The weak consonant is vowelless and preceded by a fatl_ia. 
2- The weak consonant is vowelled by a fatl_ia and preceded by a fatl_ia. 
3- The weak consonant is vowelled by a kasra and preceded by a fatl_ia. 
4- The weak consonant is vowelled by a <;lamma and preceded by a fatl_ia. 
5- The weak consonant is vowelless and preceded by a <;tamma. 
6- The weak consonant is vowelled by a kasra and preceded by a <;lamma. 
7- The weak consonant is vowelled by a <;lamma and preceded by a <;lamma. 
8- The weak consonant is vowelled by a fatl_ia and preceded by a <;lamma. 
9- The weak consonant is vowelless and preceded by a kasra. 

10- The weak consonant is vowelled by a fatl_ia and preceded by a kasra. 
11- The weak consonant is vowelled by a <;tamma and preceded by a kasra. 
12- The weak consonant is vowelled by a kasra and preceded by a kasra. 
13- The weak consonant is vowelled by a fatl_ia and preceded by a sukun. 
14- The weak consonant is vowelled by a kasra and preceded by a sukun. 
15- The weak consonant is vowelled by a <;lamma and preceded by a sukun. 

(261) The base form of ::i1~ is 1)j~ (from the root 0.:,_,) in which the 1st radical w is 

changed into y because of its vowellessness and the influence of the kasra preceding it ( cf. lbn 
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Ginni, Mun:Jif I, 220-221, Bohas, Etude 260). Its pl. is ~..:,1; with the w of the base form 

retained. It can be mentioned that the substitution of they for the w is carried out anomalously 

despite of the fact that there is no kasra preceding the w in .y WT said instead of .y r;Ji in the 

following verse said by 'Iyac,l b. Durra al-Ta'i, cited by Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4764, Howell, I, fasc. 
III, 1198: 

"[Our preserve is] a preserve that is never made free, save by our leave; nor do we ask of the peoples 
the contracting of engagements". 

:r;. is Form IV of the verb _;.,~ with 1st y radical, in the imperfect of the indicative, 

active. For its paradigm in the groundform and derived forms see (245 b). The 1st vowelless 

radical y of the base form~ :~ is changed into a w, i.e. :r ;., due to the influence of the c,lamma 

preceding it. The vowelless y when preceded by a c,lamma, is changed into a glide, namely a 
lengthened w as in this mentioned example, and when preceded by a kasra into a glide, namely 

a lengthened y, e.g. ~I for ~I "be well off!" (cf. Wright, II, 80). 

(262) ~)-1 is mentioned in (311 ). The verb is underlyingly a 3rd weak radical w verb from 

~)-. In Form IV, thew of the base form ::,~j1 "I raided" is changed into a y: ~ji. This 

change is on the analogy of the one that is carried out in the imperfect 13);., which is underlyingly 

~fa. in which the w is changed into y because of its occurrence at the end of the word and 

because it is preceded by a kasra. It can be mentioned that as a general rule, this change occurs 
in all the derived forms of the verb with 3rd weak radical w (for examples see Wright,//, 91). 
This specific change of the w into y is carried out as well when the w is the 3rd radical of the 

passive participle (J;.,1:) of a verb that has the perfect formed according to JJ with the 2nd 

radical being vowelled by a kasra, e.g. ~~ "approved it" with the y vowelled by a fatl).a 

whose passive participle is ~; "approved" underlyingly ~ ;. However, the w of the pas

sive participle remains sound if the 2nd radical of its verb is vowelled by a fatl).a, e.g. ~_fa 

"raided" from 1)- whose 2nd radical z is vowelled by a fatl).a (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I 1279-

1280). This is why the change of thew into yin 1~'~ that becomes ~~from ...s-~ in which 

the 2nd radical d of the verb is vowelled by a fatl).a, is anomalous in the following verse said by 
'Abd Yagut b. Waqqa~ al-1:Iariti. It is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 691, Mun:Jif l, 118, //, 122, Ibn 
Ya'is, X, 22, 110, Muliiki" 480, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 577, Tibrizi,lbtiyiiriit 771, Ibn Man?iir, IV, 2325, 
2847, Bagdadi, SarlJ, 400-401, Hiziina I, 316, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1280, Wright,//, 91: 

"And my wife Mulaika has known that it is I who am the lion, when assailed, and when assailing". 

The example with the weak consonant kept sound, i.e. with I~-:....:.:. said instead of ~ ~. is 

cited by Saraqusti, Af'al I, 247. Another variant of the verse is read by some with ~ ~fa 
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~j ~~ "when raided, and when raiding" instead of~~~~ ~ ~~'with the anomalous change 

of the weak consonant that is carried out in I~~-

(263) S }.,~ is formed according to the pattern :J 3-L ~ ;_ The 2nd radical w is vowelled by a 
fatl_ia in it and follows a vowelless y. The phonological change is carried out by changing the w 

into a y and assimilating the two ya's, i.e.,.:,~ (cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 10). The base form 

S~ is used mostly in poetic licence. It occurs in the following verse said by al-Nahsali, cited 

by Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 15, Ibn al-Anbari, In$iif Q. 115, 334, Suyiiti, Asbah Ill, 335, lbn 
Manzur, V, 3926, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1461: 

. 
"O would that we and the beloved were so placed that a boat held us, to the end that union might 
return in being!". 

An alleviated form exists as well, namely S ~ (for discussions see Zaggagi, Magalis 309-

310, Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 9-15, Zamabsari, 179, lbn al-Anbari,/n$iiJQ. 115, 334-335, Nuzha 
200, Ibn Ya'is, X, 68-70, Suyiiti, Asbah III, 35, lbn Man~iir, V, 3959, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1461-
1464, Wright, II, 120, Bustani, Mu~ft 799). It occurs with a y following the 1st radical, and not 
with a w in spite of the fact that it is a ma$dar of a verb with middle radical w, because it is 
made formed according to the ma$dars of verbs with 2nd radical y which are much more 
numerous (cf. lbn Ginni, Mun$if II, 12). The examples of ma$dars of verbs with 2nd radical y 

that lbn Mas'iid takes up here to which S ~ is formed according to are: ~~3~ from ~ ~ L., 

"to become", ~..d from '. -•~ ~~ "to be unconscious" and :J).;:; from~ J~ "to take a 

midday nap". It can be mentioned that a debate was raised concerning S ~' the Basrans 

believing that it is alleviated from S ~' whereas the Kufans believing that it is alleviated from 

S}., _} (for discussions see Ibn al-Anbari, ln$iif Q. 115, 334-335). 

S }.,~ which became ,.:, ~ after the assimilation and,.:,~ after the alleviation is com

pared to ~:,: with the 2nd radical vowelless w followed by a y with a kasra, which became::_~~ 

after the assimilation of the w to the y and ~ after the alleviation. ~ is lightened by the 

elision of the 2nd y so that it became ~' because of the combination of two ya's and a kasra 

which is deemed as heavy. Another example is,~ which is lightened from'~. According to 

the Kufans, the base form of ~ and ,~ is :_;;;, i.e. ~:,: and ,-½;,_, whereas according to 
/ / / / 

the Basrans the base form is ~, and some believed as well~ (for their debate see Ibn al

Anbari, ln$iif Q. 115, 334-338). Curiously enough, the Kufan al-Kisa'i believed that the form 

,~ with the doubling of the y, underlyingly ·~ _;:.,, is on the pattern ~' and by doing so, 
. . . 

followed the Basrans' theory (cf. Mu'addib, Ta$rif 266). Another example that conforms to 

~ is ~ that occurs in the sur. 9: 36 (?JI ~~...01 .:.:J.f.;) "That is the straight usage" and '. ~ ·""' 

that occurs in the sur. 2: 19 (~WT 0'° ~ ~ ~ "Or ( another similitude) is that of a rain-laden 
_,. "' / 
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cloud from the sky". It can be mentioned that Ya 'qub al-I:Iac,irami, one of the ten readers of the 

Qur'an (see for them Qahabi, Qurra' 157), used the alleviated form~ to refer to what did not 

have any soul. His argument is the sur. 25: 49 (l:; ~-~) "A dead land". He used:::; with the 

doubling of the y to designate what had a soul (cf. Mu'addib, Ta~rif 265-266). Vallers, 
Volkssprache 151, referring to Baic_lawi mentions that Ibn Ka!ir, Ibn 'Amir, Abu 'Amr and Abu 

Bakr preferred to use~:~, whereas Nafi' preferred:::;. Ibn tJalawaihi, Qira'at I, 109-110 

mentions that Nafi', I:Iamza and al-Kisa'i read:::; with the doubling of they all through the 

Qur'an, whereas the remaining readers among the seven read it with the single y. The alleviated 
form occurs in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by al-Sartuni, the commen
tator of Farl).at, Bal}! 257 in the notes, Bustani, Mi~balJ in the notes 287, Bravmann, Studies 

528, Carter, Sirhfnf 376: 

"The dead man is simply he who lives grieving, wretched his plight and small of hope". 

Both forms~ and~ are combined in the following verse said by 'Adib. al-Ra'la, cited - -
by Mu'addib, Ta~rif l 13: 268, Ibn Ginni, Mun~if II, 17, III, 62, Ibn Ya'is, X, 69, Mulukf 466, 
Ibn Man'.?ur, VI, 4295, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1461, Bravmann, Studies 528: 

"He that has died, and taken his rest, is not really dead: the really dead is only the dead of the living 
[i.e., is only he that is living, while his state is like that of the dead]". 

For discussions see Ibn Ginni, Mun~if II, 15-17, III, 61-62, ZamalJsari, 173, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 

566, Wright, II, 120, Ragil).i, Farra' 182-183. For discussions concerning :::; with references 

to other Semitic languages see Noldeke, Neue Beitrdge 209. 

(264) There exist only four words of patterns of ma~dars with 2nd radical w that occur 

formed according to~):\ namely ~~I from ~_h 0l5'"to be", ~;,;-..JI from r3 ~ FJ.:i "to 

continue", i'.:i 3 '0 I from '.:i ~ -.:i l., "to rule" and ~~I from t*- t ~ "to vomit" ( cf. Ibn 

Man'.?ur, V, 3959). 

(265) ~ becomes after the phonological change t ~, J f becomes JG.. and J:,1 becomes 

Ji.1 (for discussions see Ibn Ginni, Mun~if I, 247 to whom Ibn Mas'ud refers to). The reason of 

the change of the 2nd vowelled weak radical into an a is due to the weak consonant's vowelling 
and to the influence of the fatl).a preceding it. There exist some conditions that permit the 
phonological change of the vowelled w or they into an a. Ibn Mas'ud mentions seven that he 
presents and discusses, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1237 sqq. discusses eleven and Bohas/Guillaume/ 
Kouloughli Linguistic 85-86 discuss three. One of the conditions that can be added here (for it 
see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1249-1250) is that if the 2nd radical is a weak consonant that replaces 
an underlying strong consonant, it cannot be affected by any change as it is not the real radical 

of the word. An example is i~ for i~ "tree" (for it see Ibn Man'.?ur, IV, 2197 sqq.) in 

which they is substituted for the underlying strong consonant, the g. The pl. variant ..::., ~ said 
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instead of ..::...G,;::, occurs in the following verse said by Umm al-Hu!aim, and cited by Howell, 

IV, fasc. I, 1250, 'Abd al-Tawwab, Tatawwur 20: 

"If there be not in you any shade, nor any fruit, then God curse you for trees!". 

For some other examples of anomalies see 'Abd al-Tawwab, Fu~ul 113. 

(266) The change of the underlying w vowelled by a fat}:la into an ii is carried out in J) 
which becomes JI:; "to say" and in~~,~ which becomes ~ I,~ "house". The reason of this change 

is that they conform to the first condition mentioned by Ibn Mas'ud, which is that J) is a verb 

and~~,~ is a noun that is formed according to the verb form J..J. It can be noted as well that both 

weak consonants are vowelled by a fat}:la and are preceded by one. 

In the broken pl. ~C.~ underlyingly ~I~~ (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1264), the 2nd radical w 

vowelled by a fat}:la is 'changed into a y due to the influence of the kasra preceding it. This 

change is on the analogy of the change that is carried out in its sing. ~~,~ that becomes ~ (~ 
"house". 

b) The change of thew into they is carried out in the ma~dar r~ "standing" underlyingly 

r' I~ in which the w is vowelled by a fat}:la and preceded by a kasra. This change is on the 

analogy of the change of the weak consonant that is carried out in its verb r I:; "to stand" 

underlyingly rJ in which thew that is vowelled by a fat}:la and preceded by one is changed into 

an ii. Other examples than r~ in which this specific change is carried out are ,~~! "submis

siveness" and -~~I "accustoming oneself' underlyingly ·~ I~ I and ,~ I? I ( cf. Howell, IV, 

fasc. I, 1261-1262). It can be remarked as well concerning r'~ that there exist cases in which 

the ii is lacking in it, as in the reading of Nafi' and Ibn 'Amir of the sur. 4: 5 in which~ occurs 

instead of l,'~, i.e.(~ )j~1 ~ ~ :.UT~) "[To those weak of understanding make not over 
your property, which] God hath, made a means of support for you but feed and clothe them" ( cf. 

Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1263). The variant~ occurs as well instead of L,,:; in the sur. 5: 100 in the 
, , 

reading of Ibn 'Amir, i.e. (~LJJ ~ ;;.1~ , __ :~TT ~~:.S:TT :.UT~) "God made the Ka'ba, the 

Sacred House, an asylum of security for men". For discussions see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1261-

1263. 

(267) A change of the weak consonant is carried out in J:, ~ (mentioned in (379)) underlyingly 

J:, 1.:,...., in which the w is changed into a y, because its vowelled w is compared to the vowelless 

w of its sing. J:, _;., that is described as ~ "dead", i.e. vowelless. lbn Mas'ud who follows 

Zamabsari, 182, compares it with the vowelless ii of)~ "house". Being compared to a vowel-
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less weak consonant, the vowelled w in ".1 I~ is treated as being so, and as it is preceded by a 

kasra it is changed into the y, namely '.1 ~- Other examples that can be added are :_;, ~ 
, , 

underlyingly :_;, 1;.. which is the pl. of :_;, ~ "cistern" and :_;, ~.J underlyingly :_;, l~.J which is 
, , , 

the pl. of:_;,~~ "garden". Cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1264-1265. 

(268) ~;.. which is the pl. of ::.t l,.. and t;... which is the pl. of "j I.;.. are anomalous ( cf. Ibn 

Ginni, Mun$ifI, 332-334, Zamabsari, 181, Ibn al-Anbfui, Luma'55, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1510). 

Both these triliterals differ from their verbs' measures ::J_;.. "to weave" and 0~ "to betray" 

due to the t of the feminine form. This is the reason why the w vowelled by a fatl).a and preceded 
by one is not changed into an a in them, and serves by its maintainance to give a clue to their 
base forms. 

(269) 0 -;;._ is an epithet (cf. Daqr, Mu'gam 56) on the measure j;j with the alif of the 

feminine form peculiar to the noun, and hence forbidding a phonological change due to un
soundness (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1251). Thus they is sound in it. Other examples of epithets 

on this measure with strong 2nd radical that can be mentioned are: J .. T.:i "a man who thrusts 

vehemently" and 0 )~ "a flock of sheep" (cf. Lane, I, 684). An example of a ma$dar on this 

measure is ,>;., as in the example ,>)1 .J,~ ~ "he runs quickly, i.e. with this kind of 

running", and of a substantive 0 -.:i; "a stream at Damascus" (cf. Howell, I, fasc. III, 1147). 

0~~ is a substantive with 2nd weak radical on the same measure, and is referred to as 

being the name of a water in Madina (cf. Ibn Wallad, Maq$ur 74). This word caused a dispute 

as it is considered by some, including Ibn Mas'ud, to be on the measure of j;j with the alif of 

the feminine form peculiar to the noun, and hence forbidding the change of the weak conso-

nant, whereas according to others it resembles the verb, as it could be formed according to >W 

(for discussions see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1248). The measure fa exits as well. It can be noted 

that k in the expression k ~~ ': _" from : ; 0

'· -. .). ::J l,.. "he moved his shoulders in his 

walk", is underlyingly ,k formed according to the pattern ~' with the initial consonant 

vowelled by a <;lamma that is then changed into a kasra so that the y is sounded true. The same 

concerns 0 ~ in the sur. 53: 22 (0 ~ G) "A division most unfair!" (cf. Ibn al-Sarrag, 
, , , 

U$ul III, 267, Ibn Wallad, Maq$ur76, Daqr, Mu'gam 56) from~ ~jG, "he defrauded him of 

his right", underlyingly 0 ~ formed according to the measure fa· For a study see Zamal}sari, 

183, Ibn Ya'is, X, 97-98, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1308-1309. 
b) Some different patterns of nouns ending with the alif of the feminine form that can be 

presented here are: fa as 0 ~ "announcement of glad tidings",~ as?- "quick",~ as 

-./.:ii "a place", ~1 as ~) "general invitation", JW as 0~~ "a bustard", J~) as ~~~ 

"a place", 1W as -~ "a plant", iL as -- 0 

- "a clan of the Ansar", L~ as - :.' "a 
1$ 0.J ...s-- ~ . ,s-::-: <.S..r.:A-! 
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game for boys", J.~· as J~I~ "being much engrossed with the buisness of the ijali:fa" (cf. 

(25)), Jfa as J~~ "compassion", JJ~ as ._s~°_;;.. "calamity", ~_:,1 and~ as J_:;_;. 
and f O

: "a kind of gait" L ~,. as , , 0

, "naught" L ~,- as - , <' "mean" i. ~" as : 0 

'$ ..r.:> ' ,s--= ..s~ ' -..s-- ..S.JY'"" ' -..s-- ....SY-_r ,.. ,.. ,,. ,.. 

"the down under, or amid, the hair of the she-goat", ~ as 0 '~~ "a kind of walk, inclining to 

one side", ~>!W as ~ l~,..:i ~ "a place", Q:1 as t:;~',; "calamity", (.w as ~~ "Zachariah", jW as 

,faj, "a sidelong gait",~ as ~,..:i "a sort of place",~ or~ as 0 '.} '.j~ or ..s,4 "a 

man's name",~ as~ "a falsehood", JW as 0 ~G..:., "deserts" (see for it (315)), ~ as 

,;~ "endive", fa as 0 ~ "a swaggering gait" and~ I as ....s.& I "custom". Cf. Zamagsari, 
84-85, lbn Ya'is, V, 107-110, Howell, I, fasc. III, 1146 sqq., Daqr; Mu'gam 55-57. 

(270) In r _:,ii I 1_;.,..:i "they called for the people" (for other examples occurring with the vowel 

of juncture see (184), (288), (377)), thew of 1;·..:i remains sound in spite of the fact that it is 

vowelled and preceded by a fatl:ia. The reason of its soundness is that the <;lamma over it is 
considered as accidental as it is a vowel of juncture (for discussions concerning the vowel of 
juncture see Roman, Etude II, 747-749; for discussions concerning it being a kasra see 749-
752; for it being a fatl:ia see 752-755; for general discussions see lbn al-Sarrag, U~ul II, 367-
371) given to it to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the vowelless underlying 

suffixed pronoun, i.e. the wlu of the pl. of 1;·..:i, and the vowelless l- following the wa~la of the 

definite article al- prefixed to the second word i )IT. This is the reason why the <;lamma of thew 

of i;·..:i, which does not belong to the basic form but is supplied by an external factor, is charac

terized as feeble, and as by being so, cannot force the phonological change that is usually due 
to the unsoundness of the w vowelled by the <;lamma and preceded by the fatl:ia, which is the 
change of the wu into an a. 

Compare with this example the example i-" I~ 1~·,. ~ I "Fear [2nd person of the masc. pl. of 

the imperative] one who sets fire!", in which.the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of the 
masc pl., the w, is vowelless and remains so, as there is no risk of combining two vowelless 

weak consonants, because the w that is the initial weak consonant of ·1 ..>J ~, in the word follow-

ing it, is vowelled by the fatl:ia. Sibawaihi, II, 457 presents 1-" I~ ...,.i;. I (cf. (173)) with an 
assimilation that is carried out from the 1st w of the first word to the 2nd w of the second word 
(for the assimilation that is carried out in two words see (173)). It can be noted that the alif 

wiqaya of I~ I is elided, resulting in ...,.i;. I. 
, , 

Form I~; "was blind of one eye" has the meaning of Form VIII ~; I, which is the reason 
' , 

why the fatI:ia of the 'that precedes the vowelled w in ~; is counted as being ruled by the 

sukun of the 'of ~; I. Hence the 2nd vowelled radical w of~; is not changed into an a in spite 
, , 

of the fact that it is vowelled and preceded by a fatl:ia, on the analogy of the vowelled w in ~; I 

that is preceded by a sukun, which is the reason why it is not changed into an a. It is then as if 

the sukun of the 'of ~; I rules as well the vowelled w of ~; and by doing so prevents it to be 
' , 
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changed. Another example that can be compared to it is J;.. "squinted", which has the mean

ing of :J_;.1, and which for the same reason as with~_;. does not have its vowelled w changed 
into an a. For a study see Sibawaihi, II, 399, Ibn Ginnf, Mun$if I, 259-260, Zamabsari, 180, Ibn 
Ya'is, Mulukf 219, 222-223, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1241-1242, Bohas, Etude 250-251. It can be 
noted en passant that Wright, Comparative Grammar 243 was perplexed by the uncontraction 

in~_;. and J;.., as he writes: 
, , 

"I do not know why J).. became J l>, and~;, ~ C,whilst J;.. and~_;. remained uncontracted" . 
.,. ,.. ,.. _,, 

Form VIII~~ I has the meaning of Form VI~~ L;;, which is the reason why the fat]:ia of the 

t preceding the vowelled w in~~ I is counted as being ruled by the sukiin of the vowelless a 

preceding the vowelled w in ~~ L;;. Hence the 2nd vowelled radical w of~~ I is not changed 

into an a in spite of the fact that it is vowelled and preceded by a fat]:ia, on the analogy of the 

vowelled win~~ L;; that is preceded by a vowelless a, and which is not for that reason changed 

into an a. It is then as if the sukiin of the vowelless a of~~ L;; rules as well the vowelled w of 

~~ I. It can be said that it is a rule that when Form VIII ~ I with 2nd vowelled radical w 
, , 

preceded by a fat]:ia has the meaning of Form VI J:, lb that denotes the reciprocity, the wa is 

not changed into an a. Another example is Form VIII 1;.~-.:i,:, I "they intermarried" that has the 

meaning of Form VI 1;. ~ lj. The change of the vowelled weak consonant into an a is necessary 

otherwise, e.g. 0 ~ I "was unfaithful" underlyingly 0_F I, that has the meaning of Form I 
, , 

0 l>. If the 2nd radical is a y, the change of the vowelled weak consonant preceded by a fat]:ia is 

necessary even if it is indicative of reciprocity, e.g. I_,~ I that becomes ~jl::.:. I "they were 
, , 

distinct, one from another" which has the meaning of Form VI 1_,;. G. For a study see Sibawaihi, 

II, 399-401, Ibn Ginni, Mun$if I, 260-261, Zamabsari, 180, Ibn Ya'is, X, 74-75, Howell, II-III, 
275, IV, fasc. I, 1242-1243. For a study of such cases with references to other Semitic lan-

guages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 253-254. 

(271) The base form of ~1_,;.. is~~ (from~) in which the 2ndy is changed into aw for 

the purpose of alleviation, as the combination of two ya's is disliked ( cf. Lane, I, 682). The 1st 

vowelled y, the ya, preceded by a fat]:ia of the base form ::i ~ could have been changed into an 

a, namely ::i ~ l..., or the 2nd y instead resulting in ::i Ii;.. with two alifs, and then ::ii;.. with the 
elision of one a. This change is not however carried out as it is preferred that they is maintained 
with its vowel, so that the word corresponds in mobility to what it represents, which is a mobile 

animal (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1409). The example ~1_,;.. can seem strange as there is no verb 

to which it can refer with 2nd radical y and 3rd radical w ( cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 285). It 

occurs in the sur. 29: 64 C 1_:,;J1 ~ "that is Life indeed". ~ I~ is not to be confounded with 

the dual ~ ~' of ~ I "rain" underlyingly :r in which the 2nd y is changed into an a ( cf. Ibn 
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Ginni, Mun$if II, 286, Lane, I, 681). Another example that can be added is;;~ "I:Iaywa [sc. the 

name of a man]" underlyingly ~. with the w being a substitute for they (cf. lbn Ginni, 

Mun$if II, 285). 

b) ::i G_; is the opposite in meaning of ::i 1_;;.. and is therefore formed according to its 

pattern (for discussions see Ibn Man'.?iir, VI, 4296, Lane, I, 679,682, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1244, 
1409, 1465; for other examples of nouns formed according to their contraries see (151), (152) ). 

(272) The base form of 0 ), "to fold" is 0), in which the vowelled 3rd radical y that is 

preceded by a fat}:ia is changed into an alif maq$ura. The vowelled 2nd radical w that is pre-

ceded by a fat}:ia is not changed into an a resulting in 0 1.1, to prevent the occurrence of two 

phonological changes due to both weak consonants in it, as this would necessarily imply a 
cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the alif mamduda and the alif maq$ura. 

The dual of the 3rd person of the masc. sing. ~yL "/dual" has its 3rd radical y sound and 

vowelled by a fat}:ia preceding the suffix a of the duai. Its 2nd radical w vowelled by a kasra, the 
wi, could have been changed into an a due to the influence of the fat}:ia preceding it resulting in 

~ 1.1, without a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants being implied, but this is not carried 

out as it is preferred that the form is made analogous to 0 ),, in which the w is sound. 

The vowelled 2nd radical y preceded by a fat}:ia is not changed into an a in the 3rd person of 

the masc. sing. of the perfect~ "to live", i. e. 0 ~, so that its imperfect does not have to, by 

analogy with the perfect, have' its 2nd vowelled iadical y that is preceded by a fat}:ia changed 

into an a resulting in 0 ~. with the final y vowelled by a <;lamma, which is counted as a heavy 

combination (see for discussions (180)). For this reason the variant~ is preferred. 

(273) Both '.,).11 "the retaliation" and '~1 "a disease in a camel's head" have their weak 

consonants sound as they are intended to notify of the base forms ( cf. Zamabsari, 173, Howell, 

JV, fasc. I, 1251), i.e. the roots .,jj and ~respectively.This means that the vowelled w 

preceded by a fat}:ia in ~)Ji is not changed into an a as this would cause confusion on whether 

it is from the root ., jj "to lead" with 2nd w radical or the root ~ "to bind" with 2nd y radical. 

In the same manner the y in ~ I is not changed into an a as this would cause confusion on 

whether the form is from the root ., ~ with 2nd w radical that is the base form of ., WI "the 

[consonant] ~ad", or the root~ "to hunt" with 2nd y radical. 

(274) The verb ;_,-., "to call" that occurs in the subjunctive, namely;~ J has its 3rd 

radical w vowelled by a fat}:ia as a marker of the subjunctive. The reason why the vowelled w 
remains sound in it in spite of the influence of the <;lamma preceding it,-which could have 
resulted in its vowellessness and its assimilation to the <;lamma, and thus in the lengthened wlu, 

i.e.;~ J -, is that the fat}:ia that vowels it is considered as light (for other examples see lbn 

Ginni, Mun$if II, 114). So there is no need to alleviate more by saying;~ J instead of J 
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y- ~- It can be noted as well that the fatl;ia, marker of the subjunctive, is given to it by an 

external factor which is the subjunctive operator J, and if this change were carried out, the 

subjunctive would be confused with the indicative (for examples of a few anomalous cases see 
my notes (51 b)). In line with this theory that the weak consonant vowelled by a fatl;ia and 

preceded by a <;lamma remains sound, the y vowelled by a fatl;ia and preceded by a <;tamma in 

~ and the w vowelled by a fatl;ia and preceded by a <;tamma int.) remain sound ( cf. Zamabsari, 

181, Ibn Ya'is, X, 82-83). The suffixed ta'marbuta marks intensiveness (for it see (52), (150)) 

in both of them. 

(275) Thew in .,)_:,.:,_. "a balance" is vowelless and preceded by a kasra, which is the reason 

why it is changed into a y, i.e. ::i I~ ( cf. (260) ). 

Thew in i;. i".) "the one who invites /fem." from the verb;.-.) "to call" with was 3rd radical, 

is vowelled by a fatl;ia and preceded by a kasra, which is the reason why it is changed into a y, 

i.e. S.1~. 

The 3rd radical yin the base form I~~ "they were pleased /masc. pl." is vowelled by a 

<;tamma and preceded by a kasra. It can be noted that ~~ is underlyingly ~~ (for its paradigm 

see (303 b)) with the 3rd radical w changed into a y ciue to the influence of the kasra preceding 

it (cf. Lane, /, 1099). I~~ is the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the perfect with the agent 

pronoun, the u, suffixed to the 3rd weak radical vowelled by a <;tamma. As a rule, the 3rd weak 
radical is elided between the short vowel and the agent suffixed pronoun, the u (cf. Wright, 

80). According to Ibn Mas'ud' s theory, the 3rd radical y vowelled by a <;lamma in ~~ is made 

vowelless due to the influence of the kasra preceding it and the heaviness that is implied, i.e. 

~~. and then is elided, i.e. I_.,...,~, to avoid the cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the 

vowelless y radical and the vowelless u of the pl. Then the kasra of the <J, preceding the w of the 

pl. is replaced by the <;lamma so that this w remains sound, i.e. I~~ (cf. further (49), (303), 

Daqr, Mu'gam 390-391). Concerning this theory Dunquz, SarlJ, fol. 80a 11. 18-19 writes: 

LJI ._j_r> ._j~ ~ ~l::-JI ~ ~I p -i..;..JJ LJI ._j..r> ~I I~~ ~" 

."I'·' W 0 -11. 1,-··U --~II I 1 ·• L.. ·' ·, .. ·<UI t~':1 'r'°~ ~ ~ .:.r- ~- C"7"' _)_) ..._r-:-' ~ i"' 0-::-- -

"In the example ~~ "they were pleased /masc. pl.", the weak consonant [sc. they] is made 

vowelless [i.e. ~~] for the sake of alleviation because of the heaviness of the <;tamma on the y, 

then the weak consonant [sc. they] is elided [i.e. I_,....,~] to avoid the cluster of two vowelless [weak] 

consonants [sc. the vowelless y and the vowelless suffixed a of the agent in ~~], then the conso

nant [sc. the {!J preceding the ii of the pl. is given a <;tamma to prevent any change to affect it [sc. the 

u], so it became I~~". 

Furthermore concerning I~~ underlyingly I~~' Ibn Ginni, Mun~if II, 125-126 means that 
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it is necessary to say it in this manner, as it is said in the sur. 5: 71 (I~~ l__,.'..:j) "So they 

became blind and deaf' [in which 1__,.'..:j is underlyingly ~]. His theory (ibid, 126) concern

ing the phonological change is slightly different from Ibn Mas'iid's and Dunqiize's. According 

to him, the 9amma is elided from the y in I~~ and transferred to the consonant preceding it, 

namely the 4, implying the change of the 4 's kasra into the 9amma as well, which results in the 

cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the w and y, i.e. 1__,;;,~. The y is then elided to 

prevent this cluster resulting in I~~- It can be mentioned furthermore for the sake of curiosity 

that al-Mazini, who is referred to by Ibn Ginni, Mun$if II, 125, reports that some Arabs say 

1_;:,~ with the 4 made vowelless and they sound. According to Ibn Ginni, ibid, 126 the 4 is 

made vowelless by these Arabs for the sake of alleviation and the vowelled weak consonant 
remains sound as it is preceded by a sukiin. 

The 3rd radical y in ~ °j is vowelled by the kasra and preceded by one. ~ 'j from :;~ "to 

throw", a verb with 3rd y radical (for its paradigms see (302)), is the 2nd person of the fem. 
sing. of the imperfect of the indicative with the ending, -ma, suffixed to the 3rd radical vowelled 

by a kasra. The 3rd vowelled radical y in ~ °j is made vowelless because of the heaviness of 

the kasra that vowels it, i.e. ~ °j, and then is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless weak 

consonants, namely the voweliess y radical and the vowelless suffixed pronoun y that marks 

the 2nd person of the fem. sing., so that it becomes ~ °j. Concerning this theory, Dunqiiz, 

SarJ:i fol. 80b 11. 1-2 writes: · 

. '\:.r.:SUI t~:J ._jb.;J ~ ~ o_,-.SJI jJ.:J~°j .). ~l}I ~" 

"They in~ °j "you throw /fem. sing." is made vowelless [i.e. ~ °j] because of the heaviness 
.. . 

of the kasra that vowels it, then it is elided [i.e. ~°j] to avoid the cluster of two [weak] vowelless 

consonants". 

This elision of the 3rd weak radical is usual in the defective verb with the ending -fna of the 
2nd person of the fem. sing. of the imperfect suffixed to it (cf. Wright, II, 89, Daqr, Mu'gam 
391). This phonological change that results in the elision of the 3rd weak radical is similar to 

the one that is carried out in I~~' with the only difference that the 2nd radical in ~ 'j is 

vowelled by the kasra and the 2nd radical in I~~ is vowelled by the 9amma. It can be noted 

that this difference of the vowelling refers to their 3rd radical' s vowel in the base forms. The 

3rd radical y in I~~ is vowelled by the 9amma because the agent pronoun ii that marks the 3rd 

person of the masc. pl. of the perfect is suffixed to it whereas the 3rd radical y in ~ 'j is 
vowelled by the kasra because the ending -fna of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. of the imper
fect is suffixed to it. 

<276) No phonological change is carried out in ~1 "eyes" and~~~] "houses" (cf. Zamal}sari, 

182), in spite of the fact that there exists in them a sequence that is constituted of a weak 
consonant vowelled by a 9amma and preceded by a sukiin. The change that can be carried out 

in such a sequence, e.g. J~ "he says", is the transfer of the 9amma of the w to the vowelless 
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consonant preceding it and the lengthening of the w into ii, i.e. J~- This change cannot be 

carried out in -:;; 1, by shifting the <;Iamma of they to the consonant preceding it, i.e. ~ 1 and 

then changing the vowelless y into an ii due to the influence of the <;Iamma preceding it, i.e. 

~;. 1, because there would be a risk of confusing the substantive with the verb in the 1st person 

of the sing. of the imperfect ~;.1 "I assist". Another possible change that can be carried out in 

it is that after shifting the <;Iamma of they to the consonant preceding it, i.e. ~ 1, the <;Iamma of 

the c that is considered as heavy before they can be changed into a kasra by consideration of the 

y, and then they can be lengthened, i.e ~ 1. However, in this case as well, there would be a risk 

of confusing the substantive with the verb in the 1st person of the sing. of the imperfect ~1 "I 

smite you with the evil eye". The change could not be carried out either in~~~ 1 by transferring 

the <;lamma of thew to the vowelless consonant preceding it and lengthening the w, i.e. J),:, 1, as 

there would be a risk of confusing the substantive with the verb in the 1st person of the sing. of 

the imperfect ~ __ _,':i 1 "I tum". 

J...,-½- is comparable to : ... (,-~ "he is afraid" if one considers the sequence of a weak 

consonant vowelled by a fat.l).a and preceded by a sukun. The phonological procedure that is 

carried out in J_0. is the transfer of the fat.l).a of the w to the vowelless consonant preceding 

it, i.e. J A and then the change of the vowelless w into an a due to the influence of the fat.l).a 

preceding it, i.e. J~ (cf. Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic 87-89). However this 

procedure cannot be carried out in J~ ~ that is from J-½- "to make firm" because it is formed 

according to the measure J~ (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1524). Therefore it is impossible to shift 

thew's fat.l).a to the vowelless consonant preceding it, i.e. J...,---½-, and then change thew into an 

a due to the influence of the fat.l).a preceding it, i.e. Jr-½-, as this would cancel the formation. 

(277) The base form of r) before the assimilation is carried out in it, is r~°__;. The sequence 

of its 2nd w vowelled by a fat.l).a and preceded by a sukun is comparable to the sequence of the 

win J_0. (for the phonological change concerning it see (276)) that is vowelled by a fat.l).a 

and preceded by a sukun. The fat.l).a in it could not be shifted to the vowelless weak consonant 

preceding it, i.e. r ...,) as this would lead to the change of the 1st w vowelled by a fat.l).a and 

preceded by one into an a, i.e. r'--' Ii The result would become a forbidden combination of two 

vowelless weak consonants, the a and thew. This is what is meant by J~)il J J~)il, which 

refers to a phonological change that is carried out after another phonologicai· change, which 
thus implies a forbidden combination of two vowelless weak consonants. 

No change is carried out in'..;) I in spite of the fact that its vowelled y preceded by a sukun 

is comparable to they of ~ "he sells" that is preceded by a sukun. The phonological change 

that is carried out in ~ is the transfer of the kasra of they to the vowelless consonant preced-
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ing it and the lengthening of the y, i.e. ~- If such a phonological change were to be carried 

out in :.S:J I, it would imply the transfer of its various vowels of declension, the c;lamma in the 

case of the nominative, the fat):ia in the case of the accusative and the kasra in the case of the 

genitive, to the vowelless consonant preceding it. In the case of the c;lamma, :;)I would be-

come ~)I and then they would have to be changed into a vowelless w to accord with the 

c;lamma preceding it, i.e.;) I. In the case of the fat):ia, ;) I would become ~) I and then they 

would have to be changed into a vowelless a to accord with the fat):ia preceding it, i.e. L,j I. In 

the case of the kasra, ;) I would become ~) I and the vowelless y would be lengthened, i.e. 

-s") I. In all these three cases, this declinable noun would have to end with a vowelless weak 

consonant and without a marker of declension, which is the reason why it is preferred that in 
order to safeguard the declension, this y remains sound. Other cases of declinable substantives 
that end with a weak consonant, which can be vowelled by one the three different markers of 

the declension, and which is preceded by a sukun, are ':_;1 "gazelle" with the sound y and}..) 

"bucket" with the sound w. The case of such substantives in which the last weak consonant 

remains sound differs from the cases of verbs in the imperfect, e.g. ~ in which a phonologi-

cal change is carried out resulting in ~ and the verb r~ that becomes r ~ (for this see 
Bohas/Guillaume/ Kouloughli, Linguistic 88). The reason of the soundness cf the weak conso
nant in these nouns is to safeguard the marker of the declension. Had it not been for this reason, 
then the sequence that involves the last weak consonant in these substantives would be affected 
by a phonological change on the analogy of the change that affects the sequence that involves 
the weak consonant in the mentioned verbs' imperfects. This also seems to be the answer to the 
question that Bohas/Guillaume/ Kouloughli, Linguistic 88 ask: 

"As the imperfect of the FA'ALA verb always has the structure yaCCVC, say yaf'ulu for example, 
we assume under a qiyiis that qawama has yaqwumu for the primary form of the imperfect, and we 
will have seen that the passage from yaqwumu to yaquwmu [ yaqumu] has been effected by means of 
metathesis. But why must the sequence Cwu be transformed into Cuw, when it is commonly found 
in the language, for example in dalwun ('bucket'), and in r,abyun ('gazelle')?". 

The weak consonant remains sound in both the substantives ~).:; and ::i ~, in spite of the 
fact that it is vowelled and preceded by a sukun. The reason why no change 1s carried out in 

these substantives is on the one hand to prevent having a cluster of two vowelless consonants, 

and on the other, to prevent confusing these substantives with other forms. If supposingly the 

kasra of the w of ~__,ii is shifted to the q, i.e. ~yi;, then a cluster of two vowelless weak 
consonants, the w and y, would result. The w would have to be changed into the y due to the 

influence of the kasra preceding it, i.e. i--~:;, that would imply a cluster of two vowelless ya's, 

and then one y would have to be elided, which would result in one lengthened y, i.e. i _, {;_ The 

substantive could therefore be confused in its representation with the imperfect of Form IV 

r _ {; "you set up". If the fat):ia of they of ::i ~ is shifted to the b, i.e. ::i 0, then a cluster of two 

vowelless weak consonants, they and the a would result. They would have to be changed into 

an a due to the influence of the fat):ia preceding it, i.e. ::i I~' which would result in a cluster of 
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two vowelless weak consonants, the alifs, and then one a would have to be elided, and the 

result would be~~- The word could be confused in its representation with the passive voice of 
Form I of the 2nd person of the masc. sing. or the 3rd person of the fem. sing. of the imperfect, 

namely~~ "you are, or she is being made clear". 

(278) Jfa with 2nd w radical, is contracted from the base form J C,i. "loquacious, elo

quent", and~~ with 2nd y radical is contracted from the base form l, ~ "a needle" (for it 

see (57)). So their pattern J.:l. is the contracted form ofJW.... The sequence in them is that of 
a weak consonant vowelled by a fatl;la and preceded by a sukun which is similar to the sequence 

in:._;~ "he is afraid" in which a change is carried by shifting thew's fatl;la to the consonant 

preceding it, and changing thew into an a resulting in :._;~(for discussions see (276)). How
ever the 2nd weak radical remains sound in them both on the analogy of its soundness in both 

their base forms J lfa and l, ~respectively. If by assumption a change is carried out in J lfa 
, , , 

by means of shifting the fatl;la of the w to the consonant preceding it, i.e. J l_,i., the result would 
be a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the w and the a. The w would have to be 

changed into an a due to the influence of the fatl;la preceding it, i.e. JI lio, and one of the alifs 

would have to be elided, i.e. J lio. If a similar change is carried out in l, ~ by shifting the 

fatl;la of they to the consonant preceding it, i.e. l, ~. the result would be two vowelless weak 
consonants, the y and the a. The y would have to l?e changed into an a because of the fatl;la 

preceding it, i.e. '..b I~. and one of the alifs would have to be elided, i.e. l, ~- If this is to occur 

in both these cases, then the intended form J W... would be canceled. It is noteworthy to men
tion however, that according to some grammarians a change ought to have been carried out in 

Jfa and in ~ as they consider them to be on the pattern f I with the imperfect prefix 
vowelled by a kasra which pertains to the dialectal variant the taltala (for more details see 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1522-1524; for the taltala see (32), (99), (100), (103)). 

(279) The base form of the ma:fdar of Form IV Lu I is r 1) I with the 2nd radical w vowelled 
by a fatl;la and preceded by a sukfm. A change is carried out fo it by shifting the fatl;la of the w 

to the consonant preceding it, i.e. r I) I, which results in the cluster of two vowelless weak 
consonants, the w and the a, then the w is changed into an a due to the influence of the fatl;la 

preceding it, i.e. r I~ I, which results in the cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the a and 
the a, and then one, of the alifs is elided and the ta' marbut a is suffixed to the word as a 

compensation for this elision, i.e. Lu I (cf. (249)). According to some grammarians, it is the 1st 

a of t I~~ that is substituted for the 2nd radical w, which is elided whereas according to others 

it is the 2nd one that is the infixed a of :JWI (cf. Ibn Ya'Is, VI, 58, 'Abd al-Ral;lim, $a,f 125). 
Concerning this example and its likes, lbn Ginni, Mun:fif I, 291-292 remarks: 
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i'..il I_,~ I).; "~ ~ j_, , U I__,.;.. j_, , =Lo 1) j : ~ ½ j_, , :U I.;. j_, , ~ u !' J-, l : ~ I ->-! 1 JG " 

, ~ L. JI , ~ l:J I_, , _, ly-11 .:,ro G.;_jJ I lyliW '\:; ½ l_, , i G l" J>l::.d , _)~I 1)_.;. 

..,.,1 -:-A>i;, . "~l½J_, , z.lu!" 0 _;; LS _)w , "~W!" :....J1 u~_, , ~1 u y:-U f 
~"ill ~ ~_,j___;,JI ~l J! jµI ~.)_, , J_,"i!I ~"ill ~ ~_,.:...JI 1.) J! ~I 

. " ... - ~i.. iJ' i-.u.:; L. ~ - ;;..,,,1)1 ~_, , ~l:::JI 

"Abu 1-Fat}:l [sc. Ibn Ginni] said: "The base form of:(..Gl "setting up", ~l.;.l "frightening" and ~½I 

"explanation" are t ~ I, :i11_::,.;..1 and ~~I. They intended to carry out a phonological change due to 

the unsoundness of the weak consonant in the ma!jdar because of the phonological change that is 

carried out in [its verb] r G 1 "to set up" and 0 ½ I "to explain". So they shifted the fat}:la from thew [ of 

t 1) I] and from they [of~~ I] to the consonant preceding them, then they changed them [ sc. the w 
- -

and the y I into an a preceding the infixed ii of :{.I WI, so they became as you remark LI u I and i I½ I. 
Abu 1-I:Iasan believed that the elided a is the 1st a,-whereas al-ijalil believed that it is the 2nd one, 
which is the infixed one,-according to what has been presented from their theories". 

The change is not carried out in the cognate of LG I, namely the ma$dar Form II ~)_;, that Ibn 

Mas'iid is referring to (cf. (277)). - , 

The change due to the unsoundness of the 2nd weak radical in Lu I is carried out on the 

analogy of the one that is carried out in the verb Form IV r G 1 underlyingly r) 1, in which the 

vowelled w is changed into an a after that its fatl:,la is shifted to the q. As well, the change that 

is carried out in r G l is on the analogy of the one that is carried out in Form I r), of which the 

vowelled w is changed into an ii due to the influence of the fatl:,la preceding it, i.e. r IJ. This is 

what Ibn Mas'iid means by stating that the change that is carried out in Lu I is on the analogy 

of the one that is carried out in Form I of the verb r IJ. 

(280) The ma!jdar of Form II 01"'='_,iJ refers to the verb of Form II r), and not to the verb of 

Form I r IJ. As there is no change that is carried out in r), there is no change that is carried out 

in ~f for the sake of the analogy with it (for both see (277)). 

(281) The 2nd weak radical in the verb of wonder ;J,;Jj C., e.g. :J__,j1 C. "How well he 

speaks!" with 2nd w radical and ~l t: "How well he sells!" with 2nd y radical, is not changed 

into an a probably to avoid confusing the forms with Form IV of the verbs. It can be noted as 

well that no change is carried out in the ~l of superiority, e.g._,~ ~ J)l '-½_:i "Zaid is a 

better speaker than 'Amr" and ~1 "a better salesman" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 403, Ibn Ya'is, X, 76, 

Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1485). 
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(282) No phonological change is carried out in °·· 1)-1 and ·.)~I (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 400, 

Zamal}sari, 180, Ibn Ya'is, X, 76, Suyiiti, Muzhir I, 137), which are considered as anomalous. 

(283) For the paradigm of J ~ in the perfect, active, see (259). 

(284) One form can represent two different forms, and it is only by :.S.x.u:JI ..:;..,-lJI "the vir
tual difference" that exists between both their base forms that it is possible in some cases to 

separate one from the other. As an example Jj is taken up, which is intended for both the 3rd 
person of the fem. pl. of the perfect "they said, fem. pl." and for the 2nd person of the fem. pl. 
of the imperative "Say! fem. pl.". The c;Iammaof the q does not give a clue to the intended form, 
as it is known that it is the result of the phonological change due to the unsoundness of the 2nd 
weak radical. The Arabs were satisfied with both these tenses' base forms to distinguish them 

from one another. The base form of the 3rd person of the fem. pl. of the perfect is J) and of 

the 2nd person of the fem. pl. of the imperative J~1. As for the change that is carried out in the 

perfect J), the 2nd vowelled radical w is changed into an a as it is vowelled by a fatl;ia and 

preceded by one, i.e. J ~. then the a is elided to prevent the cluster of two vowelless conso

nants, the a and the l, i.e. Jj, and then the q is vowelled by a c;Iamma to give notice of the elided 

2nd radical w, so it became dJ (cf. Bakkiis, Ta$rifl36; for discussions that· .. f ~ is underlyingly 

::J) according to the conjugation ~ J.J, and not ::J) according to ~ j:.1 in line with 
the theory of some who chose to believe so in order to justify why the c;Iamma is given to the 1st 
radical see Ibn Ginni, Mun#/ I, 236-237, Bakkiis, Ta$rifl42-I43, Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, 

Linguistic 73). As for the change that is carried out in the imperative J~1, the c;Iamma that 
vowels the w is deemed as heavy on it and is therefore shifted to the vowelless consonant 

preceding it, i.e. J )1, then the w is elided to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, 

the w and the l, i.e. Jj1, and then the prefixed vowelled alif of the imperative is elided, as the 
reason of its prefixation originally is to prevent starting the word with a vowelless consonant, 
which is not the case here anymore as the 1st radical is now vowelled by a c;Iamma, so it became 

Jj. 

(285) The virtual difference between both the base forms of ~ in the active and in the 

passive voice (cf. (300)), is that the active voice is ~ with the band they vowelled by a fatl;ia 

whereas the passive voice is :;.; with the b vowelled by a c;Iamma and they with a kasra. As 

what concerns the change that is carried out in the base form of the active voice ~. the 2nd 

vowelled radical y is changed into an a as it is vowelled by a fatl;ia and preceded by one, i.e. 

-.;, ~. then the a is elided to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the a and the ~ i.e. 

~. then the bis vowelled by a kasra to give notice of the elided 2nd y radical, i.e. ~- As what 
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concerns the change that is carried out in the base form of the passive voice :;;, the kasra of 

the 2nd radical y is shifted to the 1st radical because of the heaviness of the kasra that vowels 

they, i.e. ~' then they is elided to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, they and 

the : i.e. :;.,. 

(286) For the paradigm of J ~ in the imperfect of the indicative, active, see (259). The change 

procedure that is carried out in Jfa. which results in Jfa. "he says", is that the qamma of the 

w is shifted to the vowelless consonant preceding it leading to the lengthening of the w (cf. Ibn 
Ginni, Mun:jif I, 247). According to one theory, the lengthened w is considered to be the result 
of the assimilation of thew to the qamma (cf. Bakkus, Ta:jrif 136). 

The base form of ft is )fa., in which the qamma of the w is deemed heavy and is 

shifted to the vowelless consonant preceding it, i.e. J fa., resulting in the cluster of two vow

elless consonants, thew and the l, which is why thew is elided, i.e. ft. According to another 

theory the w is said to be shortened, which takes place when it is followed by a sukun (cf. 
Bakkus, Ta:jrif 136). 

(287) The paradigm of J ~ in the imperative is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

2nd masc. j ~) 
, , 

I}~ 

2nd fem. J) ~) ::,D 
The base form of j "say!" is j)1, in which the vowel of the w is shifted to the vowelless 

consonant preceding it, i.e. j)1, resulting in the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the w 

and the l, which is why thew is elided, i.e. ji. As the 1st radical q in j1 is vowelled, the 

prefixed prosthetic alif of the imperative is elided, because the reason of its prefixation in the 
first place is to prevent starting the word with a vowelless radical, which is not more the case 
here. 

(288) The w is elided in the imperative j that is used instead of J) to avoid the cluster of 

two vowelless consonants, thew and the l. It can be mentioned that Bravmann, Studies 195 
believes that the short u best expresses the special intensity of the imperative. The general 
principle that is followed to avoid a cluster of two vowelless consonants that occur in two 
words is that the 1st vowelless consonant, which is the ultimate consonant of the first word, is 

vowelled by a kasra (cf. (184), (270), (377)). In the example ~I J-3, the 3rd radical l of :Jj, 
which is underlyingly vowelless as it marks the imperative, is given a kasra, i.e. J3 to avoid 

the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the land the -l of the article -al, prefixed-to the word 

occurring after it, i.e. ~ I. This vowelling of the l of J3 is due to an exterior factor and is 

therefore considered as accidental and not pertaining to the base form, which is why Ibn Mas'ud 

states that the l is ly,: .wi:i 0_µ I ~ J "ruled by the sukun virtually". For this reason, the 

accidental vowel due to an external con.sonant, is not a sufficient reason to maintain the 2nd 
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weak radical, as the elision of this weak radical marks the imperative. It can be added concern
ing the vowel of juncture, that in some cases, the 1st vowelless consonant, that is the ultimate 
consonant of the first word, can be vowelled by a c;lamma for the purpose of alleviating the 
c;lamma of the consonant that precedes it or that occurs in the word following it. Examples in 

which the c;lamma precedes the vowel of juncture are: ~ ~ 1 J "say strike! /masc. sing.", sur. 

73: 2 (J,;Lli r3) "Stand (to prayer) by night" in the reading of some instead of J,.;.l1i ~(fora 

study see Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1024 sqq.) and the sur. 10: 101 (l__,fal J) (Sibawaihi, II, 299). 

Examples in which the c;lamma occurs in the word following it are: the sur. 12: 31 (~_;...1 ~I,:;~) 

"And she said (to Joseph), "Come out before them", the sur. 38: 41-42 (~_.r. J,.i)' '-:"'I~~) 

"And suffering!". (The command was given:) "Strike with thy foot" and the sur. 73: 3 ~1> 

~ ~ ;~ "Or a little less" (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 299, Bohas, Etude 97). 

(289) The a of ~-.:i underlyingly G;-::i that Ibn Mas'iid refers to, is the 2nd vowelled radical 

w that is changed into an a due to the influence of the fatl,la preceding it, i.e. lil..--.:i. As for the 

reason of its elision, it is to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the a and the t, as it 
is understood that the suffixed t of the feminine form of the 3rd person of the fem. sing. is 
underlyingly vowelless, and in this case it is only accidentally vowelled by a fatl,la for the sake 

of the suffixed agent of the dual, the a (compare the case of C~ discussed in (54)). It should 

also be kept in mind that the pronoun of the 3rd person of the fem. sing. is latent, and that the 
suffixed tis not a pronoun but a marker of the feminine form. Seen from this perspective it does 
not belong to the same word as the suffixed pronoun of the subject, i.e. the -tu "/1st person 
sing.", the -ta "/2nd person masc. sing.", the -ti "/2nd person of the fem. sing.", etc. Thus in the 
same word, the marker of the feminine form is regarded as external, whereas the pronoun of the 
nominative that is suffixed to the verb is regarded as internal and thus belonging to the same 
word (see further for discussions (55), b)). 

Both the 3rd radical land the agent suffix of the dual, the a, in SJ) "Say! dual (imperative)", 

are regarded as internal and thus belonging to the same word. The fatl,la vowel that is given to 
the l is regarded as accidental, because it is given to it to prevent it from being combined as 
vowelless with the vowelless agent pronoun of the dual that follows it, namely the a. As the 
radical l is internal and followed by the agent pronoun that is also considered as internal, the 
rule of the virtual sukiin that is the underlying marker of the imperative before that the agent 
pronoun of the dual, the ii, is suffixed to it, is not taken into account and hence does not cause 

the elision of the 2nd w radical. Hence SJ) is said with thew maintained contrarily to its elision 

in~ I ~ ( cf. (288)) and contrarily to the elision of the 2nd weak radical changed into an ii in 

~-.:i discussed above. It can be added furthermore that thew is not elided in SJ) resulting in :>ci 
so that the verb with 2nd weak radical will not be confused with a verb with 3rd weak radical. 
Another reason why the 2nd radical w is sound when the pronoun is suffixed to the verb is that 

by principle the pronoun brings back the word to its base form (for this principle see (65)). 

(290) The paradigm of the active participle J, I,:; is: 
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masc. 

fem. 

sing. 

J,~ 
a,~ 

COMMENTARY 

dual 

;.t~ /_:;)t~ 

~ ~ I _:;l::.L~ 

pl. 

~~ (;~~ 
~)t~ /'.::.,)t~ 

, , 

Other encountered forms which are less regular are: J~, J 1), :J ~. :.,0 for the masc. pl. ( cf. 

Ibn Man'.?ilr, V, 3778). 

The sequence in J-:' ~ (and ~ ~) is that of a vowelled weak consonant preceded by a fat}:ia, 

as in the examples J j- that becomes J ~ "to fear", J) that becomes J ~ "he said" and ~ 

that becomes t.. ~ "he sold". In spite of the fact that there exists an a between the vowelled w and 

the vowelled q in J.J ~. this a is not taken into account as it is vowelless and occurs between two 

vowelled consonants. So the vowelled w is changed into an a due to the influence of the fat}:ia 

preceding it, i.e. JI~- The reason why one of the alifs is not dropped resulting in J ~ is to 

prevent that the active participle is confused with the perfect J ~ "he said" in the representation. 

The 2nd a in JI~ is therefore changed into a hamza to prevent the combination of two vowel

less alif s, i.e. J, ~- The vowelless ii in the base form J.J ~ can also be compared to the vowelless 

a in ~ Ll that is not taken into account, in which the vowelled w is also changed into an a due 

to the influence of the fat}:ia preceding it, i.e. I Ll. Then the a is changed into a hamza to prevent 

the cluster of two weak vowelless consonants, both the alifs, i.e. ·~ Ll (cf. (319). Other similar 

examples which may be added are ·~ C "sky" underlyingly ~ C, and ·~ ~'.:i "prayer" underlyingly 

~~'.:i. 

(291) The active participle 't. Ci, is from ~ "to vomit" in which the 2nd radical w is changed 

into an a, i.e. t.. Ci,_ t. Ci, is underlyingly '0 Ci, in which the hamza replaces the 2nd radical w 

resulting in C:'Gi, (compare for the procedure the case of J,~ discussed in (290)). The active 

participle 't~ is from i,J "to suffer, bum" in which the 2nd radical w is changed into an ii, i.e. 

t._i "t.~ is underlyingly t,);J in which the hamza replaces the 2nd radical w resulting in c?i The 

active participle~ 1..i, is from ~~ "to demolish" in which the 2nd radical w is changed into an a, 

i.e . ..> 1..i,_ ~ 1..i, is underlyingly ~.J 1..i, in which the hamza replaces the 2nd radical w resulting in _j Ci,. 

All these three active participles, i.e. 't. Ci,, t.~ and~ 1..i, occur with the elision of their 2nd weak 

radical, which is the hamza that replaces the w of their base forms, and seem to be formed 

according to the pattern J ~ and not~~- Concerning-: Ci, of the sur. 9: 109 (-: l..i, ...J~ tl:::. J-) 
"On an undermined sand-cliff', it can be noted that Ibn Ka!ir, I:Iamza and I:Iaf~ read~ l..i, anoma

lously with the fat}:ia from 'A~im, whereas the remaining readers among the seven read it ..> l..i, 

( cf. Ibn ijalawaihi, Qira >at I, 255). , 

(292) --:--'-iJ I refers to the transposition of the consonants, i.e. the transfer of a consonant to the 
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position of another one. In .JG the 2nd radical of the base form~_., G changed place with the 
, . 

3rd radical and became at first ~G formed according to the pattern 2 ~- As the form ends with 

a weak radical, it resembled the active participle of verbs with 3rd weak radical, e.g. 1 I~ "one 

who is throwing" for the nominative and genitive underlyingly ~I~ for the nominative and 

~ I~ for the genitive ( cf. (309) ). This is why its last radical is changed on the analogy of this 

category of forms, so that it became .JG . .JG occurs in the following verse said by Tarif b. 

Tamim al-'Ambari al-Tamimi, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 419, Ibn Ginni, Mun:fifII, 53, III, 66, lbn 
ijalawaihi, Qirii'iit I, 255, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1494: 

"Then seek to know me: verily that I, this one, [am such that] sharp is my weapon in mishaps, am a 
bearer of the cognizance, or badge, or device, of the valiant". 

It can be noted that they is given to .JG as a case marker when it occurs as the first element 

of a definite i<f,iifa, e.g. c>UI _JG (cf. Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 213) which is cited by Zamagsari, 
Kassiif I, 205 who refers.to a· verse said by Zuhair: 

. "~ ~ ~~l.ilil ~ J J~ ~~I /L:;, .~1 15..0" 

"In the presence of a lion whose weapon is sharp in mishap for having hurled down [its victims], 
that has a mane and claws which have not been pared". 

Both Suyuti, Mu:r,hir I, 285 and 'Abd al-Tawwab, Tatawwur 60 refer to the saying of Abu 
Ga'far al-Nal:i}:ias that only the procedure of the transposition of consonants, that occurs in 

~>L /G from ".J. G and .J Lib J.:;,.. from~ Lib ( cf. (291)) is entitled to be considered as a 

transposition. Two other variants than .JG which may be added in this context are ".J. G which 

is the usual form, that is underlyingly ~_.,Gin which the 2nd radical w is changed into a hamza, 

and~ G that is underlyingly ~ _., G that occurs with the elision of the 2nd radical wand is similar 

to the cases discussed in (291 ). ~ G occurs as the first element of the i<f,iifa in C >LJ I ~ l:;, in the 

following verse said by Mar}:iab al-Yahudiy when he met 'AIL It is cited by· lbn Man~ur, IV, 
2363: 

"And ijabyar has known that I am Mar}_lab with the sharp weapon, a proven hero". 

For discussions see lbn Ginni, Mun:fif II, 52-54, ZamalJsari, 180, lbn Ya'is, X, 77-78, lbn 
Man~ur, IV, 2362-2363, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1494-1498, Fleischer, Beitriige IV, 253. For dis-

cussions concerning forms liable to a contraction similar to the one in .JG in some of the other 

Semitic languages see Wright, Comparative Grammar 250-251. 

As for ..:il.. its base form is ~~,~ in which the 1st radical w is shifted after the 3rd radical 
, . 

d, i.e. _.,~I. As the ii, which is the infixed ii of the active participle ~ ~ is vowelless, it is 

impossible to start the word with it, which is the reason why the 2nd radical /:,, is shifted before 
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it, i.e.~ .:i l.., and the kasra of the I:, is shifted after the vowelless d and the I:, is given a fat}:la, i.e. 

~ .:i l... The w in ~ .:i l.. is then changed into a y on account of the influence of the kasra of the 
, , 

consonant preceding it, i.e. :S .:i l... As it resembles the active partiples of verbs with 3rd weak .. , 

radical ( compare the case of ..:.I G discussed above) in its ending with a weak consonant, a 

similar change is carried out in it so that it becomes .:i l.. So the pattern of .:i L. is not~~ but 
"' "' _,, 

'....i!~. 

Concerning it Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4779 writes: 

0_.:iWI r_;.i1_, (~ ;;_,;_.:iWI ~I_, , ~~ ~l:; _yb_, ~~ 0 .:il> ylb : l)uj' 

~ 0 .:iL>_, =~--½---' :;1 Ju , -~_, :./~ 1_,.Ju w ~_,Ji: 1u_, :Ju ,~ 

_<fr'.u , ~~ J! Ji ~L; ;._, , ~~ ~! :_;.:::, :: ~ r)U1 J! ~LL11 t::Y -~fi 
, .._;J ~~Li ~~ ~ : ~~ ~_, Li~ L. -:0~ -~~ ~½I j: ~I ~l_,JI 

~ ~ 0 _.:iWI :r , ~ :;~,~ ;JJ ~ =-:~ ;1 J~ -~ -~1 J ~~ 01 

0lS ~! ~)I~ :Ju , ~lJ 0 .:iWI ~~ :.,._;Y. ..J.J:, ~U;_, :~--½-' 0el Jl3 , ~1 
,, / ,, ,, ,, ,, "' 

W ~1 d.J:,_, , :::,~-~ J! .::.;.)...;.._, .:r ~_,.ii: ~I 0~ ~1 ~ ~~~I lu 

. ":::,~-~ ~ -:~ ~ls' ~Lo , ~lJ ~~~ ~ ;_.½1 _;,ibU; J 0 _.:iWI 1_,1_; 

"And they said: He is ~~ '-?. .:i l.. "the twenty-first among them" and ~ l:; ~~ "the twenty

second among them", and ;;~ ;;_,; _.:i WI U}J I "the eleventh night" and ;.:::.,. '-?. _.:i WI r _:,.) I "the 

eleventh day". He said: "A transposition of consonants is carried out [in 0 .:i WI] similar to [the one .. , 

that is carried out] when they said :./-½- and -~ "to attract" [(cf. (14), (291)]. lbn Sida said: "A 

transposition of consonants was carried out in ['-?. _.:i l.. in the example] ;.:::.,. '-?. _.:i l.. between the 1st 

and the 3rd radical, which can only be carried out in this manner, because it is on the pattern ~ ~ 

in which a transposition of consonants is carried out by changing it to the pattern ~ ~- Then the w 

which is the radical, is changed into they on account of the kasra preceding it. Ya'qiib said: "I have 

ten so ~ :;i, ~ 1 "make them to be eleven to me", i.e. ;.:::.,. -~ 1 J :;i, ~ "make them to be 
, , , 

eleven to me". Abu Man~ur said: "In his saying ~ ::;, ~ 11, it [ sc. :;i, ~ 1 is] from 0 .:i WI and not 
, , , 

from ~1". lbn Sida said: "What is presumed ofthis makes one observe that 0 .:iWI is the active 

participle". He said:"The guiding principle is that if what is told is correct, then a transposition of 

consonants is carried out in the verb from :::, ~~ to :::, _,-~- On account of that, when they found 

that 0 .:i WI outwardly is formed according to the pattern~ lJ, it seemed to follow :::, ~-~ ... ". 
, , 

(293) A transposition of consonants is carried out in ~ underlyingly ,v"' _,') which is the 

pl. of :r ). :r _,') is on the pattern J~ in which the racli~~ls are transposed resulting in ~;J 
that is formed according to t,.,il, as if it is the pl. of~ and not of :r ). The waws in ~;J are 
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changed into ya's, i.e. ~, because they occur at the extremity of the word, which is disliked, 

then the <;lamma of the s is changed into a kasra due to the influence of the ya's, i.e. ~' and 

then the q is vowelled by a kasra on the analogy of the kasra and y that follow it, i.e. ~- The 

same procedure is carried out in ~ or ~ pl. of ~- For discussions see Howell, I, fasc. 

III, 930, IV, fasc. I, 1583-1585, de Sacy, I, 108, Vernier, I, 340-341. Compare with 'V"") the 

Hebrew nipp, the Targum ~l;libf? [Ez. I, 28] the Syriac~ and the Ethiopic tl1't ( cf. Noldeke, 
Neue Beitriige 132-133). 

(294) The pl. of ~ G is 0J;1, then as the <;lamma is deemed heavy upon the w, the w is 

transposed made to precede then, i.e. 'J~1, and then they is substituted for thew, i.e. ::;.;.1 (cf. 

Howell, I, fasc. III, 1074). This change of thew into ay does not follow the analogy as thew is 
vowelless and preceded by fat. a, but it is carried out anyway for the sake of alleviation. Com
pare with it :ipJ, ~PJ and ~PJ'; for a detailed study with references to other similar forms see 
Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 205. 

(295) J3.fo is the base form of the passive participle of the verb J ~ underlyingly J) with 

2nd radical w and ~ is the base form of the verb t ~ "to sell" underlyingly ~ with 2nd 

radical y. In J3.fo, the <;lamma is deemed as heavy over the w and is therefore shifted to the 

vowelless consonant preceding it, i.e. J3):, which causes a cluster of two vowelless weak 

consonants, both the waws. The question at issue here is which of the waws is elided. Accord-

ing to Sibawaihi, it is the infixed w of J;l: that is elided, so the pattern is formed according to 

~ according to him, with the <;lamma shifted backwards from the 2nd radical as mentioned, 

and the 2nd radical retained. However according to al-Abfas, the 2nd radical w is elided, so the 

pattern is formed according to J): according to him. In ~' the <;lamma over the y is 

deemed as heavy and is therefore shifted to the vowelless consonant preceding it, i.e. ~' 

which causes a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, the y and the w. According to 

Sibawaihi, the infixed w is elided resulting in ~' and then the b is given a kasra, i.e. ~

According to al-Abfas, the 2nd radical yin ·~ is elided, i.e. ~' and then the bis given a 

kasra so that it indicates that the verb is with 2nd radical y and not 2nd radical w, so it became 

~- As the vowelless w is preceded by a kasra it is changed into a y, i.e ~' similarly to ::i I~ 

underlyingly ::ici~ (cf. (260)). The pattern is then formed according to ~ according to 
, , 

Sibawaihi and to~ according to al-Abfas (cf. lbn Man'.?iir, I, 401). For a study see Zamabsari, 

180-181, lbn Ya'i(X, 78-81, Zangani, 'I-a.f 9, Howell, IV, fasc. I 1498-1501, Guillaume, As
pects 367-373. 

b) The form~ with 2nd radical y is used instead of J): with 2nd radical win the follow

ing example, just io mention a few: 

- ~for,~ ):,o "mixed", which occurs in the following verse said by al-Sulaik b. al-
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Salka al-Sa'di in lbn al-Salka, Si'r45, cited by Mu'addib, Ta$rif321, Ibn Ginni, Mun$if I, 288, 
lbn Ya'is, X, 78, lbn Manzur, IV, 2424, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1502: 

"Flesh laid out in the court to dry, and water of cooking-pots in the bowls, mixed [with seeds for 
seasoning and with sauces], will suffice thee for the sour milk of the people". 

The Banii Tarnim make the passive participle with 2nd weak radical y complete formed ac

cording to J~. and say ,'-:"' _;.:: "he is upbraided", 1 ~ "sewn", J_;s:: "measured" and 

0
..::.i ;._;: "(food) dressed with olive oil, whereas the I:Iigazis elide the infixed w of the passive 

participle and say~. ~. ~ and ~; formed according to~- Some examples used 
_,,. ,, ,, ,, ,.. 

in the qur,iin by the I:Iigazis are,~ for ,~; 0'·: in the sur. 22: 45 ( ~ ~~) "And castles 
,, "' ,, "" 

lofty and well-built", and~ for J~ which occurs in the sur. 73: 14 1 __ '·.$' J~ ~~) 
,, ,, ,.. ,.. 

4) "And the mountains will be as a heap of sand poured out and flowing down". 

Some examples found in verses of poetry are the following: 

- ~_;.:: which occurs instead of~ in the following verse said by al-'Abbas b. Mirdas al

Sulami in 'Abbas, Dfwiin 108, cited by lbn Ginni, Ha$ii,i$ I, 261, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 276, Ibn 
Man~iir, IV, 3196, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1503, Lane, II, 2218: 

"Your people have been accounting you to be a chief; but I fancy that you are a chief smitten by the 
evil eye". 

-r ~ which occurs instead of ~ in the following verse said by 'Alqama b. 'Abada, describ

ing a male ostrich after having described a camel. It is cited by lbn Ginni, ija$ii ,i$ I, 261, 
Mun$if I, 286, III, 47, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 276, Zamabsari, 181, lbn Ya'Is, X, 80, Muliikf 354, 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1503, Ahlwardt, Divans 112: 

"Until he remembered eggs [belonging to him]; and a day oflight rain, in which clouds were cover
ing the overclouded sky, which aroused him". 

- The fem. form ~;.1: which occurs instead of J: _..b.,. in the following verse said by a Tamimi 

poet who is describing wine, cited by lbn Ginni, ijaja ,i$ I, 261, Mun$iJI, 286, III, 47, Mu'addib, 
Ta$rif275, Zamabsari, 181, lbn Ya'is, X, 80, Mulukf353, lbn 'U~fiir, II, 460, lbn Man~iir, IV, 
2732, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1503: 

"And it is as though it were a scented apple". 

Both the Banii Tarnim and the I:Iigazis agree however upon making defective the passive par

ticiple with 2nd weak radical w, except for some forms that occur anomalously, e.g. J_.,fa 1,j] 

"a word said" and ~_.,~ ,'-:"' ~ "a garment preserved", but the more used forms are Jfa and 
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~;a_: (for a study see Ibn Ya'is, X, 80-81, lbn 'Aqil, II, 575-576, Suyuti, Mu1,hir I, 137, Howell, 

IV, fasc. I, 1505). 
For general discussions see Zamal}sari, 181, lbn Ya'1Zs, X, 78-81, lbn 'Aqil, //, 575-576, 

Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1498-1505, Fleischer, Beitriige IV, 254. 

(296) ~ applies to both the noun of place and the passive participle. The virtual difference 

is only noticed between their base forms. The base form of the noun of place is ~ formed 

according to ~ in which the kasra is shifted to the vowelless consonant preceding it and the 

y is lengthened, and the base form of the passive participle is ·~ (for the change see (295)) 

formed according to J__,.:;.:. 
Differently from the form ~ that has two base forms for the noun of place and the passive 

participle respectively, the noun "'..:ill can apply to both the sing. or the pl. and does not have any 

base form that is specific for each one. By comparing its vowelless middle radical to the vow-

elless middle radical of '_,_:_J "lions" (formed according to the pattern ~), which is the pl. of 

'~1 (formed according to the pattern 'j.J), it is a pl., and by comparing it to the vowelless 

middle radical of the ma$dar '.._,.,) of the verb '.._,.,') "to be near", it is a sing. Hence it occurs in 

the different sur. as: 

- a pl. (and a fem.) in the sur. 10: 22 (~ :;._;..~ ,-,r rn ~ r:.:.s- 1'~D "So that ye even board 

ships;-they sail with them"; in which ~ which is a dialectal variant of ..:ill has been used 
in the reading of Abu I-Darda. ··, 

- a masc. sing. in the sur. 26: 119 (0~ !1ill ~ ;_:: ;~ ~r :;11) "So we delivered him 

and those with him in the ark filled (with all creatures)", in the sur. 16: 14 (~ ~1_,:. .ii 0 j~) 

"And thou seest the ships therein that plough the waves" and in the sur. 35: 12 ~ .ii 0 j) 

~ 1_,:.) "And thou seest the ships therin that plough the waves". 

- a fem., and may be either pl. or sing. in the sur 2: 164 W J 0 ~ ~T ..:ili.IT) "In the 
sailing of the ships through the Ocean". ·· ·· , ·· , , 

It is said that when it is masc. sing. it is regarded as meaning the ~~ "ark", and when it is 

fem. it has the meaning of the~:_ 0' "ship" (cf. Ibn Man~ur, V, 3465, Lane,//, 2443). 

b) A few examples which apply to both the sing. and pl. (for a study see Ta'alibi, Fiqh 219 

and see the example cited in (152 b)) as the case of "'..:ill mentioned by Ibn Mas'ud and dis

cussed above, that can be added in this context, are the following: 

- the adjective ,_ :~ "in a state of ceremonial impurity", e.g. '. :~ ~~ "a man in a state of 

ceremonial impurity" and : . : ~ J ~_)"men in state of ceremonial impurity", which occurs as a 

pl. in the sur. 5: 7 ( 13~ ~ ~ /· :k 0 J) "If ye are in a state of ceremonial impurity bathe your 

whole body". 

- the substantive ~,.,.JI "the enemy/enemies", which occurs as a pl. in the sur. 26: 77 ~µ) 
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~ '-:"' _) :Jj J. ~,-4=-) "For they are enemies to me; not so the Lord and Cherisher of the 

Worlds", and as a sing. in the sur. 4: 92 (~; ~~ ~/-4=- L°) ~ 01.$' ~!,;) "If the deceased 
belonged to a people at war with you, and he was a Believer". 

- the substantive ~I "the guest/ guests", which occurs as a pl. in the sur. 15: 68 ~:J~) 

~~ >l1 ;./,:',;.,)"These are my guests: disgrace me not". 

c) A few examples which apply to both the masc. and fem. sing. as the case of ~. are the 

following: 

- the substantive :::, )- lbJ I "the Evil One" which occurs as a masc. in the sur. 4: 60 ~ 1 03'-½_;) 

'½ l3fo. ~1 13~1 ~~~)-lb.JI J! lyS~) "Their (real) wish is to resort together for judgement 
(In their disputes) to the Evil One, though they were ordered to reject him", and as a fem. in the 

sur. 39: 17 (~3 '<:~ ~1 ~)-lb.Ji 1;::.~j ~:.JI_,) "ThosewhoeschewEvil,-andfallnotintoits 

worship" (for a study see Ta'alibi, Fiqh 219; for other examples see (296)). 

- the substantive :::, _;.JI which is a noun in the masc. that is treated as a fem., in the following 

verse said by Ruwaisid b. Ka!ir al-Ta'i, cited by Ta'alibi, Fiqh 217, Ibn Man'.?iir, IV, 2521, 
Lane, //, 1742: 

"O you, the rider urging on his beast, ask the sons of Asad what is this clamour?". 

- the noun ~ which is a masc., is sometimes treated as a fem. when it occurs as a first 

element of an i<;lafa construction and is followed by a second element in the non-human pl., e.g. 

~ La.1 ~ 0

•• :..W said instead of ~ La.1 ~ ~ "some of his fingers were cut off', in which 

~ is put in the fem sing., and the anomalous reading of al-I:Iasan al-Ba~ri of the sur. 12: 10 

(d~c;:_Ji ~ ;:.;;:.f:;) read instead of (d~c;:_Ji ~ ;:;;:·f) "He will be picked up by some 
_,. _,. / / 

caravan of travellers", in which ;: .• :.f:; is put in the fem. sing. (cf. Carter, Sirbfnf 462). A parallel 

case is found in the following verse said by an anonymous poet, cited by Suyuti, SarJ:,, 298, al
Sartuni, the commentator ofFarl.iat, Ba!J,f 277 in the notes and Carter, Sirb"in"i 462, in which the 

first element of an ir;J,afa construction, the noun ~~Gj, which is fem. has a predicate in the masc., 

i.e. ~...J _;..,J;:o instead of ~ _;..,J;:o: 

. "l~_p '.,1.,_;;; IS~½?~ ~~ 0~ ~ :__;~ P ~~Gj" 

"The illumination of the mind is eclipsed by obedience to lust, but the mind of him who disobeys 
lust increases in enlightenment". 

For discussions see Carter, Sirbfnf 463 and for other examples see a part of my notes (22 c ). 

(297) J ~ (for its paradigm see (259) becomes j;; in the perfect of the passive voice. Its 

imperfect of the indicative of the passive is J ~, of the subjunctive J ~ and of the jussive J~. 
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(298) il..,..:::.~I means giving the consonant preceding thew or ya flavour of the <;lamma so that 

it notifies of the base form. In the cases discussed here, it is carried out if the consonant preced
ing the w or y is vowelled by the <;lamma in the base form of the passive voice. The three 
dialectal variants meant by lbn Mas'ud concerning: 

- ~ underlyingly ~ in which they is preceded by a <;lamma and so conforms to the condition, 

are: 1) ~. 2) r,;, and 3) ismam "a flavour of the <;lamma" to the consonant preceding they of 

the base form, i.e. ~ (note in this last case that the b 's <;lamma precedes the kasra). 

-~ I underlyingly _:,._: ;..I are: 1) _:,._ -~ I, ~j;J, and 3) ismam to the consonant preceding they of 

the base form, i.e. ~i. 
- ,~I underlyingly ,,_ %·'.1 are: 1) ,~I, 2) ,.:i~I and 3) ismam to the consonant preceding they 

of the base form, i.e. , , _ %1 
- ::,1 underlyingly J) (cf. (300)) are: 1) ::,1, 2) Jj, and 3) ismam to the consonant preceding 

, , , 

the w of the base form, i.e. :).J. 

-0~ underlyingly ~ (cf. (300)) are: 1) 0~, 2) 0~ and 3) ismam to the consonant preceding 
, , , 

they of the base form, i.e. 0.:..__;. 
For a study see Sibawaihi, Ji, 398, lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 248-255, 293-295, Barrani, Maralib 

113, Howell, rv, fasc. I, 1476-1484. It can be added that r,; with pure <;lamma occurs in the 

dialect of the Banu Dubair and the Banu Fab'as. It occurs anomalously instead of Jin the 

following verse said by Ru'ba, cited by lbn Ya'is, VII, 70, Suyuti, Sari}, 277, Sinqiti, burar I, 
206, II, 222, Gargawi, Sari}, 95, Barrani, Maralib 113, Daqr, Mu'gam 389, Howell, II-III, 122: 

"Would that-but does a 'would that' profit anything?-Would that youth were sold and that I 
bought". 

Furthermore both ~ and ~ in the sur. 11: 44 ~ 1 ,~ C ~~ ~,~ i.: ~ :_;, ~ 1 ~ ~) 

'~LlT ~~) "Then the word went forth: 'O earth! swallow up thy water, and O sky! withhold 

(thy rain)!' And the water abated", were read with ismam by the seven readers (cf. Howell, II

III, 123). 

(299) ~I "to be performed" can only be said with the kasra given to the I st radical q, and 

the two remaining states, namely the change of they into a w and ismam are not allowable for 

it. Its base form is r )1, with the consonant preceding thew being vowelless. The condition for 

the two states is that the consonant preceding the w or y should be vowelled by the <;lamma. A 

similar example which can only be said with the kasra is r -~: 0 .1 "to be straightened up" 

underlyingly r ): , ,1, with the consonant before the w being vowelless. Cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1484. , 
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(300) The virtual difference between the base forms of the active and passive voice of ::,Li 
and ~ (for it see (285)) is the following: Jj in the active voice is underlyingly J) with the 

q vowelled by a fatl).a formed according to ):J, whereas it is underlyingly J) in the passive 

voice with the q vowelled by a 9amma confomable to J.j. ~ in the active voice is underlyingly 

;,; with the b vowelled by a fatl).a, whereas it is underlyingly :;_; in the passive voice with 

the b vowelled by a 9amma. It may be noted that the 9amma that vowels the q of Jj underlyingly 

J') and the kasra that vowels the b of ~ underlyingly ;,; in the active voice, are acciden

tal due to the phonological change that is caused by their unsound 2nd weak radical, whereas 

they are underlying in their passive voice, namely J) and :;_; respectively that are formed 
, , 

according to the pattern J.j. It can be mentioned in this context that Sibawayhi did not wish to 

change the vowel of the 1st radical in the active and passive voice, as he seemed satisfied by the 
virtual difference of their base forms, whereas Ibn Malik would rather have preferred verbs 

with the 1st radical vowelled by a kasra in the active voice, e.g. ~ "I was afraid", to be 

vowelled by a 9amma in the passive voice, and verbs with the 1st radical vowelled by a 9amma 

in the active voice, e.g. ~ "I got", to be vowelled by a kasra in the passive voice (cf. Daqr, 

Mu 'gam 389). 
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11.7. Arabic Text: 

_.;l:,.>~I J ..J _.;->i ~) ~ Y::"""'= ._;':J ~_.;':JI 3 :,3 _;.."':11 J ...:.k..i:J ~I:, .J Ju;.3 

r Y"'~I JWJ J J~3 . ~ ~ ..,..4 .:r ·~ ':13 • ~_;,::,~ ~~ ~ .!W:i .:.r 

y/~ Wi .~I ~ ~~ 'I-L>1 ~~_) O_r>T JI :;.:~ ~~ ~~ i;~ ~~ ~~ 

Lo c~l3 ~~ Wi .L:JI ~ i_,.;~ i;~ ~i3 , J~ J '_;-o LS ~ Lo cl;:ijl_, 

i -0i ~j I~~ .ill~3 I~~ _.;Le,_; ._jj<:JI .::..J~ 0 l.:....S'L ~~ l~L.~ _.;Le,_; ~ 
0 ~~ ~j_) • 31_,JI JI oy---SJI .:r uy->JI i_)-Y. ':1 ~ ..J~I .AA.! ~ ::,L,JI ~ 

_;,,~L.JI ~ ~ t -:.,!3 ~~ J .~I ..J~3 i_,_:.~ J w .~I .::.J~ ~~ 

, J ~ LS :;.:~ J j..;. ':13 , :1) J ~ <\...oL.:;3 1--'"=..u:; 0 ~UI ~ ~ -0':J 1.1...J 

':13 µ ~I ~ .~I .. :: ... ..:.< •. J_; ~:;. .....Li o__r>T JI~:;. J _;;- II . *J__,.iJI ....., r r * 

... < ,h 0~:;. 0~:;. ~ j_) ~ I/'_) ~ 0 y-> 0 ':J ~ ~:;. ~ J j..;. 

1 r )_,JI~ ':1 ~ r-:-11 ~ ~ 0~:;. _.;W ~LJI t~':1 .::..J~ ~ .L:JI 

J • L;_J I_, J 4-y-J I i:.r::-! ,/~ 3 • 0~ _;; _.; L..:.J ~ L.. _.; ~ 13 4,; __,.<.....J • Y. 

0y--:-JI_, ~1 .L-:.JI J 3 1_,..J13 ~~..\....L:..JI Jy--Ll~ -.~! 0~~ ~ 
1 o ~; ~; ~i3 , !'.:,;_.,;:~: ~i ~j) Jw .J_,J J .h.L.:; ':1 ~ ,:r3 ~l:JI :.:.,.)1.., 

~~ ~ .W..UI J ~~ _,....;o3 ~WI t~':1 .::.J~ ~ .L:--JI , .. ·< ,h 

Fols. 32a-32b 

y-Sj½ + :~ ;J ::, :1 y,3 ::13 ;J 5' .b-> j .11, ::, ~ - :..::.-y::,3 r ;::, ~L:JI :~I:, r 

... 4,$'~ o-t I..> ::, - :<$'.J.J 1.b ::, ~ '-c' - :07".J .. • ..:;....,) ;I - :._;,.~3 ... i.;_:~ t ;::, 

: 0 wl..... I::, 3 L.. .J : '-c' I_,.. .J : ~ L. .J i ; ::, t ½.J + : Ju ; J ::, - : .:r. o ; .b ::, ~ I - : 4-t.;; 

, ;J ::, - :~ /::, .._;~.) : .L:JI J.J...>..:i3 A ;.b .11> ::, .._;~ :..::....i~ /j ::, 0Ll'WI 

I I ;I ~I,; :~L; ;I - :o__,.;..T JI I• ;J ,y:; :~ ;J ::, - :"-;:-S 15' .> _j ::, I - : 1..l:...J 

I l"-1 r ;J .b j .11, ::, ~ '-c' - :i.r'3 G.:s /.::,,.. r--:-11 JI ~ j.W + : .~I ;J j_.;; :~ 

'-c' 3 l_,JI : 3 l__,.)13 ; ::, _n..w..::.11 : ~__n..w..::.11 1 t 11 ...r : 'ii ;J ::, - : l's margin : 0_,.... __n ... .JL.....i 

:..h..i...;; ;::, ..,.. :{..~3 ::{..~ , o ;.b ~I~+ : ::, ..,.. ~ + =0.rll__, l_j .11> ::, ~ 

I ::, ..::.. ly..-.$J I _). I_,:; ~ lj~ + : • l::-1 I I i / J .:.r.'° _.;:; : ~ _.;:; I .b j .11, ::, > ...., I ~ 
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11.7. Translation: The 6th Chapter is about the Verb with Weak 3rd Radical<301 l 

It is named ~ l:, "defective" because of the defect of its 3rd radical, and~_; 'll I .J ~ "the one with 

four consonants" because it becomes formed of four consonants when you are talking about 

yourself [sc. in the 1st person of the sing. of the perfect], e.g.' .. ::~ "I threw" and :::,_;-~ "I 

invited". It does not occur according to the conjugation ~ ~- You say when attaching the 

pronouns: ;~ "/3 masc. sing." [with the pronoun suppressed], ~~ "/3 masc. dual", 1_.,.:~ "/3 

masc. pl.",::::._:,~ "/3 fem. sing", ~~ "/3 fem. dual",;;~ "/3 fem. pl.", etc.<302l ;~ is underlyingly 

:;~, in which they is changed into an a on account of its vowelling and of the [influence] of the 

fatl,la preceding it, as was mentioned about J ~ "he said". 1;~ is underlyingly i_,.;:~, in which 

they is changed into an a due to its vowelling and the [influence of the] fatl,la preceding it, so it 

became ~ li~. Then as there resulted a cluster of two vowelless consonants, the a was elided so 

that it became C,:~. So is also the case of~~ "they consented" [regarding the elision of the 3rd 

radical], except that the ,;I, is vowelled by a <;lamma in it after the elision [of they of ~J, so 

that it is not necessary to incline from the kasra [ of the ,;I, J to the u [ of the suffixed pronoun]. c3o3J 

::::._:,~ is underlyingly ~~. in which they is elided as in 1;~. They is elided in t:.:~ [ underlyingly 

~J in spite of the fact that two vowelless consonants are not combined in the pronunciation, 

because they [ sc. the suffixed t of the fem. which is underlyingly vowelless and the a of the 

dual] are combined [as vowelless] virtually. Its counterpart was mentioned in ll) "Say! /masc. 

dual (imperative)" [with the 2nd radical w retained].C304l No change due to the unsound weak 

consonant is carried out in ;;~ "/3 fem. pl.", as was mentioned about J~l "the saying". [Fol. 

32 b] The imperfect is~;. "/3 masc. sing." etc. underlyingly ~;., in which they is made 

vowelless because of the heaviness of the <;lamma on it. No change is carried out in 0 ~ °.;. "/3 

masc. dual" because the vowel [of they] is a fatl,la and it is light. 0;.;. "/3 masc. pl." is 

underlyingly 0;.. °.;., in which they is made vowelless and is then elided to avoid the cluster of 

two vowelless consonants [sc. they and thew], so it became 0~ ~- Then them is vowelled by 

a <;lamma to prevent that the w is changed into a y due to its sukun and to the kasra preceding it, 

so it became 0~ ;.. The 3rd person of the masc. and fem. pl. are made homonymous in the 

example 0).:;; "they remit" with the sufficiency of the virtual difference [ of their base forms]. 

It is so that the u [in 0;.:.,;1 in the fem. pl. is a [3rd] radical and the -na is the marker of the fem. 

pl. Hence, it is not dropped in the words of the Allmighty [sur. 2: 237] C~ ~1 ~D "Unless 

they remit it" ,c3o5J 0 .. /j "/2 fem. sing." is underlyingly ~ j, in which the [3rd radical] y is 

made vowelless and is then elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants. It is also 
homonym in the pronunciation with the 2nd person 
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z.JL.. _j ~L:JI .h..i-:i ~ .:.r4-' i~ Z...>l.- ~L:JI .h.L..:i (,~I ~.:,1 l.:,J_, , ,LJI 

~ -:--'l..,_JI ~.:,1 l.:,J ~_, <~ l.:,J p_,l Jl...:i .J~ _j ...ii _,J.J ~>l.- ~_)I 

r o _,..;..T JI 1 ~ ! _.,...':II . :($'_;->JI ~ :1 ..;J':11 0 ':I ;,. ½ J J-::.. _j ~ t-' ~ I 
~ ,L:JI ~'[; I~) 1;~! J-1_, . 1~! ..,W i~ ~>l.- ,L:JI ~bJ \,?,~! ,L,1 

t~:1 ~~ ~ ~':II ,L:JI .. :: .• :.s: .• J,; ~~! \,?,~! J-1_, . *?UI t~:1 ~~ T n * 

i 01 :~,.~I 0~~1 ~~I ::;~1 0~~1 ~~I ~I ~l:JI vr! J~_, ,?WI 
,.. ,., ,., ,.. ,., ,.. ,., ,.. ,, ,.. / ,.. ,.. 

~La.. _j ,L:JI ~,L; ~I.., <l..:,1 o_,..;..T JI 11.., J .. d.iJI . ~~! ~~! ~~! ~½_, 

. ~I ill.! ~I :Ul.. _j ~ :1_, ?UI t~:1 ,L:JI ~~ ~ ~I_, ~_)I 

°' r-:-11 ~~~WI t4:1 ..::...,.;L,. ~ ,L::JI ~J_; 0~1.., 0_,_:1.., ~1_, 

~ II UL.. · , L..1 ~ ..!L...l:, JI ~I ~1 l.:,I ~I 1. 11 ,~~:1 
L.. y-' .J '-?. . , .) . "-' _, '-""' 
::::.....Wl l.:,j_, UL,)1 ,Y. _j ~I_, ~I ~>l.- i~.:,~ ~I_, ~I ~l.. _j ~I..,_, 

, r ._;':I ~:,'l_; ~_;.1.., ~_)I :Ula.. _j <l..:,1_, Jly--':11 ~ _j ~I~ :::..W ..1...;.:, JI ~I 

~.:,'L; ~_;.°_;.. <l..:,1 o_,..;..T JI ~_:.: Jy.ill .~I _j ~I_, ~ .:r 0 t.;_y,>JI ~I 

~ l.. ~ ~) I :U l.. _j ~ ~ _:.: :::..W u L, :JI , ~ JI *•_ ..... I I ~ 1 I.:, j_, ~ I.., _j LS ...., n * 

1 o ~r .::.....lli Uw,jl ,~ JI ~I ~1 l.:,J_, .~TY. c!)·-e ~°_;.. ~I_, ~I 

Fols. 32b-33b 

r ;~ 1, >- j .:, "?'" ._,., ~L:JI :~1..,_;JI r ;.:, 1- :(2l,l::J! ;.:, ~ :0+2l..h..,i_;; 1 

J-., I : ..L, 1 t ; I - : o .r>T JI ; 1, I? r.. ~ _, _,fa. J ~ + : .:, ~ I : ._,., ..,....., L:J I : ~ I 

.:, i - :1~1 ..,w 11, .>- ......uJJ :j ......uJi_, + :.:, ...,., 0µ =r_r.J.11i- =~~! .J..,1 /.:, r) 

A /.:, I LIL.. : ~L.. ;I - : 0_;-->T JI V I.> ;;'_,_;:JI : 1, j .Jb :, "?'" ...,., 1- : ~I i /.>

: 1?.Y"'I.J I r ; 1, -> .Ib :, I :.:.Jb. \fJb. I I ; .:, ~I : ~I I:, ~ : ~ ;J- : ,L:JI 

11 - : o.r>T JI /.), ~L:JI ~ i-JI ~ f + : ->->I_, , r 1:, _r.JI_, ~I :.:.Jb. ~ ~I.J.J + 

: UL,j\ <Y. /.:, \.:,l.; : 1.:ij_, Io /.:, I ;;JL,.. : ~L,.. I>- ~ : :.:,;L..,j\ ,~ /.:, \.:,!,; : 1.:ij_, I t 

;\ ~I ::.:.;l...,jl I>- ~ 
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of the fem. pl. If you make [any of] the apocopatives precede [IS"~], the y is dropped as a 
marker of the jussive. (306) However, they is dropped in the case of the indicative as a marker of 

the pause in the words of the Allmighty [ sur. 89: 4] ~ I~ j JJ I_,) "and by the Night when it 

passeth away".<3o7J If you made [any of] the subjunctivals precede [IS"~], you give [they] a 
fatl).a as a marker of the subjunctive because of the lightness of the fatiia. However, you do not 

give the fatl).a as a marker of the subjunctive [to they changed into an alif maq$flra] in~::.½ J 
"he shall not dread", because the alif [maq$flra] does not accept the vowel.(3osJThe imperative 

is r ~ ~ "/2 masc. sing.", etc., that is underlyingly ~ ~ ~· in which they is elided as a marker of the 

jussive, so it became r ~ I. 1; ~ I "/2 masc. pl." is underlyingly i;. ), in which the y is made 
vowelless and is then elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants [ the y and the w]. 

[Fol. 33 a] IS"~ I "/2 fem. sing." is underlyingly I.S::'° ~ I, in which the radical y is made vowelless 
and is then elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelfess consonants [they and they]. You say 

with the energetic n: :;_.~1 "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 1), 0t;.~I "/2 common dual", :;~1 
,... ..- ,- ..... ,, ,, 

"/2 masc. pl.", ~~I "/2 fem. sing.", 0t;.~I "/2 common dual" and 0G;~I "/2 fem. pl.", and 

with the single n: ~~I "2 masc. sing. (imperative En. II)", ~~I "/2 masc. pl." and :r~l "/2 

fem. sing.". The active participle is 11_., etc., underlyingly ~I_.,, in which they is made vowel
less in both the nominative and the genitive [because of the heaviness of the <;lamma and the 
kasra vowelling it], and is then elided to avoid the cluster of two sukuns [ the y 's sukun and the 
nunation]. However, it is not made vowelless in the accusative because of the lightness of the 

fatl).a.<309l 0;1_., is underlyingly 0;...1_.,, in which they is made vowelless [sc. 0;...u and is then 
elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants [the y and the w ], and then the m is 
vowelled by a <;lamma due to the u 's request for the <;lamma. If you suffix the dual' s ending [ sc . 

. ,/ /nominative and~ /accusative and genitive] to yourself [sc. the 1st person of the sing.½?,], 

you would say :.S ~ I_., in the case of the nominative, and~ I_., in both the cases of the accusative 
and genitive by .. assimilating the marker of the accusative and of the genitive [of the dual: SC. 

they] to the [suffixed pronoun] y of the genitive [of the 1st person of the sing.]. If you suffix the 

pl.'s ending [sc. 0; /nominative and ~ /accusative and genitive] to yourself [sc. the 1st 

person of the sing. -f], you would say ~I_., in all the cases, which is underlyingly :.s;1_., in the 
case of the nominative, in which an ass1milation is carried out due to the combination of two 
consonants of the same kind [ sc. thew and they J regarding their being among the weak conso-

nants. The passive participle is ~; etc., underlyingly ~;;,<310J in which an assimilation [of 

the w to they] is carried out as in ~I_.,. If you suffix the dual's ending [Fol. 33 b] to the 

[suffixed pronoun] y of the genitive [of the 1st person of the sing.], you would say :.St;.; in the .. , 

case of the nominative and ~; in both the cases of the accusative and genitive with fourya's. 

If you suffix the pl.' s ending to the [ suffixed] y of the genitive, you would say ~; 
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~j ~ 0j__, ~ ~~ 01 ~ ~'JI ~~ ~y-1I .Jly,-'JI J5' J ~TY. t,.)4 ~1 

~~ j..;. r--' ~__r=--T jl ~°_;. ~~ J-*-1I ~~ :J~I . d~I Jly .:.r l__,j ~1 

r ~ __,~ G,l r--' -~~ J LS Wl .~I ~ ~'_;. ~'_;. ~1__, ~I .j.,J 

.~I 01 c:' ~~ ~ ~)1 J '•Y. __,~I 0)-½ ~1 ~j Jly,-'JI J5' J ~~ ~~ 
<:r" 1.,~ ~_>-:-~ .;:J-½I o~I . i._:, jL,, r;. ~-~! ~__,__p-__, Jl-½~I ..J__,__;-> .:..r-

i ~~) o~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ...;Jl$' j-'JI J ...;Ji ~~ 0'J !~ ~ J ...;J'JI 

J ~is y-1 ~ 0~~ ~ J o~ ~ _:,~ :J ~ V"'--' o,..jl_:, ...;Ji ~ 1.;__;-6 

__,ly-1I 0-"--' ~ * J _:,~ LS L.., o_)_.,........ J o.)-+lle Ls:>L...::., _:,4-J o~ ~'JI T n * 

, ~ ~ ~ LS V'L:; ~ ~ d__,~I t~I .:.r l)..,J ~l__,1 ~ J 1 .,_,.1... ~.-,.:-__, 

.~I <:r"--' __,ly-1I ~ :ul::.,;JI ~IS'y->JI u,:;y,J !~ ~ ~ __,ly-1I ~ ~I ~ ~3~1 

j-i:J ~~1 ~ =i...~I __,I__,.JI <:r" 1.,~ 1)~__, ~ LS ~le~ 1.,~ ~~--' 

1 r <:r"--' ~..\..>JI J ~1 ~1 ~--' ~L:.j ~ =i...~I ~ __,l_,JI V"'--' __,l_,JI ~ ~I 

~ <:r"--' :c. ...L.1 !L. ~ .4JI <:r"--' .~I ~ :.:Sy->JI ~ ~-.,1 :t1 e:W ~ .~I 

1_;; <:r" o.l_;; ~__, * JF- 0

'· ', TT ::,;::, ~~~~ * .J~ ~ ...;J'JI V"'--' ~~ ~ ·~ 

1 o * J~j ..L.G ~ ~~1 * ~ v--::---JI v--"--' o_:, 6 1~ (r--:-1Li,.JT ~__,) 
~ -~I ......L..,l \:.. :. 0 ,I ~ .~I .:.r-- .::.,_]-½I v-::----1I -~fa .,~;J 

, , 

*: -~ ~ __,~I 0-" .::-1 -½I • L::...J I . ~ .>--+-1 I J ~_.,....Ll ½..r-:--::--' ._, r t * 

I A ~ 1 ,) :. : 'i ~ <~I .:_r-< __, I 6 -:-_r>,-o '-:' _,....L) .::.-:1 ~ __, ~~ 4---L, 1 

Fols. 33b-34b 

;J -> j I G~ :_.,~ r ;:, - : L....A_,-,..T JI ;I - : l-.lb_,-,..T ... ,_;,,~ ;J ,:r :0"'""" r 

: ~j,oJI> ',:_/1 i ;:, 1b .ill_.,....:; + : l__+j_.,.r->_., o 15. ~j---i:- :~j---i:-1 ;J il...C,..':JI :JI.J--->½I t 

- : Ol~ \ ;J ~ + : ~ A I> ~\..:.:.JI --'---11 + : ·· I • '."" /j .lb ~ l+,;;_)--Jb_., 

:, _.,.:,,.:,_., :_.,.:,,.:, ~ /:, _:,... Lo.$" + :_.,.):,I I. /:, ~.) :(I)~ ~ ;I ~ :~ ;J 0'4 :~ ;I 

~ 1..b :.:....1.JI :(.....JI Ir /:, I .;r- :.:r ;J ~ ~ ;(2l ;..b ;;.._.,..J:JI :;;..~I 1 1 ;J 

- :~L::,. ···\J°..l I t-1 r /:, ~1_., :~I~_., ;~ C_.,L::..:;I :cl..::,I 1..b =i..o..,...WI _.r.i.ll :=i..o_.,....;:Jl 

/~ J~ ~ :Jl..:Jl ... ~ /:, I - :u_y-3 It I.lb ~ - :<~ "'0-'°..l /-'."" 

: :,l,.,:i~ Ii /~ ..b -> 1b I - :~~½ Io 1...-- Ji..-.:; .J_.,J + : i_;; 1..b -> ~ Jl::..;:JI : Jl::..:.J.l 

; J :, ..::.-:..1 _., : .::-:.. I ~ _., I J ~ .1 -> :, ~ - : ~ _., 4L, i I A ; ..b ~ I : \ i,,,:i I / j :, l>..:J I 

; ..b :, ...-- ~ - : 0 ~ fols. 34b-35a I. 1-L. 1 / ..b .lb 0 1.:.:...::., : I 0 1.:.:....., : 0 G 
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also with four ya's in all the cases. The noun of place is ; JI, which by principle should have 

been formed according to the pattern ~. except that they avoided the succession of the 

kasras. The noun of instrument is ; ~- The passive voice is ; ~ ~~. etc. No change due to 

the weak consonant [ sc. they] is carried out in ~~ because of the lightness of the fat]:ia [ on it]. 

;~ is underlyingly ~~. in which they is changed into an a/if [maq$iira] as in ;~. The 

predicament of_,~ 1_) "to attack" is the same as the predicament of ~ ~ ;~ in all cases, 

except that they substituted the y for the w in ~j 1 "I attacked" in conformity with :Sfa. "He 

attacks",C31IJ as they is among the consonants of substitution which are: j,j JL.a, 'r,°_;. .. ~-.~:: 0 ,I 

"he asked him for succour on the day some Zutt (a race of Hindus) attacked".c312J The hamza is 

substituted for: 1- necessarily, the alif [of the feminine], in e.g. ~i;...:., "desert",<313J because its 

hamza is the alif [of the feminine] underlyingly, which is similar to the alif [maq~ura] of 0 };:.., 

"drunk /fem.", (314l and then it is changed into a hamza because of its occurrence at the extremity 
of the word after the augmentative alif. However, it is impossible to change it [ sc. the alif of the 

feminine] into a hamza, in e.g. 0~~ "deserts", meaning that if it [sc. the alif of the feminine] 

is underlyingly a hamza, then ~~ i.,..::., with the hamza retained would have somehow been 

possible, as it is possibly retained in [Fol. 34 a] e.g. ~ "sin".<315l 2- necessarily, thew, in 

e.g. J.-,1_,1 "joining (pl.)", to avoid the combination of the wawsC316l in ~t; "saying" as was 

mentioned, (317l in~.:,~ 1 "houses" because of the heaviness of the c;lamma on the wC318l and in·~ W' 

"a wrapper" to avoid the different vowels on thew. c319J 3- necessarily, they, in e.g. t' ~ "seller", 

as was mentioned [concerning ~l:;].<320l 4- possibly, thew which is vowelled by a c;lamma, in 

e.g. ~_;.1 "faces", because of the heaviness of the c;lamma on the w.(32ll 5- thew which is not 

vowelled by a c;lamma, in e.g. cl.:::,! "baldric"(322) and in ~1 ~!"make the sign with one, one" 

in the tradition. c323J 6- they, in e.g. ~-~ 1 Ji I ~ "God cut off his hands", because of the heaviness 

of the vowel on the y<324> 7- the h, in e.g. ·~ t: "water" underlyingly ~ t:, and hence its pl. is 

~ ~-c325l 8- the a, as in his saying: J F ",. 'Ji ',j_;:;, ..::.~ "You have excited the yearning of the 
, , 

yearner",(326) and in the reading of he who reads [sur. 1: 7] (~WT ':J_,) "Who go not astray".<327J 

9- the : in e.g.: J;j .d:.,.L.., ~ ~~I "Like a billow of a laughing, far-extending sea",-due to 
the oneness of their [sc: the hamza's, the h's, the a's and the "s] point of articulation-.<328) 

Thesis substituted for: 1- the t, in e.g. \i. . .:.:.._I "to take for one's self' underlyingly -~I 

according to Sibawaihi, because of their common character in being among the surd conso~ 
nantsY29J 

The tis substituted for: 1- the w, in e.g. ~ "a malady like cholera" underlyingly Z:,_;._j33oJ 

and in "..::..;.1 "sister", c331J due to the proximity of both their points of articulation. 2- they, [Fol. 34 

b] in e.g. 0 G "the second to the one" underlyingly 
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0 ~. and in I_,.:.: 0 .1 "they experienced drough or barrenness" underlyingly 1;:_:., 1, (332i to avoid 

vowelling they. 3- the s, in e.g.~ "six" underlyingly :,/...:..,(333i and in: )_p ~;::. ;. .J~ 
,., ,., "' 

..::.,LIi "'Amr b. Mas'ud, the worst of men!".(334l 4- the$, in e.g.~ "robber",(335l because of 

their being among the surd consonants. 5- the b, in e.g. d~-.:.UI "worn-out rags".(335i 

The n is substituted for: 1- thew, in e.g. ~ C _ "from a city in al-Y aman", (337l because of the 

proximity of the n to the weak consonants. 2- the l, in e.g. :;_} "perhaps" ,C338l because they [ sc. 

then and the l] are akin in being among the voiced consonants. 

The g is substituted for: 1- the doubled y, in e.g. ~ ;1 "Abu 'Aliggi [ sc. Abu 'Ali]"(339l to 

avoid vowelling the doubled ya's [in~ ;n. 2- the single yin conformity with the doubled 
one as in his saying: ~-, 

"O God, if Thou hast accepted my pilgrimage, then a mule, shall not cease to bring me to Thee". c34oJ 

The d is substituted for: 1- the t, in e.g. ,~ J "I succeeded"(341 l and 1_;:--½-- I "they gathered 

together", c342i because of the proximity of both their points of articulation. 

The his substituted for: 1- the hamza, in e.g. ~~ "I spilled". (343i 2- the a, in e.g. ;r~~ ~ "come 

along!"c344l and .:.:,l "I".(345) 3- they, in e.g . .J:JI U o~ "this is the servant of God",(345J because of 

its [ sc. the h's] being akin to the weak, consonants regarding the lightness. And hence, the 

deflection is not forbidden in ~~ "to hit her", whereas it is forbidden in I;..- ~1 "I ate 

grapes".(347i4_ necessarily, the t, [Fol. 35 a] in e.g.~ "'[all:za"to differenciate it from the t of 
the verb.(3481 

They is substituted for: 1- necessarily, the a, in e.g. C-)'· "a little key".c349l 2- necessarily, 

thew, in e.g.::_~ "time appointed for performance of an action", due to [the influence of] the 

kasra preceding them both [sc. the underlying a and w ]. (35oi 3- possibly, the hamza, in e.g.~~ 

"a wolf'.<351> 4- one of the doubled consonants, in e.g. ':?jl:JI ~;.,X; "the hawk flew down 

swiftly". (352J 5- the n, in e.g. ~ Gl "men"c353i and~~-~ "a dinar", c354l because of the proximity of 

they to then. 6- the ~ in e.g. 0~~ "frogs", because of the heaviness of the 'and [the influence .. , 

of] the kasra preceding it.<355l 7- the t, in e.g. 0

•• r., :_: I "it joined", because it [ sc. the word] has 
underlyingly a vowelless w that is preceded by a consonant vowelled by a kasra.<356l 8- the b, in 

e.g. JW "foxes"Y57l9- the s, in e.g. 0 ~u1 "the sixth"Y58) 10- the t, in e.g. J81 "the third" .. .. ,., .. 
underlyingly ..::.J 8 l,C359l due to the kasra preceding them. 

The w is substituted for: 
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I .)y-1... ~.-,..:-_., <~I .:r_., ~UI t~I_, ½LJI J 4-f_)i! ~~i;:, ~ 1.)_.,1... ~~_., 

.:r ..::J--½I r-:-11 .~ w t_,.1 ~ 1.)~ 1).-,..:- o~I .:r_., ~ l.. W i?_; ~ 

r J r~I ~l ~ * ~ i>LJI + .J_; ~ i)UI .y_., ~ fa .)l:..:J;J ~ ~ _.,1)1 ...., r o * 

M_., * ~ :{.{~1 .:,rJ ~ ~ W'WI 0__,.;JI .:r_., ~.J~I J 4-f_)i! j.:_:i 

. l+:-fa .) La.,;;~ l:i I~ ~~ Lo ~ < L:J I .:.r _., ~.)~ I J 4,_)i! * i Qi ~I 
i ~~_., ~I .:.,-- ..::J--½I ....;J½I , l+:-fa '"="~ ~l y:,,:, v-:--11 .:r ..::J--½I .)WI 

.:.,-- ..::.-J.....,1 i)UI .~ w y'"I~ ~ 1.)y-h.a l_jl_,...;,- ;;~I .:_rJ t~--' J[j ~ 1.)~ 

.:.,-- ..::.-J.....,1 <l_;JI . ~.J~I J ~.)L.a.,;;;J ~! ~ .)WI .:,r3 ~~I ~ 0__,.;JI 

, .:r ..::J--½I <I.WI . * ~1 I.?,.)) I~ * ~bJI J_; ~ .)WI 0'°--' J.)~ ~ ~I 

~_,JI_, . ~~ '"="_;-i) ~ ~ ~! ~ J~~I J 1.)~ l1~_., <~I 

. .)_.,1... ~ lyl:,. 0~ o.J~~I .Jy-:JI .y 1~ 0~ t i.?.:;JI 

Fols. 35a-35b 

~ I"-:' i"'3 : ~ r /"-:' t.4Ll : t.~1.-, 1.b j ~ ~ "-:' I - :0+2)1~_;-1.... ~~.-, 1 

1--:' ~ :~ 1.b yL.-1 : "-:' fa :_;-0--ol t 1.b y:-11 :> "-:' .r.:--1 :.r."I 1.b Jl.u : 1LJI 

J.-$'.., :r~I ... M.., o-t /~ ~ ri.:.:-11 + :<2)~ /"-:' ..:J~ ;=i{.r=JI I> 0..,.:JI + :V"'.., 

I> ..::.,~I : o~I v ;.b ~L:JI : ~WI i ; ~ - :~ ;I <~I : ,L:JI o ;"-:' 1~1 ~I 

I> ~ ~ ~G.:;J/ + : J~r. ._ /~ JX...01 : J>l::--ol I> l~__,-1.. ~ ljl~ + : u__,...JI A 

> ~ ~ ~I :J~~I 1. ;.b j ~ "-:' - :d ;~ I~.-, :I~ 1.b > "-:' I ~WI :~bJI 

;"-:' ~ : ..b......:.J ;J ~I "-:'½ : .b 
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1- necessarily, the a, in e.g.~)~ "striking, /pl.", because of both their common character in 

being among the weak consonants and to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants. <360J 2-

necessarily, they, in e.g.~;. "to be certain", due to [the influence of the] <;lamma preceding 

it.c361 l 3- possibly, the hamza, in e.g. r) "blame" [underlyingly "r)l as was mentioned.<362) 

Them is substituted for: 1- thew, in e.g.~ "mouth",<363l because both their points of articu

lation are identical. 2- the l, as in His saying, may God grant Him salvation, ~1 ~ ~ 

_):..:T J r~T "fasting in [Fol. 35 b] travelling is not an act of piety",<364) because of their 

common character in being among the voiced consonants. 3- the vowelless n, in e.g. ~ "a 

warehouse",C365l and the vowelled one as in 1Qi ~~..,"and of your hand dyed in (the 

tips of) the fingers with henna", (366l because of their common character in being among the 

voiced consonants. 4- the b, in e.g. Li~ ~j C, "I have not ceased to be constant", because both 

their points of articulation are identical.<367) 

The~ is substituted for: 1- the s, in e.g. ~1 "to make flow in exceeding measure", because 

of the proximity of both their points of articulation.c368l 

The a is substituted for: 1- necessarily, both its sisters [sc. thew and they], in e.g. J ~ "to 

say" and t ~ "to sell". 2- allowably, the hamza in e.g. ~i,)"" I~ "a head", as was mentioned. (369l 

The l is substituted for: 1- then in e.g. J~I "evening".C37°J 2- the rj,, in e.g. e-1,JI "to lay 
down to sleep",<371 i because of their [sc. the l's, then 'sand the rj,'s] common character,in being 
among the voiced consonants. 

The z is substituted for: 1- the s, in e.g. J".:i ~ "he loosens (his garment)". (mi 2- the~ as in e.g. 

the saying of al-I:Iatim .:.51 0 .,J I~ "this is my way of bleeding, mine".(373J .. , 

The! is substituted for: 1- necessarily, the infixed t of [Form VIII] JL,..::j~1, e.g. ~I "to 
, , 

have patience", (374i and [the suffixed t of the nominative] in e.g. ~ "I scraped a hollow", (375J 

because of the proximity of both their points of articulation. 
As for the cases in which it [sc. the substitution] does not follow the mentioned procedures, 

they are possibilities that do not follow the general rules. 



11.7.1. COMMENTARY 

The Verb with Weak 3rd Radical 

(301) For a general study of ~ LI I "the Defective Verb" or "the verb with 3rd radical w or 

y" see Mu'addib, Ta$rif292-334, Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 58-61, Ibn 'U~filr, II, 518-560, Zangani, 
'/zzf9-11, 'Abd al-I:Iamid, Ta$rif635-642, de Sacy, 249-256, FarI:iat, Bal:if 80-88, Brockelmann, 
Socins Grammatik 45-46, Wright, 88-91, Blachere, 146-161, Fischer, Grammatik 119-122, 
Bakkus, Ta$rif151-163, Daqr, Mugam 390-391, 'Abd al-Ral:iim, !ja,f33-36, Roman, Etude II, 
947-961. The verb with 3rd radical y is more frequent than the verb with 3rd radical w: 354 I 
259 (cf. Bakkus, Ta$rif 157). For a comparative study with corresponding forms in some of the 
other Semitic languages see Brockelmann, Grundrij3 618-632, Wright, Comparative Grammar 
255-276, Bauer, Grammatik 109-110. For a study of the verb and noun in the Semitic lan
guages see Diem, Verba und Nomina 15-60. Moscati, Grammar 169, referring to von Soden, 
Grundrij3 154-156, remarks that some of the verbs with 3rd radical y are of "terminative mean
ing, e.g. Semitic (except Ethiopic) bny "to build", Hebrew Aramaic gly "to reveal", whereas 
verbs with 3rd radical y or w "describe durative actions, e.g. Ancient West Semitic ry "to see", 
Akkadian Hebrew Aramaic mnw "to count". 

(302) The paradigm of ,;.~ underlyingly :;.~, a verb with 3rd radical y and the 2nd radical 

being vowelled by a fatl:ia, in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~..) 
c· - ..) 

2nd masc. .::...::-0..) c-- ..) ~..) 

2nd fem. c· a ,J. 0~,,, 

~..) - ..) .:.r-.:"..) 
. 

3rd masc. ,s..> ~~ 1:,:~ 
3rd fem. ..;:.... ..> I.:'::~ ~ ..> 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
,, 

~..>I ~.} 

2nd masc. ~yJ 
c.. 0 :. 

u - 'Y' .:_;yyJ 

2nd fem. ~yJ 
c..o:. 

u - 'Y' ~yJ 

3rd masc. 
~f.; u~~ .:_;y_r.; 

3rd fem. ~yJ 
c..,:. 

u - 'Y' ~f.; 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
,, 

~) ~.} 

2nd masc. ~yJ 
c..o :. 
- 'Y' i;~ 
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2nd fem. ~_y:; 
~o:. 

0'::'° _y:; .'Y' . 
3rd masc. ~.x. 

~o. I , 0. 

. .x. .r.x. . 
3rd fem. ~_y:; 

~o:. 
• 'Y' 0'::'° .x. 

Its paradigm in the imperfect of the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st r) r_;, 
2nd masc. r_y:; 

~o:. 
• 'Y' 

I '° :. 
ya 'Y' 

2nd fem. ~_y:; 
~o:. 

0'::'° _y:; • 'Y' . 
3rd masc. r.x. 

~o. I , 0 • 

. .x. .r.x. . 

3rd fem. r_y:; 
~o:. 
• 'Y' 0'::'° .x. 

Its imperative is r ~ !· Its active participle is 1 I~. Its ma~dar is:;~. Its perfect, passive is ~~

Its imperfect is ~ ~- Its passive participle is ~ _:.:. 

b) An example of a verb with 3rd radical w is ~-~ underlyingly ;:~ "to call". Another 

example is (.;S underlyingly ~-.;_:; "to call". The paradigm of its groundform and derived forms is 

the following: 

Form I: Its perfect, active is 1·.;.:;. Its imperfect is ..,~. Its imperative is ~1. Its active 

participle is ~ G. Its ma~dar is ~ '.i. Its perfect, passive is 0 .li. Its imperfect is 
"' .. ,., 

0 ·-½.· Its passive participle is ~'2. 

Form II: Its perfect, active is 0 ·.;.:;. Its imperfect is '-?:.;;;,.. Its imperative is :i. Its active 

participle is -~. Its ma~dar is ~ ~- Its perfect, passive is 0·.li. Its imperfect 
"' ,., .. ,.. 

is 0 ·.;;;,.. Its passive participle is 0 "~. 

Form III: Its perfect, active is 0 ·~ G. Its imperfect is 0 ~ ~- Its imperative is ~ G. Its ... 
active participle is ~ Lo. Its ma~dar is ·~ (.;.; or ~ 1·~ L:.::. Its perfect, passive is 

0 ~ ;. Its imperfect is 0 ·~ ~- Its passive participle is 0 ·~ Lo. 
Form IV: Its perfect, active is 0 ·x:1. Its imperfect is ..S-½· Its imperative is X:1. Its ... 

active participle is ..2:. Its ma~dar is 'JX:1. Its perfect, passive is ~-X:1. Its 

imperfect is 0 ·-½.· Its passive participle is 0 '-2:. 
Form V: Its perfect, active is 0 <.0J. Its imperfect is 0 <.)::~. Its imperative is <.0J. Its 

active participle is · ,::.:_ Its ma~dar is ·.0;. Its perfect, passive is 0·~. Its 
"' "' .. _,. 

imperfect is 0 \::.~. Its passive participle is 0 \::.:. 

Form VI: Its perfect, active is 0 ·~ G. Its imperfect is 0 ·~ ~- Its imperative is ·~ G. Its 

active participle is ~C.:::. Its ma~dar is ~G. Its perfect, passive is :.S~?- Its 
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imperfect is 0 ':J G;.. Its passive participle is 0 ':J G.::. 

Form VII: Its perfect, active is 0 '~ I. Its imperfect is I.?,~· Its imperative is ~ I. Its 
,. 

active participle is 2. Its ma~dar is '~ 1-:..:; I. Its perfect, passive is 0 ~i. Its 

imperfect is ...s'-½· Its passive participle is 0 '2. 
Form VIII: Its perfect, active is 0 ·~1. Its imperfect is I.?,~- Its imperative is ~I. Its 

active participle is ,:::. Its ma~daris 'J~I. Its perfect, passive is 0~1. Its 

imperfect is 0 '_,:.:~. Its passive participle is 0 '_,:::. 

Form X: Its perfect, active is 0 ', :: 0 

, I. Its imperfect is ...s , ::. 0 ~!- Its imperative is ~ I. 
- .. ,- ,., ,, 

Its active participle is ~- Its ma~dar is '~ 1'~ I. Its perfect, passive is 

021. Its imperfect is ...s,, :: 0 

~- Its passive participle is ...s'_, :: 0 

: • .. , 

(303) :;~ is formed according to the conjugation ~ J:.;. In the 3rd person of the masc. pl. 

of the perfect i;.:~, the 3rd vowelled radical y preceded by a fat}:la is changed into an a due to 

the influence of the fat}:la, i.e. ~ L:~, and then the a is elided to avoid the cluster of two vowelless 

consonants, the a and thew, resulting in 1_;~ (cf. (49)). ~~ is formed according to the conju

gation ~ J,.-1. It is underlyingly ~~ with the 3rd vowelled radical w changed into a y on 
, , 

account of the influence of the kasra preceding it ( cf. Lane, /, 1099). This means that ~~ is 

underlyingly I_,~~ with the 3rd vowelled radical w changed into a y due to the influence of the 

kasra preceding it. Then as the <;lamma that vowels the y in I~~ is deemed as heavy, it is 

shifted to the <J,, i.e. ~~. which causes a cluster of two vowelless weak consonants, they and 

w (cf. lbn Ginni, Mun~if II, 126). So they is elided and it became i_;.,~ (cf. further (49), (275)). 

b) The paradigm of~~. a verb with 3rdradicaly (underlyingly w) and the 2nd radical being 

vowelled by a kasra, in the perfect, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~_) 
~, . _) 

, 

2nd masc. ~_) 
G' 

~_) . _) 
, 

2nd fem. G' a , 
~ ~_) . _) . _) 

3rd masc. 
~_) 

L..:,' .. _) ~~ 
3rd fem. ~_) 

1:' :.,' . _) ~_) 
, 

Its paradigm of the imperfect of the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~) ~_;, 

2nd masc. ~_;; 0~~ -:;~_;; 
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2nd fem. ~yJ 
Go:. 

0 - 'Y' ~yJ 

3rd masc. ~_x. 
Go, 

0 - :x. 0~J= 

3rd fem. ~yJ 0~~ ~_x. 

Its paradigm of the imperfect of the subjunctive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st ~) ~_;, 

2nd masc. ~yJ 
Go:. 
- 'f 

I , . 0 :. 

iy,:, 'f 

2nd fem. ~yJ 
Go:. 
- 'f ~yJ 

3rd masc. ~_x. 
Go, 
- :x. 

I , . 0 , 

iy,:, _x. 

3rd fem. ~yJ 
Go:. 
- 'f ~_x. 

Its paradigm of the imperfect of the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st j,) 
, 

if_;, 

2nd masc. if yJ G':. 
. 'f 

I -. 0 :. 

y-.:> 'f 

2nd fem. ~yJ 
Go:. 
- 'f ~yJ 

3rd masc. if _x. 
Go, 
• :x. 

I , . 0 , 

y-.:> _x. 

3rd fem. ifyJ 
Go:. 
- 'f ~_x. 

Its imperative is j, ~ I. Its active participle is if G. Its ma~dar is ~ ~ or ::i ~ ~- Its perfect, 
,., "" ,., ,, 

passive is ~~- Its imperfect is ~ °_;_. Its passive participle is ~ °_;_. 

(304) ~~ is underlyingly t.:;:~ in which the 3rd vowelled radical y preceded by a fatl).a is 

changed into an ii, i.e. G Lo~, and then the ii is elided in spite of the fact that the t following it is 

vowelled and not vowelless (for discussions see (54); compare the discussion concerning b,,.:i 

underlyingly G_;'.:i in which the 3rd radical w is changed into an ii which is then elided, see 
(289)). The vowel of the tis considered as accidental due to the suffixation of the ii of the dual, 
and the underlying sukun that it carries as a marker of the fem. is taken into consideration. The 

counterpart of I.:...~ and b,,.:i in which the 3rd weak radical is elided is~) "say!" in which the 

2nd radical w is retained (for discussions see (289)). 

(305) 0h from~ underlyingly p "to be obliterated", can apply to both the 3rd person of 

the masc. and the fem. pl. of the imperfect. The base form of the 3rd person of the fem. pl. has 

the -na marker of the fem. pl. suffixed to it and is formed according to ::,.r: ;~, i.e. oh, whereas 

the base form of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. has the ending -una that marks the masc. pl. 

suffixed to it, and is formed according to ~)>f: ~~, i.e. 03~. It can be noted that in oh that 
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refers to the 3rd person of the fem. pl., the u is the 3rd radical and the -na is the marker of the 

fem., whereas in 0~ that refers to the masc. pl., the u is the suffixed agent pronoun of the 3rd 

person of the masc. pl. on account that the 3rd radical w is elided from the base form 03fa. 
and the -na is the marker of the indicative. The -na of the indicative is dropped in the 3rd 

person of the masc. pl. in the case of the subjunctive, e.g. the sur. 2: 237 (0 .:,i::.LJ ~)1 1)-:;; 1).,) 

"And the remission (of the man's half) is the nearest to righteousness", and in the case of the 
jussive as a marker for these moods. For a study see l:lariri, Sarb 257, ZamalJsari, Kassaf I, 
374-375, Howell, II-III, 16-17, Daqr, Mu'gam 47. 

(306) As a rule the 3rd radical y or w of the verb with 3rd weak radical is elided in the jussive 
as a marker of this mood. The reason of this elision is that the weak 3rd radical holds the same 
position as the vowel of the strong verb. As the strong verb's 3rd radical loses its vowel and 

carries the sukun as the marker of this mood, e.g. ~ ~ r "he did not hit"' the verb with weak 

3rd radical loses its weak radical, e.g. r ~ r (for its paradigm see (302)). Anomalous cases 

occur however in which the weak 3rd radical is retained (for discussions see (51)). 

(307) According to Ibn Mas'ud, they in ~ is elided in ~ 1-.;l ii]i_,, (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr 

II, 519, Mun~if II, 74, Ibn al-Sarrag, U~ul I{389, Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf384, Akesson, Elision 24) 
in spite of the fact that the verb is in the indicative, as a marker of the pause (for general 
discussions concerning the pause see Sibawaihi, II, 326-330, Zamabsari, 160-163, Ibn Ya'is, 

IX, 66-90, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 772-873). Another variant is~ (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 471) with 

they elided and the sukun given to the 2nd radical r. According to ZamalJsari, Kassaf IV, 249, 

they in ~ is elided in context in the course of the reading resulting in ~' and that it and its 
kasra are-elided as marking the pause. According to Ibn Mugahid, Sab'a 683-684, Ibn 'Amir, 

'A~im, I:Iamza and al-Kisa'i read~ without a yin context, and not in pause. Ibn Ka!ir read it 

with a yin both context and pause. Nafi' read it with a yin context and without a yin the pause. 

Abu 'Amr read it ~ as a jussive in both the cases of the context and pause ( cf. Ibn l:Jalawaihi, 

Qira'at II, 476). Al-Farra', Ma'anr III, 260 prefers the reading with the elision of they and with 

the kasra preceding it being maintained (cf. Ragi.lp:, Farra> 45). Similar to the reading J:!13 

~ 1-.; ! with the 3rd radical y elided and the r given a kasra, is the reading of some of both the 

sur. 18: 64 (tf' 8 L., ~-,;) "That was what we were seeking after" (cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun~if II, 74, 

Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf384), in which J is said instead of~' and the sur. 13: 9 (JC-'..Ji ~I) 

"He is the Great, the most High"-(cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr Ii; 519, Ibn al-Sarrag, U/ul II, 376), in 

which JO is said instead of ,j t::: '.Ji. Similar to the reading ~ 1-.; ! ~l, with the r vowel-

less in ~, is the reading of some of the sur. 18: 64 (b 8 ~ ~-,;) "That was what we were 

seeking after" ( cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 4 71 ). Likewise, _fa. or .fa. with the elision of they and the 

2nd radical made vowelless in pause or being vowelled by a kasra, occurs in the verse said by 
Zuhair, Diwan 813, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 316, 327, Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 47, 520, Mun~if II, 74, 
232, Zamabsari, 162, lbn Ya'is, IX, 79, Sinqiti, Durar II, 233, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 832, Ahlwardt, 
Divans 82, Freytag, Hamasae 821: 
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""'.'J/,'• .[.', 0~ 11 , • .....,_,,' •• ~j:,._~ C~~½." 
• ~ r"'"' ~ r Y'"' ~ _J "::'--:- _J 

"You do surely cut out what you have at first measured; while some people measure, and then do 
not cut out, [i.e. you fulfill the matter which you prepare yourself for while others evaluate the 
matter and do not set ahead with it]". 

There seems to be a tendency that in many anomalous cases of verbs, mostly with 3rd radical 
y, that occur in the imperative and jussive, the vowel of the 2nd radical is made vowelless after 
that the 3rd weak radical is elided when a pronoun is suffixed to them ( cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 

10, Rabin, 93 note 16, Fleisch, Traite II, 393). An example is G~1'3 said instead of G)3 in the 

sur. 2: 128 (12...,C G)3 ) "And show us our places for the celebration of (due) rites", which is 
, , 

read with the sukun of the r, i.e. G~13 by Ibn Ka!ir and al-Susi (cf. Bai<;lawi, Anwar I, 84). Ibn 

Mugahid, Sab <a 170 mentions that Ibn Ka!ir read it in this manner with the sukfin over the r 
whereas Nafi', I:Jamza and al-Kisa'i read it with the vowelling of the rby a kasra. According to 

Zamabsari, Kassaf I, 311, G ~ 13 is read with the r made vowelless by some in conformity with 

,~ "thigh" from ~Ll (cf. 109), but that this reading is disliked. 

b) The 3rd weak radical is not elided in Form V j;; in the sur. 92: 1-2 ,./ ;~ l,_j) j]1) 

j;; l,_jl .J~I~) "By the Night as it conceals (the light); by the day as it appears in glory" in the 

pause contrarily to its elision in;_:,,_ l,_j! J!~- An explanation can be the lightness of the alif 

maqfilra (cf. Ibn Ya'is, Mulukf 384) contra the heaviness of they. It can be noted as well that 

the verb that occurs after l,_j! is not a jussive in spite of the fact that it can, as in the example 

;_:,,_ l,_jj j]T3 mentioned above, resemble one. In very rare cases, due to metric exigency, l,_jj 

can seerri to govern the verb in the jussive. This occurs in the following verse said by 'Abd al
Qais b. ljaffaf, cited by Daqr, Mu<gam 6, Barrani, Matalib 97, Carter, Sirb'fnf 146, Akesson, 

Elision 24, in which the jussive Form IV ~ is used instead of the indicative , ·( _ a:;: 
, , 

"Be satisfied with what God has provided you of wealth, and if poverty falls upon you, be patient!". 

c) The suffix pronoun of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. of the agent, the f, is elided in the 
imperative, and the sukfin is given to the last consonant in pause anomalously in a strong verb 

of Form V ~ used instead of~ "talk!" in the following part of a verse said by 'Antara, 
Dfwiin 183, cited by Sibawaihi, .. lI, 329, Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 520, Ibn al-Sarrag, Ufill II, 391, 
Tibrizi, Qafii 'id 264, Akesson, Elision 26: 

"O abode of 'Abla in al-Giwa', speak!". 

d) Likewise, the suffix pronoun of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the agent, the u, is elided 
in the perfect, and the sukun is given to the last consonant in pause anomalously in a strong 

verb of Form I~ used instead of I~ in the following verse said by Tamim, Dfwiin 168, 

cited by Sibawaihi, II, 328, Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 520, Zamabsari, 162, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 78, 79, lbn al
Sarrag, Ufill II, 390, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 835, Akesson, Elision 26: 
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"May God not curse friends whom I have left, not knowing, after the morning of separation, what 
they have done!". 

Compare with this case the elision of the u and the 3rd radical given a c;lamma in ~ ~ said 

instead of I_,:,~ "they were", in the verse cited in (45): ... J_;.. ~~ W,½i ~1 _,ii "O, if the 

physicians had been around me" ... , and the examples follo~ing it. See further for the shorten
ing of a long vowel in the middle and at the end of the word some cases illustrated by Wright, 
IV, 383-384. 

(308) ~ means that you give the fat}:la as a marker of the subjunctive mood or that you 

govern the verb in the subjunctive mood. The two other terms that concern the verb's inflection 

is e j which means that you give the c;lamma as a marker of the indicative mood or you govern 

the verb in the indicative mood, and i ~ which means that you give the sukun as a marker of 

the jussive mood, or you govern the verb in the jussive mood. The base form of ~ J is 

:;.:._;..;; Jin which the 3rd radical vowelled y is changed into an alif maq~ura due to the influ

ence of the fat}:la preceding it. According to Ibn Mas'ud' s theory the alif maq~ura is not vowelled 
by a fat}:la in the case of the subjunctive because it cannot take the vowel. Another theory that 
can be added is that the marker of the subjunctive is assumed to be upon the alifmaq~ura (cf. 
Howell, II-III, 14). 

(309) In the active participle of verbs with 3rd radical y, the 3rd radical is elided and the 

tanwfn replaces the kasra of 2nd radical, e.g. 1 I~ for both the nominative~~ and the genitive 

15"1~ (cf. Wright, II, 90, my notes (292)). The reason why they is made vowelless, namely 15"1~, 
and is then elided in both these cases, is the heaviness of both the c;lamma or the kasra voweiiing 

it. It is not elided in the accusative, i.e. ~ I~ because, as Ibn Mas'ud states, the fat}:la, by which 

he means the nunation with fat}:la, that vowels the y is light. 

(310) In the passive participle of verbs with 3rd radical y, the infixed a of the J;;: preced

ing the 3rd radical y, is influenced by it and changed into it, and consequently the preceding 
c;lamma that vowels the 2nd radical becomes a kasra (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1543, de Sacy, I, 

108, Wright, II, 91, Vernier, I, 340-341). An example is~;;. that becomes ~;.. 

(311) In Form IV ~)1 "I attacked", the vowelless y is substituted for thew of the base form 

~ ~j 1 on the analogy of the imperfect Form IV i..Sfa. "he attacks" underlyingly ~fa. (for dis-
cussions see (262)). ·· 

(312) The consonants comprised in the expression 1.j jL:, r_;; ~-v~::. 0 ,! "he asked him for 

succour on the day some Zutt ( a race of Hindus) attacked" that starts with the hamza and ends 
with the t, are the consonants of substitution (cf. Zamagsari, 172, lbn Ya'is, X, 7-8, l:Iariri, 
Seances 646, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1192-1193, Fleischer, Beitriige 112, Akesson, Conversion 
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27). It is this passage of the Mara!J, that drew De Sacy' s attention and incited him to refer to Ibn 
Mas'ud in his Grammaire I, 33, as mentioned in my Introduction p. 7. Other phrases containing 

less consonants are combined by some grammarians: eleven as ~1 ~ ~;'.b "do well (mayst 
- - -

thou be destroyed for it)", thirteen as JCb r;. ~- ~::o ·~ "he asked him for succour on a day that 

was long", fourteen as ~Lb J.:i r;. ~1 ·~ "a grandfather was silent on the day a cook 

slipped", and J.:i O Lb ·~ r;. ~1 "be silent on the day the grandfather of 'fah [sc. a man's 

name] has slipped'' ( cf. Howell, iv, fasc. I, 1191-1192). According to their order in the phrase 

~j j La, r ~ ~--' ~ :: 0 ,j, these consonants are: 1- the hamza, 2- the S, 3- the t, 4- the n, 5- the g, 
6- the d, 7- the h, 8- they, 9- the w, 10- the m, 10- the $, 11- the a, 12- the /, 13- the ~ and the 14-
!- For a study of the substitution see Sibawaihi, II, 340-342, Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 19-30, Ibn 
'U~fiir,/, 319-415, Zamagsari, 172-177, Ibn Ya'is,X, 7-54, Howell,/V, fasc. I, 1182-1203. For 
the substitution occurring in two words following each other resulting in the assimilation of the 
first word's ultimate consonant to the initial consonant of the second word see my notes (173, 

b). 

(313) The hamza in ,~ 1;..:.. is substituted for the alif of the feminine form ( cf. Ibn Ginni, de 

Flexione 25, Sirr I, 83-84, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 329-331, Zamagsari, 172, Ibn Ya'is, X, 9, Howell, IV, 

fasc. I, 1205). ,The base form is 0 1;.,.:.. with an alif maq,\'iira preceded by an a. The reason of 

replacing the alif maq,\'iira by a hamza is to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the 
a and the alif maq,\'iira. 

(314) 0 ~ formed according to the form ~. is the fem. sing.of ~ I~ "drunk" formed 

according to the epithet of the form ~SW. Its broken pls. can be of the form :Jw, J W or ~SW. 
Cf. Howell, I, fasc. III, 1016-1017, Noldeke, Beitriige 53. 

(315) The broken pl. of '~1;..:.. "desert" is 0~~ (for it see (269 b)) or .J~- The variant 

i_s.J ~ with the hamza retained is not existent, which proves that the hamza does not belong to 

the base form (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 85). Contrarily to it,~ "sin" occurs with the hamza of 

the 3rd radical retained, which proves that its 3rd radical is a hamza. Another possibility con

cerning it is ;~ h;.. with the hamza changed into a y and then assimilated to the infixed 'f of the 

pattern il...J (for this assimilation see (225); compare the pl. form suffixed to the pronoun of the 

genitive of the 1st person of the sing.~~ "my sins" with two hamzas that are combined 

together used instead of~~~ discussed in (228 b)). The base form of the broken pl. of 

0 ~ ~ is ~-!~(cf. Ibn Ginni, Mun,\'if I, 158, Noldeke, Beitriige 53 in the notes, Howell, I, 

fasc. III, 9969). ~.JUI occurs in the following verse said by al-Walid b. Yazid b. 'Abd al

Malik b. Marwan:-cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 86, Ibn Ya'is, V, 58, Mulukz269, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 330, 
Bagdadi, lfizana III, 324, Sar!J, 95, lbn al-Anbari, ln$af Q. 118, 345, Howell, I, fasc. III, 
996: 
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"Assuredly I sometimes go forth in the early morning upon a sorrel that traverses the deserts". 

A noun on the same pattern as ,~ 1_;...:.., is ~I~~ "maiden". Its pl. is 0 ~ (~ or -1 I-~ and its base 

form is :.Sj~ . .. , 

(316) The pl. of ~I~ 'joining" is ~1~1 underlyingly ~G~ (for a study see Zamal}sari, 

172, Ibn Ya'is, X, lO)bn 'Aqil, II, 552, Howell, N, fasc. I, 1'218-1222, Fleisch, Traite I, 152, 

'Abd al-Tawwab, Tatawwur 41) that is formed according to the measure ~I). In ~I~~, the 

1st radical w that is vowelled by a fat]:ia is changed into a hamza to prevent the heavy combina-

tion of the waws. Another example that can be added is the pl. JI~ 1 underlyingly JG~, of the 
- -

sing. ~G "preserver". ,._}l~~T occurs in the following verse said by Muhalhil Abi Laila 'Adib. 

Rabi'a al-Taglibi, the brother of Kulaib b. Rabi'a. It is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 800, Mun~if 
I, 218, Zamal}sari, 172, Ibn Ya'is, X, 10, Ibn 'Aqil, II, 263, Ibn Hisam, Sugur42, Ibn Man~ur, 
VI, 4901, al-Sartuni, the commentator of Farhat, Baht 242 in the notes, Howell, I, fasc. I, 162, . . -
Wright, N, 388: 

"She smote her bosom marvelling at me [i.e. at mine escape], and said, 
0 'Adi, assuredly the preservers have preserved thee!". 

The hamza is not substituted for the 1st radical w if the 2nd w replaces the infix a of ~ ~. as 

the passive voice of Form III ~-!_)~ formed according to ~) that has the active voice 0 ~ I~, 

which occurs in the sur. 7: 20 ( ~ 0_)_)~) "That was hidden from them". The reason of the 

substitution of the 2nd w for the a of ~ ~ is the influence of the <;lamma preceding it. 

Contrary to the substitution of the hamza for the w vowelled by a fat]:ia at the initial of the 

word is the substitution of the w for the hamza vowelled by a fat]:ia. An example is :.J ~~ said 

instead of :.J ~ 1 "your father" in .:.I~~ ~ _;.,; _;, "he hits your father", and in :.J l..~ for :J l..1 "your 

brother" in :.J L;..~ ~ _;, "he kills your brother" (for these examples and others see Ibn Ginni, 

Sirr II, 573-574). Note in this context the connexion between the 'a int) "to date" and the wa 

in (J) l '\ warb "month" in Ethiopic ( cf. Wright, Comparative Grammar 71 ). 

(317) J.,~ is the active participle of the verb with 2nd w radical J). The hamza in J.,~ is 

substituted for the the 2nd radical w (cf. Zamal}sari, 172, 180, Ibn Ya'is, X, 10, Ibn 'U~fur, I, 

327-329, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1209-1210), i.e. J_)[j (cf. 290)). The change of the 2nd radical 

into a hamza is carried out to accord with its verb l.n which the 2nd radical is changed into an a, 

i.e. J [j is underlyingly J). There exist opposite cases in which the 2nd radical is sound, e.g. 

the active participle~_)~ with the w as 2nd radical and ~-~ with the y as 2nd radical. These 
, , 

examples accord with their verbs ~;. "to be blind of one eye" and ~ "to be large in the eye" 
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respectively, in which the 2nd radical is sound from fear of confusing them with ~ ~ "rendered 

blind of one eye" and 0 ~ "to smote with the evil eye". 

(318) ~j~l (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 341, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 98, de Flexione 25, Zamagsari, 172, Ibn 

'U~fiir, I, 335-336, Ibn Ya'is, X, 10-11, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1224-1225) is the pl. of )..:i. The 

hamza in it is substituted for the single 2nd radical w vowelled by a c;lamma, i.e. ~~~1. The 
reason of the change of the w into a hamza is the heaviness of the c;lamma on the w. Other 

examples that can be added are ~3,31 underlyingly ~~1 being the pl. of ,--=-' Ji "raiment" and ~yl 
underlyingly ~_;1 being the pl. oC G "fire". ~y1 occurs in the following verse said by 'Umar b. 
Abi Rabi'a, Drwan 88, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 804, Ibn Ya'is, X, 11, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1224: 

"And when I lost the sound of them; and lamps that burned brightly at nightfall, and fires, were 
extinguished". 

b) The hamza can be substituted for the w that is combined with another w ( cf. Ibn Ginni, de 
Flexione 25, Sirr I, 98, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 335-336, Zamabsari, 172, Ibn Ya'is,X, 10-11, Howell, IV, 

fasc. I, 1224-1225), e.g. 'J..,;,, underlyingly ,J..,;, that is the pl. of 'JL "shank", and~..,; 

underlyingly ~..,'), that is the ma$dar of )i. "to sink". 

(319) The hamza of·~ Ll replaces the 3rd radical w (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 326, Zamagsari, 172, 
Ibn Ya'is, X, 9-10, Ibn al-Anbari, Maq$flr 48, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1203-1204, Mokhlis, Ta$rif 

195, my notes (290)) of the base form ~ Ll. The different vowels that can be given to thew 
which would cause a heaviness in the pronunciation, are those of the declension, i.e. the vowel 
of the nominative, the accusative or the genitive. The hamza replaces as well the 3rd radical y 

for the same reason, e.g.·~~ "gazelles" underlyingly :S ~. and ·~ G "evanescence" underlyingly 
,.. .. ,., 

(320) c? ~ is the active participle of the verb with 2nd radical y ~- The hamza in it is substi
tuted for the 2nd radical y (cf. ZamalJsari, 172, 180, Ibn Ya'is, X, 10, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 327-329, 

Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1209-1210, Mokhlis, Ta$rif 195) of the base form t,!~- In this example, the 
unsoundness is carried out by changing its weak 2nd radical into a hamza to accord with its 

verb in which the 2nd radical y is changed into an a, i.e. ~ that becomes t ~ (for the change in 
the verb see Akesson, Conversion 27). 

(321) The base form of~_;.1 is~;.~ (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 341, Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 25, Sirr I, 
92, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 332, Zamagsari, 172, Ibn Ya'is, X, 10-11, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1224-1225), 

which is the pl. of~~ "face" from ~~ "to be a man of distinction", a verb with 1st radical w. In 

~_;.1 underlyingly ~;.~, the hamza is substituted for the 1st radical w vowelled by a c;lamma. 
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The dislike of having the w vowelled by a <;lamma, which is the reason of its substitution into a 
hamza, is referred to as well by Sibawaihi, II, 391. Another example with this substitution is 

~1 for~~ that occurs in the sur. 77: 11 (~I ~)I I-~!_,) "And when the apostles are (all) 
, , , 

appointed a time (to collect);-". It is anomalously read with~~ instead by Abu 'Amr whereas 

the remaining six readers read it with ~1 (cf. lbn ljalawaihi, Qira'at II, 428). 

(322) The hamza in C 1..::.. j is substituted for the 1st radical w ( cf. Sibawaihi, II, 341) vowelled 

by a kasra of the base form C 1..::.. ~- This substitution occurs in the Hugaili dialect. Some other 

examples are i'.:iLj "cushion" for i'.:iL_., and i'.:i~j "embassy" for i'.:i~_.,. Tamim b. Abi Muqbil 
, , 

has i'.:i ~ j instead of ;'.:i ~ _., in the following verse cited by Sibawaihi, II, 392, lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 

102, lbn Ya'is, X, 14, Muluk'f 274, lbn Man'.?iir, VI, 4881, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1229: 

"As for the embassy, its cavalcades got hold sometimes of misfortune, and sometimes of favors, in 
the presence of the tyrants". 

Sa'id b. Gubairread the sur. 12: 76 (<1.::->1 ~~D "the baggage of his brother" for <1.::->i ~~.., (cf. 

lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 102, Zamabsari, 172). 'zainaosari, 172-173 notes that al-Mazini considered 
this substitition of the w vowelled by the kasra by the hamza, as qiyas. Qudama, Naqd 48 
discusses this substitution as a general principle. See further lbn Ya 'is, X, 14, Fleisch, Traite I, 

135-136. Note in this context the connexion between~_., and'?-~~ "joint" in Hebrew (cf. 

Wright, Comparative Grammar 71). , 

(323) It is related in a tradition that MuJ:iammad said to a man ~ 1 ~ 1 instead of ~~ ~~ 
(cf. Razi in ljalil b. A]:unad ... , [Juruf137 in the note, Zamabsari, 172, r6n Ya'is, X, 14:15, Ibn 
Man'.?iir, VI, 4782, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1230, 'Abd al-Tawwab, Fu~ul (1st edition) 108-110) 
with the substitution of the hamza for the w vowelled by a fatl:_la, when he saw him making the 
sign with his two forefingers in reciting the creed. 

(324) The hamza is substituted for the initial y vowelled by a fatl:_la in '½,.:i 1 that occurs instead 

of the base form'½,--½ (cf. lbn 'U~fiir, I, 346-347, Zamabsari, 173, lbn Ya'is, X, 15, lbn Man'.?iir, 

VI, 4951, Vernier, I, 346, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1231). The reason of this substitution is the 

heaviness of the fatl,ia that vowels the y. It can be noted that ~ ~ 1 with the d being vowelless 

instead of '½,.:i1 is printed by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1231 and commented on in IV, fasc. I, 11 lA. For 
, 

a study concerning,--½ in some of the Semitic languages see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 113-116. 

JJi "a shortness of the upper teeth" is also said with this particular substitution of the hamza for 

the initial y vowelled by a fatl,ia, instead of~. 

(325) ~ C, "water" is from the root ~; "to mix", a verb with 2nd w radical. The h in it is 

substituted by the hamza, so that it became ·~L. (cf. lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 100-101, lbn 'U~fur, I, 
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348-351, Zamabsari, 173, Ibn Ya'is, X, 15-16, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1232-1235; for a study of ot.;.. 
in the Semitic languages see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige166-170). Its pl. form is ~½-- and its di

minutive is ~;: ( cf. Ibn Man'.?i1r, VI, 4302). Another pl. form is ~ i:,.: 1 in which the h is as well 

substituted by the hamza so that it became ·~ 1.:,.:: 1. The reason of this substitution is that the 

points of articulation of the hamza and the h are identical, as they both originate from the 

farthest part of the throat, and are laryngals (for the consonants see (188) ). ~ __, 1.:,.: 1 occurs in the 

following verse recited by Ibn Ginni which he heard from Abu 'Ali, and is cited by Ibn Ginni, 
Sirr I, 100, Mun$ifll, 151, Zamabsari, 173, Ibn Ya'is, X, 15, Ibn 'U~filr, I, 348, Ibn Man'.?i1r, VI, 
4302, Bagdadi, Sar]:z 437, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1233: 

"And many a land, whose waters were exhausted, and whose shades were passing away in the part 
of the noon when the sun was hight". 

(326) The active participle Form VIII :.:r :. 0

'· 11 (in pause), from ',J;::, "to desire", a verb with 

2nd radical w, occurs anomalously instead of J ,:. 0'· 11, with the substitution of the hamza for the 

a, so that the vowelled hamza corresponds to the 3rd radical of the foot µ:_: in the verse. 

The reason of this substitution is that the points of articulation of the hamza and the a are 
identical, as they both originate from the farthest part of the throat, and are laryngals (for the 
consonants see (188)). According to Bagdadi, Sar]:z 175, Ibn al-Mustaw:fa said that the verse 

was recited by al-Farra' to Ru'ba. Also ,:;F· 0

'· 11 has been transmitted instead of .,y: 0'· 11. The verse 

is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 91, Ha$ii'i~ III, 145, Zamabsari, 172, Ibn Ya'is, X, 12-13, Ibn 
Man'.?i1r, II, 1405, IV, 2361, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1227. It runs as follows: 

"O abode of Mayya [sc. a woman's name] in the low-lying sands, sands mixed with stones and 
earth, give me patience, for you have excited the yearning of the yearner". 

(327) The hamza in ~GJ I of this sur. is substituted for the a of the base form ~WI. It is 
, , 

said that ~GJI has been read with this substitution by Ayyub al-Sibtiyani (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr 
I, 72, Ha~a 'i~ III, 147, Mul}tasib I, 46, Ibn lJalawaihi, Qirii'iit I, 52, Zamagsari, Kassiif I, 73, 
Ibn Ya'is, IX, 130, Ibn 'U~filr, I, 320). In the same manner, al-'Aggag, Dfwiin 289 (the 1st half 

of the verse) and 299 (the 2nd), said tWI instead of tWI with the substitution of the hamza for 

the a in the following verse cited as well by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 90, Ibn ljalawaihi, Qirii 'at II, 
153, Zamabsari, 172, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1227: 

"O abode of Salma, 0 hail, again hail! Then ijindif is the head of this world". 

~ t;,; I occurs instead of ~~I with this substitution in the following verse said by Dukain, 

cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 74, Ha$ii 'i$ III, 148, Mu]:ztasib I, 320, Lugawi, Ibdiil II, 545, lbn 
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'U~fur, I, 321, J)ara 'ir 222, lbn Man~ur, I, 704, Howell, N, fasc. I, 1226: 

.''~ - · CT :.- i- ,, 
.y:, -· .._s--> . :J 

"And his milking was until his milk-pail became white". 

~~~TI occurs instead of :::.:.!A>~TI with this substitution in the following verse said by Ku!ayyir, 

Diwan 323 from his elegy of 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Marwan. It is cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 74, 
Zamabsari, Fa'iq I, 462, Ibn 'U~fur, I, 322, Bagdadi, Sar/:t IV, 170, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1226. 

lbn Ginni, lf.a$a 'i$ III, 127, 148 has ..::.,-.)1_, ... J,; instead of ~~~11: 
- -
."~~~-~ h ~1~ Le; 

- -
"And at the land when such that, as for its blacks they have clothed themselves in whiteness, and as 
for its whites, they have become black". 

The substitution of the hamza for the a occurs curiously enough in the speech of some in 

pause, as in the example ~~ ~1~ "I saw a man" (cf. Talmon, ½yn 217, lbn Ginni, Mun$if I, 

150), that is said instead of ~ .J ~L with the vowelless hamza in~~ replacing the a given 

the nunation that is the marker of the indefinite accusative in ~ .J· 

b) Contrary to the substitution of the hamza for the a is the substitution of the a for the 

hamza. This occurs in lbn Ka!ir's reading of the sur. 27: 44 (~L :; , .. ~-,.~) "And she 

(tucked up her skirts), uncovering her legs", with ~L, read instead (cf. lbn Ginni, lf.a$a 'i$ III, 

145, lbn ljalawaihi, Qira'at II, 152), and in 'Amr b. 'Ubaid's reading of the sur. 55: 39 

(~ ~ ~~ ~ ! ,;,-:. :; Jc.;. ~ -~ ~) "On that day no question will be asked of man or Jinn as 

to his sin", with ~ ~ read instead ( cf. lbn ljalawaihi, Qira 'at I, 53, lbn Man~ur, I, 704, lbn 

Ya'is, X, 13, lbn 'U~fur, I, 321). 

c) Thew is pronounced with ahamza anomalously, as if itis substituted for thew in 0:-!-":,.'.JI 

for 0:-!-" .;JI and ,_;.;. for ,_;.;. in the following verse said by Garir, Dfwan 288, who is 

expressing his love to both his children Musa and Ga'da in a poem in which he is praising 
Hisam b. 'Abd al-Malik. It is cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 79, Mun$if I, 311, II, 203, lf.a$a 'i$ II, 
175, III, 146,149,219, Afandi, Tanzfl 365, lbn Hisam, Mugn"i II, 684, lbn 'U~fur, I, 91, II, 203, 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1230-1231, de Sacy, Anthologie [Baic,iawi, Tanzfl] 17: 

"Assuredly very dear to me are the two kindlers [of fire], Musa and his sister Ga'da, 
when the blaze [of generosity] has lighted them up". 

Zamabsari, Kassaf I, 138 has 1)..G_:,..il ~ instead. He cites the following verse in his com

mentary to the sur. 2: 4 (i~ _;. ~ ~~;J~~ -,1~:~ :r J)1 ~) "And sent before thy time, and (in 

their hearts) have the assurance of the Hereafter", in which 0~;. is read as 0~;. by Abu 

I:Iayya al-Numairi (cf. also lbn Hisam, Mugni II, 684). According to Afandi, Tanzfl 365, who 
refers to Abu 'Ali who has heard it from al-Abfas, it is known that Abu I:Iayya al-Numairi used 
to give a hamza to each vowelless w that is preceded by a consonant vowelled by c,iamma. 
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J;..J½ has been read for J_;J\ by lbn Ka!ir of the sur. 38: 32 (JG ~T~ J;J½) "Over (their) 
legs and their necks". Ibn, Ginni, Sirr I, 79, Makki, Kasf II, 160,, Ibn al-Gazar( Nasr III, 227-
228 refer however to the reading of Qunbul. Zama!)sari, Kassiif III, 374 compares the reading 

.-3..,:J½ with~),< mentioned above. 

(328) ~ ~1 occurs instead of ~ t.;.;, with the substitution of the hamza for the ~ The reason of 

this substitution is the closeness of the points of articulation of the hamza and ~ as the hamza 
originates from the farthest part of the throat and is a laryngal and the ' originates from the 
middle of the throat and is a pharyngal (for the consonants see (188) ). This theory of the substi
tution concerning it is however criticized by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, I 06, who does not consider the 

hamza to be substituted for the ~ but that the form is J W of ~ 1 "to prepare itself'. His remark 

is also mentioned by lbn Man~ur, I, 4. ~ ~1 occurs in the following verse cited by lbn Ginni, 

Sirr I, 106, Zama!)sari, 173, lbn Ya'is, X, 15, lbn 'U~fiir,/, 352, Bagdadi, Sar~ 432, Howell, rv, 
fasc. I, 1235: 

4. 

"And the deserts of intense heats were agitated at times, like a billow of a laughing, far-extending 
sea". 

J.JY' instead of J;j has been transmitted by both Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 106 and lbn Man~ur, I, 
, , 

b) Compare the opposite case of the 'which replaces the hamza that is the initial consonant, 

e.g.£ for :.:.G1 "that you" in the dialectal variant of Qais and Tamim known as ~::::11 (cf. 

Suyuti, Muzhir I, 133). lbn Ya'is, X, 8, Akesson, Verb and Infinitive 35 note 2, cite the follow-

ing verse of Magnun, Dfwiin 207 in which :;. replaces ~ i: 

"Then your two eyes are her two eyes, and your neck is her neck; but the bone of your shank is 
slender". 

lbn Faris, $ii~ibf 53, lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 229, lfa~ii 'i~ II, 11, lbn Ya'is, Muliikf216, lbn 'U~fiir, 
I, 413, lbn Man~ur, IV, 3200, De Sacy, Antholologie [the commentary to Bai<;lawi, Anwiir] 42 

mention the following verse said by Qu 1-Rumma, Dfwiin 371 in which ~1 replaces ,)1: 

~;.: ,~~).. ::r. ~j :;1" 
, , 

"Are you searching for ljarqa's abandoned encampment? The water of fervent longing from both 
your eyes is shedding". 

c) Other cases concerning the 'being substituted by or for another consonant, which can be 
added here are: 

-The substitution of the 'by the gin the Tamimi dialectal variant (cf. lbn Man~ur, V, 4049). 
This occurs in the following verse said by al-Farazdaq, cited by lbn al-Anbari, In~iifQ. 26, 98, 
lbn Man~ur, V, 4049, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1390, II-III, 441-443: 
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"Tarry, 0 my two companions, with us: maybe we shall see the courts, or the trace of the booths". 

The g can be substituted by the 'in the dialectal variant of Da!ina, e.g. 'F said instead of 

~ "sheep" (cf. Jastrow, Dialekte 106). This particularity is found as well in the Yemenite 

dialect (cf. Diem, Dialekte 77 sq.). According to Ruzicka, the gin Arabic does not belong to 
the base form of the word (for his particular theories see Ruzicka, Question 176-237). 

- The substitution of the vowelless 'when combined with the! by then, e.g. ~1 for ~1 

"to give" (cf. Suyuti, Muzhir I, 133-134). This dialect is known as ,~~~I and is peculiar to 

the dialect of Sa'd b. Bakr, Hugail, al-Azd, Yaman, Madina and Qais '(for more details and 
interesting references see Rabin, 31-33, 54, 126). 

- The substitution of the 'for the b, e.g . .?- for~ "until" ( cf. Suyuµ, Muzhir I, 133). This 

dialect is known as t,.,~ :__~ 11 and is peculiar to the dialect of Hugail. As an example it can be said 

that the sur. 12: 35 (~ ~) has been read by the reader of the Qur'an lbn Mas'ud as(.?

~) (cf. lbn Ginni, MuJ:itasib L 343, the notes to Sirr I, 241, Zamabsari, Kassaf II, 319, Jeffery, 

Materials 49, Rabin, 84). For further discussions see Rabin, 84-86, Rundgren, Bildungen 29-
32. The opposite case of the b being substituted for the 'is also found in the dialect of Hugail 
(for more details see Rabin, 85-86). 

(329) In the case of \;;_:. 0 I, Form VIII -~ I underlyingly \~:;; I ( compare with it the case of 

,.:G.. :~ I ( 187 b ), (202) ), is meant, in which the s is substituted for the 1st t ( cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 

1192). The passage referred to Sibawaihi, is found in Sibawaihi, II, 480. The reason why the t 
is changed into the s is because they are both among the voiceless consonants (for them see 

(188 b) ). Two theories concerning \i>-~ 1 are presented by lbn Man'.?iir, /, 37, the first one is 

the one meant by lbn Mas'ud in this context. As for the second one, it advances the idea that 

\~ :. 

0

., I is formed according to Form X ~ I from \ ;. ~ '.:.w...:i, and is presented here for the 
, , , 

sake of curiosity. lbn Man'.?iir (ibid) notes that -~I could have -~1 or ~ as a root (cf. 

Sibawaihi, II, 480, lbn Ginni, Mun~if II, 329, my notes (202)): 

~ J_0 L) -~I ~_;. L~1 ~¼ --~:..:.,1 :J~ y;_ll ~ ~) ,.);.:_i1 ~~,, 

0~ ~1 j~_, , ~ ~) .j ~I 0LS:: -~81 l_i-½1 LS ~ ~~L:JI 13-....;.! 
.:.r ~ : 1_,jL.:; W' , lo ii>-:; ~-~L;;JI 13-.....;._j ._;~ ,~ ~ .:.r ~I ;1_) 

."dC.1 

"Al-Mubarrad reported that some of the Arabs say: L ~ 1 ~¼ \~: 0 , I "an unnamed person occupied 

an area", by which he intended [Form VIII] L ~ 1 -~ I, in which one of both the ta's is substituted 

by the s, in the same manner as they substituted the s for the tin their saying ..::...-. "six" [(for it see 

(194), (333)]. It is also possible that they meant ~I [Form X] of\ ;.~~ '.:.w...:j from which they 
, , 

elided one of both theta's for the sake of alleviation, as they said: ~ for ::.ll1 "I continued all 

day" [(for it see (181)]". 
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(330) The tin w.:; "a malady like cholera" replaces the w of its base form ~~- Some other 

examples in which this substitution is carried out (cf. lbn Ya'is, X, 37-39) are:~~ "in front of', 

~;,;; "grave", ::i%.J "incapacity and reliance upon others" (for it see (24 7) ), ~ "a man incapa

ble, committing his affair to another", ~ 1.$'.:; "staff to lean upon", ~ "suspicion", ~ "fear", 

0 _:,i; "to be cautious" (cf. lbn Wallad, Maq~ur 22), 0 ):; "being consecutive, uninterrupted" 

( cf. ibid) that occurs in the sur. 23: 44 C.s? U::..~ 1.1:.. ~ 1 ~) "Then sent We Our apostles in 

succession", d.fi "the covert of the wild animal, into which he enters",~~ "inheritance" that 

occurs in the sur. 89:19 (li %1 :.:::..1_;.ri 0_,E'G~) "And ye devour Inheritance-All with greed", 

~~){;; "old property, what was born in your possession", and ~ "putting inside" that occurs in 

the following verse said by lmru'u 1-Qais, cited by Zamabsari,-175, lbn Ya'is,X, 37-38, Howell, 
IV, fasc. I, 1343: 

"Many a marksman of the Banti Tu'al, putting his two hands inside his lurking-places!". 

lbn Man'.?i1r, I, 484 mentions the verse with ~~ "taking out" instead of ~- For other 
cases of the substitution of the t for the w see (96), ( 198), (247), (331 ). 

(331) ~1 is from the root J> 1, a verb with 3rd radical w. The base form of ~1 is formed 

according to the pattern~' i.e. ~~1, and then it is changed into the pattern :J:.; i.e. :'.,.;.1 in 

which the 3rd radical w is changed into the t, so that it became ~1 (cf. Zamabsari, 175, lbn 

Ya'is, X, 39-40, lbn Man'.?i1r, I, 326 sqq., Howell, I, fasc. III, 1370-1372, IV, fasc. I, 1347-1348, 
'Abd al-Tawwab, Tatawwur 91). The t does not mark the fem. in it according to Sibawaihi, as 
it is preceded by a vowelless consonant, whereas by others it is underlyingly the h of the fem. 
( cf. lbn Man'.?i1r, I, 41 ). Another example that can be added in which the 3rd radical w is changed 

into the t, is ~ "daughter" (for a discussion concerning it and ::;1 in some of the Semitic 
, , 

languages see Noldeke, Neue Beitrdge 135-139) underlyingly ~~- According to the Basrans, 

the tin ~1 and ~ does not mark the fem., but is a substitute for the 3rd radical in a state that 
is related to the femlnine form, which is why it is preceded by a vowelless consonant, whereas 
according to the Kufans it is the t of the feminine form in pause and in context (cf. lbn al
Anbari, Muef,akkar I, 199, Ragi}:li, Farra' 146). The Kufan theory seems valid as another dia-

lectal variant of ~ is t.; I with the ta' marbuta that marks the fem. It occurs in the sur. 66: 12 

C ~ t.;i ~;~) "And Mary the daughter of 'Imran" [ which is cited as ~ ~;~ with the ta' 
mamduda by Mu'addib, Ta~rif5l 7] and in the following verse said by Abu 1-'Amai!al, cited by 
Bagdadi, fjizana II, 309, Howell, Grammar IV, fasc. I, 1348: 

~1 ~~e, ~ r~ ~~ 
· "~ ~ ~1 1.5~~j~ pLii j, 
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"I met Zainab, the daughter of the Sahmi [sc. a relative noun from Sahm, a clan of Qurays and 
Bahila as well] after a period, when we were entering upon the state of pilgrimage, on the evening 
of the tenth of the first ten [ days of gil l-Ijigga ]; and I spoke to her two [ words, one] of which there 
was like snow upon [i.e. with thirst], and the other one hotter than live coal". 

' .. :~ "a thing" (for discussions concerning it see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige 119-120, Fischer, 

Miszellen 873) is as well similar to ~1 and ~' regarding the substitution of the t for thew, 

as its pl. is ~..::., Ip. "..::, Ip occurs in the following verse said by an unknown poet, cited by Ibn 

Ginni, Sirr I, 151, II, 559, de Flexione 28, Mun$i/ III, 139, Ibn al-Sarrag, U$ul III, 321, Ibn 
Ya'is, I, 53, V, 38, VI, 3, X, 40, Muluk1299, Ibn Man-?:fir, VI, 4713, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1349: 

"I believe lbn Nizar to have shunned me, and loathed me, on account of things of which the course 
is uninterrupted". 

(332) The tis substituted for they in 0 G underlyingly 0 1,;2 (cf. Zamal}sari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, 

X, 40, lbn 'U ~fiir, I, 388, Howell, IV, fasc. ( 1349-1350) wfrh 3rd y radical, from the expression 

-~l}i : .. ::,; "I was a second to the one" and in Form IV I.>-::: 0 .lunderlyingly i;: 0 1 (cf. ibid) with 

3rd y radical. Referring to ~ 1, Sibawaihi, II, 341 notes that the substitution of the t for they 

as a 3rd radical is rare. According to some grammarians, l_t O ,1 is from C, of which the 3rd 

radical is aw on account of the saying ,~ I~ C "a hard year", which means that they consider 

the t to be substituted for thew (cf. Howell, N, fasc. I, 1349-1350). It can be mentioned that 

0 G occurs in the dialectal variant of Tamim (cf. Daqr, Mu 'gam 2 in the notes, 338) whereas 

0 GI and 0 81 occur by the l:ligazis (cf. ibid, 338). 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

(333) The double tin :::....., is substituted for the d and the s of the base form~:...:_. ( cf. ( 194 ), 

(329)). , 

(334) The tis substituted for the sin ..::., GJT that occurs instead of ...r 8 I. This particularity is 

known to be of the usage of the Yemenites and is called ~} I . ..::., 8 I occurs instead of ...r 8 I and 

..::.,~1 instead of .._r~1 (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 12) in these verses, which are believed to 

have been said by 'Ilba' b. Arqam al-Yaskari. They are cited by Razi in ijalil b. AJ::imad ... , 
Ifuruf 150, Ibn Faris, $af:iiM 109, Ibn al-Sikkit, Qalb 42, Ta'alibi, Fiqh 228, lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 
155, ffa$a 'i$ II, 53, Zamagsari, 175, lbn Ya'is, X, 36, Bakri, Sam[ II, 703, Ibn 'U ~fiir, I, 389, 
lbn ijalawaihi, Sawa<J,<J, 183, Tanfibi, Qawafi 123, Qali, AmaU II, 71, Bagdadi, Sarf:i 469, Ibn 
Duraid, Gamhara III, 33, An~ari, Nawadir 104, l:lariri, Seances 646, lbn Man-?:fir, I, 148, Howell, 
IV, fasc. I, 1352-1353: 

.::.,UT)~ ~;:..:,. ~ 3~ ~wi ~ ::11 ~~ ~,, 
. "..::.,~1 ~~ -~~1 ;1 

, , 
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"O [my people] God slay the sons of she-devils, 'Amr b. Mas'iid, the worst of men, incontinent and 
not sharp-witted!". 

(335) The t in~ or~ is substituted anomalously for the 2nd $ of the doubled ~ads of 

the base form ~ or :.;.i. '..::., _;.J with this particular substitution occurs instead of ~ _;.J in 

the following verse, which is said either by 'Abd al-Aswad b. 'Amir b. Guwain al-'fa'i accord
ing to Bagdadi, Sar}:t 475, or by 'Abd al-Aswad al-'fa'i according to Ibn Duraid, Gamhara I, 
102-103, or by Abu 1-Aswad al-'fa'i according to Ibn Duraid, Gamhara II, 19. It is also cited 
by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 156, II, 586, Zamabsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 41, Ibn Man'.?iir, V, 4031, IV, 
3194, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1353: 

.".)~ ..::.,_;j)l$' :68' ~~ l.b3~l ~ 1~ Jjj" 
"Then they left Nahd [sc. a clan of Yemenf with its children destitute, and the Banii Kinana like 
insolent robbers". 

(336) The tin~~-~ is substituted for the b of the base form ~ ~-~. It occurs in the following 

verse, which according to Ibn Man'.?iir, II, 1504, 2100, is said by one of the Banii 'Awf b. Sa'd. 
It is also cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 157, Bagdadi, Sar}:t 472, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1355: 

"The bargain of the poor needy purchaser, wearer of worn-out rags is, in irrevocability 
and conclusiveness, like a sale by a man that is not desirous of rescinding". 

Another form is~~-~ which can occur instead of ~~-~- The base form ~~-~ without the 

substitution of the i for the b, occurs in the following verse said by Ru'ba b. al-' Aggag, cited by 
Ibn Ya'is, X, 41, Ibn Man'.?iir, II, 1504, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1355: 

"With the bits of rags stripped off him [below]". 

(337) The relative noun of '~ C "a city in al-Yaman" should have been~-? C, but ~ C 

occurs anomalously instead with the substitution of then for thew. So is also the case with'~ I~ 

"a tribe", whose relative noun should have been ~-? I~, but which is said~ 1::;. Both nouns are 

mentioned in (353). For discussions see Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 25-26, Mun$if I, 158, Sirr II, 

441, Zamagsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 36, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 395-396, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1335-1336. 
Compare the Hebrew forms,, . .,,, from •j",•, and ,1·",•tt, from •j",•tt, (cf. Wright, Comparative 

Grammar 138-139). 

(338) In :;_}, the n is substituted for the l of the base form JJ "maybe" ( cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr 

II, 442, Zamagsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 36, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 395, Howell,/V, fasc. I, 1336-1337; for 
the relations between the land then see Cantineau, Esquisse 134, Consonantisme 89). Accord-

ing to the Kufans the first l in JJ is a radical, whereas the Basrans believed that it is an 

augment (for their debate see Ibn al-Anbari, In$aJQ. 26, 96-99). The variant Q occurs instead 
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of LL.J in the following verse said by Abu 1-Nagm, cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 443, Lugawi, 

Ibdal II, 297, lbn Ya'is, VIII, 79: 

. "<l... _; 0 Gb)i .). Ll :.11 ,, 

"Be early in the morning; maybe we shall send him in the competition". 

(339) The g is substituted for the double y in ~ that occurs instead of ~ in the construct 

state ~ ;i of the verse cited below. Also ~-'·: I½ occurs instead of ~-'·: '½· This phenomenon 

pertains to the dialectal variant of Quc;la'a, Ban ii Tamim and Ban ii Sa'd, and is known as ~: ~: 11. 

According to al-ljalil, this variant is used by the Rabi'a (cf. Talman, ~yn 254). Both these 
words occur in the following verse said by an inhabitant of the desert, cited by Sibawaihi, II, 
315, Ibn Faris, $ab,ibf 55, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 175, de Flexione 30, Ibn al-Sarrag, U~ill III, 274, 
Lugawi, Ibdal I, 257, Zamabsari, 176, lbn Ya'is, X, 50, Mulilkf 248, 329, 330, lbn 'U~fiir, I, 
353, Ibn Ginni, Mun~if II, 178, Bagdadi, Sarb, 212-213, I:Iamiri, Sams I, 20, I:Iariri, Seances 
646, Ibn Man?iir, I, 527, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1375-1376, Lane, I, 47, Vernier, I, 356, Freytag, 

Einleitung 81: 

."~<14 ~I 0WI ~ ;G ~; jl;." 
"My maternal uncle 'Uwayf and Abu 'AiiMi [sc. Abu 'AH], they who provide meat for 
food at evening". 

lbn Man?iir, IV, 2814 mentions the verse with~ jl;. "my maternal uncle Laqif' instead 

of~; jl;.. 

(340) The g is substituted for the single y, but less often than the double one in pause. An 

example is ~ for ~, ~ for \S' and it)~ for _;)~, that occur in these verses, whose 

author is Abu,Zaid: Sa'fd b. Aus b. Tabit al-An~ari, the'author of al-Nawadir (cf. the editor's 
notes to Ibn al-Sarrag, U~ill III, 274). It is also cited by Ta'lab, Maga/is 117, lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 
177, de Flexione 30, Zamagsari, 176, lbn Ya'is, X, 50, Mulilkf 329, Bagdadi, Sarb, 215-216, 
Lugawi, Ibdal I, 260, ljuc;lari, [Jasiya II, 229, Ibn 'U~fiir, /, 355, I)ara'ir 231, lbn Man?iir, I, 
527, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1376, Lane,/, 47, Vernier, I, 356-357, Freytag, Einleitung 81, Noldeke, 
Poesie 41: 

-"~)~ -sf :::,~ ;Ji 
"O God, if You have accepted my pilgrimage, then a mule, white, braying, that jogs my hair extend
ing to the lobe of the ear, shall not cease to bring me to You". 

Another example that can be mentioned is ~...:..:.., for 0 ...:..:.., "Sa'di" (cf. Sibawaihi, /, 361, 

Brockelmann, Grundriss I, 280). For references to Tigre see Brockelmann, Grundriss I, 280. 

b) The g is also substituted for they even when not in pause, as in :::.:_:i and ~1 "to enter 

upon the time of evening" underlyingly : .. ~- :i and ~i respectively, which become when 

substituted ~ i and ~ 1 ( the latter with the weak consonant of unbinding becomes ~ ~

They both occur in the following verse whose poet, according to one of the commentators of 
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the verses of al-Farisi's i<J,al:,, referred to by Bagdadi, Sari:, 486, is Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag, but who, 
according to al-Hindawi' s note to Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 177, who refers to the note of Farisi, 
Takmila 566, is al-Qaisi. It is cited by Farisi, Takmila 566, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 177, de Flexione 
30, Ibn al-Sarrag, U$ill III, 275, Zamagsari, 176, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 355, J)ara'ir 232, Ibn Ya'is, X, 
50, Mulukf 329, 331, Bagdadi, Sari:, 486, Ibn Man?iir, VI, 4206, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1377, 
Freytag, Einleitung 81: 

"Until, whenever she entered, and he entered, upon the time of evening". 

For the substitution occurring at the interior of the word see Brockelmann, Grundriss I, 139. 
c) As for other cases of _substitution concerning the g that can be added here, it can be men-

tioned that some Arabs substitute it for the k, e.g. J:::,..11 for J::.S:11 "the Ka'ba" (cf. Suyiiti, 

Muzhir I, 134). In the context of the biggest derivation (cf. (14 c), there is as well a semantic 

relation between both the g and the k, e.g. "-½- "to strive earnestly" and·~ "to work hard" (cf. 

Bohas, Matrices 152, for more examples see ibid, 144-146). Furthermore, the Banii Tamim 

substitute the q by the sound g that is between the k and the q, e.g. al-gawm for r~I "the 

people" (for a study see Blanc, Fronting 33-34). A semantic relation exists as well between the 

uvular k and q, e.g. "W' "to be without (is said of the rains)" and Ll "to fail to set in (rains)" 

(cf. Bohas, Matrices 148, for more examples see ibid, 148-149). 

(341) The base form of '.)J is ~J "I succeeded" (cf. Zamagsari, 176, 196, Ibn Ya'is, X, 48, 

151, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1373) from _::,). The din it is substituted for the t due to the influence 

of the z. As for the reason of this substitution, it is that the z is among the voiced consonants and 
the tis among the voiceless consonants, which implies a distance between them both regarding 
their characters (for the consonants' characters see (188 b)). So the voiceless tis changed into 

the voiced d due to the influence of the voiced z, resulting in ,.) J, because the d, similarly to the 

z, is a voiced consonant. 

(342) The din Form VIII 1;: ~ I is substituted for the infixed t of the base form I~ I ( cf. 

Ibn Faris, Sal:,ibf 109, Ibn Ya'is, X, 49, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1372). The substitution is carried out 

as well in the active participle t::~: that becomes ~~ (cf. Talmon, ½yn 142). Another 

example is _::,·-½--1 "to cut" that occurs instead of ~ I in some dialectal variants. It is found in the 

following verse· which is believed to have been said by Y azid b. al-Ta!tiya, but which accord
ing to Ibn al-Barri referred to by Ibn Man?iir, I, 615, has been said by Mm;larris b. Rib'i al
Asadi. Bagdadi, Sari:, 481-484 discusses also the dispute concerning the attribution, and con
cludes himself that he found it as having been said by Mm;larris b. Rib'i al-Fiq'asi. It is also 
cited by Ibn Faris, $al:,ibf 109, lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 187, II, 764, Mul:,tasib I, 74, Ibn Ya'is, X, 49, 
Mulukf236, lbn 'U~fiir, I, 357, lbn al-Anbari, Qa$a 'id 16, lbn Man?iir, I, 591, Howell, IV, fasc. 
I, 1372, Abu I:Iaidar, Dual 43: 
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"Then I said to my companion "Do not detain us from roasting the flesh by pulling it [sc. the tree] 
out by its roots, but cut some wormwood". 

(343) The h in Form I :.:J_;, is substituted for the hamza of its base form :.:J~ 1 "I poured" ( cf. 

Sibawaihi, //, 341,364, de Sacy, I, 247,224 note 1, Vernier, I, 152, 100, my notes (98); for the 

anomalous infixation of the h in Form IV see (98), (212)). So is also the case of~_;, "I 

brought back the beast to the nightly resting-place" from ~~ 1. Other examples are ::J ~ said 

instead of ::J~j (cf. Ibn Ya'is, X, 42, Ibn Man~ur, I, 188), which have been read by some of the 

sur. 1: 5 (,. __ : 0 ~ :.:J ~~ , 1 ~: ~ :.:J ~) "Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek" said instead of 
, , , 

(,._.:

0 ~ :.:J~j_, '<:~ ::J~j), and 0 iJI 1'.:C,, said instead of 0 iJI 1'~1 in this verse recited by Abu 

I:Iasan. As for its author, Ibn Man~ur, III, 1472 states that al-Lil).yani recited it from al-Kisa'i 
from the saying of Gamil (b. Ma'mar). However, Bagdadi, Sari} 477 mentions that its sayer is 
unknown, and that it is likely to be of the poetry of 'Umarb. Abi Rabi'a al-Mabzumi, as in most 
of his poems he describes women to be falling in love with him. It is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 
554, Zamabsari, 175, Ibn Ya'Is, X, 42, Mulukr 305, Ibn 'U~filr, I, 400, Muqarrab II, 178, Ibn 
Hisarn, Mugnr II, 348, Fairuzabadi, Qamus IV, 481, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4598, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1358. 

."G~~ G~ i'~;.11 & 1:?,iJI 1'.:C,, ~ ~I~ J1~" 
"And he came to her [sc. his beloved's] companions; and they said "Is this he who bestowed affec
tion on others than us, and forsook us?". 

(344) ~ is formed of ~ and ~ or jA, two sounds that mean urging and hastening (for 

a general study see Zamabsari, 62-63; 156, 175, Ibn Ya'is, IV, 44-47, IX, 45, X, 43, Howell, I, 

fasc. II, 680-682, IV, fasc. I, 856). ;1~~ :,_ is the noun of the verb, which underlyingly is ~ ~ 
(cf. Zamabsari, 156, 175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 43), with the h substituted for the final vowelless a .. in 

pause. The other variants are ~ :;.. with sukun of the l in pause and jA i otherwise (cf. 

Wright, II, 294). :1~~:,_ and its variants belong to this category of words that has been deter

mined by Sibawaihi, I, 104 as J--.iU ..:.:..:, l$' ef1 I ;; ~ yi.l I ~ l •• }~ I "nouns in the sing. pertaining to 

verbs, (whose action they denote)". Other examples of such words are: ::J_)I,~ "beware!", ~j 

"go away", ,-½~~ "carefully" and .:_:.,. "quiet". What is characteristic for them is that they all 

have an imperative or prohibitive meaning (for a study see Sibawaihi, I, 105-107, Versteegh, 
Zaggagr 63). A verse said by a man of the Banu Bakr b. Wa'il, cited by Zamabsari, 62, Ibn 

Ya'is, IV, 46, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4693, Howell, I, fasc. II, 682, has ;f~~:,_ with the c;lamma as a 

vowel of declension over the l: 

"And he [sc. the camel-driver] roused the tribe from an abode; and a day, in which the calling of one 
to another and "make haste" were many, was spent by them". 

~ with the vowelless l occurs in the following verse said by Labid b. Rabi'a 1- 'Amiri in 
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Labid, Diwan 183, cited by Mu'addib, Ta$rif 171, Ibn Ya'is, IV, 45, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4693, 
Howell, I, fasc. II, 681: 

•-°C:.. J":. ,,o, :.J.r 
. ...,-.-- , .. y ~ '.) 

"He doubts about what I have said to him; and assuredly he does hear my saying 'Come along'". 

~ without the change of the a into a h as well as used alone without ~' and indicating in 

this case reproach, has been said in the following verse said by al-Nabiga al-Ga'di who is 
satirizing Layla al-Abyaliya. It is cited by Zamal)sari, 63, Ibn Ya'is, IV, 47, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 
4695, Howell, I, fasc. II, 684: 

"Now convey you both to Leyla [my message], and say to her: "Come up". By God, she has perpe
trated a glaring, notorious matter". 

(345) The h in ;.;,1 (for it see (73 c), (373)) is substituted for the a of L:,l (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 

163, II, 555, de Flexione 22, 28, Zamabsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, III, 138, IV, 6, IX, 80-81, X, 43, 

Howell, I, fasc. II, 577). According to Ibn Ginni referred to by Ibn Man~iir, I, 160, the h in ;.;,1 

could be a substitute for the a in L:,l, because it is so frequently used, or it could be suffixed to 

mark the vowel preceding it as in ~ 8 "my book" and ~ L..,.. "my account". Some other 

examples that consider this particular substitution (for further' discussions see Wright, IV, 369-

370) are~ for G "here" and~ for W "what (am I to do)?", which occur in the verse said by 

an unknown poet, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 163, II, 555, Mun$if II, 156, de Flexione 22, 28, 
Zamabsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is,/II, 138,/V, 6,/X, 80-81, X, 43, Mulukz3l2, 315, Ibn 'U~fur,/, 400, 
Bagdadi, Sarft 479, Ibn Man~ur, VI, 4716, Howell, I, fasc. II, 577: 

~ ::,_.~ G~ ::,_. 
, , 

"They [sc. the camels] have come to water from many places, from here and from there: ifl quench 
not their thirst, what [am I to do]?". 

b) Some examples that consider the suffixation of the h of silence (for a study see Zamabsari, 

156, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 46, Howell, II-III, 719-725, Wright, IV, 372-373), which follow they are~ 

"she" for j as in the sur. 101: 10 (~ Ci) "what this is", ~C, for JCi as in the sur. 69: 28 (~Ci) 

"my wealth", and ~l1.L for jl1.L as in the sur. 69: 29 (~L) "my power". Both last surs. 

and a discussion concerning the suffixation of the h of silence are reported by Zaggagi, Maga/is 
188 in the session between Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala' and a man of the inhabitants of al-Madina. In 
it, the man of the inhabitants of al-Madina recited to Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala' a verse ending up 

with the word ~~~ "sense of honor", in which the h of silence is suffixed. To this, Abu 'Amr 

scolded him by 'saying: "What do we have to do with this weak poetry? Indeed this h is not 
suffixed to any word unless it renders it weak!". The inhabitant of al-Madina argued against 
him by referring to the above-mentionned surs., and Abu 'Amr was defeated. The his also 

suffixed after the w in ;;, "he" for;,, that occurs in the following verse said by Ibn Tabit al

An~ari al-Sal).abi, cited by Howell, IV, fasc. I, 854: 
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"When the lad grows up among us, it is not said of him: "Who is he?". 

c) The h of silence is only suffixed in pause, is vowelless, and thus is rejected in context. 

This is why its occurrence in context and vowelled in ~ ~ said instead of ; ~. is found 

anomalous in the following verse said by Mutanabbi, Diwan III, 362, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr 
II, 562, Ibn Ya'is, X, 44, Muluk'i 310, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1362: 

"Ah! the heat of my heart from [its love] for him whose heart is cold, and for whom sickness is in 
my body and disorder in my state!". 

As well, the his anomalously vowelled by a c;lamma or a kasra in ~ ~; said instead of : ~ ;, 
to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the a and the h, in the following verse said by 

'Urwa b. I:Iizam al-'Ugri, cited by Zamabsari, 156, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 46, Howell, II-III, 725: 

"O people, welcome to the he-ass of 'Afra'! When he comes, I will entertain him with what he 
wants". 

Also I.fa has been said instead of·~ !fa and G instead of·~ G for the sake of metric exigency 

in this verse. 

(346) The h in o ,;~ is substituted for they of the base form i.S ~ ( cf. (89) ). The h is as well 

substituted for they in the diminutive ~ of S "things disapproved", which is said 4::~ (cf. 

Howell, I, fasc. I, 18) on the basis that the 3rd radical of :::_:~is biform, alike L "a year" that 

has the diminutive ;(~:', and that becomes after the substitution of the h for they :i~::', (cf. 

Howell, I, fasc. III, 1194-1195, Wright, II, 173). 

(347) JL.I "deflection" (for a study see Zamabsari, 158-163, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 53-66, Howell, 

IV, fasc. I, 738-771, Wright, I, 10, Roman, Etude I, 460 sqq.) is carried out by taking the fatl:ia 

towards the kasra. According to Ibn Ginni, fja~a 'i~ II, 141, it pertains to _.; .. ,/:JI i~~~I "the 

partial assimilation" (for it see (174)), as it implies the inclination of one vowel to another. It is 
not allowed to be carried out if the kasra precedes the a by two vowelled consonants as in 

~ ~l "I ate grapes", in which the kasra of the 'of ~ is preceeding two vowels, or by three 
. 

vowels, as in ~ ' .. H "I twisted hemp", in which the kasra of the q of ~ is preceeding three 
. 

vowels, because of the distance of the kasra from the a. However, in ~~ ~ l ,-½_;. "he wants 
I• • 

to strike her" (cf. Zamabsari, 158, Ibn Ya'is, IX, 56-57, Howell, Iv, fasc. I, 745-746, Cantineau, 

Cours 132-136, Fleisch, Traite I, 215-216),-in spite of the fact that the kasra of the rof ~~ 
1. 

precedes the a by two vowels-, it is anomalous but allowed, because the h that is faint is not 
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taken into account. There is then a certain analogy between the faintness of both the h and the 
weak consonants. It is this faintness of the weak consonants that allows the substitution of the 

hforthem,e.g.theyintheexample.Jil tl 0 ~ saidinsteadas.Jil tl o~~ (cf.(89),(346)),and 

the ii in the example Gl said instead as :1 (cf. (345)). 

(348) The h in ~ is substituted for the tii' marbuta of the base form ~ in pause. 

Another example in which this substitution occurs is the name o~ that is said in pause instead 

of ;;~.Fora study see Ibn Ginni, Sirr II, 562-563, Zamabsari, 176, lbn Ya'is, X, 45, Ibn 

'U~fiir, I, 402, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1364-1365, Fleisch, Traite I, 183-184. This substitution is 
carried out specifically in nouns to differenciate between the tii 'marbuta that marks the fem. in 

them and the suffixed tii 'tawfla that marks the fem. in verbs, e.g. ~~ "she hit". Furthermore 

it can be noted that the characteristic tii 'tawfla suffixed in verbs cannot be substituted by the h 

in pause, i.e. ~~ cannot become ;,~, as there is then a risk of confusing this h with the 

suffixed pronoun of the accusative of the 3rd person of the masc. sing., the.;__ "him", because in 

the written form without vowels both fi,arabah '½~ and fi,arabahu '½~ "he hit him" would 

look alike. 

b) The substitution of the tii' tawfla by the h is possibly carried out in the anomalous verb 

:::,~ that is said ;~ of the sur. 23: 36 which was read(;~;~) "Far, very far", by some. 

An example of a noun in the sing. is ~; 81 that has been read as so by Ubbay and Zaid b. Ta.bit 

instead of:::, ;8T in the sur. 2: 248 (:::, ;8T ~~:~ ~1 ~ q 0D "A sign of his authority is that 

there shall come to you the Ark of the Covenant". lbn Ya 'is, X, 45 remarked that ~; 81 pertains 

to the dialectal variant of al-An~ar and :::, ; 81 to the dialectal variant of the QuraisL Rabin, 109 

and Vallers, Volkssprache 158 note that it is the alleged Medinean form. Rabin mentions fur
thermore that both the Arabic word and the Ethiopic tiibot come from Jewish Palestinian Ara
maic tebhuta, tebhota, which derive from Hebrew tebhiih (for a discussion of the word's pas
sage into some of the Arabic dialects see Rabin, 109-110). 

c) The h is substituted for the tii 'tawfla marker of the fem. pl. that is characteristic for nouns, 

in the dialectal variant of the Tayyis. An example is ;1_,.;J1.., ~.>->JI ~ "How are the brothers 

and the sisters" in which ; 1__,.;J I_, is said instead of~ l_,.;J I_,, and ; G.;J I_, 0~ I ~ "how are the 

sons and the daughters?" in which ;q1.., is said instead of :::,qi., (cf. Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 402). 

d) An opposite phenomenon worth mentioning is that some of the Arabs, when pausing 
upon the tii marbuta change it into a tii' tawfla. This is known to be a wide-spread dialectal 

variant as mentioned by Ibn Ya'is, IX, 81, and is usual by the I:Iumair, e.g.::.;;, for ½./ in 
, , 

pause as mentioned by lbn Faris, $iil_iibf 108. Some other examples are ~jT.., said instead of 

L.:..jT.., in the expression ~jT_, ri..JT ~~ "And upon him be peace and mercy!" (cf. Ibn 

Ya'is, V, 89), and the following words that occur in these verses said by Abu 1-Nagm, cited by 
Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 163, lf.a:fii 'i:f I, 304, lbn Ya'is, V, 89, IX, 81, Sinqiti, Durar II, 214, 235, 

Sirbini, Sarl_i 45, 46, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 845, Ragi}:ii, Farra' 142, 143, namely~ for~. 
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~~-for;__.,~ (in which the a of the base form C, ~ is substituted by the h, similartly to <01 for 
, , . 

~1 "I" cf. (345)), ~I for ~I and ~1 for =-:1: 

"And God saved you by my hand, 0 Maslama, after, and after, and after that the souls of the people 
had reached the epiglottis, and the free-born girl was nearly being called a servant!". 

This substitution can also occur in context as in .JJ I ~ for .JJ I t..:.:, "God's blessing" ( cf. 
,. .,. ,., ,., 

Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik 65) and in sur. 11: 73 .JJT ~~ "The Grace of God" for C~ 
.JJT (cf. Wrigh, Comparative Grammar 133). Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik 65 compares 

also this phenomenon with the Hebrew st. cstr. n- and absol. r- Some other examples with the 
ta, faw'fla used instead of the ta, marbufa are the readings of Nafi', Ibn 'Amir and J:::lamza of the 

sur. 44: 43 (r-flji :;~ ~D "Verily the tree of Zaqqum" that occurs as (r-flji ~~ ~D and 

the sur. 66: 10 (~) :;1_:,.:T~ ~; :;l_;D"The wife of Noah and the wife of Luf' that occurs as 

(~) ~1;1~ r:) ~1_:,.:D (cf. Howell, IV, fasc. I, 845-846). 

(349) c:-··): is the diminutive ofe,G.L, and is formed according to J_. ::;_ The last vowelless 

y in this example is substituted for the a (cf. Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 23, Sirr II, 731-732, 
Zamal}sari, 173, lbn Ya'is, X, 21, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1256, Bohas, Etude 259-260), as it is 

preceded by a kasra. The pattern J .. :: ; is appliable to every quinqueliteral noun, of which the 

4th is an a, w, or y, e.g. c~ "little lamp" (as c~): C:-~>:, ~ ;J "a pommel of a saddle": 

:r.;.), and ~..;J "little candelabrum"~ ,::j_ For a study see Sibawaihi, //, 119-120, 

Zamal}sari, 87, Howell,/, fasc. III, 1167, Wright, II, 166, Vernier,/, 198. 

(350) The base form of'..::.,~ is"..::,~..:,.. from "..::.J~ "time". Its pl. is~ C,: and its diminutive 
, , , 

' .. _ •. ~;. The 1st radical win'..::.,~..:,.. is substituted by they on account of its vowellessness and the 
, , 

influence of the kasra preceding it. It can be noted that this change is not carried out in ::.i I~ 
"receptacle of a thing", because the w is vowelled in it, or in '.:. I~ I "continuance of journey

ing'' and "..61~1 "clinging to the neck", because thew is double in them. For a study see lbn 

Ginni, Sirr Ji, 732-733, Zamal}sari, 173, 185, lbn Ya'is, X, 21, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1270-1271. 

Another example in which the vowelless 1st radical w is substituted by they is ::.i I~ "balance" 

underlyingly ::.i1j..:,.. (cf. (260)). 

The 2nd radical w vowelled by a fat]:ia is substituted by the y in the noun in the sing. t, j,~ 
"being" and then the ya's are assimilated together, i.e. t,~ (cf. (263)). Other examples con

cerning the substitution of the w by they are the broken pl. ~ ~.:, "houses" resulting in ~ ~.:, ( cf. 
. , 

(266)), the broken pl. "..b~ "whips" resulting in J:,~ (cf. (267)) and the ma~dar r'~ "stand-
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ing" resulting in r ~ ( cf. (266 b) ). The w vowelled by the kasra is changed into they in .::., Y.:'° 

"a dead man" and then the ya's are assimilated together, i.e.~ (cf. (263)). 

(351) They in~~ is substituted for the hamza of~~ ( cf. lbn Ginni, de Flexione 23, Sirr II, 
. . 

738, ZamalJsari, 173, lbn Ya'is, X, 24, lbn 'U~fur, I, 378, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 12). 

(352) They in<.?! Qi ~~;,~:;is substituted for the last <J, in~;,· ,X; (cf. (170), (182)). 

(353) ~G1 (cf. lbn Ya'Is, X, 27, lbn Man'.?iir, I, 148, Howell, I, fasc. III, 100, IV, fasc. I, 

1296) is said to be the pl. of ::i G !· and not of ~ ! "a human being, man". Its base form is 

~ G1 in which they is substituted for the n, in the same manner as the n is substituted for the 

win ~-:' C that is said~ C and~-:' i:;. that is said~ 1.:;. ( cf. (337) ). It occurs in the sur. 25: 

49 (1~ ~G1~) "And men in great number". Some of the Arabs say also ~G1 according to 
the base form. . 

(354) The base form of~-~ .:i is from the Persian ~-G .:i, or more probably from the Greek 

077//dptoJ/(cf. Penrice, Dictionary 49) on account of its pl. :'.,./C.:i and diminutive 2'.:i. They 
in it is substituted for then (cf. lbn Ginni, de Flexione 24, Sirr II, 757, Howell, N, fasc. I, 1298, 
I, fasc. III, 1197, Wright, II, 175). It can be noted that both they and then are among the 
intermediate consonants (for the consonants' characters see (188 b)), which is why it is possi
ble to substitute one for the other. 

(355) They in '-?_.:iLG. is substituted for the 'of the base form t._.:iLG. (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 

13). The 'in t. .:i LG. is counted as heavy because it is a guttural consonant, and as the kasra 

preceding it is closer to the y than to the ~ it became more natural to replace the ' by the y. 

0 .:iLG. occurs in the saying of ijalaf al-Al).mar, and is cited by Sibawaihi, I, 300, lbn Wallad, 

i~ti~ar 183, lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 762, ZamalJsari, 174, lbn Ya'Is,X, 28, lbn 'U~fur, I, 376, I)ara'ir 
226, Bagdadi, SarlJ, 441, lbn Man'.?iir, IV, 2594, Sinqi!i, Durar II, 213, Marzubani, MuwassalJ, 
155, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1296, Dieterici, Mutanabbii 500, lbn Qutaiba, Si'r 102: 

."jli: ~ 0.:i~~ 
_.. ,.. ,,. .... _.. 

"And many a watering-place, which has no sides preventing any one from corning down to it, but to 
which every one is able to come down from all of its sides, and the frogs of whose main part have 
croakings!". 

(356) The base form of ,0 •• r.,:·_11 is ,0 

.. r.,:~I from~~ "to join". 0

" f' o:i~I has a vowelless w that 
. . . 

is assimilated to the infixed t of Form VIII, i.e ,0 

.. r.,~;I. The 1st t of the doubled ta's is anoma

lously changed into a y resulting in ,0 

.. r a :_1 I. 0

" r., : .. ~ ~ occurs in the following verse said by an 

unkown poet, in which he is describing a· wild cow searching for her calf. It is cited by lbn 
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Ginni, Sirr II, 764, Ibn Ya'is, X, 26, Muliikf 248, lbn 'U~fiir, I, 378, para 'ir 228, lbn Man~ur, 
VI, 4850, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1296: 

~JS''./-.'.:;~ ~[j" 
, , 

"She stood in it [sc. the patch of ground], seeking with all inquiry, and joined [a calf] like the light 
of [the asterism called] al-farqad, [by which one guides oneself]". 

(357) The y in J W is substituted for the b of the base form ~ W. J ~ I occurs instead of 

~~I and ~I) instead of ~I) (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 13) in the following verse which is 

believed to have been said byAbu Kahil al-Yaskari, as reported by Ibn al-Sikkit, TahgJb 606, 
Ibn Duraid, Gamhara II, 13, lbn Man~ur, I, 445, III, 1742, TV, 2232, VI, 4789, Bagdadi, Sarl:z 
443-446. lbn Man~ur, I, 485 and lbn 'U~fiir, para'ir 226 write as well that it has been said by 
a man from the Banu Yaskar. Bagdadi, Sarl:z remarks that some believed it to have been said by 
al-Narnir b. Tawlab. This is also the opinion of Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1297 who refers to Abu 
:ijalil al-Namir b. Tawlab al-Yaskuri, who is describing a female eaglet, named Gubba, that 
belongs to the Banu Yaskur. However, those who refer to Abu Kahil al-Yaskari, whom I also 
believe to be the poet, mean that the poet compares his camel to an eagle. The verse is also cited 
by Sibawaihi, I, 300, Ta'lab, Maga/is 190, lbn Wallad, /nti:jar 183, lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 742, lbn 
al-Sarrag, U:jiil III, 467, Zamal}sari, 174, lbn Ya'is, X, 24, 28, Muliikf254, Ibn 'U~fiir, I, 369, 
para 'ir 226, Sinqiti, Durar I, 157, II, 213, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1297: 

"She [ sc. the eagle] has bits of flesh that she dries, of foxes, and a little of her hares". 

(358) They in 0 .)C.. is substituted for the s of i,,)"'.)L. (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 13). It occurs 

in the following verse said by Imru'u 1-Qais, cited,by lbn Ginni, Sirr II, 741, Zamal}sari, 174, 
lbn Ya'is, X, 24, 28, Muliikf255, Ibn 'Usfiir, I, 368, Dara'ir226, lbn Duraid, Gamhara II, 196, 
Sinqi!i, Durar II, 213, lbn Man~ur, III, ·1934, 1979,'v, 3414, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1297: 

"Whenever four mean unmanly fellows are reckoned, your husband is fifth, and your father sixth". 

lbn Man~ur, III, 1979 mentions the verse with 0 .)L.... ..!l_,.:.:..__, "and your father-in-law is 

sixth" instead of '-?. ,.) L. ~ ;1__,. 

(359) They in J !:JI is substituted for the t of ..::Jl::JI (cf. Noldeke, Grammatik 13). It occurs in 

these verses said by an unknown poet, cited by,Razi in :ijalil b. Al,lmad ... , /Juriif 155, lbn 
Ginni, Sirr II, 764, Mun:fif II, 178, III, 79, Zamal}sari, 174, lbn Ya'is, X, 28, Muliikf 255, lbn 
'U~fiir, I, 378, Para'ir 227, Bagdadi, Sarl:z 448, Sinqiµ, Durar II, 212, lbn Man~ur, I, 497, 
Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1297-1298: 

"My father and my maternal uncle shall be a ransom for you, 0 Zur'a! Two days have passed and 
this is the third; and you do not care for the desertion". 
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(360) ~ _., i;., is the broken pl. of the active participle,'-:"'_., G. In its base form, the a that marks 
, , 

the pl. is infixed after the infixed a of the active participle:,_,_., G which causes a cluster of two 

vowelless consonants, the vowelless alif s, i.e. ,'-:"') G. The 1st a is substituted by the w to pre

vent this cluster so that it became ~)~ (cf. Ibn Ginni, de Flexione 24, Sirr II, 581-582, 
Zamabsari, 174, Ibn Ya'is, X, 29). , 

b) The regular broken pls. of the fem. (for a study see Zamabsari, 79, Howell, I, fasc. III, 

989) of the epithet~~ without the ta' marbuta, e.g. ~L. "menstruating" and 'JJl1 "di-
, , 

vorced", and of :u ... ~ with the ta' marbuta, e.g. ~_., G are the following: 
, , 

- ~I), as ~1;.., '~1_),, :,_,!i;., "striking", 'j;l) "killing", i!C,.;.. "going ut" and ~i;.. 
"sittlng up". 

- , I: t as , , : "sleeping" and , - ~ "visiting" v-- i y j)_.) • 

(361) The base form of the active participle Form IV ~;. is ~ from :},;1 "he was 

certain". The vowelless 1st radical y of~ is substituted by the w on account of the influence 

of the c;lamma preceding it, i.e. ~ ;.. A similar case is the active participle Form IV ~;. from 
, , 

Form IV _;..;.1 "was well off', underlyingly ~ in which the 1st radical vowelless y is also 

substituted by the w because it is preceded by' a c;lamma. Cf. Sibawaihi, II, 342, Ibn Ginni, de 
Flexione 24, Sirr II, 584, Zamabsari, 174, Ibn Ya'is, X, 30, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1301, Mokhlis, 

Ta~rif 177. It can be noted as well that the imperfect Form IV ~;. from ;.,~, is underlyingly 

~ :~ in which the vowelless 1st radical y is changed into aw on account of the c;lamma preced
ing it (cf. (261)). 

(362) Thew in r) is substituted for the vowelless hamza of the base form r~ (cf. (217)). 
The reason of this substitution is the weakness of the vowelless hamza and the request of the 
c;lamma preceding it to be lengthened. The w is as well substituted for the hamza in the 1st 

person of the sing. of the imperfect verbs J) said instead of Jli from the sentence ~Cl :::.Lil 

"his teeth decayed" and :;.) said instead of :;.:,1 "I make safe" from 'i:r i "to be faithful" ( cf. 
, , 

228 c)). 

(363) The base form of~ is :) (cf. Talmon, ½yn 236) on the measure of u1 "crowd". Its 

2nd radical is aw and its 3rd radical is ah, as it is proven by its broken pl. :)1 and its diminu

tive ;,;.), because they both restore the nouns to their base form (for the principle that the 

diminutive brings back the noun to its base form see (65)). The h of :) is elided for the 

purpose of alleviation and thew is changed into am, i.e.~ (cf. Zaggagi, Magalis 327, Ibn 

Ginni, Sirr I, 413-421, Zamabsari, 174, Ibn Ya'is, X, 33-34, Wright,//, 173, Vernier,/, 16-17, 
Bohas, Etude 232-235). According to Sibawaihi, II, 342, the substitution of them for thew in 

~ is rare. Furthermore, it is mainly used when no pronoun is suffixed to it and when it is 
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undefinite, e.g.~ I-~ "this is a mouth", W ~L "I saw a mouth" and t1 J! :::, fa "I watched 

a mouth". It was used anomalously declinable with a pronoun suffixed to it, namely ~ "his 

mouth" in pause, in this saying of Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag, cited by f:Iariri, Durra 69, Howell, I, 
fasc. I, 24: 

"Like the fish, whom not a thing that he swallows satisfies, who becomes thirsty while his mouth is 
in the sea". 

0 L.1 has also been used instead of 0 L::.L in this verse in other works ( cf. Howell, JV, fasc. 

I, 1323). In the case of when a pronoun is suffixed to it, the base form is used, e.g. ~) JLl "His 

mouth spoke", ~[1 ~ "he kissed his mouth". ~ occurs in the genitive in the pause in this 

saying which is believed to be by 'Ali b. Abi Talib. However, Ibn Wallad, Maq~ur 27 and Ibn 
Man'.?fir, /, 707 who refer to Ibn al-Kalbi, mention that the one who said the verse is 'Amr b. 
UlJt CiaQima al-Abras. Ibn Man'.?fir mentions as well that according to the tradition 'Ali said this 
verse. It is cited by Ibn Man'.?fir, /, 707, Saraqusti, Af'al II, 278, Howell, /, fasc. I, 24, Lane, /, 
472: 

"This is my gathering; and the best of it is in it, when every other gatherer has had his hand to his 
mouth". 

Another form that can be added is ~ with the vowelling of the f by a <;lamrna and the 

doubling of the m, which has been transmitted anomalously in the following verse that is sup
posed to be by Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag, but which according to lbn Man'.?fir, IV, 2672, is either by 
al-'Umani al-Ragiz, whose real name is Mu}:iarnmad b. Qu'aib al-Fuqairniy, or as Ibn ljalawaih 
to whom he refers to mentions, by Garlr who said it concerning Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik and 
'Abd al-'Aziz. It is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 415, lf.a~a 'i~ III, 211, lbn Ya'is, X, 33, Ibn 'U~fur, 
/, 391, Suyuti, Asbah I, 261, Sinqiti, Durar I, 13, lbn Man'.?fir, V, 3492, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 
1322: 

"O would that it [sc.a word that was to be spoken] had issued from his mouth, so that the kingdom 
might return to its owner, and its rightful claimant!". 

For a discussion concerning the different forms of~ in the Semitic languages see Noldeke, 

Neue Beitriige 171-178. 

(364) r1 denotes determination in the dialect of Tayyi and I:Iimyar. This dialect is named 

~L1:wl (cf. Rabin, 49). Rabin, 35-37 discusses it within the chapter treating the Yemenite 

&alects, but points out p. 25 that some of the material belongs to the next three chapters that 

treat the dialects of Himyar, Azd, and Northern Yemen. r1 is said to replace anomalously the 

usual definite article al- by substituting the m for the l. It is also possible that it refers in some 
cases to a demonstrative element (for discussions see Cantineau, Etudes 51). It is usually pre
fixed to nouns of which the initial consonant is a moon-consonant (for discussions see lbn 
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Hisam, Mugnz I, 49; for the moon- and solar-consonants see (176)), but in some cases, it 
occurs prefixed to nouns that begin with a solar-consonant, as some of the nouns of the exam
ple of this tradition and the verse cited below. Some examples occurring in the Yemenite dia-

lect in which it is combined with the interrogative particle :; and with a nunated definite noun 

whose initial consonant is a moon-consonant are ~13 r1 :; "who is the one standing?" said 

instead of ~ w _; and '-:'-' ½ r 1 J :; "who is at the door?" said instead of '-:'-' WT J :; c cf. 
Bustani, Mul:,,zt 15: Rabin, 36). This awkward nunation could be a nasalisation' which.affects a 
vowel that is standing in the pausal position, as them used in the 'Omur colloquial near Palmyra, 
e.g buyutakam for buyutaka "your houses" (cf. Cantineau, Parlers 18, Rabin, 36-37). The noun 
after this article could as well end with a vowel which marks that it is definite, as in the exam-

ple cited by Ibn Hisam, Mugnz I, 49 ~_)..: I -:-·t I "ride the horse". 

For the tradition ).:..JT J r~ ~T ~ ~"fasting in travelling is not an act of piety" cited 

without the substitution of the 'm for the l, see Wensinck, Concordance III, 461. It is said with 

the substitution, i.e. ~T J r~T ~T 0"' ~ by al-Narnir b. Tawlab, and is cited by Ibn 
Ginni, Sirr I, 423, Zamabsari, 153, 174, Ibn Ya'is, X, 34, Kafrawi, Sari:,, 11, Ibn Hisam, Qatr 
114, Mugnz I, 48, Ibn 'U~fur, I, 394, I:Iarin, Durra 183, Howell, II-III, 676, IV, fasc. I, 1330, de 

Sacy,Anthologie [I:lariri, Durra] 63, Freytag, Einleitung 119, Rabin, 36 [who has however 0"' 

instead of ~], Cantineau, Etudes 51, Journal Asiatique, 4 ser. XIV, 347, Wright, II, 270, 

Carter, Sirbznz 22, 23, Barrani, Matalib 104. According to Ibn Mas'ud, this substitution of the 
m for the l is carried out because of both these consonants' common character in being among 
the voiced consonants (for the consonants' characters see (188 b)). 
A verse said by Bugair b. Ganama al-'fa'i, cited by Zamabsari, 153, Ibn Hisam, Mugnz I, 48, 

Suyuti, Sari:,, 58, Ibn Man'.?iir, I, 139, Howell, II-III, 676, Rabin, 36 (who however, has i~t.:..;; 
"reproves me" for ~1;. and .:..L.:,T_, for ~1), has~-½ instead of~½ and .:..J:....:,i~ 

instead of ~I~: 

"That is my friend and he that unites with me, casting behind me the arrow and the stone [i.e. 
defending my reputation behind my back]". 

The m of the article i 1 can be assimilated to the m of the initial of the noun following it in the 
dialectal variant of Da!ina. This occurs in the saying cited by Landberg, Etudes II, 118 and 

quoted by Roman, Etude I, 200, in which Fi Y. is probably underlyingly F.JI Y.: 

"ify y! Fi Y. ~ .£.J J5,, 
"Say to your oncle 'Ali:, 0 am-Meg'ali: [sc. al-Meg'ali:], son of 'Awa<;!". 

(365) The vowelless min~ is substituted for the vowelless n of the base form~ (cf. 

(68)). 

(366) The m in f' ~ is substituted anomalously for the vowelled n of the base form ::i ~ ( cf. 

Noldeke, Grammatik 12). It occurs in the following verse said by 'Aggag, Dzwan 144 in the 
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beginning of a poem in which he is praising Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik. It is cited by Razi in 
ljalil b. Al,rmad ... , lfuruf 154, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 422, Zamabsari, 174-175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 33, 35, 
lbn 'U~filr, I, 392, Bagdadi, Sarl:,, 455, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1332: 

·"rQI ~ ~ u1 ~;_n :::J.; J~ ~,, - - -- r --"o Ha.la [sc. name of a woman], possessed of the lisping speech, and of your hand dyed 
in [the tips of] the fingers with henna". 

(367) Them in GI~ is substituted for the b of the base form ~G (cf. Zamabsari, 175, lbn 

Ya'is, X, 35). The reason of this substitution is that both these consonants' point of articulation 
is identical, as they both are labials (for the consonants see (188 b); for a study of the inter
change of labials in Classical and pre-classical Arabic see Hameen-Anttila, Labials 28-37). 

The m can be retained in the base form in e.g. W~ "a thread bound on the finger to remind one 

of a want, or also a kind of tree". ~j I occurs in the following verse said by an unknown poet, 

cited by lbn Manz;iir, III, 1579, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1334, Lane, I, 1029: 

"Shall the multiplicity of what you enjoin and the tying of the Ratam indeed profit you if she cares 
for them?". 

The substitution of the m for the b is carried out in fa "..:-~ that has been transmitted 

instead of fa. "..:-~ "thin white clouds that come before the summer rising high in the sky" ( cf. 

Razi in ljalil b. Al_imad ... , lfuruf 154, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1332). ~ ..::.,W'has also occurred 

in a verse said by 'farafa, D'iwiin 59, cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 423. See furthermore the exam-

ples mentioned by Cantineau, Cours 29 and those collected by Ruzicka, Dissimilation that are 

mentioned passim in his book. Another example is ~ which occurred instead of ~ "gulp" in 

the following verse said probably by Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 426, 
Zamabsari, 175, Ibn Ya'is, X, 33, 35, lbn 'U~filr, I, 393, lbn Manz;iir, VI, 4487, Howell, IV, fasc. 
I, 1335: 

"Then she hastened to her sheep, hurrying, persevering, until she drew water enough for gulps 
below the bend of her neck". 

The interchange of b and m is also connected with Mazin b. Bakr (for the literature relating 
to him see Kofler, Dialekte (XL VII, 1940), 69) and with the dialectal variant of Mazin b. 
Rabi'a. I:Iariri, Durra 73 reports (cf. Sirafi, Abbiir 76, Rabin, 201): 

~1 JU Y!Lo ~ .:.r ~ ~_)1 ~ JU ~~ ~ ' .. ,-... : LJ; 0G y-:1 Ju" 

1~ ~ ~~ Y!~ :r ~ ~~ ~/:0 rl ~ ~jl.o rl ~ ~!Loi y/_,:JI 

~ ~1 ~1 ~~ JlJ ~ ~~I_J -~½ ~I 0~ ~I.J Li ~ J JlJ3 ~) 

," ... ~~I ~1 Y. ~ ~ p½ ~I)~~)~ 
"Abu 'U!man [al-Mazini] said: "Then when I appeared in front of him [sc. the Caliph al-Wa!iq ], he 
asked: "From where is the man?". I answered: "From the Banii Mazin". He asked: "From which of 
the Ban ii Mazins? From the Mazin of Tarnim, the Mazin of Qais or the Mazin of Rabi'a?". I an-
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swered: "From the Mazin of Rabi'a". So he addressed me in the dialectal variant of my people and 

asked me: "LI ~ [instead of LT L] "What's your name?", because they usually change them 
into the band the b into them. But I disliked to answer him according to the dialectal variant ofmy 
people as I did not want to say: "Makr", so I answered: "Bakr, 0 Commander of the Faithful...". 

B and m interchange also in the cognate languages. In I:Iimyaritic p. stands for JO "who", and 
9 11' 

p. for p "from". Compare also:;.:, "time", H 00 '\ Jq,T and I,.::, J. In Assyrian, the m passes into 

an aspirated b or v, e.g. argamiinu or argaviinu "purple", Hebrew ]Qf1~ and Aramaic iin~ 

(cf.Wright, Comparative Grammar 65). 

(368) The $ in ~ 1 is substituted for the s of its base form b 1 (for a study see Zamabsari, 
176, Ibn Ya'is, X, 51-52, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1378-1380, Fleisch, Traite I, 80-81). It occurs in 

the sur. 31: 20 (~ r.s:::i: ~ G) "And has made His bounties flow to you in exceeding 

measure", underlyingly bl~, read with both the sand the$ (cf. Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 212). This 

substitution is carried out if the s occurs before the g. The reason of this substitution is the 
proximity of both the sand the$ as they both originate from the part which is between the tip of 
the tongue and the tops of the two upper central incissors (for the consonants see (188) ). Both 
as well are akin in character in being among the sibilant consonants (for them see Ullendorff, 

Article 632, my notes (188 b)). Another example is tJL.a, that occurs instead of tJL, "shedding 

the tooth, which takes place in the sixth year". It can be added that such a substitution is carried 
out as well if the s precedes: 

- the b as tL instead of tL, "stripped of'. 

- the q, as the readings of some of the sur. 54: 48 (fa ~) "The touch of hell" instead of 

~ ~; and 'J_,..., "market" said instead of 'J_,..... (cf. (174)) by the Banfi 1-'Anbar b. Tamim 

(cf. Rabin, 195). According to lbn Ginni, ff.a$ii 'i$ II, 142-143, this substitution of the$ for the 

s pertains to Y"-" ':II i ~ .)JI "the little assimilation" (for it see (174)). 

- the! as in 1.1~ underlyingly 1.1.::r., "path" (cf. Jeffery, Muqaddimatiin 148) and~ 
, , , 

underlyingly ~ "dominating" (cf. ibid, Talmon, 'Ayn 343). It can be noted that lbn Ka!ir 

read .bl~I with the s according to its base form from the sur. 2: 6 ('r,f O 

' .. TT 11_;.Ji G~D 
whereas 'the remaining readers among the seven read it with the$ ( cf. lbn Halawaihi,-Qirii >at I, 
49). In the context of the derivation ( cf. 14 c ), there is a semantic relation between the sand the 

$ (cf. Bohas, Matrice 150), e.g. ~ "to manifest, or give forth what is in one's bosom" (cf. 

Lane,/, 1344) and Form II of C~' namely c~ "to make apparent, or manifest what is in 
one's mind" (cf. ibid, II, 1675). 

(369) The ii in J ~ is substituted for the w of the base form J) ( cf. (266)) and the ii of t ~ is 

substituted for they of the base form~ ( cf. Akes son, Conversion 27). The ii of :r I~ is substi

tuted for the hamza of the base form :re (for it see (217); and for another example, namely 

.;JG said instead of ..;J6, see (220)). 
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(370) Thelin J~l is substituted for then of the base form ~~1 (cf. Wright, II, 175). 

~LI occurs in the following verse said by al-Nabiga al-.Qubyani in .Qubyani, Dfwan 2 praising 

al-Nu'man b. al-Mungir, and cited by Razi in ijaln b. Al:1mad ... , lfuruf 153, lbn al-Sikkit, Qalb 
5, lbn Ginni, Luma '28, Mu'addib, Ta$rif338, lbn al-Sarrag, U$ill III, 275, Zamagsari, 176, lbn 
Ya'is, Mulukf 106,216, Ibn al-Anban, fn$aJQ. 19, 79, ijuc;lari, [Jasiya II, 229, Na]:tl:ias, Qa$a'id 
II, 734, Tibrizi, Qa$a'id 513, I:Jamiri, Sams I, 20, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1367, Ahlwardt, Divans 6: 

"I stopped in it a short time at evening, questioning it [about its inmates]: it was unable to answer, 
nor was any one in the abode". 

lbn Ya 'is, II, 80 and Afandi, Tanzfl 3 79 mention the verse with l:,~ 1 said instead of ~~ I. 
Afandi has as well ~ 1 instead of ~-. -

(371) The l in ~ I is substituted for the rj, of the base form eL 1. e-..1J ~ is found in the 

following verse said by Man'.?iir b. Muqid al-Asadi, as mentioned by Bagdadi, Sarb 275-276, 
describing a wolf that meant to catch a gazelle. It is cited by lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 321, f!a$a 'i$ I, 
63,263, III, 163, Zamabsari, 176, lbn Ya'is, IX, 82, X, 46, Mulilkf216, lbn 'Aqil, II, 548, lbn 
'U~fiir, I, 403, Suyiiti, Asbah I, 601, lbn Man'.?iir, IV, 2554, Howell, N, fasc. I, 848, 1368, 
Ragi]:n, Farra ' 141 : 

"When he [sc. the wolf] saw that there was no ease, and no glutting of his appetite [in the pursuit of 
the gazelle], he turned aside to an Arta tree of a curving tract of sand, and lay down to sleep". 

All the four variations e..1.J l.1, ~ 11, eL 11 and ~ 11 as the last word of the rime are 

cited in different works (cf. Fischer/Bratinlich, Sawahid 134). 

(372) The z in :.f., _;,; is substituted for the s of the base form j'.-.:..;; ( cf. lbn Ginni, Sirr I, 196, 

Zamagsari, 177, lbn Ya'is, X, 52, lbn Man'.?iir, III, 2036). Another example with this substitu

tion is JY. for ~ "to spit" (cf. Cantineau, Cours 56, Etudes 47). It can be mentioned that 

during the 6th/12th century, the people of al-Andalus and of Marocco used to say ,~ (., ~j for 

'~1-.,~ "cellar" (cf. Lagmi, MadlJ,al 439), and currently the people in Egypt and even other 

Arabs say ?j for ~ "wild thyme" (cf. Dasiiqi, TahgJb 66). The$ in~ "hell" is substi

tuted for the s of _).:..., and in its tum, it is substituted by the z as it is said).:, in the dialect of 

Kalb. This substitution of the z for the$ is known as_;,) (cf. also a part of (373)). 

b) The s is as well substituted for the z. This occurs in many Arabic dialects. An example is 

~ that is said instead of ~j "to crawl" (cf. Dagir, Ta<J,kira 85). 

(373) The z in '-?. _.,) is substituted for the $ of the base form '-?. -~- This substitution is 

carried out when the z is vowelless and precedes the d. 0 .,) occurs in this phrase said by I:Jatim .. , 
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when he had slaughtered a she-camel for a guest and he was asked: "Why did you not bleed 

her?", and he answered: ~1 0 .:i) 1·~ "This is my way of bleeding, mine" with this particular 

substitution (cf. Ibn al-Sikkit, Qalb 45, Lugawi, Ibdal II, 126-128, Zaggagi, Magalis 136, 
Zamal}sari, 177, Ibn Ya'is, X, 52, Freytag, Proverbia II, 867, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 856, 1383). It 

can be mentioned that both 1·~ and 1·.u are said in this sentence. Another interesting phenom-

enon in his saying is the substitution of the h in ~1 for the a of the base form Gl that occurs in 

pause (cf. (73 c), (345)). Another example that can be addded with this substitution is ·.,_;, 

which is used instead of ·.,) for ~ "a camel has been bled". As remarked in it, the z has been 
. . 

made vowelless for the sake of alleviation. It occurs in ;,J ·.,_;:; .;J_)I i~ t "He has not been 

refused [help], he for whom a camel has been bled", which is cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 50, 
Zamal}sari, 177, Ibn Ya'is, X, 53, Zubaidi, Lal:zn 194, Ibn Man'.?i1r, V, 3420, Freytag, Hamasae 
645, Einleitung 291, Freytag, Proverbia II, 441, Abu 'Ubaid, Amtal 235, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 

1382. Other examples are ~~-.:i_:;1 said instead of ~~-~1 "I issued"; and ~-.,_;: said instead of 

~-~ "issue, way out", which occur in the following verse said by an unknown poet, recited by 

aHiagani, cited by Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 196, Ibn 'U~filr, 412, Zamal}sari, 177, Ibn Ya'is, X, 52, Ibn 
Man'.?i1r, IV, 2413, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1382: 

."1~·.,_;: 1~1 ~ :_;.. 0 ).IT ~ 0 Al ,{" ~~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 1·:, t"~,, 
"And let the object of your love alone before hating [him]: the leaving of the object of love, while 
unimpaired in its forces, is better as an issue than rupture". 

The substitution of the z for the$ is carried out when the$ is vowelled and in other cases than 

when it precedes the d, e.g. J_; for ~ "to spit", j) for ~) "to pinch" and ~j for ~ 
"to scream" (cf. Cantineau, Cours 56, E,tudes 47). It pertains to the dialectal variant of Kalb and 

is known as:,:) (cf. (372)). 

(374) The tin Form VIII ;,1..'..,I is substituted for the infixed tof the base form ~~:· 0 01 (192 c), 
. . 

(17 4 ). This substitution is necessary in Form VIII ~ I if the t follows one of the consonants 

of covering (for them see (188 b), (193); for discussions see Bohas, Etude 237-239) that is the 

1st radical, e.g. ~~I "to be in a state of agitation" underlyingly ~,Fl (cf. (195), (174)), 
. . 

~ '. "to seek" underlyingly ·. F· L ~ ( cf. (196) ), and r1,11 '. "to put with wrong" underlyingly 

rF:1~ (cf. (197)). According to Ibn Ginni, Ha$a ,i$ II, 142-143, this substitution of one of the 

consonants of covering that is the 1st radical for the t pertains to~½ I i ~.,~I "the little assimi
lation" (for it see (174)). In the context of the derivation (cf. 14 c), there is a semantic relation 

between the t and the t (cf. Bohas, Matrice 149-150), e.g. ~ "to become separated or cut off' 

(cf. Lane, I, 299) and ~ "to cut off' (cf. ibid, II, 1833). 

(375) The tin ~ is substituted for the t that is the suffixed pronoun of the nominative of 

the 1st person of the sing. in the base form ~ ( cf. Sibawaihi, //, 341, Ibn Ginni, Sirr I, 219-
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220, Zamabsari, 176, Ibn Ya'is, X, 46-48, Ibn 'U~fiir, /, 360-361, Howell, IV, fasc. I, 1369-
1370, Vernier,/, 356). This substitution is carried out when the pronoun of the nominative of 
the 1st person, the -tu, or of the 2nd persons, the -ta "/masc. sing." and the -ti "/fem. sing." of 
the perfect, is suffixed to a verb whose 3rd radical is one of the consonants of covering (for 

themsee(l88b),(193)).Someexamplesare. ~ for ~"Ikept", ~for ~"you 
, 

kept", ~ for ~ "I sealed" and ~ for ~ "you sealed". This substitution is usual 

in the dialect of the Banu Tamim. The reason of it, is that both the t and the t originate from the 
tip of the tongue and the roots of the two upper central incissors (for the consonants see ( 188) ). 
Another theory than the pure phonetical one that is advanced by Ibn Ginni, Mun,#f II, 332-334, 

is that the suffixed -t of the nominative in Form I : .. 1:; is compared to the infixed -t of Form 

VIII~ I that is substituted by the t when it follows one of the consonants of covering, because 

both these Hi's are considered as being a part of the verb, differently from the suffixed pronoun 
of the accusative that is considered as separate from it (for the separation of the object suffix 
from the verb see (55)). 

b) The substitution of the t for the dis carried out as well and is anomalous, e.g. i.: said 

instead of-.... "to prolong", and ~ t.:._; I said instead of ,~ t.:._; I "removing to a distance" ( cf. Howell, 

N, fasc. I, 1369-1370). 
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11.8. Arabic Text: ...i...i.UI · WI o.JWI - ,Jlj .. 

J_::_.o J.)_y-J I . 0.)~.) J.)~ 0'::!.r<> ~ .J1b.) ......; :(WI ~ ~ ....l::-,ill I .J J ~ 

r .ill~.)~°_;.~~ µ 4-:1 ~.) ~ -~~ ~ 4u F ·~ J~ 
~~ ~~ ~ J ~~ ~ ~1::JI 0~ J~.) ~ ~ .j! l_,3 ~ ~ _r-½1. 4;1,r>l 

J-*-'11 . ~ .f':11.) J ~ ~ _,.11.) j ~ Jy,-U I.) ~ I~ ~ llJ I . ~ J ~ ~ ½.) 
~ :I.) ~ L:J I ~ L+£...) ~ __,..;..T JI ':?~ 0 ~ ~ 0.)_.,.i.ll . J;. j~ 
J~.) . ~_,.1 ! ~_,.l, ! ':?_,.l,! l.):,_1! ~_,.1 ! _,.l, ! _r-½I · Jy-:-½I ~½ J ~ LS ~ 
~_'.,..11 ~y-11 ~ ~.) 0 ~y-11 0 ~y-11 0y-b I 0:,.l I 0 ~y-11 ~y-11 ~l:J 0~ 

' 0~.) , ~~~! ~:'~~ I?:'~~ I~~~! ~:'~! :'~I--~-:' -5~°_;. ~:'~ 0"' _r-½1 J J_,1:i.) . ~~I 
. ~~~~I 0 ~~~ ! ~~~ I 0~~~ I 0 ~~~ ! ~~~ ~ ..s~~ ~:'~ v-< wi::.JI ~L:J I 

J ~UI iF'y-:, i~l J_;---a-J 0 1 ~.)) l:,j.) . ~~~! ~~~~! ::;.~~! ;; •_ • ;..J½.) 

I r 0 ½ -.)_; ..L:.-1__,..ll J :Uyi., ... ~1 ~lS 0 J <l..Ji J _;-> JI ~u ~I.) ~L:.JI 

T r, * 

~y-1 ! ~ G..::..i.J I (i;.j ~.) 0.,..J I J_r> -½ i ..u..:, I _,..;;,.) * 0__,..s:..JJ 0 IS ~ .i.:.- ....., n * 

44J ~ JI ~u 1~ ~is 0 !.) ~.)~1.) G~t, ~~~ J w :;.~)., 0~)1.) 

Fols. 35b-36b 

: ~ r ; I 0__,__;...., ,:.ufa : 0..,_;...., 0__,__;.. ; ~ ~ : yi,.., ; .b ~ ..,j r : '7"' ..,j .-,r : Jr r 

, ;J =if'lll :=if'lil__, ;J ~)I :~)I__, ;J J_y-o.11 :J_y-i.11__, o ;~ Jr!--' :,:_;.r! J__,...:;__, t 11-

J__,...:; __, : I - : :;.~~ I ... J__,...:; __, , ; j ~ ~ I Or!--' : Or! J~ __, A._;. v ; .b I - : u _;..T JI 

~--' : ~--' I r ;J j ~ - : -?--'X- ... ;,;J;:J.I I • / ~ i_j.r!--' : Or!--' I~ __,~ I -?--'X- -?--'~ .:_r 

I~ 
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11.8. Translation: The 7th Chapter is about the Verb that is doubly Weak(376l 

It is named ~ I "complicated, tangled" because of the combination of two weak consonants 

in it. It falls into two classes: 1-._;_,_fa "verbs with weak 1st and 3rd radical", and 2- 0__,__;.. 

"verbs with weak 2nd and 3rd radicals combined". An example of a verb with weak 1st and 3rd 

radicals is~ J~ "to guard, preserve". [Fol. 36 a] The predicament of both the 1st radicals [of 

its perfect and imperfect] is the same as the predicament of [the 1st radicals of the verb with 1st 

weak radical] '~ -~~ "to promise", and the predicament of the 3rd radicals [of its perfect and 

imperfect] is the same as the predicament of [ the 3rd radicals of the verb with 3rd weak radical] 

~ ~ ~~ "to throw". So is also the predicament of both their cognates [i.e. the active and 

passive participles]. The imperative is J "preserve /masc. sing.", (;; "/2 dual", 1) "/2 masc. 
, , 

pl.",~ "/2 fem. sing.", ~ "/2 dual" and ~ "/2 fem. pl.". You say with the energetic n: ~ 
- ,., -.Jl - - ,., 

"/2 masc. pl. (imperative En. 1)", 0 ~ "/2 dual", ~ "/2 masc. pl.", ~ "/2 fem. pl.", 0 ~ "/2 

dual" and 0~ "/2 fem. pl.", and with the single n: ~ "/2 masc. sing.", J "/2 masc. pl." and 
, , , 

~ "/2 fem. sing.". The active participle is ;J'~, the passive participle j °_;., the noun of place 

J °_;., the noun of instrument ~ and the passive voice J ;_ j~- An example of a verb with 

weak 2nd and 3rd radical is 0 h 0 _::,1 "to fold", etc. The predicament of [the 3rd radicals in] 

both of them [sc. its perfect "and imperfect] is the same as the predicament of the verbs with 
weak 3rd radical. Their 2nd weak radical is kept sound as was mentioned in the chapter about 

the verb with weak 2nd radical. (377l The imperative is __,11 "/2 masc. sing.", ~..,11 "/2 dual", ~~ I 

"/2 masc. pl.", ':?..,11 "/2 fem. sing.", ~..,11 "/2 dual" and 0:!..,11 "/2 fem. pl". You say with the 

energetic n-: J..,11 "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 1)", 0~..,11 "/2 dual", 0~1 "/2 masc. pl.", 
,., ,., ,., ,., ,., 

0..,11 "/2 fem. sing.", 0~..,11 "/2 dual" and 0~..,11 "/2 fem. pl.", and with the single n-: :;.__,11 

"/2 masc. sing., ~~I "/2 masc. pl." and ~..,11 "/2 fem. sing.". You say concerning the impera

tive of~-:-' 0~~ ~--?~ "to quench one's thirst": _,~I "/2 masc. sing.", ~_,~I "/2 dual", l~~~I "2 

masc. pl.",':?--?~! "/2 fem. sing.", ~_,~I "/2 dual" and J~~! "2 fem. pl.", with the energetic n of 

0 ~';, 0__,~: ~~~ I "/2 masc. sing. (imperative En. 1 )", 0 ~~~ I "/2 dual", 0~~~ I "/2 masc. pl.", .. ,., ,,. ,., ,., 

0:!~~l "/2 fem. sing.", 0 ~~~1 "/2 dual" and 0 ~~~1 "/2 fem. pl.", and with the single n: :;.~~I "/ 
,., ,., ,,. ,., ,., 

2 masc. sing.", ~~~~I "/2 masc. pl." and :;.~~I "/2 fem. sing.". If you want to know the predica
ment of the corroborative nuns in the verbs with weak 3rd radical and in the verbs that are 
doubly weak, take notice of the weak consonant. If it is a radical and elided in the sing. [in the 
imperative], it is restored, because its elision was due to the sukiin. [Fol. 36 b] This [cause] is 
not more existent when then is suffixed. It [sc. the weak 3rd radical] is vowelled by a fatl_1a 

because of the lightness of the fatl_la, as e.g. [they] in J..,11 "/2 masc. sing.", [thew] in 0~Ji 
"you do surely raid!" and [they] in J~~I "/2 masc. sing.", similarly to ~..,11 "/2 dual", ~Ji "/ 
2 dual" and ~_,~I "/2 dual". If it [sc. the weak consonant] is a pronoun take notice of the 

consonant preceding it: 
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~~), 0~~~l ~ ~ L. Uy-> ~-' 4-:$'__r-> ~_.,.1.J .:.I~ L.__,..::..L. 0l$' 0! 
, , , 

..j~ ~ ~ -:;LS 0 J_, 'r <:: : ; ~ I~ ~) JL..:i ui9 ~ w 
l:?~1 sl__,,.....J ~-' r~T ~.:,1-1 ~ W 0~!-' 0:,...1! ~ ~ ~ :CG.Ji i~ 

~G~~ ~~~ ~~I ,:r J_,.....i.J_, . 0 ~ ~ w o_,I_, j-.;. ':1_, :'Lb ~WI -r~ 
~ -:1 ~ f,~ ~ w <½ u_,1_, ~ -:1_, ~1 '<G_) 0~~ L;;~ '<G_) 
.o~ ~I i':1 ~ ~I <L::JI ~_, .<½ ~I <.r;:>- ~ ~I _,l_,Jl ~ 0':1~~1 

~1 1.)1 .. ,,,,._ L~ 1 ... _ . ,,,, ._ •"- 11 .........._;JI ~IL.. · .::..:i- 1 I ;; .. • .. ; · J .....i:i 
_ _, ~ v""' ~_) ...r-"-' . ~ ,.). ._,_. . ,.). ~-'.) 

~I •_,l_,JI if~ J)I , ..::.,l<Y. ~ ~~ ~ F11 <Y. J! ~I ;Jt,,.. ~ T rv * 

~I ~~ :{,...,1)1 ..::-.:,81 ....i!l . w.i:... ~WI 1_.11 ':1 :(..;,l./1 1_.11 ·..,,$, JI> . . '-' . if . '-' ...r- i . '-' ...r- v.- '? 

i.S~ ~f J-*-'11 i.S~ =i.J':1I 13),.: ~ _,.11 ~~ J_,....ti I . ~H~ ~ I < Y. .:.__. L:J ~ 
i,,$~ ~ µ ~ F-' ~L:.JI i':1 µ <~~I o:U i':1 F-' , w.__,,.;.T JI 

1 r ~ 0~ 0':1~! 4::J ~ ~ ~I ~ ~~! ..;-=~ 0':l~j ~ ~I ~I ~ 

~ . ~ ~/b _, ~~ _r"-' ~ ~ IS~ µ ~i 

Fols. 36b-37a 

;I ..::....:.15' : .:,;15' /j .lb - : r,:;::~; 1' /:, - :Uy-> /:, l+--i,:, U_r> ._:;.J3 ~ + :.!l~ I 

/.:,. I - :~JI ,:r /.:,. J<-lill ["-'I _J + :J~3 I>~ ~UI + :_J t ;~ I;;_..___,:........ =c~ 

:...,.. ~ :~ ;.:,. i...lb...1.>l + :.b .lb :. 0:1~1 : 0:1~~1 , ;.b ~ :~ lj- : 0 t.:;..:, o 

_J : ~13 V I> ~ l...+.-,:,l:i3 : .,.D3 /.lb ~I : I - : 0+2lJ,,-aJI I.lb ~ : ..b :, _,.J..;; 

I.lb I ~ : .::.u ;J 5: > .1b :, ~ '-:-' - : ~I ... _J A I> .;;..,~ ~), + : _;;.~ I.lb ~I 

;I ..::.-!~I :~~I ;I .~WI ::{..;.~I , I> .lb ~ : . .......;., I.lb ...., ._, ..::-,I :-_::_:. .) .) I.> .) • .) • V - . . ._,, •. :.) .. .) I.>•';_) . . 
- : (Z)i;J / .b .>- .lb :, '-:-' I - : !...lb _;>T JI I I /:, I v-aWI.) : ~WI.) I • /:, ~1)13 : ~1)1.) 

;J ..b:, > '-:-' - :~ ;..b ;,;_J,$jl + ::, - :_J Ir ;..b .lb:,'-:-' I - :~ ;..b >- .1b:, ~ '-:-' 

;,._:; + :Z....,L::.JJ I.lb - : ~1 I,. 1...,... ~ : ~ /:, ~ '-:-' .:,;:l>L..~I : '-:-' J>L..:11 : .:,;:l>l...l 

- : ...,.. (·b·b ·, .___,3.r-< _):, .J:i1 ~ <J. ...........,~ _r.:ii]I ~ , " :{;.... ..). ...,..1,i,_,.11 .dl.11 .:,;y.; 

-). tl_,-:,1 t:33 tl~1 t:33 ~ :;,..:i 1..b ~ _,.J + : 0 ~3Lb3 1...,..- : 0 ~_/13 ... ~ ;.:,. ~ 

~ :.lb J-::-9__,..::.)I .:,r-3 ...,..Ci._,JI .:illl .JJI uY"! ...,..L:.SJI ~ : :. _;>l_,1 _J J3'JI '-:?:.4 .b....,1_,1 

iJ"° tlyiJI c}.) ..u r>WI .:illl .JJI (;.)-A, ...,..~1 ~ : >- 1 • rr ...,..1,i, _,JI .dl.11 .JJI uY"! ...,..L:.SJI 

.:.,-; :.l_;--0 Jw .J:i1 ~.J JI (bJI -,-:,ill _r.il)I ~ '-:?:,~ _;-0--T _J ~_r.11 ~I 6.:u, 

;J i~I ~ .J:i1 ..4>JI_, : .b --;:1!3 4)) .:,-->13 "-=..Jl_,J3 J .J:il fa c~ 
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1- If it [sc. the weak consonant preceding the suffixed pronoun] is vowelled by a fatl_ia, it [sc. 
the suffixed pronoun] is given a vowel because of the faintness of its own vowel and the ligthtness 

of the vowel preceding it, e.g. ~~~~ I "/2 masc. pl." and ~~~ I "/2 fem. sing." similarly to [the 
, , , 

suffixed pronoun that is given a vowel in C,: ::;] in the words of the Allmighty [sur. 2: 237) 

Cr<::; ~ ~, ::; ~~) "And do not forget liberality between yourselves". 2- If it [sc. the weak 

consonant preceding the suffixed pronoun] is not vowelled by a fatl_ia, it [sc. the suffixed pro-

noun] is elided because of the heaviness of the vowel preceding it, e.g. ~~I "/2 masc. pl." 

[from ~3~1] and ~ykl "/2 fem. sing." [from ~ykl], as [it is elided in the pronunciation] in 

r)JI 1.,)1 "raid on the people! /masc. pl." and in r)JI 15)1 ;;1__;-"j Y. "O woman, raid on the 
people!" .c378l •• , 

The active participle is 3 lb of which the [2nd radical] w is kept sound, as [it is kept sound] in 

15__,1. You say [ concerning the active participle] of~; I, ~ ~~ "/masc. sing.", y G C "masc. / 

dual", ~G~ "/masc. pl.",~~ "/fem. sing.", 0 t;;_;;~ "/fem. dual" and ~I~~ "/fem. pl.".m9>Both their 
, , , 

[ sc. the homonym masc. and fem. pl.' s] w [ of ~ GJ is not changed into a y as in l, t;.., "whips", <380l 

to avoid that two unsound weak consonants are combined in it, [ one of them being] the changed 
w that is the 2nd weak radical of the verb into the y, and the [ other one being the] changed y 
that is the 3rd weak radical of the verb into the hamza. You say in the dual of the fem. in both 

the cases of the accusative and the genetive _;.;.~, as v:~,, . .L "thirsty". If you suffix to it [ sc. 

the dual of the fem.] in the case of the accusative they of the 1st person of the sing. of the 

genitive, you would say :;;~ with five ya's: the 1st one being [the one] changed from thew, 

[Fol. 37 a] which is the 2nd radical of the verb, the 2nd one being the 3rd radical of the verb, the 
3rd one being [ the one] changed from the alif of feminization, the 4th one being the marker of 
the accusative and the 5th one being they of the genetive. 

The passive participle is ~~. the noun of place 1.,$.):..:, the noun of instrument 15~ and 

the passive voice I.S.:,.1..;. 0~ etc. The predicament of the 3rd radical of these forms is the same 

as the predicament of the 3rd radical of [the forms of] the verbs with 3rd weak radical, and the 

predicament of their 2nd radical is the same as the predicament of the 2nd radical of 15__,1 on 

account that two unsound weak consonants would be combined together if a change concern
ing it is to be carried out. As for those [sc. the forms] in which there is no risk that two unsound 
weak consonants are combined together in them, their [2nd radical' s] predicament is also the 

same as the predicament of [the 2nd radical in] 15__,1 for the purpose af analogy, e.g. ~__,1 "/3 

dual" and 0 ~3 l1 "/dual, nominative (active participle)". 

It [sc. the book] was completed". 



11.8.1. COMMENTARY 

The Verb that is doubly Weak 

(376) For a general study of~ I "the Verb that is doubly Weak" see lbn Ginni, Mun$if II, 
187-241, Mu'addib, Ta$rif 335-358, lbn 'U~fur, II, 562-589, Zangani, '/zzf 11-12, 'Abd al
}:Iamid, Ta$rif 643-648, de Sacy, 258-260, 261-262, Far]:iat, BaJ:it 90-93, Wright, II, 91-96, 
Fischer, Grammatik 122, Blachere, 164-165, Roman, E,tude II, 970-971, 981. For a presenta
tion of some verbs in some of the Semitic languages see Moscati, Grammar 168. There also 

exists, but rarely, verbs in which all three radicals are weak, e.g. Arabic (; "to write the letter 

0 " and Akkadian awu "to speak", ewu "to become". 

The paradigm of J~ "to guard", a verb with 1st radical w and 3rd radical y in the perfect, 
active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st 
> o_.. _.. c:.f ~ 

- 3 - 3 

2nd masc. 1'.._~ 0X o > o_.. _.. 

~3 - 3 ~3 

1'._:. o~, 
a > o.,. .... 

2nd fem. ~3 - 3 ~3 
, 

3rd masc. ~3 cs - 3 
IO:.-
~3 

3rd fem. ..::.J3 G:f 3 ~3 

Its imperfect in the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st i1 ~ 
2nd masc. -I: 0 t.;.;G -:;__,l:i 

2nd fem. ~ 0 t.;.;G ~ 

3rd masc. . Li, 
, , , 

~ u - .. 0~ 

3rd fem. -I: . Li; u. ~ 

Its imperfect in the jussive, active, is the following: 

sing. dual pl. 

1st J1 
, 

_:;; 
, 

2nd masc. J:i Li; 1):i 
, 

2nd fem. 
, 

Li; -I: ~ , 

3rd masc. J,! ~ 
I :_, 
~ 

, , 

3rd fem. J:i Li; ~ 
, 

Its active participle is JI~. 
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b) The paradigm of~ or ~ "to live" (for discussions see (180)), a verb with 2nd and 3rd 

radical y in the perfect, ·active, Is the following: 

sing. dual 

1st ..::...-> 

2nd masc. ..::...-> ~ 

2nd fem. ..::...-> ~ 

3rd masc. 
< • 

/~ C. I L 
~ 

3rd fem. 
,, 

I 
. . 

C I L ~ ..::...-> 

Its imperfect in the indicative, active, is the following: 

sing. dual 

' L..1 1st il I 
' . . 
~ . Ll 2nd masc. ~ I u -

2nd fem. 
. ,, . I . o. o :. 

0~ ~ ~ 
' . . 
~ . c..; 3rd masc. 

~ 
I u - .. 

' . . 
~ 0~ 3rd fem. ~ I 

Its imperfect in the jussive, active, is the following: 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rd masc. 

3rd fem. 

Its active participle is :;.. 

sing. 

;.1 
~ 

~/~ 

~ 

~ 

dual 

Ll 

Ll 

~ 
Ll 

(377) The soundnes of the w in 0 .:,1 is discussed in (272). 

. 

pl. 

~ 

i:.r-::::> 
I~/ i_,;.. 

pl. 
' . . c..: ~ I ,. . 

0~ 
1· o,o :. 

ur.>--> 

~ 
. ,. . 

l0~ 0~ 

~ 

pl. 

~ ,. lo, o :. I :. I r.>'-' r.>'-' 

~ ,. Io . o . I . I ~ ~ 

~ 

(378) In ~~~~ I "/2 masc. pl. (imperative En. 1 )", the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of 

the masc. pl., the wlwu, that marks the masc. pl. in the imperative ~~~ I, follows a fatl)a and 

precedes the doubled nuns, i.e. ~~~~ I. The suffix w in the base form ~~~ I is vowelless, but it is 

in this case given a c;lamma to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, thew and the first 

vowelless n of the doubled nuns, as the base form of ~~~~ I is J~~~ I with the dissolution. The 
. . 

same reasoning concerns ~~~I "/2 fem. sing. (imperative En. l)", of which the suffixed pro

noun of the 2nd person of the fem. sing., the ylyi, that in the base form is vowelless, is given the 
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kasra to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the y and the first vowelless n of the 

doubled nuns, as the base form of ~~~ I is ~~~ I. 
There is a similarity concerning the vowelling of these suffixed pronouns of the agent follow
ing a fatl,ia and preceding a vowelless consonant, which is the first n of the doubled nuns, and 

the vowelling of the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of the masc. pl., the wlwu, in ~, ::; in 

the sur. ~ I~, ::; ~~ "you forget /masc. pl." (cf. Sibawaihi, II, 299, Bohas, Etude 326-327; 

for other examples see (184 ), (270), (288)), with the <;lamma. The suffixed pronoun of the 2nd 

person of the masc. pl., the wlwu, that marks the masc. pl. of the jussive in C,: ::; ~. follows the 

fatl,ia of the s and precedes a noun to which the vowelless article /- is prefixed to, namely 

~- The suffix wlwu is underlyingly vowelless, i.e. I~, '.:;, but is in this case given a <;lamma, 

which is a vowel of juncture, to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the w and the -

I that comes after the wa~la of the article /- prefixed to ~ following it. Other examples 

mentioned by Sibawaihi, II, 299 and Bohas/Guillaume, Etude 326-327 with the vowelling of 

the w of the pl. with a vowel of juncture that is the <;lamma, are ~ 1_;~ "they shot your son" 

and :J:JT 1;,. ~ I "fear God!". Sibawaihi, II, 299 mentions furthermore that some people vowel the 

w of 1; ::; with a kasra, i.e.~::; ~ I-!, ::; ~~. which is rare. 

The base form of ~~ I is ~..,~ I in which the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of the 

masc. pl., the vowelless wlii, is preceded by the <;lamma of the 2nd radical w. The combination 
of the w preceded by aw vowelled by a <;lamma is deemed as heavy, which is one of the reasons 
why the ii suffix is elided. Another reason of its elision is to prevent the cluster of two vowel-

less consonants, the wlii and the 1st vowelless n of the doubled nuns. The base form of 0~ I is 

~_,.11 in which the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of the fem. sing, the yli, is preceded by 

the kasra of the 2nd radical w. The combination of the y preceded by the kasra is deemed as 
heavy, which is one of the reasons why the z suffix is elided. Another reason why this elision is 
carried out is to prevent the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the yli and the 1st vowelless 
n of the doubled nuns. There is a similarity between the elision of these suffixed pronouns of 
the agent following a <;lamma or a kasra and the elision of both the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd 

person of the masc. pl. of the imperative, the ii, following a <;lamma in the pronunciation in r)l'I 

1_,)-1 and the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd person of the fem. sing., the z, following a kasra in the 

pronunciation in r)l'I 15)1 ol_r! ~- In r_:,ijl l_,)-1, the suffixed pronoun, the vowelless ii, pre

ceded by the <;lamma, is elided in the pronunciation, i.e. 'ugzu l-qawma is said and not 'ugzii l
qawma, to avoid the cluster of two vowelless consonants, the ii and the -/ of the definite article 

following the wa~la prefixed in r_:,ijl following it. The same applies to r_:,ijl -?-ti olr! ~. in 

which the suffixed pronoun, the vowelless z, preceded by the kasra is elided for the same reason 
in the pronunciation, i.e. 'ugzi l-qawma is said and not 'ugzi l-qawma, namely to avoid the 
cluster of two vowelless consonants, the z and the -/ of the definite article prefixed to the noun 
following it. This elision is only carried out in the pronunciation and not in the writing, so that 

no confusion between the different persons in the sing. and pl. occurs. 
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(379) '~G.., (cf. Zamabsari, 182, Ibn Ya'is, X, 87-88, Howell,/, fasc. IV, 1671, IV, fasc. I, 

1267-1268, 1529) is the pl. of~~~ underlyingly ~c~, in which thew is changed into ay, and 

is then assimilated to the y on the pattern of ~SW from :.S..,. The base form of ,~ G.., is 0 G..,, 
whose y is changed into a hamza as it occurs after an augmentative alif (cf. Ibn al-Anbari, 
Maq~ur 45). The change of its 2nd radical w is forbidden to avoid that two unsound weak 
consonants are combined together. 

(380) For discussions concerning l,~ underlyingly ~C,..-, see (267). 
, , 
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Qali, Nawadir = Al-Qali, Abu 'Ali, al-Nawadir, Cairo 1344/1926. 
Qifti, Inbah = Qifti, 'Ali b. Yusuf, Inbah al-ruwah 'ala anba' al-nuJ:iah, Ed. M. Abu 1- Fa<;ll Ibrahim, 3 vol., Cairo 

1369/1950-1374/1955. 
Qudama, Naqd = Qudama, Naqd al-nafr, Ed. T- I:Iusain and 'A. I:I. al-'Abbadi, Cairo 1933. 
Qutrub, A¢dad = Qutrub, Abu 'Ali Mu]:iammad, Das Kitab al-a¢dad von Abu 'Alf MuJ:iammad Qurrub ibn al-

Mustanfr, Ed. H. Kofler, Islamica V, 1931-1932. 
Ra<;li, Naiarfya = Ra<;li, 'A. al-I:Iakim, Naiarfyat al-luga ft l-naqd al- 'arabf, Cairo s.a. 
Ragi]:ii, Basf! = Ragi]:ii, 'Abdo, al-Basf! ft 'ilm al-~arf, Alexandria s.a. 
Ragi]:ii, Farra'= Al-Ragi]:ii, Saraf al-Din, Ff 1-mu~falal:i al-~arfi 'inda I-Farra' ft kitabati "Ma 'anz l-qur'an ", Alex-

andria 1992. 
Ragi]:ii, Tafbfq = Al-Ragi]:ii, 'Abdo, al-Tafbfq al-~arfi, Beirut 1975. 
Ri<;la, Luga= Ri<;la, A]:imad, Mawlid al-Luga, Ed. N. Ri<;la, Beirut 1403/1983. 
Sabi', Gurar = Sabi', Abu 1-I:Iusain Hilal b. al-Mu]:iassin, Gurar al-balaga, I-II, Ed. As'ad Qubyan, Beirut 1403/ 

1983. 
Sagili, 'Ana~ir = Sagili, Abi11-Sa'Ud I:Iusain, Al- 'Ana~ir al-asaszyat li-l-markab al-fi7z wa-anmafiha min bilal al

Qur'an al-karfm, dirasa taJ:ilflfya tafbfqfya, Alexandria 1410/1990. 
Safadi, Waft= Al-Waft bi-l-wafayat, ta'lif S. lj. Ibn A. al-Safadi, Ed. H. Ritter, 1- Istanbul/ Beirut-Leipzig/Wiesbaden 

1931- (reprinted: 1-4, Beirut-Wiesbaden 1962-1974). 
Saraqusti, AFal = Saraqusti, Abu 'U!man Sa'id b. Mu]:iammad al-Ma'afiri, Kitab al-af'iil, 4 vol., vol. 4 in 2 parts, Ed. 

1:1- M. M. Sarf and M. M. 'Allam, Cairo 1400/1980. 
Sayman, Tab~ira = Al-Sayman, Abu Mu]:iammad Is]:iaq, al-Tab~ira wa-l-tagkira, Ed. F. 'Ala' 1-Din, Makka 1982. 
Sayyid, Kafi= Al-Sayyid, Sabri Ibrahim, al-Kafifi l-naJ:iw wa-tafbzqatuhu, 2 vol., Alexandria 1992-1993. 
Sibawaihi = Sibawaihi, Abu Bisr 'Amr b. 'U!man, Le Livre de Sfbawaihi (Kitab Szbawaihi), Traite de grammaire 

arabe, Ed. H. Derenbourg, 2 vol., Paris 1881-1889. Reimpression: 1970. 
Sigistani, Fa'altu = Al-Sigistani, Abu I:Iatim, Fa'altu wa-af'altu, Ed. lj. I. al-'Atiya, Bagdad 1979. 
Sinqiti, Durar = Al-Sinqiti, A]:imad b. al-Amin, al-Durar al-lawami' 'ala ham' al-hawami ~ 2 vol., Cairo 1328/1910. 
Sirafi, Abbar = Al-Sirafi, Abu Sa'id, Kitab abbar al-na/:iwfyfn al-Ba~rfyfn, Ed. F. Krenkow, Paris-Beyrouth 1936. 
Sirbini, Agurrumfya = See Carter, Sirbfnf. 
Sirbini, Sarl:i = Al-Sirbini, al-ljatib, Sarl:i sawahid al-Qafr, Cairo 1298. 
Sub]:ii, Fiqh = Sub]:ii, S-, Dirasatfifiqh al-luga, Beirut 2nd print 1989. 
SUli, Adah= Al-SUli, Adah al-kitab, Ed. M. B. al-A!an, Cairo 1341 A.H. 
SuyUti, Asbah = Al-SuyUti, Galal al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;ll 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, al-Asbah wa-l-naia 'ir, Ed. 'Abd al-Ilah Nabhan, 

4 vol., Damascus 1406/1985. 
SuyUti, Bugya = AI-SuyUti, Gala] al-Din AbU 1-Fa<;II 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, Bugyat al-wu 'ahfi rabaqat al-lugawfyfn wa

l-nuJ:iah, Ed. M. A. F. Ibrahim, 2 vol., Cairo 1399 A.H. 
SuyUti, Hawami '= Al-SuyUti, Gala! al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;ll 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, Ham' al-hawami 'sarJ:i gam 'al-gawami 'ft 

'ilm al- 'arabfya, Ed. M. B. al-Na'sani, 2 vol., Cairo 1327 A.H. 
Suyi1ti, IqtiraJ:i = Al-SuyUti, Galal al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;ll 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, al-IqtiraJ:ifiu~ul al-naJ:iw, Ed. A. Q. Mu]:iammad, 

1st Edition, Cairo 1396 A.H. 
SuyUti, Muzhir = Al-SuyUti, Gala! al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;ll 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, al-Muzhir ft 'ulum al-luga wa-anwa'iha, 2 

vol., Cairo s.a. 
SuyUti, SarJ:i = Al-SuyUti, Gala! al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;ll 'Abd al-Ra]:iman, SarJ:i sawahid al-mugnf, Cairo 1322. 
Ia'alibi, Fiqh = Ia'alibi, Abu Man~Ur, Kitab fiqh al-luga wa-asrar al- 'arabfya, Beirut s.a. 
Ia'lab, Fa~f/:i = Ia'lab, Abu 1-'Abbas A]:imad b. Ya]:iya, Kitab al-fa~f/:i, Ed. J. Barth, Leipzig 1876. 
Ia'lab, Maga/is= Ia'lab, Abu 1-'Abbas A]:imad b. Ya]:iya, Magi'llis, Ed. 'A. al-Salam Hamn, 1375/1956. 
Tamim, Dfwan = Dfwan Tamfm b. Abf b. Muqbil, Ed. 'I. I:Iasan, Damascus 1381/1962. 
Tamimi, Musalsal = Abu Tahir al-Tamimi, al-Musalsal ft garfb lugati l- 'Arab, Ed. M. al-Gawad, Cairo 1957. 
TanUl}i, Qawafi= Al-TanUl}i, Kitab al-qawafi, Ed. 'U. al-As'ad and M. al-Din Rama<;lan, Beirut 1970. 
Tarafa, Dfwan = Tarafa, b. al-'Abd, Dfwan, Ed. D. al-ljatib and L. al-Saqal, Damascus 1395/1975. 
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Tibrizi, lbtiyarat = Al-Tibrizi, al-ijatib, SarlJ ibtiyarat al-Mufa<;l<;lal, Ed. Fabr al-Din Qabawa, Damascus 1391/ 
1971. 

Tibrizi, Qa$a 'id= Al-Tibrizi, al-ijatib, SarlJ al-qa$a 'id al- 'asr, Ed. M. M. 'Abd al-I:Jamid, Cairo 1964. 
'Ukbari, Masa 'il = Al-'Ukbari, Abd Allah b. al-I:Jusain, Masa 'il bilafiyafi l-naJ:iw, Ed. M. ij. al-I:Jalawani, Aleppo 

s.a. 
'Umar b. Abi Rabi'a, Dfwan = Dfwan 'Umar b. Abf Rabf'a, Ed. M. Mul).yi I-Din 'Abd al-I:Jamid, Cairo 1371/1952. 
YaqUt, Mu'gam = YaqUt al-I:Jamawi, Abu 'Abd Allah Ya'qUb, Mu'gam al-udaba: Ed. F. al-Rifli'i, Printing House 

al-I:Jalabi 1355 A.H. 
YaqUt, Tarakfb = YaqUt, M. Sulaiman, al-Tarakfb gair al-$a/:IT/:la naJ:iwfyanfi l-kitab li-Sfbawaihi, dirasa lugawfya, 

Alexandria s.a. 
YasU'i, Gara 'ib = Al-YasU'i, R. N., Gara 'ib al-luga l- 'arabfya, Beirut 1986. 
Zabidi, Tag= Al-Zabidi, Mul).ammad b. Mul).ammad Murta«;la 1-I:Jusaini, Tag al- 'arils min gawahir al-qamus, Ed. 

M. I:Jigazi, Kuweit 1369/1969. 
Zaggag, Ma'anT = Zaggag, Abu Isl).aq, Ma'anT l-qur'an wa-i'rabuh, Ed. 'A. al-Galil Salabi, Beirut 1973. 
Zaggagi, Gumal = Al-Zaggagi, Abu Qasim 'Abd al-Ral).man, al-Gumal, Ed. B. Cheneb, Paris 1957. 
Zaggagi, l<j.alJ = Al-Zaggagi, Abu Qasim 'Abd al-Ral).man, al-lrjalJ fi 'ilal al-nalJw, Ed. M. al-Mubarak, Cairo 

1378/1959. See also Versteegh, Zaggagf. 
Zaggagi, Maga/is= Al-Zaggagi, Abu Qasim 'Abd al-Ral).man, Maga/is al-'ulama: Ed. 'A. S. M. Harun, Kuwait 

1962. 
Zamal}sari = Zamal}s'ario, Abu 1-Qasim Mal).mUd b. 'Umar, al-Mufa$$al, Ed. J.P. Broch, Christianiae 1840. 
Zamal}sari, Asas = Al-Zamal}sari, Abu 1-Qasim Mal).mUd b. 'Umar, Asas al-balaga, Beirut 1404 A.H./1984. 
Zamal}sari, Fa'iq = Al-Zamal}sari, Abu 1-Qasim Mal).mUd b. 'Umar, al-Fa'iq fi garfb al-J:iadf!, Ed. A. F. Ibrahim, 

Cairo 1945-1948. 
Zamal}sari, Kassaf = Al-Zamal}sari, AbU 1-Qasim Mal).mUd b. 'Umar, al-Kassaf 'an J:iaqa 'iq al-tanzU wa- 'uyiln al

aqawU fi wugilh al-ta 'wU, together with the ljasiya by al-Gurgani, Zain al-Din Abi 1-I:Jasan al-I:Jusaini, al
fn$af fima tarjammanahu al-kassaf mina l-i'tizal by al-Maliki, lbn al-Munir al-Iskandari, and at the end of the 
work TanzU al- 'ayat 'ala l-sawahid 'an al-abyat by Afandi, Mul).ibb al-Din, [see Afandi, TanzUJ, 4 vol., Cairo 
1392 A.H./1972. 

Zarkasi, Burhan = Al-Zarkasi, Badr al-Din Mul).ammad b. 'Abd Allah, al-Burhanfi 'ulilm al-qur'an, Ed. M.A. F. 
Ibrahim, 1st edition, s.a. 

Zaydan, Mabtutat II= Zaydan, Yusuf, Fihris mabtutat gami'at al-Iskandarfya, II, 1995. 
Zubaidi, LalJn = Al-Zubaidi, AbU Bakr, LalJn al- 'awamm, Ed. R. 'Abd al-Tawwab, Cairo 1964. 
Zubaidi, Tabaqat = Al-Zubaidi, Abu Bakr, Tabaqat al-nalJwTyfn wa-l-lugawfyfn, Ed. M.A. F. Ibrahim, Cairo 1954. 
Zuhair, Dfwan = Dfwan Zuhair b. Abf Sa/ma ~an'at Ta'lab, Cairo 1363/1944. 
Zuhair, Si 'r = Si 'r Zuhair b. Abf Sa/ma bi-sarlJ al-a 'lam al-Santamarf, Ed. Fabr al-Din Qabawa, Aleppo 1393/1973. 

Ill. 2. Secondary sources 

Abed, Logic= Abed, Sh. B., Aristotelian Logic and the Arabic Language in A[farabf, New York 1991. 
Abu I:Jaidar, Dual= Abu Haidar, J., Qifa nabki: The Dual Fann of Address in Arabic Poetry in a New Light, in: JAL 

/9, part 1, 1988. 
Abu Haidar, Reviews of Books= Abu Haidar, F., Reviews of Books: Al:Jmad b. 'Ali b. Mas'Ud on Arabic Morphol

ogy, MaralJ al-arwalJ, Part one: The strong Verb: A~-~al).il)., Ed. with Translation, Commentary and Introduc
tion by J. Akesson, Leiden 1990, in: JRAS 2, part 3, Cambridge 1992. 

Ahlwardt, Divans= Ahlwardt, W., The Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets Ennabiga, 'Antara, Tharafa, Zuhair, 
'Alqama and Umruulqais, London 1870. 

Ahlwardt = Ahlwardt, W., Verzeichniss der Arabischen Handschriften der Konig lichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, Nr. 1-
10368, 1-9.10 [Indices], Berlin 1887-1899 (Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu 
Berlin, 7-9. 16-22 (Nachdruck: Hildesheim 1980-1981). 

Ahrens, Verba= Ahrens, K., Der Stamm der schwachen Verba in den semitischen Sprachen, in: ZDMG 64, 1910. 
Akesson, Conversion= Akesson, J., Conversion of the ya' into an alif in Classical Arabic in: ZAL 31, Wiesbaden 

1996. 
Akesson, Elision= Akesson, Anomalous elision and a<Mition of a vowel in Classical Arabic, in: ZAL 36, Wiesbaden 

1999. 
Akesson, Verb and Infinitive= Akesson, J., The strong Verb and Infinitive Noun in Arabic, in: AO 52, Denmark 

1991. 
Alee, Wasft = Alee, Mouluvee Toorab, Wasft al-naJ:iw, A treatise on the syntax of the Arabic language, Madras 

1820. 
Anwar, Fathers= Anwar, M. S., The Legitimate Fathers of Speech Errors, in: SHL 28, Ed. C.H. M. Versteegh, K. 

Koerner and H. -J., Niederehe, Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1983. 
Arkoun, Logocentrisme = Arkoun, M., Logocentrisme et verite religieuse dans la pensee islamique d' apres al-l'lam 
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bi-maniiqib al-Islam d'al-'Amiri, in: SI 35, 1972. 
Arnaldez, Sciences = Arnaldez, R., Sciences et philosophie dans la civilisation de Bagdiid sous !es premiers 

'Abbiisides, in: Ar 9, 1962. 
Aro, Vokalisierung = Aro, J., Die Vokalisierung des Grundstammes im Semitischen Verbum, Kap. VIII, 

Schlussfolgerungen zur Geschichte des Verbal-systems, in: SO 31, Helsinki 1964. 
Atsiz = Kemalpa§a-oglu'nun eserleri, in: $arkiyat Mecmuas1 6/1966/71-112 [Nr. 1-92]; 7/1972/83-135 [Nr. 93-

209]. 
Azhar = Fihris al-kutub al-mawguda bi-l-maktaba 1-Azharfya 1-7, Cairo 1365-82/1946-69. 
Baalbaki, Hierarchy= Baalbaki, R., Hannony and Hierarchy in S1bawaihi's Grammatical Analysis, in: ZAL 24, 

1979. 
Baalbaki, I'riib = Baalbaki, R., I'riib and binii 'from linguistic reality to grammatical theory, in: SHAG II, Ed. K. 

Versteegh and M. G. Carter, Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1990. 
Badawi, Aristotles = Badawi, A., Aristotles, De Poetica, Cahirae 1953. 
Baldick, Islam= Baldick, J., Mystical Islam, An Introduction to Sufism, New York and London 1989. 
Barth, Grammatik = Barth, J., Zur vergleichenden semitischen Grammatik, in: ZDMG 48, 1894. 
Barth, Nominalbildung = Barth, J., Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen, Leipzig 1889. 
Barth, Zur Frage der Nominalbildung = Barth, J., Zur Frage der Nominalbildung, in: ZDMG 44, 1890. 
Bauer, Grammatik = Bauer, H., Mitteilungen zur semitischen Grammatik, in: ZDMG 66, 1912. 
Beeston, Language= Beeston, A. F. L., The Arabic Language today, London 1970. 
Bernards, Gannf = Bernards, M., Abu 'Umar al-Gannf, in: SHAG JI, Ed. K. Versteegh and M. G. Carter, Amster

dam/Philadelphia 1990. 
Bernards, Traditions= Bernards, M., Changing Traditions, Al-Mubarrad's Refutation of Sfbawaih and the Subse

quent Reception of the Kitiib, Leiden - New York - Koln 1997. 
Blachere = Blachere, R., et Gaudefroy-Demombynes, M., Grammaire de l'Arabe classique, Paris 1952. 
Blanc, Fronting= Blanc, H., The Fronting of Semitic g and the qiil-giil Dialect Split in Arabic, in: PICSS, Jerusalem 

1969. 
Blau, Judaeo-Arabic = Blau, J., The Emergence and linguistic Background ofjudaeo-Arabic, A study of the origins 

of Middle Arabic, Oxford 1965. 
Bohas, Aspects= Bohas, G., Quelques aspects de l 'argumentation et de l 'explication chez les grammairiens arabes, 

in: Ar 28, Jase. 2-3. 
Bohas, Etude = Bohas, G., Contribution a l' etude de la methode des grammairiens arabes en morphologie et en 

phonologie d'apres des grammairiens arabes "tardifs". See Bohas/Guillaume, Etude. 
Bohas, Matrices = Bohas, G., Matrices, Etymons, Racines. Elements d'une theorie lexicologique du vocabulaire 

arabe, Paris 1997. 
Bohas, Structure= Bohas, G., Le PCO et la structure des racines, in: Developpements recents en linguistique arabe 

et semitique, Damas 1993. 
Bohas/Guillaume, Etude = Bohas, G., Guillaume, J.-P., Etude des theories des grammairiens arabes, I. Morphologie 

et phonologie, Damas 1984. See Bohas, Etude and Guillaume, Aspects. 
Bohas/Guillaume/Kouloughli, Linguistic = Bohas, G., Guillaume, J.-P., Kouloughli, D.E., The Arabic Linguistic 

Tradition, London and New York 1990. 
Bravmann, Materialien = Bravmann, M. M., Materialien und Untersuchungen zu den phonetischen Lehren der 

Araber, Gottingen 1934. 
Bravmann, Studies= Bravmann, M. M., Studies in Semitic Philology, Leiden 1977. 
Brill, Manuscripts= E.J. Brill, Oriental Manuscripts offered for sale, Catalogue no 555, Leiden 1986. 
Brockelmann, GAL= Brockelmann, C. : Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, 1-11, 2 Aufl., Leiden 1943-49. 
Brockelmann, Grundriss = Brockelmann, C., Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen. 

I. Band, Laut und Fonnenlehre, Berlin, 1908; II., Band, Syntax, ibid., 1913. 
Brockelmann, S = Brockelmann, C., Suppl. Band I-JI], Leiden, 1937-42. 
Brockelmann, Socins Grammatik = Brockelmann, C., A. Socins Arabische Grammatik, Paradigmen, Literatur, 

Ubungsstiicke und Glossar, Siebente Durchgesehene und verbesserte Auflage, Berlin 1913. 
Buhl, Alliihumma = Buhl, Fr., Alliihumma, in: Encyclopaedie of Isliim, Ed. Houtsma, T. W. Arnold, R. Basset, R. 

Hartmann, Band I, Leiden/ Harrassowitz 1913. 
Biirgel, Gazelle= Biirgel, J.C., The Lady Gazelle and her Murderous Glances, in: JAL 20, part I, 1989. 
Cachia, Monitor= Cachia, P., The Monitor, a Dictionary of Arabic Grammatical Tenns, Beirut 1973. 
Cantarino, Syntax= Cantarino, V., Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose, the Simple Sentence, 3 vol., Oriental Series no. 

4, Indiana University Press, Bloomington/London 1974. 
Cantineau, Consonantisme = Cantineau, J., Le consonantisme du semitique, in: Semitica 4, 1953. 
Cantineau, Cours = Cantineau, J., Cours de phonetique arabe, 2 fascicules, Alger 1941. 
Cantineau, Dialecte = Cantineau, J., Le dialecte arabe de Palmyre, Beyrouth 1935. 
Cantineau, Esquisse = Cantineau, J., Esquisse d'une phonologie de l'arabe classique, in: BSLP 126. 
Cantineau, Etudes = Cantineau, J., Etudes de linguistique arabe, Memorial Jean Cantineau, Paris 1960. 
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Cantineau, Parlers = Cantineau, J., Etudes sur quelques Parters de nomades arabes de !'Orient, Annales de l'Inst. 
d'Etudes Or. d'Alger, II-III, 1936-1937. 

Cantineau, Six= Cantineau, J., Le nom de nombre "six" dans les langues semitiques, in: BEA 13, 1943. 
Cantineau, Voyelle = Cantineau, J., La Voyelle de secours dans les langues semitiques, in: Semitica II, 1949. 
Carter, Origines = Carter, M. G., Les Origines de la grammaire arabe, in: REI 49, 1972. 
Carter, $arf = Carter, M. G., $arf et fjiliif Contribution a l'histoire de la grammaire arabe, in: Ar 20, 1973. 
Carter, Sirbfnz = Carter, M. G., Arab Linguistics, an introductory classical text with translation and notes, Amster-

dam 1981. See Sirbini, Agurrumzya. 
Chouemi, Verbe = Chouemi, Le Verbe dans le Coran, racines etformes, Paris 1966. 
Cohen, At;f,diid = Cohen, D., At;f,diid et ambigui"te linguistique en arabe, in: Ar 8. 
Cohen, Etudes = Cohen, D., Etudes de linguistique semitique et arabe, The Hague/Paris 1970. 
Danecki, Mubarrad = Danecki, J., The phonetical theory of Mubarrad, in: SHAG II, Ed. K. Versteegh and M. G. 

Carter, Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1990. 
Derenbourg = Derenbourg, H., Les Manuscrits arabes de l'Escorial, Paris 1884. 
Diakonoff, Semito-Hamitic = Diakonoff, I. A., Semito-Hamitic Languages, an Essay in Classification, Moscow 

1965. 
Diem, Dialekte = Diem, W., Skizzenjemenitischer Dialekte, Beirut 1973. 
Diem, Fu 'iii= Diem, W., Die Nominalform Ju 'iii im Klassischen Arabisch, in: ZDMG 120, 1970. 
Diem, Verba und Nomina = Diem, W., Die Verba und Nomina tertiae infirmae im Semitischen, Ein Beitrag zur 

Rekonstruktion des Ursemitischen und zur Entwicklung der Einzelsprachen, in: ZDMG 127, 1977. 
Dieterici, Mutanabbii = Dieterici, Mutanabbii carmina cum comm. Wal}idii, Berol. 1861. 
Elamrani-Jamal, Ibn 'Adz= Elamrani-Jamal, A., Grammaire et logique d' apres le philosophe arabe chretien Yal}ya 

Ibn 'Adz (280-364 H/893-974), in: Ar 29, Jase. I. 
Endress, Proclus Arabus = Endress, G., Proclus Arabus. Zwanzig Abschnitte aus der Institutio Theologica in 

arabischer Ubersetzung, Beirut 1973. 
Fischer, Beitriige = Fischer, A., Zwei Beitriige zur arabischen Grammatik, in: ZDMG 63, 1909. 
Fischer, Infinitive = Fischer, A., Das Geschlecht der Infinitive im Arabischen, in: ZDMG 60, 1906. 
Fischer, Miszellen = Fischer, A., Miszellen, in: ZDMG 58, 1904. 
Fischer, Mitteilungen = Fischer, A., Kleine Mitteilungen ( 'iliih), in: ZDMG 71. 
Fischer/Braiinlich, Sawiihid = Fischer, A. und Braunlich, E., Schawiihid-Indices, Indices der Reimworter und der 

Dichter der in den arabischen Schawiihid-Kommentaren und in verwandten Werken erliiuterten Belegverse, 
Leipzig und Wien, 1945. 

Fischer, Origin = Fischer, J. B., The Origin of tripartite division of speech in Semitic grammar, in: JQR 53, 1962-
1963, 54, 1963-1964. 

Fischer, Farb-= Fischer, W., Farb- und Formbezeichnungen in der Sprache der Altarabischen Dichtung, Wiesbaden 
1965. 

Fischer/Jastrow, Dialekte = Fischer, W. und Jastrow, 0., Handbuch der arabischen Dialekte, Wiesbaden 1980. 
Fischer, Grammatik = Fischer, W., Grammatik des klassischen Arabisch, Wiesbaden 1972. 
Fleisch, Arabe = Fleish, H., L'arabe classique, Esquisse d'une structure linguistique, Beyrouth 1968. 
Fleisch, Esquisse = Fleisch, H., Esquisse d'un historique de la grammaire arabe, in: Ar 4, 1957. 
Fleisch, Etudes = Fleisch, H., Etudes de phonetique arabe, in: Melanges de l'Universite Saint Joseph de Beyrouth 

28, 1949-1950. 
Fleisch, I'riib = Fleisch, H., "I'riib ''. in: Encyclopedia of Islam (new edition), Leiden. 
Fleisch, Maghura = Fleisch, H., Maghura, mahmusa, examen critique, in: Melanges de l'Universite Saint Joseph de 

Beyrouth 35, 1958. 
Fleisch, Ta!frif = Fleisch, H., Le Ta!frif selon les grammairiens arabes, in: Communication au Congres Intern. de 

Linguistique Semitique et Chamito-Semitique, Paris 1969. 
Fleisch, Traite I= Fleisch, H., Traite de Philologie Arabe, vol. I, Preliminaires, Phonetique Morphologie Nominale, 

Beyrouth 1961. 
Fleisch, Traite II = Fleisch, H., Traite de Philologie Arabe, vol. II, Pronoms, Morphologie verbale, Particules, 

Beyrouth 1979. 
Fleisch, Verbes = Fleisch, Les verbes a allongement vocalique interne en semitique, (Etudes de grammaire comparee ), 

Paris 1944. 
Fleischer, Beitriige = Fleischer, H. 0., Beitriige zur arabischen Sprachkunde, - in: Berichte der k. siichs. Ges. d. 

Wiss. Philol.-hist. Cl. I, 1863, pp. 93-176. 
" " (Fortsetzung.) Ibid., II, 1864, pp. 265-326. 

III, 1866, pp. 286-342. 
IV, 1870,pp.227-295. 
V, 1874, pp. 71-158. 

VI, 1876, pp. 44-109. 
VII, 1878, pp. 65-146. 

Fliigel = Fliigel, G., Die arabischen, persischen und tiirkischen Handschriften der Kaiserlich - Koniglichen 
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Hojbibliothek zu Wien, 1-3, Wien 1865-1867. 
Flligel, Schulen = Flligel, G., Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, Die Schulen von Basra und Kuja und die 

gemischte Schule, Leipzig 1862. 
Frazer, Adonis= Frazer, J. G., Adonis, Attis and Osiris, vol. 1, London 1914. 
Freytag, Darstellung = Freytag, G. W., Darstellung der Arab. Verskunst, Bonn 1830. 
Freytag, Einleitung = Freytag, G. W., Einleitung in das Studium der Arab Sprache, Bonn 1861. 
Freytag, Hamasae = Freytag, G. W., Hamasae carmina c. Tebrisii scholiis, Vol. I. II, I. II. Bonnae 1828-51. 
Freytag, Proverbia = Freytag, G. W., Arabum Proverbia, T. I. II. III, I. II. Bonnae 1838-43. 
Flick, 'Arabfya = Flick, J., 'Arabfya, Berlin 1950. 
Gairdner, Phoneticians= Gairdner, W. H. T., The Arab Phoneticians on the Consonant and Vowels, in: The Moslem 

World 25, 1945. 
Garbell, Remarks= Garbell, I., Remarks on the Historical Phonology of an East Mediterranean Arabic Dialect, in: 

Word 14, 1958. 
Gazali, Tabernacle = Al-Gazali, Abii I:Iamid b. Mu]:iarnmad, Le Tabernacle des lumieres, Michkat al-Anwar, tra

duction de l'arabe et introduction par Roger Deladriere, Paris 1981. 
Giese, A~dad = Giese, F., Untersuchungen iiber die A~dad auf Grund von Stellen aus altarabischen Dichtern, 

Berlin 1894. 
Goshen-Gottstein, System = Goshen-Gottstein, M. H., The System of verbal Stems in the Classical Semitic Lan-

guages, in: PJCSS, Jerusalem 1969. 
Gray, Introduction= Gray, L. H., Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics, 1934. 
Gray, Mythology= Gray, J., Near Eastern Mythology, London 1982. 
Greenberg, Morphemes= Greenberg, J. H., The Patterning of Root Morphemes in Semitic, in: Word 6, 1950. 
Grunebaum, Islam= Grunebaum, G. von, L'Islam medieval, Histoire et civilisation, Paris 1962. 
Guillaume, Cause= Guillaume, J.-P., La 'cause' des grammairiens: Etude sur la notion de 'ilia dans la tradition 

grammaticale arabe (fin llle/IXe - milieu du JVIX s.). These de 3eme Cycle, Universite de Paris-III, s.a. 
Guillaume, Aspects= Guillaume, J.-P., Quelques aspects de la thiorie morpho-phonologique d'lbn Ginnf ii propos 

des verbes ii glide median. See Bohas/Guillaume, Etude. 
Guillaume, Morphonologie = Guillaume, J-P., Le Statut des representations sous-jacentes en morphonologie d'apres 

lbn Ginnf, in: Ar 28, fasc. 2-3, 1981. 
Guillaume, Principes = Guillaume, G., Principes de linguistique thiorique de Gustave Guillaume, Paris 1973. 
Guillaume, Systeme = Guillaume, G., La Langue est-elle ou n 'est-elle pas un systeme ?, in: Cahiers de linguistique 

structurale 1, 1952. 
Gully, Semantics= Gully, A., Grammar and Semantics in Medieval Arabic, A study of lbn Hisham's 'Mughni 1-

Labib', England 1995. 
Gwynne,Afortiori = Gwynne, R., The afortiori argument in fiqh, na?iw and kalam, in: SHAG 11, Ed. K. Versteegh 

and M. G. Carter, Amsterdam /Philadelphia 1990. 
Hafftner, A#ad = Hafftner, A. Drei Quellenwerke iiber die A~dad mit Beitriigen von P. A. Salhani S. J. und einem 

spiitarabischenAnhange,[al-A~ma'i, al-Sigistani, Ibn al-Sikkit, al-~agani] Beyrouth 1913. 
Hameen-Anttila, Labials= Hameen-Anttila, J., Interchange of Labials in Classical and Pre-classical Arabic, the 

Middle East viewed from the North, in: Papers from the first Nordic Conference on Middle Eastern Studies, 
Uppsala 26-29 january 1989, Ed. B. Utas and K. S. Vik¢r, published by the Nordic Society for Middle Eastern 
Studies, Bergen 1992. 

Haywood, Lexicography= Haywood, J. A., Arabic lexicography. Its history, and its place in the general history of 
lexicography, Leiden 1965. 

Heer, Existence= Heer, N. L., al-Game's Treatise on Existence, P. Morewedge, Ed. Islamic Philosophical Theol
ogy, State University of New York Press, Albany 1979. 

Hitti, History = Hitti, Ph. K., History of the Arabs from the earliest Times to the Present, Tenth Edition, Great 
Britain 1970. 

Howell= Howell, M. S., Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, 4 parts in 7 vol., Allahabad 1880-1911. 
Ibn al-Faric,i, Poems= Ibn al-Faric,i, The Mystical Poems, Ed. A. J. Arberry, London 1952. 
Jastrow, Dialekte = Jastrow, 0., Die Dialekte der Arabischen Halbinsel, in: Handbuch der arabischen Dialekte, 

bearbeitet und herausgegeben von W. Fischer und 0. Jastrow, Wiesbaden 1980. 
Jeffery, Materials= Jeffery, A., Materials for the history of the text of the Qur'an, Leiden 1937. 
Jeffery, Muqaddimatan = Jeffery, A., Muqaddimatan ft 'ulum al-qur'an: Muqaddimat al-mabanf wa-lbn 'A!fya, 

Cairo 1954. 
Knutsson, Studies= Knutsson, B., Studies in the Text and Language of Three Syriac-Arabic Versions of the Book of 
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Kofler, Dialekte = Kofler, H., Reste altarabischer Dialekte, in: WZKM, Wien 1940-1942. 
Kopf, Influences= Kopf, L., Religious Influences on Medieval Arabic Philology, in: SJ 5, 1956. 
Kosut, Streitfragen = Kosut, J., Fiinf Streitfragen der Ba~renser und Kufenser, in: Sitzungsberichte der phil.-hist. 
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Kronholm, Ephrem= Kronholm, T., Motifs from Genesis 1-11 in the genuine Hymns of Ephrem the Syrian, Uppsala 
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Kurylowicz, Apophonie = Kurylowicz, J., L'Apophonie en semitique, Varsovie 1961. 
Landberg, Dathina = Landberg, Comte Carlo de, Dathina, Leiden 1905-1913. 
Landberg, Etudes = Landberg, Comte Carlo de, Etudes sur /es dialectes de /'Arabie de /'Arabie Meridionale, vol. I: 
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Wiesbaden 1996. 
Lawkari, l:zaqq = Lawkari, Abu 1-'Abbas Fa<;ll b. Mu~ammad, Bayan al-1:zaqq bi-fiaman al-Jidq: Manfiq: 1. Madbal, 

Ed. I. Dibiigi, Tehran 1986. 
Leemhuis, Stems= Leemhuis, F., The D and H stems in Koranic Arabic. A comparative study of the function and 
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Leslau, Soqotri = Leslau, W., Lexique Soqotri (Sudarabique Moderne) avec comparaisons et explications 

etymologiques, Paris 1938. 
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1935-1965. 
Ll/Skkegaard, 'Asre ha 'is= Ll/Skkegaard, F., 'Asre ha 'is, Ed. T. Kronholm and E. Riad, in: OS 33-34, On the Dignity 
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Loucel, Origine = Loucel, H., L'Origine du langage d'apres /es grammairiens arabes, in: Ar 11, 1964. 
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Massignon, Opera minora = Massignon, L., Opera minora, Ed. Y. Moubarac, 1-3, Beirut 1963. 
Massignon, Reflexions = Massignon, L., Reflexions sur la structure primitive de l 'analyse grammaticale en Arabe, 
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Mehiri, Theories= Mehiri, 'A., Les Theories grammaticales d'lbn Jinni, Tunis 1973. 
Merx, Historia = Merx, A., Historia Artis Grammaticae apud Syros, Leipzig 1889. 
Merx, Origine = Merx, A., L'Origine de la grammaire arabe, in: Bulletin de l'lnstitut Egyptien 11, 1891. 
Mingana = Catalogue of the Mingana Collection of Manuscripts now in the possession of the trustees of the 

Woodbrooke Settlement, Selly Oak, Birmingham, 1-4, Cambridge 1933-1963. 
Mokhlis, TaJrif = Mokhlis, H., Theorie du TaJrif et traitement du lexique chez /es grammair,ens arabes, Germany 

1997. 
Moscati, Grammar= Moscati, S., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Phonol-

ogy and Morphology, 2nd printing, Wiesbaden 1969. 
N61deke, Beitriige = N61deke, T., Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, Strassburg 1904. 
N6ldeke, Geschichte = Ni:ildeke, T., Geschichte des Qor'ans, Gi:ittingen 1860. 
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Darmstadt 1963. 

N6ldeke, Neue Beitriige = N61deke, T., Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, Strassburg 1910. 
N61deke, Poesie = N61deke, T., Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Poesie der a/ten Araber, Hannover 1864. 
Omar, Studies= Omar, Ahmed Mokhtar, Grammatical studies in early Muslim Egypt, in: SHAG 11, Ed. K. Versteegh 

and M. G. Carter, Amsterdam/ Philadelphia 1990. 
Owens, Foundations= Owens, J., The Foundations of Grammar, An Introduction to Medieval Arabic Grammatical 

Theory, Amsterdam/ Philadelphia 1988. 
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Philadelphia 1990. 
Pellat, Milieu= Pellat, C., Le Milieu baJrien et la formation de Ga]:zi?,, Paris 1953. 
Penrice, Dictionary= Penrice, J., A Dictionary and Glossary of the Koran, London 1873. Reprint: 1971. 
Peters, Aristotle= Peters, F. E., Aristotle and the Arabs, New York 1968. 
Qur'an = The Holy Qur'an, Ed. A. Y. Ali, Maryland 1983. 
Rabin= Rabin, C., Ancient West-Arabian, London 1951. 
Raymundus, Tasriphi = Raymundus, J. Bapt., Liber tasriphi: TaJrif al- 'izzf by Zangiini, 'lzz al-Din Abu 1-Fa<;la'il 

Ibrahim b. 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Imad al-Din b. Ibrahim, Rome 1610. 
Reckendorf, Syntax= Reckendorf, H., Arabische Syntax, Heidelberg 1921. 
Redslob, Worter = Redslob, T., Die arabischen Worter mit entgegengesetzter Bedeutung, Gi:ittingen 1873. 
Retso, Diathesis= Retso, J., Diathesis in the Semitic languages, a comparative morphological study, Leiden 1989. 
Retso, Passive= Retso, J., The Finite Passive Voice in Modern Arabic Dialects, Gi:iteborg 1983. 
Retso, Sentences= Retso, J., Subjectless sentences in Arabic dialects, in: OS 31-32, 1982-1983. 
Reuschel, !fa/U = Reuschel, W., Al-!falfl ibn Al:zmad, der Lehrer Sfbawayhs, als Grammatiker, Berlin 1959. 
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Roman, Expression= Roman, A., Expression duje dans la langue arabe revelee, in: Bulletin d'Etudes Orienta/es 
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Ruzicka, Dissimilation = Ruzicka, R., Konsonantische Dissimilation, Leipzig 1909. 
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De Sacy, Anthologie = De Sacy, S., Anthologie grammaticale arabe, Paris 1829. 
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IV. ABBREVIATIONS 

§ 1. Abbreviations of terms 

A.D. anno Domini 1(1) 
A.H. anno Hegirae masc. 
e.g. (Lat. exempli grata) for example MS(s) 
fem. feminine p(p). 
fol. folio pl. 
i.e. (Lat. id est) that is 

§ 2. Abbreviations of titles 

AO Acta Orientalia PALV 
Ar Arabica 
AUU Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis 
BEA Bulletin des Etudes Arabes PJCSS 
BO Bibliotheca Orienta/is 
BSLP Bulletin de la Societe de Linguistique 

de Paris REI 
JAL Journal of Arabic Literature SHAGJJ 
JAOS Journal of the American 

Oriental Society 
JLA Journal de linguistique arabe 
JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
JQR Jewish Quarterly Review SHL 
JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society SJ 
JSS Journal of Semitic Studies so 
OL Orientalistische Literaturzeitung WZKM 
Orientalia Orientalia. Commentarii Periodici 

Pontificii lnstituti Biblici. Rome ZA 
PALI Perspectives on Arabic Linguistics 1, ZAL 

Papers from the first Annual Sympo- ZDMG 
sium on Arabic Linguistics 
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line(s) 
masculine 
manuscript(s) 
page(s) 

plural 

Perspectives on Arabic Linguistics V, 
Papers from the Fifth Annual Sympo
sium on Arabic Linguistics 
Proceedings of the International 
Conference of Semitic Studies held in 
Jerusalem, 19-23 July 1965 
Revue des Etudes lslamiques 
Studies in the History of Arabic 
Grammar 11, Proceedings of the 2nd 
Symposium on the History of Arabic 
Grammar, Nijmegen, 27 April-I May 
1987 
Studies in the History of Linguistics 
tudia lslamica 
Studia Orientalia 
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde 
des Morgenlandes 
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie 
Zeitschrift fur arabische Linguistik 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen
liindischen Gesellschaft 





V. INDICES 

§ 1. Index of Qur, anic quotations in the MaralJ, 

The references are to the fols. of the Paris MS A indicated under each page of the Arabic Edition. 

33b-34b (1: 7) 
32a-32b (2: 237) 
36b-37a (2: 237) 
15a-16a (7: 54) 

22a-23a (9: 12) 
30b-31b (9: 109) 
30b-31b (10: 22) 
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§ 2. Index of verse quotations in the MaralJ, 

33b-34b J~j ..L.G ~ ~~i 

sa-sb ~ 3 (~LG ~1 j__,;.-1 

34b-35a ~ui )~ .)~ ~ .)~ 
- - "' 

13a-13b ~;.3 ~~ ~ ~ :':·~_J; 
21a-22a ~)I ~~ :1 

34b-35a ~ ~ 0 1) 2 ~j ~~ 

llb-12a .-. 0

-, .-. ; ~-,L-JI ~ ~ 
'-?. . - '"" , ·-,:-

33b-34b J ~i J~ .. ~ ~ ,lb 

25b-26a ly,1_:,~ 0 ~1 ;½1 ~ j fo13 .. - -

35a-35b rWi ,·, a, ;JT .LS.3 



§ 3. Index of names in the Mara'IJ, 

30b-31b ,7b-8b ~ '::II 

14a-15a ~'::II 

13a-13b ,2a-3a 0_;.~1 

26b-27b ~ I)-!! 
22a-23a j~I ._)Al 

26b-27b ,22a-23a ~I 

17b-18a :(..)WI .:UI _;l:,- (0~)1) 
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25b-26 J7a-17b .3a-4a °½J-:-::-' 

33b-34b ,30b-3lb 

3a-4a ~ 

25b-26 __,...~ ~ 

25b-26 ,14a-15a ~lj.JI 

22a-23a ,12a-13a ,2a-3a 0~ _,..$JI 

13a-13b __,.......;, ~ 



§ 4. Index of examples in the Maral;, 

This index includes most of the significant Arabic examples used in the Marli/:1. The references are to the fols. 
indicated under each page of the Arabic Edition. 

-i~l-

24b-25b ".__,1 

22a-23a .;:,.;;IT 

24b-25b } 

24b-25b :J..;1 
21a-22a ~ ;.;i 

3a-4a ~~ ~1 , 24b-25b ~1 

22a-23a j) 

33b-34b ~1 

24a-24b ~~ ::,__;_1 , 21a-22a ~1 

33b-34b , 20a-21a , 18a-19a ,~I 

33b-34b ,~I 

24a-24b ~.:i~ ~-::il 

22a-23a , 14a-15a r'.:iT 

24a-24b c~~ c~l 
30b-31b ·...:...1 

24a-24b ~~ J..:-,1 
35a-35b ~1 

20a-21a ~ I J.51 
22a-23a JS' 

34b-3sa G &1 

21a-22a :'.J)(. , ::.tc , :;$' _,J½I 

23a-24a ~)UI , 4lll , ~;J , 22a-23a ::JJ 

24b-25b r1 
22a-23a :Z.:T , :Wl , ~1 

34b-35a ~1 , 5b-7a bl 

7a-7b , 5a-5b Gl , 5a-5b bl 

34b-35a ..::., b , 22a-23a V"" bl 

34b-35a ~ Gl , 22a-23a V"" b 

24b-25b ~ ~1 

24a-24b ~~ ~1 

15a-16a ~J/~1 

7b-8b b~! 

7b-8b ~~! 

- r.~1 -
, 

21a-22a ..r.:! 

lOb-lla ~ 

20a-21a ~f½ 
7b-8b ~1,.:i½ ~ , ~.:l~ ~ 

24b-25b ~y/ 

20a-2 la ~ 

3a-4a 13..r-! 

10b-11a ~G 

2la-22a ~; ~I 

3a-4a~ _j-! 

4a-4b ;L.:; 
26b-27b ~ t_ ~ , ~ , 35a-35b t. ~ 

31b-32a c=!, , 28a-29a ~ 

28a-29a V"/ ·~ 

33b-34b 2½ 
, , 

30b-3lb ~ , ~ 

28a-29a ". L.:i 
I.)-· 
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- ~l:JI -

18a-19a .;.,;1 

- ~l!JI -

18a-19a ~GI , ):;I 

21a j61 , jb 

34b-35a JUI , ..::.JUI 

34b-35a 0 ~ , 33b-34b 0 ~ 

- ~I -r,;-,-

14a-15a ~t.;... 

2a-3a~~, ~ 

' , 
17b-18a ..I.> , .:i..1.> . . 

28a-29a J~~ 

15a-16a ~I-~ , r~ 
16b-17a ~;Ji 

4a-4b , , r:..; 

4a-4b ~_Al 

34b-35a i;.:,-½-1 

14a-15a ~ 

4a-4b _;_w.-

21a-22a ~Y. 

27b-28a ~~ 4,.;; , ~~ I 

16b-17a ~,.;Y. 

4a-4b ~_;~ 

21a-22a \).r.'" 

24 b-25b ,~ l:--

21 a-22a ~ 

- ~~I -
~ ,.. :! fa ,.. 

17b-18a ...........,.. , ~ , ----> 

26a-26b 'L 

5a-5b ..::.,LL. 

3a-4a 1.i-:::--11 

4a-4b ~_;..1 

3a-4a~L.~ 

, , 

3a-4a ~ --=--
14a-15a .:.;--> 

4a-4b );:. : I 

15a-16a ~j.. 

3a-4a;;~ 

21a-22a ~I ,~ ,~½I 

4a-4b~~I ,~I 

4a-4b ~~C1 , ~C1 

14a-15a :_,;.:.1 , ~ , J,--

15a-16a ~ .:,r :_.;.:.1 
3a-4a J l,.,,:; , ~ 

29a-30a -~~I 

4a-4bj;.. 

27b-28a z{' _;.JI 

14a-15a J_;..1 
34b-35a ;r~::,_ 

27b-28a ~~ , ~l,.. , ~ 

20a-21a ~ , 17b-18a I~,~ 

17b-18a ~ 'ir-'-

27b-28a ~~I 

- ~~I -

24b-25b P-:---> 

16a-16b ~ , 4a-4b ~~~"~ 

14a-15a Jj..1 , 14a-15a J.,..;.. 
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, . 
14a-15a J:,> 

24a-24b ::,_·,. ;.. I 

32b-33b ~ J 
21a , 20a-21a ;2~ a~ , 20a-21a ~'. 

21a 0~ .~~ ·r~'. ·r~ 
33b-34b ~ , 22a-23a f .h;.. 

, . 
3a-4aJ--S--

26b-27b ....; .,_;. , J ~ J l.;. 

31b-32a J~, 30a-30b , 28a-29a J~ 

28a-29a J_i,JI , J~ 

27b-28a :G_:,.;JI 

3lb-32a ~I 

29a-30a , 5a-5b 1, Li..., , ~ - -
- Jl~l-

26a-26b , 13b-14a 'J/.) 

4a-4b ~ ..D , Gr.) 

3a-4a J)..'.) , Y,. '...: 
3a-4a~G.) 

27b-28a ~ ~I (,;:.) 

4b-5a 1;~ t , ;~ t 
28a-29a ;.~ J 

3a-4a ._s_y.) 

28a-29a ~ I~ , ~f 1·.) 

24b-25b ~._;.) 

- , , 
17a-17b J"""° 

3a-4aj{.JI 

5b-7a :'.,J~1 , J~1 , ::,_1·.) 

17a-17b ,JI>"""° 

27b-28a ~~-.) , ~~.) , ).) 

INDICES 

28a-29a ~~~1 , 33b-34b _.i_j~1 

3a-4a i-' ..D ..:;...,. • .) 

26b-27b Z: ;.;.·..l.!1 

28a-29a J~.) 
19a-20a 01 . .)1 

21a 01~1 

34b-35a ~ ~.) 

- Jilli -
, , 

34b-35a ~.; , 24b-25b .......:,.; 

,. . 
15a-16a ½.; 

34b-35a ~C:--i.11 

19a-20a ~.)~I , ~-.)I , ~.;I 

3a-4a 0 -..}.; 

3a-4a "....,~-:, 

16b-17a ~'.:JI 

- ~!)I -

24b-25b v.,1~ , 21a-22a , 35a-35b v-'G 

23a-24a ..S.x. , 24b-25b , 23a-24a 0G 
24b-2sb 0 1__;,; • 0 G 

24a-24b __s~ .j _) 

24a-24b _.i , 23a-24a 0G. , ._s~ 
24a-24b 0 [-: • ..sL-· 
24a-24b '-?_j_y, , ~ _.i-<> 

24a-24b 0 ;. , ._s) , 0G: , 0..r" 

12a-13a ~_.i 

35a-35b Gt~ 

3a-4at'; Y" 

17b-18a ~jl , 3a-4aC~ 

1 7b- I 8a .) .x. , .) _) 
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3a-4aJI~ 

21a-22a U:..: , JL.: 

24b-25b ~ 

24b-25b ~ t;... 
, 

32a-32b , 28a-29a , 4b-5a 1;,~ 
14a-15a ::;) 

4a-4b ..5;~1 

16b-17a ~_)I 

2a-3a ~ ~;- , ~;. 

13a-4a '.:}°_;. ~ 

34b-35a , 19a-20a ._,...,..l.-.. , ~ 

... 0 )I ,., )I ,., ,., 

33b-34b t.5" y,>; ~ .J , 32a-32b t.5" .J 

32a-32b ~~ ~~ , 32a-32b , 4b-5a i__;.~ 

5a-5b bl.~ , Lo~ 

33b-34b ;; , 16b-17a ~;,_JI 

33b-34b ; ~ , 28a-29a ~)I 

32b-33b ~I.) LI.) 

32b-33b ~ _.r , '-?.y _.r , '$."_ _r 

32b-33b ~I.J 
, o, 

32a-32b , 23a-24a ~ _yJ , 28a-29a .:.r:::" _yJ 

4a-4b j~;i 

lb-2a CIY" , cl.J 

15a-16a ~ 3 G 

35b-36b i.53.J .. , 

36b-37a :SJI 

- ~!)I -

35a-35b J".:.~ 
3a-4aJI)_:, J):i 

3a-4a ~-'Wl>j 

-~1-

24b-25b , 21a-22a JL 
23a-24a ~ , J~ 

22a-23a 1 L 

16b-17a ~I 

34b-35a 0 .,u1 .. , 

- JI -JI Jt _, c!c )I ... - ... 

l 7b- l 8a ,.Y-'" , .J,.Y-'" , _;-:: ,.Y-'" 

~- , 

3a-4a :G ,.Y-'" 

17a-17b ~ 

3a-4a ~~ 

16b-17a '..bi.11 

15a-16a r~ 
33b-34b ..5};.:.,, 

16b-17a ~I 

15a-16a t...s:.:_. 

4a-4b fi,~ 
5a-5b "..::, W.:...:: 

14a-15a ~1 ,~ 

19a-20a ~I 

34b-35a 1;:.,1 , i;: 0 ,1 

16a~ '*' 
27b-28a ~-.,3 :;_i1 

36b-37a , 27b-28a 1, L 

-~1-

19a-20a ~I 

14a-15a t_~ 
-JI ,.- 0 ,. .Jl ,., O ,., 

2a-3a '-;-'_j_r-< , '-:"Y::... 

16b-17a J.).11 
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3a-4a~ 

15a-16a ~I ..::.,I~ 0-" ~i 

14a-15a ~ 

4a-4b JG. 
4a-4b ::_.1.:·,. :; 

30b-31b .;JG, , .!bl::, 

- ,)L..JI -

20a-21a _;..:.,1 

35a-35b ~ I , 19a-20a _:;.1:, I ;..:., I 

15a-16a j~~ , 15a-16a ~~ 

35a-35b ~i 

33b-34b ~~ ~ , ~ I~ 

24b-25b r~ ~..::.a. 
15a-16a ~..>...:, 

4a-4b ~~I 

3a-4a~ 

11b-1sa ~ ,'L 

14a-15a 'L 

34b-35a ~c 

, 

,. , 
3a-4a~~ 

27b-28a ,.s~~ 

27b-28a '..:.::.,_j I 

26b-27b 0~3~1 

- ,)L...11 -

35a-35b ~! 
15a-16a ~ , ~ 

3a-4a '-:-' .A! '-:-' ~ 4b-5a , 3a-4a --:' ~ 

13a-13b ~½~I , 5a-5b ,-½_:u l;i ~~ 

2a-3a~~ ~~ ,5b-7a~~ 

INDICES 

lla-llb , 7b-8b ~~ , 16a-16b '-:-' .A! 

lla-llb 0-!.A! , 5b-7a ~~ , o~~ 

llb-12a ~_; 0;:i~f; , ~_;,.;J~ , ~~ 
,., ,.. ,.. ,.. 

16a ~.J ~ , 8b-9b , 4b-5a ~.JG 

4a-4b ~~ G.:i 
, 

16a-16b '-:-'3_.rAO 

7b-8b ~;.)~ 

20a-21a ~~I 20a-21a-19a-20a --:'_;;;,1 

35a-35b ~ .J 1_;a, 

34b-35a ':? . .) li..o 

- ~UJI -

24b-25b :,~ 

21a ~! 
20a-21a :.J11 , 3a-4a :.J.1 . . 

34b-35a ~ 

16b-17a 21JI 

17b-18a Jl1 
17b-18a J1 

21a~I .~ 

29a-30a ~_), , 26b-27b J~ 
15a-16a Jc,1 

36b-37a , 35b-36b -.s_:,1 

21a t U, 1 

21a ~ t_LL,1 

- ~liJI -

21a , 18a-19a ill 

20a-21a ~! , ~! , ;..ril! 
- v=-JI -

14a-15a ~1 , ~ . . 
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, 0 • 

llb-12a i>..; 

15a-16 ;;_.,....., 

20a-21a ~-~ 
, , . 

30b-31b _)~ , ~ 

17b-18a ~ ...,;= 

15a-16a ~ 

36b-37a 0-:~·'·..6: , 14a-15a ::il:..b 
15a-16a ~~1 

5b-7a ~Lb.JI 

32a-32b 0~ 

5a-5b ~~ , ~ 

34b-35a ~ ;1 
l0b-lla ~ , 3a-4a ~ f 

15a-16a ~~ 
, . , 

12a-13a _.,~ , ~ 

35a-35b ~ , 5b-7a ~ , ~ 

27b-28a ~; I , ~_y-
28a-29a ~1 

-~1-

16b-17a ~ j.11 

33b-34b 3.fa. 1.> 
26b-27b ~:..z1 :::,o:j1 , 33b-34b ~:--zl -~ ~ -~ 

36b-37a ;..~1 i_.,)-1 
3a-4a ~I.fa 

3a-4a:wi:. 

7b-8b 1..>li Y. , ½?xi Y. 

26b-27b ~;:ill 

29a-30a ~1_)1 di1 

- ~U;JI -

22a-23a ~I 

24b-25b ~..? 

3a-4a~ & 

34b-35a 'c.): , 17a-17b c~ 
35a-35b ~ 

17b-18a _fa. __; 

" 18a-19a _; 

, . 
14a-15a J..,; 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

15a-16a :U _.,__; 

16b-17a J.)11 

35a-35b ~1 1.5.:i~ , 34b-35a .:i~ ... 
, . 

15a-16a J,::--J , 3a-4a J-J 

3a-4aJ'_.,~~ µ 
4a-4b J <,~:; 

lb-2a µ1 , 15a-16a i~ 

30b-3lb ~I 

35a-35b ~ 

3a-4a~ ,_? 

7b-8bw 

- ..JliJI -

3a-4aJ~ 

3a-4a J~ , J~ , :_,0l:3 

3a-4a~ j.;J ,:ft; 

15a-16a ~ 

16b-17a ~I~ 

20a-21a ~ 

24b-25b , 21a-22a 1) 
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404 INDICES 

22a-23a o _,_fa 29a-30a , 28a-29a i jj 

30b-3lb ''":"') 29a-30a ~fa1 , 28a-29a ~f 
17b-18a :,:,jj 2a-3a 'Loi~ i~[J 

18a-19a ))J I 29a-30a t li:) I , 26a-26b t, lJ I 

18a-19a jl ,_)1 26a-26b t,~1 

17a-17b 'J>l_,k 31b-32a J :...ii 

30b-3lb ~ , ~- ~II - J~I -

4a-4b >·,.·;I 15a-16a ~ ~ 

18a-19a , 17b-18a ':?.:,~I \S- ;.,~:; 3a-4a ~~:...S-

4a-4b ~ 3a-4a r~ rJ' 
33b-34b ~-:,1 :.t1 ~ 12a-13a, r.J11 rJ'Y , r.J1 , 4a-4b rJ-1 

4a-4b~I 16a r;::, 13b-14a rP 
lOb-lla ' 1 fa'..'.; 33b-34b , 30a-30b ,~ W" 

4a-4b ~ : f~ , ~ 30a-30b ~ Ll 

3a-4a ~ J:; 3a-4a r% , ~ 
26a-26b , 12a-13a ~ , ;; ? 3a-4a ':, lS'.:i :.::, :...S-

27b-28a ':,).!I 26b-27b :ci ~ , :ci j,} , :ci _H 

35a-35b , 29a-30a , 27b-28a , 26b-27b J ~ - ~I -

26b-27b J~ JJ , 29a-30a , 27b-28a J) llb-12a J 

33b-34b , 30a-30b j., ~ , 22a-23a ~ lJ 24b-25b r:,.I.;; /,1 , 21a-22a r) 
30b-3lb J).: , J): , 32a-32b J)i)I 24b-25b , 21a-22a r) 

31b-32a ~ , 32a-32b 'ii) 35a-35b () 

28a-29a Jlj. 17b-18a ~ , ~= ':) 
29a-30a J)i J.: 34b-35a ".::..:.J 

30a-30b ~I ~ 20a-21a ;a~l~: 

26b-27b U ))11 3a-4a ~W::.JI 

2a-3a l. ~ r lJ 34b-35a ~ 

27b-28a r~ 15a-16a ~1. iii 

3a-4a 'wlJ ~ lla-llb ~ 
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30a-30b t'~ , L~ 
35a-3sb _).:_:T J r~T ~1 ~ ~ 

3a-4a ::i0 
- ~1-

33b-34b ~L.. , ~i.: , '~i.: 

3sa-3sb L1~ '..:J_j i.: 

lla-llb c..W 

18a-19a -.)~ , 17b-18a -M , ~..),..~ , ..)M 

18a-19a -'-o.-0 , ..l.oA 

4b-5a ..::.,~_r 

14a-15a c0 
, , 

15a-16a ~ 

26b-27b ..::., ->::-" , ~ , ~ 
, , 

27b-28a ~G_)I 

, , 

21a-22a r.-" 

- u,:JI -

16b-17a ~I 

5b-7a _:r:, 
, , 

3a-4a~3 

17a-17b ~ 
fa - ,, ,, 

20a-21a ~ 

3a-4a ~ 13 j 

15a-16a ~Ll 

16b-17a LJI 

, , 

15a-16a ~ 

' lOb-lla --~ 

20a-21a J~:~ 
20a-21a ~~ 

2a-3a ~ 

2a-3a ~I 

30b-3lb ,_ :1 ,_: 0 1 '-~ 0 1 ...,_,., 0"'3 ~ 

28a-29a :(..__,:. 

- ~i.i1 -
5a-5b '..1.;1~ , ..l.;.J..lb 

3a-4a 0.J..lb 

24a-24b , 7b-8b 1.5 -4-" 

7b-8b 03 -4-" 

3a-4a~l~I 

jl o,..,.. 

34b-35a ..::.:J _yfb 

l0b-lla J,-i~ , 21a 3i;1 

34b-35a , 7b-8b Ji I ~ 1 1.5 .:U. 

Sb-7a , 4b-5a G, 

4b-5a I~ 

24b-25b ~ 6 

7b-8b ~ 

7a-7b 13~ , t;, , 7a-7b , 5b-7a Y'" 

llb-12a ~ , _yb3 , 7b-8b ~ , _Y'" 

llb-12a 0 WI ~_; 

27b-28a ~ ~I , 30a-30b t'~ , t.Lb 

- .J!JJI -

24b-2sb -.,G 

24b-25b 0'~ 

24b-25b ~~ 
jl )' ,... ,.. ,.. ,.. 

25b-26a ~ ~ 3 

, , 

3a-4a~3 

2a-3a~~ ~~ 

16b-17a J:--~ I 
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33b-34b ~;.1 
30b-3lb .:ib. , '.....,,_1~ 

, -
33b-34b ..u-1 ..u-1 

.;, ,.. ,.. )I .,, ,.. ,.. }' 

33b-34b ~ , ~ _, 

9b-10b fi~~ 

30b-3lb, 26b-27b ~I~ , 28a-29a ~lj~ 

33b-34b cl::,~ 
33b-34b j-.., l_,1 

34b-35a ' .. r,"":.:I 

26a-26b~Y.. ~ 
,.. )I ,.. ,.. ,.. 

25b-26 ~ _, ~ _, 

35b-36b ~ ~ _, 

, -
25b-26a ;;~ 

-
26a-26b ..:;.,~_, 

20a-21a '......_:j'- , ~I , -_..:.;I ')':! .. 
- - -

26a-26b ~ y , 16b-17a ~~I 

13b-14a J-"~ 
34b-35a "..::, Ii... 

INDICES 

,.. )I ,.. ,.. ,.. 

25b-26a jj _, jj _, 

18a-19a l_)l:,~ ).; )~ 

35b-36b .. .. 
~ <S-' 

25b-26a ~%:JI 

15a-16a ~:J~1 

9b-1 Ob ~ ~~~ 

- ~~I -

7b-8b ~ 

24b-25b :..r~ ~ 
33b-34b ._;.-., 1 

25b-26a ~ ~ 

26b-27b ~ , .r-Y.. , 22a-23a ~ I 

28a-29a ~;. , r-:" , 20a-21a _;:..;1 

16a ~1 ,~~ 
, , 

35a-35b .:_;J y 
,.. )I ,.. ,.. ,.. 

25b-26a ~ ~ 

12a-13a :;,;.1 , ~ 
,.. Jl. ,.. ,.. ,.. 

25b-26a ~ &-



§ 5. Index of Qur>anic quotations in the Introduction and Commentary 

Sur. V. par. or p. Sur. v. par. or p. 
1: 2-3 (173 b) 5: 37 (44 b) 
1: 5 (343) 5: 71 (275) 
1: 7 (93 c) 5: 100 (266 b) 
2: 4 (327 c) 5: 119 (44 b) 
2: 6 (233), (368) 6: 25 ( 192), (207) 
2: 19 (173 b ), (263) 6: 47 (105 b) 
2: 25 (21) 6: 53 (173 b) 
2: 31 (12 b) 6: 80 (125 g) 
2: 34 (6) 6: 91 (105 b) 
2: 35 (53) 6: 93 (44 b) 
2: 43 (105 b) 6: 143 (233 b) 
2: 71 (224) 7: 20 (316) 
2: 72 (207) 7: 50 (44 b) 
2 91 (93 c) 7: 77 (173 b) 
2: 93 (105 b) 7: 143 (173 b) 
2: 94 (105 b) 7: 166 (105 b) 
2: 102 (93 c) 7: 167 (173 b) 
2: 116 (202) 7: 199 (231) 
2: 128 (307) 8: 35 (170) 
2: 133 (173 b) 8: 44 (180) 
2: 143 (44 b) 9: 12 (228 b) 
2: 157 (38) 9: 36 (263) 
2: 164 (296) 9: 38 (207) 
2: 170 (173 b) 9: 46 (248) 
2: 213 (173 b) 9: 64 (105 b) 
2: 233 (51 b) 9: 80 (173 b) 
2: 235 (173 b) 9: 83 (105 b) 
2: 237 (305) 9: 99 (173 b) 
2: 248 (348 b) 9: 109 (291) 
2: 255 (173 b) 9: 127 p. 10 
2: 269 (190), (207) 10: 15 (228 b) 
2: 280 (248) 10: 22 (296) 
2: 282 (142) 10: 24 (191), (207) 
2: 284 (173 b) 10: 35 (204) 
3: 14 (173 b) 10: 101 (105 b), (288) 
3: 61 (105 b) 11: 41 (24 c) 
3: 85 (173 b) 11: 43 (24 g) 
3: 110 (44 b) 11: 44 (298) 
3: 120 (184) 11: 66 (173 b) 
3: 129 (173 b) 11: 73 (348 d) 
3: 142 (51 f) 11: 78 (173 b) 
3: 147 (173 b) 11: 103 (93 b) 
3: 151 (173 b) 11: 105 (51 e) 
3: 156 (44 b) 12: 10 (296 c) 
3: 185 (173 b) 12: 13 (93 d) 
4: 1 (53 b) 12: 31 (288) 
4 5 (266 b) 12: 35 (328 c) 
4: 60 (296 c) 12: 53 (5) 
4 71 (105 b), (224) 12: 76 (322) 
4: 81 (173) 12: 90 (233) 
4 92 (296 b) 13: 5 (233) 
4: 101 (152 b) 13: 9 (307) 
4 125 (202) 14: 22 p.3 
4: 156 (173 b) 15: 29 (5) 
5: 3 (22 c), (105 b) 15: 29 (6) 
5: 7 (296 b) 15: 54 (125 g) 
5: 9 (105 b) 15: 58 (6) 
5: 20 (93 c) 15: 68 (296 b) 



408 INDICES 

16: 1 (44 b) 27: 47 (207) 
16: 5 (241) 27: 59 (233 b) 
16: 14 (296) 27: 69 (105 b) 
16: 40 (105 b) 28: 34 (241) 
16: 70 (173 b) 29: 26 (173 b) 
16: 89 (25) 29: 41 (202) 
16: 91 (173 b) 29: 64 (271) 
17: 24 (6) 29: 67 (24 g) 
17: 64 (105 b) 30: 1-3 (248) 
17: 80 (24 d) 30: 17 (24 e) 
17: 93 (105 b) 30: 27 (143 c) 
18: 18 (46) 30: 51 (44 b) 
18: 64 (307) 31: 11 (24 b) 
18: 77 (202) 31: 20 (368) 
18: 97 (209) 31: 34 (93 d) 
19: 2 (173 b) 32: 5 (232) 
19: 4 (173 b) 33: 10 (173 b) 
19: 7 (232) 33: 27 (42) 
19: 23 (38) 33: 33 (183) 
19: 24 (82 b) 34: 9 (173 b) 
19: 26 (239 b) 34: 19 (24 d) 
19: 29 (173 b) 35: 9 (44 b) 
19: 61 (24 h) 35: 12 (296) 
19: 66 (38) 36: 49 (205) 
20: (220) 37: 8 ( 192), (207) 
20: 33 (173 b) 38: 32 (327 c) 
20: 35 (173 b) 38: 41-42 (288) 
20: 77 (51) 39: 17 (296 c) 
20: 81 (184) 39: 46 (235 b) 
20: 97 (181) 40: 60 (105 b) 
20: 132 (231) 41: 40 (105 b) 
21: 54 (53) 41: 50 (173 b) 
21: 73 (249) 42: 5 (97) 
21: 98 (109) 43: 57 (170) 
22: 15 (110b) 44: 43 (348 d) 
22: 25 (44 b) 45: 24 (13 b) 
22: 29 (110 b) 46: 17 (92) 
22: 36 (173) 46: 32 (232) 
22: 45 (295 b) 47: 4 (24 e) 
22: 65 (173 b) 47: 18 (173b ),(232) 
22: 67 (163) 51: 1 (173) 
22: 78 (9) 51: 55 (22 c) 
23: 1 (45), (224) 53: 22 (269) 
23: 29 (24 c) 53: 31 (45) 
23: 36 (348 b) 53: 50 (224) 
23: 44 (330) 54: 15 (190) 
23: 91 (235) 54: 16 (194) 
23: 97 (105 b) 54: 48 (368) 
24: 45 (173 b) 55: 39 (327 b) 
24: 61 (105 b) 56: 2 (23 b) 
24: 62 (173 b) 56: 65 (181) 
25: 43 (173 b) 56: 74 (118) 
25: 49 (263), (353) 56: 89 (5) 
26: 77 (296 b) 61: 12 (21), (173 b) 
26: 119 (296) 62: 10 (105 b) 
26: 215 (6) 64: 9 (21) 
26: 224 (51 e) 65: 11 (21) 
26: 227 (24 c) 66: 10 (348 d) 
27: 25 (241) 66: 12 (331) 
27: 27 (44 b) 67: 16 (228 b) 
27: 44 (327 b) 69: 4 (23 b) 
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69: 8 (23 b) 78: 28 (27) 
69: 21 (24 g) 78: 35 (27) 
69: 29 (345 b) 80: 3-4 (190), (207) 
69: 28 (345 b) 81: 1-2 (44 b) 
70: 3-4 (173) 89: 6 (173 b) 
71: 10 (105 b) 89: 19 (330) 
71: 16 (173 b) 89: 27-28 (5) 
73: 2 (288) 92: 1-2 (307 b) 
73: 3 (288) 94: 1 (51 f) 
73: 14 (295 b) 97: 5 (163) 
74: 6 (184) 101: 10 (345 b) 
75: 40 (180) 106: 2 (228 b) 
77: 11 (321) 107: 1 (236) 
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§ 6. Index of Qur>anic readers in the Introduction and Commentary 

'Abd Allah b. Abi Isl,laq (233) 
Abu 'Amr (92), (109), (173, b ), (202), 

(204), (205), (224), (263), (307), 

(321) 
Abu Bakr (204), (205), (263) 

Abu I-Darda (296) 
Abu Ga'far (46), (51 f), (205) 

Abu I:Iayya al-Numairi (327 c) 

Al-A 'mas (205) 
'Amr b. 'Ubaid (327 b) 
Al-A 'rag (205) 
'A~im (24 b), (35), (110 b), 

( 183 ), (205), 

Ayyub al-Sibtiyani (327) 
Al-Fai9 b. Gazwan (180) 

I:Iaf~ (291) 
I:Iamza p. 2, (35), (53 b), (110 b), 

(173), (205), (209), (228 b ), (263), 

(291), (307), (348 d) 

Al-I:Iasan al-Ba~ri (120), (205), (202), (296 c) 
I:Iassan (170) 
Hisam (46), (205) 
Ibn 'Abbas (202) 

Ibn al-'Ala' (see Abu 'Amr) 

Ibn 'Amir (35), (109), (228 b), 
(233), (266), (307), (348 d) 

Ibn Qakwan (205) 
Ibn Ka!ir (109), (205), (263), 

(291), (307), (327 b), (327 c), (368) 
Ibn Mas'ud (202), (328 c) 
Ibn Mugahid (51 b) 

Ibn Wanab (51 f) 

Al-Kisa'i (46), (110 b), (163), (173 b), 

(205), (228 b ), (235), (236), (263), 
Nafi' (125 g), (183), (204), (224), (241), 

(263), (266), (307) 

Al-Na!}fi (51 f) 

Qalun (205) 
Qunbul (327 c) 
Sa'id b. Gubair (322) 
Al-Susi (307) 

'fall,la b. Mu~arraf (45), (180), (239 b) 
Ubbay (348 b) 
Wars (205) 
Ya'qub al-l:la9rami (109), (173 b), 

(263) 

Zaid b. Iabit (120), (348 b) 
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§ 7. Index of verse quotations in the Commentary 

(60b) :c1 1:-"·. G-~T 
_) ~ 

(140) ;J ~~ ;1 L~ :.::,~ ~! 
(224) ~i: '.r}:~ ~ 41 ~1 

(51 e) ~'.;;; I.?··::; ~1 ~1 

(51 d) l.b0.:ip ~ ~ ~1 ~-~~1 
(321 c) ._;-,~ J! ~_.u)T ~1 

(20b) ;J ~1 ;I :; 0! :.:J~1 :.:J~1 
(51) -iL ~ ~ :.~fj 11 ....,,...., . .) .r."'"' 0 . . . 

<212) ~;__)i ~ ~~~T 1·~1 

(170) ~~ t\JT G.)~ rG5JT 1~1 
(29) GI) ~ ~~ ~ ~~ !'~! 

(239 c) ~ :JJ~ ~ ~ J~ 1·~! 

(237) ~~1: 0__,l,~ ~_; r~ I~! 

(265) ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ t (~! 

(345 b) rSWi ¥ [/;; ~ "~' 
(358) JW ~~1 -~ Lo I~! 

. 

(51 ct) lli 1 ~ 1-:.J_) J ~ G...1 1.o 1·~ 1 
. . 

(331) ~~ i~ ~ :~ 0el 0) 
(236) J;1 ~ ~ t,.:T ~) 

(125 f) 1·.,__,c1 "! :::,-~~ ~! ~) 

(236) ~ r){S' · .. ::: ~1 ~) 
(236) ~ r){S' · .. ::: ~, ~) 

(236) ~~~ ~ ~ ~ 0-:>1 
(307 b) :~IL .:L .:JL:;cl Lo · ::. I ~- . .) ~ . . . 

025 c) ~-:>t1 r~ L ~f1 
(328 b) :Jj.: -~G~ ~ ~j :;1 

. . 
(338) .:L_; ~~jT -J Ll ~1 

(24 c) )Gli: J 0 ) ;1 ._j> J;~1 

(41):~ ~I~-.,~ Q J)l 
(344) ¼ Q ~)~ :.iJ w;1 :11 

(24 c) ~~ GC 4lJ ~I 

(41)~ !=WI ~1·., ~-., ~1 J! 

(36) ~:..ii ~ ~~;_. ~ · .. ~:·\T t.ol 

(322) ~~ ~~~ ~-.,~~T ~1 

(25) ~'~C,: i\:; ~ :.:J;;. ~1 

(51 b) ~~~ ·~Cl ~ 0 1)_; ~1 

(296 c) 0~ ~ ~ ~ jiJI ~~bj 
. . . 

(73 c) ~)_;li ~~-_<IT~ G1 
(248) l_,/.:i~~ ;;.IT 1_;-½-1 ~ 0! 

(143 c) 0 ~ ·~wT L ':?~1 0! 

(234) ~;1T IY'G~T ~ ~ ~GlT 0! . 
(24 c) ~~ ~ ~ ~/,.LT 0! 

(60) o}:.s 01_,;..j 01_,.;..~I ::,. 0! 
* ,.. ,.. ,.. 

(263) 1 __ 0 S' ~,- _ -~ :; '.--.;Ji GJ 

(235 b) w1 ~:...:,. ~ 111 J.! 
(212) _. :rn :t~ :-:-';.rr 0 ·..J Ji 

(133) Kl 41 ;I ·(; i;~1 

(121) ~ <::~I :J. _-llf ~ 
(38) -::,QI ;;~ ~ 

(235 c) 1~ ~~I ::,. L.-~j 

(235 c) 1~ ~~I ::,. L.-~j 
(27) i¼ ~ '-:' c;.;..1 ~)\:; 

(133) ~;.: ~ J ~<~ ~:,~ 
(140) ~c~rn ~~-., ~ ~-:>~ 

(340b) ~1~ ~1 ~ 1·~1 ._j> 
(295 b) ~>~ ::=J~ :; ~j:J ? 

(261) ~~½ ~! j:Ji ~ ~ ._j> 
(233)~l$J ~--½1 r)IT ~ "~1 ·..:;,;. 

(339) f ;~ ~; J~ 
(125 e) ~ ~~ J .:!~ ::,J.:i . . . 

(364) ~i;. _),~~ Jf-- :.:J1·~ 

(37)y<>~ _) '-:'I.:-! IY'c;. ::) ~~~ 
(220) :(:::~ J0'i ;(.j' -~ ~I~ 

. . . 

(330) ~ j ~ r G ~~ 
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(121) ~ _j ~.., ./-' l.J 
(237) ~~ ..tT J- ' - ',:-~ ~c.., 

.r-'.J v= 
(237) ·Gr O l --:;.Lij ·8C.., 1.5, .Ju __,., ....... -1, 

c231) ~L 01 _:;)ll,jl dL.:JL.. 

(295b) ~;.:?[)Ji~~ ',1_~> 
(236) t:-~ ~ ~) ~~ ~ ~ l.., 

(336) J;,.:., ~ ~-~ '-? -~ ili.:.,, 

(316) ~t;~ Jl ~~~ ~~ 
c181) ~ G r ~ ~~J~ ~ : .. r~[; 

(147) ~I) :::,-~i;;} 0-~ (:::~ 

(180) LS ~ ;,~ 1_;, 
(53) L .. ~'<.., G_ri ,_;;) r_r.l~ 

(109) Jj~ ~LS~ ~l ~~ 
c24 c) ~ }') U:.. .J 0 '-2LT 0~ 

c116) c.};. ~½ J-~l ~~ 
c20 c) l:?:·G:: :~1 ::_,;.1 Jl ::_,;.1; 

(367) ~jG.: ~ ~G ~~-.,Q 
(77 b) .' let; J' t; ~- : .. - ~o v .J 0...r-:-! -· 

(335) ~.,~1 ~ 1~ Jjj 
(110 c) ;;' o,..J ~ I.. l,._, - ~ 

'Y . - . .U-,-:, ~ 
"' ,.. ,.. ,.. .. ,.. 

(292) ;..s-i-~ bi ~! d)fa 
(27)~;~ ~~ 

(194) ~~ ::;-....:.JT :..;t1 LS :..;11.; 
(328 b) ~~ j~~ ~~ .;)~ 

(114) ~~- c,_/ i jiJI i_; Jlii 
(342) ·t::1· ::,_; ~ ~~ : .. 1%; 

(125 d) ~ ~\J ~'~ ¼ 

(318) ~t, ~ :::,~1 ~~ CL 
(233) J:-4 ;; ~ ~)i 9 9 

, - -
(22c) ~j $. 0J'~ t" ~ 9 

(356) ,-... :'Ji JS' ',',. :~ ~ ~~ 
- -

(292) ~ ~ Ji ~ ' .. -"I~ '..J 
(295 b) 1'~ :J ~ :.£ _} 01$' '..G 

(345) 2:.:) :; ~-.,~~ '..J 

(45) 0~ 0~ L, ~~ ~ 
(363) ~ ,~~ ~; ~ ~ ~ 1$' 

INDICES 

c24c)~ _J ~T :::,~ )$

(235) C~-: ~1 ~ :~~ 
(23) ~!$' -~L-.1 ~ ~8~ JS, 

(125 b) ~1 J1 _fa ~ ~ 
(20 d) ~ i ~ r c;1 :1 :1 

(340) &- -.. i_i J ~l ~~ 
(307 d) '_ :·:.(' :. L b....o 1 J:J I ~ ;J 

~yJ. • .• 

(292) ___;~ ~~I /'L:;, _..c.,1 13..J 
(315) ~l j, ..,~1 ~ 

(83)~-~ ~;:.a:;~ 01$' ~ 
(331) f :; ~j ~-~" II 4 ' .. )1 

(24) :J):_: ~-.,1~ ~ W ~~ l->5~ ~ 
(371) 2, ~~ ~-., ~ ~1 0 C u 

(357) ~~ ~ ~ ~.)Gl Q 
(243) ~~ -., l_yJI t/, '..J _·· : :':, } 

(109) ~ d-.l~ ~L:JI ...:.o ~ _,J 

c161)~~ ~ ~GI ~1 {1 
- - -

(298)~ G :Z ",:;: ~ 
- - l.,··<J"--' -

(264) :··~ d~~TI :::,c :; ~ 
(115b)~_? ~)T p~ ::..::1 C 

(51) I:?~-,.-~ ~T ~C...::l ~ ~1 C 
(45) j...0T ~1 :; ' .. f:,, J)l j:o 

(121) (~~ ~j ~ ~1 .&... 
,.. "' ,.. ,.. ,.. 

(235) (U; 0}:; ~1 J;:JT -~ L:.: 

(115b);_:_jr ~ 1)'G Jt;. ~:; 
(336) 0j.Ji ~ c:~ ~ L> ;2 

- - , 

(170) ~ ~I t:1 r__:1 ~..,'j 
(29)~L',. ,1 ~, -J 0;u1 ~ 
(51) 1.J_\:.:: ~ ~ 0~j :::,~ 

(363) ~ ;~~~ 0~ I~ 
,.. ,.. .. 

c11 c) !$'~ J, j..JT ___; _;; ~ 
- -

(367) ~ ~ ~l r~T -.,::~:~ ~ 
(197) ~b -., _ _i,;~ l:?jj ~~;. 

(239 c) ~-~ -~ \.S-~~:i 1·::: :~ ~~ 

(140) ~\$' -½..Ji ~i.. :; ~G 
,., ,., ,., ,., 

(343) '-?_ill (iA :fa ~c;., j'~ 



(345c)~ ~ ~ :~ ~G 
(348d) ~ .;~: :J~ ~1 
(60) ;;)...$' ::/,_;..! ~;l.»?ll ::,.. 0L, 

(325) ~i,.:1 w~ ;;~~ 
(51) L·,. 0

~ ~::::, : ~-·. . . ~ ') 

(327) cl. . · U ~-- ~-
. If -· ...s--> . ') 

(373) 0.:i ~; JR.JI J;; 0~ 1·.:i t"~ 
(23) ~~ ~ oG~ ;.T Y. yc.j ~~ 

(24 c) ~~T -~ ~JT ~t.; r-1~ 
(209) L' 0 

• G~ 1.:i I ~ 
-~ • 0 _') 

(18) J"I) 1~ ~UI ~~ -.,~ ..(;.J 

(18) J"I) -~ y"°./11 ,~L. -.,~ ..(;_) 

(262) ~1 ~): ~ ~ 0

•• ·~'.~ ~~ 
(370) r,f, Lwi ~Li I. ~ ~-

'-\!-'-' • ~ ') 

(152) ~~ 0 /.:i ~ rJ~ 

(295 b) ~_;1: t..lb ~ts::, 
(180) ~ ~~i; ~~ ~ 

(307) · .. ~f:.. L. 0fa ~}:1_) 
(51 c) # ):;~ ~-~~ ~~ 

(22 c) ~G J=_;1J1 :JJ ~G,1 '..Ii!~ 
(93 c) ,/' ~ r-°rn ~ .:,.:1 '..Ii!~ 
(327) 0

•• n~; ~~;, c.1 ~)u~ 
(23) :)., ~~½ ,._;-I,, 01 )_) 

(121) J_)~ i.f ~1 ;.;.i1 y:_';s ~_) 
(328) J= ")1 SC ~ ~ C.. ~ C.~ 

(25) 1./J~ ~~ IS' Ip J lj c.~ 
o·~-1) ~ ·.,(·jJ~ ~11~ L~ 

(355) '..,_:,i;,.. J ~ ~~ . . 
(344) ~ jLl :'~ ~ ~ ~~ 

(121) ~"-i: ~ 0ls· r ;.~ 
(60) bl ~ ;._;1 :; ;._;1 ~ 

(296 c) ;:~~o \S;_;il ~1)1 ~j ~ 

(327)~T ~ ~T ~ ~ j., C 

(307 c) ~ ~~½ ~ )-' Y. 

(326) J;Ji ~_.,lS"..J~ -,_; j., C 

(334) ~~T ~ ~I J;~ C 

INDICES 413 

(41) ',::.:;:., ~1 ::J:;_;. ~ rJ ~ 
(263) ~: _: • c.,.:., G1 ~ C 

(73 c) 0 .)1 } !I:?~ ~ Y. 

(363).:J 0"' ~~ ~ ~ C 

(345 c) !fa .J~ ;t;,.; ~ 

(60) bl C ~G :;T ~; C 
(38) L.)C ~_) ~; ~ ~ Y. 

(366) r01 ~:n :~:J.:i J~ ~ 

(344) J ~ l:?_~l J 0~G,; 

(359) ~[;.~ i.s!1 tJj C 4.~ 
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§ 8. Index of poets in the Commentary 

Al-'Abbas b. Mirdas al-Sularni (295 b) 
'Abd Allah b. RawaJ:ta al-An~ari (125 d) 
'Abd al-Aswad b. 'Amir b. Guwain 

al-Ta'i (335) 
'Abd al-Aswad al-Ta'i (335) 
'Abd al-Qais b. ljaffaf (307 b) 
'Abd Yagu! b. Waqqas al-I:Iari!i (51), 

(262) 
'Abid b. al-Abra~ (180) 
Abu 1-Aswad al-Du'ali (236) 
Abu 1-Aswad al-Ta'i (335) 
Abu Kahil al-Yaskari (357) 
Abu 1-Nagm (109), (338), (348 d) 
Abu 1-'Umai!al (331) 
Abu Umayya al-Fac,11 b. al-'Abbas b. 

'Utba b. Abi Lahab (248) 
Abu Zaid: Sa'id b. Aus b. Tabit 

al-An~ari (340) 
Al-Ac,lbat b. Qurai' al-Sa'di (125 b) 
'Adiy (73 c), (263) 
Al-Abtal (29), (109) 
Al-Al_lwa~ (60) 
'Ali b. Abi Talib (363) 
'Alqama b. 'Abada (24 c), (295 b) 
'Amr b. Ubt Gagima al-Abras (363) 
'Antara (307 c) 
Al-A 'sa (235) 
Al-Ba'i! b. I:Iurai! (235) 
Bint 'Abd al-1:Iari! al-Yarbu'i (235 c) 
Bisr b. Abi ljazim (23) 
Bugair b. Ganama al-Ta'i (364) 
:i;:>u Gadan al-I:Iumairi (234) 
Dukain (327) 
:i;:>u 1-Rumma (233), (328 b) 
Al-Farazdaq (23), (51), (115 b), (143 c), 

(167), (220), (243), (328 c) 
Gami' b. 'Amr b. Murbiya" 

al-Kalbi (233) 
Garnil (20 d), (22 c), (51 d), (121), (343) 
Garir (243), (327 c), (363) 
Giran al-'Awd (83), (209) 
ljalaf al-Al_lmar (355) 
Al-ljansa' (163) 
I:Iassan b. 'fabit al-An~ari (237) 
I:Iumaid b. I:Iurai! b. Bal_ldal al-Kalbi (73 c) 
I:Iurai! b. 'Annab al-Nabhani al-Ta'i (239 c) 
Ibn al-'Abbas (77 c) 
Ibn Barny (22 c) 
Ibn l:lilliza al-Y askur ( 60 b) 
Ibn 'fabit al-An~ari al-Sal_labi (345 b) 
'Ilba' b. Arqam al-Yaskart (334) 
Imru'u 1-Qais (51 d), (60 b), (121), (330), 

(358) 
'Isa b. 'Umar (37) 

Isma'il b. Yasar (236) 
'Iyac,l b. Durra al-Ta'i (261) 
Ka'b b. Malik al-An~ari (133) 
Ku!ayyir (170), (327) 
Labid b. Rabi'a al-'Amiri (243), (344) 
Magnun b. 'Amir (23), (328 b) 
Maisun bint Ba]:idal (51 c) 
Man~ur b. MisgaJ:t al-.Qabbi (194) 
Man'.?ur b. Muf!id al-Asadi (371) 
Marl_lab al-Yahudiy (292) 
Mayya bint Umm 'Utba Ibn al-1:lari! 

(235 c) 
Al-Mazini (51), (106) 
Miskin al-Darirni (20 b) 
Muc,larris b. Rib'i al-Asadi (342) 
Mm;iarris b. Rib'i al-Fiq'asi (342) 
Muhalhil Abi Laila 'Adi b. Rabi'a 

al-Taglibi (316) 
Al-Mutanabbi (140), (345 c) 
Nahsal b. I:Iarn (121) 
Nu~aib (18), (114) 
Al-Qaisi (340 b) 
Qu~ayy b. Kilab (212) 
Al-Ra'i (25), (147) 
Rakkac,l b. Abbaq al-Dubairi (236) 
Ru'ba b. al-'Aggag (24 c), (41), 

(51), (121), (125 f), (140), (170), 
(298), (363), (366), (367) 

Ruwaisid b. Ka!ir al-Ta'i (296 c) 
Al-Sabi' (36) 
Salim b. Dara al-Gatafani (60) 
Samr b. 'Amr al-I:Ianafi (93 c) 
Al-Sulaik b. al-Salka al-Sa'di (295 b) 
Suraqa b. Mirdas al-Azdi al-Bariqi (236) 
Tarnim b. Abi Muqbil (307 d), (322) 
Tarafa (25), (29), (125 c), (367) 
Tarifb. Tarnim al-'Ambari al-Tamimi (292) 
'Udail (73 c) 
'Ugair al-Saliili Gahin:y (77 b) 
Al-'Umani al-Ragiz (363) 
'Umar b. Abi Rabi'a (53), (181), (318), (343) 
Umayya b. Abi al-Salt (24 c), (235 b) 
Umm al-Banin hint 'Utaiba b. al-1:lari! (235 c) 
Umm al-Hu!aim (265) 
'Umran b. I:Iattan (110 c) 
'Urwa b. I:Iizam al-'Ugri (345 c) 
Al-Walid b. Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik b. 

Marwan (315) 
Yazid b. al-Ta!riya (342) 
Zaid b. 'Amr b. Nufail al-Qurasi al

'Adawi (237) 
Zuhair b. Abi Sulma al-Muzani (197), 

(292), (307) 



§ 9. Index of peoples, tribes, leaders, celebrities, schools, places, 
languages and deities in the Introduction and Commentary 

'Abd al-'Aziz (363) 
'Abd al-'Aziz b. Marwan (170), (327) 
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (248) 
Abu 1-Fatl;l p. 12 
Abu Sufyan (133) 
'Ad (224) 

Adam (12 b), (53) 
Adonis (235 c) 
Akkadian (46 b), (73 c), (77), (139), 

(169), (235 b), (376) 
'Ali b. Abi Talib p. 6, (5), (27), (292), 

(363) 
Allatu (235 c) 
'Amr b. Mas'ud (334) 
Ancient West Semitic (301) 
Ancients p. 30 
Al-Andalus p. 5, (372) 
Al-An~ar (269), (348 b), (348 b) 
Apollo (235 c) 
Arab p. 28, 33, (13), (43), (55), (63), 

(64), (176), (188 b) 
Arabic p. 24, 28, 30, (12), (13 b), 

(14 c), (22), (39), (45), (46), (58), 
(60), (71), (73 c), (77), (89 b), 
(91), (93), (97), (105), (111 b), 
(132), (134), (136), (153), (157), 
(158), (169), (177 b), (180), (188 b), 
(212), (225), (233), (235), (242), 
(246), (258), (328 c), (348 b), (367), 
(372 b ), (376) 

Arabs p. 30, 33, (14 b), (32), (36), 
(37), (40), (42), (45), (51 f), 
(71), (77 d), (81 b), (82 b), (89 b), 
(97), (100), (118), (125 d), (133), 
(138), (217), (232), (233), (235 c), 
(236), (241), (252), (275), (284), 
(329), (340 c), (348 d), (353), 
(372) 

Aramaic (39 b), (100), (217), (219), 
(222), (225), (231 ), (301 ), 
(348 b ), (367) 

Asad (77 d), (82 b), (100), (179) 
Assyrian (217), (367) 
Azd (328 c), (364) 
Babylonian (235 c) 
Bagdad (12) 
Baghdadian p. 4, (12) 
Bahila (331) 
Bahra' (99) 
Bakr b. Wa'il (82 b), (109), (344) 
Banu 'Adiy (36) 
Banu 'Amir (181), (243) 
Banii 1-'Anbar b. Tamim (368) 
Banu 'Awfb. Sa'd (336) 
Banii Dubair (298) 
Banii Fab'as (298) 
Banii 1-l::lari! b. Ka'b (81 b) 

Banu Ibad (104) 
Banii Kinana (335) 
Banu Mazin (24 c), (367) 
Banu Sabal;l (51 d) 
Banii Sa'd (339) 
Banii Taim Allah b. Tallaba (141) 
Banu Tu'al (330) 
Banii 'Ugra (115 b) 
Banii Yaskar (357) 
Ban ii Y askur (357) 
Basrans p. 3, 6, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 

(10), (12, b), (13, b), (14 b), 
(18)-(20), (21), (28), (29), (40), 
(43), (46 b), (48), (53, b), (60), 
(73 b), (77), (84 b), (91), (93), 
(101), (111), (114), (120)-(123), 
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(92), (108), (114), (120), (122), 
(202), (235), (263), (344), (345 b), 
(363), (373) 

Zain al-Din Mul:iammad b. al-I:Iasan 
al-Tabrizi p. 5 

Zamabsari p. 25, 26, (10), (12), (16), 
(22, C ), (23, b ), (24, C ),(25), (26), 
(27), (39 b), (41)-(43), (44), (45), 
(48), (51, e), (53, b), (54), (57), (59), 
(60), (64), (68), (81), (83), (84 b), (89), 
(91), (92), (93 c), (96), (105), (106), 
(114), (125, b), (130), (132), (136), 
(138), (141), (143, b, c), (144), 
(146), (156), (157), (159), (162)-
(168), (170), (173, b), (175), (176), 
(180), (187), (188, b), (189), (190)-
(192, c), (193), (194)-(197), (199), 
(200), (203 b), (207), (208), (212), 
(219), (220), (222)-(224), (228, b), 
(232), (233), (234), (235), (236), (239 c), 
(244), (248), (249), (263), (267)-(269, 
b ), (270), (273), (274), (276), (282), 
(292), (295, b), (305), (307, d), (312), 
(313), (316)-(318, b), (319)-(327, c), 
(328, C ), (330)-(332), (334 ), (335), 
(337)-(339), (340, b), (341), (343)-
(345, b, c), (347), (348), (349)-(351), 
(355), (357)-(361), (363), (364), (366), 
(367), (368), (370)-(372), (373), (375), 
(379) 

Zangiinip.5,6,8,25,26,(11) 
(39, b), (159), (165), (169), (213), 
(242), (258), (295), (301), (376) 

Zarkasi (93 b) 
Zaydiin p. 10, 11 
Zenkerp. 5 
Zubaidi p. 3, 4, 27, (3, b), (12), (40), 

(43 b), (138), (232), (373) 
Zuhair (197), (292), (307) 



§ 11. Glossary and subject-index of the Commentary 

The topics are selective only, and refer to the Commentary and to the English Translation by paragraph 
number. The numbers followed by letters refer to the sub-paragraphs in the Commentary only. These 
contain mostly additional material connected in some manner with the basic topics. 

'A interrogation. The insertion of the 'a to the definite article and its lengthening (229), (233 b ). 
Absolute muf[aq (12). 
Accidental 'iiri<}, (54), (184), (223), (288), (289), (304). 
Active-participle ism al-fa 'ii (136 ... ). Anomalous case of an active participle of Form I of the triliteral 

formed on the measure of the passive participle of a verb of Form IV and of Form IV formed on the 
measure of the active participle of the verb of Form I (154). Anomalous case of an active participle of 
Form VIII whose kasra of the 2nd radical is elided (109). The active-participle being designated as 
al-fi'l al-dii'im "the permansive verb" by the Kufans (46 b), (136). The active participle as a substi
tute for the ma~dar (23). The ma~dar formed according to the measure offa'ila (23 b). The active 
participle as a substitute for the passive participle (24 g). The passive participle as a substitute for the 
active participle (24 h). The resemblance and difference between the active participle and the perfect. 
The resemblance of the active participle to the imperfect in its reference to future time ( 46). Anoma
lous suffixation of the doubled n to the active participle because of its resemblance to the imperfect 
(125 f). 

Paradigms of the active participle of the derived forms of the strong verbs of the triliteral, and Form I of 
the quadriliteral and its derived forms (153). Examples from paradigms of the doubled verb (172), 
(172 b), of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c), of verbs with 1st radical w (245), or y 
(245 b), of a verb with 2nd weak radical (290), of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b), of 
verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 b ), (303 b ), of a verb with 1st radical w and 3rd weak radical 
(376) and of a verb with 2nd radical y and 3rd weak radical (376 b). 

A#iid "enantiosema". 
Addition of: 

- an ii between two vowelled hamzas (233). 
- the h (212). 
- the h of silence (345, b, c). Anomalous suffixation and vowelling in context (345 c). 
- the s (211). 
- the s or s after the pronoun of the accusative or genitive of the 2nd person of the fem. sing., the -ki 
(82 b). 

Additional consonants, augments, buruf al-ziyiida. See augments. 
Adjective #fa. The anomalous vowelling of the 1st radical by a kasra when followed by the 2nd radical 

vowelled by a kasra in adjectives: the form fi ilun instead of fa ilun (29). The form fa ilun in the 
meaning offa 'ilun (146). The common gender given to the adjective of the form fa 'ilun in the mean
ing of maf'illun (144). Its being taken anomalously as having the meaning of maf'illun (146). The 
formfa'illun of intensiveness and as an assimilated adjective (147). The common gender given to the 
formfa'illun in the meaning offa'ilun (148). Anomalous case (152). Cases of adjectives compared 
with their contraries (151), (152). Cases ofadjectives occurring for both the sing. and pl. (296 b ). The 
forms of intensiveness fa ''alun, mif'alun, mif'alun, mifilun ( 149), mif'alun, mif'alun, mifilun ( 149 
b ), ( 150). The forms fi ''ilun, Ju ''alun,fa ''illun, Ju ''illun, Ju ''alun, fa 'illun,f a "iilatun, fa 'ilatun,f a ''illatun, 
Ju 'alatun, Ju 'latun, mif'alatun, fa 'illatun ( 150). The common gender given to mif'alun, mif'iilun and 
mifilun (149 b). Anomalous separate fem. form given to mifilun (151). The adjective of the form 
fa 'Iii (with final alif maq~ura) (314). Regular broken pis. of the fem. of the epithet fa 'ilun and fa 'ilatun 
(360 b ). The adjective being substituted by the ma~dar (24 f). Adjectives formed on the pattern of the 
elative that do not refer to excess (143 c). 

Af'al al-qulub "mental verbs". 
Agwaf"verbs with 2nd weak radical". 
Alif. Alif al-a~! "the underlying alif' (50 b). 
Alif al-badal "the substituted alif' (50 b). 
A/if al-<},amir "the alif which is the pronoun of the dual of the nominative" (50 b ), (92). 
Alif al-ilbiiq "the appended alif' (50 b). 
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Alif al-istijham "the alif of interrogation" (50 b ). 
Al-alif al-mamduda "the lenghtened alif' (50 b). 
Al-al if al-maq~ura "the alif that can be abbreviated" (50 b ). 
Alif al-munqaliba "the alif changed from another consonant" (50 b). 
Alif al-nidii' "the vocative alif' (50 b ). 
Alif al-nudba "the alif of lamentation" (50 b). 

427 

Alif al-qaf'"the disjunctive alif' (50 b), (114), (115), (116). The reason of vowelling the prefixed alif 
of Form IV with a fatl)a in the imperative ( 116). 
Alif al-taf~il "the alif prefixed to the comparative and superlative forms" (50 b ). 
Alif al-ta 'nf! "the alif of the feminine form" (269), (269 b ). 
Alif al-wa~l "the connective alif' (50 b), (111, b), (114), (115), (118). "The connective alif of the 
imperative". Its vowelling. Different opinions according to the Basrans and the Kufans. Its anoma
lous vowelling (111 ). 
Alif al-wa~l wa-l-~ila "the alif suffixed to a final short vowel". The alif suffixed in antii (60). 
Alif al-wiqiiya "the guarding alif'. Different opinions concerning the reason of the occurrence of the 
suffixed ii after the u of the pl. of the perfect (50). 
-The ii inserted between two hamzas (114 b), (233). 
- The ii inserted between the -na marker of the fem. and the doubled n in the 3rd person of the fem. pl. 
of the Energetic I (128). 
- The ii inserted between the -na marker of the fem. and the single n in the 2nd person of the fem. pl. 
of the Energetic II (129). 

Anthropomorphism (45). 
'Ari~ "accidental". 
A~l "origin", "principle", "base". 
A~lf "underlying", "underlyingly". 
Assimilated adjective ~ifa musabbaha (138). 
Assimilation iddigiim. The two measures idgiim and iddigiim. Two sorts of 'iddigiim: 'iddigiim 'akbar 

"total assimilation" (174) and 'iddigiim 'a~gar "little assimilation" (29), (30), (174), (347), (368), 
(374). Reasons why the assimilation is carried out (174). The assimilation that is carried out in strong 
verbs of Form IX and XI (40). 

Assimilation of: 
- the 1st radical hamza to the infixed t of Form VIII ( 187 b ), (200). 
- the infixed t of Form V and VI to the 1st radical of the verb following it, which is: the d, the g, the 
g, the t and the!, (207), (190), the s, the z (207, (191), the~' the s, the~, the f, and the;: (207). 
- the infixed t of Form VIII to one of the following consonants preceding it, which is the 1st radical: 
the hamza (187 b), (202), the d (189), the d (190), the~ (195), the s (192), (174), the s (192 b), the~ 
(192 c), the t (187 c), the! (187 c), the t (196), the z (191) and the;: (197). 
- the infixed t of Form VIII to one of the following consonants following it, which is the 2nd radical 
(203 ): the d (204 ), the d (204 b ), the ~ (205 b ), the s (204 d), the ~ (205), (206), the t (203 b ), the t (205 
c), the z (204 c) and the;: (205 d). 
- the 1st radical t to the infixed t of Form VIII ( 187 c ). 
- the 1st radical! to the infixed t of Form VIII (187 c). 
- the 1st radical w to the infixed t of Form VIII (198). 
- the 1st radical y to the infixed t of Form VIII (199). 
-the 2nd radical to the 3rd in the perfect and imperfect of doubled verbs (171). 
- the 3rd radical d to the suffixed tin perfect verbs (251). 
- the hamza changed into a weak consonant and the assimilation of both weak consonants (225), 
(227, b). 
- the l- of the article to the solar consonants (176). 
- them of the article -am to the initial m of the noun following it (364). 
- them to then (67). 
- the nunation of the first word to the l of the article of the second word (224). 
- two identical consonants (172). 
- the w to the t (356). 
- the w to they (86). 
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- they to they (86), (180), (263), (350). 
- the ultimate consonant of the first word to the initial consonant of the second word (173 )-(173 b ): 
- the ultimate 'to the initial ' ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate b to the initial b, m ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimated to the initial rj,, ~- t (173 b). 
- the ultimate rj, to the initial g (173 b). 
- the ultimate rj to the initial s (173 b ). 
- the ultimate f to the initial b,f (173 b). 
- the ultimate g to the initial s, t ( 173 ). 
- the ultimate g to the initial g (173 b ). 
- the ultimate h to the initial h, l (173 b ). 
- the ultimate J:i to the initial ~ }:! ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate k to the initial k, q ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate l to the initial r, t ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate m to the initial b, m ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate n to the initial l, r, y ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate q to the initial k, q ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate r to the initial l, r (173 b ). 
- the ultimate s to the initial s (173 b ). 
- the ultimate s to the initial s ( 173 b ). 
- the ultimate t to the initial d, rj,, rj, g, s, s, ~- !, !, z, ;: (173). 
- the ultimate! to the initial rj, (173 b ). 
- the ultimate w to the initial w (173 b ). 
- the ultimate y to the initial y ( 173 b ). 

Augments, additional consonants, J:iuruf al-ziyiida (39 b), (41), (69), (106), (177, b), (212), (221), (225), 
(338), (379). 

Badal "substitution". 
Base, underlying a# (3), (19), (36), (38), (39 b), (40), (44), (54), (57), (65), (67)-(70), (74 b), (75 b), (78), 

(79), (89), (111), (113), (116), (125), (180), (182), (183), (187 b), (188), (190), (191), (192, b, c), 
(194)-(200), (203 b)-(206), (208), (210)-(212), (218), (219), (222), (224), (225), (227), (230), (234)
(236), (243), (247)-(249), (252), (255), (261)-(263), (268), (271)-(273), (275), (277)-(279), (284)
(292), (295), (296), (298)-(300), (305), (308), (311), (313), (315), (319)-(322), (324), (327), (328 c), 
(330), (331), (333), (335), (336), (338), (341)-(343), (346), (348, d), (350), (353)-(357), (360)-(363), 
(365)-(372), (373)-(375), (376), (378), (379). 

Binii' "invariability". 
Cluster of two vowelless consonants iltiqii' al-siikinain (36), (43 b), (54), (59), (69), (125 b), (129), 

(130), (184), (206), (229), (239), (241), (249), (270), (272), (275), (277), (278), (279), (284)-(289), 
(295), (303), (307), (313), (345 c), (360), (378). General principle when two vowelless consonants 
are combined in two words (270), (288), (377). 

Common gender: 
- the adjective of the formfa'ilun in the meaning of maf'illun (144). 

- the form fa 'illun in the meaning of fa 'ilun ( 148). 
- the adjectives mif'alun, mif'iilun and mif'ilun (149 b). 

Compensation ta wfrj. Compensation of: 
- the elided 1st weak radical of the ma~dar by the tii'marbilfa (16), (247), (248), and by the prefixed 
t (247). 
- the elided 1st weak radical of the ma~dar by the suffixed t (247). 
- the unsound 2nd weak radical or the infixed ii by the tii' marbilfa (249), (279). 
- the elided tii 'marbilfa in a word that is the first element of an irjiifa construction by the word being 
its second element (248). 
- the departure of the vowel of the 2nd radical by the infixed s (211) or the infixed h (212). 
- the elided vocative particle yii by the ending -mma in alliihumma (235 b). 

Conjugation, morphology, phonology, ta~rif (3). 
Conjunction. The vowelled h of the independent pronouns of the 3rd person of the singular huwa and 
hiya and the vowelled l- of command given a sukiin after some conjunctions (110). The question 
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according to the Kufans and Basrans on whether the conjunction that precedes rubba or the theoreti
cal elided rubba governs the noun in the genitive or not (121). The emphasis of a preposition in the 
case of a noun coupled by a conjunction to a pronoun in the genitive suffixed to a preposition. The 
acceptance of such a coupling without emphasizing the preposition by the Kufans and by others. An 
anomalous case (53 b). 

Consonants, letters, J:iurilf The consonants, their points of articulation, their characters and nominations 
(188, b): 
additional consonants, augments J:iurilf al-ziyada. See augments. 
airy consonant al-J:iarf al-hawz (188 b). 
alveolar consonants (188), (194). 
ante-palatal consonants al-J:iuruf al-nif''iya (188 b). 
apical consonants al-J:iurilf al-asalfya (188 b). 
covered consonants al-J:iurilf al-mu!baqa (188 b), (193), (374), (375). 
dental consonants (52), (176), (188). 
depressed consonants al-J:iurilf al-munbafifia (188 b), (192 c), (193). 
elevated consonants al-J:iurilf al-musta CZiya (188 b), (192 c), (193). 
emphatic consonants (197). 
gabbled consonant al-J:iarf al-mahtilt (188 b). 
gingival consonants al-J:iurilf al-lifawfya (188 b). 
guttural consonants al-J:iurilf al-J:ialqzya (29), (30), (31), (32), (174), (188 b), (254), (355). 
interdental consonants (176), (188). 
intermediate consonants al-J:iuruf bayna l-sadzda wa-l-rabwa (188 b), (354). 
labial consonants al-J:iurilf al-safawfya (188, b ), (367). 
laryngal consonants (188), (325), (326). 
lateral consonants (176). 
lax consonants al-J:iurilf al-rabwa (188 b), (192 c), (194). 
liquid consonants J:iuruf al-<J,alaqa (188 b), (176). 
lunar, or moon-consonants al-J:iurilf al-qamarfya ( 176). Definite nouns occurring anomalously nunated 
whose initial consonants are moon-consonants (364 ). 
muted consonants al-J:iurilf al-mu:jmata (188 b). 
open consonants al-J:iurilf al-munfatiJ:ia (188 b). 
orificial consonants al-J:iurilf al-sagarfya (188 b). 
pharyngal consonants (188), (328). 
post-palatals (188). 
pre-palatals (188). 
reiterated consonant al-J:iarf al-mukarrar (188 b). 
resonant consonants J:iurilf al-qalqala (188 b). 
rigid consonants al-J:iurilf al-sadzda (188 b), (192 c), (194). 
sibilant consonants J:iuruf al-:jafir (188 b), (176), (368). 
soft consonants al-J:iurilf al-layyina (188 b). 
solar, or sun-consonants al-J:iuruf al-samsfya (176), (364). 
consonants of substitution J:iurilf al-badal (312). 
swerving consonant al-J:iarf al-munJ:iarif (188 b). 
tippy consonants al-J:iurilf al-<J,awlaqfya (188 b). 
two uvular consonants al-J:iarfiini al-lahawfyatani (188 b), (340 c). 
velar consonants (188). 
voiced consonants al-J:iurilf al-maghilra (188 b)-(190), (191), (194), (341), (364). 
voiceless consonants al-J:iurilf al-mahmilsa (174), (188, b)-(190), (192), (194), (329), (341). 
weak consonants J:iuruf al- 'ilia. See weak consonar.cs. 
weak consonants of prolongation, glides, al-J:iurilf al-layyina. See glides. 
weak consonants of prolongation and softness, hollow weak consonants, glides, al-J:iuruf al-gilf See 
glides. 

Context (82 b ), (89 b ), (331 ), (307), (345 c ), (348 d). 
Coordinated to another pattern by the addition of an augment or more to its root mulJ:iaq, definition, 

forms coordinated to: Form I of the quadriliteralfa '[ala, Form II of the quadriliteral tafa CZala, Form 
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III of the quadriliteral 'if'anlala and Form IV of the quadriliteral 'if'alalla (41). Coordinatives il/:iaq"iyiU 
(177). 

Corroborative n (125), (126), (130), (131). Reason of vowelling the doubled n with a kasra (126 b). 
Elision of the single n when a vowelless consonant occurs after it (125 b). Its anomalous elision (125 
c). Elision of the doubled n (125 d). Anomalous suffixation of the doubled n in the perfect (125 e). 
Anomalous suffixation of the doubled n to the active participle (125 f). Alleviation of the doubled n 
and its replacement by a single one (125 g). Anomalous suffixation of the single non the analogy of 
the doubled one (130). 

Declension i 'rah (3), ( 43). Definitions ( 43). The reasons of the declension or undeclinability of the three 
parts of speech. The Basrans' opinions concerning the declension and undeclinability ( 43). The Basrans' 
and the Kufans' opinions concerning the undeclinability of the verbs (123), the declension of the 
imperfect (122) and the undeclinability or declension of the imperative (44), (48), (119), (120), (123), 
( 184 ). The reasons why the marker of declension occurs specially at the end of the word and not at its 
beginning or middle ( 43 b ). A discussion concerning which is underlying the declension or the 
undeclinability ( 43 c ). 

Definite article al-ta 'rif. Different opinions concerning its structure ( 115). Assimilation of the l of the 
article al- to the solar consonants (176). Am- (364). Other categories of al- than being the definite 
article. Al- prefixed to the noun, to the perfect, to the imperfect and to the adverb (115 b). The 
insertion of the interrogative 'a to the definite article and its lengthening (229), (233 b ). Definite noun 
occurring with the nunation (364 ). Elision of the n of the preposition min in juxtaposition with the 
article (224). 

Deflection imala (347), (174). 
Demonstrative pronoun of the fem. sing. hag,ihi underlyingly hag,"i. Substitution of the h for the y in it 

(89). Its different dialectal variants (89 b). 
Derivation istiqaq (3). Three sorts of derivation: little, big and biggest (14), the big cl !rivation (14 b), the 

biggest derivation (14 c), (340 c), (368), (374). 
Derivativefir'(12), (13 b), (43 c). The ma~dar's or the verb's derivatives (10). 
Dialectal variants. The 'ag 'aga (339), 'an 'ana (328 b ), al-isfinfa' (328 c ), kaskasah, kaskasah (82 b ), 
sinsinna (82 b), qal:ifal:ia (328 c), rasw (372), (373), taltala (32), (99), (103), (278), rumfuman"iya 
(364), watm (334). 

Dissolution (178), (180), (181), (184), (185), (190), (208). 
Doubled verb mu<j,a'af (169 ... ). Its four conjugations. The assimilation that is carried out in its perfect 

and imperfect (171). Paradigms of doubled verbs of Form I in which the imperfect's 2nd radical's 
vowel is: a <;[aroma (171), (172), a kasra (171 b), a fati>a (171 c). Paradigm of a verb in the derived 
forms (172 b). The assimilation of the 2nd radical to the 3rd in the perfect and imperfect (171). The 
change of the 2nd of the doubled consonants, which is the 3rd radical, into a y (170), (182), (352). 
Elision of one of its radicals (181), (183), (210). Anomalous cases of verbs (179). 

Dual. Change of the ending of the dual of the accusative and genitive -ayni into -ana, -anu or -ani (81 b ), 
(92). The a of the dual that occurs anomalously (81 b ). The reasons why the a is chosen for the dual 
(92). The reasons why then of the dual is vowelled by a kasra (92). Anomalous vowellings (81 b), 
(92). 

Elative ism al-tafdfl (139 ... ). The elative formed according to the pattern specific for colors (140), the 
passive participle (141), the pattern of the derived Form IV of a verb (142), the pattern specific for 
defects (143), formed from a substantive and the passive voice of a verb (143 b). Words formed 
according to the pattern of the elative without referring to excess (143 c ). The elative of verbs with 
2nd weak radical (281). 

Elision l:ia<Jf. Elision of: 
- the connective alif of the article (223), (224). 
- the a (266 b), (278), (289), (303), (304). 
- the a in the quadriliteral formsfu'alilun andfa'alilun resulting infu'alilun andfa'alilun (56). 
- the a in the instrumental form mif'al resulting in mif'al (57), (278). 
- the <;[aroma of the 2nd radical in nouns of Form I:fa</un forfa'ulun (109). 
- one of the doubled consonants (181), (183), (210). 
- the fati>a of the 2nd radical in nouns of Form I:fa</un forfa'alun (109). 
- the fatl>a in verbs of Form I: fa </a used instead of fa 'ala and in a verb of Form VII ( 45). 
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- the hamza (19), (114), (221), (222), (223), (224), (231), (232), (234), (235), (235 c), (236), (237), 
(240), (241), (291), (292). 
- the prefixed vowelled hamza of the imperative in doubled verbs (183), (184), (185) and in verbs 
with 2nd weak radical (284), (287). 
- one of the hamzas in a verb with 1st radical hamza in the 1st person of the sing. of the imperfect 
(19). 
- the prefixed hamza of the imperative (231), (240). 
- the prefixed hamza of Form VIII of the perfect (206). 
- the I suffixed pronoun of the agent of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. in the imperfect and impera-
tive and the sukiin given to the last consonant in pause (307 c). Its elision in the Energetic (126). 
- the I suffixed pronoun of the agent of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. in the imperative of a verb 
with 3rd weak radical in the pronunciation (378). 
- the kasra of the 2nd radical in nouns of Form I: fa 'lun for fa 'ilun ( 109) and in an active participle 
of Form VIII (109). 
- the kasra of the 2nd radical in verbs of Form I of the active voice: fa 'la for fa 'ila ( 109), the kasra of 
the 2nd radical and its transfer to the 1st radical: fl 'la for fa 'ila (29), the kasra of the 2nd radical in 
verbs of Form I of the passive voice (109). 
- the Ii- of the imperative ( 110 c). 
- the vowel of the Ii- of the imperative ( 110, b ). 
- one marker of the fem. (58). 
- the 2nd weak radical changed into a hamza in 2nd weak radical active participles (292). 
- the 3rd radical h (363). 
- the indicative n in the 2nd person of the fem. sing. (51 e ). 
- the indicative n before the doubled n in the 3 person of the masc. dual of the Energetic (127). 
- the single n (125 b), (125 c). 
- the doubled n (125 d). 
- the doubled n and its replacement by a single one (125 g). 
- the infix n in a noun (56). 
- the n of the preposition min in juxtaposition with the article (224 ). 
- rubba (121). 
- the ta' marbilfa in words being the first term of an irj,afa construction and in other cases (248), (249). 
- the infixed t marking the reflexivity or the prefixed t of the imperfect in verbs of Form V and VI in 
the 2nd person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the masc. sing. of the imperfect (101). 
- the infixed tin a verb of Form VIII (211). 
- the infixed tin a verb of Form X (209). 
- the il suffix pronoun of the agent of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the perfect, and the sukiin 
given to the last consonant in pause (307 d). Its elision in the Energetic (126). Its elision in the perfect 
(45), (307 d). 
-the il suffix pronoun of the agent of the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of the imperative of the Energetic 
I in a verb with 2nd and 3rd weak radical (378), and of a verb with 3rd weak radical in the imperative 
in the pronunciation (378). 
- the unsound 2nd weak radical (36), (38), (249), (279), (284), (285), (286), (287), (288), (289), 
(291), (292), (295). 
- the unsound 2nd weak radical or the infixed a (249), (279). 
- the vowel of the indicative (51 e). 
- the vowel of the 2nd radical in doubled verbs in the perfect (171 ). 
-the wa of huwa (77 b). 
- thew as the 1st radical in the perfect of a verb with 1st radical w (246). 
- thew as the 1st radical in the imperfect of a verb with 1st radical w (16), (19), (244), (252), (254), 
and in the ma~dar (16), (247), (248). 
- the 2nd weak radical or the infixed w in passive participles of verbs with 2nd weak radical (295). 
- the 2nd weak radical changed into a hamza in active participles of verbs with 2nd weak radical 
(291), (292). 
- the 3rd radical w in a verb with 3rd radical w (305). 
- the 3rd weak radical in participles of verbs with 3rd weak radical (295), (309), and in the jussive 
(306). 
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- the ya of hiya (77 c ). 
- the 3rd radical yin participles of verbs with 3rd radical y (23), (295), (309). 
- the 3rd radical yin verbs with 3rd radical y (33), (49), (51 e), (54), (180), (201), (239 c), (240), 
(275), (292), (303), (304), (307). 
- the 3rd radical y after the kasra or fatl:ia before the doubled n in the 2nd person of the masc. sing. of 
the Energetic I (239 c ). 

Emphasizing, the emphasized mu 'akkad, the emphasizer mu 'akkid ( 17), (20), (20 b ). The emphasis that 
occurs with nouns (20 b ), verbs (20 c ), particles (20 d). The emphasis of the suffixed pronoun of the 
nominative when an independent agent is coupled to it. An anomalous case. The Kufans' acceptance 
of this connection without the necessity of emphasizing the pronoun (53). The emphasis of a prepo
sition in the case of a noun coupled by a conjunction to a pronoun in the genitive suffixed to a 
preposition. The acceptance of such a coupling without emphasizing the preposition by the Kufans 
and by others. An anomalous case (53 b). 

Enantiosema ar;idad (14 c). 
Fi 'l da 'im "permansive verb". 
Fir' "derivative". 
Gazm "jussive". 
Glides, weak consonants of prolongation, al-J:iuruf al-layyina, al-J:iuruf al-guf (188 b), (224), (225), 

(226), (261). 
Grammar nal:,,w. The first grammarians to write about it (3 b ). 
lfabar "predicate". 
Ijadat "accident". 
/ja4f"elision". 
Hamza. Its alleviation (98), (114), (116), (118), (215), (216), (217), (218), (219), (220), (221), (222), 

(223), (224), (225), (226), (227), (228), (231), (232), (234), (235), (236), (237), (241). Reason why it 
is alleviated (215). Its sounding true (116), (215), (227 b), (228 b), (231), (236), (238). The harnza 
bayna bayna (216), (218), (226). Combination of two hamzas in two words (232). The substitution of 
the harnza for: the a (326), (327), the alif of the feminine form (313), thew (50 b), (235), (290), (291), 
(292), (316), (317), (318, b), (319), (321), (322), (323), (327 c), or written as aw with a hamza (218), 
(327 c) and they (228 b), (319), (320), (324), (379). 

Hamzated verbs mahmuz. Its conjugations (213 ... ). Paradigms of verbs with 1st (214), 2nd (214 b) or 3rd 
radical harnza (214 c). 

Heaviness tiqal: 
- the c;Iamma is heavier than the fatl:ia or the kasra (34 b ). 
- the combination of the c;Iamma preceding the kasra and the kasra preceding the c;Iamma is heavy 
(133), (252), (253). 
- the heaviness of the combination of both the waws (78). 
- the heaviness of the combination of the two ta's: the t prefix of the imperfect and the t infix marker 
of the reflexivity in Form V and VI in the 2nd person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the masc. sing. 
of the imperfect (101). 
- the intransitive is heavier than the transitive (34 b). 
- the kasra is considered as heavy in relation to the light fat}:la (75 b). 
- the pl. is considered as heavy in relation to the dual (92). 
- verbs are considered to be heavier than nouns (58). 
- the vowel is heavier than the sukiin (92). 
- the heavy u is chosen for the rarely used masc. pl. and the light a for the frequently used dual in 
nouns (92). 

lfiffa "lightness". 
Homonymy istirak. Homonymy of: 

- both the noun of place and the passive participle of a verb with 2nd weak radical (296). 
- both the suffixed pronouns of the nominative of the fem. and masc. of the duals of the 3rd person: 
the a (72). 
- the 3rd person of the fem. pl. of the perfect and the 2nd person of the fem. pl. of the imperative of 
a verb (284). 
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- the 3rd person of the fem. and the 3rd person of the masc. pl. of a verb (305). 
- a few verbs designating both the active and passive voice (285), (300). 

fjumasf "quinqueliteral". 
J:Iuriif "consonants, letters": 
al-J:iuriif al-asalfya "the apical consonants". 
J:iuriif al-badal "the consonants of substitution". 
al-J:iuruf bayna l-sadfda wa-l-ra!Jwa "the intermediate consonants". 
J:iuriif al-<;Jalaqa "the liquid consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-<;Jawlaqfya "the tippy consonants". 
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al-J:iuriif al-giif "weak consonants of prolongation and softness, hollow weak consonants, glides". 
al-J:iuriif al-J:ialqfya "the guttural consonants". 
al-J:ia,f al-hawf "the airy consonant". 
al-J:iarfani al-lahawfyatani "the two uvular consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-layyina "the glides of prolongation", "soft consonants", "glides". 
al-J:iuriif al-litawfya "the gingival consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-maghiira "the voiced consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-mahmiisa "the voiceless consonants". 
al-J:ia,f al-mahtiit "the gabbled consonant". 
al-J:ia,f al-mukarrar "the reiterated consonant". 
al-J:iuruf al-mun!Jafirj,a "the depressed consonants". 
al-J:ia,f al-mun}:larif "the swerving consonant". 
al-J:iuriif al-musta 1iya "the elevated consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-mufbaqa "covered consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-ni(fya "the ante-palatal consonants". 
J:iuriif al-qalqala "the resonant consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-qamarfya "the lunar, or moon-consonants". 
al-J:iuruf al-ra!Jwa "the lax consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-sadfda "the rigid consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-safawfya "the labial consonants". 
J:iuruf al-~afir "the sibilant consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-sagarfya "the orificial consonants". 
al-J:iuriif al-samsfya "the solar, or sun-consonants". 
J:iuriif al-ziyada "the additional consonants, the augments". 

/<;/ and i<;Ja (44 b). I<;Ja that seems to govern the verb in the jussive (307 b). 
Iddigam "assimilation". 'lddigam 'akbar "total assimilation" and 'iddigam 'a~gar "partial assimila-

tion". 
!1al "unsoundness of the weak consonant". 
Il}:laq1yat "coordinatives". 
Iltiqa' al-sakinain "cluster of two vowelless consonants". 
Imala "deflection". 
Imperative amr. (Its paradigm (105). Twenty-three meanings in the Qur'an (105 b). The Kufans' opinion 

that it is declinable (48), (119), (120), (123), (184), and that of the Basrans that it is undeclinable (48), 
(123). The reason why the imperative is undeclinable (45), (48). Reasons why the connective hamza 
of the imperative is given a kasra. Its anomalous vowelling (111). The reason why the prefixed 
hamza of Form IV is given a fatl:ia (116). The imperative being substituted by the ma~dar (24 e). 
Elision of the fbeing the suffixed pronoun of the nominative of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. in the 
imperative, and the last consonant being made vowelless. Cases of verbs with 3rd radical y, in which 
the short vowel of the 2nd radical is made vowelless after the elision of the 3rd weak consonant (307). 
Paradigms of strong verbs, Energ. I and II (125). Paradigm of a verb with 1st radical w (256). Para
digm of a verb with 2nd radical w (287). 

Imperfect murj,ari~ Its two sorts (91). Its prefixes (94), (96), (97), (104), the infix (88), the infixes and 
suffixes (92). The opinions of the Kufans and Basrans concerning its declension (122), (123). The 
reasons why it is declinable (46), (47), (93). Cases concerning the active participle (93, b) and the 
passive participle occurring instead of the imperfect (93 b ). The resemblance of the active participle 
to the imperfect in its reference to future time (46). The imperfect's occurrence instead of the perfect 
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(93 c). The imperfect's occurrence as indicating present time (93 d). The imperfect denoting the 
future (93, e). The debate between the Basrans and Kufans concerning the reasons of vowelling the 
imperfect' s final radical with a <;lamma (93). The reason why they is chosen as an infix in the ending 
-fna suffixed to the imperfect of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. (88), (89). An opinion stating that the 
fis not a pronoun but a marker of the fem. (87). Its elision in the Energetic (126). The reasons why the 
u is chosen to mark the masc. pl. (92). Its elision in the Energetic (126). The reasons why then of the 
2nd person of the fem. sing. and 2nd and 3rd persons of the pl. of the imperfect of the indicative is 
vowelled by a fatl_ia. The reasons why the n of the 2nd person and 3rd persons of the dual of the 
imperfect of the indicative is given a kasra (92). 
Paradigms of the imperfect of a strong verb of Form I in the indicative, subjunctive and jussive (92). 
Paradigms of strong verbs, Energ. I and II ( 125). Paradigms of doubled verbs of Form I whose imper
fect' s 2nd radical is vowelled by a <;lamma (171), (172), kasra (171 b) and fat):la (171 c). Paradigms of 
verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c ). Paradigms of verbs with 1st radical w (245), or y 
(245 b ). Paradigms of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b ). Paradigms of verbs with 3rd 
radical y (302) or w (302 b ), (303 b ). Paradigm of a verb with 1st radical wand with 3rd weak radical 
(376) and of a verb with 2nd radical y and with 3rd weak radical (376 b). 

Importance of morphology (3 ), ( 4 ). 
Indicative raf. Its use instead of the jussive (51), (239 b) and the subjunctive (51 b). Its being replaced 

by the jussive (51 e). The reasons why then of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. and 2nd and 3rd 
persons of the pl. of the imperfect of the indicative is vowelled by a fatl_ia. The reasons why the n of 
the 2nd person and 3rd persons of the dual of the imperfect of the indicative is given a kasra (92). 
Paradigm of the imperfect of the indicative of a strong verb of Form I (92). Paradigms of doubled 
verbs of Form I whose imperfect' s 2nd radical' s vowel is a <;lamma (171 ), ( 172), kasra ( 171 b) and 
fatl_ia (171 c). Paradigms of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c). Paradigms of verbs 
with 1st radical w (245), or y (245 b). Paradigms of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b). 
Paradigms of verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 b ), (303 b ). Paradigm of a verb with 1st radical 
wand 3rd weak radical (376) and of a verb with 2nd y and 3rd weak radical (376 b). 

Inflection i 'riib (3). 
Intransitive liizim (22 c), (34 b). The intransitive is heavier than the transitive (34 b). 
Invariability binii ~ Definitions. The Basrans' opinions concerning the declension and the undeclinability 

(43). A discussion concerning which is underlying the declension or the invariability (43 c). The 
reasons why the imperfect is declinable (47), the perfect is undeclinable (44), and the imperative is 
undeclinable (45), (48). 

l'riib "declension", "inflection" (3), (43). 
Ishii' "saturation". 
Ism "noun": 
ism al-ala "noun of instrument". 
ism al-fii 'ii "active participle". 
ism al-gins "generic noun". 
ism al-maf'ul "passive participle". 
ism al-makiin "noun of place". 
ism al-taf<,lfl "elative". 
ism al-wal:,.da "noun of individuality". 
ism al-zamiin "noun of time". 

Jsmiim "flavour of the <;lamma". Its condition (298). Cases in which it is forbidden (299). 
Istiqiiq "derivation". 
Jstiriik "homonymy". 
Juncture wa~l (184), (270), (288), (378). 
Jussive al-gazm. The reason why the sukun is chosen to mark it (92). The jussive mood in the verbs 

corresponding to the genitive case in the nouns (108). Its being replaced by the indicative (51), (239 
b). Its occurrence after the subjunctival an (51 d). Its replacing the indicative (51 e). Cases in which 
the jussive is not taken into consideration (51), (51 f). Cases of verbs with 3rd radical y, in which the 
short vowel of the 2nd radical is made vowelless after the elision of 3rd weak radical (307). Jq,ii 
seeming to govern the verb in the jussive (307 b). 
Paradigm of a strong verb of Form I in the imperfect of the jussive, active (92). Paradigm of doubled 
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verbs of Form I whose imperfect's 2nd radical's vowel is a c.Iamma (171), (172), kasra (171 b) and 
fatl:_ia in the active voice (171 c). Paradigm of a doubled verb of Form I whose imperfect's 2nd 
radical's vowel is a c.Iammain the passive voice (186). Paradigms of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical 
hamza (214, b, c). Paradigms of verbs with 1st radical w (245), or y (245 b). Paradigms of verbs with 
2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b ). Paradigms of verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 b ), (303 b ). 
Paradigm of a verb with 1st radical wand 3rd weak radical (376) and of a verb with 2nd y and 3rd 
weak radical (376 b). 

Lafif"verbs with 1st and 3rd weak radicals, and verbs with 2nd and 3rd weak radical". 
Lazim "intransitive", "obligatory". 
La- "the assertative particle" (114). 
Letters l,iuruf See consonants. 
Li-imperative lam al-amr (107), (110). The sukiin given to the li-of command after some conjunctions 

(110). Its being anomalously given the sukiin after tumma (110 b ). Its anomalous elision (110 c ). 
Lightness biff a. 

- The light a is chosen for the frequently used dual and the heavy ii for the rarely used masc. pl. in 
nouns (92). 
-The fatl:_ia is considered as light in relation to the heavy kasra (75 b). 
-The fatl:_ia and kasra are lighter than the heavy c.Iamma (34 b). 
- Nouns are considered to be lighter than verbs (58), (59). 
- The sukiin is lighter than the vowel (92). 
-The transitive is lighter than the intransitive (34 b). 

Maghul "passive voice". 
Mahmuz "hamzated verb". 
Ma~dar "verbal noun". 
Mental verbs af'al al qulub. Combination of both the pronouns of the nominative and of the accusative 

of the same person in them (83). 
Metathesis (14 b). 
Mas an infix or suffix in a pronoun or noun (62). Anomalous cases in which them can be prefixed or 

infixed to the verbs (62 b). 
Mital "verbs with weak 1st radical". 
Morpheme (3). 
Morphology ~aif, ta~rif. A generative system (3). Importance of morphology (3), (4). 
Mu >akkad "emphasized", mu >akkid "emphasizer". 
Mubtada, "topic". 
Mu{i,a 'af"doubled verb". 
Mull,iaq "coordinated to another pattern by the addition of an augment or more to its root". 
Muta 'addi "transitive". 
Muf[aq "absolute". 
N. Corroborative n (125), (126), (130), (131). Doubled and single nuns. Paradigms (125). Reason of 

vowelling the doubled n with a kasra (126 b). Elision of the single n when a vowelless consonant 
occurs after it (125 b). Its anomalous elision (125 c). Elision of the doubled n (125 d). Anomalous 
suffixation of the doubled n to the perfect (125 e) and to the active participle (125 f). Alleviation of 
the doubled n and its replacement by a single one (125 g). Anomalous suffixation of the single n on 
the analogy of the doubled one (130). 
The reasons why a kasra is chosen for the n of the dual. Its anomalous vowellings. The reasons why 
the n of the 2nd person of the fem. sing. and the 2nd and 3rd persons of the pl. of the imperfect of the 
indicative is vowelled by a fatl:_ia. The reasons why then of the 2nd person and 3rd persons of the dual 
of the imperfect of the indicative is given a kasra (92). Anomalous elision of the 3rd radical y preced
ing the energetic n in the 2nd person of the masc. sing. (239 c ). 

Naqis "verbs with 3rd weak radical". 
Naql "transfer", "shift". 
Na~b "subjunctive". 
Nida, "vocative". 
Noun ism. The debate between the Basrans and the Kufans concerning the etymological derivation of a/
ism: the Basrans regarding the noun as logicians whereas the Kufans regarding it as philologists (12 
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b ). The noun's superiority in relation to the verb according to the Basrans (12 b ), ( 13, b ). The resem
blance of the noun to the imperfect (47), (92), (93), (126 f). Nouns are considered to be lighter than 
verbs (58), (59). The reasons why the ii is chosen for the dual (92) and the u for the sound masc. pl. 
(92). Nouns being treated as masc. and fem. (22 c), (296 c). Cases concerning a noun that occurs for 
the masc., fem., sing. and pl. (296). Cases of nouns that occur for both the sing. and the pl. (152 b), 
(296, b). Nouns formed according to their contraries (151), (152), (271 b). Patterns of nouns ending 
with the alif of the feminine form (269, b). Examples of nouns with a -y prefix (97). Examples of 
nouns in which the disliked combination of the <;lamma preceding the kasra and the kasra preceding 
the <;lamma occurs ( 133). A noun in the nominative occurring instead of the accusative (23). Anoma
lous elision of the kasra or <;lamma of the 2nd radical in nouns of Form I ( 109). The separate gender 
given to the formfa'fl in the meaning of maf'ul (145). Nouns in the sing. pertaining to verbs (whose 
action they denote) (344). 

Noun of individuality ism al-waJ:ida (52). 
Noun of instrument ism al-iila (164 ... ). The patterns mif'alun, mif'alatun and mif'iilun (167). The pat

terns muf'ulun, muf'ulatun and mif'ulatun (168). 
Noun of kind ism al-J:iiila (166). 
Noun of place ism al-makiin (159 ... ). Examples of nouns of place on the measure maf'ilun (163). Noun 

of place of the verb with 1st radical w (160). Noun of place of the verb with 3rd radical y (162). 
Noun of time ism al-zamiin (159 ... ). The form of the passive participle of what exceeds three consonants 

occurring as the form of the noun of time (24 d). 
Nouns that express the doing of an action once ism al-marra (165). 
Obligatory liizim. The sukun in the 2nd person of the fem. pl. of the imperative of the doubled verb is 

stated as obligatory (185). 
Oneness taw}:izd. the Basrans' concept of the ma~dar's oneness contra the verb's plurality (12). Com

ments concerning the concepts of oneness and independency contra plurality and dependency refer
ring to the fields of philosophy and theology (13 b). 

Origin a~l (12), (13 b), (43 c). 
Passive-participle ism al-maf'ul (157 ... ). The passive participle as a substitute for the ma~dar (24). The 
ma~dar as a substitute for the passive participle (24 b). The ma~dar of the derived forms of the 
triliteral occcurring on the pattern of the passive participle (24 c ). The form of the passive participle 
of what exceeds three consonants occurring as the form of the noun of time and as a ma~dar (24 d). 
The active participle as a substitute for the passive participle (24 g). The passive participle as a 
substitute for the active participle (24 h). The passive participle occurring instead of the imperfect (93 
b ). The Kufans' argument that the ma~dar is formed according to the passive participle contra the 
Basrans argument that it is formed according to the noun of place ( 18). The forms mafu 'lun and 
mafelun of the passive participle of verbs with 2nd radical w or y (295). The form mafilun used 
instead of mafelun and mafyulun (295 b). 
Paradigms of the passive participle of the derived forms of strong verbs of the triliteral, and Form I of 
the quadriliteral and its derived forms (158). Examples from the paradigms of doubled verbs (172), 
( 172 b ), of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c ), of verbs with 1st radical w or y (245), 
(245 b) of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b ), and of verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 
b), (303 b). 

Passive voice al-maghul (132 ... ). The reason why the <;lamma is chosen to vowel the 1st radical of the 
form ju 'ila (132). Fu CZa said instead of Ju 'ila (109). Homonymy of a few verbs designating both the 
active and passive voice (285), (300). The elative formed from the passive voice of a verb (143 b). 
Paradigm of a strong verb of Form I in the perfect and imperfect (132). Paradigms of the derived 
forms 11-X of the strong verb in the perfect and imperfect of the indicative (134). Examples from the 
paradigms of doubled verbs (172), (172 b), (186), of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, 
c ), of verbs with 1st radical w or y (245), (245 b ), of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b ), of 
a verb with 2nd radical w (297), of verbs with 2nd weak radical (298), of verbs with 3rd radical y 
(302) or w (302 b), (303 b), of a verb with 1st radical wand 3rd radical weak (376) and of a verb with 
2nd radical y and 3rd radical weak (376 b). 

Pause waqf (48), (82 b), (89 b), (220), (229), (241), (326), (307, b, c, d), (327), (331), (340 b), (344), 
(345 c ), (348 d), (363), (373). Addition of the h of silence (345) after the y and the w (345 b ). Its 
anomalous vowelling in some cases (345 c ). Substitution of the g for the single y (340), the tii 'fawUa 
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for the ta' marbufa (348 d) and the h for the a in pause (345, (348 d). Elision of the 1, suffix pronoun 
of the agent of the 2nd person of the fem. sing., in the imperative, and the sukiin given to the last 
consonant (307 c ). Elision of the ii, suffix pronoun of the agent of the 3rd person of the masc. pl., of 
the perfect, and the sukiin given to the last consonant (307 d) or the c:Iamma (45). Cases of verbs 
occurring with the elision of the 3rd radical y and the kasra or sukun given to the last consonant 
(307). 

Perfect ma(j,i. Its three sorts (42). The reasons why the perfect is undeclinable (44), (46). The reason why 
the perfect' s marker of invariability is the fat.l_ia ( 45). Cases of the elision of the suffixed ii of the 3rd 
person of the masc. pl. in the perfect ( 45), (307 d). The occurrence of the perfect instead of the 
imperfect, and thus its resemblance to it ( 42), ( 44 b ). The ressemblance and the difference existing 
between the active participle and the perfect (46). The perfect being substituted by the imperfect (93 
c ). A verb designating both the 3rd person of the fem. pl. of the perfect and the 2nd person of the fem. 
pl. of the imperative (284). Anomalous suffixation of the doubled n in the perfect (125 e). 
Paradigm of a strong verb of Form I in the perfect active ( 42). Paradigms of the derived forms of the 
strong verb of the triliteral in the perfect and imperfect (39 b ). The quadriliteral and its derived forms 
(41). Paradigms of doubled verbs of Form I whose imperfect's 2nd radicals' vowel is a c:Iamma (171), 
(172), kasra (171 b) and fat.l_ia (171 c). Paradigms of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, 
c). Paradigms of verbs with 1st radical w or y (245, b). Paradigms of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), 
or y (259 b). Paradigms of verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 b), (303 b). Paradigm of a verb 
with 1st radical wand 3rd radical weak (376) and of a verb with 2nd radical y and 3rd radical weak 
(376 b). 

Permansive verb al-fi 'l al-da 'im ( 46), ( 46 b ), (93), ( 136). 
Phonology, morphology, conjugation, ta~rif (3). 
Plural. The reason why the n of the sound masc. pl. is vowelled by a fat.l_ia. The reasons why the ii is 

chosen to mark the sound masc. pl. in nouns and in verbs in the 2nd and 3rd persons of the masc. pl. 
of the imperfect of the indicative (92). 

Predicate babar (12 b), (13), (44), (58). 
Principle a~l. 

-The dimininutive (65), (363), the pronouns (65), the dual (65), (289) and the broken pl. (363) bring 
back the word to its base form. 
- The marker should not be elided (101). 
- Two markers of the fem. can be combined together in the light noun (58), 59). 
- Two markers of the fem. cannot be combined together in the heavy verb (58), (97). 
-A declinable marker should not be combined with an undeclinable one (127). 
- The -na agent pronoun of the 3rd person of the fem. pl. should not be combined with the doubled n 
(128). 
- Verbs are undeclinable (122). The Basrans' and the Kufans' opinions (123). 
- Four vowelled consonants cannot follow each other in one word (55). Cases in which this occurs 
(55), (56). 
-A vowelless consonant cannot begin a word (43 b), (102), (111), (207), (284). 
- A vowelless consonant is not a sufficient separative between two vowelled ones (112), (113), 
(290). 
- Two vowelless consonants cannot be combined. See cluster of two vowelless consonants. General 
principle when two vowelless consonants are combined in two words (270), (288), (378). 
- Two ta's of the fem. cannot be combined together (58), (88), (97). 
- Thew at the end of the word cannot be preceded by a c:Iamma in nouns (63), (64). 

Pronouns. 
- The independent pronouns of the nominative. Paradigm (76). 
The independent pronoun of the nominative of the 1st person of the sing. ana (73), (345), (373). Its 
dialectal variants (73 c ). The debate between the Basrans and the Kufans concerning its structure (73 
b). The reason why one form is sufficient for it (73). 
The independent pronoun of the nominative of the 2nd person of the masc. sing. with the suffixed a, 
anta. The structure of this pronoun without the suffixed a, i.e. anta (60). 
The reason why the m is infixed in the independent pronoun of the nominative of the dual antuma 
(60). The reason why the dual exists for the 2nd persons (73). The base forms of antuma and antum 
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(79). The reasons why the tin anta is given a fatJ:ia, the tin anti is given a kasra and the tin antumii 
is given a <;Iamma (76 b). 
The h of the independent pronouns of the 3rd person of the singular huwa and hiya given a sukun 
after both the conjunctions (110). Different opinions concerning the structure of huwa and hiya by 
the Kufans and Basrans (77). Anomalous elision of the wa of huwa (77 b) and the ya of hiya (77 c ). 
Some anomalies concerning their structures (77 d). 
Theories concerning humii and hum (78). 
The reason why no dual is chosen for the independent pronoun of the nominative of the 1st person of 
the pl. naJ:mu (74). The reason of the vowelling of its 2nd n with the <;Iamma (74 b). 
-The suffixed pronouns of the nominative of the perfect. Paradigm (75). The suffixed pronoun of the 
nominative is considered by the Arab philologists as one with its verb differently from the pronoun of 
the accusative (55). The reason why the suffix agent pronoun of the 1st person of the sing., the -tu, is 
chosen for the perfect (70). Substitution of the! for the tin the suffix agent pronouns -tu, -ta and -ti 
(375). The reasons why the suffixed t is given a fatl_ia to mark the 2nd person of the masc. sing., a 
kasra to mark the 2nd person of the fem. sing. and why the infixed tis given a <;Iamma to mark the dual 
(75 b). The homonymy of both the suffixed pronouns of the nominative of the duals of the fem. and 
of the masc. of the 3rd persons, the ii (72). The reason why the n in the suffixed pronoun of the 
nominative of the 2nd person of the fem. pl., -tunna, is doubled (67), (69). The emphasis of the 
suffixed pronoun of the nominative when it is coupled to another agent. An anomalous case. The 
Kufans' acceptance of this connection without the necessity of emphasizing the antecedent (53). 
Latency of the suffixed pronoun of the nominative (90). 
The reason why the y is chosen as an infix in the ending -"ina suffixed to the imperfect of the 2nd 
person of the fem. sing. (88), (89). Its elision in the Energetic (126). The reasons why the ii is chosen 
as a suffix for the dual (92). The reasons why the ii of the agent marking the dual of the imperfect 
Energ. I and II is not elided (126). The cases when the il is maintained or elided in the suffixed 
pronoun of the nominative of the 2nd person of the masc. pl., -tumil, of the perfect (65). The reasons 
why the il is chosen to mark the masc. pl. in the imperfect of the indicative (92). Its elision in the 
Energetic (126). 
- The separate pronouns of the accusative. Paradigm (84). The opinions of the Kufans and Basrans 
concerning their structures (84 b). 
- The suffixed pronouns of the accusative. Paradigm (82). The combination of both the suffixed 
pronouns of the nominative and of the accusative of the same person in the mental verbs (83). 
- The suffixed pronouns of the genitive. Paradigm (85). The change of the suffixed pronoun of the 
genitive of the 1st person of the sing., the 1, when attached to a noun following the vocative yii, into an 
ii (81). 
The vowelling of the suffixed pronoun of the genitive of the 3rd person of the masc. sing., hu or hi 
(80). Some anomalies (80 b). 
The emphasis of a preposition to which a pronoun of the genitive is suffixed to when coupled to 
another noun in the genitive with a preposition by the Basrans. The acceptance of such a coupling 
without emphasizing the preposition by the Kufans and others. An anomalous case (53 b). 

Qalb "transposition". 
Quadriliteral rubii 'i". The derived measures of the triliteral that are formed according to Form I of the 

quadriliteralfa 'Lala, to Form II of the quadriliteral tafa 'Lala, to Form III of the quadriliteral 'if'anlala 
and to Form IV of the quadriliteral 'if'alalla ( 41 ). Triliteral roots which can be extended to become 
quadriliteral ( 177 b) through the repetition of one or two of their consonants (27), (177 b ). The elision 
of the ii in the formsfu'iililun andfa'iililun resulting infu'alilun andfa'alilun (56). 

Quinqueliteral bumiis"i. Triliteral roots which can be extended to become quinqueliteral through the 
repetition of one or two of their consonants ( 177 b ). 

Raf' "indicative". 
Repetition. Some measures with the repetition of one or two consonants (27), (177 b). 
Rubii 'z "quadriliteral". 
Rubba. Its occurrence and its elision. The question according to the Kufans and Basrans on whether it is 

the conjunction that precedes rubba or the theoretical elided rubba that puts the noun in the genitive 
(121). 

$aJ:i1J:i "strong verb". 
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,s'a,f "morphology". 
Saturation isbac (60), (60 b). 
Shift naql. See transfer. 
$ifa "adjective". 
$ifa musabbaha "assimilated adjective". 
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Soundness of the weak consonant. Cases in which no change of the weak consonant is carried out ( 19), 
(224), (268), (269), (270), (272), (273), (274), (276), (277), (278), (279), (280), (281), (282), (289), 
(317), (350), (377). 

Strength. 
-The 9amma is the strongest among the vowels (74), (132). 
- The infixed weak consonant is considered as strong in relation to the elided radical (225). 
-The passive voice reveals strength by referring to both the agent and the object (132). 
- The pl. is stronger than the dual (92). 
- The radical is considered as strong in relation to the augment (225). 
- The separate pronoun of the 1st person of the pl., naJ:mu, reveals strength as it comprehends two 
meanings, the one of the dual and the one of the pl. (74). 

Strong verb ~a}:tfl.z (11 ... ). The conjugations:fa'ala yaf'ilu (29), concerning a verb with 1st weak and 3rd 
guttural radical (254 ), fa 'ala yaf'ulu (29), fa 'ila yaf'alu, the anomalies fl 'ila and fl 'la (29), fa 'ala 
yaf'alu when the 2nd or 3rd radical is a guttural consonant (30), ( 17 4 ), some anomalies (30 b ),fa 'ula 
yaf'alu (36),fa 'ula yaf'ulu (34 ),fa 'ila yaf'ilu (35) and fa 'ila yaf'ulu (38). Anomalous forms of verbs 
(29), (30 b), (31), (32), (33), (35), (36), (37), (38). The reasons why fa 'ila becomes yaf'alu and fa 'ala 
becomes yaf'ilu in the imperfect (29 b). Fa'ula yaf'ulu (34). The reason why fa'ula has its 2nd radical 
vowelled by a 9amma (34 b). Fa 'ila yaf'ulu (37). Tif'alu (the dialectal variant: the taltala) (32), (99), 
(103), yif'alu (32), (100). 
A presentation of the order of the derived forms of the triliteral in Arabic grammars (39). Presentation 
of the order of the derived forms of the triliteral verb with their numbering according to Western 
grammars, their paradigms in both the perfect and the imperfect, and their meanings (39 b). Assimi
lation carried out in verbs of Form IX and XI (40). 
A presentation of the quadriliteral and its derived forms with their numbering and their meanings 
(41). Quadriliterals formed from the patterns of triliterals that are coordinated to other forms of 
quadriliterals by the addition of an augment or more to their roots mul}:taq.(41), definition, measures 
coordinated to the groundform of the quadriliteral fa 'Lala, measures coordinated to Form II of the 
quadriliteral tafa 'Lala, to Form III of the quadriliteral 'if'anlala and to Form IV of the quadriliteral 
'if'alalla ( 41). 
Examples of verbs of four consonants being a combination of syllables in well-known expressions 
(41). 

Subjunctive na~b. The reason why the fat}:la has been chosen to mark it (92). Its being replaced by the 
indicative (51 b ). Its occurrence after the suppressed subjunctival an (51 c ). Its replacing the jussive 
(51 f). 
Paradigm of a strong verb of Form I in the imperfect of the subjunctive, active (92), of doubled verbs 
of Form I whose imperfect's 2nd radicals' vowel is a 9amma (171), (172), kasra (171 b) and fat}:la 
(171 c), of a doubled verb of Form I whose imperfect's 2nd radical's vowel is a <;lammain the passive 
voice (186), of verbs with 1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c), of verbs with 1st radical w or y 
(245), (245 b ), of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b ), and of verbs with 3rd radical y (302) or 
w (302 b), (303 b). 

Substitution badal. 
1) Substitution of forms: 
- the active participle for the ma~dar (23). 
- the imperfect for the perfect (93 c). 
- the indicative for the jussive (51), (239 b). 
- the indicative for the subjunctive (51 b ). 
- the jussive for the indicative (51 e ). 
- the ma~dar for the adjective (24 f). 
- the ma~dar for the imperative (24 e). 
- the ma~dar for the passive participle (24 b ). 
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- the passive participle for the ma:;dar (24). 
- the perfect for the imperfect (42), (44 b). 
- the subjunctive for the jussive (51 f). 
2) Substitution of consonants and vowels: 
- the ii for the alif maq:;ura (180). 
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- the ii for the hamza (50 b), (217), (218), (220), (237), (327 b), (369). 
- the ii for thew (36), (38), (50 b), (211), (265), (266), (270), (276), (278), (279), (284), (369). 
- the ii for they (33), (50 b), (54), (81, b), (265), (270), (271), (285), (303), (304), (369). 
- the alif maq:;ura for they (272), (308). 
- the 'for the J:i (328 c). 
-the 'for the hamza (328 b). 
- the 'for the g (328 c ). 
- the b for the m (367). 
- the d for the t (207), (341), (342). 
- the rj, for the t (207). 
- the <), for the t (207). 
- the <,iamma for the suffixed pronoun of the nominative of the masc. pl., the a, ( 45). 
- the g for the q (340 c). 
- the g for the '(328 c). 
- the g for the k (340 c). 
- the g for the double y (339). 
- the g for the single yin pause (340) and in context (340 b). 
- the h for the ii (344), (345), (347), (348 d), (373). 
- the h for the hamza (98), (220), (235), (343). 
- the h for the tii' marbufa (348), for the tii' fawila (348 b) and for the t of the fem. pl. (348 c ). 
- the h for they (89), (346), (347). 
- the hamza for the ii (326), (327). 
- the hamza for the alif of the feminine form (313). 
- the hamza for the '(328). 
- the hamza for the h (114 b), (115 b), (235), (325). 
- the hamza for thew (50 b), (235), (290), (291), (292), (316), (317), (318, b), (319), (321), (322), 
(323), (327 c), or written as aw with a hamza (218), (327 c). 
-the hamza for the initial w vowelled by a (,iamma (321), by a kasra (322), by a fatf:ia followed by an 
augmentative w (316), for the single w (323), for the middle w vowelled by a <,iamma (318) and for the 
w coupled with another w (318 b). 
- the hamza for they (228 b), (319), (320), (324), (379). 
- the hamza for the initial y (324). 
- the hamza for they in the active participle of a verb with 2nd radical y (320). 
-the hamza 'ala kurst l-yii'for the hamza (217), (218), (241). 
- the l for the<), (371). 
- the l for the n (370). 
- the m for the b (367). 
- the m for the l (364 ). 
- them for the vowelless n (68), (365) and for the vowelled n (366). 
- the m for the w (78), (363). 
- the madda for both hamzas (227, b), (229), (233 b). 
- the n for the vowelless '(328 c ). 
- the n for the l (338). 
- the n for the w (337), (353). 
- the single n for the doubled n (125 g). 
- the n of the indicative for the energetic n (239 b ). 
- the s foi; the t (202, (207), (329). 
- the s for the z (372 b). 
- the:; for the s (368), (372), (174). 
- the ~ for the t (207) 
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- the s for the k (82 b). 
- the s for the t (207). 
- the t for the b (336). 
- the t for the d (194), (333). 
- the t for the s (52), (194), (329), (333), (334). 
- the t for the ~ (335). 
- the t for the! (209). 
- the t for thew (52), (96), (198), (247), (330), (331). 
- the t for they (187 b), (199), (200), (332). 
- the t for the 3rd radical w (331). 
- the tii 'marbu,!a for the elided w ( 16). 
- the tii 'fawfla for the tii 'marbu!a (348 d). 
- the t for the t (207). 
- the! for the d (375 b). 
- the! for the t (174), (192 c), (194), (195), (196), (197), (207), (374), for the t being the suffixed 
pronoun of the nominative of the 1st and 2nd persons of the sing. (375). 
- the! for the i (197). 
- the w for the augmented ii (360). 
- thew for the hamza (217), (218), (219), (226), (227 b), (228 c), (362). 
- thew for they (261), (271), (303), (361). 
- the w with hamza for the hamza (217). 
- The wa~la for the hamza (232). 
- they for: the '(355), the ii (59), (230), (349), the b (357), the <j, (170), (182), (352), the d (170), the 
g (265), the hamza (66), (187 b), (200), (202), (217), (218), (219), (225), (226), (228), (315), (351), 
the l (170), them (170), then (170), (353), (354), the r (170), the s (358), the~ (170), the t (356), the 
t (359) and thew (113), (257), (260), (262), (263), (266, b), (267), (275), (293), (294), (295, b), (310), 
(311), (350), (379), (380). 
- the z for the s (372). 
- the z for the ~ (372), (373). 
- the z for the t (207). 
- the i for the t (207). 
- the i for the! (197). 

Syntax nabw. The aim and usefulness of grammar. Love of the Arabic language (3 b ). 
T. The tii' marbii!a and fawfla (52). 
Al-tii' li-l-tab~f~ "the t of particularization" (52). 
Al-tii' li-ta 'kfd al-mubiilaga "the t meant to strenghten the idea of intensiveness" (52), (150), (274). 
Augmented t (52). 
Substituted t: the t for the b (336), the t for the d (194), (333), the t for the s (52), (194), (329), (333), 
(334), the t for the~ (335), the t for the! (209), the t for thew (96), (198), (247), (330), (331), the t for 
they (187 b), (199), (200), (332), the t for the 3rd radical w (331), the tii' marbiifa for the elided w 
(16), the tii' rawfla for the tii' marbufa (348 d). 

Al-ta 'rif"definite article". 
Ta~rif "conjugation", "morphology", "phonology". 
Tawbfd "oneness". 
Ta 'wf<j, "compensation". 
Terms. Basrans and Kufans (46 b), (136), (174). 
[iqal "heaviness". 
Title Mariib al-arwiib (5). Its importance (8). 
Topic mubtada'(I2 b), (13), (44), (58). 
Transfer, shift naql (14 b), (36), (74 b), (92), (181), (183), (203)-(205, b, c, d), (210)-(212), (221)-(226), 

(236), (241), (249), (275)-(279), (284)-(287), (292), (295), (296), (303). Transfer of: 
- the vowel of the hamza to the consonant preceding it in one word (221)-(224), (241), and in two 
words (224). 
- the vowel of a weak consonant to the consonant preceding it (36), (211), (212), (249), (275)-(279), 
(284)-(287), (295), (296), (303). 
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- the vowel of the 2nd radical to the 1st radical in the imperfect of the doubled verb (171). 
- the vowel of the 2nd radical, which is the 1st consonant among the doubled consonants, to the 1st 
radical after the 2nd radical's elision in the perfect of the doubled verb (181), (210), in the imperative 
of the 2nd person of the fem. pl. and in the 3rd person of the fem. pl. of the imperfect (183). 
- the vowel of the infixed t of Form VIII to the 1st radical (203, b ), (204, b, c, d), (205, b, c, d). 
- the vowel of the n of naJ:mu to the J:i preceding it (7 4 b ). 

Transitive muta 'addf (22 c ). The transitive is lighter than the intransitive (34 b ). 
Transposition qalb (14 b), (222), (237), (292), (293), (294). 
Tripartite division: noun, verb and particle (10 b ), (63). The reasons of their declension or undeclinability 

(43). 
Unsoundness of the weak consonant i'lii1 (15), (16), (19), the different sequences (260). 

1) Change of: 
- the ii into the hamza (290). 
- the augmented ii into a w (360). 
- the ii into the y (349). 
- thew into the ii (16), (36), (38), (40), (243), (249), (266), (270), (276), (278), (279), (284), (289). 
- thew into the hamza (290), (291), (292). 
- thew into they (16), (113), (257), (243), (260), (262), (263), (266 b), (267), (275), (292), (293), 
(294), (295 b), (303), (350), (379). 
- they into the ii (270), (285), (303). 
-they into the alif maq~ura (180), (201), (272). 
- they into the hamza (319), (379). 
- they into thew (261), (271), (361). 
2) Elision of: 
- the w as the 1st radical in the perfect of a verb with 1st radical w (246). 
- thew as the 1st radical in the imperfect of a verb with 1st radical w (16), (19), (244), (252), (254), 
and in the ma~dar (16), (247), (248). 
- the unsound 2nd weak radical (36), (38), (249), (279), (284), (285), (286), (287), (288), (289), 
(291), (292), (295). 
- the unsound 2nd weak radical or the infixed ii (249), (279). 
- the 2nd weak radical or the infixed w in passive participles of verbs with 2nd weak radical (295). 
- the 2nd weak radical changed into a hamza in active participles of verbs with 2nd weak radical 
(291), (292). 
- the 3rd radical w in a verb with 3rd radical w (305). 
- the 3rd weak radical in participles of verbs with 3rd weak radical (295), (309), and in the jussive 
(306). 
- the 3rd radical y in participles of verbs with 3rd radical y (23), (295), (309). 
- the 3rd radical yin verbs with 3rd radical y (33), (49), (51 e), (54), (180), (201), (239 c), (240), 
(275), (292), (303), (304), (307). 
- the 3rd radical y after the kasra or fatI:ia before the doubled n in the 2nd person of the masc. sing. of 
the Energetic I (239 c ). 

Relative noun or adjective ism al-nisba (156). 
Underlying, underlyingly, base a~lf (16), (19), (48), (49), (50 b), (54), (56), (58), (65), (77), (88), (96), 

(97), (98), (109), (114), (119), (121), (127), (149 b), (161), (169), (171)-(174), (177), (180), (181), 
(182), (184), (187 b, c), (189), (191), (192), (194), (195), (200), (202), (209), (211), (212), (220), 
(221), (224), (226), (228), (229), (230), (235 c), (243), (244), (248), (255), (257), (259, b), (262), 
(263), (265)-(267), (269), (270), (271), (275), (279), (284), (288)-(293), (295), (298), (299), (300), 
(302)-(305), (311), (316)-(319), (321), (329), (331), (332), (340 b), (344), (350), (361), (364), (368), 
(374), (378), (379), (380). 

Verb fi CZ (28), (29). Verbs being considered to be heavier than nouns (58). The debate concerning the 
verb which is considered as the origin of the derivation according to the Kufans, and the ma~dar 
which is considered as the origin of derivation according to the Basrans (12)-(21): The verb's de
pendency on'its agent in the sentence contra the independence of the ma~dar as a noun (12 b), (13), 
(58). The Basrans' concept of the verb's plurality contra the ma~dar's oneness (12). Some comments 
about some terms referring to the fields of philosophy and theology (13 b). The Kufans' argument 
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pertaining to the field of morphology that stresses upon the idea of the dependence of the ma~dar on 
the verb, regarding the unsoundness or the soundness of the weak consonant in its structure (15), 
(16). The Basrans' argumentation against this opinion (19). The Kufans' argument referring to the 
field of syntax: the verb is the regent and governs the ma~dar in the accusative and the ma~dar is 
emphasized by the verb (17). The Basrans' and the Kufans' opinions concerning the undeclinability 
of the verbs (123), the declension of the imperfect (122) and the undeclinability or the declension of 
the imperative (48), (119), (120), (123), (184). 
Anomalous elision of the kasra of the 2nd radical in verbs of Form I ( 109). Anomalous elision of the 
fat}:ia in a verb of Form I and in a verb of Form VII (45). The 2nd radical made vowelless in the 
perfect together with the 1st radical given a kasra (29). The anomalies.fi'ila and.fi7a (29). 

Verbal noun ma~dar. Its definitions (12, b ). Its derivatives (10). The debate concerning the ma~dar being 
the origin of derivation according to the Basrans and the verb being the origin of the derivation 
according to the Kufans. See for it Verb. The Kufans' argument that the ma~dar is formed according 
to the passive participle contra the Basrans argument that it is formed according to the noun of place 
(18). The Basrans' argumentation that the ma~dar is regarded as a noun of place (21). 
The ma~dar being substituted by the active participle (23). The ma~dar formed according to the 
measure offa'ila (23 b). The ma~dar being substituted by the passive participle (24). The passive 
participle being substituted by the ma~dar (24 b ). The ma~dar as a substitute for the imperative (24 
e). The ma~dar as a substitute for the adjective (24 f). 
The ma~dar's patterns of the groundform of the triliteral (22). Other forms including other classes 
than the strong verb (22 b ). The patterns' indications (22 c ). The ma~dar of the derived forms of the 
triliteral occurring on the pattern of the passive participle (24 c). The form of the passive participle of 
what exceeds three consonants occurring as the form of the ma~dar (24 d). Some forms that express 
intensification: taf'alun andfi''flay (25). The analogy of the ma~dars' measures of the derived forms 
of the triliteral and quadriliteral with their verbs' measures (26). Well-known derived forms of the 
ma~dar of the strong triliteral verb with their numbering. Well-known forms of the ma~dar of the 
groundform and derived forms of the quadriliteral with their numbering (26 c ). Forms of the ma~dar 
of the derived forms of the triliteral and quadriliteral which are not analogous with their verbs:.fi ''alun, 
fi'ii,/un andfi'alun (27). Examples from the paradigms of doubled verbs (172), (172 b), of verbs with 
1st, 2nd or 3rd radical hamza (214, b, c), of verbs with weak 1st radical in the groundfrom and 
derived forms (245), (245 b), of verbs with 2nd radical w (264), of verbs with 3rd radical w (259), or 
y (259 b) and of verbs with 3rd weak radical y (302) or w (302 b ), (303 b ). 

Verbs with weak 1st radical miJal (242 ... ). The different conjugations. The conjugationfa'ala yaf'ulu 
(243). Paradigms of verbs with 1st radical w or y (245), (245 b). Paradigm of a verb with 1st radical 
win the imperative (256). The elision of thew in the imperfect of a verb with 1st radical w (16), 
(244), (252) and in the ma~dar (16), (247), (248). Its elision in the imperative (256). Its maintainance 
in different forms (16), (244), (246), (255). The reason of its maintainance or its elision in the imper
fect according to the Kufans and to the Basrans (244). Noun of place of the verb with 1st radical w 
(160). 

Verbs with 2nd weak radical agwaf (258 ... ). Paradigms of verbs with 2nd radical w (259), or y (259 b). 
Paradigm of a verb with 2nd radical w in the imperative (287) and in the passive voice (297). Para
digm of the active participle with 2nd weak radical (290). Some active participles with the anomalous 
elision of the 2nd weak radical changed into a hamza (291 ), some with the transposition of the conso
nants (292), and some with the change of the hamza into a weak consonant (226). Form Ifa'ila that 
has the meaning of if'alla and Form VIII ifta 'ala that has the meaning of Form VI tafa 'ala in verbs 
with 2nd radical w (270). The forms mafu 'fun and mafalun of the passive participle of verbs with 2nd 
radical w or y (295). The form mafilun used instead of mafalun and mafyulun (295 b). Passive parti
ciple and noun of place with 2nd radical y (296). 

Verbs with 3rd weak radical naqis (301...). Paradigms of a verb with 3rd radical y (302) or w (302 b), 
(303 b). The elision of the 3rd radical (33), (49), (54), (239 c), (275), (292), (303). Cases of verbs 
occurring with the elision of the 3rd radical y, and the kasra or sukiin given to the last consonant in the 
pause (307). A case in which the 3rd radical is retained in pause (307 b ). Cases in which the jussive is 
not taken into consideration (51), (51 f). The vowelling of the 3rd radical y when it precedes the 
energetic n in the 2nd person of the fem. sing. (239). Its elision by some in the 2nd person of the masc. 
sing. (239 c ). Active participle of a verb with 3rd radical y (309), passive participle (310), noun of 
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place (162). An anomalous case concerning a verb of Form IX (40). 
Verbs with weak 1st and 3rd radical and verbs with 2nd weak and 3rd radical lafif (376 ... ). Paradigm of 

a verb with 1st radical wand 3rd weak radical (376) and of a verb with 2nd radical y and 3rd weak 
radical (376 b ). Discussions concerning an example (180). The vowelling of the suffixed pronoun of 
the 2nd person of the masc. pl. and the 2nd person of the fem. sing. of the imperative of the Energetic 
1 before the doubled nuns (378). 

Vocative nida '. When the vocative ya precedes a noun to which the suffix pronoun of the genitive of the 
1st person of the sing., the 1, is attached to, different dialectal variants are allowable. Change of the 
suffixed I into an a when preceded by a kasra, and of the underlying ya into an a when preceded by a 
kasra (81). 
Compensation of the doubled m of allahumma for the elided vocative particle (235 b). 

Waqf "pause". 
Wa# "juncture". 
Weak consonant(s) fzuruf al- 'ilia (15), (16), (19), (36), (40), (45), (70), (92), (111), (112), (180), (188 b), 

(202), (216)-(219), (224), (225), (229), (241), (260), (262), (265), (266 b), (267), (269), (270), (274)
(279), (290), (292), (303), (340 b), (347), (379). 

Weakness. 
- The fat}:ia is considered as the weakest among the three vowels ( 45). 
-The his considered as too weak to hinder the deflection (347). 
- The infixed consonant is considered as weak in relation to the radical (225). 
- The elided radical is considered as weak in relation to the infixed consonant (225). 
-The perfect is considered as weak as its action is completed and done with (45). 
- The sukun between two vowelled consonants is considered as too weak to hinder the influence of 
the vowel preceding it on the vowel following it (112), (113), (290). 
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